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six pupils should be kept open. Mrs.
Develyn, the correspondent for the school
committee at Tanjil Bren, has written to
me to say that the parents are very
perturbed at the closing of the school.
She points out that it is too much 1..0
expect the mothers to shoulder the
additional task of doing what they Cdn
to help their children in their correspondence coOrses. She points out that it is on
the mothers that this extra work always
falls. In the Tanjii Bren district the
men are engaged in the timber industry
and they must work uhder conditions
under ~hich none of us would like to
have to toil.
Another small school has been closed
at Waterford, which is not far from
Dargo. Further east, a school at Murrindal has been closed. At this school there
were sixteen students last year. I ask the
Minister of Transport to bring the matter
to the notice of the Minister of Education. It has frequently been stated by
spokesmen for the Government that
some millions of pounds are to be spent
during the current financial year, and
it is only common justice that sufficient
funds should be made available to
permit of these schools being staffed.
If that is not possible, I make the alternative suggestion that teachers be supplied with means of transport to enable
them to visit the schools to give the
children normal education.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.50 p.m.

LJEGISL.A.TIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday) December 10) 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 11.34 a.m., and read
the prayer.
TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from DecembBr 2) on the motion of Mr. Shepherd
(Minislf:er of Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-By leave, I should like to make
a statement to the House concerning
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this Bill. I do so in good faith, believing that the Bill in the form in which
it was presented to Parliament when I
delivered my second-reading speech could
create endless discussion. The Government, having considered representations
from within and without P.arliament,
has decided to agree to ceI'tain amendmen ts to the Bill.
The Government intends to delete
from the Bill sub-clause (2) of clause 4,
which refers to the charge of 3d. per tonmile on vehkles. In order to retain certain features which have no application
to the charge, it will be necessary to
insert a new sub-clause in lieu of subclause (2). The existing paragraph (a)
of sub-clause (2) will be resubmitted
as a sub-clause to take the place of subclause (2). In clause 5 it is intended
that the words" within a radius of 50
miles of the post office specified in the
application as being nearest the property
of such primary producer" shall be
omit<ted. That returns to the primary
producer the " as of right" provision co
convey his own produce and property
over all parts of the State. It does not
delete the restriction, which the Government intends to stand by, relating to
carrying his neighbour's property.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-That will not interfere with the employee or sharefarmer, will it?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I shall deal with
that point in due course. In sub-clause
(2) of clause 5 it is intended to insert
the word "eggs" before the word
"meat." The Government still intends
to remove potatoes and onions from the
Third Schedule of the principal Act.
Clause 8, which is complementary to
clause 4, will be omitted. It will be
necessary to insert a new clause to
follow clause 7. The proposed clause
will readAA. In sub-section (6) of section thlirty·:Dour of the Transport Regulation Act 1933
as amended by any Act for the words
"there is a surplus in the said fund" there
shall be su:bstituted the expression "(after
making such payments, if any, into the
Trust Fund for any purpose for which
money may be paid under paragraph (c) or
paragraph (d) of the last preceding subsection as the Minister on the recommendation of the Board approves) there is a
surplus in the Transport Regulation Fund ".
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There is nothing new in that provision.
The Government has agreed to the
amendments 1 have enumerated after
negotiation.
(Honorable members interjecting).

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-1 should have thought, in my
innocence and lack of perception of the
forms of the House, that close attention
would have been paid to the statement
being made by the Minister of Education. On the contrary, 1 find that it is
being accompanied by a chorus in which
certain sentiments predominate. 1 think
it would facilitate the business of the
House if the Minister were to be listened
to in silence. 1 have to enjoin that
requirement on members on both sides
of the House. .

Mr. SHEPHERD.-I conclude by saying that my statement was probably not
unknown but 1 have made it officially
for the information of members of the
House, bel'ieving that it was the right
thing to do so that membeI'ls would be
aware of the intentions of the Government. 1 am sure that on account of
what 1 have said, the second-reading
speeches on the Bill will be very brief.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I am sure that all members of the
House have welcomed the statement by
the Minister. It is probable that the
second-reading debate will now be
curtailed considerably. It has often been
said that the best speeches are never
delivered. Members of the Opposition
who had studied the Bill carefully had
prepared excellent speeches, but their
notes will probably find their way into
the waste-paper basket, the place to
which my own notes on the subject
have been consigned. The Government
has agreed to delete certain provisions
from the Bill. For that reason there
would appear to be no necessity for the
Government to proceed with the remainder of the Bill, as it will now contain nothing of importance.
The
few remaining provisions include one
that relates to a primary producer carrying the goods of his neighbour.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There are still some
very necessary machinery clauses in the
Bill.
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Mr. BOLTE.-I do not think that they
are necessary. The Transport Regulation Board has been in operation for
many years and it has operated without
the aid of the proposed new machinery
clauses. No disability should be entailed
if the present position obtained until
next session. The point 1 wish to stress
is that the Government has made some
important concessions, not because of
poltitical pressure inside. or outside
Parliament but because of the weight of
public opinion. 1 am 'sure that 1 have
received many more telegrams and
letters concerning this Bill than has the
Minister or the Premier. Doubtless,
other members of the Government,
and particularly country members supporting the Government, have been inundated with scores of requests that the
Government should take stock of itself
and approach this problem in a businesslike manner. The Govern·ment has conceded that public opinion on the proposals is right, and therefore 1 cannot
understand why it desires to persist with
the remnants of the Bill.
1 cannot understand how the Parliamentary Draftsman has been able to
cope with the sheaf of amendments that
have been produced to the many Bills
brought forward in the last few weeks,
quite apart from amendments proposed
by members of the Opposition. It is
probable that the Government, if it goes
ahead with the Bill, will still be submitting a considerable number of amendments the effect of which will be to
make the Bill entirely different from the
original measure. Last night a similar
thing happened in relatfon to the Land
Settlement Bill. Discussion began on the
proposal for the granting of perpetual
leases and it concluded on the question of
freehold titles.
We have in this case an instance of a
Bill introduced by the Minister of
Education on behalf of the Minister of
Transport. A question that should be
considered is why the Minister of Transport should be the Minister who is in
charge of the administration of the railways. Recently the annual report of the
Railways Commissioners was tabled in
this House. Any member will note that
the Bill is practically identical with certain portions of that report and obviously
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it is designed to implement the recommendations of the Commissioners. I do
not know that it is right that the
Railways Commissioners who conduct
a big organization invohTling a turnover
of many millions of pounds should be
in a position to advise the Minister of
Transport on his approach generally to
the problem of transport in Victoria.
I should say that the moOney invested i!l
road transport is three times as great
as .the capital investment in the r:ailways
and that, directly or indirectly, road
transpol"t as an industry gives employment to three Nmes the number of employees engaged in the railways. In the
light of that fact it does not appear to
be right in principle thM the Minister of
Transport should be advised by the
administrators of the railways.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The pos1tion is not
exactly as you have stated it.
Mr. BOLTE.-It is near enough to the
truth.
During the last few weeks
practically every Minister in the Government has had the opportunUy to present
to Parliament a Bill of an obnoxious
nature. Possibly the Minister of Transport fe1t that he had been left out in the
cold, so he came forward and proposed
a Bill which he considered would be a
knockout blow, and he did precisely that.
The Bill, after the deletions mentioned
by the Minister have been made, will
be innocuous.
It certainly has one
feature which is restrictive on primary
producers as, if the Bill is passed, they
will not be permitted to carry their
neighbours' goods.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The existing position
has been abused.
Mr. BOLTE.-I agree that in certain
instances there has been abuse, but in
many cases the proposed restriction will
entail great disabilities on some farmers
who, in the past, have always relied un
their neighbours to do their carting.
I myself will be detrimentally affecte·l.
I have not a truck with which I can carry
my produce or my purchases. A neighbour of mine, Who has a three-ton truck,
has done practically all my carrying, but
he is not a general carrier. In future
it will be necessary for all farmers to
have their own trucks in Which to carry
their goods.

(Amendment) Bt'll.

Mr. TuRNBuLL.-Wha't will be the
position in areas in which there is no
railway? In those districts, will primary
producers be precluded from carrying
their neighbours' goods?
Mr. BOLTE.-H win not matter
whether a primary producer lives at
Casterton or Bacchus Marsh; t!he restrictive provision will apply 'throughout the
State. Therefore, I suggest that it
would be advi-Sla'ble for the Government
to wi,thdraw the Bill and reconsider it
during the recess. The honorable member f.or Dundas will admit that the
shearing season has finished and tha t
there will be no wool-carrying to
Geelong or Melbourne for another nine
months. Therefore, there should be no
neces'sity to persist with this Bill. It is
easy to say that there have been abuses,
but no Government supporter has yet
given any specific instance of such abuses.
Mr. McCLuRE.-I could mention a
number of them. Some of the supporters
of your party are in the ra'Cket.
Mr. BOLTE.-I am not asking the
honorable member for Dundas to give
detaHsof cases at the moment; he may
do that at a later stage of the debate.
It is immaterial whether the persons he
has in mind are Government supporters
or members of the party to which I
belmig. It is reasonable that the House
should be supplied with cases in which
this privilege has been abused. I reiterate tha't the Government would be well
advised to withdraw the Bill.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I do
not propose to delay the business of the
House, but I desire to make a few comments. When I remember the proud and
boastful attitude of Government members, and when I look at them after the
hiding they have had this week, I can
hardly believe tha t they are the same
persons. I agree with the Leader of the
Opposition that there is so little left
in the Bill that it is not worth proceeding
with, but there are one or two matters
to which the Government should give
serious consideration. I refer particularly to the point raised by the Leader
of the Opposition concerning the carrying of a farmer's goods by a neighbour.
Perhaps in my own electorate the right
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of a producer to help to carry his
neighbour's goods, particularly during
seasonal operations, has been abused.
I admit that right has been abused to
some extent; it has been in my electorate.
Mr. G. E. WHITE.-It is a pity that
you did not say thrat before.
Mr. °McDONALD.-I have often made
such a statement. If the honorable member for Dundas lived in a district where
there was such a variety of production
and seasonal conditions as those experienced in my electorate he would probably
take a different attitude. In his electorate wool is the main product. However,
I am concerned that the Government
should play fair with the general transport policy of Victoria. A producer
should certainly not abuse a privilege,
but it would be a serious handicap to
hundreds of producers if the privilege
now under discussion were removed. It
would be a great disadvantage to a man
having a small truck, particularly when °
it broke down.
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from the small producer the right to
help his neighbour in places where transport services are not available. I could
name dozens of areas in the State where
there is no organized tI'ansport capable
of being described as a transport service
proper. I suggest that if the Government will help the farmer as much as he
has been assisted in the past, the general
transport system will be facilita ted.
This Bill should be withdrawn and reconsidered; it is one of the few really
important pieces of legislation that
have yet to be dealt with.
Another point concerns the Sixth
Schedule, relating to the carriage of
potatoes, citrus fruits and so on. The
Government has decided to reinstate
onions. I am certain that if the transport industry cared to contest this provision the High Court would declare the
relevant part of the Bill to be ultra vires
the Commonwealth Constitution. Under
that Constitution trade cannot be restricted by means of State legislation.
Assuming that any test by the transport
industry were successful--,as I am sure
it would be-it can be said that there is
little left in the Bill. Again I support
the suggestion of the Leader of the
Opposition that the measure be withdrawn. We admit to some abuse of the
privilege granted to small farmers, but
we do not appreciate that in any attempt
to tighten the conditions i~ that regard
the small f'armers generally should be
denied a right they have enjoyed when
desiring to help other local producers.
In connexion with this Bill there has
been another complete and abject climb
down on the part of the Government.
After the statement by the Minister it
is of not much use to prolong the discussion. In my remarks I have endeavoured to be helpful, and I think the honorable gentlemoan would be well advised
to prepare or to accept an amendment
to protect the primary producer who
legitimately carries goods for his neighbour.
The amendment could, for
instance, specify a tonnage limit, a limit
on the capacity of the truck, and a limit
as to areas.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-What would you call
a -small truck?
Mr. McDONALD.-One of 3 tons.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Not under 2 tons?
Mr. McDONALD.-There are not
many 2-ton trucks on the road. A 3-ton
truck or even a 5-ton truck is completely
uneconomical to run any distance. Most
of those who have broken down the
right of the farmer to have the privilege
in question possess semi-trailers. The
small producers in particular should not
be deprived of rea,sonable opportunities
to assist their neighbours. I do not
desire that the Government should get a
hiding over this Bill during the np.xt day
of two, as it did in relation to another
measure. It is not nice for a Government to be beaten. The Minister ·who
is in charge of this Bill should give consideration to the aspect of the transport
policy to which I have directed my
remarks, because there will be a storm'
of protest when the farmer learns that
the right is being taken from him. The
great majority of farmers do not approve
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).of the use by other foarnlers of semitrailers to assist in the industry.
I I am sure that all people in Victoria who
think it is fundamentally wrong to take are interested or concerned with efficient,
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cheap, and speedy transport and the preservation of one of the greatest industries
in the State will rejoice to learn that an
alert Opposition, fulfilling its proper
functions, has frustrated this Socialist
Government's effort.
Mr. STODDART.-Do Opposition members consider that 'they have altered this
Bill?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I am sure
that the Minister of Education would
like nothing better than that his party
friends should not confuse the issue by
offering their own unrequired assistance.
The great transport industry was in
danger of annihilation. It was the purpose of this Socialist Government that
the industry should be annihilated. This
.is a Government consisting of thirteen
or fourteen members of whom half are
former railwaymen, and that puts the
Ministry in nearly the same position as
was the Liberal party when it had a
Government consisting, as to half, of
lawyers. Such a Government is truly
unrepresentative. It is only natural that
these Labour members, with their former
associations in their minds, should exert
pressure on their Government to do what
they so often preached before they
became members of Parliament or were
even exalted to the rank of Minister.
The news of our success against the
Government will be as welcome in the
Mallee and other far-distant places as
the breaking of a long drought would be
in times of bad seasons. The Ministry
has received good advice but it should
withdraw those shreds of this Bill that
remain; for they are only shreds. The
top has been lopped off by one concession
and the bottom by another. The fragile
middle can hardly support itself without
either top or bottom. Consequently, all
that remains in this measure is the ban
upon the carriage by farmers of other
farmers' goods. Surely this House should
not, at this stage, spend hours of debate
on so trivial a matter. The Government
has been thrashed on this and other
questions. It should accept".its defeat,
abandon the Bill and proceed with other
business that really does matter. Unless
those people in the country who feel
that they have been relieved of great
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danger should rejoice unduly, I issue a
warning. I am not a man hampered by
a suspicious nature. God forbid!
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Two to one bar one.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Those are
the odds that the Government is getting
out of this Bill. I repeat that I am not
of a suspicious nature, but a long association in this House with the Socialists
opposite makes me very careful when
they yield up anything, even under pressure. The warning I issue is that the
Government, having agreed to withdraw
the proposed impost of 3d. Iper ton
mile, which was the keystone of this
Bill, would not, in my view, have done
so unless it had devised an alternative
method of achieving the same purpose.
That purpose is not the regulation but
the abolition of road transport.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-You are not suspicious!
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I claim that
I am not of a suspicious character; but
when people, who, like me, are totally
devoid of suspicious characteristics, are
forced to look with suspicion on an
action by a Government, then that
act must be saturated with suspicion
or SUSpICIOUS
oircumstances.
The
suspicion, which is almost a conviction
in my mind, is that the Government
which proposes to forgo the legislative
power to cripple transport by prohibitive
charges, has decided to withdraw that
provision from the Bill but to achieve its
purpose by another method. If the
Government does evolve a method ent~t
ling the transport administration to
charge 3d. per ton-mile, that will not
entirely stop transport as the Government desires. It will cripple transport,
but transport will still be able to struggle
along a little. The Government's aim is
almost total abolition. I think it has
found a better way than that which was
indicated in the Bill when it was brought
forward.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Government has
closed certain railway lines and yielded
the business to road transport. The
honorable member has been out of the
.country for some time; he was away too
long.
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Minister
says that I was too long out of the
country.
I was, and I saw in
action the ultimate of the doctrines of
this Government. For that reason I am
on my feet in this House frequently. •
In another country I have seen Socialism
in excelsis-not the milk and water type
such as this Government espouses. In
my view, what the Government now
proposes to do i,s to prevent the operations of road transport by not granting
licences. As this situation is at present,
there will still be the machinery for
the issue of licences on the old scale and
I do not think that this Government
cares how it achieves its purpose so long
as it is achieved. Its objective is to
hamstring road tra.nsport and, having
been prevented from the implementation
of a nefarious proposal, I think the
Government will tighten up on the issue
of licences in any circumstances. The
Minister has been careful to say that the
Government does not seek to use this
measure for the purpose of gaining
revenue.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-We have tried that in
the past.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I admit that
that has been proved, and it is substantially the basis of my case. It is
not the 3d. a ton-mile they are after,
but road transport services as a whole.
I repeat that they have abandoned the
road tax but will rely upon the restriction of the issue of licences.
I consider that the Minister of Transport should be a member of this House
and not of the Legis1ative Council. As
I say, I am not of a suspicious character,
and I would not dare suggest that the
portfolio of Mlinister of Transport was
deliberately put in the other place so
that there would be no Minister in this
House to question, to challenge, or to
speak about transport matters. It is a
pure coincidence that the Minister of
Transport is a member of the Legislative
Council. It is a pity that the only
businessman of any capacity in the
Government is a member orf that House.
Railwaymen are not necessarily businessmen; their occupation is not concerned
with business. Three Railways Commissioners have been appointed to deal with
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the administrative side of the railways.
I am not critical; I accept the position
that the public has chosen seven railwaymen as members of this House, and that
the caucus picked them as members of
the Cabinet. That leaves only seven
other Cabinet members f,rom whom a
It so
businessman can be chosen.
happens that of the present Cabinet only
one member is a businessman, but that
is how the machine works. In my desire
to help the non-business Ministers, I suggest that the Minister of Transport
should be a member of this House. I
warn the community that the last has
not been heard of the Government's intention. I believe that it will still do by
regulation what it has failed to achieve
by legislation.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-This
measure is more than an ignominous
climb down or the "back pedal" Bill,
as it is universally called. It is the
climb down of a vicious snake that
throws itself backwards before striking.
This Bill is merely a "shove back" to
the time when the Government can
strike with full viciousness to wipe all
road transport off the roads of this State.
There has been talk about the Government giving way to public opinion. This
Government is too callous of the feelings
of the people to give any consideration
at all to the public storm that has arisen
over this iniquitous and coercive legislation. The reason why the Government
has back -pedalled over this Bill is
that it has been flogged by the "quisling quartet" there in the corner. What
a fate for the proud Labour party; what
a disgrace for the great Trades Hall,
tha t branch office of the Kremlin in
Lygon-street.
Mr. LUCY (Ivanhoe).-Mr. Speaker, I
rise to a point of order. I object to the
honorable member linking the Trades
Hall with the Kremlin.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-There is no point of order.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-Disgrace upon disgrace has been heaped
upon the Labour movement and all it
has stood for down the years, and it has
culminated in this crawl down. We have
seen many crawl downs by this Government. For instance, there was the crawl
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down to Down. The Premier said to Mr. even stage coaches, to limit the number
Down, "I will sack you," but I do not of wheels of a carriage and also the
think that gentleman has been sacked. number of horses that could be used.
All through history there have been In 1621, in the reign of King James, a
vain attempts at transport regula~ law was passed limiting a road vehicle
tion and a coercion of road trans-· to four wheels and a load of 1 ton. In
port. It commenced in the days of 1629, not more than five horses were
the Romans when farmers and traders permi tted to be used in a team. Down
were banned from using the streets the gamut of our British history this
except during the hours of the night. type of legislation has always come to
The only traffic that could use the streets nought, because the people will not be
of Rome during the day-time was denied the right to legitimate movement.
owned by the plutocrats. The GovernI am concerned at the proposal in the
ment aims to have all transport
Bill
that farmers should not be permitted
off the roads of Victoria, except
the flash cars of the plutocrat Labour to carry their own goods. Further,
leaders, with their social connexions far they will not be allowed to carry such
above the wage plugs whom they are things as ploughshares or sacks of fersupposed to represent. For 200 years tilizer from the local ~ailway station for
the House of Commons produced a neighbour. In my corner of the world,
conflicting legislation after conflict- We could not exist if we did not perform
ing legislation to try to coerce neighbourly acts for each other in retraffic on the roads of England. This gard to transport. Farmers do not deculminated in a wave of actual revolt sire to engage in wholesale carting but
called the "Rebecca riots" in South they wish to carry certain articles for
Wales and elsewhere, when six troops of their neighbours. Under this Bill a
dragoons were called in t.o quell riots farmer with a utility truck could not
in Bristol; that was similar legislation take a load of building ma te~ials up to
to that which this Government is now the local ski club lodge. One reason
proposing. The first enactment con- why this coercive legislation has been
cerning roads was passed only 40 years introduced is that the Australian Railafter the House of Commons was in- ways Union, before Tattersall's came on
stituted, I think, in 1285, in the reign the scene, was the largest contrihutor to
of Edward I., ·when a law was passed 'Labour funds. The Government is inproviding that on roads between market troducing this Bill at the behest of
towns vegetation had to be cleared back J.acky Brown. This legislation is aimed
for a distance of 200 feet. That was to at the complete obliteration and damnaenable the people using the roads to keep tion of the small man who works in the
out of ,reach of the highwaymen. We country areas producing the food and
need legislation to protect the road wealth of the nation.
users, not from Ned Kelly, but from
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).these modern highwaymen who com- I cannot hope to emulate the historical
prise the Government.
discourse which has been given ooy the
A great deal of legislation was passed honorable member for Benambra. The
by the House of Commons to coerce deep learning of the honorable member
road users. For example, it was pro- enables him forcibly to advance the
vided that the tires of farm waggons points he desires to make. I am glad
and carts should be 9 inches wide. How- that the Government, as a result of
ever, the Government of the day in negotiation or by some other means, is
England found, as this Government in prepared to amend the Bill to make it
Victoria will find, that it could not deal more or less acceptable to the motor inwi th the determina tion of the man in dustry. When the original Bill relating
the street. To overcome that legislation, to road transport was being debatedthe wheelwrights bevelled the wheels so i,t was introduced into this House by the
that they were 9 inches on the top but then Minister of Railways, the Right
were sha,rply bevelled at the bottom. In Honorable R. G. Menzies, the present
those days there were attempts to ban Prime Minister-there was inserted
Mr. Mitchell.
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what was afterwards called the
"Farmers' charter." It provided exemptions t'O the man on the land wherever
possible to enable him to carryon his
vocation and provide the principal
source of wealth. In those days it was
not anticipated that the motor industry
would grow to such an extent. We did
not realize that millions of pounds would
be poured into the manufacture of
motor vehicles to be used for road
transport.
I assure the Minister
that within the last two or three
weeks there has been an upsurge of
public opinion concerning this Bill that
I have not experienced for many years.
Indignation has been expressed throughout the State at the attack made by the
Government upon an industry in which
people have inves1:ed minions and which
has become part and par'cel of our way
of living. We have attuned our lives to
the modern conception-the speediest,
most pleasurable, most effective and
most efficient means of transportation.
I say to the Government, "You cannot
turn back the clock."
It is all
very well to talk of the good
old times.
The march of progress
has
brought
about
this
modern
amenity, this essential factor for the
carrying-on of our tr,ade and intercourse,
motor transport. We are living in an
age where there is demanded of us the
continuous application of science as it
develops; but this Bill, had it been passed
without these compromise amendments,
would have meant a severe blow to every
member of the community. I beHeve that
the amendments are genuinely meant
and that the Minister of Transport will
see that their provisions are not evaded.
In this House, rightly agreeing to these
amendments, the Government is now
charged with great responsibilities. We
are trusting to its sense of honour and
jus'tice that by no administrative action
shal1 anything be done contrary to the
spirit of the Bill as it is now to be
amended.
The Government brought about a
feeling of fear and frustration among
primary producers when it first presented
this Bill. There is a basic cleavage of
opinion between Labour and non-Labour
in this House in the matter of transport.
Session 1952-'53.-[124]
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But the Government knows that it has
the great body of public opinion against
it and it must not seek to do anything
fur,ther that will bring down an industry
that has become part and parcel of the
lives of all our people. The public have
their right to the use of the open road.
I cannot under,stand why the Government has not now gone a little further
in amending the Bill, which still puts
a blanket on the carriage of potatoes
and citrus fruits. A'S to that, I feel that
in the light of section 92 of the Federal
Constitution it is doing something that
could not withstand a ohaUenge in a
Federal court. In the district which I
represent we have the greatest voluntary
co-operative activity amongst ve.getaJble
growers in Australia.
The people
in and around my home town of
Scoresby produce 94 per cent. of one
particular vegetable grown in Australia,
and we have a system of co-operation
in the transportation of that product to
the Sydney market. No railway has ever
been designed that could cope with that
transport in the way that road transportation is doing to-day. If the Bill had
been passed as it was originally framed
ilt would have blanketed all th'is activity.
M,r. SHEPHERD.-How?
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-We could not
have got our produce to Sydney.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There has been no
suggestion that the ton-mile rate of 3d.
would have been imposed. Tha't was a
maximum.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-I am speaking
of a primary' industry about which I
claim to have some real knowledge. We
are prodUCing, around and about my
own home town, more than 90 per cent.
of all of this particular product grown
in the State.
If we dumped that
product on the Victorian market the
whole industry migiht be wiped Qut, so we
have sent our produce to Sydney, and
by road transport. Again I ask 1:he
Government not to play with transportation by threa1:ening it afresh every
session. Even if the Government and
its party supporters feel ·that they mu~t
protect the railways, I warn ·tl1em that
they cannot blanket an industry that in
these times is the Hfe and prosperity of
the whole community.
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Mr. R. T. \VHITE (Allendale).This Bill 'is of such minor importance
now that i't is hardly worth debating.
But it was a major measure when it
was originally int,roduced; we have only
to read the speech of the Min'ister in
explana tion to appreciate that. He said
tha't the Government had considered the
Bill very closely and that a number of
the amendments contatined in it were
representative of what the Government
considered to be urgently necessary. I
suggest that the amendments of the Act
tha t were inserted in the Bill and were
deemed by the Government to be its
urgent feature are those very amendments that have now been taken out
of the Bill. All those things have been
deleted to pacify some members closely
related to the Government party with
the view of obtaining a quid pro quo in
regard to certain other legislation.
Mr. WHATELY.-What about public
opinion ?'
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-I thank the honorable member for his reminder. Reference
has been made this morning to the
interest taken by country people in these
" persecution" clauses of the Bill. Public feeling has been indicated by the
hundreds of telegrams we on this, the
Opposition, side have received from
people throughout the country.
It
would be interesting to learn the amount
of pressure that has been brought to
bear on members on the Government
benches.
The main reason why I rose to speak
at this stage was that we have had an
admission from the Government that
road transport must not be penalized to
the extent that it would like to penalize
it. Public opinion has fo~ced the Government to change its mind altogether.
The purpose O'f the original Bill was to
hunt transport of goods off the roads and
on to the railways which are not giving
the service they should give to the public.
I ask this question: What about a full
inquiry into the railways system? Then
the public would be given some reason
why road transport should be still further expanded rather than reduced.
Possibly it is the administ,ration of the
railways from the top that is responsible
for the lack of efficiency.

(Amendment) Bill.

An HONORABLE
control.

MEMBER. - Rem'ote

Mr. R. T. WHITE.-That. is an excellent expression, and one that might
wel'l be applied now to the Government
ilself. A'ctually, so far as the Government is concerned, it is a matter of
closer control. It is a question whether
the Government has any answer to the
pressure groups that apparently are getting it to change its mind. Last week
the Government was going to make sure
that it passed its Bill as it had been
introduced. Since then there has been a
crawl down by the Government, and
what a contrast there is now between
the original Bill and the measure as it
is to be amended by the Government.
The experience of country representatives is that the great increase which
has been made in primary production
has been due to the facilities made available by road transport. A number of
members of Cabinet are former employees of the Railway Department and
so the Government should be in a position to suggest improvements to the
service. Recently attention was directed
to the fact tha t the Adelaide express
was held up at Ararat for more than
eight hours; there should be full explanations of incidents of that type.
To-day the railway service is inefficient,
particularly in rural areas. Instead of
penalizing road transport, the Government should make certain that the
Railway Department is giving the public
an efficient service.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The Minister of
Education was honest when he said that
in view of the contentious clauses causing great concern at this late stage of
the session, the Government did not intend to proceed with them.
The
Minister's statement was not an undertaking that legislation of this type will
not be brought down next session. All
the people are interested in this question
and I direct their attention to the fact
that the road transport industry has been
reprieved, not acquitted.
An arrangement has been made that
there will not be a long debate of the
Bill in view of the Government's admission that amendments will be moved to
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the Bill, after which it will not be worth
very much; but I remind the p~ople that
with the proposed 3d. a ton-mile
charge, accompanied by substantial
increase in penalties, the restriction of the rights of a primary
producer to carry goods for his
neighbour, and the deleting of articles
from the Third Schedule-not those unsuitable to be handled by road transport
but which have been the subject of black
market operations-the Government was
trying to manreuvre itself into the position where it could control road transport in the same way as it is controlled
in New South Wales and Queensland.
Before me, I have a copy of the type of
order that is issued every month or so
in New South Wales under the 3d. a
ton-mile principle. On two and a quarter
pages of foolscap appear various categories of goods, of which some may be
carried exempt from charges, some on a
fiat rate basis, some for' reduced mileage
charges, and others that cannot be carried at all. Goods not included in the
list can be carried at 3d. a ton mile.
The potentialities of this principle are
enormous. If the Prices Commissioner
could not control the price of potatoes in
Melbourne and if this legislation had
been passed in its original form, th~
Government would have had power to
close down on the transporting of
potatoes, or to introduce a prohibitive
tax. That would have precluded growers
from receiving a fair price. The same
principle could be applied to other commodities which the Government did not
desire to be carried by road. The
relevant clauses are to be deleted, but I
fear that that is merely a temporary
affair.
In Committee, I shall move an amendment to clause 5, restoring citrus fruits
to the Third Schedule. No argument
has been advanced by the Government
justifying the removal of citrus fruit
from the list. The Government should
re-consider clause 6 which is one of the
most fantastic clauses ever to appear in
a Bill. It is an attempt to get over what
the Government claims is a breach of
faith in that carriers with 50-mile
licences are transferring goods to other
carriers, and so are achieving a haul of
100 miles. The clause will mean that the
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two operations will be treated as one.
This will affect an innocent carrier who
carts goods 'for 48 miles and then unloads
them, expecting them to be stored by
the person taking delivery. If the gonds
are immediately re-Ioaded on to another
truck, the second operator will commit
about ten breaches of the Act, from the
time he takes over the goods to the end
of his journey, and the first operator will
be liable for something that he did not
do. I do not know whether the Government believes the clause will achieve its
objective, but it should not be agreed to
by the House.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-If the
Government had carried out its original
intention of imposing a charge of 3d. a
ton-mile, that would have meant the
death knell of road transport. It has
been implied that the Government is
following the example of New South
Wales, but the provisions of this Bill are
more drastic than those appeari:lg in the
New South Wales legislation. In that
State, the first 50 miles is free of charge,
and haulage is absolutely free where a
railway does not serve an area. That
applies from Nowra right throughout the
south coast, where rail transport is not
available. I am wondering whether the
Government has changed its mind as a
matter of exp'ediency. If that is not the
case, road hauliers should realize that
they are standing on the brink of a precipice.
Previous speakers have mentioned the
amount of capital invested in the road
transport business of the Commonwealth.
If any Government tried to do what this
Government intended to do, it would rue
the day. In recent years, there ha ve
been strikes in the railway service and
the Country party Government had to
face one of the longest industrial upheavals that have occurred for many
years. The wheat harvest was approaching, and we had to pacify our supporters
in country districts'so that a Communist
move in the railways would not be
al10wed to bring the State on to its knees.
The Government sat tight despite the
fact that it was really acting detrimentally towards primary producers,
who had to allow their product to remain
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in the paddocks for weeks. The Government was determined not to give in, and
necessary foodstuffs were transported
throughout the State by road. In the

know where they stand. The proposals
of the Government caused a revulsion of
feeling throughout the State. Sarcastic
remarks were made by Government sup-

small towns in my electorate, there were

porters because Country party members

few men holding tra~lsport licences, but
they worked day and night. Some sain
tha t they could not carryon as they were
so fatigued. With the assis'vance of thtl
Transport Regulation Board, we co-opted
other persons to assist with this work
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Board did a good
job on that occasion.

said that the president of the Graziers
Association had protested against the
Bill. Pr·otests have been received also
from Chambers of Commerce throughout the State.
I have one from
an area in the north-west, on the
South Australian border, where transport conditions are not the same
as they are in the metropolitan area. I
hope the Government has changed its
mind permanently on this subject, but
not as a matter of expediency.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Board always
does a good job when it is left alone by
politicians. During the war years, thp
railway system was grossly overtaxed
and to-day it is gradually picking up.
The farmers of this State need about
600,000 tons of superphosphate each year,
and for many years the railways have
not been able to carry that quota.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The railways could do
so, if farmers ordered their supplies
early enough.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-,.The railways cannot handle all the superphosphate that is
needed in the country and so farmers
are forced to have it transported by road.
In my area, they were paying £5 a ton
f.or
superphosphate
brought froQm
Geelong. At the time, the railway
freight was about lOs. 4d. a ton, although
to-day it is about three times as much.
Farmers and contractors must travel up
to 300 miles to Geelong to obtain superphosphate, and these road hauliers have
played a big part in the economy of the
State.
As the honorable member for Allendale pointed .out, about half the mem ..
bers of Cabinet were formerly employed
in the Railway Department and they
must have a bias towards the railwllYs.
I use the railways for the transportation
of my produce and everything else. I
cannot get a contract although a man
who sends forward a small quantity of
skins can. Every year more than £1,000
is paid by my family to the Department,
yet a man who pays only a few hundred
pounds is given a contract. If the great
road transport industry is brought to its
knees, the economy of the State will be
disturbed; therefoQre hauliers should

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
The sitting was suspended at 1 p.m.
until 2.32 p.m.
Clauses 2 and 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4, providing, inter aliarSecMon thirty-two of the Transport
Regulation Act 1933 as amended by any
Act is hereby amended as follows:(a) For paragraphs (a) (b) and (c) of
sub-section (1) there shall be substituted the words .. to operate
temporarily in any manner not
specified in the licence";
(b) For SUb-section (2) there shall be
substituted the following subsection:"(2) In respect of each such
permi t there shall be paid to the
Board such sum as the Board
determines not exceeding an
amount calculated at the rate of
Three pence per ton or part
thereof of the aggregate weight
of the vehicle unladen and of the
maximum load the vehicle is by
or under any Act authorized to
carry (whether such weight is
carried or not) for each mile or
part thereof which the vehicle
travels or is likely to travel while
operating under the permit."
(2)

Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I move-That sub-clause (2) be omitted, with the
view of inserting the following ~ub
clause:( ) For paragraphs (a) (b) and (c) of
SUb-section (1) of section thirty-two of the
Transport Regulation Act 1933 as amended
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by any Act there shall be substituted the
words "to operate temporarily in any
manner not specified in the licence".
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes, but not in all
instances. Discretionary power is provided. It is wrong to imply that beSub-clause (2) governs the charge that cause certain members of the Governcould be made at the maximum rate of ment were previously associated with
3d. per ton-mile. It is now intended to the Railway Department as employees
delete that provision from the Bill. In they will be biased in their approach to
the course of the second-reading debate, transport matters. I claim that premuch was said about -the Government vious employees of the Department
having yielded to pressure. Many of the probably know more about the destatements of Opposition members ficiencies of the railways than do many
tended to leave the impression that rail users. It is wrong of OpposiLabour Governments were the only ones tion members to imply that Cabinet is
that had ever taken action that was op- trying to restrict road transport.
posed to road transport. I claim that Several Opposition members are probpractically all the restrictions placed on ably thinking that I am stonewalling
road transport were enacted by the the Bill, but that is not so. I believe
Country party or by the Country party that the Government has the right to
in .association with some other party.
inform citizens that the majority of the
Mr. McDoNALD.-That is entirely restrictions that have been placed on
road transport in the past were enacted
wrong.
by either Country party Governments
Mr. SHEPHERD.-In 1941, the first or composite Governments of the
permit fee was introduced into the legis- Country and Liberal parties. The only
lation, and it was placed there at the action which the Labour party took as
instigation of the honorable member for a Government was to increase certain
Gippsland South, who was then Minister licence fees during its term of office
of Transport.
from 1945 to 1947. That Government
Mr. McDoNALD.-The Transport Regu- did not increase the permit fees that
were instituted by the honorable member
lation Act was introduced in 1933.
for Gippsland South, when he was MinisMr. SHEPHERD.---'I concede that a ter of Transport. I emphasize tha t
Country party Government was not in those fees have never been exceeded;
office at that time. In 1951, when the neither have they been charged to the
Country party Government was in office, maximum by the Transport Regulation
it increased the maximum permit fee Board.
from £5 to £15, but that maximum fee
Mr. MIBus.-You claimed that the
has never been charged by the Transport Regulation Board. As a matter of Labour Government had not been instrufact, the highest fee that has been mental in increasing permit fees.
charged is £9 on a run from Melbourne
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I spoke of licence
to Mildura. Responsible persons engaged in the transport industry must fees. Many inaccurate statements have
wonder where these idle statements start been m'ade, possibly not with the intention of deliberately misleading the House
and finish.
but of provoking argument. The honorMr. RYLAH.-Possi,bly you will agree able member for Rainbow said that there
that you stated in your second-reading was exemption in New South Wales up
speech that the object of the Bill was to .to a distance of 50 miles on the charge of
bring about uniformity with New South 3d. per ton-mile. There is an exemption
Wales.
for the first 50 miles, but it is included as
Mr. SHEPHERD.-With respect to a retrospective application and ultimately
flexibility, yes, but not so far as charges must be paid.
are concerned.
Mr. McDoNALD.-YOU said that the
Mr. RYLAH.-You -agree that the statement of the honorable member for
maximum charge has been imposed in Rainbow was incorrect. Possibly it was
New South Wales?
not sufficiently explicit.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is why I am
trying to da,rify it. The honorable member for Rainbow said there was an
exemption on interstate long haulage
whereas, in actual fact, there is no
exemption.
Mr. McDoNALD.-There is.
Mr. SHEJBHERD.-A distance of 50
miles is little more ,than a suburban
journey. A similar position to that
which applies in New South Wales
obtains in this State also. It should be
remembered that the Government is
not trying to damage road transport.
It has been im'Pfled that the Government
intends to submit to pressure, and that
there is sometlhing sinister in its action.
That is untrue.
'Mr. RYLAH.-It has been difficult for
ordinary members of Parliament to
follow with clarity what has been happening in the last 24 hours.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Sometimes even
responsible Ministers do not know what
is going on. However, all members are
now aware of what the Government Is
doing, and there is no intention of hiding
anything. I am an ex-employee of the
Railway Department and I am the Minister in this House who has been entrusted
wi th the task of handling this Bill on
behalf of the Minister of TransPort. I
emphasize that my association with the
railways in former years has not
made me antagonistic towards road
transport, which I have no desire to
cripple.
It is common knowledge
that the turn of the political wheel
removes Governments from offi'ce with a
greater degree of certainty than does the
effect of the legislation which they place
upon the statute-book. The Cain Labour
Administration was removed from office
in 1947 because of circumstances that had
nothing to do with State legislation; it
was unS'ea ted because of action that was.
taken in the Federal sphere.
Mr. Moss.-It was the action of a
Labour Government.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-We will stand
up to that.
There are not as
many differences in the Labour party
as there are in the Country party in
the State and Federal spheres to-day.

(Amendment) Bill.

The Government is prepared to withdraw sub-clause (2) of clause 4, leaving
in operation the conditions which have
applied since the last amendment of this
section of the Act. The same persons
will administer it with the same justice
and flexibility as in the past .. Many of
the restr}ctions on road transport mentioned by the honorable member for
Scoresby are included in the Third
Schedule, which this particular measure
will not affect.
Many irrelevant matters were discussed in the second-reading debate.
Members of the Country party know, as
do road operators, that it was the ability
of farmers to perform local carting for
their neighbours which killed local transport in certain country areas. To-day
there are no small carriers in country
towns; they have been wiped out. The
honorable member for Rainbow suggested what would happen in sparsely
settled areas. The total number of
primary producers' licences on issue in
Victoria is 9,299, of which 3,021, or about
33 per cent., are for vehicles of over 4tons load capacity. With an unrestricted
righ t to carry anything, legi tim a te or
illegitimate, on behalf of neighbours,
farmers must be capable of moving
enormous quantities of goods each year.
That work could be performed by
carriers in local centres to whom considerable business would be available.
The figures I have cited do not include
vehicles of up to 2 tons, which have
been used all over Vktoria carting goods
on behaH of primary producers and their
neighbours. If farmers were not permitted to do that, a living would be
available for a number of local carriers
carting such goods.
There is a differ en t angle to the
operations of large hauliers, who must
have been justly treated because up till.
now the maximum of £20 has never
been charged for a permit. The higheS't
permit fee charged in Victoria for a
particular job was £9 in respect of transporting goods from Melbourne to
Mildura, the longest haul in the State.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew}.-On behalf of
the Opposition, I have examined the
amendment moved by the Minister of
Education. It does what the Minister
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says it proposes to do, and the words
proposed to be inserted are the remnants
of clause 4 after the 3d. per ton-mile
provision is removed. The Opposition
has no objection to the amendment. I
shall reserve my comments relating to
the origin of transport regulation until
a later clause.
Mr. McDONALD ('Shepparton). - I
challenge the statement of the Minister
of Education that the honorable member for Rainbow deliberately made a
false statement in the House. Referring
to the charge of 3d. a ton-mile, the
honorable member for Rainbow stated
that it was more severe and restrictive
than charges operating in New South
Wales, and that in New South Wales an
exemption of up to 50 miles was granted.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-If the 50 miles is
exceeded, the whole distance must be
paid for. If I used the word "deliberately" in respect of the honorable
member ~or Rainbow, I qualified it. ,
Mr. McDONALD.-The Minister of
Education said that the statement of the
honorable member for Rainbow was
deliberately misleading. I am defending
my colleague, who is not present this
afternoon because of an engagement
undertaken by him some time ago. The
Minister of Education said that my party
has killed the small ca1rrier in every
country town in Victoria. That is not
true. In my own town, Shepparton,
there are several carriers, and in many
country towns there are carriers who do
not carry goods and stock for long distances but convey them to stock sales and
so on. The Minister of Education also
stated that there were abuses of the
primary producer's right to cart his own
goods. The amendment moved by the
Minister will assist in that regard, and
members of my party appreciate it.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The honorable member for Rainbow said it would be impossible to have carting carried out in
certain areas if the primary producer
could not transport his own goods.
Mr. McOONALD.-Again the Minister
has misunderstood the honorable member
for RaIinbow, who said that in some
areas there were no long haulage transport operators, and that they must come
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from other areas to do the work.' For
that reason, the honorable member for
Rainbow said it wa's vital that small
trucks owned by primary producers
shouJd be permitted to do some work for
their neighbours.
Another incorrect
statement of the Minister of Education
was that my party was responsible for
the restrictions imposed by the Transport Regulation Act.
The present
Prime Minister, who was Minister of
Railways in the Victorian Government
of the day, introduced the Tran-sport Regulation Act. My party moved 30odd amendments and fought the legislation strongly. It is true that the Country
party Government increased charges and
imposed permit fees and so on. Such
fees are necessary and justified up to a
point, but not to the extent proposed by
the Labour party, which would mean
the total abolition of road transport.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That was never intended.
Mr. McDONALD.-I remind the Minister of Education in a kindly way how
little he knows of this problem. I suffered the indignity of going before the
Transport Regulation Board some years
ago and it was clearly manifested to me
that the whole legislation was designed
to protect and divert a~l possible traffic
to the Victorian Railways. The Railway
Department had a special advocate
appearing before the Board, who
continually advised the Board concerning the railways' capacity and
ability to handle certain traffic. In
almost every instance, a complete
submission was made to the desires
of the
Department The traditional policy of the Labour party in
Voictoria concerning railways is based on
the point of view of its members within
the Department. On the other hand,
the Conservative parties took the view
that railway finances in the Budget were
extremely important. Over the years,
the Country party has demonstrated that
there is a lack of an efficient transport
system in Victoria. We have a hotchpotch system with various factions fighting each other. No authority has a
declared prerogative of saying, "This is
a proper railway function, and this is
a proper service for road transport to
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render." We will not have an efficient
transport service while there are fights
between factions. I support the suggestion of the honorable member for ABendale that a Royal Commission should be
appointed to inquire in.to the railways
service.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! The Leader of the Country
party is now making a second-reading
speech.
Mr. McDONALD.-I shall round off
my remarks, Mr. Chairman, by saying
that the ,suggestion of the honorable
member for Allendale should be widened
to include the functions of all transport
services. To-day, air transport is taking
lucrative passenger, and even goods,
traffic aw.ay from the Railway Department. This Parliament passed the oontrol
of air transport over to the Commonwealth Government against the wishes
of members of the Country party, and
wi thout considering the future traffic
needs of the State. When it comes to
road transport, which is so necessary
in country areas, we are faced with
numerous restrictions.
Mr. MIBUS (Borung).-The Minister
said that there had been no rise in permit fees during the regime of the present
Government. There has been no statutory rise, but there has been an actual
increase of 200 per cent., coinciding with
the ,severe restrictions as to the goods
hauliers may carry. The Transport Regula tion Board was established as an
administrative body but now it has become a taxing authority. If the clause
had been persevered with in its original
form the Board would have become a
body of extortion.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The present
Prime Minister has been referred to as
the inaugurator of the Transport Regulation Act of 1933, and members of the
Liberal and Country party take credit
for what the honorable gentleman did in
that way when he was AttorneyGeneral and Minister of Railways
in this State. The worth of his work is
demonstrated by the fact that for twenty
years exemptions in favour of road transport have remained, and it is only now
that it is proposed to remove them from
the Act.

(Amendment) Bill.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 5, providing inter aliaIn section twenty-two of the Transport Regulation Act 1933 as amended by a.ny
(1)

Act(a)

for paragraph (d) there shall be substituted the following paragraph:"(d) any
commercial
goods
vehicle owned by any primary producer and used
solely for the carriage,
within a radius of fifty
miles of the post office
specified in the application as being nearest
the property of such primary producer of goods,
and produce in connexion
with his business as a primary producer or goods
for his own use or for the
use of any member of his
household or any person
in his employ."

Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I moveThat, in paragraph (a), the words" within
a radius of 50 miles of the post office specified in the application as being nearest to
the property of such primary producer" be
omitted.

All members are aware of the implication of the amendment, which will remove a restriction that would have
operated upon the conveyance of goods
of primary producers.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The Minister
should re-consider the question of a
primary producer being allowed to carry
the goods of his neighbour. A clause
should be drafted in such a way as to
prevent the abuse of a privilege permUting the genuine carriage of a neighbour's goods.
Mr. SHEEHAN (Ballarat).-Some
primary producers have engaged in the
carrying business on a large scale by
means of a subterfuge. Tha t practice
has affected the railways and other
hauliers. It became so prevalent that the
Australian Primary Producers Union
appealed to its members ~o discontinue
it. In one case, a daiory farmer spent his
time carrying goods throughout the
State under his primary producer',s
licence while a man was working the
dairy farm.
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It has been said that the Government
was told to shift its ground as to this
clause. The amendment was not the outcome of adverse public opinion. The
honorable member for Dundas along
with other country members and myself
waited on the Minister of Transport
last week, and pointed out that the effect
of the clause had not been intended by
the Government.
The Minister immediately agreed to the clause being
amended. There has been a bitter campaign against this legislation, and the
press has misinterpreted the provisions
of the Bill. In the leading article of one
newspaper, I read that on a 16-ton load
there would be an additional charge of
£70 for the carriage of goods from Mildura to Melbourne.
The maximum
charge will be £45. The honorable member for Scoresby complained that a primary producer would not be allowed to
assist a neighbour by carting the neighbour's goods. That will be permitted if
it is not done for fee or reward. The
honorable member for Benambra said
that this was a vicious piece of legislation inspired by Communists. I remind
members that the present Prime Minister
introduced the original Act in 1932. In
fact, the honorable member for Benambra was critiCizing the Prime Minister.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-1 am
amused by the remarks of ~he honorable
member for Ballarat, but I admire his
attempts to justify the attitude of the
Government on the amendment. Unfortunately the honorable member is only
a back bencher and he does not know
What happened, whereas the Minister
does. The result of the efforts put forward was nil. I conferred with the
Premier and others last night on this
matter and there wa's no suggestion by
either tfue honorable gentleman or the
Deputy Premier that the clause would
be amended as is now proposed. Consequenhly, the remarks of the honorable
member f'or Ballarat are completely
discounted.
Mr. SHEEHAN (Ballarat).-I rise to
a point of order. The Leader of the
Country party has stated that a certain
course of action had no result whatever
and he is now endeavouring to prove
that he knew later from what I said
tfhat no action was contemplated. I
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stated that aotJion had been taken on
Friday last and for the honorable member's inform'ation I propose to hand him
a letter dated 4th December setting out
what occurred.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).There is no point of order. The honorable member for Ballarat has made a
personal explanation.

(Shepparton).Mr. McDONALD
The honorable member for Ballarat
did not produce his letter last night nor
did he defend the Government last night.
The fact is that an arrangement was
made tJhen. Opposition mem,bers submitted their representations even after
that arrangement was effected in regard
to the clause. It was not stated that the
clause would be amended. I made a personal appeal to the Minister Who did not
indicate that he had arranged to submit
an amendment. I asked him whether
he would consider the matter, but he
did not say that he would consider it or
that he had already considered it. Surely
if the honorable gentleman desired to
protect the interests of the honorable
member for Dundas, the honorable
member for Ballarat and other country
members, he would have said that the
Government prop'Osed to. amend the
clause in the manner now indicated. The
fact is that the Minister did not give any
such intimation last night. It is true
that he did not come into the picture
until later.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I was present after
negotiations had proceeded.
Mr. McDONALD.-I have no desire to
reflect on the honorable gentleman. It
was not I who initiated negotiations. I
was merely asked my opinion about the
proposition and the Minister was called
in subsequently-after I had been called.
At one stage, when the Premier had gone
home, Vhe Deputy Premier conferred with
me over some printing difficul'ty. My
opinion was sought on the possibility of
printing being completed in time for the
Bill to be dealt with in the Council. We
agreed not to hold up the measure. I
repeat that the Minister of Education
did not inform me that the amendment
would be submitted. The real principles of this BiU were the subject of
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agreement some time before the details
we.re published in the Sun News Pictorial
and I had not seen them previously. I
wish to be fair to everyone, but it
appears that Ministerialisrs cannot" take
it." I look at this matter in the same
way as does the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. We do not intend to oppose
the amendment, but r do suggest that the
Minister consider the proposal of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition with
the view of ascertaining whether more
protection could not be provided than is
the case at the moment.
'Mr. TURNBULL
(Korong) .-The
provision which prevents a primary producer from carting his neighbour's goods
is one which causes me considerable concern.
The honorable member for
Benambra submH,ted a few illustratio!1s
of the absurdity of the provision and I
propose to give one or two illustrations
Which I hope will prove to the members
of the Government how desirable it is
to permit a farmer to cart goods for a
neighbour. In the first place, it is well
known to anyone who has lived in the
country that some farmers convey their
stock to the nearest market on their
own motor trucks. Possibly there are no
road operators available in the district,
and the farmer who carted home a few
sheep which a neighbour had purchased
would" be committing an offence und~r
this Bill. These little neighbourly acts
in the country tend to make the lite
of the people slightly more tolerable.
Let us assume that a stud stock breed~r
desires to take a few sheep to a country
show. He will not be doing so for the
purpose of making profi,t; his intention
is to provide a display whioh will be 'Jf
educationa"l value to the people. Why
should he be prevented from arranging
with his neighbour to cart those sheep,
reimbursing that neighbour the cost of
petrol? The provision in question will
prevent suclh assistance being given. One
could continue giving instances showing
how foolish it would be to implement the
provision. I have not the slightest doubt
that its purpose is to divert pa1tronage
to the railways. There have come under
my notice two instances showing how
costly transit by railway can be to
persons desirous of having their goods
delivered somewhere else in the State.
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A week or two ago a farmer constituent of mine who is well known in
Labour circles came to Melbourne and
bought an old motor truck chassis in
Richmond at a cost of £70. I assume
that the value of the tires and tubes
would represent the main portion of
that price. The chassis was conveyed
into the Spencer-s1treet railway yards for
despatch; it was loaded on a Q.R. truck
and for,warded to Culgoa. My constituent was presented with a bill of £70
for fre'igh t. I presume that under this
legislation he would be prevented from
asking a neighbour who had delivered
wool to Melbourne to pick up the chassis
and carry it to his property. Naturally,
he would be prepared to reward the
neighbour with the cost of the petrol
or more. I think it is most unfortunate
that a person i'S forced to use the ranways and is charged for freight as much
as the goods cost.
In another instance, a countryman at
Harcourt purchased a stud bull calf at
Coldstream, near Melbourne, at a cost
of 65 guineas. The anim"al was put in
a sheep crate for forwa,rding. The studmaster promised that when the calf had
been dispatched he would advise the
consignee. A telegram duly arrived
stating the expected da'te and the time
of arrival, but on the due date there
was no sign of the animal; nor was
there any sign of it the following day.
On the third day the man concerned
told the stationmaster that he ought to
do something about it. As a matter of
fact, the stud calf was overcarried to
Golden Square, and it was located
among a heap of poultry crates. For
three days it was without food and
water, and considerable trouble was experienced in reviving it. The Government proposes to prevent one farmer
from helping his neighbour by carrying
goods or stock. In circumstances similar
to those I mentioned, the purchaser
should be permitted to accept the offer
of his neighbour to carry goods or
stock, and should be perm'itted to reimburse him out-of-pocket expenses at
least. I think the difficulty could be
overcome if, for the purposes of the
Act, the word " neighbour" was defined.
It could be defined as one who lives
within a specified distance of the person
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who owns a truck and, in that event,
the objections from this (the Oppositi'on)
side of the House would be more or less
removed.
'
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The Minister rose and made a most
provocative statement. He was followed
by the hpnorable member for Ballarat,
who was assisted by the honorable member for Dundas. I intend to make two
points on this measure which originally
would have deserved the title "the
Transport Strangulation Bill." It has
since been so emasculated as to become
almost reasonable. During the course
of the debate it has been suggested that
a farmer having a vehicle could carry
goods free for his neighbour, but that is
not so. As the honorable member for
Benambra said, he could not even carry
goods free to his ski cottage in the
hills. A farmer would not be permitted to perform kindly acts for a
,neighbour. There has been removed
from the principal Act by this Bill a
provision under which a person would
be able to cart his own goods and those
of a neighbour " otherwise than for hire
or reward "--the expression employed
in the Act. Another provision will be
inserted in its place, informing the
farmer that he must not carry in a
truck any goods for his neighbour, even
if he does not charge for the service.
It was suggested by the Minister thai
a 2-ton vehicle was exempt, but I see
nothing to that effect in the T,ransport
Regulation Act, and I seek some information on the point. I would refer the
Minister to paragraph (g) of section 22,
which relates to a 4-ton vehicle and
does not refer to an exemption that a
primary producer or anybody else may
possess.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The honorable member for Kew
has asked me whether the Government
will further consider the amending of
this clause to allow the old provisions
to apply. , The Government is riot prepared to consider that matter at this
stage but an assurance can be given that
the Board has ample powers to facilitate
the use of a farmer's 'truck for the
carriage of a neighbour's goods where
that is necessary because of the absence
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of local facilities. The Board would be
prepared to use these powers frequently
and in fact has done so.
I have already given figures to the
effect that there are 9,299 .primary producers' licences, of which 33 per cent.
are in respect of vehicles of more than
4-ton load capacity. The total figure
is exclusive of trucks with low capacity,
up to 2 tons, as these are exempt from
the provisions of the Act altogether.
That infomlation comes direct from the
Board and I have no reason to doubt it.
The amendment 'was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-Subclause (2) of clause 5 readsFor paragraph 1 of the Third Schedule
to the Transport Regulation Act 1933 as
amended by any Act there shall be substituted the following paragraph:"1. The carriage of berries and other
soft fruits, unprocessed market garden
and orchard produce (other than potatoes,
onions, and citrus fruit), ice, ice-cream,
milk, cream, meat, fish, flowers, and such
other perishable goods as are prescribed
for the purposes of this paragraph."

I moveThat sub-clause (2) be omitted.

My purpose in so moving is that the
sub-clause is valueless and is merely a
gesture. I believe that if it were passed
and were taken as a challenge to the
High Court it would be declared ultra
vires the Australian Constitution. It is
my opinion that people connected with
transport will test everything they can of
this restrictive character. Altogether, I
think the sensible thing would be for the
Government to agree to the deletion of
this proposed new paragraph of the Third
Schedule to the Act. It is directed mainly
to interstate traffic and, as I have said,
I believe that any interference in that
regard could be successfully challenged.
The amendment was negatived.

r

Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).move-

That, in sub-clause (2), after the word
.. potatoes" the words" except new potatoes
in cases" be inserted.

I would remind the Minister that there
are two classes of potatoes. One-the
mature product-is sold in bags and in
very large quantities. The other is the
new potato, the immature potato, which
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is not transported in bags but in cases
to prevent bruising and knocking about
generally. The secreta'ry to the Transport Regulation Board has assured me
that, by grace of the Board, these products are generally considered to be
perishable, but any strict interpretation
must class them as potatoes. It is for
that reason that I submit my amendment.
In fact, I am hoping that the Minister
will take up this proposal himself.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-I am prepared to take
it up with the Minister of Transport
with the view of having the point as to
the carriage of new potatoes arranged
amicably.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Then I ask
leave to withdraw my amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I moveThat, in sub-clause (2), the words" onions
and citrus fruit" be omitted with the view
of inserting the words "and onions."

The honorable member for Ballarat
"bought into" the matter of permit
fees 'payable on the 3d. per ton-mile
basis to Mildura and quoted the amount
of £45. I think he wiN see that on a
total 16-ton load the actual fee could be
£70 in respect of transport from Melbourne to Mildura, a run of 350 miles.
If the product in question is taken out
of the schedule it is then subject to the
ordinary permit provisions and, if the
basis were 3d. per ton-mile, the fee
would be £70, which would make the carriage of citrus fruit from Mildura by
road an impossibility.
This provision is designed to assist
the railways on the Mildura-Melbourne
run and has been inserted on representations made to the Government to enable
all citrus fruit from Mildura and adjoining areas to be sent by rail in the belief
that the railways can provide a better
service on the Mildura run. But what
is going to happen as to all the other
citrus fruit areas throughout the State?
What will happen in regard to the
removal of citrus fruit, for example, from
Robinvale? Will the Transport Regulation Board be put in the: position of having to say that no permits shall be
granted for the transport of citrus fruits,

(Amend1nent) Bill.

which must be sent by rail? If the Board
does grant a permit for the carriage of
citrus fruit from, say, Robinvale, the
Governor in Council could upset the deCISIOn. The Minister should reconsider
the point.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I shall do the same
in regard to dtrus fruit as I offered to do
in relation to new potatoes.
Mr. RYLAH.--<I am prepared to accept
the Minister's assurance. Citrus fruit
and eggs go together. There has never
been a black market in citrus fruits, althought there might have been a slight
black market in the sale of eggs. I
should like the Minister to reconsider
the matter before the Bill is transmith~d
to another place.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I shall discuss the
matter with the Minister.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. COOK (Benalla).-I wish to ask
the Minister whether it would be an
offence to deliver potatoes in the
ordinary course of business a distance
of 10 or 20 miles?
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-In certain areas a businessman
would be working within a radius of 20
miles and in other areas he would be
able to work, under the ancillary licence,
up to a radius of 50 miles. As an
ordinary trader he would have a fair
scope. I should say that from the
traders' point of view he would be
covered. I now moveThat in sub-clause (2) the word "eggs"
be inserted before the word "meat".

The amendment meets with the approval
of the honorable member for Kew, and
I think it will be satisfactory to all concerned.
The amendment was agreed, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 6 (Where goods transferred
from one vehicle to another all vehicles
deemed to have undertaken the whole
journey).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I should like to
know whether the Minister is prepared
to consider the point I previously raised
in connexion with this clause.
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honorable members and in their presence,
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I shall do that.
The clause was agreed to, as was I might declare to you a resolution
which they have passed unanimously in
clause 7.
Clause 8 (Licence fees for vehicles and grateful recognition of your notable serapplication of Transport Regulation vices to the State and to the institution
of Parl~ament.
Fund).
'
Such action a'S is here being taken
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I understand that the Minister will take to-day, after dUe considerati'On of its
appropriate action in relation to the nature and implications, is rare in the
annals of this Assembly; it is designed
point raised concerning trust funds.
to place a permanent badge of approval
Mr. SHEPHERD.~I shall do tha't.
on work which you have carried out in
Colonel LEGGATT.-The question has _two high offices-those of Administrator
been raised many times concerning the of the Government of Victoria and of
use of the registration fees, which have Acting Chief Justice of nhe Supreme
been paid into Consolidated Revenue, Court of Victoria. Your services were
but which should be used for road pur- given unstintedly, and benefits to the
poses. The matter should be seriously community were _ in corresponding
reviewed by the Government.
measure.
The clause was negatived.
In you, Sir, this House salutes a disThe remaining clauses were agreed to. tinguished jurist, a man of acutely penetrative mind, a gifted administrator, a
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I propose the following new manly and hence a self-effacing man,
who has employed for the advancement
clause to follow clause 7of
cultural, social, and allied worthy
In SUb-section (6) of section thirty-four
causes talents so exceptional as t'O extort
of the Transport Regulation Act 1933 as
amended by any Act for the words "there
appreciation if this were not readily and
is a surplus in the said fund" there shall
widely granted-'as in the common judgbe substituted the expression "(after
ment of citizens it has been.
making such payments, if any, into the
Trust Fund for any purpose for which
While it would perhaps be impertinent
mo"ney may be paid under paragraph (c) or
for
a layman to offer you congratulaparagraph (d) of the last preceding subtions on the performance of your duties
section as the Minister on the recommendaas Acting Chief Justice, it is entirely
tion of the Board approves) there is a
surplus in the Transport Regulation Fund ".
pertinent and in agreement with ancient
The proposed new clause was agreed usages that I should tender to you an
expression of the corporate thanks of
to.
The Bill was reported to the House honorable members in that regard;
with amendments, and passed through moreover, as Speaker, I am constrained
alike by a consciousness of the responsiits remaining stages.
bilities of my office and a sense of perVOTE OF THANKS TO THE
sonal obligation to thank you for the
HONORABLE SIR CHARLES JOHN
gracious, kindly, -and unobtrusive manner
LOWE, JUDGE OF THE SUPREME
in which you acted as Administrator
of the Government.
COURT OF VICTORIA.
The CLERK having read the Order of
rt is the fervent wish of all honorable
the Day for the Honorable SIr Charles members that you be long spared to
John Lowe to attend the House,
enj'Oy the esteem and affection felt for
His Honour Sir Oharles John Lowe you, and that the sentiments enshrined
was introduced by the Sergeant-at-Arms in the resolution to be now presented to
within the Bar, honorable members you be abidingly fresh in your memory.
rising in their places to receive him.
The CLERK read the following extract
The SPEAKER said-Sir Charles from the Votes and Proceedings:VOTE OF THANKS TO THE HONORABLE SIR
John Lowe, Your Honour-I have had
it on command of the Legislative CHARLES JOHN LoWE, JUDGE OF THE SUPREME
COURT OF VICTORIA.-'Motion made and quesAssembly to invite you to the Bar of tion-That
this _House records its high apits House in order that, on behalf of preciation of the valuable services rendered
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to it and the people of this State by the
Honorable Sir Charles John Lowe, Judge of
the Supreme Court of Victoria, while
occupying the office of Administrator of
the Government of Victoria during the absence of His Excellency the Governor and
acting Chief Justice for a cubstantial part
of this year during the absence of the
Honorable Sir Edmund Herring, and also
expresses its deep sense of the special
knowledge, ability and devotion which
enabled him so successfully to carry out
the duties of both these important offices
(Mr. Cain)-put and, after Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Bolte, and Mr. McDonald had addressed the
House in support of the motion, agreed to.
Motion made and question-That the
Clerk be direc,ted to enter on the Journals
of the House that the resolution agreed to
this day, with reference to the services of
the Honorable Sir Charles John Lowe while
acting as Administrator of the Government
of Victoria and as Chief Justice, was passed
unanimously (Mr. Cain)-put and agreed
to.
P. K. SUTTON, Speaker.

The SPEAKER.-Sir Charles-In the
name and on behalf of the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria I have the honour
to present you with this Address of
Thanks.
The extr,act from the Votes and Proceedings was handed to Sir Charles
Lowe by the Clerk.
Sir CHARLES LOWE said-Mr.
Speaker and Honorable Members-I
am profoundly grateful to the House
for the resolution which you have just
conveyed to me and to you' Mr.
Speaker for the gracious, kindly and
generous words in which you have
conveyed that resolution. The rarity
of the occurrence marks the signal
honour which you have done me.
lt would be idle for me to deny that
the duties of the two offices of. Administrator and Chief Justice have
fully occupied my time and my energies-they have indeed; but the discharge of those duties has been full of
interest and in a sense its own reward.
When I reflect on the experience I
should be sorry to have missed it.
When I was asked to undertake
these duties it seemed to me the most
n.atural thing 'in the world to accede
to the request. lt never occurred to
me that it was possible to refuse. I
know of no greater satisfaction than
to feel that one's efforts have been

appreciated and that one's fellows
think that they have been successful.
It is just this that your resolution
means to me.
I have long thought, Mr. Speaker,
that it is essential to our way of life
that there should be in the community
a sufficient number of' people willing,
voluntarily, to perform public service
and that if, for any reason, there is
an insufficiency of such persons, our
whole democra tic system would be
.imperilled.
I regard it as an obligation of
citizenship that when the pressing
needs of providing for the subsistence
and education of those who are dependent on us are satisfied, each of
us, according to his aptitude and
capacity, should give service to the
community which is at once our support and our protection.
I have tried to carry in to practice
this belief and it was in this belief
that I assumed the twin offices which
for many months were in my keeping.
lt is my hope that I hand them back
untarnished to those who will occupy
them more permanently.
But, Mr. Speaker, your Parliamentary duties insistently claim your att~ntion and I must not longer detain
you.
I end, as I began, by thanking you,
and by saying that no honour which
could have been bestowed on me
could give me greater satisfaction and
pleasure than the thanks of this
House as expressed in its resolution.
In ancient Rome it was the supreme
honour for a citizen to be told by the
Sena te that he had deserved well of
the State: it cannot be less to be told
so by this House.
Sir Charles Lowe then withdrew,
honorable ,members rising in their places
on his departure.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer). I moveThat what has now' been said by Mr.
Speaker in presenting the thanks of this
House to ,the Honorable Sir Charles John
Lowe, 'together with Sir Charles Lowe's
answer thereto, and the pro:ceedings upon
the occasion, be pI1inted in the Votes -and
Proceed-ings of this day.
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In presenting this motion I desire to
take the opportunity of congratulating
you, Mr. Speaker, on the very eloquent
speech which you delivered in making
the presentation. I wish to thank also
Sir Charles Lowe for his admirable
reply and his expression of appreciation
of the Address.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-In seconding the honorable
gentleman's motion I, too, wish to
thank you, Mr. Speaker, for the excellen t manner in which you undertook the
presentation of the Address and for the
remarks which accompanied it. I appreciate also the reply made by Sir
Charles Lowe.
The SPEAKER.-I thank the Premier
and the Leader of the Opposition for
their kindly references to myself; they
were entirely undeserved. .
The motion was agreed to.
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 25) on the motion of Mr. Merrifield
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This Bill is
designed to im.prove the procedure for
the further implementation of the
various town plans that are in the
course of preparation in Victoria, and it
is substantially aimed at facilitating the
implementation of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works town plan,
when it is approved by the necessary
authority. I do not desire to delay the
House by commenting upon the procedural provisions other than to say that
the Opposition has no objection to them.
They are directed generally to facilitating administration, sav.ing costs, and
clearing up doubts that have arisen concerning town planning.
This year there has been an event of
great importance, namely, the presentation to the public in a most attractive
manner of a town plan, which is now
being displayed at the Public Library.
It appears that much attention has been
paid to detail in the preparation of this
plan which, curiously enough, seem's to
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have been made with the planners' feet
on the ground, as it were, with the
object of depriving as few individuals
as possible of their rights. When the
previous interim plan was formulated by
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works some twelve months ago, it
appeared that the planners had erred
in seeking to produce idealistic schemes
at the expense of the rights of individuals. A general examination of the
present plan indicates that the planners
have tried to use the existing open
spaces, natural features, roads, and so
on, as far as possible, with a view to
developing something in the way of a
realistic town plan that is capable of
implementation.
In his second-reading speech, the
Minister referred to the matter of compensation, which is mentioned in clause
7. The honorable gentleman conveyed
the impression that he proposed to
amend section 22 of the principal Act,
so as to avoid the obligation of any town
planning authority to pay compensation
twice. I concede that, under section 22
of the principal Act as it now stands, a
person can make a claim for compensation when an interim development order
is placed over his property, and his claim
will possibly succeed.
Subsequently,
when his property is affected by the
plan, he may again claim compensation.
That state of affairs is undesirable. In
an effort to surmount the difficulty,
a drastic provision has been inserted in
the Bill to the effect that no compensation will be payable wlith respect to an
interim development order.
The Minister stated that no compensation had been paid under the County of
eumberland plan in Sydney. I am sorry
that he mentioned that matter, because
the County of Cumberland plan is becoming notorious for its mismanagement. I
intend to read to the House later some
interesting references to that plan which
were contained in the Bulletin of 28th
October of this year, under the heading,
" Sydney's fantastic green belt." Suffice
it so say, at this stage, that the Bulletin)
in its usual caustic but effective style,
has torn the County of Cumberland plan
to pieces, as it were. Although I concede that there are some features of that
article that are possibly exaggerated,
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members of this House who have some
knowledge of the way in which planning
has proceeded in Sydney will be inclined
to agree that most of the information
contained in the article is correct. The
problem confronting the Minister is that
the Government's proposa"l concerning
the refusal to pay compensation on interim development orders may mean the
downfall of the implementation of any
town plan for the ci ty of Melbourne. The
payment of compensation was a factor
that swayed the minds of membefls when
town planning legislation was previously
discussed in this House. I could quote
no less an authority than the Honorable
Samuel Merrifield who was the member
for Essendon in 1944, when the original
town planning measure was introduced.
He was the member for Moonee Ponds
in 1948, when the amending Bill was
brought forward. He spoke strongly
and at some length on the matter of compensa tion, and he was joined· by other
members of the Labour party, including
the present Minister of Housing. In the
course of debate, they made it perfectly
clear that they considered any interference with compensatioOn prOVISIOns
might very well lead to the downfall of
all town planning.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Are you speaking of
compensation for plans?
Mr. RY.LAH.-No, I refer toO compensation with respect to development
orders. I believe that the Minister of
Public Works has not changed his views
since that time. I am inclined toO the
view tha"t it is not the wish of the honorable gentleman to have clause 7 included in the Bill and that its insertioOn is
the desire of the majority of the Government. Naturally, the Minister must loyally support the Government. In view
of the honorable gentleman's previous
statements, I fail to understand how he
personally can support a proposal of this
character, especially in the light of his
criticism of the amending legislation tha't
was enacted in 1948, under which compensation for zoning was removed from
the statute-book.
The basic problem that worries me and
other Opposition members is that at present the public generally are in favour
of a town plan for the city of Melbourne.
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In my view, the only occurrence that is
likely to wreck that plan is the vested
interest of a person whoO will be affected
by it. The Minister will recall the outcry in the case of South Melbourne ratepayers when an interim plan was put
forward twelve months ago. It became
obvious, from the heat that was generated in that area, and from the pressure
that was applied to authori'ties by individuals who thought they would be
affected by the plan, that no Government, irrespective of its number or its
political philosophy, would be game to
implement the plan at that time. Opposition members are deadly anxious to
ensure that something similar does not
happen with respect to the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works plan.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The previous pl'an
Was an interim one.
Mr. RYLAH.-It might have been a
kite; I do not know. At that particular
time, it was the planners' general idea of
wha t they had in mind in the way of
trying out on the public the basic proposals of declaring green belts and stating that they intended to build arteri'al
roads in various places. When their
thoughts crystallized, the present plan,
which is realistic in character, was produced. The worst ,thing that could
happen would be for that plan to be
wrecked on the rock of compensation, so
to speak. In his second-reading speech
on this Bill, the Minister said that he believed th'is matter was of great consequence, because there had been no
substantial claims for compensation
under interim development orders so far.
On behalf of Opposition members, I say
that we will oppose dause 7 both here
and in another place. I do not assert that
the Opposition intends to reject the Bill.
We believe that its provisions, other
than those contained in clause 7, are
valuable and us~ful and should be implemented immediately.
It is suggested that clause 7 should be
withdrawn, for two reasons. In the first
place, we believe that it is wrong for any
Government to interfere with the rights
of the individual and to take away from
him something which is his. I do not
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desire members to infer that I -am advocating that the rights of every individual should take precedence over the
good of the majority. In some instances,
it is desirable that the interests of individuals should be subjugated for the
benefit of the majority. Nevertheless,
Opposition memhers believe that if an
individual is to lose anything, he should
be compensated. Irrespective of whether
the amount of compensation that will be
payable with respect to interim development orders is small or large, the fact is
that the Government's proposal to take
away at this critical stage the right of
a citizen to claim compensation, will go
a long way towards wrecking the chance
of the town plan being implemented. The
second reason why the Opposition believes the clause should not be proceeded
with is th-at unless the question of compensation is faced up to immediately, no
action will ensue. P.ossibly the worst
thing that can happen with planning is
for an interim order to remain for a long
time without anything being done about
it.
The Minister stated that he would
review cdtically each twelve months
every interim development order. Money
for the payment of compensation for the
ultimate plan must come from somewhere. The sooner we make up our
minds as to whence it will be derived,
the better. It may be that the requisite
funds can be raised from the imposition
of a betterment rate or a levy en properties th-at will benefit from the plan.
If the Government fiddles around at this
stage and removes the right of an individual to receive compensation payment wi'th respect to interim development
orders, without putting anything in its
place other than the idea that he will be
compensated eventually, public confidence in the plan will be destroyed. This
is a problem that should be above party
politics. I suggest that it can be tackled
on a non-political basis, if the Minister of Public Works is big enough to
make that suggestion to the Government.
The whole question of compensation
should be considered on an -all-party
basis in consultation wi1:ih the municipal
authorities. Then there would be a very
good chance not only of the plan being
approved but of its being implemented
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in the near future. It is not realistic to
suggest that it is possible to carry out
the whole of the plan, but certain portions
of it require early implementation.
Congestion on our' roads is almost
reaching saturation point. Yesterday,
the Minister of Public Works was kind
enough to show me a census of vehicles
crossing the Johnston-street bridge, one
of the thoroughfares to be duplicated
under the town planning proposal. The
number of vehicles crossing the bridge
in 1947 was 3,300 a day, compared with
9,100 a day this year. That is an example of what is occurring throughout
the metropolitan area.
The Clifton
Hill railway gates have been discussed
almost ad nauseam in the House because
of the delays to road traffic occurring at
that location; I am still awaiting a reply
from the Premier to my recent suggestion. If the question of compensation
can be so]ved at tlle time the plan i~
approved, when the interim development
order is made, there will be some prospect of a reaListic approach being made.
Then the plan would retain support, and
would not merely be supported by those
willo are not affected by it. N ow I shall
quote some observations of the present
Minister of Public Works on this subject
in the 1944-45 session, as recorded in
Hansard, Vol. 218, at page 1481. On
that occasion, the Minister saidThe British Government rejected the
Uthwatt Committee's report, together with
its recommendations as to the method to
be adopted in dealing with compensation
and betterment rating. It also rejected a
proposal for the Government to take the
developmental rights in land a!t its present
value, and invest it in the Government, and
to compensate the owners now so that
whatever development of value occurred
in the future, the Government would be
entitled -to i't. Although the British Government agreed with the Uthwatt Committee's
theo:ies in conI?-exion with shifting and
floatmg values, It pu.t forw,ard a general
scheme of its own containing four practical
features. The first and second main points
wereA universal requirement making it
necessary for land owners to obtain consent from a local planning authority before
changing the use of their land.
The i;nposition of a betterment charge
amountmg to 8 per cent. of the increased
value in all cases where the value of land
is increased by granting permission for
a change in its use.
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That means that when permission to
change the use of the land is granted a
betterment charge is imposed. A similar
provision is not included in this measure.
The third" point wasPayment of f.air compensation for losses
of development value to owners in cases
where it can be shown that their land
possessed such values in March, 1939.
That implies the payment of compensation,
and I presume that the date mentioned was
selected be.cause ~t was anticipated that
some forms of speculation would follow the
outbreak of war.

In that case provision for compensatir.m
was made at the time the s'cheme W.1S
put into operation. The Minister of
Public Works, when a private member,
was critical of the Government of the
day because the question of compensation had not been properly tackled.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-That comment was
not made in relation to a plan but in
relation to a proposal to .introduce
legislation which, in effect, froze all
developmental rights. 'Instead O'f remaining private, such rights became pUblic.
Mr. RYLAH.-That is so. At that
stage, the Minister of Public Works was
seeking better provisions for compensation in the legislation.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The arguments of
the honorable member for Kew are
germane to the adoption of the planning
scheme, but at present he is discussing
the position under interim orders.
Mr. RYLAH.-The Minister is frank.
I have established my point t:hat the
honorable gentleman freely 'advocated in
this House that a private individual who
loses his rights should be compensated.
It is dangerous for any Government to
say at this stage, " We are going to take
away rights of compenS'ation relevaftt
to a planning scheme." The Ministe~1!
arguments that compensation is not payable at the interim development stage
may be perfectly logical and sound-I
do not agree ttba t they are-but this is
the wrong time to interfere with that
principle, because an impression will be
created that individuals are to be deprived of their rights to compensation
at the stage when interim orders are
issued. The Minister states that there
have been no claims up till now;
obviously he does not fear that there
will be a large number of claims.
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Mr. MERRIFIELD.-It is difficult to know
what will happen.
Mr. RYLAH.-At least the M1nister
concedes that, although a large number
of interim orders have been proclaimed,
and hardships have occurred in various
areas, there have been no claims. Therefore, the Government need not greatly
fear the provis"ion in its present form.
Witnout arguing the merits of whether
or not a person is entitled to compensation under an interim development
order-I believe he is, if he can show
cause-it is dangerous to remove
the provision. I urge the Government
to drop the clause at this stage. This is
a real problem in which the Opposition
will co-operate. If the public believes
that the Government is depriving them
of their right to compensation, even
though it is not a real one, it will
seriously affect the obj'ectives of the
Bill.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-This Bill to
amend the Town and Country Planning
Act is timely in view O'f the great in-terest throughout the community in the
presentation of what is known as the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of:
Works master plan for Greater Melbourne. I support the remarks of
the Deputy Leader of my party,
particularly concerning compensation.
For the information of the Minis.:
ter of Public Works, I shall cite
a recent example concerning the:
question of compensation. Some years
ago it was arranged between the
Prahran and Melbourne City Councils to
widen Punt-road. It was necessary to
resume a strip of land from a number
of houses on the Prahran side of Puntroad, extending from Alexandra-avenue
to Toorak-road. Valuers were appointed
by both sides, and in most cases agreement was reached on the amount of
compensation to be paid. In a recent
case before the Supreme Court, the
Judge awarded one of the owners in
Punt-road an amount of compensation of
£1,482 lOs., al'though the valuers had
agreed on a sum of £682. Apparently
the Judge awarded the extra £800
for "injurious effects," which is a
term used by lawyers, I understand, referring to that detriment,
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apart from the intrinsic value of
the land, which an owner claims
to have suffered on being deprived
of land 'Compulsorily resumed. The
Judge did not specify the amount
of £800 for that purpose, but as the
valuers agreed on £682 as the value of
the land, it is reasonable to assume that
that was the case.
The example I have quoted indicates
what can happen in respect of compensation, and how important it is that
the principle should not be disturbed.
In the case I have cited, the injurious
effect' was assessed at more than the
value of the land; that aspect should be
considered when dealing with planning
schemes which will involve the resumption of land. A valuer may place a valuation of £500 upon a block of land, but
we must be wary in view of the court's
finding. When a man builds his home
and later loses a certain part of his land,
he is deprived of something which has
more than an intrinsic value to him.
The only way in which he can be compensa ted is by a cash payment.
Several years ago, the City of Prahran
had prepared a detailed plan for the
development of the 4 or 5 square
miles of the municipality. The plan contained much detail and was discussed
with the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works. It was agreed that the
function of the Bo:ard was to take care
of the wider planning of the whole metropolitan area but it was agreed that our
local plan could be fitted into . the
Board's scheme. That seems to be the
most feasible way of implementing a
planning scheme. The longer the delay
in putting plans into operation, the more
expensive will the work become. In the
City of Prahran ceItain works could have
been carried out ten years ago for £2,000
or £3,000, but now the cost will be at
least £10,000.
Members will recall the outburst from
the public when a rumour was spread
abroad that certain sections of land in
the metropolis were to be covered by
interim development orders and the value
of properties was seriously affected.
Planning authorities should restrict interim development orders to the land
that will be taken over, and a general
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plan should not be issued with the idea
of blanketing this or that area. Tha t has
already occurred in some municipalities
under local schemes. If an order is confined to a particular area the repercussions will not be so serious. Apart
from clause 7 relating to compensation,
the Opposition supports the Bill. I trust
that the measure will be proclaimed at an
early date so that the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works will be able
to continue its work without dissipating
any of its present staff advantages.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Bef,ore I ·commence my speech, I direct
attention to the state of the House.
A quorum was formed.
If the Minister will consent to the dele-

tion of paragraph (c) of clause 7, the
time of the House will be saved. Although the Opposition has not had time
to consider the Bill in detail, it agrees
that it is necessary. Some of its provisions are essential for the implementaHon of the master plan. If paragraph
(c) remains in clause 7, it is possible
that the whole scheme of town planning
will be wrecked. If the Minister is not
prepared to agree to amend clause 7,
the Opposition must continue directing
attention to the injustice of taking away
rights given under previous town
planning Acts. The fundamental basis of
English law is the protection of a person and his property. Rights have been
frittered away from time to time. To
provide for community needs, Governments have taken the properties of persons, but compensaUon has always been
paid.
Provision for that payment
appears in all Acts giving the Government the right to take the property of an
individual, but in the Bill that principle
is to be done away with. The Government is endeavouring in all kinds of ways
to take away the rights of individuals so
that there will be merely community
rights. If individuals are to have no
incentive, we will rapidly reach a stage
of Socialism that will develop into Communism.
Mr. MERRlFlELD.---'What is worrying
mem'bers of the Opposition?
Colonel LEGGATT.-We are perturbed at this attempt to take away the
rights of individuals to the payment of
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compensation. In the Town and Country
Planning Act, the right already appears.
In the course of his second-reading
speech, the Minister saidI hope to be able to follow the policy
adopted in New South Wales and to ask the
planning authorities to formulate some preliminary proposals before the Government,
grants the right to the issue of an interim
order.
The 'Minister was commenting on clause
7. The honorable member for Kew
read extracts from speeches to show
what the Minister previously said, when
a private member, on the payment of
compensation. I agree that there are
difficulties in assessing compensation,
and we must formulate a basis
for
the
payment
of
reasonable
compensation.
A further argument
submitted by the Minister was that as
there have been no claims for compensation under interim development orders,
there is no need to provide for the payment 'Of compensation. I urge the Minister to reconsider the clause.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 t'O 6 were agreed to.
Clause 7 (Amendment of No. 5042 s.
22 as amended to No. 5273 ss. 3, 5. No
compensation payable in respect of
interim development orders).
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-The Government is willing to
reconsider' the clause, but the issue is so
complicated that I cannot say off-hand
what alternative proposals will be made.
If the clause is agreed to, I assure the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition that he
will be consulted on the matter of an
amendment of the clause.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-Although the
Minister's assurance has been made in
good faith, the Opposition originally suggested that the clause sh'Ould be 'Omitted.
Any wrong step taken on this matter
could detrimentally affect the t'Own
planning scheme. The Opposition feels
that it 'must register its protest against
the clause, and that will not affect the
assurance given by the Minister. W'Ould
it make it easier for the Minister if the
Opposition simply moved for the omission of paragraph (c), which provides
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that at the end of section 22 of the
principal Act there shall be inserted the
following sub-section:(ii) No compensation shall be payable in
respect of any interim development order
or the operation or enforcement thereof.
Mr. GALVIN.-It would not.
Mr. RYLAH.-In view of the Chief
Secretary's interjection, I am impelled
to extend my remarks. The approach
of the Opposition to the clause has not
been of a political character.
Mr. GALvIN.-The honorable member
for Mornington talked about Communism.
Mr. RYLAH.-Tbe Minister of Public
Works will agree that the Opposition has
not criticized him, nor has it criticized
the measure for what U contains. The
Chief Secretary has become unnecessarily heated, and I suppose that I have
too. The point is that we have raised
the question whether the inclusion of a
clause of this character at this stage may
not have a serious effect on the possible
implementation of the town plan which
the Minister and the Opposition believe
is vital in the interests of Melbourne.
The Minister of Public Works has stated
that he will look into the matter, and I
have already said that in order to register
our protest we shall divide on the clause.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-We appreciate that there are
two strong viewpoints on both sides.
The' deletion of the clause from the Bill
would mean that the status quo will continue; that is to say, the provision that
is in section 22 of the 1944 Act will
remain. At present there i-s no protection whatsoever for any planning
author,ity against claims for compensaLand zoned under the Local
tion.
Government Act, is not compensatable.
The principal Act provides that anything
which can be done under any other Act
which is not compensatable is not compensatable under the Town and Country
Planning Act. Immediately an interJm
order is proclaimed, compensation is
payable under the existing legislation,
so that a person who may have been
subject to some interference which could
be legitimate from the aspect of the
public interest could assert his rights.
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Actually, the Town and Country Planning Acts were the responsibility sf past
Governments composed of members who
are now on the Opposition side of the
Chamber. I might mention in passing
that one provision which gave the
Government considerable concern has not
been included in the Bill. It provides
that even reservations can be made under
a planning scheme, and no compensation
is payable. It is payable only when an
authority acquires land for public purposes in the future.
At present there is no compensation
payable for a reservation to be zoned in
perpetui·ty against the interest of a private owner. The Government considered
that that question was difficult and that
it needed further consideration. We
have deliberately sorted out the issues
affecting the Melbourne 'and metropolitan planning scheme and the Geelong
scheme. Joint committees are being
convened in Ballarat, Bendigo, Wangaratta, and other places, indicating that
the problem will arise elsewhere than
Melbourne and Geelong. The implementation that follows the approval of
the planning scheme must still be envisaged. I have already spoken to the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
have suggested that there could be conferences between people skilled in interpreting a plan. Those conferences should
be held at an early date in order to
ascertain what problems might arise and
what solutions could be suggested. I
have invited the honorable member to
be present, because I real,ize that the
subject must be approached on a nonparty basis.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable gentleman
need not proceed, because the Opposition
is prepared to take a reasonable attitude.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Very well. If
the honorable member agrees that
clause 7 in its present form is something
better than the existing arrangement, we
will confer w.ith him to try to evolve
machinery that will bring sat,isfaction
to everyone concerned.
Mr. RYLAH.-Will that be done before
the Bill is sent to the Legislative
Council?

Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Yes.
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Mr. RYLAH.-In view of the Minister's
further explanation and assurance we
shan not divide on the clause.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 8 to 12.
Clause 13. (Publication of schemes
prepared by the Board of Works).

Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-I propose that this clause be
omitted. It covers the issue of plans by
the metropolitan planning authority to 42
indiv,idual municipalities. The Act prov,ides that the whole scheme must be
presented to each municipal office. I
foreshadow a new clause which will cover
the metropolitan plan and will also enable
joint schemes affecting municipalities to
be presented to municipal offices covering
only each indivddual municipality. A
request has been received from Geelong,
and I may say at this juncture that the
cost of preparing copies has been considerable.
The Geelong authority is
worried on that account. As I have
endeavoured to point out, the omdssion
of clause 13 is proposed because it
relates solely to the metropolitan planning scheme. The new clause to which I
have referred will bear on other planning
schemes in Victoria.
The clause was negatived.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
VVorks).-I propose the frollowing new
clause to follow clause 3AA. (1) For paragraph (a) of SUb-section
(2) of section thirteen of the Principal Act
there shall be substitU'ted ,the following
paragraph:"(a) copies thereof shall be deposited(0 at the office of the responsible
author.ity; and
(ii) at the office of the Board; and
(iii) (where the responsible authority is not the council of a
municipality) as to so much
of the scheme as relates to
land in the municipal district of any municipality,
at the office of such municipalityand shall be kept open for inspec,tion thereat during office hours by
any person free of charge."
(2) In section eighteen of the principal
ACit after the expression " Survey Co-ordination Act 1940" there shall be inserted the
expression

"and

(,where

the

responsible

authorJty is not tbe council of a municipality), as to so much of rthe scheme as
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relates to land in the municipal district of
any municipality, at the office of such
municipality" .

As I have previously explained, this new
cl'ause will simply have the effect of
enabling plans relating ta any particular
municipality ta be displayed at each
muni'Cipal office.
Mr. RYLAH.-WHI the new clause be
wide enaugh ta caver the metrapalitan
planning autharity?
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-It is intended ta
da that.
The new clause was agreed ta.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister 'Of Public
Works).-I prapase the following new
clause ta f.allaw clause 12BB. In section four of the Town and
Country Planning (Metropolitan Area)
Act 1949(a) .the words "the preparation and submission for approval of" shall be
repealed; and
(b) ,paragraph (a) shall be repealed.
With the deletion 'Of clause 13 it becomes

necessary ta insert this new clause. It
seems 'that the principal .Act applies to
the metrapolitan planning scheme and
not merely to the preparatian and submission of sChemes for appraval.
The new clause was agreed to.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-I propase the fallawing new
clauseCC. In sUb-sectian' (5) of section five of
the Town and Country Planning (Metropolitan Area) Act 1949 for the words" for
the purposes of the preparation of any
pl,anning scheme by the Board of Works"
there shall be substituted the words "by the
Board of Works for the purposes of this
Act."

This new clause is of a machinery
character. The Board of Works imposed
a planning rate and the revenue was
payable into the metrapalitan general
fund, moneys being paid out as required
far the preparation 'Of planning schemes.
The new clause is intended to remove
any doubts as to the power 'Of the BO'ard
to make payments out 'Of the fund.
Mr. PETTY.-Has the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Baard of Works to obtain
aufuority to e~end the time during
which the extra half-penny rate may be
imposed? I understand that a period
of two years was specified?
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Mr. MERRIFIELD.-That is nat correct. The rate was 'One which the Baard
could impase and it was payable wi:thin
anyone year. It was not charged until
this year. The whole point of the new
clauses is that the Baard's responsibility
previausly ceased at the time when it
presented the plan to the Minister. The
Government cansiders that certain duties
will be required 'Of the planning staff
sa as to enable reparts' ta be furnished,
and it is essential to extend the time
during which the Board may make
payments out 'Of the metropolitan fund.
Mr. PETTY.-Was there not a limited
period during which the charge could
be made?
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-No.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-The Oppasition
has na obje'ction to the new clause or
the two preceding clauses. We have
. not had' an oppartunity to examine the
clauses critically, and trust they have
the effect intended by the Minister and
the Parliamentary Draftsman.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the Hause
With amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL (No.2).
The debate (adjaurned from Decem..
ber 2) on the mdtion of Mr. Shepherd
(Minister of Education) for the second
reading O'f th'is Bill was resumed.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I ask the Minister O'f Education to remind the Premier O'f his promise to
supply the House with detaHs of the
works to which the loan funds to be
applied under this Bill will be allocated.
Then the subject can be fully discussed
in the debate on the Estimates. The
Bill grants legislative sanction to the
expenditure of £11,750,000 on railway
works.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Not in the cUlTent
financial ye'ar.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Until honorable
members know details of the allotment
of the full amount, they will not be
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able to obtain a true perspective of the
work to be carried out under the loan
programme.
Recently, when giving
evidence before the Public Works Committee, the chairman of the Railways
Commissioners quoted a number of
works which would receive priori'ty to
the construction of an underground railway system in the city of Melbourne.
Provision of a fly-over at Camberwell
and duplication of the Ashburton line,
construction of a new railway station at
Richmond, duplication of lines between
Richmond and Flinders-street, and work
at the Dynon yard, were among those
items, a number of which are included in
the schedule to the Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).An important revelation in the Bill
should be considered by the House,
namely, the difference between original
estimates and present requirements in
respect of a number of works. The
differences are alarming, and I am
prompted to suggest that next year the
Public Works Committee should be constituted to examine all estimates and
expenditure. I shall cite a number of
interesting items: Under item 8 in the
schedule, duplication of the CamberwellAshburton section of line was estim'ated
at £160,000, but the revised estimate is
£427,000; the estimate on item 13 concerning the Dandenong-Traralgon line
has advanced 'from £1,121,000 to
£2,800,000; anticipated expenditure on
works at Glen Thompson, under item 22,
has increased from £2,407 to £4,000;
duplication of the Longwarry-Yarragon
line is now expected to cost £1,176,286
against the original estimate of £700,000;
duplication of the Flinder-street-South
Yarra section of line is now estimated at
£210,000 compared with the original
estimate of £114,049; and, under item 51,
pre-cut houses ex England are estimated
to cost £5,550,000 against £2,000,000
originally e~timated.
Mr. HOLT. - Is
Snail "?

that

"Operation

Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I do not
know. Perhaps I might observe that,
if so, the snail is a rather fast-moving
one, as the amount involved has nearly
trebled. I might reply to the Minister
of Lands that a Liberal Minister made
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provision for the sum of £2,000,000, but
now the Government is presenting a bill
for £5,550,000. Probably, if we had not
had a change of Government, the work
would not have cost as muoh.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-£900,000 is allocated
under this Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-That is so,
but it covers only the estimated expenditure during the currency of the proposed
Act. The interjection of the Minister of
Education is no't an answer to the fact
that the estimated capital cost of the
work has increased from £2,000,000 to
£5,550,000. Under item 201, the estirna ted cost of constructing a line from
Moe to Yallourn is now £335,000, as
against an original estimate of £200,000.
Rather than wrangle with the two
Ministers at the table, I should prefer
to make my remarks as a member of
Parlia·ment to the Minister concerned.
The interjections foreshadow an answer
that a Liberal party Government introduced the works. I appreciate the diffi.cuHies of the Government when meetJing
rising costs of projects which are not
und~r firm contract and which are beyond their control; I could not be fairer
than that. I invite consideration of the
matter which I raised in my opening
remarks, namely the use of the Public
Works Commi ttee for the purpose of
considering whether, in the first place,
the estimates are correct and whether
the expenditure is justified. If my suggestion were adopted Ministers would
feel more secure in adopting departmental estimates. We know that all
Ministers must at times depend on the
advice of the permanent heads of their
Departments, but Parliament has the responsibility of checking any recommendations submitted to it. There is every
justification for the re-establishment of
the Public Accounts Committee.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-1 support the remarks of the honorable member for Barwon, and I direct the Minister's attention to the question which I
asked in this House about two months
ago-whether it was the intention of the·
Government to comply with Standing
Order 169A in relation to the appointment of a committee of public accounts.
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The Premier replied that the matter
would be considered. That is a rather
stereotyped kind of reply, and so far no
indication has been given whether the
matter has been considered or whether,
if it has been given attention by the
Government, any decision has been
made. I suggest that the rather alarming state of affairs indicated by the
analysis of the honorable member for
Barwon reinforces the contention that
the . re-establishment of the Public
Accounts Committee is urgent.
It is common knowledge that the functioning of a similar committee in the
Federal sphere has led to economies in
the administration of ,the pUiblic Departments. The extraordinary excess of
expenditure over estimates indicates a
state of affairs which, if members were
taking proper interest in their duties,
should occasion great concern. Therefore I stress the urgency of the proposal for the re-appointment of the
committee.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I make no
apology for desiring to discuss the Bill
at length because it is an important
measure, providing for the expenditure
of a total of £11,750,000 of public
money. Much has been said on the subject of transport and reference has been
made to the fact that the Government
has a number of former railway men as
Cabinet Ministens. Personally I feel reassured by the fact that so many members of Cabinet have had experience in
the administration of the Railway Department, and they are probably better
able than I am to express an opinion on
railwCl-Y administration and in relation
to the expenditure of money on the
projects listed in the schedule to the
Bill.
It would appear from a cursory
examination of the items in the schedule
that most of the projects are of an
urgent nature and will assist the railways to become a reasonably efficient
organization. For many years past the
railways have suffered from a lack of
equipment and rolling stock and amenities for the staff. There has always been
a shortage of locomotives. The list of
works suggests that we are only starting
to tackle the problem of finding the
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finance necessary to rehabilitate the railways. The works that may be undertaken, as listed in the schedule, consist
mainly of priority jobs ·in connexion
with the transport of goods from and to
Yallourn and the electrification of the
railway to Traralgon, which is necessary
for the transport of goods from the
Latrobe valley. The schedule also includes items relating to the provision of
urgently needed facilities on suburban
lines, particularly in the Richmond area
and the duplication of the CamberwellAshburton line. The proposed e~endi
ture will permit of a big 'improvement
in the equipment of the railways, and it
should assist the Commissioners more
adequately to meet the transport needs
of the State. I understand that during
ttte next few years the volume of business that will be offering will increase.
There are two schools of thought in
rela tion to the manner in which the Victorian Railways should be administered.
On the one hand, it is suggested that the
railways should be run asa self-supporting business organization, and that, if
necessary, road transport should be restricted to enable the railways to pay
their way. Much has been said concerning the relative merits of road and
rail transport, but I think it will be
agreed that both systems of transport
have a definite place in the community.
Any action to give the railways a
mono ply of transport would be a retrograde step. A t present the Railways
are not equipped to provide an adequate
tr,ansport system in all parts of Victoria.
It is considered by many people qualified to express an opinion that the
existing system of railway accounting
is antique and should be completely revised. The question whether the railways should be run as a business organization is a matter that requires expert
investigation by a public accounts commHtee of this Parliament or by some
other competent authority. A question
to be determined is whether the Department should be regarded as a business
proposition so far as the main lines are
concerned, and whether the small branch
lines should be kept in operation for the
purpose of developing the country areas
or for defence or other purposes. That
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section of the railway operation might
be segregated into separate accounts and
subsidized by the Government.
There is no thought in my mind that
Victoria can continue to carry the annual
railway deficits, and nobody antioipates
that there will ever be large profits from
the operation of the railways to assist
in balancing budgets in future. If railway finances could be reasonably
stabilized I do not think that the
Government, or any future Administration, would hesUate to provide a certain
sum of money which would permit of
traffic being retained on those lines that
serve the outlying areas and which play
a big part in the development of
Victoria. It is difficult for the Railways
Commissioners, without any direction
from the Government, to decide where
the line of demarcation should be drawn.
There have been frequent references in
the press to the problems with which
the Minister of Transport has been faced
in deciding whether certain railway
lines should be closed, because they are
non-paying, or whether they should be
kept in existence by a charge on the
Budget or by the provision of special
Budgetary funds. It may well be that
the task of the Railways Commissioners
and of the Minister is made more difficult because the State lacks a transport
policy. Approxi'mately two years ago
legislation was introduced to provide f.or
the co-ordination of transport in
Victoria. A Co-ordinator of Transport
was appointed, and his duties included
the tendering of advice to the Minister of
Transport to assist hi-m in the preparation of a transport policy to be adopted
by the Government. However, we have
seen no reports by the Co-ordinator and
some members feel it is fortunate that
such reports have not been made.
It would seem that so far as transport
is concerned the State is still stumbling
along, putting a bit in here and a bit
in there, restricting road transport on
the one hand, and developing railways
on the other, without any definite idea
as to whether railway transport should
be retained in certain parts of the
country and road transport in other districts. No co-ordinated or over-all plan
has yet been evolved, which could be
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directly related to defence requirements
and the development of the State. Probably the worst thing that could happen
would be that the railways should get
business by putting competitors out of
operation.
I have at times in this House commented on the ability of the railways in
certain circumstances to get business by
reason of the standard of service that it
can supply. For instance, the running
of a diesel passenger service from Wangaratta to Melbourne put the air line
out of business. Again, the running of
diesel trains to Sale and Ba,irnsdale has
either put the air service to those places
out of business or ensured that the air
service did not continue to take additional traffic from the railways. The
interstate serv,ice to Adelaide at present
is a particularly good one, with the exception of interruptions which have
occurred at odd times on account of
derailments. I think the Railways Commissioners themselves consider that there
are far too many breakdowns in the
metropolitan area, due to the necessity
to use obsolete equipment. Breakdowns
occur because old equipm~nt is expected
to do a job which is beyond its capacity.
A modern train is operating on the
Adelaide service; it is proving extremely
popular and is carrying capacity loads.
I should think the Railways Commissioners may have to consider the advisability of running two divisions of that
service. It is quite common for members of Parliament to receive complaints
that applications for tickets to Adeladde
have been refused. Although I realize
that it is impossible for a service to be
provided to deal with applications for
travel at all times, it is a bad thing for
the railways to have to refuse traffic
that is offering, because it is diverted to
some compefitor.
I understand that two buffet cars are
in the course of construction. H those
cars could be completed and put into
service, conditions of travel on a number
of lines would be made more attractive
than those obtaining on road and air
services. Some times there is a rather
curious attempt to protect the railway
system against other forms of transport.
For example, road vehicles were operating from Robinvale to Mildura at a time
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that enabled passengers to catch the
plane to Melbourne. The Transport
Regulation Board, I believe on the representations of the Railways Commissioners, altered the time~table so that
the road vehicle did not arrive in Mildura
in time for passengers to connect with
the air service, so they were forced to
catch the train. The effect has been that
many people are now travelling from
Robinvale to Melbourne by road, rather
than suffering a delay in Mildura and
then travelling overnight by train. That
type of regulation is not doing the railways any good.
There is evidence that because at
present a number of commodities cannot be carried by the railways delays
occur. Loading facHi ties available in
goods yards around Melbourne are completely inadequate. I realize that provision is made for some improvements
in that direction, but there is a long
way to go before the railway facilities
for loading and unloading goods in the
metropoli tan area will be adequate. In
the meantime, the public has to suffer.
As they are forced to have their goods
conveyed by rail, inevitable delays occur
in loading and unloading.
Further,
there is a considerable amount of
economic waste involved in the time
spent by carriers in the Melbourne goods
yard waiting to load and unload goods.
Probably it is not particularly constructive to ,discuss all these problems at
this stage, but it is desirable that at
times we should apply our minds to
those problems which have yet to be
faced.
There is a serious shortage of funds at
present, but that position will improve
over the next two or three years. In
reply to an interjection, the Minister of
Education admitted that most of the
overseas commitments for pre-cut houses
and locomotives were coming to an end;
consequently, if the ra:ilways get the
same share of loan money next year
they will be able to spend more money
on immediate needs. I do not think
any member can look upon the general
condition of railway property with any
satisfaction. In an effort to economize
when finance was low, Governments
purely for political reasons refused to
increase freights and fares, and the
Mr. Rylah.
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railways were told to keep expenditure
to a minimum. As a result, railway
stations and property generally have
been allowed to depreciate. The cost
to bring that property back to a
satisfactory condition 'has doubled and
trebled owing to that neglect. A great
deal of work had to be done to restore
the railways to a satisfactory state.
Careful consideration should be given
at an early date to the whole question
of a transport policy, and attention
should be given to the future of the railways. High level decisions should be
taken, irrespective of local vested interests which are always extremely vocal
on such occasions, whether certain lines
can justifiably be kept open or whether
they should be closed. Those decisions
should be made not' purely on a monetary basis but after considering what is
best in the interests of Victoria as a
whole, taking into account general development and defence requirements.
Consideration should be given to the
question of whether the town plan that
has been produced makes sufficient
allowance for railway development in
the metropolitan area. Probably many
members have some misgivings in that
direction. The planner has stated that
in view of the capital cost of constructing railways, little provision has been
made for additional lines. I trust that
a blunder is not being made by not providing for railways at this stage, as subsequently we might have to acquire
properties at considerable expense, as
has been done in New South Wales, to
provide railways, which seem to be the
only method of carrying large quantities of traffic quickly.
Many similar problems associated
with railway administration require investigation -immediately. I have the
grea test admiration for the Railways
Commissioners, all of whom I know personally~ and for railway employees
generally. Many hard things have been
said in this House concerning those employees, particularly members of the
Australian Railways Union. I believe it
is true that in war there are no bad
troops but only bad officers. So far as
the railways are concerned, there are no
bad employees, only bad administrators.
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The leaders of the union and various
other persons have contributed greatly
to the discon ten t that has occurred in
the railways in the past. I applaud the
provision made in the Bill for providing
better amenities in workshops for railway employees.
I congratulate the
Minister of Transport in his attempts to
try to get a better spirit of understanding between the bosses and railway employees. I trust that in his attempts to
provide economical operation an adequate service will be given the public. I
have no criticism of the Bill, but I repeat that there should be an over-all
transport policy in this State.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Issue and application of
£11,750,000 from Loan Fund for railway purposes) .
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I appreciate the approach of the
honorable member for Kew and those
members of the Opposition who have
spoken on this measure. I realize that
this Bill could be discussed at great
length. Some years ago it would have
given rise to tremendous discussion and
practically every member would have
made some contribution. In the past,
much of the discussion was brought
about by the fact that we had passed
through a period of war and the
railways were being rehabilitated.
Naturally the service and the rolling
stock had deprecia ted. Even the relationship between the Commissioners,
the foremen and the various groups of
employees was very difficult; consequently many members· received complaints. We know that the railway service is not perfect. I endorse the remarks of the honorable member for
Kew concerning the Minister of Transport. We believe that he is tackling this
problem in such a way that success
must follow. He is very energetic, farseeing and has business ability. He
realizes the great need for the rehabilitation of railway rolling stock and of the
system itself. I thank the Opposition
for its co-operation in passing this
measure.
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The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
The sitting was suspended at 5.59 p.m.,
until 7.26 p.m.

LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

By the end of the second world war,
many countries had enacted provisions
for the control of rents, and, by 1950,
approximately 150 countries-including
Sweden and Switzerland, which were
neutral in the second world war-enacted
similar laws. In Great Britain and
France, and, no doubt, in other European
countries also, rent control in some form
did not cease between the first and second
world wars. Even before 1939, rent
control existed in Victoria to a limited
degree but, of course, the controls were
greatly extended during the second world
war. N one of us would be unhappy to
dispense entirely with rent control but,
unfortunately, that is not yet possible
in Victoria.
The essence of the legislation in force
at the present time is this:(1) to prevent lessors increasing rents
by more than a permitted
amount above a basic figure
known as the "pegged rent";
and
(2) ,to give the lessees security of
tenure by preventing lessors
from evicting them without an
order of the court and forbidding the court to make an
order for possession except on
certain specified grounds.
The present Bill is an earnest aUempt
by the Government to make sudh changes
in the legislation as it feels are demanded
by the present day conditions, bearing in
mind the basic principles of the legislation. We are submitting an instalment
of refcmn of the principal kct. In saying
an "instalment" I would mention that
the Government is prepared next year
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to look again at the effect of the legislation now in force and of the measure
which we propose to put through the
Houses to-day.
As the Bill is long and complicated, I
shall briefly indicate the changes which
it seeks to make. At a later stage, a full
explanation of the purport and intention
of each clause will be given.
By clause 2-which was added by an
amendment made in the Legislative
Council-all premises, whether dwellinghouses or business premises, which first
come into ex:istence after the date of the
commencement of the amending Act
or which, being in existence at that date,
ha ve not been let at any time after the
31st December 1940, are released from
all controls.
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if the lessor can show that he requires
the house for his own use, owns no other
house and has given the requisite notice
to quit. The Government is not prepared to accept this amendment and,
at a later stage, tihe Assembly will be
asked to accept an amendment.
Mr. BOLTE.-It will be a new clause 17.
Mr. HAYES.-It is a new sub-clause
(4), to clause 17, and reads as follows:-

(4) The court shall not refuse to make an
order under sub-section (1) of this section
by reason only of any of the matters referred to in paragraph (a) or paragraph (c)
of that sub-section where the application is
made on the ground that the premises, being
a dwelling-house, are reasonably required
for occupation by the lessor and the court
is satisfied(a) that the lessor is a person of one of
the following classes:(i) a person who at the date of
Clause 3 applies to premises which are
the giving of notice to quit
in existence at the date of the commencehas been the owner of the
ment of the amending Act and which at
dwelling-house for not less
some time or other since 31st December,
than ten years and whose
income, together with that
1940, have been let; its effect is that,
of his or her spouse (if livso far ,as dwelling-houses are concerned,
ing with him or her), does
the present controls as to rents and evicnot exceed a rate of Seven
tions remain in force unabated but that,'
hundred and fifty pounds
per annum;
so far as business premises are concerned,
(ij) a married person who and
controls both as to rents and eviction wHl
whose spouse desire to live
cease where a lessor and lessee enter into
together in the dwellinga lease for three years or more. If such
house in any case where
either the lessor or his or
a lease is entered into, the controls do
her spouse is receiving or,
not apply to that lease and upon the
if they were living in the
lessee entering into possession under the
dwelling-house, would be
lease, the controls will cease thereafter
entitled to receive an age
pension under the Comto apply to the premises the subject of
monwealth Act known as
the lease. However, if a lessee at prethe Social Services (Consent in occupation of premises is unsolidation) Act 1947-53 or a
willing to enter into a lease for three
service pension undea- section eighty-four of the
years or more, he will not thereby be·
Commonwealth Act known
prejudiced and will continue to receive
as the Repatriation Act
the fun protecNon of the legislation
1920-1953;
both as to rent and as to eviction.
(iii) a married person who and
whose spouse desire to live
The Bin contains provisions which
together in the dwellingalter the existing law relating to the
house in any case where
the joint income of the lesrestrictions on the ability of lessors to
sor and his or her spouse
recover possession of premises. Genat the said date does not
erally speaking, such amendmen'ts ease
exceed a rate of Five
the position so far as lessors are conhundred
pounds
per
annum;
cerned.
(iv) a widow or widower or a
In the Legislative Council, an amendmarried person living apart
from his or her spouse or
ment was made -to the Bill introduced
a single person who is
by the Government, by which amendreceiving or if he or she
tnent an unqualified righ't to recover
were living in the dwellingpossession of a dwel'ling-house is given.
house would be entitled to
Mr. Hayes.
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receive an age pension or
a service pension as aforesaid;
(v) a widow or widower or a
married person living apart
from his or her spouse or
a single person, whose age
in the case of a man is
not less than sixty-five
years and in the case of
a woman is not less than
sixty years, and whose income at the said date does
not exceed a rate of Two
hundred and fifty pounds
per annum;
(vi) a person in receipt of an
invalid pension under the
Commonwealth Act known
as the Social Services (Consolidation) Act 1947-1953
or a service pension under
section eighty-five of the
Commonwealth Act known
as the Repatriation Act
1920-1953;
(vii) a person in receipt of a total
permanent incapacity pension under the Commonwealth Act known as the
Repatriation Act 1920-1953
whose income, together
with the income (if any) of
his or her spouse, if living
with him or her, from
sources other than pensions
or allowances under the
said Act, does not at the
said date exceed a rate of
two hundred and fifty
pounds per annum; and
(b) that the lessor or his or her spouse,
if living with him or her, owns no
other dwelling-house in Victoria and
has not within the period of twelve
months immediately prior to the
giving of notice to quit owned any
such dwelling-housebut any order made in any such case which
could not have been made apart from the
provisions of this sub-section shall not take
effect until such date as is expressed therein,
being not less than six months after the date
upon which the order is made.

That is a sub-clause which more or
less provides the owners' right to secure
their own homes. In certain circumstances, an unqualified right to recover
possession of shared accommodation is
given, where the lease was made after
the coming into opera:tion of the 1953
Act. This amendment supplements the
present law relating to the recovery of
possession of shared accommodation and
will tend to make more shared accommodation available and thus tend to
relieve the housing shortage.
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The objeQtionable conduct of a lessee
is at present a ground for eviction. The
Bill extends the ground to the objectionable conduct of the other inhabitants of
the house and of the lessee's v,isitors.
On the other hand, the .time within
which· no further eviction proceedings
may be taken, after a failure of eviction
proceedings, is extended from six months
to twelve months and the time within
which no notice to quit may be given
aDter a dwelling-house Ihas been purchased is extended from six months to
twelve months and the concurrent lessee
is brought within the prohibition. The
Government feels that this additional
period of protection should be given to
tenants.
A licence to occupy premises which,
while conferring upon the licensee all
the rights which ordinari'ly a lessee takes
under a lease, yet does not confer the
right to exclusive occupation, has been
held by our Supreme Court not to be
a lease and so lies outside the ambit of
the Landlord and Tenant Acts. In reliance on ,this decision, both lessors and
lessees have resorted to the use of the
device of the licence as a means of
circumventing the Acts.
Lessors have used the device as a
means of "letting" premises without
being subject to any restriction as to
the rent they charge or to any restriction on their ability to turn the licensee
out at the termination of the licence.
On the other hand, lessees have used
the device as a means of escaping the
liability to be evicted which would arise
if they had trans'fer,red the lease or
sublet the premises. Accordingly, to
meet the situation, the Bill provides that
all licences to occupy, other than
licences granted to bona fide boarders
and lodgers, shall be deemed leases and
the Act shall apply accordingly.
A further provision relating to licences
is that whereby the Governor in
Council may declare premises to be
" special premises," and thereupon, as to
all persons. occupying any part of the
premises under }licence, the provisions
of the Acts apply as if the licences
were leases and the licence fee was
rent. This provision is designed to meet
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the cases of the apartment house proprietors, who change the conditions of
occupancy of the inmates from that of
lease to that of licence, mainly by the
supply of a meagre breakfast of tea and
toast. While the provisions of the
Prices Regulation Acts would apply as
to the supply of lodging and meals, it is
felt that the more effective control of
the Landlord and Tenant Acts is desirable in some cases, and the amendment
enables them to be applied where
necessary.
All honorable members will be
familiar with the complaint of lessors
that many lessees, by subletting
premises are making a handsome profit
at the expense of the lessors. The Bill
deals with this problem in three ways,
namely(a) It is made a ground for eviction
from a dwelling-house tha:t the
lessee, by suble~ting, is receiving from the sub-lessees a sum
which exceeds the rent payable
to the lessor by more than 120
per cent.
.
(b) It is made a ground for eviction
'from a dwelling-house that the
lessee, without consent, has
ceased to reside therein for
three months or more.
(c) Fair Rents Boards in assessing
the rent payable by a lessee,
who has sublet or has boarders,
are to take in to account the
accelerated depreciation due to
the subletting and the presence
of the boarders, and can also
take into account the income
of the lessee from the sublettings and the boarders.
The Bill .gives lessors a statutory
righ t to enter leased premises for the
purpose of inspection and for effecting
repairs, 'and also a right to have
prospective purchasflrs enter and inspect.
Due safeguards have been proViided to
protect the lessee's right to privacy and
to prevent the lessor from using any such
rights for the purpose of persecuting
the lessee. Unless a right. to inspect
is contained in the terms of the lease,
a lessor has no right to enter and inspect
his premises. As the m'ajority of leases
in force at present do not contain such
Mr. Hayes.
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a provision, it is considered reasonable
to confer it by statute. There will be
many cases in which it is ten years or
more since the lessor has seen the inside
of his premises.
Provision is made for the setting up
of tenancy courts for the metropolitan
area. When set up, such courts will be
the only courts which can hear eviction
cases concerning premises situated in
the metropolitan area. These courts
will not have jurisdiction in any other
matters. The Bill contains ~ clause,
which was inserted in another place,
under which the rent of any premises
may be fixed by agreement between the
lessor and lessee, and the rent so agreed
upon then becomes the fair rent. The
Government is not prepared to accept
th'is amendment and, at a later stage,
[ will move for its deletion.
I have briefly outlined the main
features of the Bill. It . contains a
number 'of other amendments, some of
them being merely of a machinery
nature, and others of more substance,
but all of them are designed for the
better working of the legislation. The
landlord and tenant legislation is of
profound importance 'and affects the
whole communIty, not merely the landlords and the tenants. I have already
said that the Bill is the result of the
earnest endeavour of the Government to
deal with a thorny problem.
I shall briefly explain the c}auses.
Clause 1 sets out the short title. Clause
2 provides that premises that have not
been let since 1940 and new buildings
will be free of the Act. To-day a person
building a block of flats may enter an
agreement with a tenant to pay a rent
of £5 5s. a week. After a period,
the tenant becomes dissatisfied and
approaches the court, which may cut
the rent down to £4 4s. a week Under
the clause, I repeat, new buildings, and
those which have not been leased since
1940 will be free of the provisions of
the Act.
Clause 3 will free buildings from control provided that a lease is given for
three years. This provision has been
requested in some quarters. No one
will be compelled to enter into a lease,
and tenants can remain on a weeldy
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te.nancy if they prefer to do so. Clause
4 is an effort ta 'Overcome a prdblem
that has arisen in the past through a
persan giving another a licence to
'Occupy a house, thus becaming exempt
from the provisions of the Act. Under
the clause a licence will be regarded in
the same way as a lease, and the pravision is' in line with the decision of the
court. The clause also relates to contracts respecting apartment houses, and
it is hoped that it will 'Overcome that
situation to' a degree.
Clause 5 is a machinery clause, and
clause 6 will be 'Omitted. It is felt
that its provisions are toa wide, and the
Gavernmen:t believes its propasals will
be more satisfactory. Clause 7 cavers
the case of a person entering premises
after agreeing that only one family will
occupy them. After a period, it is
found that there are two or three
families living in the house, which is
most unfa'ir to the owner. The clause
will cover cases of that nature.
Clause 8 provides for the rent fixed
At present the
anomalous situation exists that although
the court makes its decision, there is
nothing to compel the tenant to pay the
.increased rent.
Clause 9 covers prohibited payments. . Under the present
Act, the 'Only person who can be
punished for making payments such as
key money, .is the tenant. The clause
pravides that the person collecting the
maney will be as guilty as the persan
making the payment.
by the court to be paid.

Clause 10 will give an owner or lessor
the right ta inspect a praperty. This
is cansidered ta be a reasanable pravisian. An owner should be entitled to
inspect his premises, and the Bill pravides that he will be allowed ta do so
under certain canditians. An 'Owner
may wish to repair a dwelling but the
tenant may refuse him entrance ta see
what has ta be dane. Later the 'Owner
may be summoned far nat having had
the repairs effected and sa I think members will agree that this is a reasanable
prapasitian.
Clause 11 pravides that a dwelling
hause is nat ta be saId unless the tenant
is given an appartunity to purchase it.
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An amendment will be submitted, providing far a periad of faurteen days'
notice. Hauses are now being sold, and
the tenants have no knowledge of the
sale until sameane new comes alang ta
callect the rent. Same members consider that the period 'Of faurteen days is
nat lang enaugh but it will give a tenant
an 'Opportunity ta learn what is taking
pl~ce.
The clause alsa makes pravision
·6.hat a vendor has to give notice ta the
purchaser if the premises are occupied
by a pratected persan. Same dwellings
are saId withaut anything being said
abaut the tenant being a pratected persan, and that prevents the new owners
fram gaining passession.
Clause 12 provides grounds for recavery 'Of possessian on premises. At
present 'One graund is the fact that the
lessee has been guilty of conduct which
is a nuisance or an annayance ta adjoining occupiers, but that ground applies 'Only to the tenant, not to other
persans in the hause. An endeavaur is
being made ta tighten the provision so
tha t anyone who is regarded as a
nuisance may be evicted. The clause
alsa cavers the situatian of a persan
renting a house at, say, £4 a week and
subletting it far £20 a week. That is
cansidered to be unfair. This persan is
nat classified as 'One running an apartment hause, and he is subletting
premises withaut the permissian of the
'Owner. That is ta be regarded as a
graund far evictian. In clause 15 pravisian is included ta caver natices ta
quit in cases 'Of assignments or subleases. A persan may be in a business
for five or ten years occupying premises
on a weekly tenancy. Far some reason
he may wish ta sell the business, but the
landlard refuses his permissian. The
clause pravides that the landlard cannot
refuse permISSlQn an unreasanable
graunds. The landlard may take the
tenant ta the caurtand will be compelled ta pay campensatian, .if the court
deems that ta be necessary.
Clause 16 extends the periad 'Of natices
ta quit after evicti.an praceedings, from
six manths ta twelve months. In clause
17 will be included the new pravisians
that I have read ta the Hause. It is
felt that the present warding 'Of the
clause will leave the door wide open. If
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the clause was agreed to in the present
form, the Government could not handle
the situation by finding the accommodation that would be required, and so it
is desired to ascertain the effect of the
legislation. Crause 18 relates to the sale
of premises after an order for repossession has been given. It is provided that
the owner cannot sell for a period of
three years.
At present, an owner
gaining possession by means of a court
order can sell the dwelling on the following day, with vacant possession.
Under this provision he must retain
ownership of the house for three years.
Mr. BoLTE.-He could sell, with some
reasonable excuse.
Mr. HAYES.-That is so, in certain
circumstances. There have been brought
to notice seveI'lal cases in which persons
have gone to the court to make a declaration, and stated that they required to
repossess houses for their own use.
Orders have been made in their favour
but within three months fuose pMple
have sold their houses on the vacant
possession basis. The tenants have been
forced to take accommodation at Camp
Pell or some other emergency camp.
Clause 19 wiN protect a lessee when the
lessor is evicted on certain grounds.
Clause 20 deals with premises let for a
certain period. It is felt that this provision is necessary in cases in which a
house owner enters into "a contract with
another person to occupy his house while
he-the owner-is overseas or interstate. The house is let for three or six
months, but when the owner returns he
has been unable to obtain possession. It
is considered that when two parties
enter into a genuine contract for the
renting of a house in such circumstances, the tenant should be sufficiently
sincere on the matter and get out of the
house after the named period.
Clause 21 relates to the question of
penalties and provides for increases.
Clause 22 deals with protected persons.
It refers to those who have a right to
regain possessi'On of their property.
Clause 23 deals with the application of
Part m. of Act No. 5264 to protected
persons. Clause 24 touches upon the
subject of what I shall describe as
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tenancy courts. Amendments are foreshadowed to alter the title "Metropolitan Eviction Courts" to·" Metropolitan
Tenancy Courts." It is considered that
the matter of evictions can be handled
more satisfactorily on a uniform basis.
At present there are ·perhaps eight or
ten metropolitan courts, each magistrate
making a different decision in similar
cases. The provision contained in the
clause will lead to more even-handed
justice either to the person proposed to
be evicted or to the person who requires
to rega,in possession of his home.
This amending legislation is a step
in the right direction. I realize t11:1t
everyone of those im:mediately con'cerned will not be obtaining What he
wants. On the other hand, in some
quarters it is felt that too much conces. sion is being granted. At least it can be
said that the Government has been prepared to tackle a difficult problem. An
endeavour has been made to provide
protection for certain classes of persons.
It may be contended that var.ious phases
of the problem have been dealt with in
only a small way, but it will be admitted
that this amending measure represents a
start. I have previously indicated that
next year the Government proposes to
review the legislation in order to ascertain what progress has been made. It
may be that we shall find that it is not
working as was originally expected. I
think I am safe in saying, on behalf of
the Government, Ithat its .purpose in
bringing forward this 'measure is to
afford much of the relief whiyh has been
a subject of discussion for so long.
On the motion of Mr. RYLAH (Kew)
the debate was adjourned until later
this day.
GOODS (TEXTILE PRODUCTS) BILL.
Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).-r moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
This measure relates to trade descriptions of textile products and it is brought
forward as a result of numerous demands
for uniformity between the Commonwealth and the States regarding the
labelling of goods and textiles. It arises
primarily from allegations that certain
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textiles were being marketed in forms
and under labels and brands likely to
mislead purchasers into believing that
the articles were made from wool
whereas they contain no wool at all or
very little. It has been asserted that
in consequence of these practices the
woollen industry and the purchasing
public were being defrauded and were
suffering damage. As a result, attempts
were made as between the various States
and the Commonwealth to produce
legislation of a uniform character.
Honorable members will agree that this
type of legis1ation would be useless unless
there were uniformity throughout the
States and in the Commonwealth as a
whole. To that end numerous conferences
were held between the Commonwealth
and States, the purpose being not only to
try to reach uniformity but also to have
uniform legislation. The first Act in
Victoria was passed in 1944 and it
received Royal assent on the 25th September of that year. It is known as the
Goods (Textile Products) Act No. 5012.
Somewhat similar legislation was passed
in the other States and the legislation
in every State was to come into operation
upon dates to be fixed by proclamation.
The Victorian Act was proclaimed and
began on 1st May, 1945.
Unfortunately, the law in the other
States was not uniform, 'and it was
decided by the Government of the day
not to enforce the provisions of Act No).
5012. That Act however, remained in
force until 4th October, 1950, when an
amending Act-No. 5459-was passed,
and that stayed the operation of the
legislation until a further proclamation
was issued. No such proclamation has
yet been made.
There was a conference in Melbourne
in 1945 and an agreement was reached
regarding the various legislative amendments. It was indicated that for Victoria
relatively few amendments were necessary. The principle of the amendments
was approved by the Government led by
the late Sir Albert Dunstan, who was
Premier in 1945, although no measure
was passed. The matter was again submitted to the Government in wh ich the
Honorable John Cain was Premier and,
Session 1952-53.-[125]
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on 27th November, 1945, that Government reaffirmed the decision of the previous Ministry in approving of the proposed amendment. Although it was proposed to have uniform leg.islation in all
States requiring textiles to be labelled,
it was also agreed at the conference in
Melbourne in July, 1945, that many goods
in common use should be exempted from
the provisions of the Act. Accordingly,
in February, 1946, a further conference
was held in Sydney, chiefly for the purpose -of dealing with this question of
exemption.
A list of articles to be
exempted, which had been prepared by
the Labour Department in Victoria, in
consultation with manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers of the textile industry in this State, was presented to this
conference as a working basis, and was
in substance accepted by the conference.
However, at this stage there arose a
difference of opinion between the Commonwealth Departments of Customs and
Commerce and Agriculture as to the
ex:tent to which textiles labelling was to
be provided for under regulations to be
made pursuant to the Commerce (Trade
Descriptions) Act, which was to make
provision relating to imported textiles
similar to the pr-ovisions made in the
State laws relating to locally manufactured textiles. Consequently, the State
felt compelled to defer action until the
differences between the Commol1wealth
Departments were resolved, as it seemed
apparent that legislation on this matter
must be unif-orm as between local and imported goods. At a further conference
held in Sydney in August, 1947, the
Commonwealth Government indicated
that it had amended its regulation to require the labelling of woollen textiles in a
manner prescribed by the Victorian Act
of 1944, but that owing to the short
supply of other textile products it was
not at that stage prepared to apply the
same forms of legislation to other types
of textile goods.
Owing to the shortage of supplies the
States decided to take no further action
for a further twelve months. The next
conference took place in Sydney in October, 1948, when the Commonwealth indicated that it was considering amendments to it~ regulations so as to remove
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a disqnction then made in those regulations between wool, reprocessed wool,
and re-used wool. I think it is important to study those regulations in order
to determine just what their implications
are on the buying public. It may mean
that the purchasing public could be asked
to pay very high prices for very shoddy
products.
Commonwealth Regulation
No.5 relating to commerce imports was
amended by omitting the words" re-processed " and " re-used." The matter was
taken further by omitting from the
definition of "wool" the words "other
than fibre from reprocessed or re-used
wool." I submit that it is important
from the public's point of view that they
should know what they are buying. If
provisions are to be amended regarding
what could be described as second-rate
materials surely the public should be informed as to the real character of their
purchases. An attempt has been m'ade in
the amending Bill to achieve that purpose.
This measure does not meet entirely
the wishes of the Government. At the
conference whioh was held in 1953, the
present Minister of Labour indicated that
he reluctantly agreed, in the interests of
uniformity, to this legislation at this
stage.
Although it was not entirely
satisfactory he consented to the passage
of the measure in Victoria. The Minister
statedWe are disappointed at the Commonwealth attitude in this matter because we
feel that the regulations as now promulgated by the Commonwealth will not do what
a'll Governments in Australtia want them tG
do-protect the consumer against the shoddy
article. My Government has considered the
matter and we are prepared, very reluctantly, to accept the Commonwealth's proposal for the time being. We do it very
reluctantly because we consider that it fails
to protect the consumer against shoddy
wool, which may under these regulations be
described as pure wool. They fail to protect the consumer in the case of non-woollen
goods and fail to give adequate protection
to the wool indust
As it is apparent
that we cannot gf Aiformity along the
lines originally sug'.;",sted and in default of
anything better the Victorian Government
is prepared to accept the Commonwealth
regulation, but we make it perfectly clear
that it must be unanimous with all the
States.
Mr. Scully.
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I have indicated the reasons for the introduction of this amending Bill.
It is
obvious that when the Commonwealth
amended the regulations it bowed to the
will of the importers. Those importers
put pressure on the Commonwealth
Government, which caved in. There
have been many discussions and conferences, and the Commonwealth representatives must have attended quite a
number. The Commonwealth Govt~rn
ment gave no indicatlon as to when the
amendments of the regulations would be
circulated amongst the States. They
have not been co-operative and have not
assisted the States to bring about what
is most desirable in the interests of both
the woollen 'industry and consumers.
Parliament should take all possible steps
to protect the wool industry, which is
the backbone of the nation. Without
the wool cheque, our economic position
would be seriously jeopardized.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Have the Commonwealth regulations not been amended
since 1948?
Mr. SCULLY.-Amendments were circularized late in 1949. A conference
took place late in 1950, but nothing was
done until June, 1953. Thus the States
have been hamstrung awaiting a positive move by the Commonwealth
Government to enforce and effectively
police its regulations. In July this year,
the States reluctantly agreed to legislate
individually. The Bill is a step in the
right direction. The Government trusts
that the Commonwealth Government
will follow what was done by the Victorian Act of 1944 to protect the woollen
industry and consumers.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The Bill follows
the Commonwealth regulations of 1950,
does it?
Mr. SCULLY.-No. The Bill follows
the provisions of the original Victorian
Act of 1944, which was repealed by Act
No ..5459. Continual attempts have been
made at conferences to secure uniformity between the Commonwealth and
the States.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Ba,rwon).This Bill should go through all stages
without delay. It is regrettable that
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there has been a delay in the implementation of this necessary legislation, for
which the Honorary Minister has given
an ample explanation. There is an
urgency to protect the wool industry
and purchasers of woollen textiles because of the impact of continental and
Japanese competition. At the present
time, collectors are paying £100 a ton
for scrap materials. By the time such
material reaches the factories, it will
be dearer than the old price of wool.
Each pound of this rubbish will displace
at least a pound of wool and help to
undermine public confidence in wool,
which is in competition with artificial
fibres. Recently when overseas, I saw
Japanese-made shirts of good quality
being sold at 1s. 11d., which is less than
the cost of laundering them here.
Collectors of waste materials operate
at garbage tips. The West Melbourne
tip supports several per:sons whose sole
job is to collect rags. A few years ago,
I inspected a factory in the eastern part
of Melbourne, where I saw the whole
process of the transfer of "mungo," as
they term it, into men's socks. The
rags were retted by machines back to
yam, and then machine-knitted into
socks. Blowing machin,es carried the
odour through the roof so that the
opera tors would not be nauseated. The
final process was to pass the made-up
socks through a revolving barrel agitating a mixture, to impart to the socks a
different odour.
This is very important legislation with
which I find no fault. I blame no one
for the delay in its implementation. I
have no regard whatever for the vested
interests concerned in the usage of this
waste material; I trust their powerful
influences to delay, if not completely
frustrate the implementation of this
type of legislation, will be exerted in
vain. I cannot wholly agree with the
Minister as to the dependence 01 the
State on the Commonwealth and perhaps other States in order to pro{lerly
legislate against and regulate the usage
of this 'material. I do not think Victoria should follow the standard of less
efficient States in this matter. Any
person importing from overseas will be
obliged to conform to the Victorian Act.
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On enactment of the Bill, importers
of materials from Japan and Italy will
instruct their manufacturers in the
method of labelling so that they can do
so before export. The Commonwealth is
not interested in "shoddies" from New
South Wales entering Victoria. Whilst
I am loath to legislate against a sister
State, I am aware of the activities of the
Government in its endeavours to keep
New South Wales grasshoppers on the
other side of the Murray; V:ictorianchartered aeroplanes are crossing the
border in order to destroy them in New
South Wales. This Bill represents an
opportunUy for the Government to set
an example to the other States. I commend the Government for its action and,
in support of this urgent and important
measure, I invite the House to send the
Bill through to another place with the
grea test dispatch.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through .its remaining stages.
STATUTE LAW REVISION BILL.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members are well aware of
the object of statute law revision Bills,
which come before the House from time
to time. This Bill is a consolidation of
v·arious Acts, which has been approved
by the Statute Law Revision Committee.
The explanatory memorandum
available to all members adequately explains the Bill. I commend the Bill to
the House and ask for a speedy passage.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).This is a Statute Law Revision Bill in
the true sense. It does not allter the
existing law in any way, but merely
corrects small drafting and printing
errors that occur from time to time in
Bills and in amending legislation. As
was mentioned by the Minister, the Acts
that are being amended and the extent
to which they are being brought up to
date are set out in the explanatory
memorandum and in the schedule to the
BIll. I commend the Bill and trust it
Will be given a speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The BHI was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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POLICE OFFENCES (CRANBOURNE
AND WERRIBEE RACECOURSES)

BILL.
The message from the Council relating to an amendment in this Bill was
taken into consideration.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).When the Bill was being debated in this
House it was appreciated by members
that it was difficult for the Cranbourne
Racing Club or the Werribee Racing
Club to conduct race-meetings with any
degree of financial success on Saturdays
in competition with fixtures at the main
Melbourne racecourses. Representations
were made by both clubs that they
should be permitted to conduct charity
meetings on Saturdays or public holidays
if any dates were available. It was proposed that the proceeds received from
such meetiI)gs would be allocated to
chari ties in their own districts. If
Cranbourne and Werribee were within
the country district, they would be in
a position to conduct such meetings and
allocate the proceeds to any charity
which they desired to assist.
An amendment that was made to the
principal legislation in 1948 made it
mandatory on clubs in the metropoli.tB:n
area-in which the Cranbourne and the
Werribee courses are situated-to pay
the proceeds of any charity meeting to
the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
Then 50 per cent. of the money would
be allocated to charities in the metropolitan area, and 50 per cent. to charities in the country. For that reason it
was possib~e that neither the Werribee
nor the Cranbourne districts would receive any benefit whatever from the
conduct of a charity meeting. In those
circumstances it was felt that the specific
charity to which it was desired the
available proceeds should be given ought
to be approved by the Chief Secretary.
For instance, if either of those clubs
desired to assist a hospital, or a nursing
home or a baby health centre in their
respective districts, they would inform
the Chief Secretary of their proposal,
and he would approve of it. That is
the only purpose of the amendment. It
is reasonable, and I commend i.t to the
House, as it will permH these two racing
clubs to assist charities in their own
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districts. The amendment made by the
Council was the insertion of the following sub-clause at the end of clause ~::( ) The Chief Secretary may grant
permission for not more than two special
charity race-meetings in all to be held
in anyone year on the Cranbourne or
Werribee racecourses on a Saturday or
public hoNday when available; and not
less than forty per centum of the total
proceeds of any such race-meeting shall be
devoted to charitable purposes approved by
the Chief Secretary.

I moveThat the amendment be agreed to.

Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The Chief Secretary has explained the
purpose of the amendment clearly and
-concisely. I think some members were
apprehensive that the proceeds of the
charity meeting would be allocated to
charities specified by the Chief Secretary,
but that will not be so. He will merely
approve or disapprove of the allocation
of the money to the charity proposed to
be assisted by the club.

Mr. GALVIN.-The racing club will
apply for a permit to conduct a charity
meeting, and it will inform the Chief
Secretary that it desires that the proceeds should be allotted for a particular
purpose. Then the Chief Secretary will
approve of their proposal.
Colonel LEGGA TT.-The Chief Secretary will not specify the charitable
institution or movement to which the
money is to be paid, but will approve of
it.
Mr. GALvIN.-That is so.
The motion was agreed to.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN APPLICATION
BILL (No.2).
The debate (adjourned from December
4) on the motion of Mr. Merrifield
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr.
WHATELY
(Camberwell).There is a similalli ty between Bills
authorizing the expenditure of money on
public works as submitted annually to
Parliament. Members might be interested to note a comparison between the
Bills of this nature presented to this
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House in respect of the year 1951-52,
and for the current financial year.
The order of items is practically
the same in the schedule to each
Bill.
Members will notice that on
this occasion a sum of £5,000,000
has been allocated in connexion wi th
primary and secondary schools for which
the State is responsible. For the year
ending 1952, the provision was £4,000,000.
Item No. 2 is interesting because it provides for maintenance and repair works
to be financed substantially out of loans.
In ordinary businesses, all maintenance
work is regarded as being relevant to
expense accounts and only capital expenses are financed out of borrowings.
In general, the State follows that practice
but possibly the reason for the departure
is that loan funds have been limited,
and since many schools have fallen into
disrepair for several years £500,000 has
been set aside each year for the maintenance of schools, hostels, residences and
teachers' colleges.
In the Bill there appears the sum of
£100,000 for a purpose that we have not
seen recently in similar Bills. I refer to
the remodelling of the reformatory block
at Royal Park and for the work of preparing a new property in Nunawading
for the reception of delinquent girls who
were formerly accommodated in church
institutions or at Royal Park. Members
will recall heated discussions that occurred over two difficult girls and will rejoice
that the problem of dealing with such
girls is to be removed from Royal Park
to a separate institution. Given the right
personnel, that must be a step in the
right direction. The remodelling of the
block for the use of ordinary children at
Royal Park will also be valuable.
There is no need for me to continue
my comparison under every heading, but
Item No. 5 provides £180,000 in connexion with penal establishments. For
the year ending June, 1952, the sum provided was £100,000. The benefit of this
expenditure will be received mainly by
J;>entridge, Langi-Kal-Kal and French
Island. The task of making these reformatory buildings more attractive and
more like home is of the greatest jmportance in influencing the thinking and the
emotions of the inmates of these institutions. If some of the buildings are of tne
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type in which one would expect to house
pigs, human reactions become sub-human
in character. On the other hand, if there
are attractive provisions in the way of
bathroom facilities, and so on, one is
more likely to find refined behaviour
In these matters, one gets largely what
one deserves. I am sure that the gradual
influence of environment can be more
beneficial in the treatment of prisoners
and other temperamental and difficult
persons than much of the talk upon
which people are apt to rely.
It often appears to me that the world
seems to be like a ship about to founder,
being over-burdened with good advice
that may be true. If the giving of the
advice stirs up antagonism, it would be
better if it were not given. The gradual
influence of a gracious environment as
well as gracious behaviour are real
things in the life of any person. Many
of these difficult people are not difficult
primarily because of the operations of
their thinking processes but rather because of the emotional conditions in
which they have grown up. The improvement of the splendid property in the
Langi-Kal-Kal estate is a desirable feature for the boys whom it is hoped to
influence in that rural environment.
The old homestead may have b~n suitable for a wealthy family, but it cannot
possibly contain all the amenities necessary for the accommodation of scores of
reformatory boys. There must be need
of considerable expenditure on that property to make certain tha t everything
is worthy of the objective of the State in
this matter.

One of the most important provisions
appears in Item 7, where the sum of
£2,000,000 is provided for the improvement of institutions cOIr-ing under the
Mental Hygdene Brartch. The Minister
has stated that it is anticipated that
£1,215,000 will be spent this year. That
is the amount appearing in the Treasury
accounts, but there is authority for the
expenditure of the full £2,000,000 in
view of the poss,ibility that contractors
may be able to maintain the recent
tradition of speedy completion of works.
If they send in their accounts for work
done up to a value of £2,000,000 they
will be paid, with grateful thanks. The
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public ought to realize what delightful
buildings have been pr:ovided by the
State for mental hygiene purposes.
There seems to be the feeling that the
Kew children's cottages are typical of
what is found elsewhere; but that is an
entirely false conception. There are
splendid buildings at Mont Park, Janefield' and Larundel. The State began
those places de novo and work has gone
on. So far as the older institutions are
concerned, for some years past efforts
have been made to improve the dinginess
characteristic of older buildings.
In Item 8 provision is made for sanatoriums and institutions providing for
the treatment of dental, tuberculosis
and other health defects. The sum provided is less than it has been of late
years in corresponding Bills. I should
think that would be largely due to the
faot that such a substantial inroad has
been made upon tuberculosis. The use
of the X-ray plant and the early discovery of cases has made a considerable
reduction in· the number of those who
w.ill enter sanatol'iums.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Money may have
been spent that was alloc·ated under
former Bills.
Mr. WHATELY.-That is true, and
the Bill provides the amount that will
be required during the next few months.
Members will recall that the Commonwealth Government subsidizes the State
for the treatment of tuberculosis
patients, the State being responsible
for the necessary buildings. In the next
Item we have the provision of £100,000
for subsidies to local organizations in
connexion with the prov,ision of infant
welfare centres, kindergartens and so on.
Members often have occasion to be
grateful for the two-for-one subsidy
provided out of this allocation, the State
contributing £2 for every £1 raised
by the organization or municipality,
the State's limit being £2,250. That is a
valuable contribution in the case of a
small kindergarten. Wise as 1s that
limU, institutions on occasions find it
better to erect not merely one kindergarten room with small offices, but a
large kindergarten block. I know of
one boarding institution that received an
allocation of £30,000 from the State
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Government. I think the Commonwealth
Government ·also subscribed £30,000.
The building was intended to accommodate migrants and it was a wise provision. Suppose one has a residential
home in which there is a considerable
number of children for whom the
home authorities are providing food and
clothing with Government assistance,
and also pre-school education for the
small children.
In those cases it
appears to me that the maximum of
£2,250 should be exceeded. It depends
upon the cost of the building. The State
may contribute £2,250 for a building, the
total cost of which ,is less than £4,000.
After full consideration of a case, why
should the amount be limited to £2,250
if the cost of a building for a large
number of resident kindergarten children is £15,000 or £20,000? In my electorate I have an excellent institution. I
refer to the Methodist Peace Memorial
Children's Home, which was removed
from Point Nepean-road, Cheltenham to
Elgar-road, Burwood. It is a· ma.gnificent institution, with cottages run
under the mother and father pla.n, and
the children are being cared for in ideal
conditions in new buildings. My last
information was that the maximum
capital grant for these kindergarten
buildings was £2,250. I believe this
matter has been discussed with the
Chief Secretary and has been regarded
favourably.
Then there is repeated a provision
made in the first instance by a Liberal
party Government in 1950; that is to
say, ex gratia payments on accourtt
of the construction of private streets.
At that time, the prjnciple was laid
down that the State, with respect to
private roads forming the boundary of
a State property, should bear some part
of the ·cost of street construction as
would a private owner. This was a very
fair decision, especially in view of the
fact that the State is under no obligation
toO pay municipal rates and taxes. I know
of the satisfaction that the decision gave
to the City of Box Hill, because there was
a large property at Box Hill South that
had to be developed on the north side
and an extension of the road made on the
west side, as well as one proceeding at an
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angle to complete a triangle. That extensive proposal was associated with the
development of a Housing Commission
estate for whiCh the Liberal party
Government was responsible. I am glad
that the present Government has buiLt
up the allocation by· an additional
£200,000 to keep the good work going.
The University of Melbourne is to
receive the sum of £350,000 for buildings
over the next five years. This amount is
to be supplemented by funds of the
university and, let us hope, by charitable
donations .. One feels a little sad about
what has happened at the university
with respect to the hotchpotch of
materials and Ithe crowding of buildings.
Nevertheless, the work must go on, and
I am glad that provision has been made
to assist schools other than the Engineer-.
ing School, additions to which have
already been provided for. Another act
of the fo~mer Liberal Government was
to purchase adjoining property for use
as hostels for students who could not
secure accommodation close to the
university. For the purpose of improving those hostels, an allocation of
£5,000 is made in this Bill.
I shall not refer to more than two of
the remaining items. The first is Item
No. 22 of the schedule. It provides
£30,000 for advances to public officers
for the purchase of motor vehicles for
official duties. I cannot understand why
this provision is necessary. I should
almost have thought that the allowance
made to public officers for running expenses and depreciation at the rate of
so much a mile would enable them to
accumulate sufficient money with which
to buy new vehicles. Item No. 23 is
interesting. It makes provision for the
sum of £2,000 to be advanced by way of
a loan to the Morning Star Reformatory
School for capital extensions. I understand that it is proposed to establish a
pig farm. I am panticularly keen on
pig farms, especially for difficult boys.
If I had my way, many children-especially those who cannot graduate to
the merit certificate stage-would be,
provided with a school in which to learn ~
to write a letter, read a story, and,
perhaps, even newspapers, and where
they could also learn to add, subtract,
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multiply, and divide. Nearly all difficult
boys can do those things. Some dull
persons are quick at arithmetic, whereas
brilliant persons are often duffers at it.
Surely, the major part of ,the education
of dull and difficult boys should consist
of going out on to property where there
is a pig farm, a poultry run, a few
milking cows, poddy calves, and sheep,
and where the cottage mothers and·
fathers know something at least about
those activities, and where there is a
place to grow vegetables. Those children
should be given an opportunity to spend
a portion of the day doing things that
appeal to them, under the supervision of
qualified farm sub-managers.
We all learn by doing, and I look forward with anticipation to the time when
there will be established colleges-not
necessar.ily run by the State-where
people who are not academically minded
can learn to do practical things during
the day, as well as sitting with their
legs under desks. There should be the
capacity for girls to go into the kitchen
to help if they so desire and also to
devote a portion of their time to the
operation of knitting or sewing machines,
under supervision. That compr.ises real
education, particularly for somewhat
backward and difficult children. Consequently, I am all in favour of the
Morning Star Reformatory School being
provided with a pig farm.
In the schedule to the Bill, there is
a really important item, namely, the
provision of £4,000,000 for the assistance
of capital projects, such as schools,
colleges for nursing, and other institutions under the aegis of the Hospitals
and Chari ties Commission. Nothing can
be more important than that. This Bill
contains all the information that will be
published in the Treasurer's statement
at the end of the current financial year.
The Minister of Public Works has
informed me that his Department intends
to issue and release to Parliament at the
end of this year a statement of what it
has done during the period. I am certain
that mem bers would also appreciate
receiving additional details about the
activitie~ of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission. The Minister of Health
has indicated that the sums provided for
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will not be spent on large
but rather will they be
the completion of projects
already been commenced.

Having spoken in a generaJl way, I shall
conclude by conveying to new members
some information which is not readily
as'certained by them in the ordinary
course. Under loan Acts that have been
passed, there is still available a total sum
of £116,685,000. This amount has been
approved by Parliament for various
purposes, and it is the total of the
balances of all such allocations as at
the 30th June last. I do not know
whether the Government is ever likely
to get the money that has been provided
or whether it will be able to do the
work that is envisaged. This Bill, however, reduces the need for bringing down
several enabling measures for the construction of schools, hospitals and so on.
Another interesting point is that
always at the end of a financial year
there is something left in "kitty." This
sum may amount to £3,000,000 or
£6,000,000, so that if Parliament is a
little slow in granting loan expenditure,
the Treasury will have a sum with which
contractors may, be paid.
Members
should not think that the sums of money
shown in this Bill represent those that
will be spent by the Government before
the 30th June, 1954. A peculiar system
of bookkeeping has grown up in governmental circles, and I suppose that, at the
end of the current financial year, the
Government will have as much :in
" kitty" as it had at the beginning of
the year. We must wait and see.
Sir THOMAS MALTBy.-Blame
Federal Parliament!

the

Mr. WHATELY.-Attacks upon the
Federal Government are constantly being
made. It is claimed that there are
millions of pounds still fi'O'aHng around
which should be allocated to the State,
and members do not always know the
actual position. Recently, I attended
the opening of a surgical unit at Mont
Park and there I heard bitter criticism of
the Commonwealth Government for its
alleged failure to provide enough loan
money for buildings. That Governme!1t
was also 'castigated because it had not
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provided 1s. or so per day per patient, as
it had commenced to do for a year or
two. I was "boiling" and, to prevent
myself from having a heart attack,
I walked out. I am sorry that the
Minister of Health is not in the Chamber
at present. Most of those who attend
such public functions are Liberal voters.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-.N o.
Mr. WHATELY.-There were at that
particular function many representatives
of hospital auxiliaries, who were just as
mad as I was about the words of
criticism that were uttered by the Minister of Health.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! The question of the
Minister's taste is hardly relevant to the
Bill.
Mr. WHATELY.-I am giving a
warning, Sir, that this sort of thing is
not appreciated; it tends to engender
disrespect for the Parliamentary institution. We as Victorians, have no ':need
to be ashamed of our activities. The
State of Victoria has done a good job,
aHhough it has been extravagant in
some ways. Difficult times have been
experienced and lots of things have still
to be done. Included in the Treasurer's
statement for the year ended the 30th
June, 1953, is a sum of £500,000, which
was allocated by Parliament for the purpose of slum reclamation. For some time
past, the Government has had authority
to spend that sum of money, but it has
failed to do so. Opposition members
would like the Government to proceed
with that work and with other urgent
jobs that have been approved by
Parliament.
, Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I desire to refer
to two items in the schedule, and one
that. is not included but which ought to
be. The first is Item No.7, which
provides the sum of £2,000,000 for the
purchase, erection, 'fitting, furnishing,
equipping, remodelling, alteration and
improvement of, and addUions to buildings and properties including residences,
the provision of plant and other new
works inconnexion with mental hospitals and mental defectives' institutions,
and expenditure incidental to these purposes. It is not my intention to criticize the general nature of a clause which
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permits the Minister to spend money on
anything. The first comment that I
wish to make is-have we to continue
to refer to mental hospitals and mental
defective institutions? I give Dr. Dax
full marks, because he is educating the
community not to talk of mental defectives but of patients who are mentally
sick in a similar way as we talk of
those physicaHy sick. There is this
constant business of referring to such
patients as unfortunate people.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Dr. Dax is humanizing the public outlook.
Mr. RYLAH.-Yes. I see red every
time when constituents write to me
about" unfortunate people" in the Kew
Mental Hospital. Surely we can get
rid of that expression. If we perpetuate
the reference to mentally defectives we
shall undo all the work that Dr. Dax
is trying to do. I do not blame the
Minister, but I· suggest that this is
a relic from old Treasury regulations.
I think a more suitable title would be
"mental recovery institution ", as it
would assist in humanizing the outlook
towards mental patients. That 'is by
the way.
On the debate on the Estimates, I
invite the Minister of Public Works to
give an indication of his programme in
regard to major additions and improvements planned to these hospitals for the
remainder of the financial year. I know
that he has given the matter considerable attention, and has made some
press statements.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-I do not make many
press statements.
Mr. RYLAH.-No, but a statement as
r have suggested would assist people who
are intensely interested in the question
as to which hospitals are to be completed,
and what money the Government will
spend. This matter is extremely important, particularly as it relates to the
Kew Mental Hospital, because I think the
public is still confused in connexion with
the fund raised by the Herald for that
institution.
I desire to refer to the £4,000,000 to
be made available to institutions and
soCieties registered or incorporated
under the Hospitals and Charities Act
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1948, and to schools or colleges of nursing. I know this is not the direc"
responsibility of the Minister of PubliC'
Works, but i.t appears in this Bill because there is no other measure in which
it can be placed. We know that the
former Hospitals and Charities Commission has been supplanted by a
new one. We are also aware that the
new chairman has been ill, has been in
hospital, and is now back on 'duty. We
know, too, that the Minister of Health
has a policy in regard to the completion
of hospitals and the deferring of new
works until the existing premises are
completed. However, we have no details
and we have no idea how the £4,000,000
will be expended. As an Opposition it
is our duty to inquire. I ask the Minister O'f Public Works to request the
Minister of Health to make such a sta tement available before the debate on the
Estimates begins to-morrow, so that we
can peruse it and see what is to be done.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-You might not be
able to discuss that on the Estimates.
Mr. RYLAH.-I am concerned about
the Minister's remark that we may not
be able to discuss this matter on the
Estimates. Earlier the Premier indicated that the Estimaltes debate would
cover the full range of financial matters,
and that he intended to make a general
st,atement on loan funds.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-If we move
that the Premier's statement be printed
we can talk on it.
Mr. RYLAH.-It might be that the
Chairman would rule that the matter
could not be discussed, but I understood
that the Premier desired that members
should have a full opportunity to discuss
these points. If they cannot be debated
it will be necessary to hold up this Bill.
During the evening we have co-operated
with the Government on a number of
subjects, and it would be unfortunate
if we had to talk until the Minister of
Health ar,rived with the necessary information. Nothing would be more undesirable than to have such a long debate at this juncture. I have no wish to
have the Minister of Health dragged to
the House to make a statement to-night,
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but a reasonable warning should be
given to him about making such a statement as I have indicated.
I desire to mention the question of
provJsion of facilities for aged people.
Generally this mat,ter comes under the
jurisdiction of the Hospitals and Char,ities Commission.
I am not sure
whether the money for this purpose
would be included in the £4,000,000 or
would be money normally granted to the
Minister of Public Works. I realize
that the provision of hostels fOT aged
people is the responsibility of that
Commission, but I am concerned about
something less pretentious. I believe that
some municipal councils would tackle
this subject on the same basis as
they tackle k,indergartens and public
health centres. If a council is prepared to erect club r:ooms and diningrooms to enable the aged to meet together to have card games and cups of
tea it would be reasonable for the
Government to make a contribution on
a £1 for £1 basis. I do not expect a decision to be made now, but it is a matter
that might be borne in mind. At the
present time there is considerable interest in looking after aged persons.
There are many who believe tha,t the
problem could be solved partially at
least by the provision of these facilities.
If a decision could be made early in the
new year, and a public announcement
followed it, I believe that the municipal
councils would be prepared to cooperate and get something worth while
done for a deserving section of the community. The councils are doing some
work now with the aid of charitable
funds or municipal funds but they cannot provide any capital outlay.
Colonel LEGGATT (,Mornington).J feel on thi,s measure as I felt on the
Railway Loan Application Bill that we
can discuss a lot of these matters on the
Estimates. I am glad that the Premier
has returned to the House because the
Minister of Public Works suggested by
interjection .that we would not be
allowed to do so.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-I said you might not
be able to discuss them. It is in the
Chairman's hands, not mine.
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Colonel LEGGA IT.-I understood the
Premier's undertaking to be that we
should be able to discuss them when we
reached the debate on the Estima'tes.
I wish to refer to clause 5 which substitutes for Item 13 of the schedule to
the Public Works Loan Application Act
1952, the following new Hem:"13. For the ·purpose of carrying out repairs to and replacements of roads and
bridges damaged by fire or flood, incl~ding
assistance to municipalities in connexion
therewith, £800,000."

Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The £800,000 was
provided las't year. It was intended to
be made available to the road constructingauthorities, but it was by mistake
restricted to assistance to the municipal
authorities.
The amendment is to
remedy that.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I was wondering
whether it would deal·with the position
of the Shire of Flinders, where a new
road that had just been finished was
damaged through the bursting of a
main belonging to the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. The street,
a private one, has been washed out
twice. In that area a· great deal of
damage was done to bridges and roads
by two floods in 1952; the second one
followed eight weeks after the first one.
r understand that the shire has received
no assistance, and so I should like to
know whether this provision would help
it to get money which the council understood was promised to repair damage
of roads.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time.
.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommend.ing
that an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of this Bill.

A· resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clause 1 was Clgreed to.
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Clause 2From the Loan Fund there may be issued
and applied the several amounts specified
in the Schedule to this Act for the respective
works and purposes specified opposite
thereto, not exceeding Fourteen million one
hundred and ninety-five thousand pounds
in all.

Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public

Works).-I moveThat the words .. one hundred" be
omitted with the view of inserting the words
.. two hundred ".
.

This amendment is necessary so that
provision might be made for the carrying out of repairs to bridges, roads, and
so on as a result of flood damage. For
this purpose, an additional sum of
£100,000 is required.
The amendment was agreed to.
. Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-The honorable member for
Kew referred to the programme of works
for mental hospitals. It would be impossible for me· to attempt to cite the
programme from memory, but I can
inform the honorable member that an
elaborate programme has been prepared.
Part of that programme depends on
works requested by the Mental Hygiene
Authority, part on preliminary drawings,
part on detailed drawings, and also on
the ability to secure tenderers and get
the contract executed. Recently a conference was held with the Mental
Hygiene Authority to try to determine
what can be done. I would be prepared
to allow the honorable member for Kew
to examine that programme which refers
to all mental institutions throughout the
State. It is earnestly hoped that the loan·
provision for mental hospitals will be
used during the year. If that is possible,
some degree of satisfaction will be
afforded to those members of the public
who are interested in this phase of our
activities, and better provision will be
made for the unfortunate inmates of
mental institutions. I undertake to give
the honorable member for Kew a copy
of the estimated programme. Further,
I will remit his request concerning the
programme of the Hospitals and Charities Commission to the Minister of
Health.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I thank the
Minister of Public Works for his attitude
to the mental hospitals of this State.
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May I ask the Premier if when making
his statement regarding loan funds he
will include an indication of what the
Hospitals and Charities Com·mission
programme will be?
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).Although I shall not have all the details,
I have an idea of the information
required by the honorable member for
Kew, and will make it available to him.
The clause, as amended, was agreed
to, as were the remaining clauses.
Schedule.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works.-I moveThat the following ,item be inserted
after item 26:-27..For the purpose of carrying out
repairs to and replacement of roads and
bridges damaged by fire or flood, including
assistance to municipalities in connexion
therewith-£100,OOO.

This amendment relates to the money
required for the repairs of roads and
bridges, and is consequential on the
amendment made to clause 2.
The amendment was agreed to, as was
a consequential amendment, and the
schedule, as amended, w.as adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr. Hayes
(Minister of Housing) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD
(Malvern) .-I
think it is desirable that in considering
this important measure we should take
the opportunity of reviewing the history
of the war-time and post-war legislation
relating to landlords and tenants, because it is a matter that can be properly
understood only against its historical
background. Moreover, it is a question
of supreme importance to a very large
proportion of the citizens of this State.
In 1939, at the outbreak of the second
world war, the Commonwealth Government found it necessary to organize the
economic and social life of Australia on a
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war footing, so that industry might be
placed under proper control and the
burdens and strains of war time distributed among the people as fairly as possible. The aspect of control with which
we aTe concerned took three main forms.
First, rent control was imposed; that
was designed to ensure that the owners
of premises could not exact from tenants
or froOm people who were to becoOme
tenants any unduly inflated rents by
reason of the shortages or unusual conditions that prevailed. Similarly, those
unusual conditions led to a restriction of
the normal rights of landlords relating
to the recovery of possession of their
premises. Finally, provision was made
to give some additional proOtection to
those people serving their country in one
of the armed forces. The Commonwealth
regulations relating to this mattpr were
part of an extensive scheme, which
covered the whole economic life of the
country.
That is an important factor, more
especially when we trace the history
of landlord and tenant reI a tions down to
the present day. In wartime it was
necessary to regulate the prices of commodities, the wag~s structure of the
country, the. economic organization
so far as that related to capital issues,
and many other matters, controls in
respect of which have s'ince been
abandoned. As to rents, the landlord
and tenant relationship was first regulated in 1939, and rthe Commonwealth
kept control of that branch of our community activities until 1948. When the
Landlord and Tenant Act was passed in
Victoria in 1948 it controlled rel'ations
between landlords and tenants so far as
concerned the rent which could be
charged, the steps which landlords could
take to recover their properties from
tenants, and the extension of additional
privileges to protected persons, namely,
those who had belonged to the fighting
services.
By section 12 of that Act it was provided that rents for all practical purposes should remain a t the figure
attaching to them on the 31st December,
1940. While there were possible ex. elusions from that blanket provision, by
Mr. Bloomfield.
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and large the situation was that landlords had to remain content with rent
at that figure.. As I have sa-id, that
was part and parcel of the general
economy when we were at a stage at
which it was considered necessary to
stabilize prices, wages and, in general,
to keep the cost of living and the purchasing power of money as stationary
as possible. With the exception of rent,
every restriction has substantially been
lifted. Not only have wages risen to
approximately double their previous
figure, but the cost of all other commodities, apart from shelter, has been
allowed now to rise to its natural level.
The landlord finds himself in the position
that his rates have increased almost
beyond recognition, because the cost of
administering municipalities has necessarily led to higher rates.
Mr. BOLTE.-And higher valuations.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That is so. The
landlord's taxes have been increased
largely and, as I have been reminded
by the Leader of the Opposition, because
of the phenomenal increase in the value
of real estate, the cost of maintaining
and repairing property has risen to
almost unrecognizable limits. The return
which a landlord can obtain from his
property is still pegged at the December,
1940, figure. It is pertinent to inquire
at this st'age: "What is it that singles
out the owners of property from all
other classes of citizens 'and puts them
in the position where the return they
obtain from their capital asset is kept
at this figure which was pegged on 31st
December, 1940?" One could inquire,
without finding any ready answer:
" What is the m'agical significance of
that date?" If one is a landlord, having
property that is costing him more and
more as the months go by to keep in
order, whi'ch is costing more and more
by way of rates and taxes, and in respect
of which the rent is coming in on a constantly depreciating currency, the parNcular query as to the relevance of the
date, 31st December, 1940, becomes an
anxious ana pertinent one.
We begin the discussion of the
measure now before the House with this
question: "What is it that the race of
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landlords has perpetrated to put it in
this singularly unfavourable position as
compared with other citizens?" The Minister in explaining this measure assured
members that the Government would
gladly dispense with rent control, as
practically every other form of control
has been abandoned. We have not heard
yet what it is that is stopping the Government from fulfilling its desire in that
way, but no doubt we shall be enlightened on that point later.
Mr HAYES.-It is the same as applied
when the Liberal Government was in
power. The Liberal party held the reins
of office over six years.
Mr.
BLOOMFIELD.-There
undoubtedly was a time when these controls
were desirable and necessary, and that
would p:-esUl:1ably occupy a 'considerable
part of the period of six years to which
the Minister has referred. The fact is
that the type of interjection made by
the honorable gentleman is one which
does not go towards alleviating what I
maintain is a grossly unfair situation
affecting a substantial body of persons.
Mr. HAYEs.-The position is the same
as it was twelve months ago. Do not
humbug yourself.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It is not the
same. When I inquire of the Minister
as to what prevents the Government
from abandoning rent control, he tells me
that it is the same reason as prevented
the Liberal party from doing so a year
ago. I propose to examine this measure
in a general way and determine what is
proposed to be done by it, first, in regard
to rent control. It appears that, apart
from whatever the Liberal or Country
party has done or has not done in the
past, it is difficult to justify what
appears to be the victimization of
a certain class in the community.
How far has the Government gone
in its desire to abandon this control?
Under the Bill rent control is
abandoned in respect of a very limited
class of premises and in a very limited
set of circumstances. As regards new
premises and first leases of premises,
there is an abandonment of control.
Where business premises are let over
a period of three years, on a lease
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in writing, rent control will no longer
There is also the relaxing
apply.
of the provisions relating to pr'emises
that are sublet.
Generally speaking,
that is the end of the amelioration of
those conditions to which the landlord
has been subjected, and freedom from
which he has been looking for.
The Opposition takes the view that
this is a completely inadequate way to
meet what is an absolutely unnecessary
penalization and victimization, on a
discriminatory basis, of a class of people
who. are not blameworthy simply because
they happen to be the owners of proThere will be few members of
perty.
this House who will not have received
correspondence setting out the extreme
hardship which this sectional legislation
has imposed upon a perfectly blameless
section of the community. There cannot
be one member on either side of the
Chamber who has not had representations from constituents who have shown
thenselves to be thrifty in their earning
years, who have invested their savings in
what they regarded as a sound security
for their later years, and now appeal
to their local parliamentary representative asking that something should be
Anyone of those
done for them.
people would say, in effect, " My
property was let for £100 a year and it
cost me £20 a year to maintain it and
pay rates and taxes. I am still obtaining
£100 a year but the house is ten years
older and is costing much more for maintenance. Further, rates and taxes have
increased considerably. I am now receiving only £50 and that is worth only
one-third of its value in 1940."
On examining the question of why
this state of affairs is allowed to
continue, one cannot escape from the
feeling that there is, and has been ever
since a Labour party has existed, an
instinctive dislike by that party for the.
owners of property and for landlords
in particular. That dislike may have been
engendered in past years when landlords
represented in many instances a class
who were in a position to oppress by
taking advantage of their financial
superiority and their ownership of a
" commodity" which was necessary to
the tenants of our population, on
whom they could impose an unfair
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bargain. There were times in history,
which I maintain are very far behind
us, when the party which the Minister
of Housing represents and the party
which I at this moment represent, very
rightly concerned themselves with
archaic, anachronistic injustices which
favoured landlords at the expense of
tenants. One object which I personally
have in this Parliament is to endeavour
to get away from those ancient grudges
and hatreds which have no place in the
practical conditions of to-day. Failure
to do so imposes on a class of
thrifty investors injustice based o'n a
recollection of what happened in past
centuries, and I appeal to the Minister
of Housing and the Government to
abandon it and give these people a fair
deal from now on.
So far as the Bill professes to
alleviate the condition of those people
who are being paid ina depreciated
currency and at a reduced rate for the
letting of their properties, it is completely inadequate. Another facet of the
landlord and tenant legislation relates
to the right to recover possession. The
history of the legislation shows that it
came into existence when the efforts of
the nation were geared to the production
of the instruments of war, and our whole
economy as a combatant nation and a
supplier of victuals and other physical
requirements of war made it necessary
to ensure that the population was nut
exposed to those who could exploit them
by demanding an excessive rate for the
necessity of shelter. It was necessary
to see that the normal rights of a landlord in respect of regaining possess,ion
of his property, if he desired to do so,
were diminished in the public interest.
Conditions have changed. Now, in this
country, the dwelling space available
per head of population is as great as in
any other country in the world. Whereas
before the war there was an average
of 3.8 people for every dwelling in the
State, now after having risen during the
period of shortage, that average has
decreased to 3.7 persons to every
dwelling.
The economic consequence of landlords having extreme difficulty in regaining possession of their own premises has
Mr. Bloomfield.
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a widespread and grave effect on the
economy of the country in respect of the
letting of premises. When the activities
of the Housing Commission were debated
recently, it was conceded that the
average rent of a Housing Commission
dwelling for the average Victorian
family is approximately £3 5s. a week.
On the other hand, the average rent
of privately-owned houses under rent
control is about 25s. a week. Consequently, if an owner can regain possession of his premises, he will not let
them but will sell them to someone who
wishes to buy a house for his own
occupation. The number of persons
these days who can afford to buy houses
for occupation is not large, but unless
owners are discouraged from selling such
houses fewer and fewer houses will be
available for rental and there will be
an increase in the already large number
of people who are compelled to pay
high rents for new Housing Commission
dwellings when older B;nd cheaper houses
might be made available to them if the
conditions imposed on landlords were not
so oppressive.
This Bill provides no relief for the
great majority of lessors. There are a
few exceptional circumstances in which
the owner of a· property will be
placed in a slightly better position in
respect of regaining possession of his
property, but they are so rare and unusual that it is fair to say that in
most instances landlords as a class are
given no consideration or relief at ~ll.
In the case of a tenant committing a
nuisance, or a tenant using premises for
illegal purposes, it will be easier for
the landlord to recover possession. The
landlord's position in respect of leases
entered into after the proclamation of
this legislation will be easier. Where
the lessee vacates premises and lives
somewhere else of his own volition for
three months-which must be an
extraordinarily rare case--the Bill provides that the landlord may recover
possession of his premises. Substantially, I have covered the measures of
relief proposed to .be granted to landlords by this measure. The other aspect
of landlord and tenant legislation
brought about by the war and affected
by the Act of 1948 relates to members
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of the Services-" protected persons."
Persons who have served their country
in one arm of the Forces, and who have
enjoyed some special measure of protection under the landlord and tenant
legislation, will have their position
slightly weakened by the Bill. I have
endeavoured to deal with the matter as
a me.mber of Parliament and not as a
member of a political party. The subject should be considered fairly and objectively. There is no logical reason
why this one class of people should be
paid in a currency which is worth only
one-third of what was its value before
the war. It is no exaggeration to say
that a big percentage of property owners
are thrifty people who endeavoured in
their working years to make provision
for their old age or to provide security
for their heirs, so that they would not
be a charge on the State. These people
are entitled to some genuine consideration and they should not be fobbed off
with a measure which might appear to
be of some benefit to them, but which
is not so.
Some people, who are in peculiar circumstances could derive a small benefit
from the Bill but by and large the great
proportion of those whose only crime is
that they Jnvested their savings in real
estate instead of company shares will
receive no benefit under the terms of this
Bill. I can understand the Minister of
Housing saying that the Government
would be glad to dispense with rent control. I commend his attitude,
but
I must say that the Leader of his party
not long ago expressed his views in these
terms: We may be right, or we may
be wrong, but I promise the people that
we will do nothing to increase rents."
II

Mr. BOURKE.-You suggest that the
Government should break that promise.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-If the right
thing to do is to give justice to the community, the Government should not be
bound by a promise. The utterance of
an individual during an election ~am
paign which was conducted on one particular overwhelming issue--the twofor-one electoral question-should not
be held toO prevent the Government from
~oing the proper thing.
This State -is
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governed by a Parliament which, subject to .the Constitution, has unlimited

sovereign powers. Because a political
leader made a statement of what he intended to do, this Parliament should not
be shackled by any such statement, if at
a later date it becomes proper that
other actioOn should be taken.
The Premier assured the electors that
he would institute a State lottery, but
what is the position now? A State
lottery has not been established but instead a Bill has been passed to provide
for the setting up of a monopolistic,
capitalistic institution imported from
another Labour-governed State. Maybe,
that is an illustration of the fact
that needs must" when the situation
justifies it, and that assurances during
an election campaign must give way to
other action.
A 'Similar course should
be adopted with this Landlord and
Tenant Bill.
This measure does little
except in a few isolated cases and a few
sets of peculiar circumstances to provide relief for the people. In so faT as
it does that, the Opposition welcomes it,
but we say that .the time is long overdue when a large section of thrifty, industrious, prudent and deserving people
should be given a much greater measure
of justice by the Government. At this
stage I do not propose to refer to any
details of the Bill or to the amendments
foreshadowed by the Opposition. Our
opinion is that the measure is a very
timid, hesitant and extremely short step,
although in the right direction.
II

Mr. BOURKE (St. Kilda).-I did not
intend to speak on the Bill, but after
having listened to the pontifical platitudes and the mouthings of political
chicanery, as have just been expressed by
the honorable member for Malvern, I
felt that there was need for some clear
thinking on the issues he has raised. I
congratulate the Government on having
made a genuine attempt to tackle a very
difficult and thorny problem. The Bill
is another example of the fact that the
Government will not be deterred by
difficulties that may arise in the constituencies, even among its own supporters, in .introducing measures for the
general benefit of the community.
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The subject of the relationship between
lancL.ord and tenant has always presented
difficult problems. It is not the mere
fact that this nation was at war which
led to the oontinuation of rent control.
Probably the majority of people during
the war period were in favour of the
control of rents, as was the honorable
member for Mal vern and those who
think with him.
Eventually, the
Commonwealth Government under the
stress of constitutional limitation was
bound to relinquish ®control of rent and
tenancies. It was a Liberal Government
which rubber-stamped the national
sec\lrity regulations to such a degree
that they copied those regulations and
made them into an Act of Parliament
until it was found necessary to make
certain amendments. It is, however, the
economic results of the war period which
have led to a continuation of wartime
controls even after the war has been
over for a period of eight years.
As the Minister pointed out, unless
the legislation were continued on substantially the lines laid down in the
Bill, people would continue to be thrown
out of their homes and there would be
a perpetuation of conditions such as
those that exist at Camp Pell and other
places. The Government is not prepared,
if I understand its policy rightly, to perpetuate that state of affairs longer than
is necessary. This measure will protect
tenants from unjust landlords.
I
would like to believe that the days of
rapacious landlords, which my ancestors
knew, had gone, but I do not think they
have .. The time is coming when, I hope,
measures relating to rent control will
disappear except to protect the weak
against the oppressively strong.
The justification for the continuation
of rent control is evidenced by the latest
figures issued by the Commonwealth
Statistician. In Tasmania, since rent
control disappeared, the quarterly adjustment rose by lOs., whereas in Victoria
it rose by only 2s. If a similar state
of affairs obtained throughout the
Commonwealth there would be such an
upset in the ·economy of the country that
instead of value being put back into the
£1 it would be rapidly. oozing out of
it, and the result would be that the landlord's meagre return for his capital
Mr. Bourke.
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investment would be even less than it
is at the present time. My friend, the
honorable member for Malvern, representing the vested interests of this
community, has spoken to his brief.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Mr. Speaker, I call
attention to the. state of the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr. BOURKE.-A man who owns a
property that was worth £400 ,in 1948
may be receiving a return of 25s. a week.
Owing to the shortage of houses, particularly in the industrial suburbs, he
can now sell 'the place for £2,000 on
terms. Decent auctioneers have had to
stop the bidding at sales of properties of
this type. We are 'asked to pity the poor
landlord who cannot realize on his assets
and invest his money in gilt-edged
securi ties! If the landlord is obtaining
only 4 per cent. on his property at this
stage, and does not sell his property, he
does not know his own business.
Government supporters have not much
sympa thy for a man of that type. I
believe rent control will continue in
respect of such properties for many
years. The unfortunate flat dwellers
whom I represent will have their rents
increased by 300 per cent. if vested
interests have their way.
I ,appreciate the fact that some people
have interests in trust estates and they
are not able to look after themselves.
There are other people whose executors
and trustees have been compelled to keep
investments in that state, but I hope that
some measures that have been passed
this session will help to relieve their
situation. An ordinary business man
ought to be able to look after his own
interests, and he has done so even under
rent control. If he chooses, eight years
after the cessation of hostilities, to keep
an investment that is in the condition I
have described, he has only himself to
blame.
I suggest that the Government has
gone a long way along the road to give
an owner of property the right to recover
possession. Anyone who has had experience of t.hese cases in courts of petty
sessions knows that, except in the case
of a protected person, most of tho~e
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who have owned their own homes
for a considerable number of years
have been able to gain possession
of their dwellings. One comes across
an odd case of hardship where the
tenant may be a man ,and wife with
a large family. An elderly man and
wife may be seeking repossession of
their home and they find that the m'agistrate in deciding a difficult problem has
been on the side of the man and wife
with a large family. For those elderly
persons, one must have sympathy.
Owners who are confronted with the fact
that a protected person is living in their
house must console themselves by agreeing that, except for the efforts of many
protected persons-whose interests will
continue to be protected under the Bill
-they may have had no homes. I must
not be taken as saying that the interests
of protected persons should not be protected for many years to come. It may
be that in certain oircumstances the
interests of some sections of the community must give way to the isolated
case of a protected person who happens
to be the tenant of 'a home owned by an
invalid pensioner or an old-age pensioner.
The Government has gone a long way to
relieve that situation. As the Minister
said, this prov,ision will be more widely
administered as time goes by.
The Government has not been given
the credit it should receive for one thing
that it has done. Some persons have
made a racket out of the bed and breakfast business and apartment letting. I
regret to say that some of them happen
to reside in the electorate I represent.
In the case of a man owning one house,
adequate protection is given under the
Bill. There are other aspects of the Bill
which will be appreciated by the public.
The Government has shown that it is
out to protect the weak against the
strong. As time goes by, we shall return
to the situation that existed before the
war. Landlords and tenants will be able
to deal on the ordinary principle of fair
play, 'and the court will ensure that
tenants receive proper. treatment and
that landlords receive their just dues.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew)-I shall try to
discuss the Bill in the same objective
manner as that of the Minister and the
honorable member for Malvern, both of
whom I compliment on the way they
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approached this matter. Neither indulged in political statements, and they
both examined the Bill critically, telling
the House who would and who would not
be assisted by it. I do not think I have
ever listened to such unadultered nonsense as was spoken by the honorable
member fqr St. Kilda who, 'in trying to
please some of his constituents, accused
the honorable member for Malvern of
all sorts of fantastic things, making himself a complete joke with his own party.
As the honorable member for Malvern said the Bill is an attempt to tackle
the landlord and tenant problem. I get
far more comfort from the statements
of the Minister when explaining the Bill
than I do from what is in the Bill. The
Minister made two important statements
that bear repetition.
He said that the
Bill is an instalment towards the solution
of the landlord and tenant problem. He
also said that he and his party would
be happy to dispense with rent control
as soon as possible. I believe those
statements were made sincerely. I!1
making my approach to the Bill I shall
keep those statements in mind.
The Minister of Housing possibly is
the member of the Government most
interested in getting rid of rent control.
He has to solve the problem of the person
who cannot rent a house within his
means. We know that any Minister of
Housing will find on his doorstep from
time to time many people who cannot
obtain accommodClltion. The shortage in
this State at presen.t is mainly of houses
for renting. At this stage, I do not propose to indulge in useless debate, trying
to show the House what has caused that
shortage.
Unfortunately, the problem
is increasing. One must look at the Bill
to see from what direction it will tend
to overcome that shortage. In the first
plac~ the measure 'Provides that dwelling
houses which have not been let since
December, 1940, up to the date of the
proclamation of this Act will not be
subject to control. New houses erected
after the Act comes into operation also
will be excluded. That is a contribution
towards solving ,the problem of the
shortage of rental houses.
The Government accepted an amendment moved in the other place, and I
compliment it for doing so.. I shall not
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indulge in politics by discussing how the
amendment got into .the Bill, but I think
it is a worth-while contribution, and if
it induces private enterprise to build
houses available for renting, it will assist
to overcome the shortage and will be a
step forward towards getting rid of the
irksome controls of the Landlord and
Tenant Act.
In addHion, the Government has made
a contribution towards overcoming the
problem by providing that in certain
circumstances shared accommoda tion
can be let with the certain knowledge
that it can be recovered within a reasonable time. That is also a step forward.
The honorable member for Malvern referred to the fact that business premises
leased after the commencement of the
Act on a three-year term will also be
free from control. That may induce
private enterprise to build additional
premises and so help to alleviate the
shortage in that field.
As the honorable member has said,
there is nothing in the Bill to assist the
average landlord suffering from the fact
that money values have depreciated, and
that rents, the source of his income, are
pegged.
One who is not a rapacious
landlord will not gain very much from
this Bill unless a tenant is subletting and
making a profit out of the property. I
was hoping that the Government would
have gone further and would have
accepted the amendment moved in the
other House allowing a landlord and
tenant to agree upon the amount of
rent.
The Government rejected the
amendment, which I regret, as that
would have been another step towards
alleviating the present position.
Other States have tackled the problem
of gradually releasing the control of
rents, but this State has steadfastly set
its face against doing so. If the Bill is
to be regarded as being an instalment,
I hope a better Bill will be brought down
next year. I have a suggestion to make
which is purely legal in character. The
landlord and tenant proceedings that
will come before the metropolitan tenancy court will be more complicated
than the present court proceedings.
Many legal men believe that there should
be some interlocutory procedure provided for which would assist in bringing
these matters to court in a manner so
Mr. RyZah.
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that the facts will be more readily ascertainable: Many notices have to be given
and several forms have to be complied
with before a matter of this sort can be
brough t before the court. There is much
wastage because a landlord or a tenant
might learn, only outside the court door,
information that he should have been able
to obtain earlier but which, for some
reason, he' was unable to procure. The
provision will increase the cost of proceedings slightly, but it will prevent
many abortive proceedings, the costs
of which have to be borne by the respective parties. An application for the right
to issue a further application is readily
granted by a magistrate if the previous
application was withdrawn on technical
grounds. However, the parties that
have to go to court again incur additional
costs. The Minister might ask the
Attorney-General to consider this aspect
in conjunction with the Chief Stipendiary
Magistrate. It might be possible to
evolve some procedure as a result
of which the parties on both
sides will be more likely to tell the
truth on important matters. Interrogatories would have to be answered on
affidavit, on oath. This provision will
tend to alleviate some of the hardship
to landlords and to overcome some of the
blatant abuses of the present legislation.
The Opposition supports the Bill and will
consider, on their merits the amendments
which the Minister proposes to move in
Committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was -agreed to.
Clause 2 providingThe provisions of Part II., III.,. IV., and V.
o·f the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948 shall
not apply with respect to any premises which
were not let at the thirty-first day of
December One ,thousand nine hundred 'and
forty and have not been let a:t 'any ,time
after that date and before the commencement of this Act.

Mr. HAYES (Min.ister of Housing).I moveThat the words beginning" wdth respect
to" and ending at the end of the clause be
omitted with the view of dnserting the
expression.. with respect to (t;t) any premises which are In exIstence
at th~ commencement of this Act
and which were not let to a tenant
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at any time between the thirty-first
day of December One .thousand nine
hundred and forty 'and the said
commencement; or
any premises which are erected or the
erection of which is completed af,ter
the said commencement."

The amendment will have the same effect
as clause 2 as stated in the Bill, but the
wording is changed.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
Opposition has examined this amendment, and does not object to it.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 3 to 5.
Clause 6 (Provision for alteration of
fair rent either by determination of
Board or by agreement of lessor and
lessee).
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).-I request members to reject this clause.
In view of suggestions made by another
place, the Government feels that this
provision would be difficult to control.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
effect of this clause, as it stands, will be
that the parties to a lease, namely, the
landlord and the tenant, will be able to
agree--provided that their agreement
is made in the prescribed formthat the fair rent could be such an
amount as the parties themselves
decided upon. The view of the Opposition is that the clause is· desirable. As
framed, it contains a sufficen t safeguard
to prevent any suggestion of undue
oppression of one party by the other.
The Opposition is aware, however, that
the Government possesses the numbers
and that it is useless to object to the
deleNon of the clause. However, I urge
thctt consideration be given by the
Government to the inclusion in the
measure of a provision similar to that
contained in this clause, as it now stands.
The ordinary laws of contract make
provision, by common law, for the
avoidance of a contract that is brought
about by duress or undue influence, and
there is some protection for a party who
asserts tha t he has been misled or
coerced into making an agreement.
Secondly, there is provision for an
agreement in writing in the prescribed
form. That would give to the Minister
the power of prescribing a form, and he
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could ensure that the form which was
prescribed WQuld make perfectly clear
to the parties what they were doing,
and would ensure that neither party to
the agreement was placed at a disadvantage. I commend to the earnest consideration of the Minister the inclusion
in the Bill of a provision along the lines
of clause 6.
The clause was negatived.
Clauses 7 to 10 were agreed to.
Clause 11, providing, inter alia,(1) A person shall not sell or agree to
sell any prescribed premises, 'being a
dwelling-house whkh is occupied by a
lessee, to any person other than the lessee
unless-

(2) A person shall not sell or agree to
sell any prescribed premises, being a
dwelling-house which is occupied by a protected person within the meaning of the
Landlord and Tenant Act 1948, to any
other person unless he has first notified the
purchaser in writing that the premises are
occupied by a protected person.
(3) Whenever any prescribed premises,
being a dwelling-house which is occupied
by a lessee, are sold or agreed to be sold to
any peI1Son, the vendor and the purchaser
of the premises shall, wd thin seven days
after the premises have been so sold or
agreed to be sold; give to the lessee notice in
writing of the fact of such sale or agre~
ment to sell and of the name and address
of the purchaser.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD
move--

(Malvern).-I

That in sub-clause (1),. befure the word
.. dwelling-house" the word .. single" be
inserted.

I believe the Government will accept this
amendment. Sub-'CIause (1) provides
that a person shall not sell or agree to
sell a dweHing-house which is occupied
by a lessee to any person other than the
lessee unless it is sold by 'auction or the
vendor has offered in writing the sale of
the premises to the lessee at a price not
greater than the price at which the
premises are actuaHy sold or agreed to
be sold. If a block of flats is to 'be sold,
and the premises are occupied by a
n.umber of lessees, it will be impractIcable to carry out the provisions of
this clause.
Mr. HAYES (Min.ister of Housing).The amendment is acceptable to the
Government.
The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).I move-That the following words be added to
paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1):" and the lessee has not accepted that offer
wilthin fourteen days after the receipt
thereof by him."

The 'Clause provides that the tenant shall
be informed that the property in which
he resides is available for sale and that
he shall be given an opportunity to
purchase it. The Government considers,
however, that the tenant should not have
an unlimited per,iod of time in which to
make his decision. The view of the
Opposition is that a period of fourteen
days is reasonable, and my amendment
is submitted on that basis.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-1 do
not want to be obstructive, but I fail to
understand how the prOVISIOn will
opera te in practice. Let us assume that
the owner of certain premises is offered
£5,000. He then says to the lessee, "I
have an offer of £5,000 for this place."
He says" You can have it for that price
if you like". The lessee has fourteen
days to make up his mind. During that
period the owner cannot come to a firm
arrangement with the prospective purchaser, because he may have to sell to
the lessee. At the end of fourteen days
the lessee s'ays that he is not interested.
Then the owner finds that the other mal)
has, so to speak, gone "off the boil.'"
Although I realize the desire of 1he
Minister to see that the lessee has not
an unlimited time in which to make up
his mind, this amendment will introduce
complications. There are many cases in
which a person may get someone interested in his property; if he has to ask
them to wait fourteen days while he
awaits the decision of another man there
migh t be some difficulty in bringing the
transaction to a conclusion. If the
Government would put itself in the position of the -owner instead of the tenant
in a consideration of this class of case,
I am sure that it will appreciate my
argument. I think that there is in this
amendment the germ of something advant~geous fr-om the owner's point of view.
I hope that the matter will be cO!1sidered
thoroughly by the Government next year
when this legislation is reviewed.
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Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I support the
view expressed by the honorable member for Malvern. Before the clause was
inserted in the Bill, I was wondering how
the proposition would work, and now that
the clause is in the Bill I am still wondering how it will work. I hope that the
Minister will discuss this matter with
his advisers and the president of the
Real Estate and Stock Institute, who is
a member of the -other House. I think
tha t if there is discussion on these lines
an effective method will be worked out.
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).The Government has moved to insert the
period -of fourteen days in 0rder to give
lessees an opportunity to say yea or nay
when the owner is negotiating for the
sale of his property. I will cnnsider .
la ter the m'a tter referred to by the
honorable member for Malvern.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD
(Malvern) .-1
move-That, in sub-clause (2), before the word
" dwelling-house" the word "single" be
inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, as was
a consequential amendment, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 12 (Grounds for recovery ()f
possession) .
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).-'
Sub-paragraph (r) of paragraph (c)
reads(r)

r

where the prescribed premises are a
dwelling-house (not including premises leased to the lessee as an
apartment house) that the lessee
by the subletting of parts of the
premises is receiving from the sublessees rents aggregating an amount
which exceeds the rent paid by the
lessee to the lessor by more ttl an
One hundred and twenty per
centum, and

moveThat the words "arid twenty" be omitt.ed.

Under the original provision, when the
lessee was receiving an amount exceeding the rent by more than 120 per cent.,
he was in a class in which there was a
ground for eviction. The Government
has decided to reduce the excess to 100
per cent.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This is one of
the few amendments that assist the landlord.. We are glad to see that the reduction fr-om 120 per cent. to 100 per cent.
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has been agreed to by the Government.
We do not think that the amendment
is going far enough, but we oan regard it
as experimental. It will assist many
landlords who are being exploited by the
tenants, who are really rapacious landlords themselves as the result of their
subletting the premises.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 13 to 16.
Clause 17 (Orders for repossession.)
Mr. HAYES (M-inisterof Housing).I move-That the new sub-section (4) proposed to
be inserted in section 45 of the principal Act
be omitted with the view of inserting the
following new sUb-section:.. (4) The court shall not refuse to make
an order under sub-section (1) of this
section by reason only of any of the
matters referred to in paragraph (a) or
paragraph (c) of that sUb-section where
the application is made on the ground that
the premises, being a dwelling-house, are
reasonably required for occupation by the
lessor and the court is satisfied(a) that the lessor is a person of one of
the following classes:(D A person who at the date of
the giving of notice to
quit has been the owner
of the dwelling-house for
not less than ten years
and whose income, together with that of his or
her spouse (if living with
him or her), does not
exceed ,a ra:te of Seven
hundred and fifty pounds
per annum;
(ii) a married person who and
whose spouse d<."sire to
live together in the
dwelling-house in any
case where either the
lessor or his or her spouse
is receiving or, if they
were
living
in
the
dwelling-house, would be
entitled to receive an age
pension under the Commonwealth Act known as
the Social Services (Consolidation) Act 1947-1953
or a service pension under
section eighty-four of the
Commonwealth
Act
known as the Repatriation Act 1920-1953;
(iii) a married person who and
whose spouse desire to
live together in the dwell3ng-house in 'any case
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where the joint income of
the lessor ,and his or her
spouse at the said date
does not exceed a rate of
Five hundred pounds per
annum;
(iv) a widow or widower or a
married person living
apart frum his or her
spouse or a single person
who is receiving or if he
or she were living in the
dwelling-house would be
en ti tled to receive an age
pension or a service pension as aforesaid;
(v) a widow or widower or a
married person living
apart from his or her
spouse or a single person,
whose age in ,the case of a
man is not less than
s\xty-five years and in the
c,\se of a woman is not
less than sixty years, and
whose income at the said
date does not exceed a
rate of Two hundred and
fifty pounds per annum;
(vi) a. person in receipt of an
invalid pension under the
Commonwealth
Act
known as the Social
Services (Consolida tion)
Act 1947-1953 or a service pension under section
eighty-five of the Commonwealth Act known
as the Repatriation Act
1920-1953;
(vii) a person in receipt of a
total permanent incapacity pension under the
Commonwealth
Act
known as the Repatriation Act 1920-1953 whose
income, together with
the income (if any) of
his or her spouse, if
living with him or her,
from sources other than
pensions or allowances
under the said Act, does
not at the said date
exceed a rate of Two
hundred and fifty pounds
per annum; and
(b) that the lessor or his or her spouse,
if living with him or her, owns
no other dwelling-house in Victoria and has not within the
period of twelve months immediately prior to the giving of
notice to quit owned any such
dwelling-housebut any order made in any such case
which could not have been made apart
from the provisions of this sub-section
shall not taken effect until such date as
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is expressed therein, being not less than
six months after the date upon which the
order is made."

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
amendment is a little more generous
towards the owner than the clause was
in its original condition when the Bill
was introduced in the other House. In
sub-paragraph (i) of. paragraph (a) of
the amendment there is a recognition of
the right of persons who for a long time
have been the owners of properties and
have limited means.
Although the
amendment requires a person to be an
owner for ten years, instead of for four
years in certain circumstances under the
original clause, and, although he is subject to an income qualification which did
not apply previously, the amendment
gives him a little more generous treatment than did the original clause.
As the· Government has promised
reconsideration of these matters next
year, 1 wish to mention a case brought
It is not a
under my notice recentiy.
rare case of hardship. It is that of a
constituent of mine who told me that
he had lived in a house for many years
and then had moved to another resi..
dence. He brought up a family and he
had a marriageable daughter who proposed to marry. The tenant of the first
house who had established there a
boarding-house and built up a valuable
business was making a big profit on the
house, which was still let at the pegged
pr,ice. It was the owner's desire to get
possession of the house so that his
daughter after marriage could take
over and start her family life there.
But the owner was unable to obtain
possession. This is not a rare case; it
is typical of other cases. 1 trust that
when the Government considers next
year matters coming under this legislation it will include this question.
Having in mind the numerical position
in this Chamber we do not propose to do
anything about the amendment the
Minister has moved.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-There is a ray
of hope in this amendment because it
gives an admittedly small class of
persons the opportunity to recover their
own homes as of right. Certainly that
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class of person is limited in number, but
we may get the Government eventually
to extend the provision.
Before we conclude our consideration
of the Bill I think we should express
our sympathy with the Government
Printer who has been putting into Bills
lengthy amendments and taking out
clauses at the rate of knots in the last
few days.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 18 to 23.
Clause 24 (Provision for establish-.
ment of Metropolitan Evictions Courts).
Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).Throughout this clause there are
references to the proposed "Metropolitan Evictions Courts." A number of
verbal amendments will alter the tUle
to "Metropolitan Tenancy Courts."
Mr. BWOMFIELD (Malvern) .-1 support the observations of the honorable
member for Kew during his secondreading speech concerning interrogatories and discovery, and I trust that
the Minister will consider that matter.
Although the great body of litigation
between landlords and tenants still relates to dwelling-houses and the Government might consider that costs should
not be awarded, there is a considerable
number of cases where both parties do
not fall within the class which cannot
afford to pay costs. Further, it is difficult to see any reason for making such
persons exempt from the ordinary prov-isions as to costs. . Frequently, quite
senior members of the bar are engaged
to take part in disputes between the
owners of city premises and tenants,
both of whom are quite substantial
people.
1 suggest that concerning
business premises a discretionary power
should be given to the magistrate to
award costs.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I assure the honorable member for Malvern that I will refer the question of
pleadings to the Attorney-General.
The clause was verbally amended,
and, as amended, adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and the amendments
were adopted.
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Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).I move-That this Bill be now read a third time.
I wish to take this opportunity of
thanking all members, particularly members of· the Opposition, for their cooperation ,in the passage of this Bill. It
is, as was stated earlier, an instalment
of reform so far as landlords and tenants
are concerned. The question raised by
the honorable member for Kew in Committee will be examined before the next
session.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS
(RECONSTITUTION) BILL.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.
I wish to congratulate the Honorable
G. L. Chandler, M.L.C., for the preliminary steps he took concerning this
Bill, and to thank the Minister of Public
Works for, his co-operation.
The
measures provides for the reconstitution
. -of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works along lines which probably everyone will agree are most desirable. The Board was constituted in
1890, and since that date has a magnificent record in providing water, sewerage
facilities, main drains, and, in recent
years, preparing a plan for the greater
Melbourne area. . The Board has carried
out its work in a way that has been un.equalled by any other Government Department. The Commissioners of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works have always acted in a voluntary
capacity. These public spirited men
have rendered valuable service to Victoria; they have established a record of
'public service which has illustrated that
men who are prepared to work in a
voluntary capacity can achieve something that is not possible in any other
way. Of course, the work of the Com-.
missioners has been backed by a skilled
and highly organized body of executives.
The skilled officers of the Board deserve
every praise for magnificent achievements of the Board over a period of 60
to 70 years.
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There are now 47 Commissioners on
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works. When the Board was reconstituted approximately ten years ago,
two Commissioners, each of whom represented four shires, were included. One
Com·missioner represents the shires of
Mulgrave, Doncaster, Dandenong and
Eltham, and the other the shires of
Whittlesea, Keilor, Bulla and Werribee.
The purpose of this Bill is .to pr,ovide
increased representation for some of
those shires. In recent years, Melbourne
has. been developed in the outer suburban areas, and the time has arrived
when those areas should have greater
representation on the Board. Under the
original Act, which was passed in 1890,
the Board covered an area included
in a radius of 10 miles from
the General Post Office. By Order
in Council in 1929, the radius
was increased to 13 miles and, as
a result, the City of Mordialloc and part
of the Shire of Dandenong were included. In 1943-44, the cities of Box
Hill, Moorabbin, Mordialloc, Oakleigh
and Sandringham, and the shires of
Braybrook, Nunawading and Broadmeadows were given direct representation.
The reallocation of representation
is necessary on account of the growth of
some of the outer areas that were admitted to representation in 1943-44. I
shall indicate briefly the municipalities
affected by the proposed change because,
although we are giving representation to
other municipalities-eight altogetherit is not the intention of this Bill to
provide for an increase of eight in the
number of Commissioners. Their number will be raised from 47 to 49, and
I shall outline the method by which that
will be accomplished. The City of
Melbourne has at present nine representatives, and under this Bill the representation will be reduced to six. In
regard to South Melbourne, for which
there are at present two Commissioners,
a reduction will be made to one representative. For Fitzroy there will be a
similar reduction, whereas the representation for Camberwell will be increased to three members, the reason
being that the valuation of properties
in that municipality has risen in recent
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years by more than £1,750,000, and it is
one of the most highly valued municipalities, apart from the City of Melbourne, in the metropolitan area. The
valuation of Footscray has arisen
from £735,000 to £1,472,000, and
that
municipality
will
have
its
representation increased from one
to two members. In Kew t1;le valuation has increased by more than £800,000
and the municipality will have two
representatives on the Board. In the
City of Moorabbin the valuation has
risen enormously, from £347,569 to
£1,586,479. In that case the representation will be increased from one to two
members.
Turning now to the eight shires which
were previously represented by two
members on the Board, I would point
out that there has been some reallocation. Doncaster will be granted
one representative;
Mulgrave and
Dandenong will be linked together and
given one representative. Melton and
Werribee will also have one, as will
Bulla and Keilor, and Whittlesea and
Eltham. Together with the number of
representatives for municipalities in
respect of which there has been no alteration made in the reallocation, the total
is 49. The chairman will bring that
total to 50. Some members consider
that a Board of 49 is cumbersome, but
it must be realized that the work of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works is done on a committee basis and
the number of Commissioners is just
sufficient to constitute the necessary
committees and to provide' for a reallocation of members for terms ·of three
years. One-third of the Commissioners
retire each year, so that there is a continuity of experienced Commissioners
under the method of election. The
choice' of Commissioners is made by
municipal councils; thus, there are
Commissioner;s who are direct representatives of the municipalities, dealing
with a most important function of local
or semi-local government. They grapple
with the problems under the system I
have explained, and there is a most
important link between the Board and
the municipal councils throughout the
_greater metropolitan area.
Mr. Petty.

Board of Works

I, do not think that this Bill calls for
any further explanation, since clause by
clause it is self-explanatory. However,
there is one point to which I should'like
to refer, and that is in -regard to the
provision for a direct representative of
Dandenong. It is provided in clause 8
that in the event of a further part of
the municipal district of Dandenong
being included in the metropolitan
area, Dandenong itself will have one
direct Commissioner on the Board. To
permit of that, clause 7 prescribes that
the Governor in Council may by order
provide that each of the councils of
Dandenong and Mulgrave shall elect a
member to the Board. That will enable
the question to be determined without
the necessity of an amending Bill.
lUre MITCHELL (Benambra).-I was
very glad to hear the honorable member
for Toorak pay a tribute to the efficiency
of the administration of the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, particularly in the chemical line. I think
it was only a couple of years ago that a
man applied for a job in the laboratory
and sewerage section. According to
himself, he had medical degrees at Cambridge; he was an F.R.C.S. and had other
medical qualifications. He accomplished
excellent work in the laboratory and his
report to the Board's sewerage section
was splendid. When one laboratory
assistant was sick this man donned overalls and went down the sewers to collect
necessary specimens. When one or two
other employees were ill he gave them
injections. Then there was a degree of
excitement over his engagement to a
pretty young thing employed by the
Board. There was also a small matter
of loans and another regarding a microscope from Selby's. Then this man went
to Mooroopna, where the staff of the
hospital were rather particular. He was
asked for references and evidence of
qualification.
This great scientista doctor employed by the Board of
Works itself, a wonderfully efficient
body-was recognized by a man from
Brisbane.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-How can the honorable member's remarks be even remotely asso:ciatedwith the reconstitution of the
Board?

(Reconstitution)
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Mr. MITCHELL.-If, without any
examination of his credentials, an imposter can be taken on to the staff of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works when the health of the City of
Melbourne is at stake, it is high time
the Board was reconstituted.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 regret that the honorable
member for Benambra intruded into the
debate along the lines he adopted. 1 am
sure that his long experience as a pastoralist, a student and a lawyer would
enable him to understand that such
circumstances as he described often
obtain in big business and industry,
where certain persons are culpable and
others are able to sell something which
actually they do not possess. It is unfortunate that that occurs, but 1 do not
think that, even if the reconstitution of
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works had been effected three years
ago, the case outlined by the honorable
member would not have arisen. 1 presume that the man concerned did not
deceive the elected members of the
Board, which pays its servants to carry
. out its directions. However, the matter
has nothing to do with the representation of the municipalities on the Board.
I congratulate the honorable member
for Toorak on his historical survey of
the Board's history. The M;elbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works is a
great instituNon. I have never had an
opportuni ty, and probably never will, of
being associated with i! officially. Having had the pleasure of exploring the
Board's head works on several occasions,
and having had Hie great need to call
upon the outer spread of its undertakings in the metropolitan area, I am
convinced that pioneers of the Board,
such as the Blackburns, laid the basis
of a great system.
By employing
surveying instruments, they were able
to provide for Melbourne a water supply
of outstanding quality. It has proved
the test of time in the largely developed
area encompassed by the activities of
the Board.
It is true that, whenever there is a
reconsNtution of that body, there are
some heartburnings. The honorable
member for Toorak referred to that
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aspect. It appears that the reconstitution now proposed will afford a better
spread of representation and give satisfaction to the municipalities on the
outer perimeter of the metropolitan area
which have always considered that little
representation was provided when four
or five municipalities had only one representative. Those municipalities were
always large in area, always immersed
in difficulties and, consequently, lacking
in service. Some of them have never
be~n served at all by representation on
the Board. 1 know municipalities on the
western side 'Of Melbourne which were
never happy about there being one
member serving four or five municipalities, and that representative not being
able, physically or otherwise, to give
full time either to his duties or to the
question of the services required.
This Bill is a compliment to the
co-operat,ion displayed between -a private
member of the Legislative Council and
the Minister of Public Works. With the
approval of the Government as a whole,
the measure has been accepted and I
hope it will meet with the satisfaction
of the Opposition in this House. Under
the plan that has been worked out there
will be no disturbance of the activities
of the Board, nor of the ordinary system
of election or of retirement, and so
forth. For the time being it is proposed
that the Board should comprise 49 members, plus the permanent chairman.
Ul tima tely , with the realignmen t of
boundaries in the Dandenong Shire,
there will be a maximum of 50 members,
apart from the permanent chairman,
who undoubtedly performs an excellent
job in many and varied ways. The Bill
will cure many misgivings among the
outer municipalities which have always
considered that their need for representation is great.
The statement of
the chairman of the Board that it is
50,000 miles behind in reticulation of
water mains indicates the justification
of such representation and emphasizes
the urgent nature of the works. The
Government is prepared to give the Bill
a speedy and successful passage.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 9 were agreed to.
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Clause 10 (,Amendments of Nos. 3731,
5057, Third Schedule).

Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I wish to express the Opposition's appreciation of
the Government's co-operation in agreeing to the Bill and giving it sufficient
priority to enable it to be debated in the
House before the close of the session. I
should like to congratulate the Honorable G. L. Chandler for the work he has
carried out on this thor'ny problem, also
the Minister of Public Works for his
assistance and co-operation. The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works stands very high in the estimation
of all honorable members in the House.
If Parliament can do anything to continue the Board's good administration
and grant representation to the outer
municipalities whose interests in development are so great, it will be well worth
while.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 26) on the motion of Mr. Merrifield
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This is a procedural Bill 'amending the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Acts. It
provides for the establishment of a
gratuity fund for the purpose of providing sums for the payment of prescribed gratuities or annuities to officers,
servants and employees of the Board
on retirement, and the establishment 01
a sick leave fund for payment in respect
of accumulated sick leave. In addition,
the Bill extends the limit of the Board's
borrowing powers and its overdraft
limit, and increases the value of the work
which can be undertaken by the Board
without first obtaining parliamentary
authority. None of the powers proposed
to be granted are objectionable. In
fact, the es'tablishment of the gratuity
and sick leave funds is advantageous

Tramways Bill.

to officers and employees of the Board,
and the extension of powers referred to
can be very safely granted when they
are to be in the hands of such an
efficient body as the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board.
I wish to take this opportunity of
directing the Government's attention to
some very real problems in the electorate
which I have the honour to represent
and adjoining areas, which the tramways Board can solve. There is a very
large developing area in East and North
Balwyn, and North Box Hill, which is
served very inadequately by private
transport. Deputations have discussed
this question with the tramways Board
and also with the Minister of Transport.
The crux of the situation is the provision
of a much overdue tram and bus depot at
East Kew, for which the Board already
has a site. For a number of years the
Board has planned to erect a depot
which would take the strain off the Kew
depot, ultimately leading to the closing
of the Hawthorn depot, and the latter
could then be used for other purposes by
the Board. Lack of funds has prevented
the scheme from proceeding. If the depot
were erected, adequate housing for
trams on the Kew, East Kew and Mont
Albert lines would be available, and a
certain number of cars could be supplied to the Camberwell line by an
extension of the track from the corner
of Burke and Whitehorse-roads to the
corner of Burke-road and High-street.
The Hawthorn and Kew depots are
overcrowded and the amenities provided
for the staff are not of a very high
standard.
The new depot would
for
buses
also
provide
housing
operating in the eastern suburbs.
At present, those buses must proceed
from the central bus depot, which involves a considerable amount of empty
running. People in my area 'and the
area represented by the honorable
member for Ivanhoe would benefit
considerably by provision of the new
depot in' that when the strain on available buses is removed by the abolition
of the Bourke-street bus services,
vehicles will be available for the contemplated Heidelberg service and the
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service which should cater for the areas
I have referred to. I urge the Government to discuss this matter with the
tramways Board.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
STATUTES AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
4) on the mot,ion of Mr. Holt (Minister
of Lands) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This Bill is
essentially a Committee measure, as in
its twelve clauses ten different statutes
are dealt with. In the circumstances, I
think it ·might be proper for amendments
to be circulated at this stage.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-There is a considerable number of precedents standing in the way of
such a course.

Mr. RYLAH.-The measure proposes
the amendment of a number of statutes.
It is a most novel procedure so far as
this Parliament is concerned, and
apparently the procedure of the House
is not adjusted to it. When the Bill was
introduced into the Legislative Council,
the President referred to the fact that
it was entirely novel, and I agree with
that contention. It is, perhaps, a convenient method of amending a number
of statutes, because in one Bill matters
are dealt with whioh in the. ordinary way
would be the subject of a sp.ries of
amending Bills. Most of the amendments
that are proposed are essentially legal
ones. The only convenient method of
dealing with the measure is to deal
with each individual Act as the amendments appear in the Bill.
On the suggestion of the Minister of
Lands, I shall not say any more on the
second-reading motion, except to point
out that unless extreme care is taken to
cross index this enactment in the table
of Statutes in the annual sassional
volume, there will be a great probability
that the amendments will be overlooked
by lawyers, offici,als of courts, members
of Parliament and other people, who have
to refer repeatedly to Acts of Parliament.
One can imagine a magistrate in d remote
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area, having to deal with a problem concerning the Employer and Employees
Liability Act referring to an Act that
might not be fully noted and overlooking
the amendment made in this Bill, unless
a careful cross index is made. However,
I understand that the draftsman ~as that
question in mind.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (Short title).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-There would
appear to be one rule for the rich and
another for the poor. Earlier the Minister of Ho~sing, when the Landlord and
Tenant Bill was being dealt with, circulated amendments during the secQndreading stage, but apparently the Opposition has not that right.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Rights of inheritance of
widow of intestate who leaves no issue).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-This clause increases from £1,000 to £5,000 the amount
tha t a widow may receive from the
estate of a person who dies intestate
and leaves no issue. The Opposition
consider it to be a desirable amendment and supports it.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Amendment of No. 3663,
section 54, as re-enacted by No. 5627,
section 3 (1».
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-In clause 2,
there is provision that where a ·small
esta te is left to a widow and children,
if the amount does not exceed £500, it
may be distributed without having to be
invested. The amendment was recommended by the Statute Law Revision
Committee in its report.:on the Trustee
Bill. Clause 3 contains ·a technical
amendment of the County Court Act in
relation to contempt of court and the
Opposition has· no objection to it.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 4 (Amendment of No. 3673,
sections 66, 67, 68).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The clause contains an amendment of the Employer
and Employees Act to protect an
employee in the matter of the garnisheeing of his wages. When the Bill was
introduced in the other place, it provided
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that all ezp.ployees should be protected to
the full am'ount of the basic wage. The
other House agreed to an amendment
that a married employee would receive
the full protection, but a sing,le worker
or 'a man who had a maintenance order
against him would receive protection
only to the extent of £7 17s. 6d. a week.
The amendment is acceptable to the
OpposHion.
.
The amendment was agreed to.
Clause 5 (Amendment of No. 3675,
section 5).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-This is a
horrible clause, providing for the
amendment of the Fences Act. It will
exclude from the statutory form of conditions of sale the provision that a vendor
who has subdivided land should not
contribute to the cost of dividing fences.
Such an amendment was recommended
by the Statute Law Revision Committee
in its report on the Transfer of Land
Bill, but the amendment goes beyond
the recommendation,' the Government
hay.ing made it retrospe'ctive. It will
interfere with any contract of sale of
vacant land that has been in operation
for any period up to 30 years, if a
dividing fence has not been erected. I
have discussed with the Minister of
Lands the question whether the Government insists on the clause and he has
informed me that it does. He is not
prepared to listen to reason, an attitude
not usually adopted by the honorable
gentleman.
On behal1f of the Opposition, I register
my protest against the amendment. I am
curious to know how the provision will
work. The Government may have to
reconsider this question later. I have
in mind the case of a widow of small
means who has agreed to sell part of a
property to someone else and has provided ,in the contract of sale that she
will not be liable for the :cost of fencing.
The sale price has been fixed on that
basis, but now the Government is saying
that she must assume the liability. That
does not appear to be just, and the
Opposition is entirely opposed to the
clause.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-I support the remarks of the honorable
member for Kew. This amendment will
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mean ·added difficul Nes and delays in
dealings with the State. It would be
better if it was deleted from the Bill.
I register my protest against the clause.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).There is substance in the complaint of
the honorable member for Kew and the
honorable
memb.er
for
Benambra
regarding the retrospective effect of the
clause. I have discussed the matter with
the Attorney-General who is of the
opinion that we should see how the provision works in practice, for a period of
six months. If it is necessary, the question will then be reviewed. I give an
undertaking to the honorable members
for Kew and Benambra that the
Attorney-General will be pleased to he~r
representations from them in regard to
the fears they have expressed.
As a
m,atter of policy is entailed, the Government is not disposed to accept the
amendment.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-I thank the
Minister for his assurance,· and I shall
not press the matter further.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 6 and 7.
Clause 8 providing, inter aUa(1) For section one 'hundred and twentythree of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Act 1928 there shall be substituted the following section:" Any summons or notice or writ or other
proceeding requiring to be served upon. the
Board may be served(a) by being given personally to ;the
chairman or secretary; or
(b) by registered letter through the post
addressed to the chairman or secretary at the head office of the
Board."

Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I moveThat the following new sub-section be
added:"( ) Section one hundred and twenty-si~
of the Melbourne ,and Metropolitan Tramways Act 1928 is hereby repealed."

The purpose of the amendment is to give
effect to a recommendation of the Statute
Law Revision Committee made in 1950-tha t all provisions placing public and
semi-public authorities in a privileged
position so far as actions against them
by ordinary citizens are concerned,
should be repealed. My amendment is
in the exact wording of the recommendation of the committee in the draft
Bill appended to its report. I mention
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the matter at this stage because it is
relevant to clause 8, which deals with
the question of the service of proceedings.
The situation existing at present is
that if an individual is injured by the
negligence of the tramways Board or its
servants or agents, he must within six
months of the time of the injury, commence proceedings against the Board,
and one month before commencing
proce~dings
he must give detailed
notice setting out the grounds of the
claim and the facts upon which he relies.
Cases happen in which people are not
in a position to seek legal advice and they
do not start proceedings within the specified time. Other people take advice but
possibly owing to a defect in the story
they tell their solicitors, or to lack of skill
on the part of counsel, notice is not
served in the proper. form.
In other
cases, injured persons do not think of
taking proceedings within six months
because they are still recovering from the
effects of the accident. The provision is
iniquitous and it appears in other Acts.
I have moved my amendment to test the
sincerity of the Government in this
matter, because the Minister of Lands
and the Minister of Labour participated
in the unanimous reports of the Statute
Law Revision Committee on this question.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I could not agree ·more than I do with
what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition says regarding this iniquitous
system whereby special privileges, or
relics of prerogatives, are retained for
the Crown by the right of various bodies
which shelter under its so-called shield.
I think that the honorable member
would be better advised to request that
all the amendments he mentioned be
made at the same time. I have discussed this matter with the AttorneyGeneral and he is of the same opinion
as I am, subject to the vexed questions
of finance and of bureaucracy. I do
not place too much stress on the latter,
because finance is the overriding consideration. The Attorney-General has
given an assurance that the question will
be adequately considered in the New
Year. I concur with the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition in his view that considerations of financR should not be the
reason for denying justice when it
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comes to a parity of rights as between
the Crown, municipalities and other
bodies.
The amendment was negatived.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 9.
Clause 10 (Conditions of sale, &c.).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew)-This is a curious
provision and I wonder how it ever came
to be inserted in the Bill. I understand
that a strong recommendation has been
made by the Law Institute of Victoria
that where land is under the old law
there should be an extension of the time
within which requisitions may be delivered and answered. The previous
clause is in accordance with the recommendation of the Law Institute but I
am cel'tain that it made no recommendations that clause 10 should appear
in the Bill. In fact, the basis on which
the Institute founded its recommendation for an extension of time was that
the time specified in the Transfer of
Land Act was sufficient, Whereas it was
insufficient under the Property Law Act.
By including clause 10 the Government
has pleased no one and I suggest that
it be omitted. The Minister seems to
ha ve a curious reason for objecting to
its deletion. I wonder what will happen
in the legal profession concerning the
fourteen-day contracts of sale which are
usual in the metropolitan area. When
a vacant house is sold and the purchaser
desires to take possession, a 30-day contract is ordinary. Now, however, it
will be 28 days before one side delivers
requisitions on title. The proposal appears to be illogical, incongruous and
undesirable. If the Minister remains
adamant, we can do no more than register our protest and wonder what will
happen to land transactions until he is
forced to amend the provision.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) .-1 feel
that the Minister should meet the Opposition on this question. In view of
the case put forward by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, the honorable gentleman should make a Christmas gesture and consent to the deletion
of the clause.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I am impressed by the eloquent appeal
of the honorable member for Bena"mbra.
In harmony with his rpquest that the
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Government should show some indication of its benevolence at this Yuletide
season, I am only too happy that an extended period has been granted in which
to lodge requisitions under the Transfer
of Land Act.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
amendments.
It was. ordered that the message be
taken into consideration at the next
sitting of the House.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).-I
moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until this day at 11 o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.33 a.m.
(Friday).

'LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Friday, December 11, 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 11.30 a.m., and read
the prayer.
BUSiNESS OF THE HOUSE.
HOUR OF MEETING: TuESDAY SITTINGS.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
or Transport).-I moveThat so much of the SessLonal Orders as
prov,ides that the hour of meeting on Tuesdays shall be half past Four o'clock be
rescinded and that for the remadnder of the
Session the hour of meeting on Tuesdays
shall be half-past Two o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
CO-OPERATION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
9) on the motion of the Hon. J. W.
GALBALLY (Minister in Charge of Electrical' Undertakings) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.

Bill.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinboth·am Province).-The general terms
of this Bill are quite simple to understand. The Government is bringing in
up-to-date legislation for the formation
of co-operative companies and for that
purpose has set out in detail and consol~
dated what the various companies, in the
main, could have done previously.
One could have formed a co-operative
society under general terms of the
Companies Act and have carried on in
various ways under a series of existing
Acts. What the Government has done
has been to consolidate the law in regard
to the filing of the necessary documents
and so on and has m·ade very clear
what a company should do to constitute
itself. It has also widened and defined
the various functions of a co-operative
society. Such societies perform a useful function and, of course, when it is all
boiled down, every company is to some
extent a co-operative society. People band
together as shareholders for certain purposes as a public company, and to that
extent they are a co-operative society.
The main difference is to be found in the
taxation laws, which give members of
a co-operative society the opportunity
of obtaining a refund based upon the
volume of business they do with the
company, or society, and that refund is
free of tax.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-No, it is not.
The tax is in the person's hands. The
money is taxed when he gets it. It is
not taxed in the company. That is all.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have had
the very best advice on this subject.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Do you mean
to say that the money is tax free?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER..-If you are
a member of a co-operative society and
buy goods from that co-operative society
and it has a profit at the end of the year
and it divides that profit by giving you a
refund proportionate to your purchases,
then that refund is tax free in your hands
because it is considered to be a discount
on what you have bought.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It depends
on the class of goods you have bought.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.- You can
buy household goods, furniture, or anything else you like, and it is tax free in
your hands. But if, for example, you
buy pollard through a society and you
receive a discount, you will have to deduct
that from your purchase and, in that
way, it will become part of your income.
Secondly, the great advantage of a
co-operative society is that, under the
income tax laws of the Commonwealth,
all profits which are distributed are also
tax free from the point of view of the
company. In other words, the profits of
the co-operatives when assessed for income tax purposes have deducted from
them any dividends and rebates.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERs.-Any
dividends?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes,
dividends, too, but those dividends
are not tax free in the hand of the
recipient. That is quite clear. I agree
that a co-operative society must do 90
per cent. of its business with its own
members. That is one of the conditions;
but so far as the co-operative society
is concerned, if it has done 90 per cent.
of its business with its members and it
then refunds a discount on purchases,
that is tax free in the hands of the
recipient. It is part of the business he is
doing. The company can deduct dividends
as an expense, and to that extent it is not
taxable. I sought the advice of my
personal private taxation adviser on this
subject, and I followed that up by having
another discussion with the Registrar
of Co-oper-ative Societies, and I have it
in writing and they both agree with
these principles which, as a matter of
fact, were my own private opinion also.
r believe that the Attorney-General,
judging by the look in his eye, is inclined
to agree with the three of us.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I am not
entering into the feud between you and
your friend, Mr. Walters.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-lWhether
my fr,iends disagree with me or not, I
can only put the view which I believe to
be the right one and which I have investigated. So the real difference between a
company and a co-operative society, so
far ac; my argument goes, relates to the
taxation situation where refunds, pro-
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vided they are not received as part of
one's business income as a deduction from
one's purchases, are tax free. If a
number of persons fonn a co-operative
society to run a newspaper and the
newspaper is sold to the members of the
co-operative society, then, although a
member may have only a 1d. share in
it and there is a profit on the sale of
the newspaper, that can be refunded to
all the readers of the newspaper and
there is no tax.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It is conceded that a co-operative society enjoys
certain taxation benefits other than a
public company has. We are not contesting that. It was a subject of
examination in Great Britain by Mr.
Neville Chamberlain, and it was decided
not to alter the law. These matters that
you are canvassing now are all well
known.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am
addressing my mind to the difference
between normal companies and co-operative societies, and that is what I am
trying to demonstrate. I appreciate the
confirmation of my views by the Minister. So we have a position where there
can be an innumerable number of members of a co-operative society created for
the production of a ,newspaper, and they
are shareholders, even if so only to the
extent of their payment of 1d. for a share
and can get a rebate on their purchases
of newspapers over the year and are tax
free on the rebate. One can buy household goods, such as 'furniture, or newspapers or anything one cares to purchase, and if the company ends the year
with a profit and distributes that profit
as a dividend, then those dividends are
deductible. as an expense in income tax
returns and therefore are not taxable in
the hands of the company. But they
are taxable in the hands of the recipient.
unless they are rebates on private purchases.
As was mentioned by the Minister,
co-operative societies are non-taxable in
the United Kingdom.
I remember the
first co-operative society with which I
was associated, when I was a boy of
fifteen years of age. At that time cooperative societies were expanding in
England, although they had been established for many years before that time.
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About 1914 these societies were becoming strong bodies in England. They
continued to expand, and many societies
were formed for the conduct of both
retail and wholesale business. There
was also a federation of societies which
received the same privileges as the cooperative societies.
These societies
acquired ships, and pastoral properties,
and copra fields in the islands in the
Pacific. They extended their operations
all over the world.
The inquiry to which the Minister
referred was conducted in England for
the purpose of ascertaining the influence
of these societies upon the taxation
situation in that country. These bodies
were becoming so numerous and were
doing such a big percentage of the total
volume of business that they were affecting the revenue of the country. The
Government initiated an investigation to
ascertain whether, if the operations of
the societies continued, there would
eventually be any company taxation left
to be collected by the Government. It
was decided, however, not to tax the
societies. To my way of thinking, there
is some danger in establishing the precedent of not taxing the co-operative
societies because in times of high taxation the exemption gives a very material
competitive advantage t,o those organizations.
In relation to these societies the Bill
incorporates a major alteration. The
Government has decided-and rightly, I
believe-to set out in detail all .the
methods by which the co-operative
societies may operate. It has also specified their powers, the purpose being to
make it simple for a co-operative society
to be conducted. The effect will be that
a society will have only one piece of
paper to look at to ascertain what are
its r.ights and powers and the regulations
with which it must conform, and so
forth.
There is another ,major factor of
importance in relation to these cooperative societies to which some. consideration should be given.
It is proposed that in certain cases the Government may lend money to the societies.
If that is permitted it will bea departure
into a new field. The Bill makes provision for guarantees up to the sum of
The Hon. A. G. Warner.
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£500,000. It will be competent for the
Government to let out that sum of money
without charging any interest, or the
Government may charge interest at the
rate of one-quarter or one-half of 1 per
cent. For instance, the Government will
be in a position to guarantee loan money
to a society for the publication of a newspaper conducted by unions, while at the
same time it might refuse to advance
money to some other organization for a
similar purpose. Again, the Government
would be empowered to guarantee money
for agricultural purposes, but not for
some other equally worthy purpose.
·We should not be blinded by the fact
that the amount of the guarantee is
limited to £500,000, and we should remember that, while under the legislation
which authorized the creation of cooperative housing societies, provision
was made for guarantees by the Government up to a limit of £5,000,000, that
figure has increased progressively until
at present the maximum authorized
amount of the guarantee is £45,000,000.
In my opinion the principle underlying
the creation and· operation of co-operative societies is a worthy one, but the
danger lies in the possibility of such
societies being used as a weapon by the
Government to compete unfairly with a
particular private enterprise. It is only
necessary for seven people to band
together for the establishment of a cooperative society, and in that wayan
institution could be formed through
which the Government would be able to
guarantee money for a particular purpose. In my opinion, that would be
giving an unfair advantage to a cooperative society in the conduct of its
business in competition with private
enterprise.
The co-operative societies already
enjoy a big advantage in regard to
Com'monwealth taxation. It does not
seem to be a proper function of a Government, which complains of being short
of loan money, to contemplate the
guaranteeing of money for all the purposes set out in the Bill. The measure
provides that co-operative societies may
assist members, for instance, to purchase
furniture. That is a worthy objective and
nobody would criticize it. The societies
will also be empowered to purchase
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material for the erection of homes. That
again is a laudable object with which all
will agree~ However, the same argument
caimot be applied to other activities in
which a co-operative society may engage
such as " to purchase or lease a place of
business, trade or industry,", or "to
commence, acquire, or carry on any business, trade or industry." Those terms
are so wide that it would be possible for
the Government to compete in any of
those activities with private businesses.
Again, the Government might lend money
at a low rate of interest, or free of
interest.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Will you
tell me under what clause the Government is empowered to lend money?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Government may guarantee.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Do you
acknowledge that there is any difference
between making a loan and giving a
guarantee?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think
there is a substantial difference. I have
not had an opportunity to study the
measure thoroughly. I apologize for
having used the word "lend," and I
withdraw it.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I was concerned that the House should not be
misled.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.--I agree
that there is a difference between lending
and guaranteeing. However any bank
would be inclined to lend money under
the security of a Government guarantee,
knowing that if necessary it could rely
on the Government to meet the liability.
When I was a young fellow about to
leave home my father gave me two
pieces of advice. He said, " Never
guarantee anybody's account, and never
take a second mortgage." Of course, the
provision that the Government may
guarantee the operations of co-operative
societies to the extent provided in the
Bill means that it is free to bolster
up some derelict society which, for
some reason or another, it might
favour. It might favour such a society
for political or other reasons, and in that
Session 1952-53.-[126]
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way the Government would be able to
operate, against industry, in a way
which would not be warranted. That is
my only criticism of the Bill.
I cannot see any difference between
co-operation between members of a cooperative society and co-operation between shareholders .in a public company.
It has already been made clear that the
co-operative societies will be entitled to
considerable concessions in relation to
Commonwealth taxation. I point out to
the Government of Victoria that it is
not unlikely, if the number of societies
is increased beyond reason and if the
Government guarantees sums of money
unfairly,
that the Commonwealth
Government might be forced to withdraw
some of the privileges that the cooperative societies had been enjoying
because of the detrimental effect on the
income of the Government. After all,
government and social services have to
be carr.ied on and the necessary revenue
must be raised. If the oper.ation of the
co-operative societies grows to such an
extent that the national income is
affected, the Commonwealth Government might be forced, as I said before,
to withdraw a number of its concessions
in relation to tax-ation.
In conclusion I commend the Government for consolidating the rules and
regulations by which co-operative
societies may operate. Members of my
party 'are in favour of co-operation and
of co-operative SOCieties, and they would
prefer the co-operation of private individuals to Socialism. Any criticism
that we have to offer is in respect of the
indiscriminate power of the Government
to guarantee all and sundry co-operative
societies.
The Hon. WILLIAM MACAULAY.-Do you
think there is any difference between
Socialism and co-operative societies?'
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
think there is a great deal in common
between Socialism and co-operation. In
the one case a limited body of men combine for their mutual welfare and .
operate to the advantage of the community. In the case of Socialism, the
Government, not the people, contributes
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the money. In the latter case an elected
body takes the money from the people
and usually it loses that money in the
enterprises in which it engages. Then
the taxpayers have to suffer on account
of the mistakes of the Government.
That is what happens in the operation
of Socialism.
Usually co-operative
societies are· successful, while Government-owned Socialist enterprises are unsuccessful.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-This Bill is very
interesting, but i,t is scarcely one which
should be submitted to the House in the
closing hours of the session, when members are unable to c.onsider and discuss
it adequately. Co-operation in business
is a principle which should be encouraged. Members would like to discuss this Bill fully with a view to improving it to the advantage of all concerned. I was jnterested in the Minister's
opening remarks and I was particularly
pleased to note that the Labour party
has at last discovered that there is such
a thing as co-operation. This Bill is
something brought out of the blue.
Legislation of this type has never been
contemplated previ.ously jn this State.
Labour claims tha't its policy is f.or the
amelioration of the l.ot of the masses and
this policy of co-operation is now to be
implemented in this State. If that is
the underlying purpose of the Bill all I
can say is that it indicates monumental
ignorance on the part of the GOvernment as to what has been takjng place
in this State for many years. I would
not dare to tell those members of the
Government who are experts in their
particular line of business that I was
introducing something for the amelioration of the masses unless I understood
what was happening in that particular
sphere.
I have been a director of a co-operative
company since I was 21 years of age.
It was then a small company which was
started by a few people in humble circumstances who were engaged in a certain line of primary production. During
the period of its operations I have gained
considerable experience concerning the
value of co-operation, the field that is
suitable for its activity, and the general
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approach of the people to it. Not one
section of the co-operation mentioned in
the Bill cannot be carried out now by
co-operative businesses formed under the
Companies Act. I cannot see the necessity for any change in the present
method. It has .been a long-established
practice for people to form co-operative
societies and to register them under the
Companies Act. Personally, I think it
desirable for
all companies,
cooperative or otherwise, to be registered
under that legislation.
If members
examined the articles of associat·ion of
various co-operative societies, which are
now being amended, they would be surprised at the avenues that those companies were able to explore. Almost
anything can be done by a co-operative
society. It can lend money; undertake
the financing of land settlement-that
has been done; acquire goods and sell
them; undertake any trading; in fact,
any facility at all can be given to the
members of the company or to the
general public. It is possible to join
with other companies within the Commonwealth, or, if it is desired outside
the
Commonwealth.
Co-operative
societies can establish anything in the
way of communications. If they desired
to do so they could run fleets of trucks
or aeroplanes, and build aerodromes, or
run a steamship line.
The articles of
association have been broadened to
meet any likely eventuality.
Co-operative companies have not all
In
been associated with producers.
Western A ustralia there is a cooperative company, with its headquarters in Perth, which has branch
stores in many country towns throughout the State. That company has been
widely acclaimed as being a successful
business. In Western Australia there
is also the Bulk Handling Corporation,
which was formed to build the bulkhandling installations. I understand that
it was financed by the Temperance and
General Company. The two Western
Australia co-operative enterprises are
well worth examining. I have personal
knowledge of a co-operative company
that has disposed of produce of the
shareholders, established businesses to
supply them with almost all their
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requirements, advanced money to people
to acquire, purchase, and develop land,
advanced money on lien on their produce
to enable them to live, and for almost
any matter at all. The company has
received money from its shareholders, in
addition to capital, and has acted as a
banker by paying interest on money so
deposited. There is not one activity mentioned in this Bill that cannot be carried
on by people who form a co-operative
society and register it under the Companies Act. A number of such companies have grown from nothing. The
shareholders have taken up a few shares
to handle their own produce and obtain
the profits instead of portion of those
profits going into private pockets. .
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Do you
not want to encourage that?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do.
Another reaS'Dn for the formation of cooperative societies in some industries
was that the producers were being
financed by the agents who sold their
produce. That vicious circle had to be
broken. Co-operative companies dealing
with the dried-fruits industry have been
operating for 40 to 50 years. Not only
have those societies financed the development, to a great extent, of the areas
in which they operate but they have in
the world's markets competed successfuJly with 'dried fruits produced in
California and other places. They have
undertaken all sorts of subsidiary work
such as the operation of fruit canneries.
They have also financed the shareholders
to purchase land. The company in
which I am interested advanced money
to six or seven ex-servicemen to purchase farms before soldier settlement
was commenced by any Government.
Those settlers have now transferred to
the Soldier Settlement Commission. Cooperative societies have been so closely
identified with the people that it is
difficult to say exactly what they have
not done. We have advanced money
to shareholders to pay hospital bills or
purchase motor-cars when they have
not had sufficient money available. We
could operate our own newspaper if we
cared t'D do so. Under our articles of
association there is nothing we cannot
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do-the only limit is the finance that is
available-if we consider it to be
desirable in the interests of our shareholders or the community in which we
operate.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLy.-No one
disputes that fact.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-When the
Minister in Oharge of Electrical Undertakings stated that this Bill would
assist the masses to obtain what they
have never had before, he ignored the
tremendous work tha t many people
have done over the years by acting as
directors of co-operative companies, for
which service they receive only nominal
fees. In the aggregate the capital of
co-operative companies totals millions of
pounds. When the Minister says that
co-operation is something new and will
enable wonderful things to be done for
the community, he displays an ignorance
of what has been done in the co-operative
field.
The dried fruits co-operative
societies formed the Co-operative Dried
Fruit Sales to act as agents for the
growers, and, as a result, the commission
on the sales of dried frui ts has been
reduced from 5 per cent. to 1 per
cent. That has meant a tremendous
saving to the people in the dried-fruit
industry. As a result of Government
trading between England and Australia
coming. to an end, representatives of the
co-operative companies have arranged
a conference in Mildura next week with
representatives of English co-operative
companies to discuss the method of coordinating selling arrangements between
co-operative companies in Australia and
in England. The ramifications of coopera tion are world wide. I consider
tbat this Bill is redundant. I listened
carefully to the remarks of the Minister,
and I have also read what was said in
another place on the Bill, and I cannot
agree that the proposals in this measure
are warranted.
Some method of obtaining assistance
from the Government by means of
guarantee in cases where co-operative
companies get into difficulties is required. It must not be forgotten that
co-operation is a business and must be
conducted as such.
A co-operative
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company is not a benevolent society and
must be run along business lines and
in an efficient manner, otherwise it will
become bankrupt. There are times,
however, when co-operative societies
are confronted with difficulties, and it
is not always easy for them to obtain
financial assistance from a bank to carry
them through those difficult times. I
believe that Government assistance
should be provided to help societies over
any difficult periods. I can see nothing
wrong with the Government providing
guarantees to co-operative companies,
many of which are engaged in important
work. I believe that the Government
will handle that matter with a great
deal of restraint. However, I cannot see
the need for the provision of a guarantee
under this Bill, because the Rural
F1nance' Corporation, which is a Government body, has been established, and
the Treasurer of the day could make a
certain sum of money available to be
used judiciously in assisting co-operative
companies or societies. The capacity
to organize and a willingness to establish
such companies are important factors.
The Government has brought forward
completely new legislation, the objective
of which, however, is attainable under
other enactments. Why is this Bill
considered necessary?
Members of the Country party are
in this position: We are all in favour of
co-operation and have been act,ive
co-operators throughout our working
lives. As is well known, there are
successful co-operative dairy companies
and trading banks, not to mention many
other types of co-operatives. There was
a progressive co-operative at Wonthaggi,
but I am not certain whether it is still
operating. The ordinary private tmder
was not very keen on the co-operative
company which, I understand, offered
sufficient rebates to its customers to
enable them to purchase holiday transport tickets. ·The purposes to which
this measure refers are already being
achieved privately in this State by people
who know their business. It cannot be
denied that the various co-operative
undertakings have rendered a great
service. It is time when some of us who
devote ourselves to co-operative business
received a little praise, instead of kicks.
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.
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I have no great opinion regarding the
provisions in this Bill relating to the
articles of association of the proposed
societies or companies. Those provisions
are capable of considerable alteration.
Although, on the surface, they appear to
be wide, on closer examination one
forms a different view. I think that
trouble will Ibe experienced when these
provisions are put into operation. Some
people who take out shares in a co-operative company seem to think that they
will receive substantial profits. Mr.
Warner spoke of rebates to customers.
I know one company which has built up
a large business and has just rebated 5
per cent. of an over-all profit of 11 per
cent. Even so, I do not believe the
customers are altogether happy, because
they show a tendency to criticize the
management of the company, to examine
the details of its activities and to expect
to obtain far more service than they
would get from a private trader nearby.
When I first f~drted out in business at
the age of 21, I became a co-operative
company director and I played many
parts. For example, I was a salesman
of discs and other articles; I was a
publicity man and the buffer between
the management and persons who
thought that all the dire'ctors were fools
and corrupt. Eventually, I was able to
convert criticism into satisfaction, so
much so that the one-time critic would
buy a few more shares in the co-operative company. I enlisted in 1914 for
servi'ce in the first world war and my
directorship was kept open until I
returned from France. I have had much
experience in the business of establishing and developing companies. In a
co-operative concern complaints from
shareholders are not infrequent; they
consider that not sufficient is being done
in their interests, and if they become
offended they will leave the co-operative
for private enterprise.
Those engaged in the dried...fruits
industry have retained private enterprise alongside co-operative undertakings. We have maintained th·at it is
the duty of the farmer to grow his
produce, and that the function of the
expert is to pack it or sell it, as the case
may be. We hold that each participant
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is entitled to a share of profit; at the
same time we strongly contend that no
one should get away with an. excessive
gain. The only person we cannot control is the retailer, who may charge as
much as he likes. Agents, merchants,
packers and experts all work harmoniously with us. There are big private
companies working alongside co-opera-.
tive packing concerns and each one
watches the other. The local people
also are keenly interested in the operations as a whole. Although it may be
thought in some quarters that co-operative companies make large profits, an
examination shows that that is by no
means the case.
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finance; he plans to live in the place ,and
to redeem his liability so that the house
will eventually become his own. There
would be no guarantee, however, for a
man who started to trade in houses,
because the risk would be too great.
Suppose that a group of bright-eyed
enthusiasts decide to get together to
buy a jam factory. They may be people
who have had no previous experience in
that line. Consequently there will be
the possibility of complete failure,
more especially if care is not exercised
in the granting of guarantees.

Some people who invest money in a
co-operative store think that they wilJ
be able to buy fur coats at half the
usua,l pr,ice or jam and other commodities at three-quarters the ordinary retail
price. They imagine that the cost of
everything will be so low that eventually
they will roll in wealth. Undoubtedly,
considerable advantages accrue from
co-operation, but difficulty ds often experienced in maintaining a company on
a s'ound and efficient basis. There is not
the same incentive for the management
of a co-operative 'concern to alct in a
progressive manner as there is in private
enterprise. The person engaged in
private enterprise seeks to gain every
brass farthing out of his undertaking.
In a co-operative company, the m,anager
and the members of the staff are paid
substantial salaries and, although they
do good work, there is not the same
progressive spirit as characterizes the
private trader. On the other hand
in the co-operative concern there are no
shady practices such as· are indulged in
elsewhere at the expense of the producers. The customer gets a " fair go ";
he is entitled to call a meeting of the
co-operative at any time and to take
action to get rid of directors. Any
suspected "skulduggery" can be dealt
wi th by the shareholders.

I do not think that there will be any
grea t rush of 'people hoping to establish
co-operatives to engage in activities such
as are defined in this Bill. Mr. Warner
suggested that a union mi-ght require to
buy a newspaper but I consider that it
would not be profitable business, since
there would be considerable competition
from established newspapers. Again,
all costs are rising quickly and it would
be difficult to achieve success. Unless a
co-operative concern is conducted at a'
profit it is impossible to build up reserves.
The average person who joins a
co-operative company is not wealthy.
The number of shares he may purchase
is limited and so the capital he invests is
also limited. If any attempt is made
to persuade people elsewhere to purchase
shares, the undertaking is no longer
co-operative. It must obtain its capital
from those who produce the commodities sold. All that the co-operative has
is assets, whether it be a piece of land,
a jam factory, a dried-fruits factory,
a general store or a bank. Whatever
the nature of the contemplated undertaking, difficulty may be experienced in
.obtaining sufficient capital not only to
effect establishment but also to conduct
the business. It will be understood,
therefore, that co-operative ventures are
in many ways risky. In the past certain
co-operative concerns have become
failures, with the result that they have
been bought out by their competitors.

There is a vast difference between
co-operative societies in the housebuilding field and such co-operatives as
are envisaged by the measure. In the
co-operative housing society the builder
of a house is guaranteed in respect of

I see no necessity for this measure
at all. In passing I should like to mention
that I have the articles of association
of a co-operative company that was
recently modernized.
They indicate
the wide range of activities which the
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company may engage upon. This measure propounds a system of Government
guarantees which I think would be 'Of
great advantage if applied judiciously.
As for the rest of the Bill, it
is a washout, more particularly
because it
ignores
the
splendid
of
long
established
achievements
co-operative companies in this State.
If the Government took the view
that what has already been accamplished
in the .co-aperative field shauld be
develaped and that any finance required
cauld be 'Obtained thraugh the Rural
Finance Carpara tian or direct from the
Treasury, the objectians I have to this
measure wauld not be so well-founded.
The articles 'Of association could be
appraved by the Treasurer and the
co-operative companies could function
under the provisians O'f the Companies
Act, a guarantee being given, if necessary. This Bill may be based on the New
South Wales legislation, but I do not
regard that as an important recom'mendation, more particularly in view of the
character of some 'Of the enactments of
that State and 'Of results that have
accrued from their operatian.
The
Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings mentioned that 1,500
ca-opera tive socie~ies, including building
sacieties,
had
been
farmed
in
New South Wales. I am willing to bet
that if we add together the number of
building societies and other cooperative concerns in Victoria. we will
find that they greatly outnumber those
of New Sauth Wales. In addition the
Victarian societies are better conducted.
What is the need for the Bill? It shauld
be stood over until 'next session to give
members an 'Opportunity to assist the
campanies already in existence, by
widening their powers and intraducing a
sound system of Gavernment financial
assistance.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbatham
Province).-It is difficult to oppose any
measure in which the expressian "co'Operation" is used becauseco-aperation
is one of the principles that it is most
necessary to implement. For instance,
the United Nations Organization is an
attempt at world co-operation. When
the Minister was explaining the Bill, he
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said that this was a step towards the
dissipatian of capital, implying that
capital was nat involved in the organizations that will be covered by the Bill. A
co-operative concern is a company and
it must have capital. I cannot see any
difference between a group of people
forming a co-operative 'Organization from
persons investing £50 each in a company.
The main principle is that orie cannot
get 'Out of anything mare than one puts
into it, and if a co-operative organization is formed to open a milk bar or to
undertake some other business, it will
soon become bankrupt unless it is well
managed and all concerned take a deep
interest in its working. Many years ago,
public servants in Victoria formed a huge
co-aperative concern that operated in
Flinders-street. The management was
not good and S'O the concern went
" broke;" the public servants lost their
money. Anything 'Of this nature must
be efficiently managed. The people who
subscribe maney tD co-operative concerns
do not do so from a love of their fellow
men; they are keen to obtain profits.
There is no reason why a .person should
nDt be anxious tD make profits so long as
he daes not exploit other people-it is
quite a legitimate thing to make profits.
I suppDse we can claim that the world
has prDgressed rapidly owing to the fact
that people like making profits. I repeat
that I cannot see any difference between
a cO-Dperative concern and a company.
If there is any real difference it rests
upan the questiDn of the payment of
taxation. I have not had to work out
the tax to be paid by a co-operative
society, but from what I can gather
the position is that if such a society
makes a prafit .of £100,000 and rebates
£75,000 in the way of goods, that am aunt
is not taxed; then, if it rebates the
balance 'Of £25,000 in the form of dividends, that sum is not taxed. Members
must realize the difference between that
system and what applies tD an ordinary
company, which must pay 5s. Dr 6s. in
the £1 on its profits. A cD-operative
society does not contribute any mDre tD
the welfare of the State than an ordinary
campany, except that its co-operative
effort educates people to say "Let us
get tagether and see if we can run a
business."
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I agree with Mr. Byrnes that a cooperative housing society is on a different
basis. The powers of its directors are
limited and stringent regulations apply
as to land valuations and how much shall
be advanced on properties. The purpose
of the restrictions is to ensure that the
directors of the society will not have
power to dissipate its moOney. The
system is excellent because it enables a
man with inadequate means to obtain
a home by joining with others in what
is really a company.
Under the Bill, it is proposed to permit
the formation of investment companies.
Those concerns must be managed by persons who have had wide training in the
matter of looking after investments. I
was secretary of an investment company
for a number 'of years and so I know
what is involved. If a group of people
form themselves into an investment company and their actions are not guided
by experts, they will soon be in trouble.
There are many investment companie's
in Victoria. The shares cost about 5s.
each, and the dividends do not equal
more than 4 per cent. or 5 per cent.
People do not receive dividends in the
order of 10 per cent. or 20 per cent. from
investment companies. I do not know
whether investment companies are permitted under the New South Wales
legislation, but I would not trust New
South Wales investments. At various
times, I have been there on business
matters and Victoria has always appealed
to me as being far above New South
Wales when it comes to the question of
investments.
I agree with the comment of Mr.
Byrnes that there are good provisions in
the Bill, such as the idea of establishing
community societies to assist in the
development of a locality.
With a
Government guarantee, a SOCiety of that
type might be oOf great assistance in a
particular area. The people interested
must first raise the money needed for
the purposes they have in mind because
the Government will not guarantee a
bank overdraft to such an organization
unless there is some possibility of the
repayment of its money.
In some respects the Bill is good, but
in other ways it is not necessary. All
the projects could be covered by our
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comprehensive Companies Act.
Of
course, some co-operative concerns must
have Government assistance. When I
was a member of the Government, Bills
had to be passed guaranteeing loans of
£50,000 or £60,000 to co-operative fruit
preserving concerns in the country. I
repeat that people f.orming an organization covered by the Bill must be prepared
to devote their energies to the working
of the concern, if they hope to achieve
success.
The HOD. R. R. RAWSON (Southern
Province).-I anticipated that there
would be stronger opposition to the Bill,
not from members of the Country party,
who are experienced in co-operative concerns, but froOm members of the Libera)
and Country party. As a Labour member, my approach to this problem will be
based on the moral grounds of distribution. As we all' know many religions
and most philosophies advocate a cooperative way of life. We can go back
to the time of Plato, who wrote The
Republic) in which he put forward what
he thought was an ideal type of life for
that particular period. Later, Moore
wrote his Utopia) and in these days we
have Sir William Morris, who wrote
News From Anywhere) an idealistic
view of life based upon ·an agricultural
society, but, it was one that was pleas..
ing. Those ·men were outstanding in
their particular periods, and expressed
the need of the people for a more cooperative way of living. Tohey were not
satisfied with the "catch-as-catch-can"
life that most people were forced to live.
That meant the survival of the fittest.
It is only na tUI'Ial that from time to
time people submit these points of view,
because in Australia we have a background closely allied with the ideal of
co-operation. At times, it may be misguided, burt it is always sincere and has
added to the fullness of our life. It has
given us an idealistic approach to life.
Members of the Labour party look back
to the time of William Lane, who revolted against the conditions existing in
his period and formed a body of men
who went to live in New Paraguay. History shows that that expedition failed,
but Lane and his companions migrated
to New Paraguay, because conditions in
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Australia were based on ruthless in·
dividualism and so they desired to form
a ~olony elswhere. In 1883, Henry Lawson wrote his well-known poem Faces
In The Street} from which I quote the
following lines:My window-sill is level with the faces in

the street
Drifting past, drifting past,
To the beat of weary feetWhile' I sorrow for the owners of those
faces in the street. .

That condition applied to a new country,
undeveloped, but which had gre<;lt potentialities. At that time, there was a
conflict between the squatters, the landowning classes, and people who wanted
to make a living. In revolt agaim~t those
conditions, Lane led his band of individuals to New Paraguay. Although the
expedition failed, it was a glorious
failure. and one of which Australians
should be proud.
Previous speakers have said that the
co-operative movement is well established in many countries. When the
Minister was explaining the Bill he told
members how the movement originated
in England, and of how 28 weavers desired to obtain cheaper foodstuffs, and
so on, and so they decided that they
would contribute 2d. a week. That was
the genesis of the co-operative movement, which has grown enormously in
Great Britain. The latest figures in my
possession reveal that in the year 1950
the total number of members of cooperative societies was 10,528,000. The
total share capital was £230,337,000, and
the total sales amounted to £599,865,000.
Mr. Byrnes, in his second-reading speech,
observed that very little profit was made
by co-operatives.
Statistics in my
possession reveal that for the year 1940,
the dividends on sales of co-operatives
in Great Britain aggregated £24,411,000.
In 1950, the relevant figure was
£38,202,000. Those substantial sums of
money were earned by co-operative
societies and returned to shareholders,
.who are their customers.
In the United States of America,
which country is regarded as the
home of individualism, there are
30,000 co-operative societies, with a
total membership of 5,000,000. The
The Hon. R. R. Rawson.
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co-operatives in that country cover
agriculture, banks, oil wells, canneries,
flour mills, bakeries and dairies. There
are also 2,000 co-operative farm loan
associations, which have outstanding
more than £1,500,000,000 on long-term
loans. In the oil industry, the cooperatives own 3'64 prodUCing wells and
ten refineries and, during the year 1950,
they sold to their members 65'5,000,000
gaUons of petrol.
Co-operative activities are well established in Canada. At the end of July,
1949, there were in that country 2,637
co-operative societies, having a total of
1,200,000 members.
The volume of
business of those co-operatives aggrega ted m,ore than one billion dollars.
Approximately 33 per cent. of the main
1larm products of Canada entered the
market through co-operative institutions. Wheat pools in Canada have a
total membershi'p of 175,000 and they
handle 35 per cent. of the total annual
grain crop of that country. Moreover,
there are 2,800 co-operative credit
societies, which have a share capital of
approximately 280,000,000 dollars.
Co-operatives are particularly well
developed in the Scandinavian countries.
In Denmark, which is a very poor
country, co-operatives are practically
the basis of the economy, and a similar
position obtains in Sweden. Wherever
the co-operative movement is in existence, the same system of government
obtains as that which we have in Australia and, in every instance, the cooperatives function successfully. The
desire of this Government is to further
the interests of co-operative societies in
every possible way. AHached to the
English co-operative movement and, I
have no doubt, to similar movements in
other countries is an educational move·
ment. Citizens must be taught the cooperative way of life. This measure is
especially important because it will have
the effect of teaching people what is
fundamentally the co-operative way of
life.
The Bill may be regarded somewhat
as an initial measure. It is not the
ultimate. It will, however, give a basis
for the development of the' co-operative
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movement frDm the legislative point of
view and it will fit in with the best
interests of the community. Mr. Byrnes
and Sir James Kennedy are closely connected with cO-Dperative societies, and
they are sympathetically disposed towards this Bill. I hope that they will
support it and help the Government to
develop the co-operative movement, so
that it wHI spread in future to a greater
extent than it has done in the past.
The sitting was suspended at 12.53
p.m. until 2.22 p.m.

The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Province).-I wish to
make a few Dbservations on what members Df the Lahour party regard as a
very important measure designed to
extend the system of co-operative
societies. In his second-reading speech,
the Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings clearly outlined
the
Government's -intentions. I was also
impressed by the remarks of Mr. Rawson,
who prDvided much valua1:Jle information
fDr the consideration of honorable members. I agree with the Minister's statement that the extension of co-operatives
ushers in a new era in Victoria. It will
bestow economic security on the masses
by unshackling them from
those
are
unnecessary restrictiDns which
imposed by financial privileges; those
privileges will flow frDm the few to the
many. I cannO't understand the Opposition viewpoints which have so far been
placed before the House. It is quite
wrong for members of the OpPDsition to
assert that the Labour party has suddenly discovered the co-operative system.
[ remind honorable members that the
fO'rmation and promotion of a co-operative mDvement has been a policy of the
Australian Labour Party for the last 40
years. I appreciate that behind the
Dpposition to this legiSlation, which is
necessary and beneficial to the people,
there is apprehension that it represents
a threa t to the monopoly control of
capitalism. The advent of the co-operative system will sound the death-knell
of that system in Victoria.
Mr. Byrnes referred to the activities
O'f co-operatives in New South Wales

which he said were limited and

wa~
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inclined to dismiss as being of little or
nO' consequence.
It is interesting to
note that in 1938, 566 co-operatives with
116,867 members were registered in New
South Wales, whereas, 'in 1950, the
number had grown to' 1,315 registered
societies, comprising a membership of
230,814. -It is idle and wrong to suggest
that we should not take cognizance of
legislative activities in a sister State. It
is also wrong, irrespective of wha"
political party is in power, to claim that
everything another State does is of no
account. The principles of co-operative
societies may be summed up in five
points: (1) The extension of co-operatives and their uniO'n enables a limited
number of shares to' be purchased by
members; (2) there shall be low rates
O'f interest on shares; (3) surplus profits
are distributed to members as a right
according to trade, not as dividends on
shares held; (4) contrO'I is exercised by
members elected to a board; and (5)
each member is entitled to one vO'te
only, irrespective of the number of
shares held. M'any Dther aspects could
be mentioned, but, in view Df the heavy
legislative programme before the House
I shall restrict my observations to th~
main points. It has been said that there
. is nO' need fO'r the Government to
introduce this legislation. As the Minister in Ch~rg~ of EI:ctrical Undertakings
stated, thIS IS not Just a Bill to extend
the cO-Dperative movement· that is- nO't
disputed. We believe this 'is the alternative to the ever-recurring conflict be~ween capital and labour, and it is very
Important because it gives people an
opportunity of taking ,a part in the
co-operatives and, by their own cooperative spirit-so sadly lacking in the
Opposition parties to-day-beneftting
tremendo,:!sly through the good results
of the system.
It is true that, in O'ther countries
where co-operatives have been established on a large scale, very many people
?ave been abl; to enjoy great privileges
In the world s markets.
This system
does not permit people t,O' get rich at
the expense of others, but it offers an
opportunity for the reduction of costs in
business. Above all, it gives people
scope to share to the maximum the
benefits of the fruits of the country in
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which they reside. I commend the Bill
and am very pleased to realize tha t
after a period of 40 years in which
such legislation has been part of the
policy of the Labour party, it has now
been brought forward. It will be of
grea t assistance towards a common
understanding. I should like to see an
extension of the co-operative spirit in all
activit-ies because it is the basis of
human rights.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-Reading clause 31
of this Bill, I am more in favour of cooperatives than ever before. The clause
reads(1) A society may be formed by any
seven or more persons who are eligible
under this Act and the rules as later approved and registered to be members of
the society.
(2) No society formed after the commencemen t of this Act shall be registered
unless there has been a meeting at which
there have been present seven or more such
persons . . . .

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-With a few
more members, your own little party
might be able t'O f.orm a co-operative.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-lt is an
apt suggestion, that the size of a society
as st,ated in the clause might permit of
the establishment of just such a cooperative, and a good name for it would
be "the Co-operative Liberal Party." I
feel sure that if it were f.ormed it would
make progress in the days to come and
add considerably to its numbers. One
interesting con'Sideration would be that
under the provisions of this Bill we could
look to Government assistance in financing ourselves. So I am much more
enamoured of the idea of co-operation
even than I had been previously.
I have had a good deal of experience
of co-operatives. Forty years ago I
joined a co-operative society and I recall taking five £1 shares. While I did
some business with the society over the
years, [ had forgotten my shares until
recently when somebody drew attention
to my credit. Thereupon I looked up my
book and had it brought up to date, and
It showed the sum of £47 by way of
Interest and capital. In the course of
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the debate one member has said that
co-operatives will be the death knell of
private business.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG.-I spoke of
monopoly capitalism.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-The cooperative organizaNon to which I referred just now has been operating for
more than 40 years and it has always
struggled in business side by side with
private competition. My experience is
that co-opera-tives have the greatest
difficulty in meeting competition under
the capitalistic system. In my own
business I have competition from cooperative organizations and I would not
exchange my position financially with
any of those competitors. If I were in
their shoes I should be worried at their
inability to sell their goods and meet
their competition.
I have some knowledge of the position
that these co-operat,ives find themselves
in to-day. One difficulty is that the
members of the co-operatives expect
good dividends, so the board of directors
must first provide dividends. Then,
mainly, these people enter co-operative
organizations with the object of selling
their basic commodities in the world's
markets; and they expect a price out of
all proportion to the v.alue of their product, which has the effeot of forcing up
the ultimate price of the manufactured
commodity. The result is that there are
huge liabilities, heavy stocks are being
carried and that -there is a general
failure to meet the competition of their
competitors.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-You are now
speaking against the Bill.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I am
speaking against the statement that the
system of co-operation will put private
people out of business. That has never
occurred. The co-operatives have to
struggle to maintain themselves against
private business. Millions of pounds
worth of produce has been put .into canning stores at prices that will not enable
it to be sold even to their own highlypaid personnel, let alone being sent overseas. I,> in my own business, welcome
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·the competition from these sources provided they maint.ain a high standard for
their merchandise. I no more fear their
competition than I do the competition of
the monopolists.
I think this Government, and any
other Government to come, will have
sufficient brains to handle the financial
aspect of the legislation as it arises. If
the co-operatives need some little assistance in the interests of. the community
generally, and of those who have formed
their organizations, they should have encouragement and practical help. My
idea of the co-operatives, particularly
those that may be formed under the prov.isions of this Bill, is that they will be
eXipanding trade, and also demanding
commodities from other sections of
trade, all of which is good for trade
generally and is not detrimental to anyone.
Therefore, this measure has my
full support.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-I suppose that no Bill has
come before this House offering itself as
a more interesting subject o! debate than
th·is one, because the principles as well
as the history of co-operation are world
wide and provide highly interesting
study.
I myself have studied the subject both. in theory and in practice and
know something of its history generally.
I have been an executive head of a cooperative for twenty years, and am now
an official head of such an organization.
I know its business and I know its
pitfalls.

It is no good thinking that c0operation ·can solve many problems.
There, are far more failures in cooperative effort than successes, and one
of the reasons for these failures is purely
human nature.
To make a success of
co-operation one must always give the
shareholders a little, more, so as to
encourage them to stay with their
organization and do their business with
it. We have heard the old opinion
expressed that co-operatives should not
be in existence, or that it is wrong that
they should be tax free. Mr. Rawson
expressed views on the idealistic side of
co-operation. If we want true cooperation it is not a business matter
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entirely; it is a way of life. If it is to
be made a success, those people in the
co-operative effort must believe in the
principles behind their effort.
I was very sorry to hear Mr. Ferguson
say that we are a feeble Opposition.
There is no opposition to this Bill. What
we are saying is that so far as we know
there is really no necessity for the
Bill except, perhaps, to permit the
Government
to
guarantee finance.
There is, in the Industrial and
Provident Societies Act and in the Corn~
panies Act, ample scope to form any kind
of co-operative effort in Victoria. Under
this Bill a society can be established
and, by a guarantee from a bank, it can
be started with very small capital. As
far as I can see, that is the only advantage provided by this Bill. There may
be others, but to say that we on this
side of the House are opposed to it is
not correct.
There are certain fundamental principles in co-operation, and no society will
be successful unless those principles are
followed out. One of these is that there
must be control from the bottom up.
There are many societies in Victoria that
are not true co-operatives in their
management-in the way they are run.
A society can have ramifications such as
in the huge co-operative organization .in
England which has been referred to,
with its £500,000,000 turnover. But all
such organizations must be controlled
from the people who started them in a
small way.
These' businesses must be
worked up but I repeat that the control
must come from the bottom. One of the
true principles is that no.t all the money
goes back in dividends and rebates.
Part of the principle is that the
employees and the community share in
the co-operative effort. Mr. Ferguson
mentioned that it has been Labour policy
for 40 years to implement co-operative
movements. Primary producers in Vic~
toria have conducted co-operativ~
organizations for the last 30 or 40 years
and they have done so without any
Government assistance. Practically all
co-operative societies in Australia are
conducted by primary producers. I do
not know of any co-operative societies
in Melbourne. Many years ago, the Civil
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Service had a co-operative organization,
which was managed by the late Mr.
T. M. Burke. Although that gent11eman
was very successful in life, the society
which he managed on behalf of the
public servants was a failure.
If co-operative societies are to be
.3Uccessful, they must be run on business
lines. Prices cannot be cut too drastically if business is to be conducted
successfully in competition with other
firms. Usually, co-operative societies are
run by men of small means; they are
unable to pay sufficien tJIy large salaries
to attract competent managers. There
are two main reasons why co-operative
organizations have failed in the past;
one is, interference by the shareholders
in the internal management of the business, and the second is the f.ailure of the
societies to pay their managers adequate
salaries. It is no use blinking one's eye
to the fact that, by virtue of the provisions of this Bill, practically any typ~
of business can be carried on, but the
Government cannot finance such activities. The Rural Finance Corporation,
which has been in operation for some
years, is em'powered to advance money
for various purposes, but the Governtnent cannot lend money for the abjects
of co-operative societies. However, it
may give guarantees.
I should like to discuss the principles
of the BiN more fully, but time is passing
rapidly and 'I do not wish to delay the
passage of the measure. The Minister
has agreed to a small amendment which
has been proposed by the Pyramid
Co-operative Society and he has also
stated that, U the proposed amendment
does not achieve its purpose, he will
consider a further alteration of the Bill.
I am not opposed to the Bill, but I am
at a loss to know why it should have
been submitted at aU. A Bill of one
page would have been sufficient to
achieve all that is set forth in this big
measure. It would have been sufficient
merely to provide that the Government
should be empowered to guarantee the
activities of co-operative
societies,
properly formed. Members of the party
to which I belong are not opposed to the
Bill but, as I said before, we cannot
understand why it has been necessary to
bring it before the House.
The Hon. D. J. Walter3.
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The motion was agreed to.
The Billl was read a second time and
commi tted.
. Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.
Clause 6A producers society may do all or any
of the follow.ing things, if specified in or
authorized by itJs rules, as incidental to
its objects, that is to say, a society may(a) raise money on 10lan for any objects
of the society;
(b) acquire by purchase or otheI'IWise
shares in any other 'Society;
(c) make advances to its memlbers or
other persons against products
delivered or to be delivered to the
society.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I propose to move a number of amendments to the BUll. Every type of society
provided fO.r in the Bill, with the
exception of community advancement
societies and investment societies, is
given power to raise money on loan, and
it is proposed that the societies should
also be given authority to receive money
That will enable the
on deposit.
societies to make savings in interest on
sums which they need to finance their
operations. The Bill, as passed by the
Assembly, provided that credit societies
only should be authorized to receive
money on deposit, but on further
examination of the matter it has been
considered desirable to extend this
power to other types of societies, with
the two exceptions mentioned, thereby
enabling the societies to make savings in
interest. I therefore moveThat the following paragraph be inserted
to follow paragraph (a):"( ) receive money on deposit; . . ."

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-It is probable that at least
in the early stages of their operations
many of the societies will consist of only
a limited number of members. Those
members might wish to place money on
deposit with the society but, unless the
society has become well established the
placing of money on deposit might not
be wise. .Reference has been made to
what is done by friendly societies, but
many of those bodies are very big organizations. It is possible that any
person who deposits his money with a
co-operative society might risk a loss.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).This provision has been borrowed from
the New South Wales Act. In that
State it has worked well and it has not
led to any difficulties. It is not expected
that it will create any trouble in Victoria.
Therefore the Government desires
to have the provision incorporated in the
Bill.
The amendment was agreed to and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 7, providing, inter aliar(1) A trading sodety may be formed for
all or any of the following objects:(a) to carryon any business, trade, or
industry specified in or authorized
by its rules, whether wholesale or
retail;

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY \Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I move-
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The amendment was agreed to, as were
consequential amendments, and the
clause as amended was adopted, as were
clauses 52 to 103.
Clause 104, proVlidi-ng, inter aZiar(1) A society shall be guilty of a'll offence
if it contravenes any restriction imposed
by or under this Act on its power to carry
on business and, in particular, without
limi'ting the generality of the foregoing(b) in the case of a credit society, if
it makes or guaran.tees a loan
in any case where the member
to whom the loan is made does
not reside within the limits of the
district specified in the rules for
that purpose or if it receives
money on deposit except as
authorized by this Act and Lts
rules;
(c) in the case of any society, if it
raises money on loan except as
authorized by its rules and within
the limits imposed by or under
this Act.

That in paragraph (a), after the word
•• trade," the word " manufacture" be
inserted.

The Bon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I move-

It has been suggested that the para-

That, in paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1),
the words "or if it receives money on
deposit except as authorized by this Act
and its rules" be omitted.

graph, as drafted, was not quite wide
enough to include " manufacture."
Possibly " trade" or " industry" is wide
enough to include manufacture, but to
avoid any doubt it has been decided to
extend the paragraph in accordance with
the proposed amendment. Regarding
other matters mentioned by Mr.
Walters, if any difficulty is occasioned
concerning the registration of the cooperative society which he mentioned,
the matter will be examined by the
Government, and I assure him that the
Act will be appropriately amended to
overcome the difficulty.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 8 to 50, including verbal
amendments, were adopted.
Clause 51, providing, inter aZia(2) A society other than a credit society
shall not receive money on deposit.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I moveThat, in sub-clause (2), the words "A
society other than a credit society" be
omiltted with the view of inserting the
words" A community advancement society
or an investment society".

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I moveThat in par,agraph (c) of sub-clause (1)
the words "except as authorized by its
rules and within the limits imposed by or
under this Act" be omitted with the view
of inserting the words "or receives money
on deposit except as authorized and within
the limits imposed by or under this Act
and its rules."

The amendment was agreed. to and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 105 (Too few members).
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).Members have asked why the Government
has introduced this measu!-'e, and have
pointed out, quite correctly, that the
existing provisions of our law enable
co-operative societies to be registered.
The whole purport of the measure is
that if societies register under this enactment the Government will have power
to guarantee them. I agree that this
is a large Bill, but if the Government is
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prepared to guarantee loans it should
ensure that the method of registration,
the rules, and so on are drawn according to a set plan and that the Registrar
shall have certain supervisory powers.
It is hoped that by holding 'Out, as it
were, the bait of a Government
guarantee the growth of co-operative
enterprises in Victoria will be stimulated
and encouraged in the same way as they
have been in New South Wales, where
there are 1,500 co-operative societies as
against 500 in Victoria.
Sir James Kennedy raised the question
of the difference between a co-operative
society and a company. As I understood
his argument, he considered there was
really no difference, but that statement
is disputed. There is a fundamental
difference, and in support of my contentiQn I quote from a publication entitled
The Co-operative Movement in Britain,
by Topham and Hough, at page 14The cleavage of principles between the
competitive and co-operative organization
is, therefore, deep and persistent. The
limited company divides its profit by working roughly according to the financial
holding. Control of the undertaking, even
when it is not prescribed in advance by its
articles of association, is by the majority
of pounds, dollars, or pesetos, whilst the
co-operative society is controlled by the
number of people who are sharehold&s
therein.

In other words, with a company it is
control according to finance and the
number 'Of shares held, but with a CQoperative society it is control according
to the number of people.

The Hon. G. S. McARTHuR.-Adult
suffrage.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That is
so. It is democracy applied to industry.
The following statement is also made:The co-operative society also distributes
its surplus in diametrically opposite channels to those of the private undertaking.
The co-operative society restricts the
reward on capital to a tiny percentage, and
returns the bulk of its surplus back to
the customers in proportion to their
purchases.

The co-operative movement was democratic in origin, and that is still its most
distinctive feature.
It is not actuated
I did
primarily by the profit motive.
n'Ot desire to take up the time of the
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C'Ommittee, but I wished tQ point out the
fundamental difference between an
ordinary industrial commercial undertaking, known as a company, whether
its liability is limited 'Or 'Otherwise, and
a co-operative society.
I thank members for the co-operation
they have given me concerning this Bill
and other measures I have introduced
dUI~ing this season.
Unlike my three
colleagues, I have had no previous
Ministerial experience, and I appreciate
the consideration that members have
shown me. It is interesting to note that
the number of Bills passed this year is
a record.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. D. J.
Walters).-I do not think the Minister
should pursue that subject.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I wish
to record my appreciation to all members, and particularly I desire to make
reference to my Leader, the Minister of
Transport, who, I think all will agree,
has been the soul of courtesy and consideration at all times.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I agree with the Minister
that so far as voting is concerned there
is a difference between a co-operative
society and a company, because in a cooperative society a shareholder is
limited to one vote, whereas in a limited
company a person votes in accordance
with his holding. However, under this
Bill it is proposed that the dividends
shaH be paid according to the amount of
shares held by a particular person, in a
similar way to the dividends of a company. Further,' the Bill provides that
no member of a co-operative society
shall hold more than one-fifth of the
share capital.
As far as I can see,
apart from the question of voting, a c0operative society is a capitalistic concern in the same way as is a limited
company.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.

Licensing (Amendment) [11 DECEMBER, 1953.]

LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed on postponed new clause B.
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removals of licences into line with
applica tions for new licences. Three
persons as well as the police may oppose
an application.
I submit that the
adoption of the new clause will' effect a
natural link with new clause B just
agreed to by the Committee. I understand the Minister has intim·ated his
intention not to agree.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-When this Bill was receiving the consideration of the Committee
last night I had progress reported in
order to give thought not only to new
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
clause B., further consideration of which of Labour).-I think that the proposed
was postponed, but also to foreshadowed new clause would not achieve what Sir
new clause C. I am prepared to accept the J ames Kennedy desires. As a matter of
first-mentioned new clause. At present, fact, it would mean that the very proin regard to spirit merchants' licences cedure he requi:res would apply to all
and grocers' licences the procedure on licences except hotels. While the new
application for removal is the 8'ame as clause excludes victualler's licences it
that provided in the Act for transfers of . takes in all applications for removals
victuallers' licences. This means simply of other licences, including 'grocers'
that seven days' notice only would be and wine and spirit merchants' licences.
required.
If Sir James Kennedy desires to
Sir James Kennedy, in whose name the amend the principal legisla tion in
two new clauses were circulated, suggests this manner, possibly the proper way
that in sub-section (4) of section 11 and would be to include all types of
sub-section (4) of section 12 of the prin- licences in section 98 and then repeal
cipal Act, the words "transfer of sub-section (6) of section 127. If he had
licences" shall be substituted for the obtained later instructions, he would be
words" application for new licences." In moving a different kind of proposition.
that event there would have to be a mini- The present proposal has some merit
mum period of fourteen days. The appli- but it would need to receive further
cations would have to, be advertised in a consideration because it would be imnewspaper circulating in the district and posing difficult conditions in respect of
a notice would have to be affixed to the certain types of licences. The honorable
premises, if any, or posted on vacant member would be well advised to review
land. In brief, more adequate notice and his suggestion. The Government realizes
a longer time would be observed than that the whole of Victoria is to become
would otherwise be the case. I consider one licensing district. Grants of new
tha t a further period is required and for licences and removals should be put on
that reason the Government is prepared the same basis and some right should
be given to the persons concerned so
to accept new clause B.
that they may expect adequate notice.
The new clause was agreed to.
The right of CYbjection should also be
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham preserved in this connexion. I contend
Province).-":"I propose the following new that those people whose interests Sir
James Kennedy is watching would prefer
clause .to follow clause 14:an amendment in another form.
C. At the end of section ninety-eight of
the principal Ac.t ,there shall be inserted
By leave, the new clause was withthe following sub-section:'
drawn .
.. (9) The provisions of this section
shall apply to all applications for
removal of licences (except victualler's
licences) in the like manner iSS if the
same
were .applioations for new
licences."

In view of the fact that the State is n:nv
to be regarded as one licensing district,
it is necessary to bring applications for

The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I moveThat . the Bill be recommitted for the
further considera:tion of clause 29 and
new clause AA.
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It appears that in Committee last night
I moved an amendment to two clauses,
but I have since been told that the word
inserted then had already been inserted
at an earlier stage.
The ntotion was agreed to, and the
Bill was recommitted.
Clause 29 (Sale or disposal of liquor
in registered clubs).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour) .-It will be recalled that in
a late stage of the proceedings in Committee yesterday I said that, in order to
have the same accepted or exempted
classes of people, there should be inserted
after the word " boarder" in section 187
the word" inmate." That course was·
taken by the Committee. I said also
that, for the same reason, ,in both subsections (1) and (2) of section 266 there
should be inserted after the word
" lodgers" the word " inmates." In clause
29, the word "lodgers" is used. The
clause providesFor sUlb-section (2) of section two
hundred and sixty-six of the principal Act
there shan be substi'tuted the folrowing
SUb-section :(2) No
liquor shal;l Ibe sold or
disposed of in any club (ex-cept to
'bona fide travellers o,r lodgers or members of the club) during prohibited
hours that is to say the hours when
liquor may not be sold or disposed of
to the public generally on Hcensed
vddualler's premises.
I moveTha;t, before the word "For," 'at the
beginning of the clause, the following new
sulb-clause be inserted:(1) In sub-sections (1) and (2) of
section two hundred and sixty-six after
" lodgers" insert "or inmates".
If that amendment is agreed to, I shall
suggest that, owing to a redundancy,
new claus~ AA be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
New clause AA was negatived.
The Bill was reported to the House
with further amendments and the
amendments were adopted.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a third time.
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I thank honorable members for the
consideration they have given to such
an important Bill and for having dealt
with it so speedily.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
The message from the Assembly
relating to the amendments in this Bill
was taken into consideration.
The
Hon.
\VILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The Landlord and
Tenant Bill has been returned from the
Assembly with a number of amendments, which I am going to ask the
House to accept. All these amendments
have been considered by the Government after discussion with members
interested in the problem, notably Mr.
Gartside, who introduced a Bill in a
form that was unacceptable to the
Government, and Mr. Warner, who submitted a vital proposal. The Government has given earnest consideration to
the effect of these amendments and has
agreed that they would make the
measure better than it was when it was
originally submitted.
The Government does not suggest that
this is the last time the House will be
invited to discuss landlord and tenant
problems, because they are permanent.
The Government feels that the crisis
of war and all that followed were
responsible largely for the present situation. We are pleased to have the Bill in
a form that has been much improved. I
take this opportunity of thanking members who interested themselves so
sincerely and deeply in these problems
and who gave so much assistance in their
solution. Although it is not contended
that the amendments will solve all problems their acceptance will mean relief to
people whose tragic circumstances are
known to members.
Amendment No. 1 made by the
Assemhly is in clause 2 which providedThe provisions of Parts II., III., IV., and
V. of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948
shall not apply with respect to any premises
which were not let at the thirty-first day
of December One thousand nine hundred
and forty and have not been let at any time
after that date and before the commenl!ement of this Act.
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The amendment omits all words beginning "with respect to" and ending at
the end of the clause for the purpose of
insertingwith respect to(a) any premises which are in existence
at the commencement of this Act
and which were not let to a tenant
at any time between the thirtyfirst day of December One thousand
nine hundred and forty and the
said commencement; or
(b) any premises which are 'erected or
the erection of which is completed
after the said commencement.

I moveThat amendment No.1 be agreed to.

The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I ask the House to
accept the amendment. I wish to express
my appreciation not only to the
Attorney-General but also to the Leader
of the Government, with whom I have
had many consultations so that the
relations between landlords and tenants
may be improved. This has been a big
and complex job. I pay tribute to the
Attorney-General not only for the manner in which he has helped to solve those
problems, but also for the tenacity
with which he stuck to his job. He gave
an undertaking, and he kept his word.
The Attorney-General said that the Bill
was only a first instalment and I agree
with the comment. As the sponsor of
the original Bill, from which this
measure sprang, I would have liked to
go further, by strengthening the repossession provisions and providing for
rents to be fixed by private treaty. That
is not to be done at this juncture.
Possibly the reason is that the present
setup between landlords and tenants
has such a deep-seated effect upon the
economy of the State that it is something which no Government desires to
stir up more than is necessary. In the
circumstances, the Government is wise
to agree to this measure of relief and to
see how it will work in practice.
I read in this measure, and the action
of the Government, a warning. The relationship between landlords and tenants
has gone off the rails. Members know
of cases in which a tenant has not only
become i.mpudent in the special conditions he is enjoying but has also committed wilful damage to a property.
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This measure will be a warning to such
people 'that the light has changed from
" green" to "red" and they must alter
their line of conduct. The amendments
are a welcome addition to the original
Bill submitted by the Government, and
I feel that they will give a great measure
of relief in all cases.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I am grateful for
the number of amendments that the
Government has seen fit to accept.
Members are aware that I have been
trying for more than four years to have
amendments made in the Landlord and
Tenant Act. I appreciate the fact that
the Act cannot be wiped out and so appreciate that amendments must be made
by a gradual process. The first amendment is most important-it will help
alleviate a general problem without
har,ming a tenant or being of material
benefit to a landlord who always has the
alternative of selling his property. I
have been pressing for this amendment
over a long period and some of the remaining amendments have been culled
from other Bills previously introduced
by me.
I thank the Government for what it
has done, without pressure. So far as I
know there has been no back-door
manreuvring and when the Government
privately informed me that it was prepared to accept these "amendments it did
so with the conviction that it was doing
what was right. I congratulate the
Government on its 'action because I feel
that these amendments were not forced
through as the outcome of any bargaining. I feel that members are elected to
this House on the policy of the party
they represent and it has been the policy
of the LLberal and Country party
to have the Landlord and Tenant
Act revised.
When Mr. Gartside
was a member of the party he
voted for some of these amendments.
I thank the Attorney-General for
what he has done and I also thank
the Government for its promise to give
these matters further consideration in
the future. If the move to free new
premises has the effect which r believe
it will have of making tenancies available to many people, a considerable
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degree of relief will be provided to
people who are evicted. Their fate will
not be as harsh as it otherwise would
be the case, because they will be enabled
to find other accommodation.
I am sure the Government is prepared
to give consideration to the matter of
repairs. I realize that everything cannot be done at once.
Nevertheless,
there is an enormous degree of deterioration in rented houses.
I believe the
Attorney-General is aware that, irrespective of how many laws are enacted,
owners cannot be compelled to spend
money they do not possess. There must
be created in the minds of landlords a
desire to preserve their properties and to
repair them. Until they receive a " fair
go" with respect to rents, they cannot
be expected to be interested in that
proposaL I shall have much pleasure in
support.ing all of the amendments that
have been made by the Legislative
Assembly.
The HOD. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I desire to join with
previous speakers in expressing my
appreciation of the consideration that
was afforded by the Minister to my
suggestions concerning raIsmg the
amount of income that a person may
receive.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CHfden Eager).
- Order!
Stricting speaking, only
amendment No. 1 made by the Assembly
is before the Chair. I will per-mit
members to speak to all of the amendmen ts at this stage. Tha t procedure
may save time. If members adopt that
course, however, they will not be permitted to speak to the other amendments
in detail later.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.-I regret
that the Minister has not treated totally
and permanently incapacitated exservicemen in a better manner by allowing them to receive a higher income than
other people. If such a person has more
than £250 in addition to his pension, he
may not be able to get into his own
house. However, I thank the Minister
for the first step towards improving this
measure. The honorable gentleman has
already indicated that further consideration will be given to the matter.
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Those unfortunate persons in the lower
income groups have been provided for.
There are other people, in the next
higher grade, who have difficulty in
getting into their houses. The next step
is related to the unfortunate landlord,
who should be given some consideration
with respect to an increase of rent.
I
claim that rent increases that have been
granted in other States have not had
tragic consequences.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT.-In view of the
expressions of the members who have
spoken, it might save time and not
create any impropriety if I put the
following question:That the remaining amendments made by
the Assembly be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The question isThat the Bill be returned to the Assembly
with a message intimating the decision of
the House.

The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-By leave, I desire
to take advantage of this opportunity to
say that I appreciate the action of members in agreeing to these amendments,
which, it is felt, will provide considerable
relief to many persons who are in distress at the present time.
The motion was agreed to.
LAND SETTLEMENT BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill has been considered by the
other place, and I believe members are
conversant with its general principles.
For that reason, I do not propose to go
into detai[ in explaining it. The necessity of increasing food production is
recognized generally, and the Government -is of the opinion that that object
might be a'chieved in two ways. First,
there is a large area of agricultural
land which, it must be admitted, is not
being used as efficiently as it could be.
There is not being obtained from the
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land the production that m·ight be
expected as a result of ~fficient ~us
bandry. That aspect is beslde the .pOlI~t,
because it is not being dealt wlth m
this Bill.
The second means of achieving
increased productivity is to set aside
land with the view of a larger acreage
being taken up by all kinds of settlers.
A survey of the resources of the State
reveals tha t there is a large area of
Crown land in light rainfall districts
which if given proper treatment, can be
brought to a reasonably high degr~e
of productivity. It is considered that, m
approving a land settl~me~t sche~e such
8.S is envisaged in thls BlU, ParlIament
will be meeting the needs of many
young people who are desirous of going
on the land, but who cannot get the
necessary capital in any other way to
enable them to do so. The object behind
this Bill is to give some assistance to
those people.
It is proposed that the Soldier Settle-

ment Commission shall administer all
land settlement under this Bill. The
Commission's
powers
have
been
extended, and certain existing provisions
of the Soldier Settlement Act have
been made app!kable to land settlement under this measure. Among those
are the provisions of the Soldier Settlement Act regarding the setting apart
and acquisition of land. The Bill provides for the acquisition of private land
and for concentration on the development of suitable Crown land. i should
~so point out that the implementati0!1
of the Bill will require staff and orgamzation as do al[ such schemes. It is
propo~ed that the authority under this
Bill shall be the Soldier Settlement Commission. There is also a provision in the
measure--it is not an unusual provision
-that the Soldier Settlement Commission, the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and the Ministers administering the Water Act and the Land
Settlement Act shall confer from time
to Hme concerning land settlement and
water supply activity, so that there shall
be some form of co-ordination.
When allotments become available for
settlement, it is proposed that notification of that fact will be published in the
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Government Gazette and in such other
manner as the authority----'the Soldier
SetNement
Commission-determines.
Then any male who is over eighteen
year; of age may apply for a. holding
and in his application, he wlll state
wh~ther he desires to be a private
settler or a Crown settler. A private
settler is one who finds his own finance
and is prepared to undertake developmental work without the assistance of
the Commission. A Crown settler is
one who desires that the development
and improvement work shall be carried
out by the Commission prior to his
being granted a lease. He wiH receive
advances by the Commission. If he is
placed on the allotment and works for
its development, he wiH be paid for his
labour at the rate which is prescribed
from time to time and which will be
'somewhat in line with whatever is the
appropriate
industrial award
rate
covering that calling.
Provision is made in the Bill for each
. applicant to have his claim considered
by the Commission and, in determining
his right to a holding, the Commission
shall pay regard to his war service and
to his prospects of success as a settler.
Those settlers who have been accepted
as private settlers will, as soon as
practicable, participate in a ballot to
determine the particular holding to be
allocated and will be granted a lease in
due course. Such priva1te settlers will at
that stage, with the consent of the Commission, have the right to mortgage the
lease as security for advances or loans.
·For the first six years of the lease, he
will be unable to transfer or sublet anc,
during that period, he will be required
to develop 75 per cent. of his holding to
the s'a tisfaction of the Commission and to
make improvements to the extent of the
value of £1,000.·
Crown settlers will be employed by
the Commission on developmental and
improvement work. When the land has
reached the stage where reasonable
returns may be expected, the holdings
will be allocated by ballot to selected
Crown settlers.
Such settlers will be
granted perpetual leaseh'Old tenure with
the proviso that, after a period of ten
years, if they so elect, they may have
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such leasehold converted into a freehold
title. Leases f'Or both private and Crown
settlers will contain the usual covenants,
particularly that which provides tha t
settlers must permanently reside on the
land and personally work the holding.
Under the perpetual leasehold, the
rental will be equivalent to 3 per
cent. of the settlement value of the
holding, which will be determined on a
productive basis at the time of the
granting of the lease. If, during the
first two years of the lease, a settler is
unable to pay the rental when it becomes
due~ payment may be postponed or an
adjustment may be made. Likewise,
there is provision for a penalty rate to
be imposed for failure to pay the rental
fixed. There is also a right to waive
that penalty if, because of exceptional
or adverse circumstances, the settler is
unable to pay. Provision is also made
for a renewal of rentals from time to
time, which is a normal principle appertaining to perpetual leases. Authority
is given in the Bill for an amount of
£5,000 to be raised, which will be allocated by the Commission from time to
time when funds are advanced by the
Government.
Part W. of the Bill contains amendments to the Soldier Settlement Act
consequent on the extension of the Commission's powers in this Bill. Many of
the provisions in the Bill are similar to
those contained in the origInal soldier
settlement legislation; at least, many
features are com'mon. Section::30 of the
Soldier Settlement Act 1945 provides
that owners of land the subject of
compulsory acquisition must lodge
claims for compensation within a certain
period. There is some doubt as to
the position in cases where the owner
does not do so.
I recall that some
years ago there were difficulties related
to the aspect. I suggest that we should
follow the principle of the Commonwealth Lands Acquisi'tion Act. Under
that legislation if the Government requires land for public purposes, the
OWner of the land has a right to claim
compensation. Some owners do not do
so, and the Federal Act provides that
if compensation is not claimed within
a certain period, the Commonwealth
The Hon. A. M. Fraser.

Government can initiate proceedings
before the appropriate authority to
determine compensation. The provision
included in the Bill is on similar lines,
and empowers the Commission to take
steps for compensation to be assessed
by a Judge. In clause 52, section 13
of the Soldier Settlement Act 1946 is
amended so that, in the gross value of
allotments, interest on the capital investment after the grant of the interim lease
will be taken into consideration.
Sections 19, 20 and 29 of the Soldier
Settlement Act 1946 are amended by
the Bill so tha t reimbursements of
excess costs received from the Commonwealth may be apportioned as between
the Consolidated Revenue and the State
Loans Repayment Fund. As the price
of single-unit farms has increased, the
maximum loan of £7,500 under the
existing legislation is increased to
£9,000 in the Bill. I have covered the
main features of the Bill, but shall be
able to supply honorable members with
a little more information at the Committee sta'ge, when I propose to move
two amendments.
The first is to bring the officers
and employees of 'the Commission
under the provisions of the Public
Service Act.
The second amendment deals with land which is not
required for settlement purposes. If, in
the opinion of the Minister of Lands,
land acquired by the Soldier Settlement
Commission,
or 'unalienated
Crown land, is not required for
settlement, the Minister may, on terms
and conditions determined by the
Governor in Council, let the land to
approved societies or associations. The
effect of the amendment will be that
land, unsuitable for settlement under
the terms of this Bill, or for which no
private settlers are available, or which
would impose too great a drain on the
State's finances to allocate to Crown
settlers, may be leased to an organization which is prepared to accept the risk
of being able to settle it profitably.
If settlement on the land is a failure
the financial· loss will be borne by the
society concerned. There will be no
financial liability on the State.
This
provision gives an opportunity to
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societies which have suitable settlers
and sufficient money, to put such land
on a productive basis. If they are successful, the productivity of the State
will be enhanced. Since the Bill was
originally introduced, three amendments
have been suggested. The first, which
concerned the right of settlers to elect
to have leases converted to freehold
after a period of ten years, is incorporated in the Bill before the House;
the other two are those which I have
just explained. This is an important
Bill, but generally speaking, its principles are well known to honorable members, and its objects should meet with
unanimous approval. I commend the
Bill to the House and urge that it be
given a speedy passage.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-This Bill covers
three aspects. First, it deals with the
expansion generally of land settlement;
secondly, it alters the existing form of
land tenure to some extent and of land
settlement; and, lastly, it extends the
power of the Soldier Sentlement Commission, beyond its present poweI'ls of
settling soldiers, to deal generally with
land settlement. Of course, one of the
principal issues is the alteration of land
tenure. No one can have any objection
to the objective to extend land settlement and again create general land setNement in Victoria. As a matter of fact,
that is long overdue. It is a great pity
that the power to finance ordinary
settlement was removed from the Lands
Department following the cessation of
the activities of the Closer Settlement
Commission in 1938.
Although the
Lands Department has, from thart: time,
had power to allocate land and has been
doing so, it has not had power to finance
land settlement.
In Victoria, there is a vast reservoir
of young people who, by tradition and
training, are eligible and anxious to take
up land. I want members to keep that
aspect well in mind. I could speak of
the history of land settlement at great
length, because I have studied the subject closely. r have read Roberts's
History of Australian Land Settlement
and a number of other standard works
on the subject. One outstanding point
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concerning land settlement in Australia
is that people came here with no tradition or training applicable to new land
but only with ~he knowledge of farming
in an entirely different part of the world.
Everything had to be learned anew, and
many violent and classical mistakes
were made. However, there are in
Australia to-day young people who have
grown up in the atmosphere of Australian farming. Their knowledge has
been gained from their parents and
grandparents; they have lived all their
lives on all classes and conditions of
farms-irrigation properties along the
River Murray, dairy farms in Gippsland
and the Western District, and wheat
farms and grazing prope~ties in various
parts of the State. These young people
know the work, they have the ability
and the training, and are anxious to get
on with the job.

n is our duty to see that they are
given the opportunity of getting on to
the land before it is made available to
anyone else. At present they are not
being given that opportunity. I would
resist any movement that was designed
to make it easy ~or people from overseas
to obtain land before our young people.
I realize fuat we have to stand behind
the immigration policy of Australia, and
I have no objection to a friendly alien
coming to this country, serving a period
of time, becoming naturalized, and
thereby gaining the rights of citizenship
which permit, among other things, the
making of an application for settlement
on land. I know many of these people
who have ,made fine settlers in certain
avenues of farming. However, when
land settlement is being oonsidered, we
should remember our obligations to our
own people, who have found it almost
impossible to launch out because of the
policy that has been adopted in the past.
When I was Minister of Lands some
four or five years ago, I visited the
Heytesbury forest and inspected certain
areas of land. I visualized the possibilities of opening up that country and
envisaged the establishment of up to
1,000 dairy farms in the area. Land
settlement could have been proceeded
with at that time without any.difficulty.
However, I was met with the traditional
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resistance of the Lands Department, and
was told that the time was not yet ripe,
that our fingers had been burnt previously on land settlement and that it
was not desired that such an occurrence
should happen again. The idea was
pushed aside. Later, the coalition
Government broke up and the Hollway
Government appointed a committee to
investigate land settlement in Victoria.
I presume that in due time the committee
presented its report. However, we are
still waiting. If the job had been proceeded with in 1948, at least 300 to 400,
and possibly 1,000 dairy farms would
have been established because the knowledge and ability of the people in that
area, plus the energy and capacity and
the finance of the settlers, would have
been available. The yard-stick at that
time was the fact that the Soldier
Settlement Comm1ission did not want the
land. I have never been able 10 fathom
why the Commission did not want the
Heytesbury forest area for settlement.
I presume that after the passage of this
Bin that job will be proceeded with, and
I am in favour of it.
In Imy opinion, the Soldier Setrtement
Commission would be well advised to
get on with the job of soldier settlement.
I am not saying that it has not done as
good a job as possible with the tools on
hand. Like every other Department, it
has complained that it has not received
sufficien1t finance, and probably that has
been correct. Not one Department has
had sufficient money in the last few
years. 'We know that the Soldier Settlement Comm,ission has done a good job
as far as it has gone, and that in Victoria there has been more soldier seltlement than in other States, but I think the
Commission still has land available that
has not been settled. In the Western
Oistrict, land acquired by the Commission was being used for grazing sheep.
If that property has not yet been settled,
I should like to know the reason. I am
not critical of the Soldier Settlement
Commission, as I think it has done good
work, but it still has plenty to do to
complete the job for which it was
appointed.
I can see no reason whatever why
the Commission should be crea ted
the sole authority for all classes of land
I
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settlement in Victor.ia. If it becomes
the sole arbiter, it might be found that
its main job of soldier settlement will be
relegated. The Lands Department still
has power to allocate land, and even in
recent weeks land Boards have been held.
They have allocated land under section
purchase leases. Young people are
taking up land in Victoria on that
basis.
Recently some blocks were
allotted by the Lands Department in
the Heytesbury F'orest area. We could
carryon with the present type of tenure
including the conditional-purchase lease
and the selection-purchase lease. Then
by making advances available to the
Lands Department the scheme could
proceed without bringing the Soldier
SettlemeJ1lt Commission into the picture.
From a wide knowledge of land settlement I am able to state that the system
of settling people on the land by giving
them selection-purchase and conditionalpurchase leases is sound. All it is
necessary to do is to provide the Lands
Department with sufficient finance to
enable it tf' make advances to the
settlers on ac~ount of improvements.
The Soldier Settlement Commission
has advanced money ahead of improvements. It has employed the settler to
do the work on his own farm and a
huge debt has accrued. If prices continue as they are now that debt will
be paid but, should a collapse occur, a
large amount of money will have to be
written off. The system to which I have
been referring is a humane one and certainly more so than was the scheme
which was evolved to meet soldier settlement during and after the 1914-18 war.
It would be impossible to put a returned
serviceman on a dairy farm-under the
system followed by the Soldier Settlement Commission-for less than £10,000.
l am aware of the cost of developing
certain types of land, so I speak with
some knowledge of the subject. Mereover, it would be impossible to build
a house for a soldier settler for less than
£3,000 and by the time the sheds and
fences were supplied, the amount might
be increased to practically £5,000. Here
again, if prices receded, a huge debt
would be incurred.
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The Soldier Settlement Commission
has several thousand men waiting for
blocks. I cannot say whether those
men have been classified into the good,
bad, or indifferent categories but as they
possess qualification certificates there is
the stamp of genuineness. Even with
a general land settlement scheme it
would still be possible for a returned
serviceman to obtain some consideration,
but such a scheme should be under
the administration not of the Soldier
Settlement Commission but of the Lands
Department. According to the provisions of the present measure the tenure
of settlement is to be altered. Although
there are exceptions in which perpetual
and other types of leases have been
granted, the settlement of land in Victoria has mainly been on the basis of
conditional
and
selection-purchase
leases. The Bill stipulates in respect
of a perpetual lease 3 per cent. of the
value but I consider that that is rather
high; it should be 2 per cent. At the
end of ten years there will be a right to
convert the lease.
It has been said that a perpetual lease,
on the conditions prevailing to-day, is
virtually a freehold title, but that is
an unsatisfactory description. . When
once a title has been converted to freehold the settler can do as he likes with
his property. I am pleased that the
right of .conversion has been granted,
but I can see no advantage arising from
the specified period of ten years in
respect of a perpetual lease. The large
majority of those who take up land
have very little capital and they use the
blocks as a bank. Even in periods of
adversity they prefer to do without
many of the spices of life and to place
back into fue land, so to speak, whatever money comes to them. Even in
drought years men have stayed on their
farms and lived on very little. They
have sunk new dams because they
realize that such improvements are enhancing the value of the property. If
a man is engaged in the carting business,
he can purchase any number of vehicles
without being criticized by anyone. In
that way he is enabled to extend his
business. The owner of a shop can
install another counter and expand his
undertaking w.ith the money he has put
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back into it. He, too, is able to sell out
at any time. Apparently, in regard to
land settlement, the Government considers it is entitled to say to the settler,
"It is your duty to accept this peculiar
speckled title to your land, because it is
really the property of the people." The
Government forgets that were it not for
tilie successful struggles by settlers the
land would not be worth having at all.
The Government evidently desires to restrict settlers in every possible way. No
man wiB be willing to develop land unless he can look forward to its. becoming
his own. To him it is his way of living,
and he uses it as a bank in the manner
I previously described.
When the arguments about large aggregations of land are examined, it is
discovered that such aggregations virtually do not exist. In the past, land has
been purchased by persons who have
set,tled on it and re.ared their families
there. I realize that in some parts of
the State, particularly in the sheep
country, some aggregatioOn of land has
occurred, but it does not amount to
much. In the irriga'tion districts the
tendency is to subdivide.
There are
more blocks in the area along the
Murray Vaney than there were five or
six years ago. The more highly productive land becoOmes the greater is the tendency towards subdivis'ion.
I am opposed to the perpetual lease
title and, as I have already indicated, I
should like the proportion of value, as
specified in this Bill, to be reduced to
2! per cent. Under the North-West
Mal'lee Settlement Act, which I brought
before this House when I was a Minister,
there was a pr.ovis-ion for perpetual
leases, and I have since been subjected
to some criticism on that account. In
the North-West Mallee the perpetual
lease is the right type. The area may be
regarded as problematical, but at some
future time it may develop substantially.
It is held on a low rental; otherwise no
one would require it. It is true that in
good seasons the settlers there have
made much moOney off their blocks, and
I think they should have the right of
eventual'ly converting their leases to
freehold. Possibly a number would not
be -interested, because the rents are so
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low. I do not propose to submit an
amendment to give Loree to my opinion,
but I would ask the Minister to promise
that' action will be taken 1:0 put those
settlers in the North-West Mallee on the
same footing as those who, under the
present measure, will be working on the
perpetual-lease basis.
'Ilhe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-How are you
going, in the terms of this Bill, to have
Crown settlers unless they are granted
a lease of some kind for some years?
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-There
could be selection or conditional purchase leases.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-I thought
that this Bill satisfied the Country
party because it grants the right for a
settler to have the freehold after ten
years.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-No one has
contacted me regarding this measure
since its passage through the other
House, but I assume that the members
of the Country party there were reasonably satisfied. The Bill win not be proclaimed for some time, so in the interim
the Government could review it from all
angles. I have nothing against the Sol-'
dier Settlement Commission on a personal ground, but I think it is totally unnecessary to hand this land settlement
sClheme over to that body when there is
another Department whose services can
be used just as effectively.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-When we study the
history O'f land settlement in Victoria,
we ful~ow various ups and downs. In
the early days, hardy people came to a
new country. They did not have much
money, but they carved sheep runs' out
of the forest without assistance from
the Government. When I hear commenrts from members about rich
farmers and squatters, I think of areas
in Gippsland into which these pioneers
went and they chopped down the trees.
They were not assisted by bullldozers or
other forms of machinery. By hard
labour, they got rid of the timber, the
ferns and the rabbit, and, eventually,
converted that land into heavy-producing
pasture. To-day, their families are
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regarded as being rich farmers who
do not merit the income from the land
that their forefathers made safe for
them. In some cases the successors of
the pioneers have been paid cash for
their properties.
Much has been said about the aggregation of areas, but to-day properties of
all descriptions are being subdivided by
owners. In the majori'ty of cases there
is a tendency to reduce rather than to
increase the size of holdings. Throughout the years, the incentive of these
peop'le has been the ownership of their
own homes, the same as it has been the
incentive of men working in Melbourne
-they have desired to own a 1ittle bit
of God's own country. The Labour party
supports the perpetual-lease principle,
under which no man can own his own
home. At the commencement of the
second world war, I was in a business
in which I was associated with a Labour
member who is not now a member of
this Parliament. We discussed what
might happen if the war continued for
several years. He said, "If this war
goes on for four or five years, we will
have the whole of the country
nationalized." I said that surely he did
not expect to nationalize the farmers,
and his reply was, "Their mortgages
wilQ hang so heavily around their necks
they will be pleased to adopt the principle of perpetual leases, and then we
will nationalize the land." He did not
take into account how prices would rise
during the war years. ln the years that
followed, the position of the man on the
land was consolidated.
Before the first world war, [and
settlement took pl'ace and some estates
were subddvided. The people who went
on to the land at that time did all right
because they were not overcharged in
the matter of advances. After the first
world war, soldier settlement commenced
with a tTain of advances. The losses
suffered under that scheme are known to
all members and we should learn from
experience. Now we have arrived at
another position. After the second
world war, the Soldier Settlement CommISSIOn was established to place
returned men on the land. Members of
the Commission were experienced in land
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settlement and returned soldiers looked
forward to being given an area upon
which they could live and make a home
for themselves. For various reasons,
money has been short. On the 2nd
December, I asked the Leader of the
House a question respecting soldier
seUlement and I was informed that the
Commission holds 40,677 acres of ·land
which was purchased at a cost of
£947,169 and that land has' not been
allocated. I was also informed that
6,388 ex-servicemen have been classified
as suitable for farm ownership, but of
that number approximately 3,000 are
considered to be more or less disinterested. They have gone into other
avenues of employment and so there are
still left more than 3,000 men who
possess qualification certificates and,
presumahly, they are waiting to be
placed on the land.
Soldiers who have served their
country are. enbitled to preference and
the Commission was established for the
purpose of settling these returned men
on the land. In the Ught of e~perience
the men were to be given advances
sufficient to enable them to become
successful without placing the State in a
pOsition whereby it would suffer heavy
losses. That was a worthy job, which
it was expected that the Commission
would do and would then go out of
existence, leaving the returned men to
carve out their own futures. Now we
find that this Oommission is to become
something li'ke the Housing Commission.
I repeat that the Soldier Settlement
Commission oI'ligJnal1y was intended to
carry out the settlement of retl:lrned
men on the la,nd. Now its functions
are to be diverted into other channels,
and it is difficult to understand why that
is being done.
In the Bill the principle of perpetual
leases could be rep1aced with conditional
purchase leases. As Mr. Byrnes pointed
out, if we are going to segregate the
settlement of returned soldiers, there are
thousands of other young men who could
go on to the land and, with financial
help from their own people or from their
own earnings, could carry out in an
easy manner work simdlar to that done
by the early settlers. These men would
use modern methods to clear areas and
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the State would not have to make
advances to them. Instead of the Soldier
Settlement Commission concluding its
work, the Government proposes to raise
upon the Lands Department a permanent
structure which wHI be costly for many
years to come. The Soldier Settlement
Commission should carryon with its
function of placing returned men on the
land and all other types of settlement
should remain under the control of the
Lands Department. .
The proposal to lease land to groups
of people will be useful if such land is
not suitable for individual settlement
purposes. For instance, the Australian
Mutual Provident Society is doing a
wonderful service by using its money
to ma'ke productive areas of arid land.
The State should not risk the people's
money in such projects. I suggest that
the Ministry should reconsider the Bill
in the light of the comments that have
been made.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-There is one aspect
about the Bill with which I agree, that
is to say, the need for land settlement
schemes.
Travelling throughout the
State one is struck by the large areas of
land which are not being utilized at
present. One knows that there are
numbers of young men who are anxious
to be placed on the land. Land settlement must playa part as important in
the future as in the past in the economy
of the State. My main objection to the
Bill is that the Soldier Settlement Commission will be constituted as an overriding authority in the matter of land
settlement. I agree tha t so far as
finances have permitted, the Commission
has done an excellent job and I have
seen how it has worked. In the N orthWestern Province is one of the finest
examples in the world of soldier settlement, and 640 men who returned from
the 1914-18 war have been placed on
the land there. Another big scheme is
being implemented at Robinvale and I
know what New South Wales is doing
across the River Murray.
I repeat that so far as finance has
permitted, the Commission has done a
good job but it uses the facilities of the
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Lands Depar.tment for its accounting
work and it also employs the surveyors
and engineers of the Department to
prepare reports on areas, single-unit
farms, and so on. The Lands Departmen t has been carrying on a land settlement scheme to a limited degree and I
know of individuals who have purchased
land through' the Department. In my
opinion the Commission should continue
with its soldier settlement project, leaving the Department to function in the
same way as it has in the past. The
efforts of the Department are hampered
by the lack of power to acquire land
for settlemen t purposes and the money
necessary to finance settlement. Finance
is allotted to the Commission which has
a number of qualified returned men
waiting to be placed on the land. Mr.
Cameron said there were about 3,000
of these men, but in my opinion there
is a further 3,000 who are working in
the industries that they wish to f.ollow,
such as dairying, wheat growing, wool
producing and so on. Owing to shortage
of funds, the Commission feels that it
can do no more than it has done, but
under the Bill money is to be made
available for the settlement of private
individuals. I fear that returned men
will be passed by. If the sum of
£4,000,000 can be raised for the purpose
of civilian land settlement schemes,
why cannot the money needed for soldier
settlement be obtained? We must honour
our promises to these returned men.
Many of them feel that it is hopeless
to anticipate being allotted an area.
They returned from the war at an age
when ,they could have married and
raised families, but now they are much
older.
To them now, a year is the equivalent
of what three years would have been
ten years ago. Some of them have gone
out of primary production and are working for municipalities and contractors,
or are engaged in other avocations.
There are from 6,000 to 7,000 boys with
'qualifications, to whom we owe a duty.
Unfortunately, I am not a returned soldier. It cannot be claimed, therefore,
that I am appealing on behalf of exservicemen because I myself am one
of them. The Soldier Settlement Commission has a task to do, and it should
The Hon. A. R. Mansell.
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be assisted as much as possible. The
Lands Department should be permitted
to carryon the job of civilian land settlement.
I do not like the provisions contained
in the Bill concerning conditionalpurchase leases but I find myself in
much the same position as a hungry
man, to whom a slice of bread is better
than none at all. I would prefer that
the provisions relating to those leases
were somewhat along the same lines as
those that apply in New South Wales,
in which State a lease is granted for
a period of five years, and the settler
has the option of taking up either an
ordinary lease or a perpetual lease. An
agreement is signed by the settler to
perform certain developmental works,
and if his obligations are fulfilled to the
satisfaction of the Commission the
settler pays for the property at its value
when he first went on to it; he does not
pay on the basis of the improved value.
One of the most important requisites
of young people is to have an incentive.
If a lad knows that in five years' time
a certain property will become his own,
he has something for which to work
and he will assume a different attitude
towards his work. Consequently, he will
do a better job.
When a man has a family of his own,
he naturally desires that one or more
of his sons will eventually take over
where he leaves off. Consequently, the
father seeks to acquire land upon which
his sons can ultimately be settled. Much
has been said about the aggregation of
properties. I, personally, do not like
to see big estates remaining unworked,
but if a man on the land has the
opportunity to purchase his neighbour's
property he will probably do so, if he
feels that within ten or fifteen years it
will be possible for him to establish his
sons on the land. His object is to avoid
reaching the stage when he will be
unable to acquire suitable properties on
which to establish his boys. In that
sense, the aggregation of land is not an
evil. It does not mean that land will
remain unproductive.
I have often
heard it stated that the sons and
daughters of farmers ought to be given
more incentive to produce foodstuffs for
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the community.
I claim that the
availability of freeholds will tend to
encourage young farming folk in that
regard.
The fact must not be overlooked that the production of adequate
supplies of foodstuffs is one of our
greatest safeguards against invasion.
At present, there is Crown land
in Victoria that is not being used for
forest work, and much of that land could
be utilized for farming without the
necessity for acquiring freehold property. Some of that land should be
acquired by the Government and put to
better use than at present. As a member of the State Development Committee,
I have travelled considerable distances
throughout the State, and I have observed that where the Soldier Settlement
Commission has settled ex-servicemen on
properties, the credit of settlers has been
built tJP to the stage where they are
in a sound financial position. Under
the prOVIsIOns of the conditionalpurchase lease, not much incentive is
afforded to settlers. If they have money
in the bank, it is not of much use to
them and there will be some doubt as
to whether they are spending it wisely.
I concede that if they have any money
to their credit it may be paid into a
suspense account, but my claim is that
they should be allowed to purchase the
freehold of their property and the money
thus derived by the Commission could
be applied to the settlement of other
boys throughout the State.
It was once considered that an acre of
land was an adequate living area, but
nowadays, with the advance of science,
the productivity of land has increased
and we must envisage the practicability
of settling persons on smaller allotments than were prev,iously considered
to be necessary. That is not a contradiction of what I said earlier. I maintain that a man requires a sufficient
area of land on which to keep himself
and to ensure that, when his sons grow
up, they will be properly provided for.
I do not advocate that a person should
acquire land to the extent that he has to
employ labour for the carrying out of
farming operations. If that course is
adopted, costs of production increase to
a level that is uneconomic. In the Portland district there are large tracts of
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land that will be brought back into production as a result of the application of
science, particularly with respect to the
use of trace elements. In the southwestern corner of the State, trace
elements are playing a prominent part
in soil culture and also in the northwestern districts wonders are being
worked.
This :HiH provides for private settlers
and Crown settlers. I contend that a
private man can purchase ,land through
the Lands Departmen t under present
conditions and settle hi.mself without inv,dlving the State in any financial risk.
I am in favour, however, of the provisions of, this Bill relating to Crown
settlers. In the province that is represented by Mr. Byrnes ahd myself, land
settlement is progressing. Land which
was previously carrying about one
sheep to every 40 or 50 acres, and which
could be used for only a'bout two years
out of every five before burning off had
to be resorted to, is now being developed; it is now a mass of clover,
which is ankle deep. There are also
some thousands of acres of land that
were made available to the Australian
Mutual Provident Society by a previous
Government.
The
only
condition
associated with that grant was that a
road 17 mnes in length, was to be constru~ted to permit of the carrying out of
essentia:Iities for the project. The road
has been surveyed, graded, boxed up
and the clay base settled during the
winter months. A contract has been let
to lay the gravel, and the contractor is
now engaged in the task of carting that
commodity. I understand that, because
of lack of finance, the Government cannot meet the full cost of constructing
that road; consequently, work on the last
2 miles has been suspended. Although
this land is regarded as being in desert
country, it is actually in a 17 to 22-inch
rainfall area, in which there has never
been a severe drought. I hope that the
responsible Minister will take steps to
ensure that the work will be carried out
so as to allow settlement to proceed in
the New Year.
The object of land settlement, as
stated in the Bill, is to be commended.
There are plenty of lads who have
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sufficient funds to establish themselves
on the land, if only the necessary land
can be made available to them. Tthere
are a~so returned servicemen who are
not being afforded an opportunity to
settle upon the land. I believe that our
first duty is to settle ex-servicemen, and
they should receive first preference. In
my view, this Bill will have the effect of
inserting the thin edge of the wedge, so
to speak, towards taking away soldier
preference.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province) .-I support the principle of
the Bill, and agree with the necessity of
making financial provision for land
settlement. There are many returned
soldiers who are still waiting for blocks
of land that are not avaHable to them
under the soldier settlement scheme. It
seems a shame that there should be so
much land wasted, while some citizens
are on the verge of starvation. During
the second world war, many American
servicemen and soldiers of other
nationalities visited our State, and I express the view that if we do not develop
our land to the best advantage it will
some day be taken from us.
.For many years our economic balance
has been top-heavy. The population of
two Australian cities is greater than that
of the remainder of the Commonwealth.
To me, that is a tragedy. I commend the
Government for having financed the
settiement of more men on the ~and.
Australia is faced with competUion
from overseas in her secondary industries, but there is one way in which she
can maintain her position overseas, and
that is through the sale of the goods of
the primary producer. Mr. Mansell has
referred to the desirability of making
land available for farmers' sons in
prmcimity to their fathers' properties.
I agree thoroughly with that idea and
would be glad to see more done along
that line.
I am concerned about clause 3 of the
Bill because it takes away powers vested
in the Lands Department and transfers
them to the Soldier Settlement CommlSSlOn. The Lands Department has
been in existence almost since the inception of the State. In the old mining
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days, that Department was instrumenta1
in settldng people on the land. As far
back as 1840, it made grants of land to
people. It would be a tragedy if, after
all these years of service, it was superseded under the provisions of clause
3. The Department has all the necessary facilities and qualified draughtsmen and surveyors as well as deeds
officers; it has other branches which have
been doing the work associated with land
settlement. As the Lands Department
has been doing the work of settlement
for the soldiers, there is some duplication. However, I fail to see why
any State Department which has fu,nctioned so satisfactorily since
its
estaljUshment many years ago should be
replaced by a Commission tha t ha~
operated for a comparatively Little while.
It would be most unwise to vest in that
Commission powers that have been so
successfully exercised by the Lands
Department. [trust that the Minister
will 'consider an amendment to clause 3.
In relation to clauses affectJing tenure.
I main tain tha t if a person h as any
ownership interest in his property, he
win work harder than on a leasPd holding. I would support any move to make
certain tha t the tenure of land settled
under the terms of this Bill is on a freehold basis, as has been advocated bv
other honorable members.
The Hon. J. J. JONES (Ballarat
Province).-I have listened with interes.t
to the previous speakers, some of whom
seemed to fear for the continuation of
the soldier settlement scheme.. I do not
think there is any idea of that being
dropped. The motive of the Bill is to
carryon where the other scheme left
off. The soldier settlement scheme has
been slowed down, ma,inly by the high
expenses involved. Some time ago it
cost this State £12,000 to set up a
soldier settlement block, but the charge
involved now 'is about £19,000. Again,
a few years ago, the average price of
land was £10 an acre, but at the end
of 1952 it was £23. Although the State
is doing its utmost to pursue the policy
of the SoJdier Settlement Comm,ission
the fact that the Commonwealth Government has not come to Victoria's aid
means that there will be a writing-off
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of about £7,000 'a block. Hence the
soldier settlement scheme has been
temporarily held up.
The idea behdnd the Bill is to give
young, keen men an opportunity to go
on the land. That should be done. I
met an interesting case not long ago
when driv,ing through Ballarat. There
I picked up a young fellow who, in the
course of conversation, told me that
he had nearly completed a three-year
course as a student at the Dookie Agricultural College. In answer to 'my inquiry as
to his future intentions, he answered, " I
will get a job in a factory in Melbourne." lie explained that he wished
to play football for Collingwood, and
another reason· why he entertained the
idea of coming to this city was that he
did not have money to enable him to go
on the land.
I complimented him on
his high ideal of playing with Collingwood, but mentioned there were good
football teams in the country. Ultimately he complained that there was no
opportunity for him to go on the land.
This measure makes provision for lads
of that type. A survey has been made
in western Victoria where there are
more than 300,000 acres of virgin land
tha t will be suitable for this type of
developmen t. The land is in the counties
of Follett, Normanby, and Logan. The
area does not take in what is known as
the Little Desert. Abou: 500 families
will be accommodated with approximately 600 acres each. Of course, some
problems will have to be overcome, one
of which is deficiencies of the soil.
Trace elements combined with a good
rainfall have proved successful in
that country. If dry years happen
there the success of the trace elemen ts
will not be so evident. That point will
have to be watched. The land of which
I have spoken will need a fair amount
of clearing, suitable roads will have
to be constructed and some drainage
undertaken. A survey is in progress, and
undoubtedly the area can be developed.
On the other hand, Victoria has much
land that has been cultivated but is not
producing to its fullest capacity; it has
been only partially developed.
In
western Victoria there are 227 holdings
of between 2,000 and 3,000 acres; 178
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between 3,000 and 5,000 acres; 127
between 5,000 and 10,000 acres and 32
above 10,000 acres. It is possible that
if some of that land could be utilized
it would be more beneficial than the
area to which I have referred. Again
one comes up against thp question of
costs.
I believe that the Bill is a good one and
I hope its provisions will be put into
effect. If the land in question is fully
developed this State will produce twice
its present output. That is one of our
aims.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
ProvinCe}.-This is an important Bill
and among the purposes it covers are
the clearing of land and the building of
townships. I do not think the amount
allocated will permit of much being
accomplished in that direction. What
exercises my mind is that a measure
having such far-reaching effect on the
State's economic life has been introduced in the dying hours of the session.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Would you
like us to adjourn the debate until next
week?
The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-I am
willing that that should be done so that
those who will be affected by this legislation will have an opportunity of studying it. When the Government decides to
change the system of land tenure in
operation that is its responsibility.
I believe that the policy of the Labour
party is the socialization of land, distribution and exchange. I do not know why
the party has departed from that plank
in its platform. Here we may have the
first step in the party's ultimate design
of a socialization of land, but I entirely
disagree with such a course. Probably
the Labour party has realized the failure
of its policy and is doing something
to get on to another road. I should like
to know whether that is the Government's intention. It is important for
honorable members to know just what
the Labour party's policy is. After a
discussion in the Legislative Assembly
the Government agreed to make a slight
change in the Bill so that after a certain
period a settler would have an opportunity of ultimately becoming the owner
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of the land to which he would be because the price of primary products
devoting his life and energies to add might fall, whereupon there would be
to the production of the State.
. the same regrettable and unforeseen
The history of closer settlement and state of affairs as we reached after the
soldier settlement in Australia is inter- first world war. I think that the final
esting and illuminating. At different clearing up of that earlier scheme cost
periods there have been spasmodic' at- the State something like £22,000,000 by
tempts to have land settlement effected way O'f a writing off. In respect of closer
by different means. I . recollect reading settlement, the amount written off was
the reports of a land utilization com- between £9,000,000 and £10,000,000. As
mittee set up by a Commonwealth a result, those in authority were looking
Government.
The members of that for someone to blame. I suppose that
committee went around Australia for it could be said of anyone that he might
some years and produced various reports with or without justification look round
to which all subsequent references were for someone to blame, forgetting himself
in most glowing terms. I think, how- in the meantime. I had always thought
ever, that the work and the reports of that the soldier settlement scheme assothe committee have been almost for- ciated with the first world war would
gotten. I am under the impression that have been successful if the prices had
its personnel did not include many prac- remained on the same level as they were
tical settlers, but that, on the contrary, when many of the properties were
men in city professions were the chief acquired, and on the same basis as the
architects of the reports. If I remember prices have remained since the second
rightly, the committee said that, after world war.
n is all very well to conte!1d that
having made thorough investigations,
it considered that owing to the condi- Victori'a should not have settled so many
tions then prevailing in Australia, men on the land. It must be appreprivate ownership of land was the most ciated that we have no control over
world prices of primary products. When
preferable system.
wheat growers were compelled to accept
Many honorable me.mbers are aware as little as 1s. 10d. a bushel for their
of the history of soldier settlement in product, and when men in the dairying
and following the 1914-18 war. Much industry obtained as little as 6d. a pound
has been said for and 'against that ~or butterfat one can realize that the
scheme. Considerable vision was dis- actual cause of the failure of the earlier
played by the Governments of the time, soldier settlement plan was the fall
and by those who were charged with the in prices. For that reason, a large
responsibility of administering the number of settlers could not have been
scheme. I venture to suggest that if the successful, no matter how hard they
same administrative enterprise had worked. Eventually, the Leader of the
characterized the settlement on the Country party, the late Sir Albert
land of servicemen who returned from Dunstan, who was Premier at the time,
the second world war, those who had took action to settle the problem of the
their qualification certificates - they soldier settlement scheme, as well as of
number between 11,000 and 12,000- the closer settlement scheme. A great
would have been allotted to blocks ere deal of credit must be paid to the late
this. Up to the present, only about honorable gentleman on that account
3,.000 applicants have been settled on alone.
There are still about 3,000
the land. If the remainder had been returned men eligible for settlement. In
dealt with satisfactorily the State could my opinion, too few men have had the
have proceeded with a civilian plan opportunity of obtaining blocks. Year
without da,maging the chances of suc- by year they have entered other avenues
cess of the men who served their country of employment, and even those who are
abroad and who were promised so much. still working in primary industry will
I know that there arose a fear com- have only a slight chance of rehabilitatplex along the lines that it was not right ing themselves as farmers on their own
to place too many men on the land, account. It would have been wise for
The Han. W. O. Fulton.
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the Government to concentrate on the
settlement of all returned servicemen
who are eligible, before embarking on
a civilian scherrie, no matter how much
that may be desired.
It is interesting to study the history
of land ownership, not only in Australia
but in every other country of the world.
In 1923 there was set up in Great
Britain a body known as the Liberal
Land Committee. Its findings were
particularly illuminating, and pointed
to what had happened in other countries
regarding land ownership and tenure.
Those findings were in line with the conclusi'on drawn by a committee appointed
by returned servicemen at Rochester
some years ago. Its function was to
determine what it considered was the
most economic unit for dairying purposes. As the returned soldiers concerned were situated in an irrigation
district, it was considered that the conclusions would point to the true position.
The committee expressed its view that
the most economic unit for settlement
was between 70 and 80 acres of irrigated
land. Admittedly, the general problem
is not easy to solve. I do not know
whether it is the intention of the Government to have a number of settlers growing wheat and wool, as well as engaging
in the dairying industry. Judging by
world trends to-day, it is becoming
difficult to sell dairy products abroad.
The reason is not because other countries
do not require butter, cheese, and so on,
but because it has become too expensive
for them to purchase those commodities
from Australia.
Many powdered milk factories have
curtailed their activities, because the
market is falling and they are unable
to compete with the milk products of
other countries. Irrespective of what
anyone may think about our system of
settlement, the fact remains that we still
have to sell our primary products on
the world's markets; that is essential if
we are to progress and keep the wheels
of industry revolving economically. The
first responsibility of the Government
is to make certain that every qualified
returned serviceman desiring to go on
the land is provided with a block; that
should be done before civilian settlement
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is embarked upon. The returned men
gave their time and services for the sake
of their country. They are getting older,
and probably in a few years' time many
of them will not have the health
and strength to engage in agricultural industry. One of the features
which have always appeared to
me to be wrong, is the power
to acquire land on what may be considered the Government valuation. 1
know it is held that land is different
from other assets. From a man who has
worked a long time-probably through
two generations-may be acquired land
on a basis that some authority considers
it was worth in 1942. As Mr. Byrnes has
said, the land taken over by a settler
becomes his bank. Despite what might
be said to the contrary, for many years
past much hard work has gone into
farming activities in this State. Probably one of the biggest offenders in
respect of land ownership is the absentee
owner.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-So far, the honorable member has not
come to grips with any part of the Bill.
A discussion of absentee landowners,
their wiles and mischiefs, does not seem
to have much" to do with the specific
subject-matter of this amending measure.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-I was
about to link my remarks with the
question of power of acquisition. I am
aware that in my own area there is a
big court case pending on the acquisition
of land for soldier settlement.
The PRESIDENT.-Certainly the big
pending court case must be excluded from
the debate, because an honorable member
is not allowed to refer to pending
litigation.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-I regret
that I have transgressed. In the measure
now under consideration the Government is taking to itself the same power
of acquiring land as is given under the
Soldier Settlement Act. I do not think
it would be right or just to saddle the
soldier settlers with the oost of that land.
If the Government fails in its policy
that land should be acquired, I think that
the people as a whole should have had
to pay any difference between the market
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or productive value as at the time of
acquisition, and the economic value of
a successful venture. Many landowners
have devoted a life-time and much money
to bring their farms into production.
These people must accept an arbitrary
amount, whereas the land should be
acquired according to its productive
capacity.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The Bill
relates to alienated Crown land and land
already acquired by the Commission.

Bill.

brought into production. H the Government embarks upon such a plan, I shall
commend it. By that means, thousands
of acres will be preserved from the
effects of erosion and the other problems
associated with the improper use of land.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bin was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 wa's agreed to.

The sitting was suspended at 6.22 p.m.

The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-There is
power for land to be acquired.

until 7.49 p.m.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-For soldier
settlement purposes; the BiN will run
side 'by side wi·th the soldier settlement
legisla tion.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-In the course of the
second-reading de'bate, Mr. Byrnes
raised several points. The first was that
his party was opposed to the system of
per.petual leases, which is the basis of
this Bill, and that some other system was
preferred. I cannot see ·that there is
much to cavi~ about 'in this regard, because a perpetual lease contains the
usual terms and covenants that are to
be found in an ordinary lease, plus some
additional provisions requiring the
tenant to work and remain on the
premises. As a result of representations
made to it, the Government accepted an
amendment to the effect that after a
period of years a settler could elect to
seek a freehold title. In my view, that
is a fair and just provision in all the
circumstances. Another suggestion of
Mr. Byrnes concerned interest rates. I
understand that it is proposed to move
an amendment in that regard, so I shall
not discuss the rna tter further at this
stage. So far as the North-West Mallee
is concerned, I shall refer that matter
to the Minister of Lands and ask him to
give consideration to the observations
that were made.

The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-While
there is not money available to place
quaLified returned men on the land, it
is wrong to start another land-settlement
scheme. The Bill will perpetuate the
vicious principle of compulsorily acquiring from people what may be regarded
as their bank ·accounts. No one would
dream of taking from a man shares that
he holds to give them to someone else,
but with land settlement the Government
demanq,s the power of aquisition with
the term's all in favor of the acquirer.
I repeat that land should be acquired at
its productive or market value. I oppose
the Bill on behalf of people who win
suffer a grave injustice. An extra burden
should not be placed upon returned
soldiers and the whole of the people
should pay for the cost of their settlement on the land. Peoplle who have
spent a lifetime bringing land into production wiU find that their land will be
acquired at a price fixed by the Government because the BUI gives power to
acquire land both for soldier and civilian
settlement purposes. I fear that many
landowners will be deprived of their
just rights. I :can mention the case of a
farmer who had four SOD'S. His land was
taken from him, and he had to purchase
other land for his sons. I am not opposed
to a proper land-settlement policy, which
is essentJial for the development of the
State. Thousands of acres of Crown
land in good rainfall areas should be

Clause 2 (Interpretation).

Mr. Mansell mentioned the holding up
of the construction of a road because of
insufficiency of funds. I shall bring his
remarks to the attention of the Minister.
Mr. Grigg objected to clause 3 of the
Bill, and I desire to infor.m him tha t
there is no proposal to take away any
functions of the Soldier Settlement
Commission.
The Commission will.
continue to perform the functions that
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the legislature has imposed upon it.
This Bill will merely provide that, in
addition t'O the powers and functions
that it already possesses, the Commission will exercise certain powers to
enable this Bill t'o be implemented.
When all is said and done, the Soldier
Settlement Commission is almost a part
of the Lands Department. That Department will continue to function in the
same way in future as it has done in the
past, except in regard to, the type' of
settlement provided for under this Bill.
When necessary, settlement will be
effected through the Soldier Settlement
Commission. The only observation I
make with respect to Mr. Fulton's remarks is that he is inclined to criticize
every measure that is introduced by the
Government, yet, all the time that he
was a member of or a supporter of a
Government, he had no complaint to
make about legislation that was introduced.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 8.
Clause 9 (Classification of applicants).
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I ask the Minister to
state Whether, under this Bill, there will
be preference to returned soldiers in the
allotment of Crown lands for settlement.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I understand that the
answer to that question is, "Yes." The
information supplied to me is to the
effect that the Commission shall investigate each applicant and classify him
as to suitability for settlement and as
to the type of primary production for
which he is best suited. The applicant's
war service, if any, shall be taken into
account in such classification.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-All I can say is that a
ballot under clause 11 will apparently
be the same as that under clause 12.
Clause 10 states the method of selection
of settlers. I assume that, if the number of settlers selected is equal to the
number of allotments available, those
who are selected will receive the holdings that are available. If the number
of qualified applicants exceeds the number of allotments, I assume that there
will be a ballot to determine who shall
be awarded the allotments that are available. I understand that there is no provision for a ballot under the Soldier
Settlement Act.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 12.
Clause 13 (Covenant and conditions of
perpetual leases).
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) .-Sub-clause (2) sets
out that every lease shall inter alia
contain covenants and conditions to the
following effect:(a)

A

condLtion
for
the
payment
quarterly 'half-yearly or yearly as
determined by the Commission of
a rent equiv,alent to Three pounds
per centum per annum of the
settlement value for the time
being of the allo.tment.

Mr. Byrnes has circulated the amend-

ment, but as he is absent temporarily
from the Chamber I will move it on his
behalf. I moveThat in paragraph (a) of sub-clause (2)
the words" Three pounds" be omitted with
the' view of inserting the words " Two.
pounds ten shillings".

Clause 11 (Allocation of allotments
among selected private settlers).

The idea is to bring the rent payable
under this scheme more in line with
that of the soldier settlement scheme,
and also to make it easier for the settler,
particularly in case of drought. Will
the Minister of Labour' consider the
amendment?

The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-I desire to learn
whether, in the ballots that are to be
conducted for the allotment of land to
private and Crown settlers, the number
of applicants names and the number of
allotments will coincide.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I certainly and readily
accede to the request of the honorable
member to consider the amendment, but
having done so I am afraid that the
Government must reject it.
The Bill

The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 10.
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contains a number of benefits that the
settler will have in times of adversity
if they occur again. There is power, for
instance, to defer the payment of the
rent. In all the circumstances and having
regard to the rate of interest to-day,
surely 3 per cent. is not too much? When
the rate of 2! per cent. was prescribed
in some Acts I think the ruling rate
of interest was 3 per cent., or 3t per
cent. or 3! per cent. Now it has gone
to 5 per cent. and we cannot expect the
rate to be static. In 1953, we cannot
recognize the values of 1946. The
proposal is illogical and the Government
cannot' accept it.
The amendment was negatived, and
the clause was agreed to.
Clause 14, providing, inter alia-the Commission is of opinion
that during all or any of the first two
years of the lease the settler is not or
will not be able to pay the rent under the
lease of the Commission may(a) r.educe the amount of such rent
to be paid in any such year to
such amount as the Commission
thinks proper having regard to
the state of productivity of the
allotment; and
(b) :postpone paYlJnent of the balance
of the amount of the rent for a
period of twelve months or such
further time as the Commission
from time to time determines.
(1)

If

The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) .-1 moveThat sub-clause (1) be omitted with the
view of inserting the following subclause(1) If during the first three years of the
lease the Commission is of opinion that the
settler has complied with the covenants and
conditions of the lease the Commission
may waive the payment of all rent or
interest due under the lease.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-The honorable member has
not given the' Committee the benefit of
the reasons why the amendment should
be supported. As I understand the
provision in the Bill, it is that the
payment of the rent can be reduced or
postponed during the first two years
of the lease where the block productivity is not sufficient to enable the
settler to pay the full rental. Under
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the amendment, when the settler has
complied with the conditions of the
covenant during the first three years,
the Commission may waive payment of
any rent or interest due. I assume that
the honorable member does not mean
to provide for a general waiver during
the first three years if the settler has
complied with the terms, but another
condition must be presupposed and that
is that the block productivity is not
sufficient during the term.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-Mr. Byrnes is not
feeling well and he gave me a list of his
amendments, but this one was not included in it. I have been caught on the
hop.
The .CHAffiMAN (the Hon. D. J.
Walters}.-I notice that Mr. Byrnes has
just returned to the Chamber. Does he
wish to speak on this amendment?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-The idea is to give
the Soldier Settlement Commission
power to waive a little of the payment
due if the conditions warrant such
a step. Under the present sub-clause
there is some amelioration by allowing
a postponement for twelve months, and
later perhaps for a further term. The
amendment provides for a three-year
period.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-If we omit the sub-clause
it means simply this: That notwithstanding that the block has reached a
really good state of productivity, and
merely because the settler has complied
with the covenants and conditions of
the lease, the Commission may waive the
payment but not reduce it. Under the
existing provision, if the Commission is
of opinion that, during the first two
years of the lease, the settler is not able,
and will not be able, to pay the rent.
it can reduce the amount. There is
another provlslon under which the
payment can be postponed.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 15 to 48.
Clause 49 (Appointment and employment of officers, &c.).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I wish this clause to be
omitted.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I have read this
clause several times and I think it is
capable of various meanings. I should
like an assurance from the Minister
that, when the temporary employees
are transferred with emoluments, they
will ret'ain their appropriate classifications that will flow from such
emoluments in the event of their
being transferred from the Commission
back to the Public Service. I refer
particularly to those who ~ere p:eviously engaged in the Pubhc ServIce
and have gone to the Soldier Settlement Commission. I should like the
Minister's assurance to be recorded in
Hansard.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-This question has already
been put to me. At the moment I am not
expressing my own view of the clause
which I propose to insert in place of
this one. I asked the Minister in charge
of the Bill in the other House in
the presence of the chairman of the
Public Service Board what was the
answer and I was told that the
answer to the member's question was
" Yes." In another way they explained
that would be the result. I inquired
whether I could assure the House that,
if used, the terms that I used in regard
to the long-service leave Bill would
mean that the men would go back to
the Public Service on terms not less
favourable than they would have enjoyed
had they remained in the Service. Again
I was told that the answer was "Yes."
That is the only assurance I can give.
The clause was negatived.
The remaining clauses were agreed to.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I propose the following
new clause:AA. Any land being(a) land acquired or set apart under
this Act or the Soldier Settlement
Acts; or
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(b) unalienated land of the Crownwhich in the opinion of the Minister is not
required for settlement under Part II. of
this Act may in such manner and on such
terms and conditions as the Minister determines :be made avail'a.Jble to approved
persons or organizations for occupation for
purposes of primary production.

In my second-reading speech I demt
with this subject, and intimated to the
House that, when the Bill was in Committee, I would submit that amendment.
The Bon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-This seems to be an
extraordinary clause. Under our land
settlement scheme, land is acquired from
a private owner and purchased purely
for soldier settlement. Under the terms
of the Bill, of £5,000,000, a sum of
£500,000 is to be set apart for two
classes of settlers. We have also heard a
good deal about the lack of money for
soldier settlement, and have been
informed of the number of soldiers for
whom no land has been aUotted. Here
is a proposal to give power to the
Minister-not necessari'ly the presen1
M'inister, but some future vne--to provide land tv persons or organizations for
occupation fur purposes of primary productivn. The persons might be enemy
aliens. We wish to see new migrants
made at home. However, we do not
Imow what the organizations will be.
This seems to be a strange way to go
about land set1!lement. This is not like
the scheme of the Australian Mutua!l
Provident Society which took up useless
land. That land, however, was improved
by science and has been worth while
cultivating. It is said that there were
approximately 47,000 acres of unalienated land available for soldier settlement.
Perhaps some future Minister will spend
another £1,000,000 on purchasing some
of the richest land in the State and
allocating it to any persons whom he
chooses, since approval will be subject
not ta the Governar in Council but to
the Minister. The Minister may hold a
different opinian from that of the
Gavernor in Council in regard to the
allocatian of blocks. I think the new
clause is altagether too wide in its scope,
and that it will leave far toa much authority in the hands of a future Minister 'Of
Lands on a date that is at present unpredictable. In all the circumstances. thp
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proposed new clause is ill-considered.
should be withdrawn for review, so
that it may be put into a more suitable
form. The new clause would, if pas'sed,
wreck this legislation as a whole. One
is inclined to the view that rather than
vote in favour of the new clause one
would support rejection of the Bill as
a whole.
It

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (North~
Western Province).-I oppose the new
clause. I cannot quite appreciate the
intention of it. It readsAny land being(a) land acquired or set apart under
this Act or the Soldier Settlement
Act; or
(b) unalienated land of the Crown-which, in the opinion of the Minister is not
required for settlement under Par:t II. of this
Act may . . . . 'as .the Minister determines be
made available to persons or oganizations
As I. said in the course of my secondreading speech, there is a vast reservoir
of young persons in Australia who
require land, and our duty is to see th3.t
they are settled on the land before anyone else. Some of them are returned
soldiers; many others have reached
their majority since the last war and,
consequently, are not in the return~d
serviceman category. If there is land
suitable for settlement, whether it has
been acquired by the Soldier Settlement
Commission or is unalienated land of the
Crown, it should be settled under the
ordinary terms specified to-day; there
are any number of applicants. There is
no need to take land out of the hands of
the Soldier Settlement Commission· and
the. Lands Department with the idea of
providing for other types of settlers. If
land has been acquired for soldier settlement purposes, that is prima facie evidence that it is suitable for returned
servicemen. If, however, in the opinion
of the Soldier Settlement Commission,
any areas acquired are not altogether
suited to the purpose, there are plenty of
other people. who will be willing to
take it.
In the present measure two types of
Crown settlers are indicated; those who
choose a piece of land, purchase it and
develop it for themselves, and those who
acquire blocks on terms from the Crown.
From my knowledge of Victoria, I am
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led to the conclusion that there is very
little privately-owned land available for
settlement. The best areas have already
been utilized in connexion with the
scheme and so it is necessary now to
acquire other land for the purposes of
settlement. For that reason, the new
clause is a bad provision. It refers to
II such
terms and conditions as the
Minister determines." Mr. Cameron mentioned the great project of the Austmlian
Mutual Provident Society.
In that
instance a large tract of land was handed
to the Society for development, and a
special enabling Act was passed. Tha t
Act was the subject of criticism by
members of the party which now
occupies the Treasury bench.
The conditions under which the
outside organization in question should
develop the land were laid down in the
legislation. It was a prerogative of
Parliament to make such provisions; no
Minister should have the sole prerogative,
as this new clause stipulates he should.
If there is to be any land taken over by
an organization that is not under the
direct control of either the Soldier
Settlement Commission or the Lands
Department, the project should be
approved by an Act of Parliament and
the tenns and -conditions specified
therein. However, the land is not available.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Then there
is no need to worry.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The land is
not available in' sufficient acreage.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Then What
are you worrying about? I do not agree
that there is not some land which, wi ~h
effort, cannot be made productive.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is
no doubt about that; but if the Government proposes to acquire land and pass it
to some outside body, that is entirely
wrong. It negates one of the main bases
of land settlement, namely, that the
control should be exercised· by the
responsible public Departments. Mr.
Cameron expressed the opinion that
outside persons could include anyone. It
could include, for example,. a Dutch
colony. From a national point of view
we are opposed to colonies. of aliens.
There is no harm in their having individual blocks.
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The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-I also object to
the new clause. I feel that there is no
need for it. Mention was made by the
Minister and Mr. Byrnes that no land
was available.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I did not
say that.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-The
Minister took the attitude that if no land
were available there was no reason why
the new clause should not be acceptable.
The fact is that there is no land in this
State that is not capable of being put
to economic production. Thousands of
acres are being developed successfully
and economically, and that land two
years ago was considered arid waste.
There are thousands of acres just over
the border where not long ago there was
one sheep to every 15 to 20 acres.
The land was cultivated on a scientific
basis and to-day it is capable of carrying two or three sheep to' the acre.
I visited the area in recent months
and saw clover and phalaris ankle deep.
The area has a wonderful carrying
capacity. This new clause would, in
its operation, afford an opportunity to
a speculative group to come in under
the provisions of the Co-operation Bill
recently passed, and it would probably
be given financial backing by the
Government.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-That is not
so. There is no such provision in this
Bill.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-I remind
the Minister of the character of the Cooperation Bill. Presumably the Government has in mind land that may be
regarded by the Minister as being of no
use for soldier settlement.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I did not
say that either.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-The
new clause uses the expression" is not
required," and I presume that the implied reference is to land that is of no
use for soldier settlement. If groups
are allowed to take over land for settlement, it may become highly productive,
as in ordinary circumstances we should
like it to be; but I consider that the
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soldier settlement administration under
the new set-up is the body to take
control. There is no need for land to
be passed on in the manner indicated by
the new clause.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-There is no doubt
about what the new clause provides.
After referring to land that is not required for settlement, it proceeds to
mention land that, in the opinion of the
Soldier Settlement Commission is not
required, and it is to be ·made available
on such terms and conditions as the
Minister determines. Surely that would
bring in co-operative societies. The new
clause is far too wide and is therefore
dangerous. In my view, a separate
Act is required to make the position
more specific. Who will decide the land
required for soldier settlement? Only
the Minister. We cannot accept this
new clause, which jeopardizes the Bill
as a whole.
The Bon. A. K. BRADBURY (NorthEastern Province).-I strongly oppose
the new clause. As other members have
stated, it would give the Minister an
exceptionally wide power, and it could
affect land acquired as suitable for
soldier settlement, or for other categories of settlers.
Land could be
allocated to a section which could
establish a community of its own. That
is a very dangerous precedent to establish. There are thousands of young
Australians desirous of being settled on
the land if given the opportunity.
Surely this Chamber is not in favour of
granting its approval to a provision which
is sufficiently wide to permit an organization to come to this country and, by
. the exercise of the discretion of only
one Minister, be given the privilege of
engaging in land settlement to the
disadvantage of young Australians.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You are
reading into the Bill something that is
not there.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-I am
discerning in the new clause the wide
power granted to the Minister of the
day.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You have
obtained your instructions outside.
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The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-I am
expressing my own opinion. The Minister intimated earlier that he was not
very conversant with land settlement.
Apparently he is not very conversant
with this new clause. My party will
resist to the end its implementation,
because I think it will divide the community and permit the bringing into
this country of aliens of any description.
In the wisdom of the Minister such
persons could be allowed to establish a
community centre for land settlement·
purposes and become an isolated section.
The Hon. H. V. MacLEOD (Western
Province).-I am against the new clause.
There are so .many returned servicemen
requiring land for settlement purposes,
and they know what land will or will not
produce. I shall not support the proposed new clause, because it is wrong
in principle. In addition, too many returned men are crying out for land.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-I also am opposed to the
proposed new clause because I think its
'prOVIsIOns are premature.
To-day,
thousands of returned men and others
are seeking areas of land. The vesting
of power in the Minister to decide matters of this description is unwise.
The Hon A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I am surprised at some of the
arguments that have been advanced in
opposition to the Bill, and I feel sure
that the proposed new clause has not
been considered on its merits, nor has a
proper interpretation been made of the
wording that has been used. During the
the last few hours there have
been some influences at work but
they will not deter the Government from proceeding with the amendment. If the vote is adverse, I shall
move that progress be reported in order
,to permit the Government to consider
this matter on Monday.
I shall deal with the arguments which
have be·en submitted without bringing in
outside influences or reading into the
clause something which is not in it. I
will leave it to Mr. Mansell and Mr.
Byrnes to fight among themselves as to
whether land is or is not available in
Victoria. Mr. Cameron's main, possibly
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his only, objection to the clause was
that the power was too wide to be given
to a Minister; that there might be a.
Minister of Lands in whom one might
not have confidence, and by passing the
legislation, Parliament would be giving
him great power that he would utilize
for his own ends or not in the interests
of the State, or for some other improper
purpose.
The HOD. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province) .-1 rise to a point of
order. The Minister stated that that
was the only reason for my opposing
the Bill.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. D. J.
Walters) .-Order! There is no point of
order.
The Hon A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-If that argument is to prevail, it could be applied to many other
Acts in which a similar expression appears-" with the approval of the
Minister." The first thing that w~ must
remember is that Part II. of the Bill
sets up a new scheme whereby unsuitable land in one sense can be set aside,
and in other cases, suitable land for two
types of settlers, private settlers and
Crown settlers. A private settler will
spend his own money and a Crown settler will receive Government assistance.
In the clause, we find that the land is
not required for settlement purposes.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Who will determine that?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Tbe Minister, upon advice, and within the
meaning of the word "unsuitable."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Minister could be biased.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I am basing my argument not on any imputations of improper motives to the Minister. I repeat that this is land not
required for settlement. It must be on
terms and conditions laid down by the
Minister and it must be allotted only to
approved, persons. I assume that will
be done by' the Governor in Council by
regulation. In addition, the land must
be used for primary production. It will
be land acquired or set apart, and which
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is not required for settlement. In the
course of a conversation with an officer
of the Soldier Settlement Commission, it
was suggested that it would be difficult
to visualize land required for the purposes of soldier settlement which the
Minlister could say would be required for
settlement under this Bill because that
land would be required for soldier
settlement. Members who have had
experience of the Lands Department
know that there may be some part of
acquired 'land on which there is a house;
tha t area is sold. Land of that type
would not be suitable for the purposes
of primary production.
There are vast acres of unalienated
Crown land which possibly the Government could not give away. The Crown
would find it unprofitable to spend
money on the land and the private
settler would not pay for U. As to land
of that sort, the Minister could say,
"Here is land that no one wants. If
you like, work it without any expenditure on the part of the Government, and
if the proposition is a faHure, that will
be your responsibility." That is the
reason for the new clause. I repeat that
the land will be land that a private or a
Crown settler does not want.
The Hon. E. P.· CAMERON.-It could
be wanted by settlers.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If
improper motives or dishonest actions
are to be imputed against the Minister,
the honorable member should analyse
other Acts. It was suggested that this
meant Government backing. I repeat
that it will be land not required under
Part II. of this measure hecause it
will be unsui table for the reason
that a private or a Crown settler
will not want it. The Minister will then
say, "Make a go of it at your own
expense; you must bear any loss." The
Government is to give an incentive to
people in respect of land that no one
wants. By that means, land of this type
may be brought into production. In
introducing the new clause, the Govern'ment has no ulterior motive, as has been
implied.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I wish to relate an
experience to illustrate how dangerous
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it is to have a provision of this type in
legislation. Shortly after the first world
war, an organization opened up a lot
of land in the northern part of Victoria,
and on it settled Army officers and
others who were brought ~rom India.
It was a fallure, and so much political
pressure was put upon the Government
of the day that it had to take over the
land, which had been irrigated at great
expense. I believe it cost the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
more than £90,000 for an-ears of water
rates. That shows what may happen
with settlement outside the control of
the State, which must ultimately" carry
the baby." The scheme of the Australh.n
Mutual Provident Society is giving
preference to returned soldiers, but if
it failed pressure would be placed on
tlle Government to take over that
scheme.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-The Miniister explained that the land in question would
be poor land that no one else wanted,
and that no financial obligation would
be placed upon the State. I suggest
that that Js a most libera'! interpretation
of the new clause.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I find myself in
a ddfficulty. I received the proposed
amendment only within the last halfhour and I have not had an opportunity
to consider it fully. The Minister has
complained that members have not
discussed the proposed new clause on its
merits. I do not know how the Minister
can expect us to do so, seeing that it
has been introduced at this l'ate hour.
I claim that members ought to have
an hour or two in which to consider the
proposed new provision. I cannot determine at what it .is aimed. I do not know
whether I ought to use the word
"sinis,ter." I claim that I have a good
knowledge of the State of Victoria.
Primarily, I am an agriculturist and I
have a wide knowledge of agricultural
lands. I have travelled through the
United States of America, Canada,
Mexico, the Philippines, Southern China
and Japan. I have also traversed the
whole of Victoria, and I suggest that
there are very few lands in this State
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that could come within the category
'covered by the proposed new clause. The
land. of this State is capable of cultivation to enable it to produce good crops,
with the advent of scientific developments. I honestly believe that the proposed ,new clause should be postponed.
[ do nat care if the Minister of Labour
reports progress on the Bill. I would
prefer him to postpone the clause, however, and to introduce it as an amendment to the measure next session. I
desire to support and assist the Government, but I feel that my loyalty is
being strained when I am asked, in the
absence of sufficient evidence, to support a clause which is unacceptable to
a large number of members of this
House. In those circumstances, I could
not vote for the clause.
The Committee divided on proposed
new clause AA (the Hon. D. J. Walters
in the chair).

13
14

Ayes
Noes
Majority against the new
clause

1

AyES.

Mr.
M.r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Jones

Mr.' Jones

RESOLUTION FOR RENUMBERING
SECTIONS OF BILLS.

A message was received from the
Assembly acquainting the Council that
they have agreed to a resolution that
the Clerk of the Parliaments be
authorized, so far as may be necessary,
to renumber the sections in the Labour
and Industry Bill, consequentially on the
deletion of clauses and the insertion of
new clauses, and to substitute for any
reference in the Bill to any section
thereof the appropriate reference, to the
sections as renumbered in accordance
with the foregoing authority.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat the Council agree to the foregoing
resolution wilth the following amendments;1. After " Labour and, Industry Bill"
insert "and the Landlord, and Tenant BU!."
2. Omit .. the Bill" and insert'" the
Bills."

'The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that a message be sent
to the Assembly acquainting them that
the Council have agreed to the foregoing
resolution, with amendments, and desiring their concurrence therein.

(Doutta Galla)

Mr. Slater
Mr. Smilth
Mr. Thomas.
Tellers:
Mr. Rawson
(Ballarat) Mr. Tilley.

I

NOES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Ludbrook

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McArthur
MacLeod
Mansell
Warner.

Tellers:
Mr. Fulton
Mr. MacAulay.

PAIRS.

Mr. Arnott
Mr. Sheehy.
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Mr. Tuckett
Swinburne.

I Mr.

The lion. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-In view of the vote that has
just been taken, I ask that progress be
reported so that the Government may
give consideration to the Bill and to
its own position.
Progress was reported.

TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a measure 'to amend the Transport Regulation Acts and f'or other purposes. Whenever those Acts have to
be amended great controversy is aroused.
The transport industry is highly
specialized. After Acts have been on
the statute-book for some years it is
found necessary to review them to correct anomalies, and to tighten them from
an administrative point of view. It is
often necessary to streamline Acts and
in other cases to consolidate them. Next
year I intend to give some consideration
to the consolidation of the statutes
referring generally to transport.
Much misunderstanding has occurred
in regard to this Bill and I think that
much 'undue publicity has been given
to the intentions of the, measure.
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Many
misleading
statements
have
been
made
about
the
activities
of the Transport Regulation Board.
A number of people have been misguided, and much ignorance has been
displayed in regard to the functions of
the Board. 1 have high regard for the
press and so what 1 say is said more
in sorrow than in anger. On the question of transport the press does not
seem to be well informed, because some
of the articles apparently written by
specialist contributors did not give facts
and were intended to mislead. Th~re
are two organizations much concerned
about transport. One is the Victorian
Road Transport Association which is a
registered body with a large and influential membership. There is also the
Road Passenger Service Operators
Assocation which is registered and comprises men highly specialized in the
road transport passenger services.
The relationship between the Government and those two bodies is good; in
fact, there is the utmost co-operation
between the Government and them.
Before the Bill was introduced into
Parliament it was submitted to those
bodies for their consideration. We were
anxious to have their views. Although
they were not in full accord with our
intentions they were informed of them.
Despite the fact that they are well known
and representative bodies, most of the
publicity has been had by the Road
Transport Development Association. I
have tried to ascertain whom that
organization represents.
About nine
months ago 1 had a conference with
transport organizations to discuss transport generally. 1 wanted to state the
intentions of the Government in regard
to the implementation of the legislation.
The only body not represented on that
occasion was the Road Transport
Development Association. 1 contacted
Mr. Leslie, the president, and Mr.
Dobson, the secretary, and invited them
to have a talk with me. After an hour's
discussion 1 told them that 1 desired
to effect a liaison with them and so
would like to know whom they represented, what their membership was, and
details of the constitution of their body.
r told them that if they proved their
bona fides I, as a Minister, would effect
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that liaison. They promised to communicate with me but 1 have heard
nothing from them ~ince.
1 mention that instance to indicate
that much of the publicity has been
misleading, and to inform the press that
if it wants information about transport
it· should see the two bodies 1 have
mentioned.
. The PRESlDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-1 trust that no honorable member will
think that the Minister's reference will
open up a debate on the question of those
particular associations.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I wished
to put the position to the press and to
indicate that some of the publicity had
come from an association that was not
truly representative of the industry. I
was saying that nine months ago these
people promised to give me facts, but
1 have heard nothing. Mr. Leslie has
resigned and there are no office bearer~
except an acting president. 1 have again
offered them an opportunity to prove
their bona fides. These are the people
who have been getting all the pUblicity
in the newspapers. All 1 suggest to
the press is that when it desires to
publish facts it should check the bona
fides of those giving statements. The
two registered organizations are the Victorian Road Transport Association and
the Victorian Road Passenger Service
Operators Association.
The object of the Bill is not, as some
people seem to think, to increase
revenue; it is to streamline the present
legislation, to correct anomalies, and to
make it possible for the Transport
Regulation Board to implement more
efficiently the Act which has been on
the statute-book for some years. The
number of licensees affected by thil
measure is approximately 5,000 out of
70,000. The· revenue of the Board
comes from licence fees and permits.
1 should give
some
explanation
what the licence fees and the permits
are. There seems to be much confusion
on this matter. Every person who carries goods or passengers must have a
licence. There is the "as of right"
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licence for which the fee is only £2.
There are 65,000 " as of right" licences
as
against 5,000
" discre"tionary "
licences. In the case of "as of right"
licences there is a fiat rate of £2; in the
case of the "discretionary" licences,
which are subject to issue by the Board
after a public hearing there is a :fiat
rate of £2, and lOs. per cwt. on the
gross weight of the vehicle and the
load. Permits are granted to deviate
from the terms of the licence itself,
which gives certain rights. A carrier
has to pay for permits up to a maximum
of £15.
I have already said that it is not the
intention of this Bill to increase revenue.
The idea in changing the basis of charging fees was to obtain a more flexible
basis. Had it been the intention of the
Government to increase revenue in this
way there would have been no need to
include in the Bill a clause which was
subsequently amended. Although the
maximum fee is £15, the highest being
charged is £9 on a maximum weight
vehicle travelling from Mildura to Melbourne and from Melbourne to Mildura.
Excluding that one, the highest fee is
£7 5s., which is about 50 per cent. of
the maximum. In the case of the discretionary licence the highest fee paid
"is 8s. instead of lOs.," and that is done
in one case only. It ranges from 1s. to
2s. ; the average is 5s. I . think the
highest licence fee charged is 6s.
So honorable members will see that
if the Government was chasing revenue
as was suggested when we included the
provision to charge 3d. a ton, we could
have overnight doubled the revenue by
increasing the fees charged on permits
and licences. There seems to be a lot
of misapprehension, or of apprehension,
in regard to this matter. It was not of
such great consequence so far as this
Bill was concerned and we decided to
amend the measure by withdrawing the
provlslon. Strange to relate, representatives of the associations that came to
me and received my assurance that it
was not our intention to increase the
fees said this to me-they would not
vote for our party-" We are not worried while you are in office, but we do
not know what would happen if there
was a change of Government."
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is the
clause in question now in the Bill?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It was
in the Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-A debate must
not be allowed to develop upon the
merits or demerits of these organizations or their views. The question is:
What attitude will honorable members
take? We are not concerned with the
views of outside organizations or people.
This is a members' House and the members have to take the responsibility of
determining the merits or demerits of
this legislation. I will not at present
stop the Minister, whose remarks may
be remotely relevant to the Bill.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The
Transport Regulation Board is purely a
regulatory Board; it is not its purpose
to make contributions to the State
revenue. It has a function to charge
fees for certain rights. Contrary to
what many people believe, I want to
point out that the Board was not instituted to increase the revenue of the
Railway Department.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It was instituted to suppress motor traffic.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The
honorable member can tell us later why
it was instituted.
The Hon.' WILLIAM SLATER.-The
Right Honorable R. G. Menzies was its
father.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Since
this Government took office there has
been some attempt to make a constructive approach to the transport problems of this State. There is a section
of the community that declares that
power is being sought to force transport off the roads, to make the exclusive use of the railways compulsory,
and to obtain an indirect contribution to
the revenue of the Railway Department.
That is not my opinion. My view at the
present time represents the view of the
Government. Since we have been in
office we have done a number of thdngs
in the direction of co-ordinating transport, in order to make it more economic
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and more efficient. Members know that
the Transport Regulation Act provides
that, in respect of the granting of
road permits and licences, notice must
be taken of the services rendered by the
State transport system. When this
Government assumed office, the Railway Department, which was one of the
transport systems, was beginning to
emerge from a serious depression. Up
to that time, it was not rendering very
valuable services to the community, the
reasons being those which I have outlined ,in this House on many previous
occasions.
The Government does not take all the
credit for what the Railway Department
was beginning to do when we assumed
office-I mean to provide a more effioient
service. Mr. Kent Hughes, when Minister
of Transport, took the courageous step
of ordering quite a lot of railway equipment abroad, so that Victoria could
modernize Us transport system. I give
the Govern,ment of which he was a
member, and Mr. Kent Hughes himself,
full marks for that action, but I do not
give Mr. Kent Hughes so much credit
for other actions he took in respect of
the Railway Depart'ment.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Those other actions do not come
within the scope of this measure.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I think
that the members of the Liberal party
will be pleased at your intervention, Mr.
PreSiident. I am giving credit where it
is due, but I was about to subtract from
the full marks I gave Mr. Kent Hughes
at an ear1ier stage. Since the time I
indicated, we have endeavoured to
reduce the railway deficit, in view of
its influence on State finance. Some of
the steps taken I have outlined previously. Not all the improvements that
have been made have been due to the
operation of the Transport Regulation
Board. In November last year, an
inti-mation was given to a number of
temporary permit holders that, because
of the improved services provided by the
Railway Department in certain areas,
their permits would not be renewed.
The effect was not as bad as was made
out in many quarters. Fewer than 100
transport operators were disadvantaged
by the edlict of the Transport Regula-
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tion Board. Through the operation of
the Board, many of those who had purchased trucks and were left without
permits have been found other routes
and other work. Only a small percentage of the 80 or 90 operators whose
permits were withdrawn are to-day
suffering as the result of that decision.
There was an outcry at the time, it being
asserted that an injustice had been done
to those operators. However, I repeat
what I have said on a previous occasion,
namely, that several years' notice was
given to them, that they were working
only on temporary permits, and that
when the railways could give a service
the operators' permits would be withdrawn.
We felt that, because those operators
were embarrassed, it was the duty of
the Transport Regulation Board, if
possible, to find work for their vehicles.
Contrary t6 the opinion held in certain
quarters that a'll those operators had
been thrown out of employ,ment or
forced off the 'road, the fact is quite
the reverse. There is an impression
abroad that the Transport Regulation
Board's policy is to improve the financiai posItion of the raHways, but that
is not the case. I shall endeavour to
outline what has been accomplished by
the Railway Department; it has had a
greater influence on its revenue than
have the operations of the Boa,rd. There
are about 22 to 25 non-paying lines"
fourteen of which have been closed, and
road transport put in their place. The
Government considered its responsibility
to be that if a State transport system
were removed something else should be
provided in lieu. A number of the
operators who were refused renewal of
their permits have gone on to the routes
made avai'lable by the closing of non-'
paying railway lines. In other instances,
new routes have been opened in areas
where the railways could not provide a
good service, and road operators were
given No.1 priority.
The Railway Department was engaged
in a fairly extensive intra-suburban
freight service which, however, was
unprofitable. Furthermore, it was considered that in some instances the rail.,
ways were not giving good service. In
consultation with the Victorian Road
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Transport Association, we decided to
withdraw the service rendered by
the Railway Department and hand
the business over to road transport.
Most of this intra-suburban
traffic is being catered for by ordinary
suburban carriers, who are .members of
the association. A number of permits
have been granted in respect of decentralized industry, for instance, in the
cartage of raw material from the city
to the industries and, in some cases,
the transport of manufactured goods
back to Melbourne. It· is true that
certain permits have been refused. As
the result of the recommendations of a
special committee, it was decided to
make a payment to such operators out
of the Decentralization of Industries
Fund to counterbalance the disability
they had suffered.
I can cite an instance in East Gippsland . where there was a number of
timber carters. We considered that the
raHways could provide a service and
we renewed ,the permits to those
operators to cart the goods to the railhead. After examination of the position,
and the al1:eration of the permits, it was
discovered that the equipment at the
railway terminal was notcapahle of
handling satisfactorily the timber transported to the rail-head. We immediately
reinstated the permits, and many of
these people have to-day returned to the
business of transporting timber by road
from East Gippsland to the metropolitan
area. Such traffic is transferred to the
railways only if the Department can
provide the service.
The Railway Department is not the
authority that decides' whether a service
is efficient or economic; such decisions
are made by the' Transport Regulation
Board, and the Minister has the final
word if there arises a dispute between
the Department and the Transport
Regulation Board. I think honorable
members witl appreciate the Railway
Department's view that it should be
carrying perhaps 80 or 90 per cent. of
the business. It claims that it can
provide efficient services. In a number
of instances I discovered that that was
not the case and I have often come down
on the side of the Transport Regulation
Board.
The Hon. P. L. Ooleman.
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The Hon. WILLIAM MACAuLAY.-Are
the railways able to handle ali the
timber from Orbost?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-No;
most of it comes by road. Some goes
to the rail-head, where there is efficient
handling equipment, but the equipment
at Nowa Nowa is rather old-fashioned, so
in that case road transport operates. The
action I have indicated was taken after
inquiry by a committee, one of the
representatives on which was Mr.
J. Y oul, secretary of the Sawmillers
Association. Mr. Warner is interested
in the carriage of refrigerators. The
cartage of refrigerators is a big business,
because those articles are not a luxury;
in fact, they are a necessity. It was
learned that the cost of transporting a
refrigerator by rail from Melbourne to
Bendigo was about £10, due to the fact
that the RaHway Department inSJisted
upon the refrigerators being crated.
The road transport charge to Bendigo
was about 30s. Despite the protestations of the Railway Department, I came
down on the side of the Transport
Regulation Board and permits are now
being given freely for the road transport
of refrigerators to the country.
A contentious question is that of the
transport of wool f·rom Geelong. The
Railway Department claimed that it
could provide a very efficient service,
and that it should carryall the wool
coming from the Geelong wool sales.
However, each case was decided on its
merits, with the result that the proportion of the wool from the last two sales
carted by the ra:ilways was 40 per cent.,
the remainder being transported by road.
The Government is' not railway-minded.
Questions whether .materials should be
transported by road are decided on the
merits of the cases. The Government
considers that there is room in the transport system of Victoria for both rail
and road traffic. The difficul ty is to
determine which system is the more
economical and the more efficient for
the type of traffic offering. Considering
the fact that the people of this State
have about £80,000,000 invested in the
railway undertaking, I think that the
se·ction of the Transport Regulation Act
providing that, before permits or
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licences are granted, due consideration
must be given to the ability of the State
transport system to provide service, is
proper, and should be fully implemented
by any Government.
Of the two most contentious clauses
in this Bill, that relating to fees has
been eliminated, and I have informed the
House why that decision was made. The
Government was not seeking any
revenue, and the clause in question was
not highly important. The idea of it
was to find a more flexible method of
fixing fees for licences and permits.
The one relating to the primary producer was important, however. Here
again, the original clause provided :that
the primary producer should be placed
on the same footing as the ordinary
ancillary user. Any person who has a
store in, say, Melbourne, Ballarat,
Bendigo, Swan Hill, or elsewhere, can
obtain an " as of right " licence to deliver
his goods Within 50 miles of the store.
In some instances, the distance is 25
miles, and in others 20 mines. There is
a limitation on the distance for that type
of licence. A primary producer should
not be placed in any more advantageous
position than the ordinary anciHary
user.
Under the clause in the Bill as
originally framed, the primary producer
was to be charged a fee of 5s. as against
a flat rate of £2 for any other ancillary
user. The truck of the ordinary ancillary user was limited to 4 tons. For a
primary producer there is no limit to
the tonnage of the truck. The primary
producer was to be allowed to transport
not only his own goods, but those of
·his neighbour, and his neighbour was to
be a person living in the locality. However, the radius was not clearly defined
.and could have ranged from 100, through
50, down to 10 miles. He was aiso to be
allowed to cart without fee or reward
goods for himself and his neighbour.
In other words, the primary producer
·was to be not only a primary producer,
but an ordinary common carrier.
I feel that the transport industry, which
has transport for its livelihood, should
not have to face the unfavourable com·petition of the primary producer. That
is the reason why this· clause was
reconsidered. I was approached by a
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number of mem,bers of Parliament who
put to me the view that an ordinary
ancillary user adds the cost of the.
delivery to the customer on to the goods
before he reaches the customer's store,
but the primary producer does not know
what he will get for his goods, until
they reach the market ; therefore he is
not in a position to adopt the same
procedure. The primary producer is not
restricted as is the ordinary ancillary
user who pays £2 for his licence and
is limited to a radius of 50 miles and is
also limi ted in the size of his vehicle
to the maximum of 4 tons. "The
primary producer is still getting great
concessions under this Bill and I trust
that the House will accept the compromises thalt have been arrived at.
.
I can assure honorable members that
there were some serious abuses of the
original provision as to the use of a
primary producer's vehicle. In some
places in the Western District, a transport operator with a huge trailer would
transfer the equi ty in his truck to a
primary producer, would still operate
the truck in the name of the producer
and would transport the neighbour'·s
produce. Ile would also cart goods for
the primary producer and his neighbours
and he would not be carrying them
without fee or reward. This measure
will tighten up that situation. Nobody
could countenance such abuses.
The Hon. WILLIAM MAcAULAY.-Those
would be very rare oases.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is
not so. If Mr. MacAulay is interested
I can give him a list of a number of
cases, but I might add that there have
been none in his province. The other
contentious provision of the Bill is in
respect of the Third Schedule. Perishable goods are specified and these were
given the same discretionary licences at
the flat rate of £2. We examined the
matter and took out of the schedule
goods that were not wholly and solely
perishable----potatoes, onions, eggs and
citrus fruits. Upon representations from
the egg producers, we decided that eggs
were a border-line case and agreed to put
them back under the Third Schedule as
perishable goods. It could not be said,
however, that potatoes and onions were
perishable produce. Citrus fruits, too,
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were a border-line case. I' conferred
with Mr. Cameron, secretary of the
Mildura District Citrus Co-operative
Association, and I hold him that
after the Christmas holidays I would
be prepared to convene a conference of the citrus growers in his area
and representatives of the Railway
Department and the Transport Regulation Board, and that we would evolve
a plan satisfactory to everybody.
I do not say that all citrus fruits are
going to 'be transported by rail. Each
matter will be judged on its merits. In
regard to the long haul from Mildura
to 'Melbourne the service is operating
to-day 'and if the appropriate road
stock is available and an efficient service
can continue to be given, we shall be
able to make out a case so far as
Mildura 'and Robinvale are concerned.
With respect to export fruits, there may
be a different case altogether. It is
intended to discuss this matter after
Christmas and if the position is not
workable I am quite satisfied to have
steps taken to restore the produce to
the schedule.

Most of the early clauses of this Bill
are of an interpretative character
rendered necessary by the provisions of
the Act of 1951. Definitions are altered
and improved with a view to bringing
the whole set-up more or less in line with
the general functions of the Transpor1
Regula tion Act.
The Bill defines
"operator," "motor car," "highways"
and" roads" in the light of the services
that have been taken over from the
Melbourne City Council. The penalties
in the Act were fixed in 1933 or 1934
and meanwhile the value of the £1 has
varied so much that the penalties to-day
are not commensurate with the value of
the £1. The effeot is that they operate
unf.avourably against the honest man
who is prepared to abide by the regula·
tions. We feel that to implement the
transport legislation fully and effectively
there should be these increased penalties
so that the unscrupulous person shall
be made to change his ways and abide
by the law in the conduct of his business.
I feel convinced that my intimation that
early next year it is intended to give
some consideration to the consolidation
The Hon. P. L. Coleman.
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of the transport legisla tion will meet
with both the interest and the approval
of all connected with the industry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-In view of the
Christmas atmosphere prevailing I
should like to say a few nice words on
this Bill. I think the Minister of Transport has inherited, together with his
predecessors, a very difficult job. I
could spend hours speaking on the subject of transport. The whole method
of our transport, including the railways,
starts off on a wrong basis because we
do not charge the true cost of transport
on each particular journey or on each
particular type of goods. The Country
party claims tha t primary products
should be carried at less than the cost
in many cases and in some instances
there is justification for that claim. I
stHI think, though, that if the State
considers that certain things such as
manure should be carried at below cost,
there should be a special fund and a
special appropriation set aside so that
the'railways could be looked at fairly and
squarely like a public company, and that
the costs of subsidy should be shown elsewhere in Government accounts. Then
we would be able to judge whether the
railways are or are not capable of competing with other transport. I cannot
say whether the railways are efficient
or inefficient, because no one can tell
me whether the rates they charge are
fair or unfair. They are determined
on what the Government, for the time
being, decides should be the rates.
Flowing from that are many grave
errors of judgment. Other means of
transport have been taxed in a manner
that has proved to be restrictive.
Sir James Kennedy has contended on
more than one occasion that the proper
principle is that the revenue from these
taxes should be applied to the upkeep
of the roads and that it is wrong to
divert it to Consoiidated Revenue. The
Minister of Transport says that the
railways do not get this money, but at
all events the consequence is that road
transport is taxed and the money therefrom is placed in Consolidated Revenue.
The railways lose £2,000,000 or
£3,000,000 a year and the Consolidated
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Revenue pays for it. So what the Minister says does not quite represent the
true picture. If he were to ask the
average man in the street what he thinks
of the Transport Regulation Board, he
. would get the reply that the man
regarded it as an instrument for suppression of road transport. Of course, that
body is a regula tory Board, as the
Min~ster
says.
It suppresses road
transport where the policy of the State
decides that it is competing with the
railways and, flowing from that, we get
all sorts' of stupid anoma:lies that I
could enumerate. The most expensive
thing in Australia to-day is prime labour,
and it is prime labour that loads and
unloads the trucks-time after time in
the course of railway operations until
the goods being transported reach their
destination. That is why there are'such
fantastic costs in our railway system.
I have not had time to verify statistics
but I believe that we have the highest
percentage costs of any English-speaking
country in the world in our transport
system; the greatest percentage of
national income is s·pent in Australia
upon transport compared with any other
country in which statistics are kept.
One reason is the very great distances
goods have to be conveyed. It is c~rious
that we hear politicians and business-'
men talking of Australia as if it carried
a population of 8,000,000 from a manufacturing and trading point of view.
That is not true.
Australia is a country with a
population of 2,000,000 to a manufacturer and of 6,000,000 with an
export market. It costs us so much
to pack and freight and cart and unload
goods dispatched from Melbourne to
Sydney and Brisbane as to export them
to London. The real cost is the loading
'and unloading and all the packaging
that goes on, and then, as I hear Mr.
Thomas remark, there is insurance. I
might mention that when goods are
sunk they cost some people money.
Those persons who are lucky enough to
lose their goods get them paid for by
all the rest of the people who subs'cribe
to insurance, and there are some people
-1 am sorry to have to tell Mr. Thomas
-who make a profit out of it. 1 have
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even heard of cases in which the fellow
who waS lucky enough to lose his goods
made money on the job. Mr. Brennan
raises a point about motor cars and the
railways. If we had had the motor car
before the railways, we probably never
would have had railways. As the Minister
said, the railways have a capital investment of approximately £80,000,000.
My figures indicate that the investment
in road transport is about £150,000,000
in this State. So, a very much greater
sum of money has been invested in road
transport than in the railways. In order
to protect the investment in the railways
a sum of £30,000,000 was written off
the capital investment and t11e public
is paying interest on that sum. Another
factor worthy of note is that the railways are being charged only one per
cent. on £40,000,000 of the total capital
investment, so they are being given a
present to the extent of the sum that
would be required to pay interest at
three per cent. on the other £40,000,000.
Furthermore, the railways pay no stamp
duties, no road taxes, no income tax
and no land tax.
In comparison with road transport, the
railways enjoy every conceivable privilege that can be given to them, whereas
the road transport industry pays a
tremendous sum of money in pe.trol
taxes, road taxes, and sales tax; in
that way i·t contributes approximately
£350,000,000 annually to the national
income. Of course, the Minister of
Transport will argue that road transport
will have the privilege of carrying eggs.
It is curious that in a deep voice of awe
the Minister should say to free-born
citizens in this country that they are
to be given the privilege of carting their
own eggs. That is wonderful! If you
are nice, and if you run to the transport
Board every day, you may be granted a
permi t to cart your own produce or the
produce of your neighbours.
I know a man who has nine trucks
and every time he requires to take out
a permit he must use his car to go to
the Transport Regulation Board, where
after standing in a queue for a long time
he will.have the opportunity of arguing
his case with the staff.. Then, if he pays
his fees, he will be given a permit.
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The Hon. F. M. THoMAS.-The cost
involved in getting his permit will
added to the cost of the eggs.

be

The Hon. A. G. W.A!RNER.-That is
so. The people whom Mr. Thomas represents will pay every penny of the costs
involved, as well as the cost of every
delay, every frustration, every restriction, all the insurance, and every oth~r
possible loading on the goods. In due
time all those imposts h'ave to be met
by the working men of whom· Mr.
Thomas is proud. 1<t is important that
we should understand .the background
upon which these restrictions have been
created. I have discussed this matter
with the Minister of Transport who, haS
a few ideas that will possibly result in
carriers being given a few more liberties.
Let us consider the system that obtains
in relation to permits. A ship will come
in, and it is suddenly announced that it
has space available for more cargo. The
ship may be sailing at 8 o'clock the next
morning. Unfortunately, some foreign
captains have never heard of the Victorian Transport Regulation Board and
they will not wait until the Hoard issues
a permit next day to a person who
desires to transport his goods. Therefore many people would be precluded
from carting their products to the ship.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is not
true.
The· Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If a
prim'ary producer at Bendigo desired to
consign some goods on that ship, he
would not be able to carry them
because he would be distant more than
50 miles.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is a
different statement. You have qualified
your remarks.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I admit
that if a person were fortunate enough
to live near the ship it would not be
necessary to have a permit before carting the goods, but the person who lived 50
miles away would suffer a disadvantage
and he would have to say, "Dear Mr.
Norwegian, 'I am sorry I cannot cart my
produce to be transported on your ship.
I suppose you have not hearer of our
Transport Regulation Board from which
I must first get a permit? " I congratulate
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the Minister on the efforts he has
made to rehabilitate the railways.
If the Government would undertake
that road transport would not be suppressed in the interests of the railways
we would be reassured. If the railways
are to receive business just because
other people are not allowed to undertake the carriage of goods there will be
no encouragement towards efficiency.
The Minister knows that in the United
States of America the private railways
must compete with private road transport. I have not had an opportunity to
study the details of the Bill as
thoroughly as I should have liked, and
therefore I shall conclude my remarks.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NnrthWestern Province).~We :appreciate the
concessions that the Minister has made
to prim,ary producers, but I should like
some information on a problem that
concerns the vegetable growers in the
far north. A number of young returned
servicemen who have settled on the land
without Government financial assistance
are producing at" this time of the year
beans, tomatoes, lettuce and other
vegetables. Many of them are operating
in a small way and they can afford to
ruR, perhaps, only an old T-model Ford.
I understand that they will not now be
permitted to carry their neighbour's
primary products. If that is so, the
law will operate very definitely to the
disadvantage of many of them. If beans
are sent by rail they miss the market
next morning. Then they have to be
held over until the following day, but
in that event the produce might as well
be thrown away.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Under the
provision of the Bill about which you
are speaking, a primary producer cannot
carry goods without a permit.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-But he
may get a permit to carry his neighbour's vegetables?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It depends
on the circumstances; it is possible to
get a permit.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-I am
glad to hear the Minister say that it
will be possible to get a permit. In
that event the disadvantage will not be
so great.

T'fansport (Amendment) [11 DECEMBER, 1953.]
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-I rise to seek information
regarding one clause. I consider that
the Minister has done a grave injustice
to a large section of primary producers.
I understand that, as a result of my
request or advice, the provision in
relation to citrus fruits has been
elimina ted from the "as of righ t "
clause in regard to transport by road.
Apparently, that was done following the
speech that I made about the railways
in which I pointed out the difference
in the business attitude of the late Sir
Harold Clapp and that of the present
Commissioners. There was never any
question or any suggestion that the
whole of the citrus fruit should be carted
by rail. That is the last thing the
growers would have suggested and, in
fact, it would have been foolish. All I
said was that an offer was made
to the Railway Department by me in
the same way as a similar offer was
at one time made to the late Sir Harold
Clapp, but that offer was turned down
completely by the present RaHways
Commissioners.
I believe that the Minister is perfectly
genuine in his desire to put the railways
on a paying basis, but I do not think he
realizes how the citrus industry will be
affected. The Minister has classed citrus
fruit as a non-perishable product. The
Department of Agriculture decides
that question. It is not permissible to
cart citrus fruit for human consumption
in bags. Ci trus is possibly :the most
perishable of all raw fruits. Soft fruits,
such as peaches, are marketed when
they are green. They ripen in the coursp.
of transit, or in the shops or the stores
of wholesale merchants. Except for the
early oranges, such as the early navels
or Valencias, oranges are not marketed
until they are fully ripe and have the
full sugar content. When oranges are
sent to the market they are consigned
as fully ripened fruit. Peaches are not
sent down in a ripe condition and, as I
said before, they ripen in the shops or
in the' course of transit. Many fruits
are marketed in a sUghtly green condition, otherwise they would not keep.
Citrus fruit is always marketed when
it is fully ripe. The longer the season
continues, whether the fruit is grown in
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Mildura or along the upper Murray, the
more wastage there is. This year,
during the months of September and
October, possibly 20 per cent. of the
crop of navel oranges was wasted. When
there is such a wastage the price is
lower, because the shopkeeper will not
purchase oranges which are likely to
waste in his store. This year, the average
citrus-grower will not receive the cost of
production for oranges. In this Bill the
right of the citrus-growers to cart their
fruit by road has been removed.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is
not so.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It will be
possible to obtain a permit at a special
fee. However, we will not have the
same rights as the growers of berries
and soft fruits, unprocessed marketgarden and orchard products, or the
vendors of ice, ice-cream, eggs, milk, fish,
flowers and such other perishable goods
as are prescribed. Citrus fruit is classed
with onions and potatoes. I do not
think the Depa'rtment of Agriculture
would agree with that classification.
Except for long haulage from South
Australia and Mildura, the railways are
completely inefficient for the cartage of
citrus fruit.' For instance, if oranges
are sent by rail, it is anything from two
to four days before they are marketed.
We pack oranges on a Friday and they
are sent to market on the week-end
train, which leaves on a Monday. They
should catch the market on a Tuesday
morning, but they arrive too late and
are not taken to the wholesa:le stores
until late Tuesday morning or Tuesday
afternoon.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-U the railways cannot do better than that,
oranges will not go on rail.
The Han. D. J. WALTER.S.-That has
been happening for as long as I
remember.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-Are those
oranges off the tree or from the store?
Th-e Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-All
oranges are packed off the tree or within
a few hours- of arriving in the store. No
oranges are placed in a cool store at
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the point of dispatch. By road transport, oranges can be packed on Monday
morning, and the pu.blic can be eating
them on the Tuesday morning.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-Why not put
them on the train on the Monday
morning?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-There is
no train. If oranges are placed on the
Tuesday train, they are not marketed
until Thursday. There are only two
packing sheds near raHway lines, the
remainder being anything up to 40 miles
from the rail. If citrus fruits are not
included in the provision, producers and
packing companies sending oranges to
Melbourne will have to obtain permits;
it will not be possible to transport the
fruit by road as of right. The citrusgrowers should not be penalized in that
way. Over the last few years, a tremendous number of oranges have been sold
direct to the public by hawkers, and that
trade is growing.
Those hawkers
purchase oranges either loose or packed
from the packing companies or the
growers. They then sell them to shopkeepers or private buyers, or on the side
of the road. This year, that type of
business saved many citrus-growers who
were not receiving the cost of production for their fruit. It must be remembered that the cost to the grower of
selling a case of fruit on the Melbourne
market for £1 is lOs. or lIs. If the
hawkers purchase oranges at lOs. a case,
the growers are satisfied, the hawkers
can make a profit and the people will
obtain a cheaper product.
I attended a meeting of the Victorian
Central Citrus Association Proprietary Limited on Wednesday and I
was instructed to fight against the
proposal that citrus fruit should not
be carried by primary producers as of
right. All growers are strongly opposed
to the attitude that is being taken. I
shall now refer to the handling of citrus
fruit by the railways and the attitude
that is taken by the Department when
breakages occur. Recently, a consignment of oranges was sent to Melbourne
by road, but the truck tipped over and
400 cases of fruit were thrown on to the
road. They were returned to the packing shed and repacked. A claim was
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made on the insurance company concerned for the cost of that operation,
and the claim was paid. The road transporter insures the fruit, the grower does

not.

Claims made on the Railway

Department are only seldom satisfied.
In my experience of over 25 years,
probably only 5 per cent. of the claims
made have been paid.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is a
wild statement.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It is not
a wHd statement. I can Cite the case of
a consignment of oranges from Murrabit
to New Zealand. The railway trucks containing the oranges were dam·aged in
shunting and the cases were broken, with
the result that the consignment was not
accepted by the shipping company, and
the oranges had to go on to the Melbourne market. A claim was made for
£600, but the attitude of the claims
agent was that as there was no wilful
misconduct on the part of the railways
the claim should be refused.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-If you will
give me the particulars of that case, I
shall look into the matter.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Tbe
claims agent has all the facts.
The Hon. J. J. JONEs.-How long does
it take for a consignment of oranges
to reach New Zealand?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Five
days.
Last year 170,000 cases of
oranges, worth £250,000, were exported
to New Zealand.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-I thought
that if oranges were in a truck for two
days they were spoilt.'
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I do not
want my words to be twisted. I did
not say that oranges are spoilt if they
are two days in a truck, but that can
happen. The majority of fruit consigned
to New Zealand is sent to Melbourne by
road transport. One reason is that it has
to be at the ship at a certain time. I
ask the Minister to accept my proposed
amendment to delete the words "and
citrus fruits" from proposed new paragraph 1 of the Third Schedule to the
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Transport Regulation Act, contained
in sub-clause (2) of clause 5, otherwise a grave injustice will be done
to the citrus industry. The opinion
of the Department of Agriculture
is that citrus fruits are perishable.
If my amendment is refused, the citrus
industry will be faced with increased
costs, consumers in Melbourne will purchase staler oranges, and there will be
no opportunity for hawkers to sell cheap
fruit. If my amendment were agreed
to, citrus fruits could be carried after
6.30 p.m. and before 7.30 a.m. I do
not know whether the Minister of Transport or the Attorney-General understand
the conditions of carting in northern
districts.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The question you are now raising is covered in
the Labour and Industry Bill.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That is
so, but that legislation will not apply if
my amendment is agreed to.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.~Why do
you not accept my assurance that I will
examine this question?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I do not
know why I should accept the assurance
of the Minister, when there is no reason
why he should not agree to my proposed
amendment.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The amendment proposed by Mr. Walters is
not necessary. If there is any injustice involved, I shall correct it. It
will not make any difference to the final
decision whether it is in -the schedule
or not.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I believe
the Minister is making a mistake and
that a grave injustice will be done. I
a'ccept the honorable gentleman's word
that he will consider the matter in the
Ugh t of more knowledge.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) .-1 urge the Minister of
Transport to consider inserting the exp:ression "other than new potatoes in
cases" after the word" potatoes" in subcause (2) of clause 5.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I shall do
the same as in the case of citrus fruits.
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The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-I make
that request because many growers who
send new potatoes to the Victoria
market pack them in cases. It would
be unreasonable to force them to obtain
a permit for each truckload which contains new potatoes.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I congratulate the
Minister of Transport for his announcement that early in the new political year
he intends to examine the Transport
Acts wi th the view of consolida ting
them. I gave notice some time ago of
a private member's Bin to amend the
Transport Act. I am prepared to wai t
until the Minister of Transport is con~idering the consolidation to discuss
with him my proposed amendments. I
shall not explain them now, but merely
mention their subjects. The first concerns the various radii set out in the
Act for the operations of road operators.
The other amendment I advocate concerns country factories. With the view of
facilitating their operations and lightening the costs burden, country factories, established with the idea of
decentralizing industry, should have
their position in respect of road transport alleviated, particularly where the
operation does not parallel a railway line.
I welcome the Minister's assurance that
when the Act is being consolidated he will
be prepared to confer on suggested
amendmen ts.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I compliment the
Minister of Transport on this Bill, which
should prove satisfactory to the people
of the State. There are some misgivings
in the minds of producers concerning
the supposed intention of the Government to get around section 92 of the
Constitution in order to prevent the
free flow of goods between States, with
particular reference to potatoes and
onions. if am sure the Minister will be
able to offer a satisfactory explanation,
which will allay the fears of many
people.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
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Clause 5, providing, inter alia(2) For paragraph 1 of the Third
Schedule to the Transport Regulation Act
1933, as amended by any Act there shall
be substituted the following paragraph:1. The carriage of berries and other
soft fruits, unprocessed market garden
and orchard produce <other than
potatoes onions and citrus fruit>, ice,
ice-cream, milk, cream, eggs, meat, fish,
flowers and such other perishable
goods as are prescrilbed for the purposes
of this paragraph.

The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-Perhaps the Minister of
Transport will indicate whether he
proposes to exclude new potatoes in
cases from the provision applying to
potatoes?
.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I shall reply to Mr.
Chandler and to Mr. Gartside's earlier
question jointly. Potatoes, new or old,
for intra-state trade will not be affected.
Under the Third Schedule, a fee of £2
is paid for a licence and it would be
possible--I want to be perfectly frankfor the Transport Regulation Board to
levy a permit fee of £15, but that is not
the intention of the Board or the Government. In respect of intra-state trade,
there will be no difference in the
privileges given in respect of new and
old potatoes. They' will be treated in the
same way as under the Third Schedule;
no increased charges will apply: There
will be a nominal fee of 2s. 6d. or 5s. for
a permit.
I assure Mr. Gartside and Mr. Chandler
that the people who market old and
new potatoes in Victoria have nothing
to worry about. If any injustices occur
under the clause, I shall take steps to
adjust them. I indicated to Mr. Walters
that citrus fruits are a border-line case;
they might, or might not, be perishable.
If the facts relating to Murrabit are
correct, I agree that Mr. Walters's case
for the continuation of road transport
is strong.
The Mildura position is
different, provided that the railways can
give the necessary service. Producers of
citrus fruits have the same rights as primary producers carrying any other form
of produce. There is no restriction on the
size of vehicles and there is an "open
go" for a 5s. fee.
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The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Does that
apply to co-operative stores?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Yes. In
reply to Mr. Mansell, farmers carrying
market garden produce for their neighbours may obtain an EL licence under
the Third Schedule as of right for a fee
of £2. They will not be affected by the
Bill. At the conference after Christmas,
no doubt a satisfactory solution to
various matters will be reached.
. The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL (NO.2).
The HOll. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to authorize the expenditure of moneys from the Loan Fund to
the extent of £11,750,000 on account of
the Railway Department. It provides
for the estimated expenditure for railway purposes between 30th August,
1953, and 31st December, 1954. Clause
2 authorizes the issue out of loan moneys
of a total amount not exceeding
£11,750,000 to be applied to the carrying
out of. the works
and
purposes
enumerated in the Schedule.
The actual expenditure will, of course,
be governed by the availability of manpower and materials, and by the amount
of loan money allotted for railway purposes. The loan funds allotted. to the
Railway Department for the current
financial year amount to £7,800,000, but
this Bill covers the period between 30th
August, 1953, and 31st December, 1954,
and the amount shown-£11,750,OOOrepresents the total authority desired
during that period.
The Bill provides that the Public
Works Committee Act 1935 shall apply
to all works and purposes specified in
[tern 1 of the Schedule, the estimated
cost of which, as specified in the
Schedule, exceeds £10,000. Provision is
also made that land acquired under the
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authority of the Bill shall vest in the
Victorian Railways Commissioners for
the purposes of the Railways Act 1928.
Included in the sum applied for is an
amount of £60,831 for the Railway
Construction Branch. It is not my intention to discuss in detail the items
appearing in the Schedule, but I have
available complete information on these
matters, and I shall be pleased to furnish
it to members.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-This is really an annual Bill
providing for the expenditure of money
from loan funds to the extent of
£11,750,000 on account of the Railway
Department. During the current financial year, the amount to be allotted to
the Department will be £7,800,000. As
the Minister explaine~, the Bill covers
the period from 30th August, 1953, to
31st December, 1954. When one remembers the millions that are being made
available to other Departments one must
agree that the Government has not
done so badly with loan funds. It will
have at its command an enormous
amount of loan money compared with
the amounts available to former Governments. We have heard a lot about the
railways, and I do not desire to add to
the worries of the Minister by criticizing
the serv1ce.
The HOD. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Province).-In supporting the measure, I direct the attention
of the Minister to the need of including
a buffet car on the trains running
between Melbourne and Port Fairy.
Passengers on the line have great difficulty in being served adequately en route
in refreshment rooms. A buffet car gives
better service than refresh men t rooms
at specified stations. I request the
Minister to see if a buffet car can
be made available on this line.
The Bon.' B. V. MacLEOD (Western
Province).-I support the remarks of
Mr. Ferguson. Passengers from Mount
Gambier to Melbourne complain that
they cannot obtain a decent meal before
they reach Melbourne. They leave Mount
Gambier at 7 a.m., and a buffet car on
this line would be of great advantage
to women and children making the
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journey. At present, the train arrives
at Port Fairy at 2.30 p.m. and departs
again at 3.15 p.m., arriving in Melbourne
at 9 p.m. On Monday last, a diesel
engine was used on the run and it gave
excellent service--the train arrived on
time. If this type of engine was used
for all trains on the run I am certain
there could be a quicker turn round.. I
understand that fhe time spent at Port
Fairy is to co~venience people travelling
from Warrnambool, but it is most inconvenient for passengers who have
come from Mt. Gambier and others who
board the train at Port Fairy. I repeat
that a buffet car would greatly convenience passengers travelling on this
journey.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southp.rn
Province).-The schedule of the Bill
discloses that a sum is being provided
for train-crossing facilities at Bayswater.
That introduces the question whether
it will be possible to implement the
report submitted some years ago by
the Public Works Committee for an
extension of the broad-gauge line beyond
Lower Ferntree Gully. The Minister
recently visited the district to inquire
into many problems. The population
of Ferntree Gully has trebled since 1939
and has doubled since 1946, so that the
present transport system is most inadequate. In 1946, the Public Works
Committee recommended the extension
of the broad gauge to Emerald and the
estimated cost was £229,000 for 9i miles
of track. An extension to Belgrave,
about 3 miles, was estimated to cost
£130,000 and the estimated revenue was
£17,000 a year.
I repeat that the
district has grown rapidly. Mr. Rawson
and myself, in company with the honorable member for Scoresby, Sir George
Knox, accompanied the Minister on his
inspection, the outcome of which, I trust,
will be that steps will be taken to
alleviate the present position.
On peak period trains from Lower
Ferntree Gully to Melbourne most passengers are compelled to stand after the
trains leave Ringwood. When they are
returning at the evening peak period,
they have to fight to board a train;
they have to travel a long distance.
As 'soon as a train reaches Ringwood,
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elderly women get into the carriage and
a man must stand, hanging on to a
strap for the rest of the journey to
Melbourne. I urge the Minister to consider the question of extending the broad
gauge line from Ferntree Gully to Belgrave and later to stations beyond, in
accordance with the recommendations of
the Public Works Committee. I repeat
tha t in view of the great increase in the
population of this district, the present
transport facilities are inadequate.
The bl'oad gauge is a necessity. I consider that the first instalment of it
should be the section from Ferntree
Gully to Belgrave. I hope the Minister
will give consideration to that matter.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Issue and Application of
£11,750,000 from Loan Fund for Rail-;
way Purposes).
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I assure Mr. Ferguson
and Mr. MacLeod that I am fully' conscious of the demand that obtains for
buffet cars. The Railway Department
has only three of those cars at present;
one is a spare. I have asked the Railways Commissioners to investigate the
possibility of building more of those
cars. That work, however, must take its
proper priority. The capacity of the
railway workshops is limited, and I might
mention that the Department has had
to purchase a quantity of rolling stock
from South Australia. The matter of
buffet cars is vividly bef.ore my mind,
and I shall do all I can to effect an early
remedy by having some additional cars
built to meet the demands that obtain
not only on the Port Fairy line, but
also on other country lines.
In reply to Mr. Chandler, I think I
know fairly well the problem that he is
facing in his district. I have discussed
the matter of extending the broad-gauge
line to Belgrave, but many alterations
are involved nearer to Melbourne.
There is a scarcity of tracks between
Melbourne and Ferntree Gully, and it
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will be necessary to increase their number before the broad gauge can be
extended as far as Belgrave. I might
say that the section from Ferntree Gully
to Belgrave presents less difficulty than
that between Ferntree Gully and Melbourne. I assure Mr. Chandler and Mr.
Rawson that the district in which they are
interested is thoroughly familiar to me.
I will do all that I can to effect a remedy
as early as possible, but once again it
is a matter of priority. When the loan
schedule for next year is being considered, I shall see whether it is possible
to include this item. If the necessary
funds can be obtained, perhaps I shall
be in a position to furnish a more
favourable reply.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this' Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill is for the purpose of authorizing the provision of loan moneys for
various public works. The total amount
provided in the Bill is £14,295,000.
Broadly speaking, this sum is sufficient,
having regard to existing balances from
previous Acts, for the needs of the current financial year and next financial
year. The amount provided by the
Treasury for the current financial year
for public works, the Hospitals and
Charities Commission, and miscellaneous
items in the Bill is approximately
£11,500,000.
There is an extensive
schedule, which contains explanations of
the sums that make up the total
amount provided for in the Bill. I
assure members that any information
they desire concerning items in the
schedule will be furnished at the Committee stage, it! required.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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LAND TAX (EXEMPTIONS AND
RATES) BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill proposes to declare the rates
of land tax for the year ending the 31st
December, 1954. and to declare the
exemptions that have been determined.
There have been some changes in the law
relating to land tax as a result of the
Commonwealth
Government
having
vacated that field of taxation. Under
the existing Land Tax Acts, the exemptions are up to £250 on the unimproved
value, and those exemptions taper off
between £250 and £500, at which point
they cease. This Bill proposes to raise
the exemption from £250 to £650 and
then to taper the rate between £650 and
£975.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Will that
apply to all properties?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Yes,
to both agricultural and residential land.
From £975 to £8,750, the rate of taxation will remain as at present, namely,
1d. in the £1 on the unimproved value.
Beyond £8,750, the rate ascends according to the schedule. We are following in
almost identical terms the process of
taxation applied by South Australia. At
first we thought it would be reasonable
to lift the rate to 75 per cent. of the
rate payable under the Commonwealth
tax, but on reconsideration, having
regard to the increase in the valuations,
we decided not to make the tax so steep,
but to limit it to 66i per cent. The
schedule and the table indicate the rates,
and I do propose to enlarge on them.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province) .-During the last few
years, we have become accustomed to
see this sort of Bill submit1:ed to the
Council. Unfortunately, on most occasions, it is like so many other taxing
measures in that it provides for further
rises in general costs. Land tax is a
sectional tax, unlike the income tax,
which is borne by all earners. The State
has had a land tax for many years.
However, when the Menzies-Fadden
Government, by its good administration,
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brought the national economy on to a
safe and sound basis, it lifted this tax
completely, but this Government seized
the opportunity to reimpose it immediately, and to grasp this as a further
source of income for itself. The Government has also raised the land tax rates
charged on the average-sized property.
It is the Government which is so definite
in its determination not to permit the
increasing of rents above the 1940 rates,
but it has brought in this Bill to enact
considerable rises in the rate of tax on
land. Three years ago, when the tax
was raised from !d. to 1d., more than
£400,000 had been collected under
assessmen ts. The then Minister, introducing the Bill to raise the tax, forecast
that it would bring in £900,000, but that
year it returned £300,000 over the
amount expected. At the same time,
valua,tions were raised in that year, and
the tax returned £1,350,000 or thereabouts, although the majority of the
valuations were not finalized.. Now,
possibly, valuations are being completed.
With the extra tax and the increased
valuations, one would rather hesitate
before guessing what the income next
year from this source will be.
In regard to metropolitan householders
and business properties, the exempticn
from the tax has been raised from £250
to £650 on the unimproved value of land.
In view of the rise in valuations- it is
difficult to understand why the exemptions have not been increased proportionately. As the exemption was £250
in the old days, surely it should be higher
than £650. In addition, the rate of
disappearance of the exemption has been
raised. At the amount of £8,750, no
doubt the Government considers the proposed exemption high and reasonable.
However, when one considers the table
which follows the rise in rates, one can
easily understand that the small amount
exempted from tax will be lost in a huge
amount collected by the rise in the rate
as the value of the properties rise. In
the case of city properties worth from
£50,000 upwards, the rise in the tax will
be 300 to 400 per cent. over last year.
The increase in taxation in the case of
the middle-income properties is about
200 per cent. higher.
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All these, things tend towards a rise
in the general cos1s of the people and
an increase· in the prices of goods
whether they are primary or manufactured. This is just another tax. One
wonders where the taxing mania of this
Government will stop, and when it will
favour us with a measure reducing a
tax. We ask the Government to have
regard for that factor, no matter what
its opinions are about property-owners
or capitalists, and see where the State
is going. There is more and more for
the Government to spend and less and
less left to private enterprise and the
individual.
The. motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
BILL.
The HOD. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a: sm'all measure, mainly of an
administrative character, to remedy
certain deficiencies that have become
apparent in the Town and Planning Act
passed in 1944. There are amendments
of a character designed to make easier
the working of the Act, and I propose to
trea t this as a Committee Bill. I think
it migh t well be deal t with in that
fashion.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I agree with the Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings
that this is a simple but necessary Bill.
The Town and Country Planning Board
was more or less an experiment. With
the assistance of experts, I, as the then
Minister of Public Works, had the honour
of presenting the enabling measure to
this House. Since it began to operate, it
has been found necessary from time to
to time to effect an amendment. I had
the further honour of persuading the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works to accept the responsibility of producing what is now known as the master
plan. Even the measure that was passed
at that time requires amending because
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when once the Board of Works, as the
planning authority, had completed that
master plan, its function in that capacity
was to be considered at an end. The Bill
now before the House provides for an
extension of time. The Minister of
Public Works in the present Government very kindly showed me the draft
of this measure, and I have had an
opportunity of studying it. I commend
it to the House.
One question relates to the nonpayment of compensation in respect of
interim development orders. A tremendous amount of trouble will be experienced concerning objections to these
planning schemes. When I was Minister of
Public Works it was extremely hard to
obtain finality whenever a plan was
drawn up for a country district. At
Sandringham there was an area of a
square mile which was covered by an
interim development order. At almost
every function I attended in the district
about half-a-dozen people would ask me
whether it was not possible to construct in a reserved section a building
for some other purpose than that prescribed. The fact that no compensation is payable in connexion with interim
development orders will indeed lead to
trouble in the future, and I' am certain
that a fund of some kind will have to
be established. A huge sum of money
will have to be guaranteed for the works
sometime in the future. Most of the
proposals contained in the present
measure were embodied in the report
of the Town and Country Planning
Board about twelve months ago. It
was suggested that these amendments
were necessary and the Minister has
embodied them in the Bill.
The HOD. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I take an opposite
view to that expressed by 'Sir James
Kennedy, who represents a closely
settled district that is not likely to be
affected in regard to the acquisition ~f
land. In the circumstances, it is only
natural that he should approach the
matter along the lines he indicated. I
desire to read portion of an opinion
expressed by Mr. P. D. Phillips, Q.C.,
with the view of indicating to members
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what the present Bill may mean in its
operation. On page 2 of his memorandum
Mr. Phillips says When a planning scheme has been adopted
the eontrol exercised by the responsible
authority is of a similar character. The
authority is required to enforce the observance of the plan Of scheme in respect of
all new sUb-divisions of land 'and all new
works or buildings. For this 'purpose it
is not to undertake or 'permit any subdivisions of land, any alteration or modification of any existing works or buildings,
and the carrying out or erection of ,any new
works or buildings otherwise than in
accordance with the tenor of the scheme.

That means that at this stage the land,
together with its use, is ·frozen. On
page 3 Mr. Phillips statesThe control exercisable during the
currency of an interim development order
appears to be for practical purposes not
substantially less than .the power granted
for the purpose of executing a plan or
scheme when finally agreed to. Certainly
with regard:to any new works or buildings
the power under an interim development
order is unlimited. In one sense indeed the
power of control under the interim
development order is wider than the power
exercisable after a scheme has been adopted.

I think that when an eminent legal
man like P. D. Phillips expresses that
opinion, there can be no question at all
about the powers that can be exercised
over the use of land by the town planning
authority. I was brought up in an agricultural district in which there is some
of the property that will be affected, and
I should like to speak of the method
that has been employed by the individual
citizen to put value into his land. The
young pioneers of 50 years ago-I was
one of them-went into those areas
armed with sound physique and a sound
heart. The implements of trade in those
days were a spade, an axe, a pick and
stump jack. With those implements those
men spent years in clearing the forest
and converting it into a garden. Following that stage, during successful years
those men put back into their property
every bit of profit that could be spared
over and above the cost of bare living,
in order to create an asset.
It was said in this Chamber earlier this
evening that men on blocks of land
regarded their holdings as their bank and
reinvested their surplus funds in their
undertaking. In many instances, men
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with the pioneer spirit I have described,
are faced with the prospect of having
the whole of their activities and their
ambitions stultified by an interim
development order which says "You
stay put, not only for one year but as
long as we allow you to remain. You
must not use that land for any other
purpose." That is depreciating the value
of the land. If a man wants to develop
his farm and requires outside capital,
in the circumstances I have outlined the
bank will not make an advance against
the property. The whole economy of
that man's life is stultified to the point
of his being ruined, because he cannot
obta~n compensation for the injury done
to him by the planning authority.
I object on principle to any body such
as this planning authority taking something from people on behalf of the
~itizens and making no provision for
adequate compensation. There are tens
of thousands of acres of land around the
metropolitan distri'ct that are affected by
the interim development order. The
most unfair aspect is tha t if a person
is in a prescribed area, he pays a heavy
penalty, but if he J:iappens to be on the
other side of the boundary covered by
the order, he can obtain the full fruit3
of his life's labour. In other words, the
man inside gets nothing. This is the
kind of situation that can arise in any
part of Victoria, and because it involves
a principle to which I strongly object, I
propose to ask honorable members to
agree to a postponement of the consideration of this measure until such
time as the authorities concerned are in
a position adequately to compensate
people for the injustice done to them.
I oppose this Bill, as do the municipalities and the people generally. Some
strong action will be taken if authorities
in the metropolis attempt to force this
scheme on those who own broad acres
around the metropolis. If it is intended
to take something away from a person,
at least he should be compensated.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Mr. Gartside said that he was going to

ask members to postpone consideration
of this Bill. I take it that he is not
now putting forward any such motion.
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The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-I shall do so
after the second-reading debate.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I support Mr.
Gartside in equally strong terms, but for
slightly different reasons.
I
have
examined not only ·the present measure,
but previous similar legisl'ation. Without
going into all the details of town planning, I wish to point out that the master
plan as now drawn envisages' an operation which will take not less than 50
years to complete. Throughout the
whole of that time it is proposed that the
authorities shall be empowered to
prevent anyone undertaking any developments in the areas affected. It will be
possible to put a blanket-the dead hand
of bureaucracy-over any particular
block of land for an indefinite period,
without paying any compensation.
When I first came to Melbourne as a
youngman over 30 years ago, I was
informed that High-street, St. Kilda,
was to be made the subject of an order
because it was proposed to widen the
thoroughfare. I understood tbat the
work was to be carried out during the
following week-end or in the holidays
just before Christmas. I am much older
now, but nothing has since been done
to widen the road. If an interim development order had been in operation all that
time, that would have meant that no one
would have been able to do ·anything progressive in the meantime. High-street,
St. Kilda, is one of the worst and most
difficult streets to negotiate in Melbourne
as a whole.

The position is that there is now a
master plan which cannot be brought to
fruition for 50 years. 1t is designed for
Melbourne and based upon our known
means of living. I use the expression
"known means of living" in rel'ation
to transport. Who knows how passengers
and goods will be transported in the
metropolis in 50 years' time? I certainly do not. I do not think passengers
will be carried in tram cars, and I doubt
very much whether the present form of
railway will be the vogUe. Another
question is whether motor-'cars will be
the same as they are to-day. I visualize
tha t in the next 50 years there will be
a tremendous development of power at
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probably one-sixth of current costs.When we have proper power and the
righ t type of machinery it will be
possible to build in the cities of the
world underground transport in the form
of electric trains or atomic-power wains.
Then there will be no need for wide
arterial roads. Yet there are experts
who say, "This is how the situation will
be handled 50 years hence if and when
we have the necessary finance."
They will do this and that and
lock up the land in the meantime.
This is what will happen. If a person
who owns a factory wishes to build
another story on to it and seeks the
permission of the municipality to make
the extension he will be informed that
he must not undertake the work because.
the land might be taken over for town
planning purposes in 5 years, 10 years,
20 years, or 50 years' time.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-That is
another story.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is a
vital story, because no compensation
would be paid to the person concerned.
A dead hand would be put upon him in
the manner I have described, but he
would receive no compensation for the
disability that he would suffer. People
who owned property would be told that
they would not be permitted to develop
it. If the authorities took an owner's
land from him and paid him compensation, that would be all right, but if
they merely blanket a whole area,
owners will be placed in a most
uncertain and disadvantageous position.
The property-owner would be told, in
effect, that he could not develop
the land or improve the buildings thereon
or do anything else. He would be
informed by someone' in an office in
Melbourne that he could not do this
and he could not do that. The whole
thing is sheer futility.
The Minister will argue that nothing
would happen. Some public bodies in
Victoria, without waiting for development orders, have been making decisions based on the knowledge that
the Bill would probably pass, and they
have been blanketing particular areas
and preventing development. I realize
the value of planning and I am in favour
of it.

Medical (Registration) [11 DECEMBER, 1953.]
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It is an
alternative to the haphazard methods
of planning and settlement of the past.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
agree with that view. In the past
people made mistakes but they did
develop the city of Melbourne. That
has been achieved not by the application of restrictions but by positive action.
If we could be assured that a decision
would be forthcoming concerning a
particular street or an area, or alternatively that compensation would be
p'aid if a decision regarding the future
use of the land could not be made,
the position would not be so bad, but
how can anyone say that there will not
at some future time be issued a blanketing order in regard to a particular building, or a street, or a property that will
remain so for 30 years without anything further being done. Apparently,
nobody can give such an undertaking.
If such a guarantee could be given it
would be reasonable. What will really
happen is that the authorities will say
to a property' owner, "We will ruin
your property, we will lower its value,
and we will prevent you from doing
anything for 50 years. Even then we
will give you nothing for it."
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
MEDICAL (REGISTRATION) BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to amend section 14 of the Medical Act 1928. That
section deals with persons entitled to be
registered as qualified medical practitioners in Victoria. It was originally
provided that every person possessed
of anyone or more of the qualifications
described in the F'ourth Schedule to the
Act, and who proved he was the person
and so forth, was entitled to be
registered. The Fourth Schedule sets
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out the degrees and qualifications that
must be possessed. They are listed as
follows:-A fellow, member, or licentiate or extra-licentiate of the Royal
College of Physicians, of London; a
fellow, member, or licentiate of the
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh; or a fellow, member, or licentiate
of other medical colleges in England,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other cities
and countries.
Section 14 of the principal Act was
repealed by the Medical Act 1938, which
substituted the following section:Notwithstanding that he is possessed or
becomes possessed of anyone or more of the
qualifications described in the Fourth
Schedule to this Act, no person whosoever
shall be entitled to be registered as a
legally qualified medical practitioner or to
receive a certificate of qualification unless he
proves to the satisfaction of the Board that
he has passed through a regular course of
medical and surgical study of five or more
years' dur,ation(a) in Victoria; or
(b) in a country in which registered
legally qualified medical practitioners of Victoria are by virtue of
being so registered and without
further examination entitled to
practise their profession either on
registration or otherwise;

In other words, Victorians could be
registered in certain other countries and
any person from a country which had
reciprocal rights with the State of Victoria could be registered here. Apparently some difficulty has arisen in
connexion with that arrangement.
In 1950, the Government of Great
Britain amended its legislation to provide that, before full registration was
granted by the General Medical Council,
applicants must have had twelve months'
post-graduate hospital experience. That
Act came into operation some time this
year. The effect is that doctors with
such a degree as the F.R.C.S. (England)
cannot obtain registration in this State
as they do not come from a country in
which Victorian practitioners are recognized. Unless a Victorian practitioner
who has graduated in this State can
satisfy the British authorities that he
has had twelve months' post-graduate
hospital experience, he is not entitled to
registration in England.
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I have been informed by the Minister
of Heal-th that there is some distinction
between the methods of qualification in
Great Britain and in Victoria, which
was probably unknown to the authorities
in England, because Victorian graduates
gain hospital experience in the fourth
and fifth years of the medical course.
The Victorian Medioal Board has made
representations to the Government for
the amendment contained in this Bill
to permit, as I understand the position,
the registration in Victoria as qualified
medical pract'itioners of those people
with certain undoubted qualifications
who come from a country in which
legal medical practitioners registered
in Victoria are, by virtue of being so
registered and without further examination, entitled to practise their profession.
I am sure that members will realize the
reason behind the amendment which has
been suggested by the Medical Board.
I should add that the proposed ampndment will not open the field to foreign
doctors.
The -Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-I am glad tha:t this
amendment has been introduced, because
the anomaly that was created was
brought to my notice, and I promised to
make representations to the Minister
of Health. As this Bill will correct the
anomaly, I support it.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province) .-In my opinion, this measure
contains a necessary and important
amendment. For some time, negotiations took place between the Victorian
Medical BoaTd and a like body in
England concerning the anomaly that
had arisen. Unless the Medical Board
in England is prepared to agree to an
amendment of the English Act, medical
practitioners who have graduated in
Victoria but do not have the required
experience demanded by the English
legislation will not be able to enjoy the
reciprocity that has existed between
England and Victoria for many years.
Further, a doubt has been created in the
mind of the Victorian Medical Board
whether practitioners with degrees
obtained in England can be registered in
Victoria. I know that Sir John Newman
Morris, the chairman of _the Victorian
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Medical Board, was concerned at the
position and considered that an amendment was necessary.
I am sure that members can accept
the statement of the Minister of Labour
that the passage of this Bill will not
open the door for the registration of
foreign doctors, but will enable practitioners from Great Britain to be registered in Victoria. I should like the
Minister to inform me if the position
still obtains that members of the medical
profession from Victoria who have not
done a post-graduate course of twelve
months in a hospital cannot be registered in England. Whether or not that
is so, I realize that this Bill is necessary,
and I trust that it will have a speedy
passage.
The motion was agreed to.
- The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 14
of the principal Act).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-In his second-reading speech,
Mr. Fulton stated that the passage of
this Bill will permit graduates from
Great Britain to be registered in
Victoria. I should not like members to
be misled in any way and to think that
the legislation will apply only to
graduates from Great Britain; it will
also apply to those from other Australian Sta~s~ South Africa and New
Zealand. Concerning the registration of
Victorian graduates in Great Britain, I
understand that negotiations have taken
place between the respective medical
aU'thorities and that the difficulty is
The fact that Vicbeing ironed out.
torian graduates do hospital work in the
course of their graduation is being
considered.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
The sitting was suspended at 11.55
p.m. until 1.23 a.m. (Saturday).
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LAND SETILEMENT BILL.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-Honorable members will recall
the new clause which I sought to have
inserted in the Bill. It was criticized
in the first place on the basis that there
was a danger that if there was land which
had been acquired for soldier settlement
purposes and the !Minister w~ of ~e
opinion that it was not requIred, ne
could hand it over to some approved
persons or organizations. The second
basis· of critidsm was that so far as
unalienated Crown land was concerned
the Minister had too wide a discretion. I
explained the object behind the new
clause. I said that if there was any land
in the State of Victoria which was not
wanted for soldier settlement, and if
there was land which was not suitable
for settlement under Part II. of this Bill,
the Governor in Council might ·allot it
for the purposes of primary production,
on such terms and conditions as he
deemed fit and advisable, to approved
persons or organizations. It was considered that such a proposition left the
matter entirely to the Minister to decide.
I propose to move a new provis!on
which I feel will overcome all the dIfficulties. It will make the position perfectly clear and will remove the matter
entirely from the Minister's own personal
discretion in relation to land that is
acquired for soldier settlement. It places
a similar obligation upon him not to
exercise his discretion for the purposes
of settlement in those cases in which it
is not required under this Bill, unless
he has made all due inquiries. I therefore propose the following new clause to
follow clause 41:(cc) Any unalienated land of the Crown
which on the recommendMion of .the
Soldier Settlement Commission is not suitable for its purposes and which in. the
opinion of the Minister is not requlred
lior settlement under Part II. of this Act,
the Governor in Council may in such
manner ·and on such terms and conditions
as the Minister determines be made available 'to approved persons or organiz~tions
for occupation for purposes of prunary
. production.
If members examine the proposed

new provIsIOn they will apprecia te
its meaning.
In the first place, it
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is limited to unalienated Crown lands.
Secondly, the Soldier Settlement Commission has to submit a recommendation to the effect that it does
not want the land-that it is not suitable
for the purposes of that Commission.
Thirdly, the Minister has to. be of
the opinion that the land IS not
required for land settlement under the
Bill. It has to be land of that limited
description and those two conditions
must be complied with before he can
allot it. No land that has been acquired
by the Soldier Settlement Commission
will be covered by this new provision.
The sole object of it is to provide 'that
only when land is not required by the
Sbldier Settlement Commission and not
required by the Minister for private
or Crown settlers will the Governor in
Council grant it for the pur-pose of
development. I think this proposition
should overcome all the difficulties that
were expressed by honorable members.
Mr. Cameron said that the new clause I
submitted gave too wide a discretion to
the Minister and the honorable member
dealt with land that had been acquired
by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Such land, under the proposition I am
now submitting, is completely "out of
it." The provision now proposed to be
inserted refers to unalienated Crown
land which the Soldier Settlement Commission-a corporation constituted under
its own Act, with specific powers and
functions----considers is not required by
it. In a recommendation submitted to
the Minister the Commission says "We
do not want this land." Then the Minister, considering the matter from the point
of view of this 'measure, will come to the
conclusion that the land is not required
for the type of settlement indicated in
Part II. Then and then only· can the
Governor in Council, on the terms and
conditions specified, deal with the land.
I refer honorable members to the clause
dealing with settlers. Under this Bill the
settler must be a male eighteen years
of age. He must state when he makes
his application whether he desires to
be a private settler-investing his own
money in the property-or whether he
wishes to be a Crown settler and take
advantage of Crown assistance. The
Commission is to investigate each such
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application and classify each applicant
if it considers him suitable for assistance,

having regard to (1) his war service,
(2) his prospects of success, &c., and (3)
the type of primary production the
Commission thinks he is best suited for.
Then the Minister will give consideration
to the question. If he comes to the
conclusion that the land is not suitable
for settlement in the terms of the legislation then, and then only, will the terms
of the provision I ha ve just moved
operate. I trust I have made the posiHon clear and removed the gravamen'
of the objections stated earlier.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-The proposed new
clause reads as follows:Any unalienated land of the Crown which
on the recommendation of the Soldier
Settlement Commission is not suitable for
its purposes and which in the opinion' of
the Minister is not required for settlement
under Part II. of this Act. . . . . .

I should like to ask the Minister whether
the Soldier Settlement Commission will
be administering the proposed legislation as well as the Soldier Settlement
Act, and if so why is there a differenceadministration in one case being undertaken by the Minister and in the other
by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-Firstly, the Soldier Settlement Commission, as. a corporate body,
has particular functions and duties and
if the land is not suitable for its purposes it will make a decision. Secondly,
in the case of unalienated Crown land,
the Minister will consult, not necessarily
the Soldier Settlement Commission but
perhaps the Lands Department, because
there are other lands which would
not come within the purview of the
Commission.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra
Province).-Apparently
the
Minister is to be the sole judge
and authority to decide terms and
to say whether the land shall be allotted
on a leasehold basis or otherwise. The
proposed new clause provides that the
Minister may in such manner and on such
terms and conditions as he determines
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make. the land available. He could allot
it under a pertpetual lease basis or sell
it, or let it or do anything at all.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-No, it
will be land to be dealt with in accordance with the terms of the Bill. It
could only be allotted under a perpetual
lease with a right to convert it to freehold after so many years. It will be
the Governor in Council who will decide.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I am confused
regarding the proposal. The precise
terms of the new clause are anything but
clear. New clause AA. was submitted
to the Committee and rejected. Now
another which is in almost identical
terms has been submitted.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-That is not
so.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The new
proposal is identical with the previous
one with the exception of the omission
of a few words.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER. -Mr. Byrnes
will note, if he stUdies the provision,
that it does not apply to land acquired or
land set aside for soldier settlement
purposes.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The Committee should be given more time to
consider the proposed new clause. It
refers to unalienated land of the Crown
which in the opinion of the Minister is
not required for settlement, and it states
that the Governor in Council may in
such manner and on such terms and
conditions as the Minister determines
make it available to approved persons
or organizations. Therefore any land at
all may be settled. Any person at all may
apply under this legislation and be allotted land. The proposal is entirely redundant, because such a person would be
eligible for any type of land available
for allotment under the existing Act.
The Bill is designed to permit of any
person being able to apply for land.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The amendment is designed to cover people who
will not take land. If there are other
people who will take the land to be
allotted under this Bill, they should get it.
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The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-The Minister has not yet
placed before the Committee any reasons
for the urgency of including this new
clause in the Bill. In my opinion, there
is no urgency for it because there are
thousands of returned soldiers still waiting to be settled on the land, in addition
to civilian settlers.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It is not
proposed to interfere with ex-servicemen.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG.-That may
be so, but there must be some reason
for the desire to include this provision
in the Bill. It will be years before
the soldiers and other persons are
allotted land; therefore, what is the
reason for the urgency in this case?
The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province).-Mr. Chairman,
I ask for your ruling whether the proposed new clause is not to all intents
and purposes the same as new clause
AA. which was rejected. I realize that
the first portion of that rejected provision has been omitted from the
proposed new clause but the substance
of the latter is the same.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. D. J.
Walters).-The new clause proposed to
be inserted in the Bill is substantially
different from the one previously submitted by the Minister, and therefore
it is in order.
The Hon. H. V. MacLEOD (Western
Province).-As the Minister of Labour
has explained, this land is to be offered
to soldier settlers, and they will have
the option of taking or leaving it. If
returned soldiers do not take up the land,
it will remain vacant, and vermin and
noxious weeds will thrive on it. There
is a continual outcry for more production. I am inclined to think that land
of the type referred to in the proposed
new clause might just as well be put to
use by someone else if we cannot use it
ourselves. I do not mind whether the
persons who utilize the land are
Germans, Dutchmen or Norsemen, so
long as the land is brought to a productive condition. There is no greater
supporter of the returned soldier than I.
I stand behind ex-servicemen to the hilt
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and I will support them to the finish.
I have thought this matter over
seriously, and I consider that I am as
much entitled to my opinion as is anyone else.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-We are now beginning to get down to "brass tacks" on
the proposed new clause.
As time
goes on, members are beginning to
get a real understanding of its purpose. If land can possibly be settled,
that task should be undertaken by
the organizations that are equipped for
the purpose, either the Soldier Settlement Commission or the Lands Department. The Minister has stated that
the land referred to in this clause
is that which the Soldier Settlement
Commission regards as unsuitable for
soldier settlement and which, in the
opinion of the Minister, is not required
for settlement under Part II. of the Bill.
The land may not be required for settlement at this particular date, but who
knows whether at some future date, not
far distant, it might be settled? If any
person so desires, he may make application for land, provided that the Department decides to throw it open for
settlement. I have previously directed
attention to the fact that private firms
have settled persons on land in Victoria,
and the venture has been a ghastly
failure. If anyone now wishes to have
a group settlement, it is still open to
the interested party to buy land on the
open market in any part of the State.
Under our land laws to-day, any British
subject or friendly alien may purchase
land for settlement.
Unless there are special circumstances,
such as those associated with the Little
Desert oountry near Kaniva, with respect
to which an agreement was made
with the Australian Mutual Provident
Society, I am opposed to private schemes
of land settlement. That arrangement
was tied up by Acts of Parliament, from
which it would be difficult to escape.
Still, I am not particularly enthusiastic
about the Australian Mutual Provident
Society's
land
settlement
scheme,
because I believe that all such undertakings are beset with traps and they may
not be completely successful. There are
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failures in all types of land settlement.
Mr. MacLeod is free to change his mind
if he so desires, but I still have my
opinion and I aver that the right people
to undertake land settlement are the
Soldier Settlement Commission and the
Lands Department.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 still have an open
mind on this matter. I believe that
Mr. MacLeod was under a misapprehension when he stated that land would
be offered to soldiers. That is incorrect.
The first part of the new clause contains
the words "which on the recommendation of the Soldier Settlement Com'mission is not suitable."
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-What is
the good of offering land to returned
soldiers if the Commission says it is
not suitable?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
not what the clause states. There might
well be land which is not suitable for
development by the Soldier Settlement
Commission because it might be too expensive for that work to be undertaken.
Conversely, the land might be extremely
suitable to offer to returned soldiers
who possess sufficient finance to undertake the developmental work themselves.
The Han. A. M. FRAsER.-As individuals, they can do so under the
provisions of the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What 1
am not happy about is that if all these
things can be done under the Bill and
if there is no difference between the
Minister and the Soldier Settlement
Commission making a decision in regard
to matters of opinion, what is there in
this particular clause that makes the
Government so anxious to have it
included in the Bill?
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-What is
proposed in the new clause cannot be
achieved under the provisions of the
Bill.
The Hon. A~ G. WARNER.-Is it the
word "organizations" that makes the
clause different from any other provision
in the Bill? If I understand Mr. Byrnes
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correctly, all the things that are referred
to in the clause can already be done in
regard to persons. The only difference
in this clause, therefore, is th'at the
Minister shall .determine whether the
land shall be made available; further,
the clause relates to organizations,
whereas the previous Act . relates to
persons.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Lands).-I thought I had made the
position clear, but I shall endeavour to
do so again. First of all, the land must
be unalienated land of the Crown; it
must be land which is rejected by the
corpora te body-the Soldier Settlement
Commission-for its purposes, namely,
for the settlement of soldiers on land
by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Then, it must be land which the Minister
decides is not required under the Bill.
The purpose of the Bill is to settle two
types of settlers. The first type is the
private settler. The private settler is
one who will undertake development and
improvement work without, Government
assistance. The land has to be such as
a private settler does not want. It has
to be land which the Crown 'does not
want for Crown settlers. There are two
classes of persons that can be settled
under these provisions. One is the
private settler who has his awn money
and the other is the person who has no
money of his own and requires Government assistance. I assume that the
Crown will not be setting aside Crown
land under this legislation unless it can
see some return. It will not be throwing money into land, so to speak, for
Crown settlers unless there is some
chance of its being brought into productivity. We say that when the land
is rejected by the Soldier Settlement
Commission and when it is rejected for
the purposes of Part II of this legislation, then-and then only--can the
Governor in Council make it available.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-To organizations.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-To
approved organizations or approved
persons. If an approved organization
requires land which is of no use to
anyone, which has been rejected by the
Soldier Settlement Commission and
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everyone else and the organization is
prepared to put its own money into the
project in order to bring the land into
productivity, why should honorable
members opposite object?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We are not
objecting-we are trying to understand it.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There may
be one small verbal difficul ty which
could be remedied by transposing the
words "the Governor in Council" to
follow the words" made available" and
inserting the word "by" before the
transposed words.
The CHAffiMAN.-Does the Minister
require the new clause to be accepted
by the Chair in its altered form?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Yes.
The CHAI~MAN.-The
has been effected.

amendment

The HOD. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I have listened to
the discussion with considerable interest
and I think that possibly I can clarify
the position to some extent. Every
honorable member knows that at the
present time there
are
certain
unalienated Crown lands in the country.
There are also lands that have been sold
for private settlement purposes. Such
lands may have not been suitable for
the purposes of the private settler,
possibly because of lack of finance or of
knowledge and, consequently, he has
been driven off the holding by vermin
and noxious weeds. The second class of
Crown land is infested with all sorts of
weeds and is becoming a nuisance in the
neighbourhood and a menace to the
State. I understand that the Government has bought that land back at 14s.
an acre. Therefore, the unalienated
Crown lands and those which the Government has bought back, and which are
again unalienated, are in the same class.
The next question is how to deal with
those lands. The Government says to
the Soldier Settlement Commission,
"Here is some land. Is it any use to
you?" Th~ Commission replies, "No;
we will not have a bar of it." Then all
such rejected land can be thrown open
for settlement under the control of the
Session 1952-53.-[128]
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Soldier Settlement Commission, as will
Clause 11
relates to allocation of allotments
among sele~ted private settlers, which
indicates very clearly that, under another
clause private settlers can obtain this
land if the Soldier Settlement Commission
states that it does not want it. If
private set:Ners take up land, they have
to fend for themselves and develop it by
investing their own capital. There is a
second type of settler who comes under
clause 12, which deals with allocation
of allotments among selected Crown
settlers. Thus is provided the second
opportunity for our young Australians
or people from the Old Country to obtain
the land. Suppose that neither of those
classes of persons will have anything
to do with it. When no one wants the
land, what is to be done with it? Is it
to be allowed to become even more
infested with vermin and noxious weeds
or will it be made available to organizations of other nationals who will develop
it if possible? Will it be left to infest
surrounding districts with vermin and
noxious weeds, or will it be made available to organizations of citizens, whether
they be Dutch, German, or Italian who
usually arrive in this country in small
groups and who may be inclined to
establish group land settlements mainly
financed by their own money? The
general proposal is -perfectly dear to me.
The point about which certain members
of this Chamber are concerned . is the
right of organizations to take up the
land and use it for the production of
food. I think that that is the sound,
sensible and logical proposition. I support the proposed new provision.
be seen in clauses 11 and 12.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .-1 have listened to
a number of arguments which seem to
me to be aside from the main point. The
Minister of Labour has endeavoured to
plant in the minds of honorable members the idea that we are dealing with
land that is entirely useless. That trend
of thought is being followed.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-That was
my deduction-if the Soldier Settlement
Commission did not want it and if the
private an.d the Crown settlers were of
the same opinion.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is
nothing to support that view. The
Soldier Settlement Commission has been
careful in the purchase and. handling of
land. The new clause employs the words
"in the opinion of the Minister is not
required for settlement." It does not
say" in the opinion of the Minister is not
suitable for settlement." There is no
reference to lands in wild areas being
brought under cultivation. I would remind honorable members that revocations and excisions of Crown grants for
all purposes cannot be made by the
Minister unless approved by Parliament.
Members are asked to give the Minister
the right to alienate land apart from the
conditions of settlement to any group of
persons or to any organization. That
will strike at the root of land settlement
in this State. We are the trustees of
the lands of the State, and if there are
classes of land that are so entirely
unsuitable as has been stated, they should
be classified so that members will know
where they are located. Almost any land
in a light rainfall area, no matter how
difficult access to it may be, will be taken
up by someone to-day. The sons of
farmers are taking up land in order to
develop it. They will go into apparently
inaccessible places.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-They may
do so under the Bill.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Of co~e
they may, if the Lands Department
throws open such land for settlement.
N ow it is proposed to take a section of
land and put it outside the ordinary terms
of settlement, saying to organizations,
"You develop the land and we will give
it to you." That will lead to an aggregation of land, whereas the Bill has been
designed to prevent such a thing occurring. A group of people or an organization might take up half the land of the
State or blocks here and there, and that
will lead to an aggregation of holdings.
The Committee is entitled to know where
this land is situated. It is said to be
so poor that no farmer will make an
effort to bring it into production. If
Mr. Gartside or any other member
says that is the case, he knows
nothing about land. Farmers have more
guts than Mr. Gartside. ·This is a
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bad clause and I will oppose it
strongly. I am a member of the third
generation of people who have beEm on
the land. If members have not the guts
to stand up for the sons of farmers,
heaven help the State!
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I am led to believe
that something has been said to Mr.
Gartside, who must possess information that the Committee has not
been given. We have been trying to
ascertain where this inaccessible and
poor country that is to be given to someone is located. Mr. Gartside said that
it had been bought at 12s. an acre
to prevent it from being overrun
by weeds and rabbits. I would like to
know where the land is located. If members were given that information they
would be in a better position to consider
the principles of the clause. If the land
is so poor, surely it would be better to
hand it over to the Forests Commission
than spend public money on it.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-On reading the new
clause I find there is nothing in it
about "guts" or "poor land." The
provision is simple. It does not say
anything about bad land and it commences by specifying that the Soldier
Settlement Commission does not want
the land. I would imagine that the
Commission has had an opportunity of
looking allover Victoria and selecting
the best land. I have gained that impression from complaints made to me
by people whose land has been taken
from them. All that is said about this
land is that it must not be wanted by the
Commission. The new clause does not
provide that it must be offered to people.
I repeat that the new clause contains no
obligation that the land shall be
offered to settlers coming under clauses
11 and 12.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The land is
not required for settlement purposes
under the Act.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-People
who will get it are not the people who
will determine that they like it. The
Minister is to determine whether the
land will be offered to them. Clauses 11
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and 12 specify the particular types of
settlers who may be selected by ballot.
After dealing with the soldier settlement question, the new clause refers
to land which, in the opinion of the
Minister, is not required for settlement.
This land is not to be offered to people
under clause 11 or clause 12. In fact,
it does not have to be offered to anyone.
Before any Australian has a chance to
look at the land, the Minister will
decide, whether in his opinion only, he
will offer it for settlement. If the land
was going to be offered to persons, there
would be no need for the new clause
because under clause 11 or clause 12 it
could be so offered. The object of the
new clause is to enable the Minister to
make his decision.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-What happens if the land is offered to people and
they do not want it?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If the
Minister altered the new clause to provide that the land shall first be offered
under clauses 11 and 12 and the offer
under those clauses is refused, I would
be happier. Then the argument that
the land would remain idle with only
weeds growing on it would not be sound.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Would you
be satisfied if the word "unsuitable"
appeared in the clause?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If Australian people did not want the land I
would say" Give it to someone who will
take it."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Australian
people are covered by the new clause.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There
has been a misleading implication that
the land is to be offered to someone
under clauses 11 and 12, but that is
not true. There is nothing to indicate
whether the land must be offered under
clause 11 or clause 12 or whether it
must be offered to anybody.. The Minister merely makes up his mind and if
he so desires he may offer the land to
organizations. If it is to be offered to
individuals there is no need for the new
clause because, under clauses 11 and 12,
there is provision to allot land to persons
in various ways. If this new clause is
adopted there will be four ways in
which land may be allocated. It may be
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allotted (a) through the Soldier Settlement Commission to soldiers, (b) under
clause 11, (c) under clause 12, and (d)
by means of this new clause.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province}.-It has been stated
that the Minister will determine whether
the land is suitable for settlement by
private persons either on their own
account or by Crown settlers with
Government assistance.
Clau~e 11 of
the Bill specifically statesWhere any settlers selected for settlement on any allotments of an estate are
private settlers, the Commission when such
allotments or any of them, have been set
ou.t and in the opinion of the Commission
are ready for settlement by private settlers
shall by ballot ·allot each such allotment to
one of such private settlers.

The Minister has nothing to do with
that. Allotments in that case shall be
decided by ballot. Clause 12 provides
that the Commission "shall by ballot
allot each such allotment which is so
developed to one of such settlers." That
settles the issue. The Minister is not
empowered to say that the land will or
will not be used.
The Commission
determines the issue. In order to expedite the matter, I suggest a slight
alteration of the wording of the proposed new clause, which might meet
the objection raised by Mr. Warner.
The proposed new clause readsAny unalienated land of the Crown which
on the recommendation of the Soldier
Settlement Commission is not suitable for
its purpose and which in the opinion of
the Minister is not required for settlement
under Part II. of this Act. . . .

I suggest that the words" and which in
the opinion of the Minister" be deleted.
If that were done the objection would
disappear.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I have considered Mr. Gartside's suggestion, but I am afraid it
would not be satisfactory because somebody must make the decision regarding
the allotment of the land. If his
proposal were adopted there would be
nobody to make a decision. I think I
can satisfy Mr. Gartside by referring
him to sub-clause (2) of clause 5 of the
Bill. Under the Soldier Settlement Act
the Commission can select or acquire
any land it likes-good land or bad land
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-for soldier settlement purposes. The
Commission can exercise all its powers
and functions with respect to the setting
apart or the acquisition of land, and the
Commission can specify whether the land
to be set aside or acquired is to be used
for soldier settlement or for settlement
under the Bill, or for the establishment
of a township, or for any other purpose.
The power given to the Commission
enables it to acquire land anywhere at
all and to settle people on that land.
I repeat that some one has to make the
determina tion regarding the land to be
dealt with in accordance with the new
provision.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why not let
the people do that?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Mr.
Warner misunderstands the whole position. In the first place land must be
set aside. Suppose 1,000 acres of land
were acquired and divided into ten
blocks. There might be five private
applicants, and four Crown applicants,
leaving one block un allotted. In this
case the Commission would be dealing
with land which nobody wanted. The
best judges whether that land would be
suitable or not for private or for Crown
settlers would be the experts, and they
might say that they would let the land
remain idle; but why allow it to remain
unused? Why not give some person the
opportunity of using it? Mr. Gartside's
proposal does not provide for a decision
being made by anybody.
The I{on. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Provipce).-I should like the
Minister to clarify one matter. He made
it appear that he was speaking of land
which would have to be developed
entirely by the resources of the individual
or the organization which took it up,
and he emphasized that it would be
entirely at the risk of such people. He
conveyed that impression.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-And that
was what I intended to convey, because
that is the position.
The Hon. WILLIAM MAcAULAY.That is the point which I desired to be
clarified, because neither the proposed
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new clause nor the clauses that will
follow ment~ons anything at all about it.
Clause 41 reads~
The Commission shall make recommendations to the Minister with respect to land
settlement generally and as to legislation

necessary or expedient in relation thereto
and such other matters as are referred to

the Commission by the Minister.

Then the proposed new clause would
follow. What that new clause does say
is that the Minister can make the land
available on his terms. That is different
from stating that the Government cannot advance any money for assistance.
The Minister informed the Committee
that the Government would not assist
these people.
Would a co-operati ve
society which formed a community
settlement under the Co-operation Bill
be eligible for an allocation of land
under this clause? If a co-operative
society is formed, presumably it will be
eligible for a guarantee by the Government so f.ar as finance is concerned. I
think the Mini~ter should clarify the
position.
The Hon. A. ).\1. FRASER.-It must be
an approved organization. I do not
know whether or not the Minister will
approve of a co-operative society.
The Hon. WlLLIAM MAcAULAY.The Minister's answer merely begs the
question. I desire to know whether,
if a co-operative society forms a community settlement, it will be regarded
as an approved society?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
know what the Min'ister would approve
of.
The Committee divided on proposed
new clause CC, as verbally amended (the
Hon. D. J. Walt~rs in the chair)Ayes
15
Noes
12
Majority for
clause

the new
3

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Brennan
Coleman
Fraser

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacLeod
Rawson

Slater
Smith
Ga~bally
Thomas
Gartside
Tilley,
Jones
(Ballarat)
Tellers:
Mr. Bailey
Mr. Jones
(Doutta GaZw,) Mr. Ferguson.
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NOES.

Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Fufton
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Ludbrook.

Mr. McArthur
Mr. MacAulay
Mr. Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Mansell.

PAIRS.

Mr. Arnott
Mr. Sheehy

1Mr. Tuckett

Mr. Swinburne.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I propose the following new
clause, to follow clause 48:BB. (1) For section fourteen of the
Soldier Settlement Act 1945 as amended by
any Act there shall be substituted the
foUowing section:co 14. Subject to the PubHc Service Acts
there may be appointed within the Department of Crown Lands and Survey a
secretary to the Commission (who may
'On behalf of the Commission accept service of any document or sign any document to 'be issued by the Commission)
and such inspectors valuers supervisors
and other officers and employees as are
required for the administration of this
Act and the Land Settlement Act 1953."
(2) In section fifteen of the Soldier
Settlement Act 1945(a) paragraph (a) is hereby repealed;
and
(b) in paragraph
(b)
the words "in
addition" are hereby repealed.
(3) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this
sub-section the secretary and aH other persons employed under section fourteen of
the Soldier Settlement Act 1945 immediately
prior to the oommencement of this Act shall
as on the commencement of this Act be
transferred to the Public Service as temporary employees with such emoluments
(not being less favourable than those to
which they were entitled immediately before the said commencement) as the Public
Service Board determines, and thereafter
for all purposes relating to the Public Service the service of the said secretary and
other persons under the Soldier Settlement
Act 1945 before the commencement of this
Act as well as any servi·ce as an employee
in the Public Service immediately prior
thereto shall be deemed and taken to have
been continuous service in the Public
Service.'
(b) If any such secretary or person was
immediately before his appointment or
employment by the Commission an officer of
th.e Public Service he shall as from the date
of commencement of this Act be appointed
by the Publ~c Service Board to an office in
the PubHc Service corresponding with or
higher than that which he held in the
Public Service immediately before his
appointment or employment by the Commission and shall while on the staff of the
Commission receive emoluments not less
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favourB.lbl-e than he was receiving immediately before the commencement of this
Act.

I explained the object of this provision
when making my second-reading speech.
It is that employees who are transferred
from the Public Service to the Soldier
Settlement Commission or vice versa
shall have terms not less favourable
than those which they enjoyed prior to
their transfer.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and the report was
adopted.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat the Bill be now read a third time.

The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair).
Ayes
15
.Noes
13
Majority for the motion

2

AyES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Gartside
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(Ballarat)

MacLeod
Rawson
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:

Mr. Bailey
(Doutta Galla) Mr. Brennan.

Mr. Jones

NOES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. McArthur'

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacAulay
Mansell
Walters
Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Fulton
Mr. Ludbrook.

PAIRS.

Mr. Arnott
Mr. Sheehy

IMr.
Tuckett
Mr. Swinburne.

The Bill was read a third time.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL
A message was received from the
Assembly transmitting a report from
the Clerk of the Parliaments calling
attention to a clerical error in this Bill
and acquainting the Council that the
Assembly had corrected the error.
The Council concurred with the
Assembly in the correction of the error.
The sitting was suspended at 2.43 a.m.
until 8.52 a.m. (Saturday).
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VISIT OF HER MAJESTY THE
QUEEN.
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

A message was received from the
Legislative Assembly transmitting an
Address to Her Majesty the Queen, in
which the concurrence of the Council
was asked.
The Address to Her Majesty the
Queen, read by the Clerk, was as follows:To HER MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY QUEEN
ELIZABETH THE SECOND:

MAy IT PLEASE YOUR MOST GRACIOUS
MAJESTY:

We, the
Legislative
Assembly of Victoria in Parliament assembled, cordially welcome Your Majesty and
His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh
to this State of Victoria.
We desire to convey to Your Majesty
the expression of our loyalty and devotion
to the Throne and Person of Your Majesty
and we are delighted that Your Majesty
has graciously seen fit to visit this part of
Your Commonwealth.
We earnestly hope that Your visit will be
a pleasant and a happy one and feel sure
that it will strengthen the friendly association under the Crown of the peoples of the
Commonwealth.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this House agree with the Assembly

in the Address to Her Majesty the Queen

and that the blank in the Address be filled
up by the insertion of the words .. Legislative Council and the".

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat the Address to Her Majesty the
Queen, agreed to this day by both Houses,
be presented to Her Majesty on the day
of her arrival in the State of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The question isThat a message be sent to the Assembly
acquainting them that the Council have
concurred with the Assembly in adopting
the Address to Her Majesty the Queen and
have :filled up the blank therein by the
insertkm of the words" Legislative Council
and the ", and have agreed to the following
resolution, viz:That the Address to Her Majesty the
Queen, agreed to this day by both Houses,
be ~presented to Her Majesty on the day
of ner arrival in the State of Victoriawith which they desire the concurrence of
the Legislabive Assembly.

The Queen.

•

For the information of honorable members, pursuant to that resolution, the
Address will be presented to Her
Majesty in Queen's Hall on the day of
her arrival in Melbourne.
The motion was agreed to.
APPROPRIATION BILL (No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport), was read a first time
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is the last measure to be dealt
with this session, and its purpose is the
appropriation of a sum of £42,586,979
out of the Consolidated Revenue for the
service of the year ending on the 30th
June, 1954. The schedules embody all
the items of expenditure in accordance
with the estimated requirements. During the session, £41,451,573 has already
been made available under the Supply
Bills which have been approved, and the
amount of £42,586,979 now required
represents the balance of the estimated
expenditure for the current financial
year. I shall be pleased to supply any
further information desired by honorable members.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-During the last few months,
several measures of the utmost importance have been passed by this House
and, in the last two or three weeks,
members have been assailed with Bills
of which they have known but little.
Members have been compelled to consider
Bills with respect to which no Ministerial
notes have been supplied.
Time after time, a Bill has been placed
before the House without notes being
supplied to honorable members and
to-night we have been at the mercy
of the Government waiting from
3 o'clock until 9 o'clock this morning
before proceeding with business of the
House. There is something wrong with
the present set-up whereby members
were compelled to remain for that period
of time, because of lack of organization
or a determination that we must finish
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this mDrning, whereas the sessiDn cDuld
have cDntinued into. next week and no
hDnDrable member wDuld have objected.
The GDvernment has taken advantage Df
its numbers to. fDrce us into. a state Df
sheer exhaustion
in
passing
its
legislation. For mDnths Ministers have
studied Bills which they suddenly
intrDduce in the House and wish
to. have passed without the DppDrtunity being given to OppDsitiDn members
to. assimilate their cDntents and examine_
their implicatiDns. The present GDvernment olaims to be a perfect GDvernment,
but its pDlicy is to. fDrce legislatiDn
thrDugh this HDuse, with t!?-e assistance
Df certain members, and through the
Dther House by weight of numbers. I
protest against this method Df administering the affairs of the State without
giving hDnDrable members time to.
adequa tely cDnsider legislation.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern PrDvince).-I suppDrt the remarks Df Sir James Kennedy cDncerning
the haste with which the HDuse has been
fDrced to. discuss important legislatiDn
in the last two Dr three weeks. The
sessiDn cDuld easily have extended into
next week. A Bill dealing with a very
large sum Df mDney is nDW befDre the
HDuse, as is usual at the end of a sessiDn.
As the HDuse has discussed matters CDncerning Supply Dn variDus DccasiDns, I
shall nDt nDW intrDduce any new subjects.
Perhaps next year at the second-reading
stage nDtes of Bills could be circulated
to. fDur Dr five hDnDrable members in
the House. Then OppDsition members
wDuld be in a better pDsition to understand and discuss legislatio·n. Surely
that is not tDD much to ask. I knDW
it is nDt always easy, but I endeavDured
to do so. when I was Leader of the HDuse.
The GDvernment's job is to pass legislation and it pursues its own tactics in
doing so, but the OppDsitiDn's task is to
understand that legislation in order to
discuss its implicatiDns. I trust that in
future the GDvernment will endeavour
to assist the Opposition in that respect.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
cDmmitted.
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Clause 1 (ApplicatiDn of mDneys).
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
Df TranspDrt).-I agree with the remarks
of Sir James Kennedy and Mr. Byrnes.
I tried to. organize the business so. that
the House would finish at a reasonable
time last night, but what seemed to. me
to be an innDCUOUS amendment in the
Land Settlement Bill prDved to. be mDre
than a "squib" and the Bill was discussed at SDme length in this House and
in another place. I agree that DrganizatiDn ShDUld be able to. prevent late sittings. When I was a member of the
OppositiDn I used to. vDice similar
prDtests to. thDse uttered by Sir James
Kennedy and Mr. Byrnes, and I had
hoped that I would be the first Leader of
the HDuse who. wDuld be able to arrange
fDr the House to. finish its business before
midnight on the last night of the session. I will endeavDur to. achieve that
objective in the future.
The clause was agreed to., as was
clause 2 and the First Schedule.
SecDnd schedule.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (SDuthern
PrDvince).-I ShDUld like to. discuss a
matter which CDmes within the SCDpe
Df the Premier's Department. I realize
that arrangements have been made, and
that a programme has been drawn up, in
respect Df the visit of Her Majesty the
Queen in the new year, but there are
thDusands of elderly peDple who will have
no opportunity of being in a convenient
pDsitiDn frDm which to. see Her Majesty.
I am wondering whether it would be
possible by SDme means to congregate
the old people so that by Her Majesty
walking thrDugh a hall or some type of
enclDsure, they will be able to see her.
Old peDple are not able to fight their
way thrDugh the crowds like the younger
generation. I have received many requests frDm old people asking if there
in any way by which they may see Her
Majesty. This is the first time that a
reigning mDnarch has visited the St.ate
and the claims of these elderly people
ShDUld receive the consideratiDn of the
GDvernment.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-A leading article
in a mDrning newspaper recently referred to the Parliamentary refreshment
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rooms and said that members were
being supplied with cheap drinks and
cigarettes. This is a misstatement of fact
and almost amounts to breach of privilege. The drinks and tobacco sold in Parliament House are retailed at the same
prices as are charged outside. The implication in the article was that members
were receiving many privileges from the
bar and that was not a nice thing for
the paper to say. The House Committee
has discussed the question of the refreshment rooms and for about six months
the question of the standard of the meals
and so on has been under consideration.
Certain reforms have been made but
their effects have not yet been seen.
A sub-committee of three members has
been appointed to investigate the question and it will report to the full committee. I repeat that the remarks appearing in the paper were not justified and
will create a false impression in the minds
of the public.
The Hon. P.L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-In reply to Mr. Chandler,
I desire to say that the Cabinet
Reception Committee has given consideration to the making of arrangements for old people at least to obtain a
glimpse of Her Majesty when she visits
Melbourne. It was suggested that they
should congregate at some spot and that
arrangements should be made for Her
Majesty to visit the place. That would
be imposSible because the programme
cannot be changed. It has been arranged
with the Commonwealth authorities and
approved in London. We considered the
question of establishing a strongpost
along the Toute on the day of Her
Majesty's arrival but the transportation of elderly people would involve
tremendous difficulties on account of the
large crowds that will be in Melbourne
on that occa.sion. At the moment, the
provision of a. strongpost at Royal Park
is being considered. To that locality it
might be possible to transport elderly
persons from the northern suburbs.
I assure Mr. Chandler that the matter is
receiving consideration because the
Governmen t realizes the justice of the
claims of these people.
~he Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I ask the Government to take into consideration the
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proposition that the State Development Committee should be authorized
to make a further investigation
of the need for an efficient water
reticulation service, sewerage extension,
and local drainage scheme in the City
of Chelsea, the shires of Dandenong and
Berwick, Cranbourne, Buln Buln, Korumburra, Frankston and Hastings, Mornington and Flinders, and the Borough of
Wonthaggi, and any other municipal
districts adjacent thereto, and for an
adjustment of the boundaries under the
control of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission.
This is not a new matter; it has been
mentioned in the House on several occasions, but nothing has been done. The
genesis of the request goes back to the
Hollway Government when the then
Minister of Water Supply caused terms
of reference to be prepared by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
Before the terms could be referred to
the State Development Committee the
Hollway Government went out of office.
At present the Mornington Peninsula is
starved in the matter of water reticulalation, and although it is reaching the
zenith of its development there is little
water on the peninsula for primary producing industries. About two years ago,
the Commission notified residents of this
vast territory that they could not obtain
any additional water lines. When a new
house is built, it is difficult to obtain a
domestic supply. In the area, people
are sinking wells for domestic purposes
and to irrigate gardens. Travelling outside the peninsula towards Berwick,
down through Korumburra and Wonthaggi and back through Cranbourne,
one finds that there are practically no
water reticulation schemes, except one
or two that are inadequate. There is
room at the headworks of the Board
and the Commission to provide the needs
of the peninsula.
Then there should be an ample
these
supply of water to serve
districts. I have previously suggested
that
the teTritory which is at
present controlled by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, namely,
the whole of the Shire of Dandenong,
the whole of the City of Chelsea, and
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that part of the Shire of Frankston and
Hastings which contains the populous
part of Frankston back to Seafordwhich will ultimately become a cityshould be served by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works because
it is really a part of the metropolitan
area.
It will be readily understood that if
those districts were excised from the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission and handed over to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, which body claims that it has
plenty of water available, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
would be able to make available, in a
very short space of time, sufficient
water to meet the immediate needs of
the Mornington peninsula. The headwaters of the Bunyip river are in the
course of being improved and the
Tarago has been tapped. It is expected
that these developmental schemes will
be completed by 1956, by which time
there should be ample supplies of water
available for the Mornington peninsula,
as well as for the near Gippsland towns
between Dandenong and Warragul and,
going down through South Gippsland,
for Cranbourne, Lang Lang, Bass and
Wonthaggi.
It is well known that there is a huge
water catchment area in the Red Hill
district on the Mornington peninsula. I
believe that if the State Development
Commi ttee were to take evidence in
tha t region it would ascertain from persons possessed of local knowledge that
the district has an annual rainfall of
approximately 46 inches. If an area of
1,000 acres were reserved, a huge catchment would be created, which would be
sufficient to supply the needs of the
western end of the Mornington peninsula. This important work should be
undertaken. I suggest that the matter
be referred to the State Development
Committee as early as convenient in
the New Year, with the view of commencing work on this project. There
is an ample supply of water in the
services controlled by the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works and
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission to serve those interests
adequately, if the two bodies can be
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brought together. Both the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works and
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission expressed their willingness to
undertake the work.
Committees of
engineers are continually collaborating
as to the extension of water over the
boundaries of the two water control
districts. However, in the last two or
three years, not more than one or two
miles of pipe have been laid, and the
progress made has been so small that
the arrears of work will not be overtaken in less than 25 or 30 years. The
two bodies that I have mentioned do
not appear to have the power to get
together.
I suggest that this Committee should
make a recommendation to the Government that the two authorities do certain
things. If that course is adopted, the
great shortage of water that at present
obtains will be alleviated and the
development of the district will be expedited.
Moreover, such action will
give rise to feelings of satisfaction and
security in the minds of residents in the
districts that are affected. I stated previously that water is the one determining factor that permits people to five
in any locality.' Those who now reside
in the area to which I refer have practically no water. The State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission is experiencing difficul ty in meeting the needs of
trades, professions and industry. That
part of the State is now developing at
a faster rate than any other. The provision of an adequate water supply is a
task of national importance, and it
should be undertaken on that basis.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern
Province).-The
territory
represented by Mr. Gartside is suffering
from lack of water, whereas the
province of which I am a representative
is suffering from too much water. I
refer to the serious position that has
been brought about by the flooding of
the lakes in the Colac district. Not less
than 20,000 acres of land has been
-inundated ,and the floods are not abating. It is true that there is a drain
from the Lough Calvert area, towards
the cost of which the Government contributed £20,000. I realize that this
Government is short of money, but the
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Colac Shire Council is also in serious same relief can be affarded. I know
financial difficulty with respect to its that a serious problem confronts the
share of the cost of that work. The people concerned, and an endeavour will
municipality will need to float a loan be made to provide same alleviation.
for this purpose. Last Wednesday, there
The Hon. H. V. MacLEOD (Western
was a conference of the shires of
Heytesbury, Hampden, Winchelsea and Province).-I wish to direct the attenColac, to consider the serious problem tion of the Minister of Transport to a
associa ted with the floading of Lake problem which has existed in the Condah
Corangamite. The position has worsened swamp area for many years, where
.since the receh t spring rains. An appraximately 15,000 to 20,000 acres of
engineer of the State Rivers and Water land worth £40 to £50 an acre are
Supply Commission has advanced the covered with water for the major part
suggestion that the Wody Yallock creek af the year. A drainage scheme was
should be diverted from Lake Coranga- undertaken about 50 years ago, but both
mite into Lough Calvert. The approp- banks of the drain have been trodden
in by cattle, and the drain itself is now
riate Minister is aware of the problem,
with overgrowth. At one time,
covered
but definite steps will have to be taken
patatoes,
barley, mangles, and other
to alleviate it. At the present rate of produce were
grown on th'is land, but
flow, the draining of the Lough Calvert at present nathing is produced there bearea will take two years. I trust that cause of the flooding.
engineers of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission will continue to renThe Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
der assistance with a view to' abating Province).-I ask the Government to
the flood menace.
give cansideration to' the re-establishment of single test laying pens at the
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister Burnley laying competition. Those pens
af Transport) .-1 have same knowledge were discontinued some time ago and,
of the problems mentioned by Mr. Gart- as there are no single test laying comside, and I assure him that I will bring petitions throughout Victoria, it is dethe matter to the notice of the State sirable that they shall be re-established.
Development Committee. Several inves- A former Minister of Agriculture
tigations have already taken place by advised a deputation of paultry farmers
the State Rivers and Water Supply Com- that he wauld investigate the matter. I
mission and also by the Public Works consider that the re-establishment of
Committee. Reports have been presen- thase pens is desirable because the
ted by the latter committee concerning average egg laying of hens has fallen
the draining of the Chelsea area. I cansiderably over recent years, and
agree that a complete investigation breeders are finding it difficult to obtain
should be made with the view of tested stock. We hear to-day that most
alleviating the disabilities that exist poultry farmers run cross-breed hens,
with respect to the shartage of water and I consider that something must be
from which citizens are suffering. wrang when that type of bird lays more
I assure Mr. Gartside that I shall take eggs than the pure-bred hens.
an early opportunity to request the
Moreover, throughout Victoria many
State Development Cammittee to condiseases
affect poultry. In that conduct the investigation. Moreover, following the request of the honorable nexian, the Government should take
member yesterday morning, I gave some action to try to ascertain the
instructions for a complete investigation reasan far the onset of the diseases and
to be made into the transport difficulties also a cure for them so that poultry
farmers might receive advice in that
obtaining on the Morningtan Peninsula. directian. I ask the Minister of Agriculr am informed that the inquiry will ture to' take action in this matter, becommence early in the New Year.
cause at present most of the poultry
I shall direct the a tten tion of the have to be innaculated from time to
Department concerned to the question time against the various diseases. In
raised by Mr. McArthur to ascertain if my opinion, that is because the birds
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lack proper constitution due to insufficiently tested stock throughout Victoria
being made available to farmers.

request the Minister of Transport to
bring this matter to the notice of the
Government.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 shall direct the attention of the Minister of Agriculture to
those questions raised by Mr. MacLeod
and Mr. Grigg.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 am glad that Mr.
Bailey has raised this question because it
has been causing the Government some
concern. Recently the Workers Compensa tion Act was amended and in th!it legislation provision was mlade for the renewal of artificial limbs to workers who
had lost limbs as a result of accidents in
industry. Although the initial expense
is heavy, usually people are able to meet
it, but when artificial limbs· require renewal a great burden is placed on the
unfortunate persons who have to use
them. 1 agree with Mr. Bailey that
children without artificial limbs may
suffer severe mental stress, and that if
they are supplied with artificial limbs in
their early years, they quickly learn to
use them. IMr. Bailey has raised an
important matter and 1 think the Governmen t should find some way to provide
financial assistance, subject to a means
test, to peopie who find it necessary to
renew artificial limbs from time to time.
It is strange that they do not last very
long, particularly when worn by working
people. 1 think the burden of replacement of limbs should be eased by the
Government making some contribution.
1 shlall bring the matter to the n.)tice of
the Minister of Health, and 1 trust that
some good will result.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining s~ages.

The Hon. A. J. BAILEY (Melbourne
West Province).-1 wish to refer to the
supply of artificial limbs for children
who have lost limbs as a result of
accident or because of a deformity at
birth. This year a small girl living in
my province lost a leg in an accident at
the Spotswood railway station, and, as
a result of the generosity of the public
and a newspaper conducting an appeal, a
sum in excess of £1,000 was raised to
obtain an artificial limb for her. Instead
of the public being called upon to assist
parents to obtain artificial limbs for
'children, the Government should -accept
some responsibility. 1 realize what it
means for parents to be placed in this
position, because as the result of assistance of friends and the generous public
my daughter was provided with artificial limbs.
There are children in Melbourne without a limb who have no artificial aids.
The State Medical Officer contacted me
recently for certain information ~oncern
ing artificial limbs, which 1 was able to
furnish. 1 was informed by the doctor
of the circumstances of two children
attending schools in Melbourne who have
lost limbs. One child is living at Camp
Pelliand has no artificial limb at all, and
the other child has a peg leg. Children
can be cruel and probably that child will
receive the nickname of" pegleg." Children have to face hardships without
having to go through life with such a disability. If they are given an early opportunity to do so, they become accustomed
to using artificial limbs. As children
grow, the artificial limbs have to be
changed and that creates a difficulty
for parents with limited incomes.
Even if a means test were imposed
to ascertain whether people could
afford to purchase limbs or not, 1
consider that the Government should
provide some assistance, and 1 earnestly

LAND (DEVELOPMENT LEASES)
ACT 1951.
DEVELOPMENT ROAD.

The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of
TransportHas construction of the development road
through block 40 of the land being developed
by the Australian Mutual Provident Society
pursuant to the provisions of the Land
(Development Leases) Act 1951 been curtailed; if so, why, and to what extent?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answer isThe work in question has not been cur·
tailed.
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ADJOURNMENT.
CLOSE OF SESSION.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Thursday, January 14 next, at 4 o'clock.

The

moti~n

was agreed to.

'The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

On behalf of the Government I extend to
each member of the House and his
family our best wishes for a very happy
Christmas and bright and prosperous
New Year. As Leader of the House, I
thank my colleagues for their assistance
during this trying session, during which,
I understand, a record number of Bills
was passed, including an unprecedented
number of important, contentious, large
measures. 1 thank the members of all
parties and the two independent members for their co-operation, without
which the work could not have been
accomplished. 1 express my appreciation, also, of the excellent way in
which you, Mr. President, have conducted the business of the Chamber.
Since 1 have been a member, the Leader
of each Government in the House has
paid a similar compliment to you. The
atmosphere which prevai,ls in the Chamber is due not only to your efficiency but
to the courtesy which you extend to
members on every occasion. Your rulings
are a model of consistency, and that is
very much appreciated because of its
contribution to the prestige of this
institution.
The Government conveys to Mr. Sarah
and his assistants, its thanks for their
work and the courtesy they have shown
during the session to all honorable members, especially when difficulties of procedure have been encountered. Their
work contributes greatly to the smooth
running of the House. On behalf of
myself in particular, and of the Government as a whole, 1 wish to pay a special
tribute to the Hansard staff. 1 understand that 1 cause them much difficulty because I am apt to speak too
quickly, and 1 assure them that I shall
endeavour to slow down in the new year
so as to make their task less arduous. I
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thank all the other members of the staff
for their help and courtesy. This is the
end of what has been a very fruitful session, and not only the Government but
other members of the House are enti!led
to their share of -credit for what has been
achieved. Matters of great moment
have been dealt with; many of them
have been dodged by Governments
for several years.
The Government
considered that such subjects should be
presented to Parliament for consideration. Again 1 thank all honorable members for their assistance in placing longneeded legislation on the statute-book.
1 trust you, Mr. President, and all other
members will enjoy the coming respite
and return full of vim and vigour to
assist the Government in passing further
legislation which will be fruitful and for
the benefit of the State.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-The party with which 1 am
associa ted joins with the Leader of, the
Governmen t in the House in expressing
its thanks to those people who have
helped us during the session. The officers
and members of the staff, including the
attendants, are just as anxious to serve
private members in this Chamber, as
they are to assist the members of the
Government; their efforts show no discrimination whatsoever. 1 appreciate also
the very keen courtesy and kindliness of
the Leader of the Government in his
dealings with members of the Opposition. 1 might have been a little
critical at the start, but that was
not the fault of the Minister of
Transport because he is part of the
Government, which wants certain things
done. 1 do not think any Leader of the
House has tried to co-operate with and
assist members of the Opposition as
much as has the Minister of Transport.
Members of my party realize the value
of the services of our President and
his rulings on relevancy and like
matters. 1 am sure he has so
many years' experience now that
it would be impossible to trick him
or take him unawares.
We greatly
appreciate the way in which he controls
the desJtinies of this House. 1 am sure
that all members of the party to which
I belong join with the Leader of the
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House in wishing everyone a very happy
Christmas and a bright New Year. I
trust that we shall all be here when Her
Majesty the Queen opens Parliament in
February. I imagine that the resumption date mentioned by the Minister14th January next-is a sort of notional
or fictitious one. I have arranged to
leave for a holiday on the 15th of that
month. Probably the date specified in
the motion has no real significance.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I thank the Leader
of the House for the good wishes he
expressed to the members of the Country
party and to all other members of this
Chamber. We not only appreciate them
but we reciprocate them. I join with
Sir James Kennedy in paying a tribute
to the efforts made by the Leader of the
House to meet the convenience of members in regard to the conduct of the
business. The honorable gentleman has
tried at all times to be fair. We have
not always fallen on his side, so to
speak, but this is a House O'f Parliament
-not a tea party-and it is useless to
expect that everything will end in the
way one desires. I thank the Government, or whoever else is responsible, for
the excellent arrangements that have
been made for the opening of Parliament next year. Honorable members
have been given a certain number of
invitations and, from what I can learn
from the officers of the House and others,
everyIthing is well in train for the important occasion to which I allude.
From now on Ministers will be extremely
busy on the details for the Royal tour,
and that will be a particularly heavy
task. Together with all other members
of this House, I wish the Government
well in its efforts. I trust that Her
Majesty's tour in Victoria will be outstandingly successful from beginning to
end. I have no doubt that the Government and others responsible for the
arrangements will have cause for
satisfaction.
I concur with all that was said by
the Leader of the House about the
manner in which the President and the
Chairman of Committees have discharged their important duties, and with
the honorable gentleman's references to
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the Clerk, Mr. Sarah, and other members of the staff. They have played
their part in the conduct of the business
of the House and have, so to speak,
kept us on the road.· What they have
been able to accomplish is an object
lesson to all those who hold similar
positions in other Parliaments. Excellent
service has been rendered by all associated with the affairs of this Chamber.
I wish them a happy Christmas and a
prosperous New Year, and I thank the
Leader of the House and his fellow
Ministers here for the co-operation we
have received from them. I hope that
the honorable gentleman will find time
in the next few weeks to take a wellearned rest.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-As the Leader of
the House has mentioned, the presence
of the "third party" on behalf of Mr.
MacLeod and myself, I should like to
reciprocate the honorable gentleman's
hearty good wishes. Mr. MacLeod and
I feel that we are under an obligation
to honour the oath we took when we
swore in this House to devote ourselves
to serving Her Majesty the Queen. We
have honoured that oath without fear
or favour, and because we have discharged our duty in that manner we feel
very satisfied with this session of Parliament. Not only has it given us great
satisfaction, but I feel that it will be
beneficial to the State. Coming now to
the members of the staff of the Council,
I would mention that I have travelled in
many other parts of the world, but the
services rendered to me there have been
excelled by those I have received in this
House. Here the keynotes are kindliness
and courtesy, combined with a 100 per
cent. efficiency. On some occasions, Mr.
President, I have felt that you have been
a little hard, but we must recognize the
wisdom of your judgment at all times,
and we much appreciate it.
Turning now to the Government, I have
always maintained in public life or in
business that there are two big C's; one
is co-operation and the other compromise. If a man is cognizant of those
two he can get along almost wi,th anybody. Mr. MacLeod and I have had to
see the Government on several occ-asions,
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and I wish to thank the Leader of the
House for the courteousness of our reception and the co-operation which was
afforded by the Government. I should
like to dispel any idea in the minds of
honorable members or ,the public that any
whip was used, so to speak, at any time
on either side. We were always given
the utmost consideration. Again, I am
glad that one or two of our ideas were
incorporated in the Government's legislation and I hope that the result will
be of benefit to the State.
I do wish all honorable members a
very merry Christmas and a happy and
prosperous New Year. I hope that they
will return after the holidays without
any feelings of ill-will arising from the
fact that Mr. MacLeod and I have had
to differ with members of the Government and others on occasions.

Adjournment.

service to this Parliamentary institution.
They regard members as fellow workers,
so to speak, in the parliamentary field,
and so far as their employment is
concerned the question of employer and
employee relationship scarcely arises.
As to the remarks of the Minister
of Transport and other members who
have spoken about myself, I thank
those members very sincerely for their
kind words. I trust that every member
of this House will be here again in
health and strength on the 25 th
February next year to welcome Her
Majesty the Queen at the opening of
Parliament. On the preceding day there
will be an official address to Her Majesty
from both Houses, but the opening of
the next Parliament by Her Majesty will
be performed on the 25th February,
which will be an occasion of great
historic significance.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
I sincerely trust that every member
-Before putting the motion 1 should like will benefit by the vacation, and that
to join in the tribute paid to the officers our friends who have been absent
and staff of this House. In my office as through illness-Sir Frank Clarke and
President I have received very great the Honorable Mr. George Tu~kett-will
assistance indeed from the Clerk of the in the near future be restored to full
Legislative Council (Mr. Sarah), as well health so that they also will have the
as from the Clerk Assistant (Mr. Lyons), privilege of being present on the
and the Usher of the Black Rod (Mr. occasion of Her Majesty's visit. I join
Tierney) .
That wonderful trio of in wishing you all a happy Christmas
officers would not be surpassed in any and prosperous New Year in every sense
other Parliament in the world. In of the term, not" merely in financial and
expressing thanks to the other members material prosperity but also in happiof the staff, 1 include not only the house- ness of heart and in the good works that
keeper and the doorkeepers, but also one you will do during the coming year.
or two temporary officers. From all of
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
them we have received loyal service.
of Transport).-In my previous remarks
I join with the Minister of Transport I omitted to mention our Chairman of
in his appreciation of the work of the Committees, the Honorable D. J. Walters.
staff as a whole. 1 should like to mention 1 should not like the opportunity to pass
one section some of the members of without saying 'how much we have
which are, perhaps, not on the permanent appreciated his chairmanship.
We all
staff. 1 refer to those excellent people, hope that he will be long spared to hold
both women and men, who carry out that position to which we jointly elected
duties in the refreshment room. They him. At times he has to make imporhave had a most strenuous time this tant decisions, but he does so fearlessly
session. For "example, during the last and fairly. We hope that he will have
week they have been on duty for as a happy Christmas and a bright and
long as eighteen hours a day. 1 do not prosperous New Year and that all his
know when they get sleep, but citrus fruit troubles will be resolved in
they attend to our physical wants with the near future.
cheerfulness and without grudging the
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
time spent. That is really remarkable -1 also omitted to say something which
evidence of their attitude towards their I had in mind in reference to the Hanwork and the part they play in giving sard staff. If any body of persons have-
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a difficult task to perform they are the
reporters. First, they have to record
the speeches -of members in this Chamber, then they have to dictate their
notes, and finally see that the reports
are correctly printed and set out in
Hansard.
They have had a most
strenuous session. How they bear up
during the all-night sittings, I really
do not know. After such an arduous
session they must be exhausted, but I
trust that after a few days they will
have recovered and that they will have
a pleasant rest during the recess.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.3 a.m.
(Saturday), until Thursday, January 14,
1954.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Friday, December 11, 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 11.47 a.m., and read
the prayer.
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be carried out by the Bureau of Mineral
Resources with the object of locating a site
for a deep bore.
2. It is presumed that the honorable member is referring to the shaft sunk at Lakes
Entrance by the State and Commonwealth
Governments. This shaft cost approximately
£140,000 of which this State paid £35,279.
The shaft is 1,156 feet deep with a winze,
bringing the total depth to 1,212 feet 6
inches. The two Governments decided in
1945 that the project was uneco'nomic,
realized on the assets and handed th~ undertaking over to Austral Oil Drilling Syndicate
now known as Lakes Oil Limited.
3. Horizontal boring was carried out by
Lakes Oil Limited and over a period of she
years, 32 bores were put out from the
bottom of the shaft, the total distance being
10,234 feet. Returns furnished by the company show oil production as follows:1948
30,000 ga Hons
34,410 gallons
1949
1950
40,000 gallons
1951
68,180 gallons
4. The company ,has ceased operations at
the shaft, sold its equipment and sealed the
top of the shaft.
5. Messrs. Ranney and Fairbanks visited
the Lakes Entrance area in 1941, and recommended that a shaft be sunk and that
horizontal drilling be carried out from the
bottom of the shaft.
6. This is covered by the answer to question 2.

MINES DEPARTMENT.
SEARCH FOR OIL: OPERATIONS IN
GIPPSLAND.

Mr. MUTTON

(Coburg) asked Mr.
Scully (Honorary Minister), for the
Minister of Mines1. Whether the Government's activity in
the search for oil in Gippsland is to cease;
if so, why?
2. What is the cost of the undertaking to
date, and what is the depth of the bore?
3. Whether any horizontal bores have
been carried out; if so, with what result?
4. Whether the present supply of oil is
likely to reimburse the Government for its
expendi ture?
5. Whether Messrs. Ranney and Fairbank
of the United States of America visited
Gippsland to report on the development of
the bore; if so, what was their report?
6. What is the' intention of the Government regarding the asse.ts of the undertaking?

Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).The -answers supplied by the Minister of
'M,ines are1. No. The detailed geological survey of
the Gippsland oil field area is to be resumed
next year 'and further geophysical work Is to

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
RURAL EXTENSIONS: TARIFF RATES.

For
Sir
HERBERT
HYLAND
(Gippsland South), Mr. Brose asked Mr.
Cain (Premier and Treasurer)1. What conditions, other than the
advancement of 50 per centum of the cost
of the work, must be complied with by
farmers before their properties may be connected to State Electricity Commission
mains?
2. Why it will take up to eighteen months
to transfer all hot water systems on the" J"
tariff to the "I" tariff rate?

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).The answers are-1. When the 50 per cent. scheme first was
introduced in September, 1951, prospective
consumers were required to give a guarantee of a minimum consumption of electricity.
This guarantee provision now has been
abolished. In October, 1953, the interest rate
on advances was increased from 4 per cent.
ro 4~ per cent.
2. The transfer of J" hot-water systems
to tariff I" is dependent upon the commercial operation next year of the new
II

II
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generating plant at present being installed
at Yallourn. As soon as this output becomes
available the work of converting the 20,000
units concerned will be commenced and
completed as quickly as possible. The 30th
June, 1955, is the latest date by which it is
expected the transfers will be completed.

The immediate prospects of using the
Morwell plant are not bright.
GRANT FOR CAPITAL WORKS:
ALLOCATION.

MORWELL

For
Sir
HERBERT
HYLAND
(Gippsland South) Mr. Brose asked the
Premier and TreasurerWhat amount was granted to the State
Electricity Commission this financial year
for capital works, and of this amount, how
much was set aside for the Morwell project?

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).The answer isThe State Electricity Commission works
programme for 1953-54 is £27,000,000, which
has to be found by advances from the State
of Victoria together with loan raisings by
the StatQ Electricity Commission itself and
the use of the Commission's own cash resources. Of this total, £3,400,000 is required
to meet contract commitments in respect of
plant for Morwell, and about £1,000,000 is
needed for interest on deferred works at
Morwell.

SLUM ABOLITION.

Education Department.

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I have already intimated that recognized
organizations, such as the Victorian
Council for Social Services, will be given

an opportunity to present their views
before the Bill is submitted to Cabinet.
That does not mean that the opinions of
every organization that may have shown
a cursory interest in child welfare will
be received. Mr. Pittard retired recently
'from the position of secretary of the
Children's Welfare Department but his
services are being retained by the Government until at least the end of the year.
He is fully occupied at the moment in
collaboration with me in preparing the
basis of a new Act. This matter is above
party politics, and I hope to receive
advice from the honorable member for
Mornington and the honorable member
for Rainbow in view of their experience
in administering the Chief Secretary's
Department.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
NEW SCHOOL AT BREAMLEA.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon)
asked the Minister of Education-

Mr. RYLAH (Kew) asked the Chief
Secretary-

1. When representations were made for
the establishment of a State school at
Breamlea?
2. When a request was first made for the
transfer of the old Barwon Heads school to
Breamlea?
3. Whether the Breamlea school is .at
present being conducted in a corrugated-iron
Army hut?
4. How long the old Barwon Heads school
has been empty awaiting the selection of
a site at Breamlea, to which it could be
moved?
5. Whether the Education Department, in
conjunction with the Lands Department and
the Public Works Department, is giving
attention to the question of the selection
of a school site at Breamlea; if so, when it
is expected the site will be selected?
6. What were the dates upon which communications passed between the Education
Department and these other Departments in
relation to this matter, and what were the
contents of such communications?

Whether, in view of his (the Minister's)
public statement !hat he ~as u~der c~n
sideration legislatIOn 'dealmg WIth chIld
welfare in this State, it is his intention to
call together representatives of bodies working in the interests of child welfare to assist
in the preparation of such legislation?

Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The information desired will take
some time to prepare. When it is available, it will be supplied to the honorable
m.ember in the form of a return.

GoVERNMENT PLANS.

For Mr. PETTY (Toorak) Mr. Bloomfield asked the Minister of HousingWhether, in view of his (the Minister's)
answer to a question on the 6th October last,
that the Government had under consideration plans for slum abolition, he is now
able to inform the House if these plans
have been formulated, and when such plans
(if any) will be implemented?

Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).The answer isPlans for further slum reclamation areas
are under consideration and will be submitted to the Government at an early date.

CHILD WELFARE.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Labour and Industry
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The message from the Council relating
to the amendments in this Bill was taken
into consideration.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .----Clause 19 provides that there
shall be a Board to be known as the
Labour and Industry Advisory Board,
consisting of seven persons, of whom
three shall be appointed by the Governor
in Council as representing employers
from a panel of names submitted to the
Minister by associations representative
of employers.
The first amendment
made by the Council has the effect of
substituting for the words" associations
representative of employers" the words
"the bodies known as the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures, the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce, and the
Victorian Employers' Federation." I
move---That amendment No.1 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-Clause 21 states that the Governor in Council, on the recommendation
of the Minister, may take the necessary
action for the appointment of a wages
Board where the Min'ister is satisfied
that the' majority of employees in any
specified trade or branch of trade desires that such a wages Board shall be
appointed. Amendment No. 2 made by
the Council has the effect of providing
that the Governor in Council may
appoint that wages Board, if the Minis-:
ter is satisfied that the majority of
employers or employees in the relevant
trade or branch of trade desires that
action to be taken. I move-That amendment No.2 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed t'O.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The third amendment made by
the Council has the effect O'f excepting
Easter Tuesday and the. second or third
day of January from the list of public
holidays on which all shops for the sale
of petrol, benzine, or other motor spirit,
motor oil, or motor accessories must
close within the metropolitan district. At
the Committee stage, there was discussion concerning the compulsory closing
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of a portion of certain garages, although
another portion was enabled to open for
business. In some instances, mechanical
sections have been allowed to open while
the petrol selling branch has had to be
closed. The amendment made in the
Council will allow both portions of the
establishment to be opened on the specified days. I move-That amendment No.3 be agreed to.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-As was stated
by the Minister of Education, this
matter arose from a discussion of a
limi ted extension of petrol selling hours,
and the Premier intimated that the
Government would consider the anomaly
that existed in the trade, under which
the mechanical section of a garage could
remain open on certain days when the
petrol pumps were prohibited 'from
operating. The amendment made by the
Council will overcome this difficulty on
the public holidays referred to.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-Amendment No.4 made by the
Council is consequential to amendment
No.3.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 have read the'
text of the amendment, which proposes
to include in sub-paragraph (iii) of
paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 83 the words" other public holidays (other than Easter Tuesday and
the second or third day of January) ".
It seems to me that the word" other"
(where first occurring) is redundant.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-It will be necessary f'Or me to
review that aspect.
Amendment No.4 was postponed.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-Amendment No.5 made by the
Council relates to clause 100, in which
it is provided that "no person shall in
or on any vehicle or animal whatsoever
carry or permit any other person in his
employment to carry any goods whatsoever for hire. or reward or in the course
of trade" during certain hours or' on
specified days. Sub-clause (2) states that
those restrictions shall not apply in
respect of persons solely engaged in
certain occupations. The purpose of
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Amendment No.5 is to include the word
"while," so that the relevant provision
will then stateThe restrictions contained in the last preceding sub-section shall not apply in respect
of persons while solely engaged in- . . .

At the Committee stage, the honorable
member for Shepparton questioned the
wisdom of incorporating in the Bill the
sub-clause in the terms in which it was
expressed. The amendment made by
the Council will make it specific that
the restrictive provision will apply to an
employee while he is solely engaged on
a certain task. I move-That amendment No.5 be agreed to.
~ir.
McDONALD (Shepparton).-I
appreciate the desire of the Minister to
assist the position. I point out that
under certain seasonal conditions it is
necessary for farmers to work on Saturdays and Sundays in an effort to save
their crops, not only in their own interests but with the object of maintaining
adequate production of foodstuffs. Subclause (2) of clause 100, as originally
drafted, would mean that the restrictive
provisions of sub-clause (1) would apply
to all persons except those who were
engaged solely in those occupations that
were stipulated. I am not altogether
happy about the amendment. I am not
a lawyer and I do not know whether
the addition of the word" while" covers
the position for which we are trying to
provide. However, I am prepared to
accept the Minister's assurance that it
will do so.
Colonel LEGGATT.-It will assist the
position, but I do not know whether
it will go the whole distance.

Mr. McDONALD.-I desire to have
the position recorded in Hansard) .in case
trouble should arise in the future. During certain seasonal periods, it is necessary for a farmer to work at unusual
times to harvest his crop, and the produce must be transported without let
or hindrance. Last season, a large percentage of my crop of peaches was
afflicted with brown rot. I saved a
portion of it by working on Saturday
and Sunday and having it transported
to the canning' companies.
They
appreciated the circumstances and adop-
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ted the unusual procedure of taking the
fruit into their cool stores immediately,
so that processing could be commenced
at the beginning of the working week.
If farmers are to b~ prevented from
adopting a similar course on future
occasions, there will be much loss in
the production of foodstuffs.
The
Government, by trying to protect certain interests, will create a greater
difficulty and make it virtually impossible for some primary industries to
function. I understand the amendment
to mean that the restrictive provisions
will not apply while the load carried
by a certain person consists solely of
those goods that are subject to exemption. I am not certain that the amendment specifically provides that that will
be the case, but I accept the Minister's
assurance that that is its intention.
Colonel LEGGATT (,Mornington).Perhaps it would be better if the word
" solely" were omitted from the subclause, but I do not urge the Minister
to adopt that course, because it might
detract from the true meaning of the
provision.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I am sure that the amendment
covers the situation. The matter has
been discussed since the amendment was
made in another place, and the' Government is of the opinion that the amendment will meet the situation envisaged
by the honorable member for Shepparton.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The purpose of amendment No.
6 made by the Council is to add the
following sub-clause to clause 100:( ) Nothing in this section shall prevent
any person from tr.avelling after the hours
stated 'in this section to theext'ent only of
taking the vehicle animal or goods into a
y.ard garage or enclosed prertiises but such
goods shall not be unloaded until lhe next
day.

I move-That amendment No.6 be agreed to.

The proposed new sub-clause is on the
lines of section 131 in the Factories and
Shops Act 1928, which readsNothing in this Act shall be taken to
prevent any person who has carted any
goods wares merchandise or materials whatsoever from outside completing his journey
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in any city or town or in any borough or

part of the shire to which this Part has been
extended after the hours stated in the last
preceding section to the extent only of taking the horse or other animal cart and goods
into a yard burt such goods shall not be unloaded unltil the next day.

When the Bill was previously before the
House, there was some confusion
amongst honorable members as to
whether persons who were delayed by
accident, caused through lack of judgment as to wh~ther they could travel the
distance in the permitted time, breakdowns or other causes, would be allowed
to complete their journey. Amendment
No.6 does not give the operator complete freedom to travel as far as he
wishes, but it affords a genuine
operator who has been delayed a chance
of reaching his destination in order to
house his vehicle, animal, or goods in a
yard, garage, or enclosed premises. He
is still not permitted to unload such
goods until the next day.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The amendment goes part of the way towards
achieving what was sought by the
Opposition in the debate on the Bill. I
am not entirely happy about the wording of the new sub-clause, but I understand that in the Council it was debated
in great detail and that discussions took
place between the Minister of Labour
and the Honorable A. G. Warner,
with ultimate agreement being reached
that the clause as amended would be
satisfactory. There may be some difficulty in interpreting the new sub-clause,
although the Minister of Labour has informed me that his advisers consider
that the sub-clause will have exactly
the same effect as section 131 in the
principal Act. rt is also difficult to
frame a suitable provision to permit a
journey to be completed in certain circumstances. I do not oppose the amendment, but if, after the new legislation
has been in operation for a period, it is
found that it does not achieve the purpose for which it was intended, I should
like the Government to re-examine the
matter.
Colonel LEGGATT (Morning-ton).I should like to record my doubts as to
whether the new sub-clause will achieve
its purpose. I understood the Minister
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of Education to say that it would allow
an operator to complete his journey, but
I doubt whether that is so. It says he
may take his vehicle, animal, or goods
in to a yard, garage, or enclosed
premises, but does that mean his own
premises, or merely the nearest premises
into which he can gain access? I should
like the Minister of Education to clearly
state the Government's intention, because although a court takes no judicial
notice of what appears in Hansard, if
prosecutions occur in a way not intended by the Government, as stated by
the responsible Minister in the House,
representations can then be made to the
Government.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-In
the debate on clause 100 of the Bill, the
Opposition raised an objection that if a
vehicle were delayed by breakdown
when its journey was almost completed
the driver would be in the absurd position of not being able to drive to his
destination, although he had set out to
complete the journey within the permitted hours and would have been able
to do so in normal circumstances. The
Minister of Education has not assured
the House that the amendment will
achieve what he seemed to regard as a
reasonable objective during the debate,
namely, to protect bona fide people who
by some mischance are prevented from
completing their journey within permitted hours. I share the doubts of the
honorable member for Mornington; in
fact, it seems quite plain that the new
sub-clause would not permU a man to
travel past several yards and garages to
reach his own premises. This amendment does not carry out the will of the
Minister of Education as revealed in the
earlier debate on the clause.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-If
the Minister of Education looks at the
transport regulation and traffic speed
laws, he will find that many journeys
within the State could not legitimately
be completed within the prescribed
hours. For instance, the distance from
Melbourne to Mildura is 360 miles. A
man is not permitted to commence loading his vehicle before 7.30 a.m. and it
would be, say, 8.30 a.m. before he
departed from the metropolis. He must
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have one hour for lunch, and it is quite
clear that it would be impossible for him
to comply with the -speed restrictions
and reach Mildura within the prescribed
hours. I am sure the Government has
not thoroughly examined tha t aspect.
In my opinion, there is no reason why
a man should not drive for a reasonable
period beyond eight hours. This Bill
when enacted will impos~ increased
costs on rural industries and primary
production, and it represents another
reason for my recent statement that
with Bills being rushed through Parliamen t in the presen t fashion legislation is - being passed about which
.honorable members are not sufficiently
informed although it could have important practical effects on the community.
In the time available, it has been impossible to investigate such possibilities.
This is a Bill of restrictions.
It
would take weeks to fully examine it to
find out how it will affect primary producers. I am sure the Government's
supporters do not understand the
measure. I do not say that unkindly,
because they could not be expected to
do so within the time that this Bill has
been before the House. I do not think
anyone wishes to place conditions on
industry which will prevent a job from
being carried out in a day. This legis-lation will slow down the wheels of production, which is not the intention of
the Government or Labour party backbenchers. I should like to know the
effect of the inclusion of the word
animal." Does it mean that if a man
has a horse-drawn vehicle he cannot
unharness the horse from the cart?
U

Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-It means that
the goods cannot be unloaded from a
cart which ,is drawn by an animal.
Mr. McDONALD.-I am not a lawyer,
but I realize that the words must have
some importance or they would not have
been included in the new sub-clause. If
there is a yard or garage or enclosed
premises within a mile or so, is that
the extent to which a man can continue
his journey? I am asking the Minister
seriously if what I have suggested as
the meaning of this new sub-clause is
Will an
as I have interpreted it.
operator have the right to travel to his
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intended destination, there taking his
vehicle into a yard, garage or enclosed
premises? If that is what the amendment means, I am happy. But would it
be possible for an inspector to proceed
against an opera'tor on the ground that
he could have got his vehicle into a yard,
say, 2 miles after setting out on his
journey whereas he has proceeded 50
miles towards his ultimate destination?
Would the operator be committing an
offence in those circumstances? Does
the amendment mean that he will be
able to travel to his destination or, say,
practically to the point of the delivery
of his goods?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-YOU know that it does
not mean that but you want me to say
it does.
Mr. McDONALD. - Then is the
operator to be required to go to the
nearest enolosed yard and leave the
vehicle there, unloaded? Or may he
travel, for instance, the full distance of
360 miles to Mildura provided he puts
his vehicle into a garage but does not
unload the vehicle untn the following
day?

Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-There is no need for me to interpret this proposed new sub-section. It
amounts to a compromise which the
Minister of Transport has accepted wHh
a certain person who is looking after the
interests of the same people as the
honorable member for Shepparton is
concerned about. I can assure him that
the sub-clause is not being inserted to
make it easy for operators to evade the
law. It is meant deliberately to restrict
illicit operations. It provides ample
scope for the genuine man who has got
into trouble with his vehicle in the course
of his journey.
If I were looking after the interests
of the people in whom the honorable
member for Shepparton is interested I
should accept this amendment. It gives
an opportunity to an operator legally
and legitimately to complete his journey
to a point where he can get out of his
trouble. He can, in fact, complete his
daily journey in any case. Here we are
providing for the man who in the course
of his journey has met with a difficulty
beyond his oontrol.
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Mr. COOK (Benalla).-I raise my
voice in objection to this proposed
amendment. It is an unreasonable interference with the rights of the individual.
I object particularly to the provision that
the goods in the vehicle shall not be unloaded until the next day. An operator
may seek to take his vehicle into a yard
or garage but may not obtain permission
to put it there. Even supposing that he
has obtained permission, he is not to unload the vehicle until the following day.
The goods in question may be perishable; weather conditions may make it
imperative that they should be unloaded,
or the operator might not have an opportunity of unloading until some time later
than the following day. Altogether, I
consider the amendment unreasonable.
Surely we have some rights. What would
be the case if an operator took his load
into his own yard? Could he not unload
perishable goods forthwith if he found
it necessary?
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The seventh amendment made by
another place is merely a verbal alteration to paragraph (b) of sub-clause (3)
of clause 130. I move-That amendment No. 7 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
lUre SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).--Reverting now to our postponed
consideration of the Council amendment
number 4, in clause 83, which I have
already explained, I understand that the
purpose is to cater for days such as Good
Friday. I am advised that the subparagraph in question should read as it
is now proposed to be amended.

I move-That amendment No.4 be agreed to.

l\lr. RYLAH (Kew).-This matter
has now been cleared up to my satisf·action but I am still rather curious as to
what the effect will be. I do not know
whether the Government is foreshadowing things to come when this sub-paragraph (iii) refers to "Saturdays" and
" other public holidays" and so on. Is
there a suggestion that some day the
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Government will seek to provide that certain public holidays shall fall on a Saturday? However, by this proposed amendment the law will be consistent with
what I had put forward.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 move-That the Clerk of the Parliaments be
authorized so far as may be necessary to renumber the sections in the Labour and Industry Bill consequentially On the deletion
of clauses and the insertion of new clauses,
and to. substitute for any reference in the
Bill to any section thereof the appropriate
reference to the sections as renumbered in
accordance with the foregoing authority.

The necessity for a resolution of this kind
is obvious. I have a letter here to substantiate that. It i's from Mr. Andrew
Garran, the Assistant Parliamentary
Draftsman, to the Clerk of the Parliaments, and is as follows:I enclose copies of suggested motion cOncerning renumbering of clauses and correction of cross references in the Labour
and Industry Bill. This motion follows the
terms of the motion relating to the Transport Regulation Bill in 1933-see Votes and
Proceedings of 22nd September, 1933, page
165, item 46. As to the first part of the
motion, viz., the renumbering of sections,
I think there is no doubt that you have
power to act without any instruction. As to
the second part, the correction of cross
references, I leave it to y.ou; but no doubt
it would be best to follow previous precedent.
All I want done is(a) to renumber the clauses that are
marked II AA" to "00" and also to
close the gap between clauses 33 and
35 where a tooth has been extracted;
(b) to alter consequentially clause 1 (3)
(Division into Parts) to correct all
cross references to the sections of
which each Part and Division is
comprised.
I trust that this will be quite satisfactory.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I do not wish
to protest in regard to this motion, but
the fact tha tit has been necessary to
submit it to the House is an example of
the consequences of the hurried consideration of big Bills towards the closing hours of a session. Members have
not, perhaps, a right appreciation of the
volume of work that has to be done by
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the Government Printer and members
of the parliamentary staff in connexion
with Bills of this type. I should think
that the cost of having these Bills dealt
with in the manner in which many
measures have been handled this
week must be tremendous. I do not
complain that I personally did not have
sufficient time to consider the Bill,
because I did have all the time I
required. If Bills of the size of this one
have to be dealt with hurriedly towards
the termination of the session, a considerable amount of extra work and
strain is imposed, not only on members
of this House, but also on the staff.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I wish to thank members of the
Opposition for the assistance they have
given not only to me but to other Ministers in facilitating the passage of a number of Bills through the House. I wish
to pay a tribute to the work of the
Government Printer and his staff, not
only in connexion with this Bill but also
in relation to other measures and the
many amendments that have had to be
printed during the course of the passage
of the Bills through the House. A t this
time of the year it is never easy for
the Government Printer to cope with the
volume of work that must be completed.
I am sure that every member who knows
anything of the mechanical processes
involved in printing will appreciate the
extent of the work that has had to be
done. Again, I pay a tribute to the
Government Printer and to the members
of his staff.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the resolution bE
forwarded to the Council with a
message desiring their concurrence
therein.
The sitting was suspended at 12.50
p.m. until 2.15 p.m.

ESTIMATES.
The House went into Committee of
Supply for the further consideration of
the Estimates of Expenditure for the
year 1953-54.
Consideration was resumed of the vote
for the Premier-Balance, £351,633.

Estimates.

Mr. DUNN (Geelong).-I presume
that included in the sum of £158,560 for
the Premier's office would be the cost'
of the rental of the Geological Museum.
When that building is no longer required
for its present purposes-and that will
not be the case until after the projected
Royal visit-it should, I suggest, revert
to ,the use originally intended for it. A
geological museum performs a valuable
function in assisting to educate school
students in particular and the people
generally, and I think that some cognizance should be taken of the desirability
of that important activity being resumed.
MI'. COOK (Benalla) .-For the Soil
Conservation Authority the vote is
£36,118. It is admitted that the Authority
is carrying out its duties in an efficient
manner, but the need for the development
of its activities is great. I consider that
more finance should be made available
to it for that purpose. In respect of
administration, reclamation and catchment projects the sum of £6,018 has been
allocated, and I suggest that that sum
be increased to, say, £10,000. The money
would be well spent.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-One
gains the impression that the chief difficulty of the Soil Conservation Authority
in extending its valuable services at the
present time, arises from the lack of
trained graduates in agriculture who can
become extension officers. I understand
that graduates from agricultural colleges
need long experience in the service
of the Soil Conservation Authority,
although, because of their personality
and their knowledge of the country, some
graduates render great service to
primary producers in the districts to
which they are allotted. However, the
type of extension officer is really not
the urgent point at the moment. The
fact is that there is an e·xtreme shortage
both of diplomates from the agricultural
colleges and graduates from the school
of agriculture at the University who are
experienced in the problems of the
Authority. I refer to the type of men
who have assisted primary producers in
the past to tackle soil erosion problems.
It seems to me that some special effort
should be made by the Government to
obtain more students possessing the
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right type of personality and background
to undertake studies in either kind of
school. Special scholarships should be
offered, in addition to those already
arranged for. It may be that some
persons from abroad can serve in the
direction I have indicated. It seems a
shame that the work of the Authority
should be held up for some years because
of the difficulty I have outlined.
I gather that certain funds are made
a vailable from a Commonwealth source
to the Department of Agriculture, and I
suggest that a proportion should be
diverted to the Soil Conservation
Authority. It will be recalled that in
recent years the Commonwealth Government has made a steady effort to assist
agriculturists and, since the -work of
soil conservation has such a great deal
to do with the effectiveness of agriculture, the Minister of Agriculture may
be willing to inform the House whether
there is any possibility of Commonwealth
funds being applied to the Soil Conservation Authority.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-The grant made by the Commonwealth Government was for the
specific and direct purpose of increasing
food production. In some States the
Department of Agriculture also has control over soil conservation activities
and it is possible that in one State
a proportion of the grant was used for
soil conservation work. The Victorian
attitude has been that if it could be shown
that some of the activities of the Soil
Conservation Authority were directly
related to increasing food production, as
distinct from the general work of soil
.conservation, an application would be
made at the next meeting of the Agriculture Council for additional funds to
be paid to Victoria for the purpose.
Mr. WHATELY.-It is not true that we
are not using funds already allocated?
Mr. STONEHAM.-All moneys alIo-cated will be used. A satisfactory
arrangement has been made between the
State and the Commonwealth for the
money to be carried over.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-During the
debate on the Budget I referred to a
number of items-they are mainly on
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the contingency sheet where they are
shown in detail and brought into general
estimates-relating to amounts which
had apparently been increased unduly
during the year. I suggested that the
Ministers responsible for these increases
should explain to Parliament why they
had taken place, and my remarks in
that direction appear in page 1492 of
Hansard. I also raised the question of
the increased travelling expenses of the
Soil Conservation Authority, because of
an attack made upon me when I suggested that con troIs should be lifted off
the price of petrol.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).The honorable member for Benalla questioned the increase in the amount allocaJted for salaries and allowances of
officers of the Soil Conservation
Authority. The amount is more than
adequate for present purposes. Recently,
the Premier authorized an increase in
the personnel of the Authority from nine
to fourteen officers, but that increase
will not take place . immediately.
Students at the university have been earmarked for this work and cadet officers
are training; they will be appointed to
take charge of districts. Members cannot expect any spectacular expansion
in the work of the Authority, but the
service will be extended as quickly as
trained personnel comes forward. The
honorable member for Kew referred to
travelling allowances. A'S the work of
the Authori1ty extends into the investigation of the proper use of land, experimental work must be done throughout
the State, particularly in the matter of
a reclassification of land. An increased
amount has been allotted for "Contingencies" to enable this work to be
carried out. A considerable amount of
travelling will be entailed, and as new
districts are opened, this particular item
will be increased.
As to the query raised by the honorable member for Camberwell, I have
made representations to the Minister of
Agriculture on behalf of the Au~hority
that money should be allotted for its
services. I have received a favourable
reply. If there is an increase in the
Commonwealth grant the Authority will
receive a proportion of it. I would like
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to see expended £5,000 on the extension
o'f the film service so that country people
may witness a factual presentation of
the work of the Authority.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-There has been
an increase of approximately £5,000
in the amount allotted for the salaries
of officers of the Public Service
Board, and it appears to be greater
than the average increase.
1 wish
to discuss the need for recruiting
sui table young people to enter the Public
Service, particularly with a view to
overcoming the staffing problem of the
Titles Office. For a long period members have been gravely concerned over
the staffing difficulties of that office, and
recently the chairman of the Public
Service Board gave an assurance that
steps would be taken to dir~ct the right
type of qualified young officers into that
work. The Hospitals and Charities Commission has had much success under its
scheme of providing financial assistance
to induce girls to enter the nursing profession, and it may be that if the Public
Service Board adopted a form of bursary
assistance, ambitious boys would be induced to accept positions in the Public
Service so that they may later take the
places of officers who are now reaching
the retiring age.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-1 shall take the representations of the
honorable member for Kew into consideration. During the Budget debate,
the honorable member raised a question
as to increased travelling expenses.
That matter is being considered not
only concerning the Soil Conservation
Authority, but also in respect of all other
Departments. The Government intends
to tighten up the administration of departmental motor transport which now
is a most expensive item.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I wish to remind the Premier of his
promise to make a statement in regard
to the provision of loan funds.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
- I am prepared to make an explanation, now.
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! The Premier may now reply to
the honorable member's question, pro-

vided that members do not abuse the
privilege by making second-reading
speeches on every item of the Estimates.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-1 think Parliament and the people
should have before them all the information available on the loan fund position. The Government should not refuse
to make public information respecting
the financial position of the State.
Loan restrictions have' forced great
difficulties upon Governments. The last
Government had to abandon a number
of projects that had been foreshadowed
in 1950, 1951 and 1952.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Was that not
because departmental estimates were
only half the actual costs?
Mr. CA1N.-It is not my intention
to attack departmental officers. 1 do not
believe public officers were responsible.
I am merely pointing out that financial
difficulties arose in the last two or three
years. Earlier in the sitting, when answering a question asked by the honorable
member for Gippsland South, 1 mentioned
the interest obligations on the Morwell
plant not in production. There is also a
plant in Germany and that will not be in
production here for a long period. When
our Government assumed office last
year, it was found that the State
Electricity Commission was facing
grave finahcial peril.
It obtained
assistance on short terms from the
Commonwealth Bank, but most of
that money had to be repaid by
the 30th June, 1953. It is now common knowledge that the Government
received the co-operation of the Commonwealth Bank, the State Savings
Bank and the Associated Banks to tide
the Commission over its difficulties. For
this year, our Government will be able
to spend £27,000,000 on the works of
the Commission but the Morwell project is unfortunately excluded. 1 hope
no attempt will be made to restart
the reconstruction of the two briquetting factories at Morwell until
such time as they can be completed. The restarting of those projects
will occupy six months and it
would be a tragedy if they could not
be completed. It is difficult for any
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Government to anticipate what may
happen three or four years ahead, but
we are hoping to be able to complete one
factory at Morwell without having
again to stop the work.
It would be
a double tragedy if we had to stop again.
The difficulties that obtained at Yallourn
operated also to a lesser degree at
Eildon, which undertaking was estimated to be completed in a little more
than four years.
Last year, however,
that work had to be curtailed by our
predecessor-the Country party Administration-much against our will.
Mr. WHATELY.-Is that work not up to
schedule?
Mr. CAIN.-It is not. The job progressed very well last year, because a
dry winter season was enjoyeu. It is
hoped that there will be no further
impediment to its progress.
Mr. WHATELY.-I take it that the job is
not up to the original schedule?
Mr. CAIN.-It is not up to the original
schedule. This year, the Government
made available £7,500,000 from loan
funds to the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, and most of that
sum has been spent on the Eildon project.
Mr. McDoNALD.-What proportion was
aUoca ted to Eildon?

Mr. CAIN.-I have not the exact
details. Included in that allocation will
be a provision for work at Robinvale
with respect to soldier settlement, and
there are also certain other schemes of
country water supply that have to be
attended to. Last year, £7,000,000 was
made available from loan funds to the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, as compared with the sum of
£7,500,000 allocated this year. Last year's
allocation for soldier settlement was
£4,650,000, as compared with £5,150,000
this-year. Tl\e allocation to the railways
last year was £7,100,000, whereas this
year it is £8,063,000. It is true that
approximately £250,000 is being used for
the erection of some of the 460 houses
that were ordered from overseas in 1948
and have not yet been constructed. Next
year, an additional sum will have to be
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provided to complete the erection of
those houses that have remained unerected for the past three to four years.
The loan allocation for mental
hygiene last year was £750,000, as compared with £1,250,000 this year. The
latter sum ,may be exceeded. Last year,
£3,250,000 was provided for schools. The
allocation for the current year is
£4,500,000.
For the Hospitals and
Chari ties Commission, the sum of
£2,650,000 was allocated last year, and
the relevant figure for this year is
£3,840,000. The allocation last year to
the Country Roads Board was £765,000
as compared with £900,000 for the current year. The sum of £800,000 was provided last year for the F·orests Commission, and the corresponding sum this
year is £900,000. The present loan
allocation for the current year in respect
to the items I have mentioned is approximately £32,250,000, and the corresponding sum last year was approximately
£26,900,000.
In other words, roughly
speaking, £5,000,000 more is available on
these loan works this year than was
spent last year. The total amount of loan
funds approved by the Loan Council for
the year 1953-54 was £200,000,000, of
which
Victoria's
proportion
was
£40,600,000, as compared with the sum of
£39,900,000 approved for the year
1952-53. It may become necessary to
review our loan programme in the same
way as was done last year. This year, I
would like to be able to allocate an additional sum of money to the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, so that
that Department may proceed with some
of its programme. The sooner that the
Eildon project is completed, the better
it will be for all concerned.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-We want more
reticula tion work to be undertaken.
Mr. CAIN.-Speaking subject to correction, approximately £150,000 has been
allocated to country water supply districts, and that sum includes reticulation
and other matters.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-That sum is a
very small allocation.
Mr. CAIN.-I appreciate that, but the
Government has large commitments.
COuntry districts 'are entitled to some
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consideration, and the Government is
eager to assist them. There are certain
other schemes, however, for which provision must be made. There is, for
example, the Mornington peninsula project, ·which is an undertaking of some
magnitude. The sum of approximately
£200,000 must be expended on the construction of a tunnel. The Government
is attempting to spend the limited funds
at its disposal on works which will not
show a loss if they have to be stopped
and recommenced at a later date. The
surn of approximately £180,000 is being
expended at Robinvale, so as to enable
85 blocks to be put into production for
dried fruits. The Government realizes
that the dried fruits situation is not
assured in the world's markets, but the
decision to proceed with the work has
been made after consultation with the
Agricultural Council. That body takes
a much more optimistic view of the
si tua tian than I do.
Growers' representatives who have
recently visited the Old Country as
representatives of the dried fruits
industry in Australia know of the
difficulties that must be surmounted.
They know what is happening with
respect to Californian and European
fruits that are now reaching the British
It will be a tragic state of
market.
affairs if the stage is reached of our
being unable to sell profitably Victorian
dried fruits on the markets of the world.
Therefore, the Government must act
cautiously and in conjunction with the
States of South Australia and New South
Wales, which also produce considerable
quantities of dried fruits.
Mr. STffiLING.-Has a decision been
made as to where the additional blocks
at Robinvale will be located?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, they will be in the
best area of the district. A decision has
also been made that the blocks may be
devoted to the production of both citrus
and dried fruits where suitable. The
people at Robinvale will also have
the advantage of a co-operative society
for the handling of their fruit.
The
Government has tried to husband the
finances of the State and to handle
them to the best advantage. A sum
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of approximately £500,000 is being
used for the maintenance of schools.
That is a bad practice; nevertheless, schools must be maintained. I
would like to see schools maintained out
of revenue instead of from loan money.
Mr. RYLAH.-Will the Minister of
Health give to members an indication Of
the Government's hospital programme?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes.
Mr. WHATELY.-Has the Government
made its decision about Robinvale, despite the doubts that exist about that
area?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, the decision was
recommended by the Agricultural
Council.
The vote was agreed to.
CHIEF SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT.
Chief Secretary-Balance, £2,796;207.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 think this is an appropriate
time to ask the Chief Secretary or the
Treasurer if the Government contemplates instituting the doubles totalizator
in Victoria. If the doubles totalizator
were introduced, the amount of the vote
for totalizator administration would be
increased.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-The Victoria Racing Club has indicated
to the Government that consideration is
being given to the introduction of the
doubles totalizator on racecourses in Victoria. That matter does not directly
concern the Government, but the Victoria Racing Club has asked for our
views. The matter has not yet been
considered by Cabinet, but the Government will express its views at an early
date.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-Can the
Treasurer tell me why totalizator tickets
are not numbered, and what check the
Government has on the operation of
totalizators?
Mr. CAIN.-I am insufficiently informed to supply the information asked
for by the honorable member. However, I undertake to have the matter
investigated.
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Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Now that the Chief Secretary's estimates are under consideration, I should
like to know when the Chief Secretary
will be in the Chamber to answer questions that are addressed to him under
Division 18--miscellaneous?
Mr. CAIN.-The Chief Secretary is
entering the Chamber now.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The amount of
£183 is to be granted to the Chief Secretary's Department for the payment of
pensions, gratuities, and compensation,
under Division 19. Because of the
uniformity of the amounts shown from
time to time, I am wondering whether
consideration has been given to the
money values of allowances payable to
dependants of members of the Police
Force who have been injured or killed
in the course of duty.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).All the allowances do not appear in the
Estimates, but I assure the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition that the matter
is continually under review.
Mr. COOK (Benalla) .-Under item
5 of Division 20 the amount of £500 is
to be granted to municipalities towards
the cost of fire prevention works on
roads. That is a small amount to be
distributed amongst 200 municipalities.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).This is a specific grant to a municipality
in the electorate of the honorable member for Mornington because of special
circumstances.
Certain work was
ordered to be performed on the
peninsula by the Country Fire Authority
because of the danger of bushfires.
Inadvertently, the shire carried out more
work than was authorized, and the
amount is allotted to cover the extra
expenditure.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).-In
my opinion, the amount of £500 allocated
to the Victorian SoCiety for the Protection of Animals under item 2 is meagre,
as I understand that the society relies
mainly on public subscriptions. Heavy
penalties should be inflicted on those
human ghouls who cruelly ill-treat
defenceless animals. Recently, the press
mentioned certain jockeys who rode a
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"punishing finish" at Flemington. That
might be all right for the jockeys, but
why should magnificent animals, which
are striving to do their best, be
punished?
Mr. GALVIN.-The same might be said
about boxers.
Mr. O'CARROLL.-If they are to be
classed as animals, I agree. I strongly
oppose cruelty to any animal. Recently
I read of another case in which a trotting
driver was disqualified from the sport
for two years for not using his whip.· In
other words, he is being penalized for
not being cruel. The following letter,
written by a Mr. G. F. De'Lisle, was
printed in the Herald of 17th October,
1953CRUELTY TO SHEEP.
A report (Herald 12th October, 1953) tells
of losses of newly-shorn sheep in country
areas.
Hundreds of Melbourne people saw suffering sheep less than half-a-mile from the
General Post Office in the week-end. A
flock of these hapless beasts had the great
misfortune to spend the week-end in the
rat-riddled dockside stock yards that serve
as the South Melbourne Council's abattoir.
Packed shoulder to shoulder, standing in
six inches of slime, without any visible food
and very recently shorn, indeed these
creatures presented a picture of utter and
abject misery.
Very little cruelty is necessary, and all
unnecessary cruelty is evil.

That sort of thing is going on all over
Victoria, and action should be taken to
prevent such continuous cruelty to
animals. A letter which I recently received from the honorary organizing
secretary of the Animal Welfare League
readsI read in the Age of October 7th that you
had made a charge in the Legislative
Assembly of cruelty to animals in saleyards,
and was disappointed that the opportunity
was lost to discuss more fully a matter
which is in need of urgent attention.
I have dozens of newspaper clipplngs
and other evidence accumulated over years
of this cruelty which is a disgrace to our
country. An all out drive for better conditions for animals is now overdue, and I
feel sure that it would receive strong support from a large proportion of electors.
You may know what a battle we had for
the introduction of the captive-bolt pistol
which is the recognized method for humane
slaughter in other countries, and that this
is now the legal method here but only for
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cattle. We are still working for its adoption for sheep, and pigs where there is no
electricity, and also for better supervision
of the trade in horses for meat which Is
increasing yearly, and is often carried out
under shocking conditions.
As you have shown an interest in the
matter of cruelty to animals we should be
most grateful if you could go further. Such
a move were it successsful would be a
landmark in humane progress.

Kosher killing still takes place in 'Victoria, and I suggest that consideration
should be given to its abolition. I ask the
Government to consider allocating more
money in the future to assist the Victorian Society for the Protection of
Animals in its efforts to prevent cruelty
to anim·als.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-The adminis ..
tration of immigration is estimated to
cost an additional amount of £15,380
for the financial year. Can the Chief
Secretary give the House some indication of the present state of the immigration programme, and the numbers and
sources of migrants who are arriving
in Victoria?
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Because of the lack of co-operation
between the Federal Government and
State Governments, it is difficult for me
to give the honorable member for Kew
any idea of the nationalities of migrants
arriving. For some time, the Government has been endeavouring to arrange
a conference with Federal authorities
on the highest level, but that has not
yet been effected. As 1 have no authentic information, 1 cannot assist the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition at this
stage, but I shall endeavour to obtain
some details for him in due course.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The Chief Secretary has already 'commented on item No.5, concerning
fire prevention work.
A number of
councils consider that insufficient money
is being made available for work which
they carry out in their areas. 1 am
aware that equipment has been made
available to rural fire brigades by the
Country Fire Authority, but I point out
that the amount to be made available
under item 5 of Division 20 is small.
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Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I wish to make clear that the grant is
specifically for municipal r<>ads. The
Country Fire Authority provides all the
equipment and material.
Mr. BOL'.rE (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 wish to refer to a hardy annual,
namely, the matter of the proclaimed
opening day for shooting of quail and
duck. I should like the Chief Secretary
to confer with the head of the Fisheries
and Game Department concerning the
opening date of the season. The complaint is always m'ade that the season is
opened too late in the year and that it is
no use proclaiming a date when the birds
have already migrated.
.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).In this matter everybody wants to throw
the blame on the head of the Fisheries
and Game Department. That officer has
nothing to do with it beyond recommending to the Minister. There is nothing to
prevent the Chief Secretary from proclaiming the opening date for the duck
and quail season as from to-day. Actually, the opening date is fixed more or
less on the representations of members of
Parliament. However, on this occasion
I undertake to give some consideration to
the point put by the Leader of the Opposition.
M... BRO$E (Rodney) .-A few years
ago the fish hatchery at Snob's Creek
was established, but 1 understand that
some difficulties have arisen in connexion
with it. Can the Chief Secretary furnish
any information?
Colonel LEGGATT (Morning-ton).1 wish to raise the m'a tter of netting in
Port Phillip Bay, which comes before
every Government each year in one form
and another, the idea being to restrain
both amateur and professional fishermen.
Apparently, the people concerned on
both sides do not really know what they
want. The Director of Fisheries and
Game is naturally anxious to protect and
preserve the fish in the bay, but fishermen are alWays out to look after their
own interests, and the one faction pulls
against the other. The Chief Secretary
has given notice in the matter of the regulation of seine nets in Port Phillip
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Bay, particularly from Mordialloc to
MQrnington. I suggest that before the
notice is gazetted the Minister should
hear the views of fishermen and other
persons interested.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).With regard to the Snob's Creek
hatchery, I think th·at hatchery was inaugur a ted during my period of office as
Minister of Water Supply.
I have
followed the activities conducted there
with particular interest. As the honorable member for Rodney has indica ted,
there are difficulties at the present time.
I do not accept all the responsibility for
them; neither, I am sure, do my predecessors.
Colonel LEGGATT.-No.
Mr. GALVIN.-There are at Snob's
Creek at present some 200,000 more
young fish in preparation for release than
there were at this time last year. Looking back on the history of the hatchery,
I believe tha:t if its establishment had
been given a little more mature consideration it might not have been set up
as it is to-day. The whole matter is
under review. Unfortunately, a considerable amount of moOney has been
spent at Snob's Creek and the question
now is whether to establish something
new or to continue with the hatchery
there. We have received the advice of
experts and I propose taking the earliest
opportunity to inspect the whole place
for myself.
Mr. BROSE.-I understand that there is
required an expert biologist.
Mr. GALVIN.-I hope the Government
may be able to do something about that.
As to the question of netting in Port
Phillip Bay and the suggestion that I
should see a lot more people about it,
there is a limit to the days in the year
and the hours in the day.

Colonel LEGGATT.-My suggestion was
in regard to the representations of the
professional fishermen.
Mr. GALVIN.-Which section of
them? I have met two sections of the
professional fishermen and neither can
agree. There has been a lot of talk about
a proclamation that has not yet been
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made. This limits the length of a fishing
net to 750 fathoms, which is a matter of
4,500 feet. If anybody wants to use a
longer net than one approaching a mile
in length, there must be something
radically wrong with the industry. At
the same time the professional fishermen
say that steps should be taken to extend
the limitation of the length of schnapper
which may be caught from 10! inches to
13! inches. In effect, they say to the
amateur fisherman, "Leave the little
ones to grow so that we shall be able
to catch them in our nets later on."
Surely a net of a length of 4,500 feet is
reasonably large to be dragged around
the bay. I appreciate that all those concerned want to know the exact position
so that they will not be buying nets one
year and finding that next year they
must go in for another kind of net.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).With regard to the provision in the
Estimates for children's weUare I have
been ,greatly heartened by the intimation
of the Chief Secretary that a Bill will
be introduced in connexion with this
matter. I realize that the subject has
been considered by successive Governments but I must admit that I have been
disappointed that such a measure was
not introduced this session.
Mr. GALVlN.-Why did you not bring
down a Bill when you were the
responsible Minister?
Colonel LEGGATT.-Mr. Pittard, the
Secretary to the Department, had not
presented his report and recommendations during my time in office. I relieved
him of his tasks in connexion with
children's welfare in order that he might
take up his report and make his recommendations with a view to the preparation of a Bill. However, I am glad that
the Government does intend to bring
down a measure. Mr. PIttard is now in
a position in which he can offer the
Government his best advice and assistance on the draft legislation.
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).A few days ago I received a letter from
a senior chaplain who attends the gaols.
He reminded me tha t during the visit
of Her Majesty the Queen the whole
population will be rejoicing, and he
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suggested that the time would be opportune to give some consideration to the
unfortunate inmates of our penal institutions.
I make no request for
clemency for those who have been guilty
of offences that have outraged all our
feelings but there are many other people
in Victorian gaols who are there
through circumstances over which they
had no control. Perhaps their incarceration in the penal institutions is the
result of their upbringing, or of poverty
in their family, or is due to some inherited
trait in their character, and they are
paying the penalty for their sins against
society. The suggestion which I put
to the Government is that consideration
be given to a remission of some part
of their sentence.

Mr. GALVIN.-The Government has
already agreed to do that.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-I am pleased
to hear the Minister make that statement.
Mr.
MUTTON
(Coburg).-About
two weeks ago I asked the Chief Secretary a question regarding the provision
of a new police station at North Coburg.
The Chief Secretary replied that it was
intended to erect a new station and that
land had already been purchased for the
purpose. I point out that the land is in
a location which would not be suitable
as a site for a police station.
The
proper place for the station is in
Sydney-road, Fawkner, and I ask the
Chief Secretary to reconiider the matter.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).The honorable member for Scoresby
pleaded for clemency for inmates of the
penal institutions, but I plead for increased penalties for offences committed
by vandals who slash the upholstery in
railway carriages, interfere with lifesaving devices and lifebuoys on piers and
damage internal arrangements in public
conveniences. If those destructive people
could be caught they should be severely
punished. I suggest that a campaign
be undertaken in our schools to educate
. the children in the need for a high sense
of citizenship .in these matters. The
action of the vandals is a sin against
society.
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I wish to refer also to vandals of
another type, who really do more good
than harm.
In this instance their
actions might be described as superfluous
vandalism. I refer to those people who
go around painting and writing slogans
on walls and fences such as, "Out Bob
and keep your job." The . action of
these vandals defeats their own purpose. Any person who sees the signs
that are placed on both private and public property would immediately conclude
that if such slogans are an indication of
the type of leadership that would be
given by the J. J. Browns, or the
O'Sheas, or the Ernie Thorntons, they
would have nothing to do with them.
During election campaigns these signs
appear more frequently than at other
times and they certainly add ze$t to the
electioneering. At present, members of
my party would not be unhappy if they
saw painted in big letters on the walls,
"·Hang Hollway," Liquidate Leggatt,"
"IMassacre McDonald," or " Bash Bolte."
On walls or fences on the other
side of the road they might see in
equally big letters slogans such as
these: " Kill Cain," "Gut Galvin,"
or "Murder Mutton." I quote those
examples to show how ridiculous it is
for people to go around disfiguring property in this way.
Mr. STffiLING (Swan Hill).-I have
been wondering whether the sum provided for police purposes is adequate. I
have frequently noticed, as have probably
other members. that near· the entrance
to the Parliament yard, cars are always
parked alongside that part of the footpath opposite which there appears the
notice, "Keep clear." This is a stopping place for the trams and it should
be kept clear for the convenience of
passengers. Usually there are three
cars parked at this spot. It is dangerous
to the public and it is an inconvenience
to tram travellers. It also creates a
danger for the drivers of cars entering
and leaving Parliament yard. I suggest
that action should be taken by the
police before a serious accident occurs.
'Mr. GALVIN.-The parking of cars
at the place mentioned by the honorable
member is due to the fact that owneronus does not apply in that part of the
city.
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Mr. STIRLING.-That may be so.
However, cars continue to be parked
for considerable periods in almost every
street in the city. Although the wheels
are marked with chalk by the traffic
officers, no further action appears to be
taken.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).It is true that cars are parked in the
city as stated by the honorable member,
but I point out that the owners of those
cars are being prosecuted in accordance
with the operation of the owner-onus
law.
The vote was agreed to.
LABOUR DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Labour-Balance, £95,541.
The vote was agreed to.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Education-Balance,
£7,668,089.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I have
been asked on behalf of the Fawkner
State school to make representations to
the Government for the provision of
additional school accommodation in the
Fawkner area to accommodate pupils
who will require to attend school next
year. I have been informed by the Housing Commission that it is intended next
year to proceed with the programme of
work for the building of 1,100 additional
homes in that area. The headmaster of
the school has already been inquiring in
the district with the view of obtaining a
hall or some other suitable building for
the accommodation of the overflow of
children who will be attending the school
next year. On account of the limited
class-room accommodation now available, the task of the teaching. staff is
rendered very difficult. I seek the
sympathy of the Minister, and' I ask for
nis assistance in the provision of extended facilities in the North Coburg and
Foawkner districts.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).[ had a question on the Notice Paper
to-day, which is to be answered by way
of a return, but it was my wish that the
reply to the question should be made
public. However, I invite the Minister
of Education to consider the matter
which I now raise. There is a small
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township named Breamlea, which is
occupied entirely by men who work in
industries in Geelong. They are compelled to live at Breamlea on account of
the shortage of housing in the city of
Geelong. At present, a school is being
conducted at Breamlea in an old army
hut which, for a long time, was completely unlined. It is now partly linedto the height of a dado. It is cold in
winter and hot in summer.
In the township of Barwon Heads a
modern school has been built to serve
the needs of that area, and for about
two years the old school has remained
empty. The delay in transferring the
old school to replace the tin hut at
Breamlea is due to failure to reach
agreement between the Education Department, the Public Works Department,
Much
and the Lands Department.
correspondence has passed between the
three Departments,' and there have been
many interviews with the heads of those
Departments and many visits by officers
to the area. I have completely abandoned
all hope of trying to have finality
reached, any my patience is exhausted.
I am confident that now the matter has
reached this stage of publicity the three
respective Ministers will insist upon a
decision. My plea to the Minister of
Education is for the school to be transferred in time for its opening in the new
school year.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The problem facing the honorable member for Coburg is simila·r to that
confronting every member of Parliament
in whose c.onstituency there is a Housing Commission estate.
The Commission and the Education Department are
in contact at all times, and the Education Department secures land from the
Commission. I can cite one new school
that was opened on 26th May this year.
It comprised ten rooms, and by the 1st
July, 509 pupils were attending. A further two bus loads of children were being
taken to temporary school accommodation. Since that time two additional
rooms have been provided, and now there
are approximately 720 pupils at the
school. It is not possible accurately to
secure from the Housing Commission an
estimate of the number of children who
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may be in any particular housing settleATTORNEY-GENERAL'S
ment from day to day. Although there
DEPARTMENT.
is a large waiting list f.or houses, when
A ttorney-General-Balance, £613,798.
the time comes for a particular family
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).to occupy a house, very often the rent
I wish to invite the attention of the
is too high and the house is not Attorney-General, through the Minister
accepted. The Education Department of Education, to certain incidents which
may receive information that, say, three had their beginnings, in a public sense,
children will be coming into a house, one in April of this year, when a controversy
of school age and two of pre-school developed between a senior constable and
age, but it may be found that the person certain honorary magistrates at Footwho finally occupies it has five children. scray. Until now the public has been,
The Education Department is watching I understand, anticipating action to clear
the position closely, not only in the up a matter which caused not only local
metropolitan area but at Norlane, East concern but, in view of current happenGeelong, Ararat, Wangaratta and par- ings in New South Wales, has attracted
ticularly at Shepparton where there is a great deal of attention in Victoria,
large development.
The Department where hitherto we have been relatively
endeavours to cater for the situation. free from differences between those who
The indication given to the honorable attempt, as constables, to carry out the
member for Coburg by correspondence law and those on Her Majesty's Bench
has been followed up. It was by direc- who apply it.
tion that the head master -was asked
The history O'f this case may perhaps
to secure some suitable temporary acbe
recalled when I remind members that
commodation to cover the hiatus that
on or about the 23rd April last, Senior
will occur in the next twelve months.
Constable Barrett made a report and had
The honorable member for Barwon is occasion to criticize the actions of magisquite conversant with what is happening trates who were -alleged to have set up a
concerning the problem he raised. I heresy hunt to dispose of him as a conassure the honorable member that if the stable and to drive him out of the dis·
full information had been available to trict, not because of any failure on his
me this morning his question would have part to apply his best efforts to the perbeen answered. There has been constant formance of his duties but rather because
contact between the three Departments he had performed those duties. I do not
concerned, but some difficult situations desire to go into all the details, but the
have arisen, not only over the area and constable made an allegation-which was
ownership of the land but its accessi- published in a newspaper on the 22nd
bility.
May, concerning another matter in which
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-It is Crown he had discharged his duty-that a man
'named "Blue" in connexion with startingland.
price operations had offered to put the
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is so, but constable on the payroll as a considerasometimes Crown land is difficult to tion for his not carrying out his duties.
obtain for school purposes. The school At' that time the Premier was overseas,
at Barwon Heads, which has been closed and the Chief Secretary, Who was Acting
for some time, has been sought by many Premier, said-after reading a report
people, but I have retained it in order submitted to him by the Chief Comthat it might be moved to the correct missioner of Police--that he felt the comsite as soon as possible. Breamlea is, plaints should be investigated by an
like many other places, on the perimeter independent judicial authority.
That
of settlement, and whereas there are Ministerial opinion apparently indicates
no school children one month there may that the constable's complaint had gone
be a demand for school accommodation before the Chief Commissioner for resix months later. The position is being port, and that the terms of the Chief
watched, and will be attended to as Commissioner'S report to the Chief Secexpeditiously as possible.
retary were such as to. cause the honorThe vote was agreed to.
able gentleman to say that jot was of
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such serious character as to call for a would impinge upon the integrity of our
judicial inquiry. Later it was indicated police officers and our courts. However,
that the inquiry should be conducted by it is all the more reason why, when the
One can see the parallel integrity of one or more policemen is
a Judge.
between what occurred here and in New questioned, we should go to their assistSouth Wales, except thM in New South ance and clear their characters if they
Wales the inquiries are going on.
have been wrongly charged, or apply the
On the 31st October, it was reported proper punishments if the charges are
that the Acting Premier said that he con- justified. In the public interest and to
sidered the allegations most serious and restore public confidence, I urge that the
that a County Court Judge might be matter be disposed of either in the
appointed to conduct an investigation. manner suggested by the Acting Premier
On or about that date, Senior Constable in April or by the submission of a stateBarrett, according to the report, said . ment to the House that some fresh
that he had been approached by a high evidence has been brought forward
police officer who had asked him to drop which disposes of what the Chief Comthe m-atter and let it fizzle out. The missioner considered were serious
situation has been reached where this allega tions.
senior constable in the performance of
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Educahis duty is obliged to be accompanied by
tion)
.-1 have seen many statem-ents
another constable in order that he might
printed
in the press from time to time
have added support as a witness. Because
concerning
this question, but I am not
of the charges of bias -against the
thoroughly
conversant with the details.
honorary magistrates whose names are
am
sure
that
when the remarks of the
I
linked with that of Senior Constable
honorable
member
for Barwon are
Barrett, cases in which charges are made
by him are now being heard before brought to the notice of the Attorneydifferent magistrates from those hearing General, the honorable member will
cases laid by other police officers. Thus receive an official answer. When H~
there has been established, as it were, sard is printed, I will direct the attention
a special court constituted of different of the Attorney-General to the statemagistrates, to hear charges preferred ment of the honorable member.
by Senior Constable Barrett.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Some time ago
At present the matter is in the a commercial firm, well experienced in
air. This question which in the opinion the operation of microfilm as a conof the Acting Premier in April-after its venient means of copying documents by
having been repor:ted upon by the Chief the production of photographs rather
Commissioner of Police, and the report than by a drawn copy, offered to install
having revealed what were considered to in the Titles Office a machine which
be serious allegations-was so serious as would be able to provide an exact copy
to merit a judicial inquiry by a Judge, of any document in the office within a
has not been made the subject of such reasonable time and at small cost. The
an inquiry between the month of April proposal seemed to be full of advantage,
and the middle of December. In my view, because as a result of the operation of
it cannot properly be allowed to rest such a m-achine a considerable time
where it is. The constable's character, would be saved which is now wasted by
having been assailed, should be vindi- people in the Titles Office laboriously
cated. If the Acting Premier considered copying documents by hand. A further
some months ago that the Chief Commis- advantage would be that all documents
sioner's report was serious and merited of title would pass through the one proan inquiry by a Judge, linless there has cedure instead of being scattered around
been new evidence and a new report to the Titles Office during the process of
dispose of that opinion, the inquiry searching by various people. The represhould proceed.
sentations were made not by me but
Happily for Victoria, it has been free independently, and to my surprise the
throughout its whole history of any Law Department said that such a
allegations of a serious character which machine would be a good idea.
I
Session 1952-53.-[129]
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might mention that the practice is
adopted in the Land Registry Office
in England, where all searching is
done by members of the staff who supply
photographic copies of documents by
post to persons who want information
from the office.

superfluous Prices Branch continues to
exist. If my proposal were adopted.
instead of these officers being engaged
in investigating and even chasing
business pebple, they would be employed
in the more useful occupation of examining projected Government expenditure.

The Law Department, having said it
was a good idea, said also that it thought
that it was undesirable that such a
service should be provided by private
enterprise. The Department added that
the matter would be given consideration
in the future, with the possibility that,
the office itself might be prepared to
establish the service. That was really
a nice way of saying that no action
would be taken. I have not rushed into
this question, since the letter from the
Law Department was written nearly ten
months ago. In the meantime nothing
has been done and I suspect that nothing
will be done. Nevertheless, I should
like the Minister of Education to refer
the question to the Attorney-General
because I consider that if the system
has advantages it should be installed
even if private enterprise may gain
some benefit by providing this service
to the public. ,

Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I take advantage of the present opportunity to direct attention once again
to the large sum of money that is being
wasted on price control. For the present
financial year approximately £192,000 is
involved. In his statement concerning
loan funds and prospective works, the
Premier mentioned that the Tarago
water supply scheme on the Mornington
peninsula had been held up for the want
of £100,000. This scheme would extend
water supply to farms and vegetable
gardens throughout the peninsula. Yet
an amount of £192,000 is being thrown
away on price control, when apparently
only oil is now subject to control.

Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-The proVISIOn of funds for the conduct of the
Prices Branch again highlights the cost
of this type of control which, it is
considered, has become unnecessary in
Victoria. I suggest that the services of
the skilled and trained officers of the
Branch could be used to greater advantage. If the Government would give
effect to the relevant Standing Order
a Public Accounts Committee could be
established. In that event, the services
of the officers of the almost redundant
Prices Branch could be utilized to assist
with investigations in public Departments. The PubUc Accounts Committee
would thereby be able to come to
decisions well before the Estimates were
considered by Parliament. These officers
could calculate figures relating to costs
and charges and they could also report
on various other activities of the
Departments. I can understand that any
Government would not care to wipe out
a branch completely and probably that
is one of the reasons why this almost

I 'realize that when once Cabinet has
made a decision it is practically of no
use for members to address themselves
in this House to the subject matter of
that decision. The only circumstances
in which Cabinet is likely to review
a decision is when Ministerial backbenchers are dissatisfied. The Opposition, however, considers that it has a
responsibility to the people as a whole.
It has been contended, ad nauseam, that
the Prices Branch is entirely unnecessary
and that the money it wants could well
be spent in other directions.
The
honorable member for Toorak suggested
that there was no necessity to sack the
officers of the Branch; they are expert
men and their services could be utilized
elsewhere.
The honorable member
indicated one avenue in which they
could be employed. I hope that we
shall not see on the Estimates next year
an item such as that now under discussion.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education). - The honorable member for
Toorak submitted a proposal regar'ding
the staff of the Prices Brar1ch. As far
as I know, it is not intended to dispense
with those officers at this stage. The
Government believes in the policy of
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price control and that is all I need say
on that point at present. The honorable
member for Toorak suggested that the
staff of the Prices Branch should be
employed in assisting a public accounts
committee, whose formation he urged,
in delving into estimates and presenting
a report. My knowledge of parliamentary procedure is probably limited but
members who are interested in the
Public Accounts Committee proposition
will notice that an excellent report was
presented to the New South Wales
Parliament by Mr. Wallcott, a former
parliamentary official, who was sent to
London to study the forms of the House
of Commons. The report is well worth
reading. As far as I can understand,
it is not competent for a public accounts
committee to investigate prospective
expenditure; its province is confined to
the expenditure of the previous year,
after the accounts for that year have
been completed.
The honorable member for Brighton
has consistently proposed that the Public
Accounts Committe~ should be reconstituted.
In his report, Mr. Wallcott
indicates that as successful as such a
committee appears to be in Great
Britain, the accounts and the work are
so involved that very often two years
pass before the committee is able to
present its reports, in accordance with
the Standing Orders, about the year
that is the subject of investigation. The
system of Parliamentary government in
Great Britain is the one which we in
Victoria follow and respect. I do not
think that Mr. Wallcott's report is available in Victoria, but any interested member could no doubt obtain a copy from
New South Wales. In any case, I shall
be happy to convey the views expressed
by the honorable member for Toorak
and the honorable member for Mornington to the Minister in Charge of Prices.
Mr. BYLAD (Kew).-May I refer
once again to the problem of overcrowding in the courts, which will be to some
extent intensified by the appointment of
another Judge to the Supreme Court
bench? Overcrowding persists in relation
to the County Court. It was proposed
that when the jurisdiction of the County
Court was expanded a corresponding
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increase should be made in the jurisdiction of the courts of petty sessions.
For some reason not known to me, the
Government has run into difficulties on
this question. I was hoping that the
Premier might follow up a suggestion
he made to me that it might be feasible
to bring in an appropriate measure.
Apparently that action cannot be taken
in the present session. Consequently,
when Parliament meets again in the
New Year the congestion in the courts
will be no less than it is now. There
are many cases, involving claims varying from £100 to £150, that could be
dealt with by stipendiary magistrates.
Those cases are at present contributing
to the cluttering up in the County Court.
A suggestion made when this matter
was discussed last year was that stipendiary magistrates should deal with cases
involving not more than £100. However,
it might be possible to extend that limit
but it would be undesirable to take it
too far, because there is no provision for
trial by jury in courts of petty sessions.
I shall be happy to discuss this matter
further with the Government.
The vote was agreed to.

TREASURER'S DEPARTMENT.
The Treasurer-Balance, £3,346,840.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-1
wish to know whether the amount to be
paid by the Treasury to the Railway
Department is to cover interest charges
or whether it is on account of subsidies?
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The sum represents interest
payments, being the difference between
a rate of 1 per cent. and the current
rate.
Mr. LUCY (Ivanhoe) .-1 congratulate the Government on the grant that
is being made to the St. John Ambulance
Association towards the cost of travel
of members in uniform whilst on official
duties. I trust that the amount of £1,250
granted for the present financial year
will be increased in the future,
because these people work in a worthy
cause.
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The grant to the Australia Day Council
is £1,000, which is used to' foster the
interest of the peO'ple in O'ur natiO'nal
day, the 26th January.
The grant
should be increased considerably. The
Empire YO'uth MO'vement has been
allotted £4,000 and the Ballarat Youth
Centre has been granted £600. I admit
they are both worthy causes, but more
money should be spent on propaganda
to make the public realize the
importance of Australia Day. After
paying expenses last year, a sum of
about £200 was available to assIst the
Australia Day celebration com'mittees,
of which 100 were working. Each
organization received only a small sum.
It is regrettable that the Commonwealth
Government does nO't make money available to assist in publicizing Australia
Day and I contend that the grant should
be increased to £2,000 or £3,000. The
natiO'nal days of O'ther cO'untries are
celebrated in a fitting manner and I
think the press should extend its
publicity of the importance to us of
Australia Day.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).I agree with the comments of the
honorable member for Ivanhoe. I wish
to correct what appears to be an error
in the mind of the Minister of Educa·
tion concerning the duties and functions
of the Public Accounts Committee. The
honorable gentleman appeared to consider that if the committee was
reconstituted it would merely review
payments that had been made by the
State. I have gathered quite a different
view from my reading of Standing Order
169A, paragraph (a) of which providesTo examine the accounts of the receipts
and expenditure of the colony, and to
bring under the notice of t.he Legislative
Assembly any items in those accounts, or
any circumstance connected with them, to
which it may consider the attention of the
Legislative Assembly should be dire·cted.
The Minister was correct in nis con ten··
tion as to that paragraph, but the
Standing Order also provides that the
duties of the committee shall be-(b) To report to the House any altera·
tion which may appear to the
Committee desirable to be introduced in the form of or method of
keeping the Public Accounts or in
the mode of receipt, oontrol, issue
or payment of the public money.
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To inquire into and' report upon any
questJions which m'ay have arisen
in ,connexion with the Public
Accounts.
(d) To inquiDe into and repoTt to the
Legislative Asse.m:bly upon the
investment of and dealing with the
funds of Commissioners of Savings
Banks.
(e.' To deal with any special references
that may be made to them by the
LegislatJive Assembly.
Upon motion in the usual manner made
by any Member of the Legislative Assembly
any matter o.f pUibl!ic account or any
question of finance may /be referred to the
Committee. The CO'mmittee as soon as
conveniently practicable shaH deal with the
matter so referred to them, and r:eport to
the Legislative A:ssemlbly the result Of
their inquiries.
I think the Standing Order is sufficiently
wide to permit the Treasurer to refer his
Budget to a Public Accounts Committee.
I felt -it was my duty
to correct any misconception of the
Minister about the functions of the committee, the appointment of which I have
continually advocated. The scope of the
Standing Order is broad enough to give
such a committee power to inquire into
any matter concerning the finances of the
State, either past, presen~, or future.
(c)

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-In
supporting the remarks of the honorable
member for Brighton, I refer the Committee to sections 372, 373, and 374 of
The Constjtution Act Amendment Act
particularly sub-section (2) of section
373. In reply to the assertion that the
appointment of the Public Accounts
Committee was discontinued on the
grounds of economy, I refer the
Minister to section 374, which provides that the total amount payable
for attendance fees of members shall
not exceed £350 in any financial year.
In view of the gigantic figures we are
accustomed to reading these days, the
saving of that sum could hardly be used
as an added justification for disbanding
the committee.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education}.-There is no dispute between the
honorable member for Brighton and my-self as to the functions of the old Public
Accounts
Committee.
Not
many
Governments would refer to such a committee items included in the Budget.
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Our practice is founded on British practice, and members must recall the
drastic action that had to be taken
against those who divulged portions of
Budgets in Great Britain. Those members resigned their seats. I agree with
the honorable member for Malvern that
if the committee had been functioning
to-day the allotment of £350 would have
been increased. The amount set aside
for the Public Works Committee and
the State Development Committee is in
the vicinity of £2,400 which is divided
between six members and twelve members
respectively. I realize that there is scope
within the Standing Order relating to the
Public Accounts Comm1ttee for the committee to be requested to carry out
almost any investigation.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell) .-1
have been looking into the history of the
Public Accounts Committee and some of
its activities were similar to those of the
State Development Committee. In the
last two years of its activities, the Public
Accounts Committee furnished a report
on the Maffra beet sugar factory.
Some years ago, the State Development Committee investigated that CO:lcern and submitted a policy that was
substantially adopted by the Government.
Another investigation of the Public
Accounts Committee related to a
Department, and attention was directed
to the excellent business methods it
employed. The committee recommended
that other Departments should use similar methods of bookkeeping and accounting. The committee was an organization
concerned with the administration of the
State. Whatever was the position in
the past, it could be adapted to meet
modern requirements. The Minister said
tha t sometimes it would be impossible
for such a committee to know all the
facts about a decision until a couple of
years afterwards. That is true in business also, but it is not impossible to
know what decisions have been reached
and what expenditure and revenue have
been involved during a given financial
year. The question of the efficiency of
Government accounts and methods is of
the greatest importance. Members will
recall that when the honorable member
for Brighton was Minister of Education,
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he reported upon the great difficulty
experienced by the Department in paying
increased salaries and in calculating what
the respective amounts would be. He
also indicated that office space and equipment, as well as the number of persons on
the staff, were inadequate. I believe that
improvements were made so that those
bottlenecks could be overcome to some
extent. Matters of that kind would be
tackled by the Public Accounts Committee.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I strongly
support the proposal to appoint a committee of public accounts. I think members will agree that it is unimportant
whether such a committee carries out
its investigation before or after expenditure has been incurred.
The
great value of the appointment of
such a committee is that Departments
would know that their expenditure
generally would come under parliamentary scrutiny. If a Department submitted
figures for one year that were overestimated, it would ensure that a similar
error was not made in the succeeding
years. One advantage of the establishment of a committee of public accounts
would be to ensure that if waste was
found to be occurring in one Department,
greater care would be given to expenditure in the future. That I believe, is
the principal value of a similar committee which operates in the Federal
sphere.
I understand that the Premier has
been called to another engagement, and I
should like to make some general comments on financial matters. The honorable gentleman said that he would prefer
me to make them in his presence. In
those circumstances, Mr. Chairman,
I propose, with your permission, to defer
my comments until a later stage of the
debate.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Provision is made' in the Estimates of
Expenditure for a balance of £7,213 for
the Registry of Co-operative Housing
Societies.
I presume tha t if the
Co-operation Bill becomes law, the
expenses associated with its implementation will be allocated against this item.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-That is so.
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Mr. PETTY (Toorak) .-1 desire to
refer to the matter of slum abolition.
On the 25th November, I asked the
following question of the Minister of
HousingWhether money made available to this
State by the Commonwealth under the
Commonwealth and State Housing Agreement may be used for the building of houses
into which occu.pants of slum dwellings may
be moved in order that slum reclamaition
schemes may be implemented; if not why?
and I received the following reply:Yes, but Commonwealth-State Agreement
funds cannot be used for the initial operations involved in slum clearance, th8Jt 'is, for
the purchase of properties, compensation
and other inoidentals 'preparatory to building operations.
I claim that there is no reason why the
Government has not progressed further
than it has in this most important matter
of slum abolition. Apparently, houses can
be erected under the provisions of the
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement
if the site is first obtained and cleared by
the State.
In those circumstances,
surely this Government can provide
sufficient money to obtain and Clear the
requisite sites. I claim that the position
with respect to slum abolition is
ludicrous, when viewed from the angle
of the Jack of progress made during the
last fifteen years.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Slum abolition can .only be implemented
under the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement. If houses in slum areas are
pulled down, accommoda tion for the
inmates must be provided elsewhere.
One difficulty is that it is impracticable
for many10f the .occupants of slum houses
to pay the economic rent that would
obtain for houses that would be erected
under the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement. This m'atter was raised at a
recent Premiers' conference at Canberra,
and it was then proposed that a joint
meeting of Commonwealth-State housing
Ministers should be arranged to ascertain if some elast,icity could be given to
the methods employed with respect
to slum abolition. The ideal manner of
tackling the problem is to demolish an
area of slum houses and to plan it with
decent homes, whiie at the same time
making provision for breathing spaces
and amenities.
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Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-One
of the principal difficulties associated
with the problem of slum abolition is
that of financing the cost .of removing
existing dilapidated structures. It is also
necessary to find a suitable site, not too
far away. There is room for h.ope that
a beginning can be made in a small way
and, if buildings can be completed
quickly, the provision of an initial
number of houses need not be as difficult
as anticipated. To-day, mention has
been made of the fact that the Government has in storage many imported
houses that have to be erected somewhere. The point I make is that those
houses could be used for " de-camping"
people whose houses are demolished.
When the Liberal party was in office, it
acquired an area of land close to the
railway line at Fitzroy, where it was
proposed to make a commencement with
a scheme of slum abolition. 1 ask the
Chief Secretary: Did that area provide
any contribution towards slum reclamation?
Mr. GALVIN.-The Government hopes
it will do so.
Mr. WHATELY.-I believe that the
prinCipal concern at the moment is to
cope with the temporary financial situation that is envisaged, rather than to
settle the ultimate problem. It can' be
taken for granted that the State will be
involved in a considerable expenditure
as a result of destroying an existing
block of houses.
However, that is
legitimate expenditure, even for the
State itself.
It may be taken for
granted that if the expenditure is embarrassing to the State Government, the
Commonwealth Government will "come
to the party."

Mr. GALVIN.-It would not do so when
the matter was raised at Canberra.
Mr. WHATELY.-The Chief Secretary
has admitted that it is intended to hold
a further conference on this matter.
Obviously, the State Government, if it
intends to do anything, will commence
in a small way. I urge that a commencement be made immediately on a small
experimental scale, and that a factual
statement be presented to the Federal
authorities at Canberra.
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Mr. GALVI:-i.-The work
have begun four years ago.
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Mr. WHATELY.-That is all the more
reason for its being commenced now.
Year after year statements have been
made that nothing can be done, and that
the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement is to blame; also tha t we
are waiting until there is a proper
relationship with the Commonwealth
authorities so that they may be prevailed upon to bear the cost of this, that,
or the other.
I claim that there has
been too much hesitancy and not enough
vigour concerning this matter, more
especially as some of the charges
envisaged should properly be borne by
the State.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).Under Division 63 the balance of the vote
for the Government Printer is £361,740.
I should like to pay a tribute to
the service which the Government
Printer has provided to Parliament
within the last couple of weeks by so
promptly and adequately keeping the
House supplied with the large quantity
of printed matter necessary for .the
conduct of our legislative functions.
Although we have had all-night sittings,
the Notice Paper, for example, has been
available first thing in the morning and
has even been delivered by mail in the
first post. I am interested to know
whether the Government Printer has
sufficient staff and up-to-date plant
available to carry out the printing work
of the Government, which is growing
and increasing in importance.
I shall direct the attention of the Committee to two matters in particular-the
bound volumes of the Victorian Parliamentary Debates and the Victorian YearBook. The last bound volumes of
Hansard cover the debates up to
1951. Although paper-covered copies of
Hansard are available, honorable members are denied the convenience of the
extensive index and cross-indexing contained in the bound volumes when they
are desirous of referring to more recent
debates.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The shortage
bookbinders is one factor.

of
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Mr. GALVIN.-£100,000 of loan funds
is being made available this year for
new machines.
Brigadier TOVELL.-I am not so
concerned with the cost as whether the
machinery is modern enough to enable
the Government Printer to perform his
functions satisfactorily. The last published Victorian Year-Book is for the
year 1949-50. Quarterly statements of
the Government Statist are available
to honorable. members, but not only
honorable members but citizens generally
have taken a critical view of the
fact that our Year-Book is three years
out of date. I do not make these
observations in a desire to criticize the
Government Printer, but merely to
suggest that he be granted reasonable
facilities to perform his duties.
The vote was postponed.
LANDS DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Lands-Balance, £779,826.
Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West).In view of the fact that the Minister of
Lands has given an undertaking that the
eradication of noxious weeds throughout Gippsland will be vigorously
prosecuted, I am perturbed to notice
that the estimated expenditure this
financial year on administering the
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Acts is
£670,000, which represents a reduction
on the previous year's expenditure of
£19,029. I ask the Minister whether
the intensive campaign for eradication
of noxious weeds is to be reduced.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-Although the rabbit population
of Victoria has been considerably
reduced, persons who travel on country
roads are perturbed to note a steady
increase now taking place in the number
of rabbits in many areas. I believe the
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Branch of
the Lands Department is carrying out
its operations efficiently, but I suggest
the Minister should consider instituting
a publicity campaign to remind landowners of the opportunity available to
them at present of controlling rabbits
if they will only take advantage of it.
I have been surprised to find rabbits
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in alarming proportions on certain parts methods of ch~cking and eradicating
of my property where I thought they them, for the ~ducation and assistance
were almost extinct. It appears to me of interested peL"sons.
that myxomatosis is not having the same
Another aspedt concerning the Departeffect this year as previously. As ment of Agriculture is the grading and
conditions for spread of the disease have pickling machi~es, .operated by conbeen good this year, I am led to believe tractors, which travel from farm to farm
that perhaps the suggestion that rabbits and district to district. These machines
are gaining immunity has some basis 01 are often respotsible for the spread of
truth. If so, it is unfortunate. Recently, noxious weeds. My suggestion to the
the Soldier Settlement Commission took Minister of Aigdculture is that the
over an area which is bad rabbit country operators sho?ld be compelled to
and which is adjacent to my property. thoroughly clean their machines before
The Commission has released inoculated moving from aJ property. If action is
rabbits, and results in that district should not taken along the lines I have indibe a good guide as to the future effec- cated, I fear d~sastrous results, caused
tiveness of the disease in eradicating by the spread 9f noxious weeds through
rabbits.
our best wheat-producing
country.
I
While I agree that inspectors of the
Mr. HOLT !<Minister of Lands).Vermin and Noxious Weeds Branch
must have every opportunity to enforce In reply to the subject introduced by
the requirements of the legislation, I the honorable I member for Gippsland
suggest it is a bad policy that they should West, while it jis true that the amount
inspect a property without the owner allocated for t~e administration of the
being aware of their presence. Probably Vermin and Noxious Weeds Acts has
that follows the old idea that the land- been reduced I this financial year as
owner would make things difficult for . compared with i last year, the campaign
inspectors if he knew they were there, to eradicate no~dous weeds will not flag.
but I believe we are in a new era and If and when itI is found necessary to
that it is better for the inspector to devote more fllJllds to that purpose, I am
notify the landowner of his intention sure the Treasmrer will give the matter
to inspect. Possibly the inspection could sympathetic corsideration, although, as
then be carried out in company with the most honorable members are aware, the
owner. It may well be that inspectors financial situati!on is anything but bright.
could furnish much useful advice to In view of the reduced allocation of
funds, the D~partment is necessarily
landowners.
concentrating its efforts on the more
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-I direct insidious and dangerous weeds which are
the attention of the Minister of Lands most likely to upset the State's economy,
to the alarming spread of noxious weeds namely, cape tulip and ragwort.
throughout the State, which, if not
There is a Ireadjustment in process
checked, will put out of production a regarding offic~rs of the Lands Departlarge area of valuable land. I particu- ment who are hlaced around this city of
larly refer to skeleton weed, meli- Melbourne. TIley are looking after land
lotus and hoary cress. I urge the which in the ~Iain has been reserved for
Minister to consider launching a cam- subdivisional purposes whereas the
paign to publicize the disastrous results nature of their duties requires them now
which an unrestricted infestation of to be farther but in the country. Out
weeds could have on the productivity of of the econo~ies to be effected from
land and land values. I advocate a close this readjustment these changes will be
working agreement between all Govern- brought about. I I cannot give the exact
ment Departments and instrumentalities number of ·officers involved or the prewhich have offices in various districts. cise amount of l money that will be saved
In such offices. space could be made in this way, I but it will amount to
available in which to keep specimens about £30,000 and the personnel conof various weeds-that would assist cerned will be moved into the ragwort
identification-and literature concerning country. Mr. McIlroy assures me that
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he will be able to do even more than
I asked him to do. That does not mean
that the districts around Melbourne will
not continue to have adequate service;
it is merely a matter of readjustment
of boundaries.
In regard to the skeleton weed, there
again steps have been taken whereby
there is involved the appointment of
additional personnel. It is proposed to
appoint a special officer in Hopetoun, I
hope in conjunction with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, to carry out further
investigations. If any member of this
House has not already done so, I suggest that he go to the Vermin and
Noxious Weeds Branch where he will
be able to see a map with flags on it
indicating the skeleton weed infected
areas. It is obvi,ous that, like ragwort,
it is wind-borne, coming for the north,
and over the river east of Albury; also
from the South Australian border,
being westerly wind-borne and extending in odd patches in the mountain country.
This spread is causing great
concern. We are taking steps through
the medium of Mr. Casey, the Federal
Minister, to obtain assistance in this
direction from the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization.
I agree with what the Leader of the
Opposition has said as to the need for
further investigation of myxomatosis.
The Department has asked for the
further co-operation of the landowner so
that where any rabbits are found with
the appearance of having recovered from
the disease the local Lands Department
Officer may be enabled to examine it.
We are carrying out research to ascertain whether a virus-resistant rabbit
is being bred now or whether it is the
virus itself that is deteriorating. The
recent release will give an indication of
the accuracy or otherwise of these considerations. With the assistance of the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization we are establishing a research office in the Hamilton
district, at the request of all persons
interested, and I hope to have that
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office functioning very shortly. We have
had assistance financially in the establishment of the office.
I can never understand why the Lands
Department does not get a little of the
agricultural grant which the Federal
Government makes available for the carrying on of the films programme. We
have our own film centre and Mr.
Robinson, the officer in charge of it,
is doing an excellent job, going around
country centres where there are the
more dangerous weeds. I was with him
at Hopetoun in that connexion. He has
spent considerable time giving illustrated
lectures, and these have been so
responsibilities in connexion with hosfor the further extension of this work
is terrific.. There is no overlapping in
this matter, but so that we can extend
all these services I shall ask the Minister
of Agriculture to bear our requirements
in mind when considering the expenditure. of this nest-egg which his Depart..
ment received.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-In connexion with the item set
down against the Soldier Settlement
Commission, for the first time to-day
honorable members have been informed
that the loan allocation to the Commission for this financial year will amount
to £5,120,000. That in itself will be not
quite £500,000 more than the allocation
last year. It will provide a much clearer
picture of what will or will not happen
in regard to soldier settlement this year.
In previous years the amount of
£3,500,000 has been used to continue the
settlement of blocks already allocated,
in the course of bringing them up to full
productivity in the year.
This means
that the first amount of £3,500,000 does
not settle one additional settler; it leaves
the sum of £1,600,000 which the Commission may use for new settlements in
the present financial year. Some of this
settlement could be on irrigation areas
and some of it on general grazing
country.
Taking an average, and without any
special information from the Commission, I would think the Commission
could hardly settle the average man at
an amount of £14,000 to £15,000 per
settler. So, on the money available to
the Commission this year, it appears
that there could be settled an additional
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number of 120 or 130 settlers.
That
total falls just short of the target at
which the Government should aim, and
of the target that· we, as members of
Parliament, have set.
I advocate that
the Treasurer should allot at this stage
an extra half million, and I would point
out that the Treasurer has indicated
that he has that money up his sleeve.
The Commission would appreciate it
if it could be informed now that it can

plan for the completion of this year's
activities.
Would it not be well that
it should know now that it will be
receiving the extra half million? I have
a shrewd idea that before the end of the
financial year the Commission will be
allotted this additional amount.
If it
is, it could then settle 200 ·settlers in
the course of the current financial year,
and could continue in that way over the
next four years, which would give the
Minister that extra thousand settlers on
the general settlement scheme. We have
heard mention of a total figure of
8,000 to 10,000 men to be settled.
The stage has been reached when we
must be realistic in our approach to this
problem. I understand that the Soldier
Settlement Commission and the returned
soldiers' league are conducting a survey
to ascertain the number of eligible
applicants still awaiting blocks. The
survey may indicate that the number
still waiting to be settled might not
exceed, perhaps, 1,250. During a recent
Commonwealth by-election for the electorate of Corangamite I was accused of
having said-and' I was quoted from
Hansard-that I believed that soldier
settlement should be restricted. The
statement was used against our candidate
but it was totally untrue. I have always
contended that the number of prospective settlers still awaiting blocks should
be definitely ascertained. I t is useless to
be working on the basis of an airy fairy
total of 7,000 or 8,000 if there is no
chance of settling that number of persons
on the land. I think the Minister and
the Soldier Settlement Commission will
a.gree that the actual number is more
likely to be about 1,250.
I previously raised the question
whether the sum of £2,000,000 might be
available, over and above the £3,500,000
Mr. Bolte.
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required to m~tntain the settlers who
have already been placed on blocks. I
should think tha1t by the time everything
is ready to ena~le the new land settlement scheme to [be put into operation, it
is most likely that the number of soldier
settlers I have ~entioned will have been
established on tlie land. If that could be
done, the achie~ement would be one of
which the GoveI'!~ment and the Commission could be p oud. In discussing the
subject of land s ttlement I have no wish
to be political, but I contend that it is
imperative that ~nother £500,000 of loan
funds should le alloca ted for land
settlement purp ses.
.
If it were p ssibfe to maintain 3.n
allocation of £5,~00,000 for each year for
five years, I have no doubt that the whole
scheme could ~e brought to fruition,
because each year the basic expenditure of £3,500,OQO would decrease owing
to the number o~ settlers who would have
been established and who would not
require any finartcial allocation from that
sum. The annJal outlay might not be
decreased to al Y great extent but it
certainly shoul ' not increase beyond
the £3,500,000.
les~r. HOLT.-I I is gradually becoming

Mr. BOLTE.+I regret that the Treasurer is not in ~he Chamber to hear my
remarks, becau~e this subject is one of
great importan e to those persons who
are still awai ing blocks on which
they could com~ence operations. Unfortunately this q~estion becomes political,
especially at eleftion times. That should
not be so beca~e over the years every
party represent d in this House has had
some influence in the operation of the
soldier settleme t scheme and the amount
of money that as been made available
for that purpose. I should be happy if
the subject coJld be removed entirely
from the politickl arena.
I

Mr. TURNrULL
(Korong).-The
current high 1. vel of costs makes the
settlement of so diers on the land a costly
proposition. R¢cently the Minister mentioned that fbr every group settler
established on tte land the Soldier Settlement Commis ion had to write off
approximately 6,000 of the capital value
I

,
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of the holding. Any soldier who is
successful in a ballot for a block is very
lucky because he more or less acquires an
equity of £6,000 in his property. Recently
a returned soldier was offered a property
of 800 acres for £9,000. 'This offer was
available for 30 days subject to finance
being available. The prospective purchaser imagined that he would get the
property through the Commission.
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his information is incorrect. It is the
responsibility of the Soldier Settlement
Commission to ascertain how many
service personnel require to be rehabilitated on the land and the number who
have definitely prejudiced their progress
while awaiting settlement. The returned
soldiers' league at a recent conference
agreed to assist in the making of such a
survey. We must take into consideration that many people, through circumstances beyond their control, have been
kept out of primary production while
waiting for a block to be allotted to
them. They have waited a long time
in the reasonable expectation that
promises made to them in the past would
be fulfilled. Many such persons have
entered other walks of life, but it is our
duty and obligation to see that, if
possible, the promises are honoured. We
do not, however, consider that we still
owe an obligation to those who have
rehabilitated
themselves
in
other'
occupations.

I approached the Commission on his
behalf, but the Commission, on the advice
of its valuers, could not lend this young
man the necessary funds to enable him
to purchase the property. As soon as
he told the agent that he could not find
the capital, the land was sold for £3,000
more than the sum at which it was
offered to the ex-serviceman. That is
an illustration of the hopeless 'position
in which many prospective settlers
are placed. In my opinion, the Government should concentrate on making
Crown land available for settlement.
If that were done I am sure that
many more returned soldiers could be
The Heytesbury area has been set
settled, and settled more cheaply than , aside for soldier settlement purposes and
would otherwise be possible.
it is expected, from a preliminary survey,
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Soldier that at least 300 settlers can be placed
The Commission is
Settlement). - The only comment I on that estate.
now
waiting
for
the Country Roads
have to m'ake on ·the constructive
Board engineers, in conjunction with the
observations of the Leader vf the
Opposition is that the sum of £3.500,000 Assistant Surveyor-General, to complete
provided for the maintenance or the the surveys. The honorable member
completion of the settlement of may rest assured that other areas will be
dealt with as required. The Leader of
soldiers to whom blocks have been the Opposition will doubtless direct my
allocated has been reduced considerably.
In the initial stages of the operations of attention to the fact that I have
the Commission, from the year 1946 expressed the opinion from time to time
onwards, the Commission experienced that this type of settlement is not the
great difficulty in having houses built on best, but our choice of land is becoming
the blocks of settlers at a reasonable less and less and, as I intimated to the
price. During the last two years there Leader of the Opposition on a previous
has been a great improvement in the occasion, I may have to reconsider the
housing situation and many houses have matter in view of the economic factors
been completed. Of course, that has applying to settlement on the improved
reduced the sum which must be set aside lands.
for the completion of the settlement
Generally speaking, I think the
of those persons to whom blocks have problem ,in connexion with soldier
already been allocated.
settlement can be overcome. There is
The Leader of the Opposition men- no one answer to the problem, but there
tioned that a survey was being con- are a number of answers. It will be
ducted by the Soldier Settlement Com- necessary to await the outcome of our
mission and the returned soldiers' league discussions with the Commonwealth
to ascertain the actual number of Government. That should not affect the
ex-servicemen still awaiting blocks, but acquisition of land, but it will certainly
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be a factor in relation to the finances
of the State and in the negotiations
in connexion with the agreement. When
I was in South Australia, I learned that
the Government has a process whereby
the liabilities of settlers are adjusted.
U the settlers were placed on the land
at a late stage, their liabilities would be
much greater than those who were
settled in earlier years. In other words,
the "late" settlers are required to pay
an increased sum !for a property.
Again, that is not final, because the
Commonwealth Government has agreed
that it will not immediately write down
the property but will wait to see how
economic circumstances affect the position, and. will adjust the matter later.
No' decisions can be made at present. I
appreciate the remarks of the Leader of
the Opposition who desires soldier
settlement to be lifted out of the
doldrums and again pJ.aced on a planned
basis. To do that we have to ascertain
the exact number of persons who desire
to be settled.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong). _ Many
aspiring settlers who have completed
3uccessful courses at Dookie and other
agricultural colleges have been forced by
domestic and other circumstances to
a.ccept occupations other than farming.
r understand that the present policy of
the Commission is that prospective
settlers in that position are, to some
extent, prejudicing their chances of
obtaining settlement. Does the Minister
think that is reasonable when the circumstances have been beyond their
control?
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Soldier Settlement).-A man who has incurred greater
hardship by adhering to agricultural
pursuits must receive first priority as
against persons who have sought more
lucrative employment elsewhere.
Mr. TURNBuLL.-The positions some
men have taken are not more lucrative.
Mr. HOLT.-I realize that.
Where
prospective settlers, as a result of circumstances beyond their control, have
had to take other positions they should
be included in the number of applicants
who are awaiting settlement.
The vote was agreed to.

Eitimates.

PUBLIC WO*KS DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Public Works-Balance,
080 79
'
,7.
.
Mr. O'CARR LL (Clifton Hill).Like many othr members, I wish to
know why the Ntelbourne and Metropolitan Bnard of Works, which at one time
accepted respons~bility for the repair of
lead-in pipes froin the water main to the
householder's pr2perty, no longer accepts
that responsibil~ty. I have received
communications ~rom municipal councils
asking whether :it would be possible to
get the Board tol reconsider that matter.
Householders dol not own the roads, the
mains, or the wcher, but when the leadin pipe breaks the householder has to
pay the plumbi~g bill. In my opinion,
that should be the job of the Melbourne
and MetroPolit~ Board of Works.
I
ask the MinistE1r of Public Works to
discuss that subject with the Board.
Mr. COCHRA~E (Gippsland West).I wish to dire~t the attention of the
Minister of PUlilic Works to the outmoded entran.ceJfrom Gisborne-street to
the parliamenta.ly parking area. Earlier
the honorable !cember for Swan Hill
referred to the arking of cars outside
that entrance, a d that certainly creates
a problem. POs$ibly the entrance to the
parking area b~hind Parliament House
was suitable inl the horse and buggy
days, but, as a tesult of the trams and
the parking of I cars outside, it is no
longer convenient. During the morning
and evening pe~ periods in the scramble
of traffic, cars entering or leaving the
parking area ar~ frequently involved in
a long wait; al~o there are many near
collisions. I aSK the Minister of Public
Works to inves~igate the possibility of
improving the present entrance, or providing an alter~ative one. . Perhaps at
peak periods a traffic control officer
could be stationbd at that spot, similar
to the officer ihustrated in the ArmI
strong cartoon in the Argus this
I
morning.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I wish to refer
to the extraor4inary slashing of the
amount of money to be made available
for work on Parliam.ent House. Under
Division 70, it would appear that expenditure on praFtically every other item
has been increased except the amount

£±
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for Parliament House, which has been
reduced from £31,000 last year to
£17,000 this year.
Mr. CAIN.-Of course, the expenditure
last year included £20,000 on relaying
the steps.
Mr. RYLAH.-I realize that. However, the average amount available over
the last few years has been £25,000. I
am not indulging in an attack on the
Premier, but I invite the honorable
gentleman and the Minister of Public
Works to look around this Chamber. It
is a beautiful building, but in one place
there is a dent in the wall, the paint is
dirty, there is plaster chipped off various
walls, and plaster is loose above the
press gallery. Many things need attenHon in this Chamber, which is a fair
example of the condition of the building
generally. I appreciate the financial
problems confronting the Premier, but
it is false economy to slash the amount
being made available for maintenance
work on Parliament House.
Certain
basic charges have to be met each year.
This is a large and valuable building, and
ordinary maintenance costs a substantial
amount, but that maintenance is slipping
back, in a similar m'anner to the maintenance of railway stations, due to the
practice of economy from time to time.
Of course, the less maintenance work
that is done the greater will be the cost
to put the building into good condition.
I consider that Parliament House
should be treated fairly with all other
public buildings and works under consideration. I trust that the Premier will
give consideration to this matter, and,
if nothing can be done this year, make
provision for proper maintenance during
the next financial year. It would be a
pity if people got the impression that
We were allowing this beautiful building,
which is a heritage that has been handed
down by our predecessors, to deteriorate.
It is most important that regular main·
tenance should' be carried out. A reserve
of money should be made available to
attend to things as they go wrong,
rather than waiting until the money
becomes available to put them right.
Mr. GRAY (Box Hill) .-Parliament
House has been reduced to its present
state because of the laxity of previous
Governments. I am concerned that the
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building is in 'Such a state of disrepair,
and I concur in the views expressed by
the honorable member for Kew. I also
wish to refer to the fact that the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works has not yet paid the last costof-living allowance to its employees.
Representations have been made to the
Board, which has not seen fit to accept
the view of this Government on the
question of cost-of-living adjustments.
As the Board is a semi-governmental
instrumentality, I consider that it should
pay the recent cost-of-living increase.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! I have allowed the honorable
member some latitude, but I must
remind him that the Government has no
financial control over the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, therefore
it is not competent for him to discuss
that matter.
Mr. GRAY.-With respect, Mr. Chairman, a discussion on this subject was
permitted previously.
The CHA'IRMAN.--A passing referenCe was made to the matter, and for
that reason I permitted the honorable
member for Box Hill also to mention it.
However, I cannot allow him to continue.
Mr. GRAY.-Very well, Mr. Chairman,
I bow to your ruling.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
--'1 remind the honorable member for
Kew and the honorable member for Box
Hill, who referred to the need for money
to be spent on the maintenance of
Parliament House, that first things come
first. I know that large sums of money
could be spent on this building. Last
year, an amount of £20.000 was spent
on rebuilding the steps. The Government has to decide whether money shall
be spent on schools or other public
buildings or on Parliament House, and
it was felt that there should be increased,
expenditure on education for the time
being. It is true that I have discouraged
the expenditure of money on Parliampnt
House. For instance, my own room is
in bad condition, but I have done nothing
about getting it renovated.
!Because of the Royal visit some pressure has been brought to bear, particularly from the Legislative Council,· to
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spend a lot of money on this building.

DEPARTMfNT OF MINES.

I remind members that a large sum has
been spent on Government House. I do
not wish to be unreasonable but I shall
not agree to large sums being expended
on Parliament House when there are
more urgent needs. That is the difficulty confronting me, as Premier, in the
same way as it faced Governments over
the last few years. A tremendous sum
of money could be spent on Parliament
House without our seeing anything for
it. A sum of £50,000 could be spent
without difficulty, but our Government
considers that £50,000 spent on maintenance of schools would be much more
justifiable than a similar sum spent on
this building. 1 take full responsibility
for not allocating funds for work on
Parliament House because 1 feel that
other avenues of expenditure are more
important.
With very great respect, 1 suggest that
this Chamber is not in bad order,
although 1 realize some minor work
could be done. Money could probably
be spent with a good deal of justification

Minister of Mines-Balance, £83,403.

on the renovation of Queen's Hall, but
scaffolding alone would cost a considerable sum, as it would in this Chamber.
I do not want honorable members to get
the idea that unlimited money can be
spent here. ,1 should like to keep Parliament House in perfect order, but the
resources available to me are limited and
I must spread them in the most effective
way for the benefit of the community
generally.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-1 fully appreciate the Premier's view, but on the
14th October 1 suggested in the Budget
debate that amounts such as an
increase of £3,000 for stores for the
Government Statist, as well as many
other minor
amounts,
could
be
investigated. There might be a means
of saving money in that direction. I
believe some of these Departments have
been getting away with it for such a
long time, adding a small sum to their
estimates each year, that the matter
should be closely watched.
The vote was agreed to.
The sitting was suspended from 6.4
p.m. until 7.29 p.m.

I

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I desire
to follow up sante information which 1
obtained at an farlier stage in reply
to a question a~dressed by myseU to
the Minister of lWines on the search for
oil at Lakes Enttrmce, in Gippsland. A
few years ago tpis was a pet subject
of mine and 1 bel~eve that if the present
Government carr[es out what is stated
in the official rbpl y to my series of
questions, namely, that it will extend
activities in the exploitation of the field,
then by early n~xt year there may be
results. The in~ormation 1 was given
included the facti that horizontal boring
had been carried out by Lakes Oil
Limited and that over a period of six
years the returns: furnished by the company showed thar oil production in 1948
amounted to 30,~00 gallons; in 1949, to
34,410 gallons; i~ 1950, 40,000 gallons,
and in 1951, 68,~80 gallons. There was
a very considerarle increase-amounting
to 100 per cent. ip two years. But then,
by a remarkable coincidence, or for
some other reasob, activities were closed
down and the sh.l ft was sealed.
'fl
The sinking Of~thiS shaft cost approximately £140,000 f which this State paid
more than £3 ,000.
Actually, the
Commonwealth povernment advanced
about £250,000 for the purposes of investigation and practical work in this
area but, as I I have said, the reply
officially given in answer to my inquiry
stated that only ~140,000 had been provided altogether. I.My recollection is that
about the year 19f~4 it was proposed that
the shaft should e put down to a depth
of 1,500 feet. However, the actual
depth is a little ?ver 1,200 feet. I was
in close contact· with Mr. Cooke, the
manager of the ,J'orks at that time, and
,vf
he was most enthrsiastic about the prospects. The bore, or shaft, was a remarkable constructionI and how it has been
sealed is a matter beyond my
imagination.
II

I

In the past, wllenever the question of
oil in Australia I was raised there was
always something put over to stop the
progress of inves~igations. I might mention that even iJ regard to the recent
I
I
I
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oil discoveries in Western Australia the
people of the Commonwealth had to be
told about it by someone in San Francisco. From my studies, not from the
point of any company but from the
aspect of the welfare of Australia it is my
view that these fields should be Government owned. I feel convinced that if
the work at Lakes Entrance is restarted
and carried on realistically, it will bring
material results.
In 1941 two American experts, Messrs.
Ranney and Fairbank, visited the Lakes
Entrarice area under instruction of the
Federal Government and it was then
stated authoritatively that it would be
necessary to take the shaft down to a
depth of 1,500 feet. However, that
depth was not reached, but seeing that
in a matter of two years-from 1949
to 1951-the output of oil was increased
100 per cent., namely, to 68,000 gallons,
I think there is no reason for this hushhush policy about oil. Hitherto, some
interest or other has stifled activities
in searching for oil in this country. The
quantity of oil obtained at. Lakes
Entrance has amounted to more than
172,000 gallons over a period of four
years. Surely that is something remarkable. Seeing that the Government of
Victoria has spent more than £35,000
already on the Gippsland field, it should
see fit to go on with the work there.
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in that the shaft was not being taken
down below the sand oil stratum. Our
Australian geologists, however, have
called a stop. I am satisfied that the
two American experts went back to their
country realizing that there was oil in
Australia, and in abundance.
Why,
therefore, was this Gippsland activity
closed? The present Government of
Victoria should do all in its power to
have this up-to-date bore at Lakes
Entrance unsealed. I sincerely hope that
in the coming year something will be
done to give the people of Victoria the
oil supply that is there in abundance.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I would have thought some member of the Government would reply to
the representations of the honorable
member for Coburg, who has asked if
the Government will contemplate taking over the Gippsland bore at Lakes
Entrance to see if the field cannot be
further exploited and developed. I support the honorable member's statements
and agree with him as to the opinions of
the two American experts. I might mention that the horizontal drilling is known
as the Rannie system. I have been down
to the bottom of the shaft at Lakes
Entrance and have seen the oil aotually
coming into the well itself. In the year
of highest production, the work there
was carried on by Mr. Demaine, who
had great faith in the field. Unfortunately, he has since died.

I repeat that the output increased
most remarkably and that the more work
that was done in the matter of horizontal boring, the greater were the
The main trouble in regard to thIs
returns and the bigger the success. I Victori'an field was price control. Here
am asked by interjection, what use was was a product from the Gippsland oilmade of that oil, and was it refined? bearing sands, but even at the level at
All I am concerned about is that I have . which the work was being carried on at
now resurrected this subject whereas for that time, those concerned had to
the past five or six years I have been compete in the disposal of this natural
"lying low." Now that interest in oil
oil on a price-'controlled market. The
has broken out afresh, owing to the suceffort was hopeless, and Mr. Demaine's
cess of the search carried out in Western
product was almost valueless to him.
Australia, it seems to me that people in
The company sold some of the product
America are beginning to realize that
to garages and elsewhere and it was
we have oil in Australia and that the
used with success even in its unrefined
time must come when our fields will have
state. But price control was the greatest
to be exploited.
drawback to the company investing
The opinion expressed by the manager further funds. It only provided another
of the Lakes Entrance bore in l.944- example of price contral hamstringing
1945 was that a mistake was being made industry.

,
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Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-1 have not refreshed my memory on
this Victorian activity for a considerable
time, and probably no one else would
have done so but for the recent developments in Western Australia. The Gippsland oil prospects were tested over a
considerable number of years. Our own
State Geologist, Mr. Baragwanath, had
reported on the situation long before the
two American experts were brought out
and he always maintained, rightly or
wrongly, that there was no oil in commercial quantities in that area. However, the Commonwealth Government at
the time decided to bring olit the two
Americans, and as an outcome of their
investigations they gave favourable
reports. The Commonwealth and State
Governments, together, spent a large
sum of money, but eventually they came
to the conclusion that oil was not available in quantity.
I do not want to encourage the honorable member for Coburg or anyone else
about the future of oil in this State.
Without a great deal more information,
[ do not feel justified in making any
promises to anyone in this House or
out of it that the Government will waste
money on further inves'tigations. 1 know
that private companies m'ay oarry on,
but to speak of price control having been
responsible for the failure of the Lakes
Entrance field is so much nonsense.
Were the control to be lifted so that the
oil from that source could be s-old at 5s.
a gallon, how could it hope to compete
with imported petrol at 2s. or 3s. a
gallon?
Mr. BOLTE.-Something of that kind
might even happen in connexion with
the Exmouth Gulf field.
Mr. CAIN.-It might and, if it does.
that will be just too bad. I know full
well the advantages of finding oil in
Australia; it could bring this country
tremendous economic advances in a very
short period. 1 do not mind making
some inquiries in regard to the Gipps]and
bore, but I will not promise that the
Government will' en'ter into 'any wildcat s'chemes becaus-e some private company wants it to make a move. I might
mention that Mr. Baragwanath is :)till

I
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available and, I
sure, would be prepared to give all the information in his
pos-session. Whe, he gave his information previously, his advice was proved
to be rignt. ilis successor in the
Department, Dr. I Thomas, is of course
also available anr I do not mind talking
over the matter with him. I repeat,
however, that I do not wish to make
any promises. I

I

FORESTS DEPARTMENT.
Minister of For sts-Balance, £617,380.
Mr. MIBUS Borung).-I wish to
make a few comntents concerning an outstanding officer of the Forests Commission who is in charge of the Commission's
nursery at Wail. I Although this officer is
handicapped by ~ physical disability he
is performing splendid service to the
State. For many years he was almost
a forgotten offic~r of the Commission,
but fortunately I in recent years his
efficiency and enthusiasm have been
recognized.
He I is not only carrying out his duties as a first-class
nurseryman but I he is also making
people of the Whole of the northern
areas of the Sta~e tree-minded. He is
continually receiv~ng requests from municipal councils, progress associations and
other bodies to Igive addresses on the
subjects in whichl he has specialized. At
the nursery he is rearing shrubs and trees
that are native I to the north-western
areas. I make a plea to the Commission
to assist this officer in the spiendid work
that he is dOing'l
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).r take the opport, nity to register a protest against thel iniquitous system of
taxa tion betweel1 the Crown, as represented by the QommonweaIth Government, and the C10wn as represented by
the Government of Victoria. I am old
enough to remeTber the controversies
that took place before Federation became
an accomplished Ifact 52 years ago. It
was agreed beY9nd all doubt that the
system was to be one of federation, and
not unification. I The States were to
retain their sovereign rights and it WilS
never intended Ithat they Ishould be
dep~ndent on the .pommonwealth Govern-

ment. UnfortunreIY, on account of the
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national emergency that arose at the
time of the last war, Vict.oria handed over
to the Commonwealth a good deal of its
taxation powers but although more or
less prosper.ous times of peace have
returned this impudent and unconstituti.onal system still .obtains. I am fully
c.onscious of what I am saying when I
describe the situation as unconstitutional.
The sum that it is estimated will be necessary for payment to the Commonwealth
during the remainder .of the financial
year under the Commonwealth Pay-roll
Tax Assessment Act is a huge amount,
but the total sum payable during the
whole of the financial year is much
greater.
Mr. BOURKE.-Would you be agreeable
to child endowment being discontinued
if the Comm.onwealth pay-roll tax were
abolished?
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-The Comm.onwealth Government assumes responsibilities for the payment of child endowment and that is its concern. I do not
wish to discuss the merits or demerits .of
that question. I contend that the State
should not have to pay pay-roll tax t.o
the Commonwealth Government. My
argument .is that there is no justification
for the State having to bear this
iniquitous impost. If the honorable
member f.or st. Kilda took his point
to its logical conclusion, he should
go further and suggest that the States
should charge the Commonwealth
Government for the use of their roads
over which thousands of Commonwealth
vehicles travel free of registration fees.
I reiterate my emphatic protest against
this iniquitous burden which, in my
opinion, is unconstitutional. Although
other Victorian Governments were rebuffed when they attempted to have the
tax removed, the Government now in
.office should c.ontinue t.o fight to have
this iniquitous tax discontinued.
The vote was agreed to.
WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Water Supply-Balance,
£1,320,931.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).J desire to bring to the notice of the
Minister of Water Supply a matter ab.out
which I have spoken several times in this
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House but t.o which I have n.ot yat
received a reply. I desire t.o kn:.>w
whether the G.overnment has yet made
m.oney available for the c.ompletion .of the
Tarago water supply scheme f.or the
Mornington Peninsula.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister .of Water
Supply).-I am pleased to say that the
matter has been considered by the
Government and it is hoped that at an
early date an announcement will be made
which, I feel sure, will be received by the
honorable member with much pleasure.
The vote was agreed to.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Minister of Agriculture-Balance,
£715,042.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-During the past two .or three
years there has been an agitation in
Ballarat which unfortunately has become
political, in relation to milk pasteurizati.on. During the regime .of the Government now in office the Act has been
challenged by certain people in Ballarat,
but the decision .of the c.ourt was that
the legislation is valid. Consequently,
prosecutions have been launched by
the Department of Agriculture against
persons for contraventions .of the Act.
There has been a: strong demand for the
supply of fresh milk to any persons who
desire t.o have it. I understand that
members supporting the Government
have been .openly canvassing .on behalf
.of those people to demand a supply .of
fresh milk.
I have !been approached by Ballarat
people wh.o have stated that they have
been unable t.o see the Minister t.o whom
they wished to make representati.ons.
They desire t.o know whether the Government intends to continue t.o enforce the
Milk Pasteurization Ad. I admit that
all political parties represented in this
H.ouse must take their share .of responsibility for the legislation and I am n.ot
complaining on those grounds. I desire
t.o know whether it is the intention .of
the Government to amend the Act to
enable the wishes of that section .of the
people in Ballarat who desire fresh milk
t.o be met.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-I am sure that the Leader .of
the OpP.ositi.on realizes that it is the duty
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of every Minister to uphold the law,
and the law provides that milk in
Ballarat shall be pasteurized.
On the
information placed before it, the
Government authorized certain prosecutions. I need hardly remind the House
that the original milk pasteurization
legislation was introduced by a Country
party Government. Some years later,
the original Act was superseded by the
existing legislation, which was sponsored
by a Liberal and Country party Government. Therefore, members of the
Opposition as well as members of the
Government are committed to an
enforcement of the Act. An overwhelming wealth of scientific information
from within Australia and from overseas authorities is in favour of milk
pasteurization. The outcry to which
the Leader of the Opposition referred
is peculiar to Ballarat. All I shall say
at this stage is that, if those people
desire to see me, I shall be glad to hear
their representations.
)
U n der the
Mr. PETTY (Toorak.item relating to the expenses of
administration of the Department of
Agriculture a sum is allocated in respect
of the cost and expenses of State agricuiltuval colleges, including £50 for
scholarships. Will the Minister inform
me whether that is the only sum
appropriated for
the Rurpose of
scholarships?
Mr. D'ARCY (Grant).-I desire to
refer to the successful campaign undertaken by the Department of Agriculture
to combat the ravages of gvasshoppers
when they reached the border of this
State from New South Wales. My
colleague, the honorable member for
Mi.ldura, who is urtavoidably absent,
stressed the urgency of necessary action
being taken to prevent an invasion of
the grasshoppers into this State. The
Minister responded splendidly to the
request and a successfu[ campaign was
undertaken. On behalf of the honorable
member for Mildura, I desire to express
my appreciation of the action of the
Government.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) . I direct the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture and of his director and
staff to the pUblication, Life from the

Soil) by COlonel! White and Sir Stanton
Hicks. I feel that for too long the
Department ha favoured the commercial fertilizers as against the ordinary
fertilizers and domposts and the natural
resources of t~e soil. I feel that the
Department sh~uld take notice of this
book. I do nOI suggest that the views
of the writers should in any way be
imposed on the Department, but I think
the Departme t shouM take some
cognizance of Ithe expe~ience of men
who for man~l years have conducted
experiments.
Another mat er to which I desire to
refer is that of Ithe use of the services of
local veterinar!y surgeons instead of
those of the~~epartmental veterinary
experts from elbourne. The policy of
the Departmen is to use its own veterinary officers w~enever possible, but for
many years pa t they have been unable
to cope with ajll the work to be done,
especially tuberculin testing. It has
therefore bee~ necessary to employ
private veterinary surgeons. I accompanied a depu~ation to the Minister to
I

discuss the Ifatter of utilizing the
services of lo?al veterinary surgeons.
Many represe~tations on this subject
have been mafe to me by producers'
societies and b eeders of stock, particularly in the I ranbourne area. They
consider tha t assistance should be
afforded to ve erinary surgeons in the
area and throughout the whole of
Victoria. Ther~ is no chair of veterinary
science at the IUniversity of Melbourne,
and we must ,foster those people who
qualify at th~ Sydney university and
return to Vi~oria to practise. Some
young men lik to set up a practice in
their home to Ins. In one case of which
the M'inister ~s aware, a veterinarian
has returned to his home town in the
vicinity of Kob-Wee-Rup. That young
man needs a start, and the best, way to
assist him is to allow him to do tuberculin testing Ifor the Department of
Agriculture if I the Department has not
sufficient officers available to carry out
the work. O:p. occasions, the Department is sending outside practitioners
from Melbour~e to carry out such testing although tfere is a qualified man in
the district. I consider that his services
should be use instead of people being

I
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sent to the area from places out~;ide.
Deputations have waited on the Minister
and I have made many representations
on the matter. I have always been met
with a certain amount of evasion. It
has been said that the policy of the
Department is to use its own officers for
tuberculin testing, and I quite agree with
tha t policy. However, officers of the
Department are not always used to
carry out that work. I ask the Minister
to re-examine the matter and if outside
veterinary surgeons are used to give
preference to the main living in the district. That would prove of great assistance to the stock breeders in the vicinity.
Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West).I support the remarks of the honorable
member for Mornington. The young
man to whom the honorable member
referred attended the primary school at
Koo-Wee-Rup, then the Dandenong High
school and eventually graduated as a
veterinary surgeon at the Sydney
university. As there was no private
veterinarian in the district, this lad has
returned to set up in private practice.
We feel that he should be given an
opportunity to practise in the Cran·
bourne shire, in which he is centrally
situated. He is available in the winter
and summer both during the day and
at night, and we consider that if he is
permitted to undertake tuberculin testing
for the Department of Agriculture he
will be given some financial stability
which will enable him to remain in the
district. When the local man is called
upon to carry out perhaps disagreeable
jobs on winter nights, it is unfair that
he should be deprived of other work
when it becomes available. It has been
the policy of the Department of
Agriculture to use private practitioners
to a certain extent, and I consider that
where there is a veterinary surgeon in
the district his serv.ices should be preferred.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong) .-It was
with general satisfaction that primary
producers, especially wheat growers,
heard of the lifting of the ban on the
manning of the silos of the Grain Elevators Board. Apparently only twenty of
the 150 operators really went on strike,
the remaining number being quite agree·
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able to abide by the agreement and carry
on. Although I do not condone the at::tion
of any striker, because I do not think
anyone gains but only loses by striking,
I hope that the chairman of the Grain
Elevators Board, when negotiations take
place, will not be forced against his will
to make an incorrect decision. In the
interests of the 130 loyal contractors, I
consider that their side of the case should
be clearly put to the public, because I
believe that a recent press statement
attributed to Mr. Glowrey-I have no
doubt that it was truthful-may have
created a wrong impression in the minds
of the wheat-growing community. It
was said that the silo managers make
big money. I have no doubt that is
correct, but very few of them receive
the high remuneration of £20 and £30 a
day which was quoted. On the average,
I should think managers would do very
well if they averaged £15 to £16 a week
for the eight weeks they are in constant
~ttendance at the silos.
Mr. STONEHAM.-Do you think you
are wise in making such a statement
when you have not checked the facts?
Mr. TURNBULL.-I have checked the
facts with one silo manager, and the
station at which he operates would, 1
should think, be a fair average for the
whole State. If it is not, I am misjudging the position.
Mr. STONEHAM.-To which silo are
you referring as being open for eight
weeks?
Mr. TURNBULL.-To the silo at
Wedderburn. For eight weeks the
manager
has to be in constan t
attendance. For any wheat that comes
in after that period, a payment of 3s. 6d.
an hour is made. During the period of
~eight weeks, the payment is 14s. 7d.
for every 1,000 bushels fed into the silos.
For every outward consignment, whether
by ralil truck, motor truck or trailer,
there is a payment of 4s. 8d. The positions of silo managers work in very well
for commission agents or carriers, but
a man who is solely a silo operator makes
very Uttle profit by going to the
station to deliver the wheat or to receive
wheat after the initial period is completed. In some cases, managers have
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to travel 2 or 3 miles to the station.
For that reaSDn, the primary producers
should know that the position Df silo
manager is not as lucrative generally
as people may be led to believe. I make
that comment in the hope that the
genuine silO' operator whO' is prepared
to abide by the cDntract will nDt be
misjudged and regarded as one who is
opposed to discipline. I am not criticizing the Minister Df Agriculture.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of, Agriculture) . -There has been some confused thinking amDngst honorable members on the OppositiDn side of the House
Dn the silO' dispute. A cDuple of hours
after the meeting at Beulah tDok place
and representatives of the press were
informed Df the resolution carried,
the honorable member for Rainbow
raised the rna tter in the HDuse
purely with the object Df embarrassing the GDvernment. In the
midst Df the dispute, the honorable member fDr BDrung stated, while the Govern-'
ment was remaining firm Dn the principle
of no't negotiating while the threat of
a strike existed, that I, as ilie respDnsible Minister, should forthwith seek to
arrange a cDnference Df the parties CDncerned. Opposition members have not
been very helpful in this matter. As it
Is still sub judice to a certain extent,
I shall nDt make a lengthy statement.
Mr. Glowrey, who has had experience
with the press and knows its tendency to
report salient features rather than full
details, said that the rates ranged from
£4 to £16 a day f.or operators actually
in attendance at silos. I am happy to
know that the silos are working.
Although the matter is still sub judice
I might inform the House that an inspection of the silos is to be made next
week, and possibly following that, further
representations will be made from certain
quarters. I do not propose to make any
sta tement which will make my task
more difficult in the immediate future.
Honorable members opposite will agree
tha t up to date the matter has been
effectively handled by the Government.
I was impressed by the representations
cDncerning veterinary surgeons made by
the deputation introduced by the honor-
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able member f9r Mornington. I have
asked the superintendent in charge 0f
the livestock dtvision to endeavour to
divert SDme of the departmental wDrk to
the private practitioner at Koo-Wee-Rup.
It is the Deparfrnent's definite pDlicy to
increase its
staff of veterinary
scientists. Limited funds are available
for outside wo~k. From time to time
the Departmen~ has to' make arrangements with outs'fde practitioners to carry
out wDrk in districts where there is nO'
'veterinary surgeon. In view of .the
representatiDns bf the honorable member
for MDrningtDn land the hDnDrable member fDr Gippsland West, I undertake to
again bring the Imatter before the superintendent to' see whether their request
I
can be met.
The honDrable member for Grant
referred to the lcampaign against grasshoppers, on b~half of his colleague,
the hDnDrable member for Mildura. I
ShDUld like to' I pay a tribute to Mr.
Mullett, the Director, Mr. Fish, the bioIDgist at Burnle~, who directed the campaign from Melbourne, and Mr. HDgan,
the Department's DfIker in the field, all
of whom havb acquitted themselves
very creditably.1 Now it can practically
be taken fDr ~Tanted that the grasshDppers have b~en defeated. In the next
few days, two :pakota planes will again
attack the insects in an intense effDrt
to wind up the Dpera tiDns SO' far as the
first ha'tching of grasshoppers is concerned. In addition to the officers of the
Department of IAgriculture, I pay a tribute to Trans-~ustralia Airlines for their
cD-DperatiDn, tD! the Army and Air FDrce
ground person~el, and to the Ordnance
FactDry at MfribyrnDng, where SDme
fine work was carried Dut in the mixing
Df the spraying materials.

O\yn

j

Mr. TuRNBuJL.-Are the grasshDppers
under cDntrDI? I
(Mr. STONE-IfAM.-The ta'sk has been
effectively carrjed out. Within the next
ten days, we hhpe to' bring it to' a conclusiDn. In repl~ to the honDrable member
for Toorak, I d~sire to say that additiDnal
money has been made avaHable for
scholarships. T~-day the GDvernment announced that it has decided to award
24 SchOlarshit in the coming year

I
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to students undertaking the agricultural science course at the Melbourne university.
I should appreciate it if any honorable members who
are in touch with bright young students
at the university would support the
Government's endeav-ours to publicize
these scholarships. The Government,
realizing that the continued shortage of
scientifically qualified
officers has
seriously affected the development of the
Department's district agricultural extension service, hopes that the scholarship
scheme will provide an incentive for
young men to take up a career in this
interesting and worth-while field of service to our primary industries.
On' completion of their course the
scholarship holders will be appointed to
permanent positions in the Department
of Agriiculture, to undertake district
agricultural e~tension work, after
undergoing a special period of training.
The commencing salary on pfiesent rates
would be £910 per annum. The scholarships, which are being made available
under the Commonwealth Extension
Services Grant, will be awarded on the
following basis:Six to rna tr.iculated students
commencing the first year of the
agricultural science course in
1954-tenable for four years.
Six to students doing second year
in 1954-tenable for three years.
Six to s!tudents doing third year in
1954-tenable for two years.
Six to students doing fourth year
in 1954-tenable for one year.
In addition to the payment of university
fees, the schdlarships will provide a
living allowance of from £200 to £250
per annum for students living at home
and £300 to £350 per annum for students
requiring to live away from home.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).J wish to congratulate the Minister of
Agriculture and the Government on the
decision to make these scholarships
available. That act:Jion represents a real
contribution to th'e advancement of
agricultural s'cience and production in
Victoria.
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Mr. STIRLING (Swan Hill).-I have
no desire to criticize the Government's
recent action in respect of the silo
dispute. The Minister of Agriculture
mentioned that soon he would inspect
the silos, and I ask him to give an opportunity to the honorable member representing the area concerned to be present
on that occasion. I should also like the
Minister to inform the House whether
all the operators who refused to go on
duty were members of the Australian
Workers' Unicn.
Mr. COCHRANE (GippsJ.and West).I should like to ask the Min'ister of
Agricul,ture why the grant payable (0
the Royal Agricultural Society for purposes of the Young Farmers' Clubs
Association has been transferred from
the Treasury allocation to that of the
Department of Agriculture?
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-The transfer
has
been
effected in order to place the matter on
a sounder footing. The past arrangement was not satisfact'Ory. I do not say
that in a critical way, because I believe
that valuable work was performed. The
Government considered that the position
could be improved. Control of the
senior Young Farmers' clubs is an
the hands of a committee consisting of
'One representative each of the Department of Agriculture, the Royal Agricultural Society, the Chamber of Agriculture, the University School of
Agriculture and the Country Women's
Association, and two representatives of
the senior Young Farmers' clubs.

Mr. McDoNALD.-Has not that position applied for several years?
Mr. STONEHAM.-The present situation is quite different from the
arrangement obtaining in the past.
Mr. McDoNALD.-In what way?
Mr. STONEHAM.-The agricultural
society is now directly responsible tc
the Department for the over-all
supervision of the advisory council,
and the opinion held throughout the
Young Farmers' clubs now is that the
whole m'a'tter has a't last been placed on
a business-li~e fodting. It is desired

I
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that the senior Young Farmers' clubs
shall have the benefit of the very best
advice that can be furnished.
Mr. l\lcDONALD (Shepparton).-I
am not satisfied with the explanation
given by the Minister. The honorable
member for Gippsland West asked why
this transfer had been made from the
Treasury to the aocount of the Department of Agriculture. I think the true
answer is that the Treasury has been
relieved to the extent of the sum of
£4,000 when, in fact, the grant itself
has been reduced" by that amount, which
is to be paid to the Young Farmers'
organization.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Agriculture).-I give an emphatic denial to
the statement of the honorable member.
The amount of £4,000 is definitely an
increase over and above the norma! vote
to the Department of Agriculture. I
undertake to advise the honorable member for Gippsland West upon the
questions he raised.
The vote was agreed to.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
Minister of Health---'Balance, £5.571,441.
Mr. RYLAD (Kew).-In the course
of the debate on the Public Works Loan
Appllication Bill I raised the question of
the amount of about £4,500,000 being
allotted to the Hospitals and Charities
Commission and the further amount of
about £2,000,000 to the Mental Hygiene
Authority for expenditure on works and
buildings. It was then suggested by
the Premier that the Minister of Health
might take the opportunity, in the course
of the debate on the Estimates, to give
some general indication of the progress
of the various works and the proposals
of the Government.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).There are numerous works both in connexion with base and other hospitals and
the Mental Hygiene Authority that are
.
I'
h
d't
f
t d al
mvo vmg t e expen 1 ure 0 a grea e
of money. For a number of years, and
particularly during the period now
under review, it has become necessary to
suspend many works. Much of the

money being spebt had been determined
upon after a carJful review of the whole
situation. In conrtexion with the Trustee)
programme thatl had been undertaken,
instead of buHding sixteen Trusteel
hospitals, the Goyernment determined to
proceed with omy four. In regard to
the construction:6f aluminium hospitals,
I am unable to urnish definite particulars. Five of th se were ordered and an
amount of £200,000 was paid for component parts, fdr which, however. no
contract price o uld be given. That
latter comment applies also to the
Trusteel jobs. ; here is still no price
available altholjlgh the hospital at
Wodonga has be n completed. I repeat
that I still do not know the cost, although
it is anticipated that it will amouht to
£450,000 for a 4 -bed institution.

t

In other cent es, hospitals with the
same number 0 'beds, constructed of
orthodox materi Is, are being erected at
half the cost. 1t the moment there is
a plan in hand Iby whiich a number of
these com ponen tls will be used for the
purposes of the Mental Hygiene
Authority. Thel Department is now
obtaining a prfce. The people concerned had o~iginally put up to a
previous Goverm;nent a price running to
£13,000 a bed. The present Government
would not permit the erection of
hospdtals on th~ price basis, but now
we shall be a Ie to build hospitals
attached to the ental institutions at a
cost of about £3, 00 a bed, and it will be
the same contr~ctor who is doing the
work.
I
I shall now furnish a detailed statement of the rtiajor works which the
Government has ~pproved for the institutions controlled Iby the Mental Hygiene
Authority.
TI statement is as
follows:MEN AL HYGIENE.
Major

Works

improvements)

approved

si ce 1.1.53.

Kew Mental HojPital£

Boiler
house
renovationsAdditional funds
".
. . 38,500
LaUndrY----oReorr!anization
and
equipment..
..
.. 13,382
Two male wards-Sanitation
6.848
and service ~hnits..
..
New nurses' ho e ..
110,000
Electrical .retic lation
18,500
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Kew Children's CottagesRemodelling wards£
9,430
1,216
488
2,030
F.1
8,665
F.5
11,900 - - F.6/7
33,729
13,000
Occupational therapy unit
Ararat18,800
Renewal boilers
3,850
Coal haridling plant
4,320
House-Medical officer
3,570
House-Farm manager
48,000
Remodelling f'emale wards
Beechworth8,250
Electrical renewals
3,220
Fletcher homestead
..
..
43,600
Replacement burnt-out section ..
Ballarat48,000
Remodelling old male wards ..
Royal ParkNurses home (trainees)
55,000
Mont Park21,700
Renovations, male wards
9,900
Site works surgical unit
9,500
Roofing repairs
..
..
Bristol units ex Hospitals and
Chari ties CommissionObservatory clinic, Royal Park,
Beechworth, and Stawell .. 447,633
M.2
M.3
M.4

Total

..

959,302

In connexion with the general hospitals situation a large number of contracts have been already commenced
and have been commented on in earlier
reports of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission. These works are now in
progress. There is not a district or a
hospital in regard to which we are not
doing something. At the Austin Hospital work is proceeding on the boiler
house and is now 95 per cent. completed.
The work on the nurses' home at that
hospital is 74 per cent. completed, and
the children's block is 98 per cent.
finished. At the Alfred Hospital the
laundry and a temporary kitchen is 27
per cent. completed. The conversion of
the existing buildings at Apollo Bay is
96 per cent. completed.

The new Box Hill and District Hospital
is in a state of 45 per cent. completion;
the nurses' home attached to that institution is about 81 per cent. completed.
The maternity wing of the Bendigo and
Northern District Base Hospital is 88
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per cent. completed. The services block
at the Bendigo Benevolent Home is 79
per cent. completed, and the ward block
to a stage of 20 per cent. completion.
Ninety per cent. of the work at the
Castlemaine Benevolent Home and
Hospital for the Aged and Infirm has
been doOne. The extension to the nurses'
home at the Colac District Hospital is
completed up to 96 per cent. The work
at the nurses' home at the Corryong
District Hospital is 95 per cent. finished,
and the hospital group at the Donald
District Hospital .has progressed to
the same extent. The nurses' home
at the Daylesford District Hospital has
been commenced and 5 per cent. of the
work has been done.
The hospital group for the Footscray
and District Hospital is about 90 per
cent. in course of construction. The
work on the services block f'Or the
Gippsland Hospital at Sale, at which
town the hospital conditions have beeR
in a bad way for a long time, is only
20 per cent completed.
The boiler
house at Sale is causing a great deal
of worry and reports of experts prove
that it will be necessary f'Or further
work to be proceeded with there. The
maternity hospital associated with the
Geelong and District Hospital is completed up t'O 72 per cent. The services
block for the Gippsland Benevolent
Home at Bairnsdale is 85 per cent. completed. At the nurses' home at the
Hamilton and District Base Hospital 46
per cent. of the job has been done, and
the same percentage applies to the woOrk
at the hospital group of the Kerang and
District Hospital. The Koroit and District Hospital is in the same position.
The Mordialloc and Cheltenham Hospital
is 98 per cent. complete. At the Mildura
Base Hospital a new nurses' home was
recently opened. It has not been completed, but 99 per cent. of the w'Ork has
been done .. The nurses' home at the
Maryborough District Hospital has progressed to the extent of 33 per cent.
while the Maryborough District Services
Block is 85 per cent. complete. W'Ork
to the extent of 87 per cent. has been
done at the Portland District Hospital
and the Prince Henry's Nurses' Home
is nearly finished.
The pathological
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block at Prince Henry's Hospital has
progressed to the stage of 33 per cent. of
the complete project.
Work on the
Preston and N orthcote Hospital was suspended, and only 18 per cent. of the
total work has been done. However, I
trust that the work will be restarted
during the current financial year.
Half of the work on the boiler house
at the Queen Victoria Hospital has been
done and the Jessie McPherson Hospital,
which is part of the establishment of the
Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital, and
which is being used as the Cancer Institute, has just been started and only little
work has been done. However, it is
hoped that it may be completed during
the current year. The group laundry at
the Royal Melbourne Hospital is about
to be opened but a fair amount of work
has yet to be done before completion.
The St. Arnaud Hospital, which I opened
last Sunday, requires only a little more
work to bring it to completion. In my
opinion, it will be many years before it
will be occupied by the 61 nurses for
which it was designed. The Traralgon
District Hospital has been advanced to
the stage of 70 per cent. of the work, and
the services block at West Gippsland
Hospital at Warragul is 89 per cent.
complete.
The new nurses' home at the Warrnambool District Base Hospital was opened
about a month ago; 92 per cent. of the
work has been done on that project. The
convalescent unit at Kew, of the Women's
Hospital, is progressing satisfactorily,
and about 63 per cent. of the work has
been done. Thirty per cent. of the work
has been completed on the steam services at the Warracknabeal Hospital. It
is unfortunate that the William Anglis'S
Hospital at Ferntree Gully cannot be
completed during the current year,
because it was considered that there was
greater need for hospital services in
other parts of the State. It was decided
that until the hospital at Box Hill was
completed, no further work should be
done at the hospital at Ferntree Gully,
which is only 10 per cent. complete. r
do not know of any person who is unhappy about the hospital position in
Victoria at present.
Mr. Barry.

Esti'TfltOUs .

I might add that in many areas in
which hospitals or hospital buildings are
in course of erection many people had
personally committed themselves in relation to the raising of funds for the
provision of such hospitals, but the
Hospitals and Charities Commission took
the view that it should relieve these
people of responsibility. Many of the
local committees were becoming worried
regarding the financial situation, so the
Commission has taken over all such
responsibilities in connexion with hospital projects. It is not allowing any
person to stand personally responsible
for any debts in connexion with these
institutions. I think that policy is the
right one. The maternity wing of the
Williamstown General Hospital has progressed to the stage that 37 per cent.
of the work has been done. About a
week ago I opened the new nurses' home
and the services block at the Yarram
District Hospital. When another 2 per
cent. of the work has been done it will
be complete.
The maternity and staff building at
Yarrawonga is in the same posHion as
that of the Yarram project-it is almost
complete. During the year many new
works in addition to the ones I have
mentioned were started. Work at the
Ballarat district base hospital was commenced and 5 per cent. of the total
project has been completed. The completion of the services tunnel at the
Children's Hospital is 70 per cent. complete, but the treatment unit at the
Children's Hospital at Frankston has
just been started. About 10 per cent. of
the work has been done. The old Dental
Hospital has been evacuated in favour
of a new building. The excavations on
the new project have been commenced.
Recently, I informed the Dental Hospital
authorilties that work up to· the first
stage-to the ground level-could be
proceeded with, as sufficient funds are
available.
An extension is being made to the
Geelong District Hospital to provide for
a pathological block. It is interesting to
note that not one pathologist is employed
at any Victorian hospital outside Melbourne, but this new block is being built
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at Geelong and it is intended to engage
a pathologist who will meet the needs 'Of
a big area 'Of Victoria.
Where a base hospital exists it is
hoped to secure the assistance of the
hospitals in the surrounding districts.
It is in tended to set up certain medical
services at the outlying hospiitals, which
will have a few maternity beds. Ambulance services will be provided and
patients can be brDught to the base
hospitals. The base hospitals, at which
it is hoped to provide pathological and
X-ray sections, will be relied on fDr important services and doctors from the
surrounding hospitals will become honoraries at the base hospitals. It is hoped
to be able to provide a laboratory in
each of the base hospitals and in time
to employ a pathologist, which wIll
make it possible for an early diagnosis to
be made in cases where that is required
to be done. It will then be unnecessary
for aU patients to come to Melbourne t~
be examined by a pathologist.
At
present, many people must come to Melbourne for that service, and then the
diagnosis is sent back to the doctor in
the country centre.
We are spending our time and energy
this subject so that there might be
a. b:tter medical service in country
dIstrIcts than has been enjoyed previously. I wish to make one correction.
Previously I said that there was no
pathologist outside of Melbourne, but
actually there is 'One at Bendigo,
although he is a Commonwealth
employee.

'On

i should like to indicate how our
planning work is proceeding. Last week
the first regional conference of its kind
was held at Hamilton. Medical men
and all persons associated with the
hospital committees from the surrounding districts attended, and they unanimously adopted the plan which I am now
outlining. It is for that reason that
money is being spent at Geelong on a
pathological block. .Further alterations
are being made at the Geelong hDSpi tal
to provide laundry facilities. As a
matter 'Of fact, I hope that the laundry
Will not be established at the Geelong
hospital, because I envisage the use for
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that purpose of the huge service block
that was erected on the site of the proposed old folks' home. If a laundry
were established there soiled linen and
other articles from the Geelong hospital
and from other institutions and schools
in Geelong could be treated there and
our losses might be reduced.
Mr. BYLAH (Kew).-We appreciate
the information that has been given by
the Minister of Health. It has enabled
members to realize the progress that is
being made on our hospital programme.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).The sum of £40,500 is being made available to the Australian Red Cross Society
towards the blood transfusion service.
It may not be generally known that in
Victoria there is a noble army of men
and women who every day freely give
their blood to the Red Cross Society for
the purposes .of the blood bank and sick
people of the State. Those who are
called upon once every two or three
months to attend the centre must be regarded as first--class citizens.
Before
they attend, they have to make certain
dietary arrangements, and after 2 or 3
pints of blood are taken from them their
tissues must be restored. I take this
opportunity of thanking those people
publicly for what they are doing.
I should like to stress the fact that
although voluntary blood donors receive
a notice to attend at 10 o'clock in the
morning at some metropolitan hospitals,
they are sometimes treated as ordinary
oUit-patients. Possibly because there is
not a doctor available for some reason
or another, the donors are called upon
to wait for perhaps two or three hours.
I emphasize the fact that most donors
are working people. If they were
enabled to attend the centre at 9 a.m.
they could return to work by 10.30 or
11 a.m. However, "very often they are
kept waiting for some hours, and they
lose per'baps a half a day's pay. I suggest that if the Red Cross Society or
the hospitals could so arrange these
operations to be carried out in nonworking hours relief would be afforded
to voluntary donors, who not only give
their blood and time. but sometimes lose
wages as a result of a ttending the
centres.
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Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).~
I am not sure whether the honorable
member for Brighton has been accurately
informed. I am aware of what occurs
at the Royal Melbourne Hospital, and 1
can assure the honorable member that
the blood transfusion service is run with
the utmost efficiency. Not only is there
a staff of paid Red Cross assistants, but
there is a voluntary detachment of expeI"t women. There can be no complaint
against the whole organization from
the time the blood is taken from the
donors until it is forwarded to the
serum laboratories for various processes or for immediate use.
The
Red Cross Society is grateful for the
g,rant that is being given by the Government for this essential work. Blood
transfusions are being used in cases of
accident and disease far more liberally
than ever before. I believe that the
honorable member for Brighton has firm
grounds for speaking as he did, but if
an employer deducts wages of an employee who has attended a hospital to
act as a blood donor he is doing a wrong
to the community. The system may
be open to abuse, as some persons may
prolong their stay from work. However, I should think they would be in
the minority. I do not think the remarks of the honorable member for
Brighton could apply to the Royal Melbourne Hospi'tal, which is the main
source of the blood supply for Victoria.
The Red Cross Society is doing a
marvellous job, and I pay my tribute to
its work.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I am not in a position to know whether
or not the statements made by the
honorable member for Brighton are
correct. I agree that the Red Cross
Society and blood donors are doing an
important work. I have seen what
occurs at the Royal Melbourne Hospital,
and I know that an efficient service is
conducted at that institution. The bloodtransfusion service costs approximately
£60,000 a year; the grant of the State
Government this year is £40,000, the
Red Cross Society finds approximately
£6,000, and there is a Commonwealth
grant of £13,500. It can be seen that
the State makes a very good contribution. The va'lue of the blood-transfusion
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service cannot be weighed in terms of
money. As a result of its activities,
many lives are saved, and it is important that everyone who requires assistance shall receive it. I shall ask officers
of the Department of Health to investigate the question raised by the honorable member for Brighton. If what he
says is true, we will endeavour to
remedy the position. On the other hand,
if it is not, no one will be harmed by
our showing an interest in the work that
is being done.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton) .-My
previous remarks were not intended to
be in any way critical of the wonderful
service rendered by the Red Cross
Society. However, possibly more blood
donors might come forward if they
could give their blood at a time which
did not interfere with their ordinary
occupations. I have the highest regard
for the work of the blood transfusion
service. I am gratified to see that there
has been a substantial increase in the
amount made available for the maintenance of the Cancer Institute, which
I understand is both a research institute
and a clinic. I do not think sufficient
publicity has been given to the fact
that it is a clinic. We all know the
tremendously advantageous results that
have accrued from the publicity that
has been given to the treatment of
tuberculosis. In both cancer and tuberculosis there may be no outward symptoms of the disease. X-ray examinations
for the detection of tuberculosis have
given amazing results. I know of two
people who, simply as good citizens,
attended an X-ray centre, and to their
amazement they discovered that they
were suffering from the disease in an
advanced stage. I understand that cancer is not as readily detectable as
tuberculosis, but if greater publicity
were given to the cancer institute perhaps more people would submit themselves for examination. In the last
twelve months, I have lost two dear
friends from the scourge of cancer ;'
neither of them had any indication that
he was suffering from the disease
until it was in an advanced stage. They
both submitted themselves to operation,
but in each case the surgeon could not
do anything because the disease was
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in an advanced stage. If the same degree
of publicity was given to cancer as is
being given to tuberculosis some young
or ·middle-aged persons might discover
they are suffering from the disease
instead of waiting until it manifests
itself to such an extent that nothing can
be done.
A grant of £490,000 has been made to
the University of Melbourne, but notwithstanding that fact the council of
the university has found it necessary to
increase fees in almost every faculty.
I fear that we may cost ourselves out
of our doctors, so to speak. The medical
course takes six years, and now that it
has been necessary to increase the fees
in every year, some young students may
be deterred from taking the course. I
suggest that the Minister of Health
should investigate the matter and
if he finds tha t there are fewer
enrolments
of
medical
students,
through the inability of young men
to meet the heavy increase in fees, the
Department of Health should give serious
consideration to subsidizing those students. In Western Australia, university
oourses are free to all students; I think
that is the only State where such a
position obtains. The Melbourne university is of a high standard, but it is
disturbing to find that year after year
it is necessary for fees to be increased.
If that has the effect of preventing brilliant young men from taking various
courses, the Government must view the
matter seriously, and, if necessary,
establish a fund to subsidize the students.
Some of the other courses are not
affected, but unless the supply of highly
trained doctors and surgeons is maintained, the general health of the State
may suffer in the years ahead. I urge
the Minister of Health to inquire into
this most important question.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).This year, the Government has allocated
the sum of £125,420 to the Cancer Institute, which is £79,010 more than last
year's vote. The additional sum will
provide for an extension of the Institute's work in respect of out-patients
and visiting nurses. To-day, the visiting
services of the Cancer Institute. operate
in many parts of the State. In addition,
there is now a large out-patients' clinic,
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and additional alterations to the Cancer
Institute for the benefit of out-patients
are taking place. It will not be very
long before it will be possible to receive
in-patients at the Institute. The benefit
of the Cancer Institute's work is being
felt throughout the State.
Some years ago, as Minister of Health,
I established the Cancer Institute. At
that time, the Tasmanian Government
agreed to assist Victoria by supplying
doctors. In return, the Victoria Government undertook to treat Tasmanian inpatients in the Cancer Institute. Three
weeks ago, the Peter McCallum Institute, which is a section of the Cancer
Institute attached to the Hobart Hospital, was opened. The Victorian Government provided medical officers and
assisted in other ways in order to provide a service which would obviate the
necessity for patients to come to Victoria. I appreciate the truth of the
observations of the honorable member
for Brighton. Due to the travelling
services of the Cancer Institute, the
number of unfortunate persons racked
with pain has been reduced to a minimum. I agree with some of the assertions of the honorable member for
Brighton concerning the university. The
item we are discussing deals only with
the Public Health Laboratory at the
university which reports on diphtheria,
scarlet fever and other diseases. While
I am sympathetic towards the idea of an
open and free university, at present that
subject is not wHhin my province.
Mr. STODDART (Gippsland North).I commend the remarks of the honorable
member for Brighton concerning the
benefits of mass X-rays for the detection
of tuberculosis, for which the sum of
£697,130 remains to be voted under division 87. Considerable improvement by
way of lessening of the incidence of
tuberculosis has been effected, and it is
interesting to examine some figures in
that respect.
The latest figures available are those included in the annual
report of the Commission of Public
Health for the year 1951-52. In 1948,
in Victoria there were 31 deaths from
tuberculosis per 100,000 people. Comparable figures for other courtries for
the same year are: England 51, Sweden
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42, the United States of America 30,
Denmark 25, and the province of
Ontario, Canada 19. In the year 1890,
the deaths from tuberculosis per 100,000
of population in Victoria amounted to
185, whereas in 1951 there were 406
deaths at the rate of eighteen per
100,000.
Much of that improvement has been
brought about by the work of mass
X-rays throughout the State. The numbers of films taken by this means are
interesting: In 1951 280,000 miniature
and 25,000 large films were taken. They
resulted in the detection of 767 persons
suffering from active pulmonary infection. During health week, which was
most successful, in 1951, 22,060 persons
were examined. The people of Victoria
are not taking the fullest advantage of
the mass X-rays, although in the vaccination campaign initiated through the
schools, 90 per cent. of the parents
responded. In 1951, chest X-rays were
taken of 277,938 persons in Victoria,
which are split up in this way: Metropolitan area 130,158; industrial area,
14,590;
Commonwealth Government
establishments 8,979; State Government
establishments 2,834; fixed centres in
various parts of the State 40,992;
Central Recruiting Office 5,300; and
country, 75,085.
In my opinion a
sufficient proportion of the population is
not taking advantage of the voluntary
scheme. The population in 1951-52 wa!3
2,291,354, of whom 277,938 persons
offered themselves for X-ray.
An
analysis indicates that only 25 per cent.
of the adult population volunteered to be
X-rayed.
In my opinion, the State should introduce compulsory X-rays.
Voluntary
X-rays have been accepted by a number
of people, but the majority, who are
apparently afraid to discover whether
they are suffering from tuberculosis, do
hot come forward. It reminds me of
the preacher who speaks to " reformed "
people in church on Sundays, just as
politicians, irrespective of party, at election meetings generally speak to a large
gathering of their own supporters who
might be considered reformed in a
political sense. We want to speak to the
people who are unreformed in respect of
Mr. Stoddart.
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offering for X-ray examination for detection of tuberculosis. On the figures I
have quoted, there is a strong case for
the State to consider seriously the introduction of compulsory X-rays. The Tasmanian Government has introduced
that system, and I think it also applies
in New South Wales. I urge the Government to bring forward legislation
to that end in the next session.
When one asks women in country centres
if they have been to the X-ray mobile
unit, they say that they are all right,
but the truth of the matter is that they
are frightened to be examined. If this
condition is allowed to continue the
scheme will not be successful. I urge
the Government to consider the introduction of compulsory X-ray examinations,
which will, I feel sure, prove to be of
benefit to the State.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).Never before in the history of the State
have medical authorities been so pleased
with the success of the campaign against
tuberculosis as they are to-day. We even
have empty beds in sanatoriums and
there is no waiting list of females wishing to enter a sanatorium. Recently
a tuberculosis chalet at Royal Park was
closed to make room there for the treatment of elderly people. Doubtless this
satisfactory position was due to the
building of a number of chalets throughout the country. If the necessity arises,
that scheme will be put in hand again.
There is a small number of men awaiting admilttance to an institution, but they
are not delayed for more than ten days.
When I was Minister of Health and
Minister of Housing in the former Labour
Government, I was criticized because
sanatoriums and not houses were being
built. The Government of that day had
erected a 144-bed sanatorium at Greenvale and another at Heatherton. At the
same time, the Government brought in
the scheme of paying allowances to persons suffering from tuberculosis. Victoria was the first State that paid a
patient to enter an institution. Before
that was done, a worker could not afford
to go into a sanatorium beca~se of his
economic position. The Commonwealth
Government then became responsible for
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the allowances paid these patients and
this State receives from 70 per cent. to
80 per cent. of the Commonwealth
money allotted for this purpose.
The honorable member for Gippsland
North has requested the Government to
consider the question of enforcing X-ray
examinations. I shall certainly bring the
matter to the attention of the Government although I am not personally in
favour of it. When a similar scheme
was last discussed, I opposed it. Parliament passed a health Bill in 1951 and
I said to the Government of the day
"You will never try to implement the
provisions of this measure," and my
comment has been proved to have been
true. I am implementing some of its
provisions in respect of new Australians,
many of whom, unfortunately, are
suffering from the disease. In addition,
the provisions of the legislation are enforced in some industries in which it is
feared that men are likely to contract
tuberculosis.
Mr. Mmus.-Does that not indicate bad
screening?

Mr. BARRY.-I often wonder to what
extent tuberculosis is rife in the community as the outcome of bad screening.
When I became Minister of Health on
this occasion, I was amazed when I saw
the number of new Australians in our
sanatoriums. Parents of school children
have strongly. supported the scheme to
immunize their children. n may be said
that it has applied to only 90 per cent.
of the children but one can never be certain of a 100 per cent. attendance on any
day at a school. These children now are
being immunized every two years. I
thought the number of people who
recently attended for an X-ray examination at the Melbourne Town Hall was
marvellous. More than 28,000 citizens
were X-rayed voluntarily in the course
of that campaign.
Mr. STODDART.-That would represent
only a small percentage 'of the population.
Mr. BARRY.-That is true, but I
repeat that for the first time we now
have empty beds in sanB:toriums and Victoria has. a lower death rate from this
disease than any other State.
My
experience is that compulsion in rela-
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tion to health matters costs more than
the provision of medicine. If X-ray
examinations were made compulsory, one
would have to summons every person
who did not attend. It is an ideal to be
discussed but it would be very difficult
to put into practice. Some members of
the Government hold views similar to
that of the honorable member for Gippsland North and I shall place his representations before Cabinet.
Shortly Dr. Rosenthal will return to
Victoria. He was allowed to continue
a scheme which I started in connexion
with a world survey of tuberculosis and
recently he has been visiting North
America. He was the founder in this
State of the scheme of occupational
therapy in sanatoriums. Members should
examine that work. Tuberculosis now
has been converted from being regarded
as a dread disease and former
sufferers are welcomed back into society.
No longer is there a feeling of shame
on the part of any person who has contracted the disease, and I pay tribute to
all those who have helped to overcome
the ravages of tuberculosis in Victoria.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-I wish to
direct attention to the subsidy paid municipalities to finance kindergartens.
Although the Government has increased
the amount for each child the provision
will be inadequate. I understand that
the subsidy will equal £15 a child. That
will give an average-sized kindergarten
a subsidy 'of about £750 a year. In 1944,
when the subsidy was £4, the average
cost of maintaining a child in a kindergarten was between £10 and £12. That
meant a maximum difference of £8.
To-day the figures have altered considerably. The Government grant is £15
a child but the average cost of a child
in a kindergarten is estimated to be £35
a year. The difference of £20 has to be
obtained from some other source. It is
too much to expect a local council to bear
the burden. I urge the Minister to
examine the figures to see if further
assistance can be given to free kindergartens, particularly those under the
guidance of the Commission of Public
Health and the Victorian Kindergarten
Union.
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When there are 30 children in a kindergarten, a directress must be employed
and her salary is £620 a year. I am not
contending that the rate is too high.
When there are 50 children, there must
also be an assistant directress on the
staff, and her salary is £600 a year.
The wages bill is £1,200 for a staff of

two-a directress and her assistant-to
teach 50 children. In the average kindergarten, provision must be made for the
cost of cleaning and general maintenance, which increases the wages bill oy
more than £30 a week. It will be
observed that the total cost of maintaining a kindergarten capable of teaching
50 children is in the region of £2,000
annually. Many kindergartens are supported by well-intentioned persons who
form themselves into committees. They
feel that they are facing a hopeless task
in trying to make up the difference
between the Government grant and the
cost of maintenance of those institutions.
If additional financial assistance could
be given to kindergartens, the burden
imposed on voluntary workers would be
lightened.
I have a suggestion to make, which
I offer with a certain degree of trepidation, because I fear that experts will

differ with me. In view of the fact
that the capital cost of building a kindergarten in accordance with existing
regulations is in the region of £12,000
for an establishment to provide for 50
children, I am of the opinion that consideration should be given to the
possibi.lity of increasing the number of
children who m'ay be enrolled, with the
object of reducing the cost per head.
Perhaps it is possible to make better
use of the buildings provided, because
they are now being utilized for only
half a day on five days in each week.
I shall now discuss the question of
extending assis1tance to aged people.
Some weeks ago, I asked a question of
the Minister in this regard and he informed me of what could be done in the
way of emergency housekeeper services.
I should like the Minister to examine
the provisions of this service and, if
necessary, discuss the matter with the
Commonwealth authorities, with the
view of ascertaining if the benefit of
Mr. Petty.
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that service can be extended to aged
folk in our communities. I suggest that
teams of housekeepers might be em-

ployed by municipalities to assist aged
folk, who would appreciate it sincerely.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).-

I appreciate the difficulties with which
the committees of kindergartens are
confron ted. I might say that the Government has already increased its annual
grant for kindergartens and pre-school
cen tres from £13 to £15 per child. Most
of that money is spent in the payment
of wages. There is a limit, of course, to
what can be done by the Government.
The honorable member for Malvern said
that he feared the experts would disagree with his suggestion that additional
children should be taken into kindergartens with the object of reducing
overhead expenses. I do not regard his
proposal as silly. This matter was raised
when I first attained office. I might say
that I am surrounded by a Department
of experts. If an expert asks me for
inform a tion, he expects to get it within
five minutes, but if I seek advice from
an expert, I may not get it for twelve
months. I am prepared to accept the
suggestion of a practical man, in
preference to that of a so-called' expert
who lacks practical experience. I might
say that in some places I have already
ordered that 60 children shall be taken
in'to kinderga,rtens where previously 50
were accommodated. I have not waited
for the experts to tell me what I should
do.
With respect to assistance for aged
people, I desire to say that Mount Royal
was recently closed. The problem of
assisting aged folk is a difficult one. I
have been disappointed, in my visits to
country hospitals, to find so many
aged people being attended by doublecertificated nurses. The services of those
nurses are valuable, and they are not
required by those aged folk; in fact,
many of them require no treatment at
all. I am having that matter reviewed.
There is at present under consideration
a scheme, the contents of which I am
unable to reveal, but I assure the honorable member that there is som~ prospect
of alleviating the difficulties that at
present obtain in the metropolitan area.
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The Hospitals and Charities Commission is giving consideration to !he matter.
I regret the illness of Dr. Lmdell. He
is now out of hospital, but not well
enough to resume his duties. He has
devoted much time to this problem,
however, and I hope that early in the
New Year the Government may have
some plan to submit.
I have already discussed the home
help scheme with the Commonwealth
authorities, but they are not prepared
to make any greater contribution than
has already been made. They started
off with a contribution of £14,OqO and
under no circumstances will they
increase it. I believe that the home help
scheme leaves much to be desired. If
the money were expended on the actual
relief of needy persons I would be much
happier about it.
A conf~rence of
State Ministers will be held m Sydney
early in January, and I assure. meI?bers
that, at that conference, I wlll dlscuss
the matter with the view of encouraging a more united approach, in an
endeavour to persuade the Commonwealth Government to play a more
important part.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-Recently,
a deputation of Christian workers for
retarded
children
at. Coburg requested me to convey to the Minister
of Health, at the earliest opportunity,
their desire that he will at all times
keep in mind the. good work that they
are doing. Stress was laid on the fact
that lack of funds was hampering their
activities.
I know that many of the
women concerned have to deal with
some heartbreaking cases. They realize,
however, that the Minister is sympathetically disposed towards them, and
they express the desire that, from time
to time, as much money as possible shall
be allocated to assist them in the teaching of mentally-retarded children. These
.workers propose to erect a building
which, I consider, will be a valuable
asset in an advancing districts such as
Coburg-particularly the northern part
of that municipality. I commend the
request of these Christian workers to the
Minister of Health.
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l\Ir. BARRY (Minister of Health).I deeply appreciate the statement of the
honorable member for Coburg. He has
always evinced a keen interest in work
associated with the advancement of
retarded children, and I have always
been sympathetically disposed towards
that work. The honorable member has
also displayed much concern, on several
occasions, about the penal institution
in his electorate and, in many respects,
the honorable member has done more
than
other members have done.
There is only one way to prevent people
from getting into mental institutions,
and that is by doing something for them
when they are young. If nothing is
done they will only become worse. I
have visited a number of these institutions and I have never hesitated to sign
the cheques needed for these centres.
I have seen little children taken to those
places. Incidentally I should mention
here that the honorable member for
Ballarat has done a marvellous job i.n
connexion with this activity. I went to
Ballarat and the lady from Oakleigh,
who is lent to a number of centres,
was helping children there. Children
who did not know what to do with cups
or table cloths have been helped. Now
they can lift up their cups, lay tables,
and put seats in the proper places. The
centres giving such instructions are
doing even more, in that they are relieving mothers whose hearts have been
broken because of mentally-retarded
children. It gives one a great thrill to
know of the good work done by the
people referred to by the honorable
member for Coburg, as well as of the
services rendered by various honorable
members. There are children for whom
we shall not be able to do much.
Nevertheless it would be better for them
if they had the kindly hand of friends
to help them. I can assure the Committee that I will never save myself in
anyway if I can provide assistance in
this direction. I am grateful to the
honorable member for Coburg for what
he has said and done, and I hope that
his health will improve so he may continue his good work.
The vote was agreed to.
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TREASURER'S DEPARTMENT.
Discussion was resumed on the vote
for the Treasurer-Balance, £3,346,840.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Consideration
of this matter was deferred but in view
of the lateness of the hour and the
wealth of information supplied by the
Minister of Health in connexion with
the programme of his Department, it
is not my intention to debate the matter
any further. I thank him for his
courtesy.
The vote was agreed to.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-There is not a
quorum present.
A quorum was formed.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Railway Department-Balance,
.£17,056,156.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-I
have been a member for only three
months, and I think this is the only
occasion when we have had an opportunity of directly affecting the circum';'
stances of one particular individual. It
seems to me that we are accustomed
to dealing with the affairs of the State
generally and talking in terms of
thousands of people and millions of
pounds.
I hope this matter which
relates to railway finance will be of
interest to the Committee. It concerns
Bruce William Roberts, a school boy of
thirteen years of age who lives at 2
Moffitt-street, Brighton. On the 30th
of March, 1951, he and some friends
were travelling in a train to Brighton.
The door of the compartment was open,
and owing to a jolt in the train when
it went round a bend this boy was
thrown out. He landed naturally enough
on the ground, and both his hands which
came on to the line were terribly
injured. The accident was investigated,
and it was found that the railway track
at that part was unusually jolty and
that condition combined with the high
speed of the train to throw the lad out.
He was mutilated and has been rendered
largely helpless for the rest of his life.
His parents' legal advisers were consulted. They inquired into the occurrence very thoroughly because in a case
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like this it could have been suggested
that the schoolboy and his friends were
skylarking, and that that was responsible
for the boy being thrown out of the compartment. The conclusion was reached
that there was a good case against the
Railway Department owing to the careless laying of the track and the driving
of the train around the' bend. The case
came on in November, 1952, and after
five days' trial the boy was awarded for
his shocking injuries a sUm which I do
not think the Committee will say was
too much-£10,000. If one considers the
situation of a child having to go through
life with both hands completely mutilated
one would not regard the amount as
excessive.
At the conclusion of the trial, when
the verdict had been brought in, there
was revealed to the court a state of
affairs to which I wish to refer, and
which I hope this Committee will do
what it can to remedy. In 1891-that
is over 60 years ago-in a period, as most
of us know, of great financial confusion
in this State, or Colony as it was, there
was brought into force an Act limiting
the liability of the Railways Commissioners in respect of damages to passengers in trains to £2,000. That sum
in 1891 would probably be worth about
£20,000 now. The Act was consolidated
in 1915 and again in 1928, and the section
remained under which the most a passenger could recover was £2,000.
Counsel argued that the limit did not
apply in the circumstances, under which
the injuries had taken place in respect
of not so much the driving of the train
but the maintenance of the lines and that
when the boy was injured he was
not actually a passenger. Mr. Justice
Lowe, the same distinguished gentleman
whom the Assembly had the privilege of
thanking yesterday, ruled against that
contention and entered judgment for
£2,000. This is a m'atter which I think
we should remember: The Railways
Commissioners took the case to the Full
Court and appealed against the judgment. They maintained that the evidence
showed that it was partly the boy's fault
and that for one reason or another the
Railways Commissioners should not have
judgment entered against them. Without
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even reserving their decision, the three
judges of the Victorian Supreme Court
held that the Railways Commissioners'
appeal against their liability for £2,000
should be dismissed. I have not been
here long enough to know whether it
is the correct thing for an ,honorable
member to refer to Judges as individuals,
but I can assure the Committee that Mr.
Justice Smith, whose reasons I shall
quote, is at the beginning of his judicial
career and he will establish himself as
one of Victoria's greatest Judges. In
reference to section 205 of the Railways Act His Honour saidSuch a provision denies to a citizen who
has been injured by the wrongful act of
the State or a State instrumentality the
right to recover just compensation for his
injuries where the loss or damage exceeds
£2,000. The number of cases in which this
restriction inflicts serious injustice must
have increased very greatly as the value
of money has fallen in recent years.
In the early days of this colony it may
have been felt necessary to deny citizens
the right to just compensation, for fear that
an accident giving rise to a large numlber
of claims might disrupt the finances of the
Government. It seems difll'cult to suppose
that such considerations would be relied
on to-day. .

At that stage of the story I am
endeavouring to give the Committee, we
have the boy bringing his claim for the
mutilated, almost handless, arm; the
jury considering giving him £10,000
damages; the Rail ways Commissioners
saying it was a wrong verdict and, afterwards, judgment being entered for only
£2,000. On the facts and merits of the
case the Full Court said that the boy
was entitled to succeed. Then Mr. Justice
Smi th expressed himself in the terms J
have repeated. I wish to ask this Committee to indicate by its attitude to the
Government its view that this is not a
fair deal for that boy, and that something should be done by' way of an ex
gratia payment.
I propose to take honorable members
back to 1891, when this limitation to
£2,000 was fi.rst brought in. I shall read
briefly some of the proceedings of the
House at that time to show why it was
brought forward and, then, with the
addition of an argument, endeavour to
convince this Committee that it is not
appropriate to the present time. In
Sessi.on 1952-53.-[130]
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volume 66 of Hansard 1891, at page 506,
we read of the circumstances under
which this limitation of £2,000 was
enacted. The year mentioned was the
year of the land boom and all the financial confusion of that time. The relevant Bill was the Railways Act
Amendment Bill 'brought in by Mr.
Shiels, then Minister of Railways, who
saidWhat the public and this House see, and
whalt gives the Treasurer and the executive
most concern, is that the railways are now
overwhelmed with defidts of unprecedented
magnitude which the Commissioners appear
to be unable or unwilling to avert. Again,
we ..see, with great and anx,ioUls forebodings, that the construction depa'rtment
is obstinately wedded to a costly system-

and' so forth. The report continues with
certain statements that remind us of the
fact that members on the Ministerial
side of this Chamber frequently say,
"It was a Liberal Government in office
at that time." On page 524 of the
Hansard volume there is a reference to
the provision in question. Mr. Shiels
saidFollowing on the same lines, we deem it
necessary at thi,s juncture to declare that
the amount of compensation which may be
paid in respect of any injuries done to
passengers carried on the railways shall be
strictly limited in amount.
The running of trains is undertaken by
the State because private enterprise was
originally insufficient 'or inadequate to perform the duty, and it is not undertaken
alt all in the sense of reruping a profit. It is
done for the public advantage, and because
private enterprise would not have done it.
Therefore, we consider that this, to some
extent, different'iates railways owned by
the Government from any other sy..stem of
locomotion owned and run by priva'te individuals. In law there is a dlistinciion
drawn (between the obligations of a
gratuitous bailee and a bailee for hire. As
the railways are not, in a strict sense, run
for private, but for public advantage, we
think it right to limit the amount to be
paid as damages to any passenger who
suffers injury.

He put forward the proposition that the
sum of £2,000 would be sufficient. This
is a sociological problem which has been
considered by lawyers regularly over
the past century. The question is why
the Crown-which undertakes functions
similar to those of citizens in providing
public facilities, such as transportshould in all justice, in right and in
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ordinary fairness, be put in a different
position from that of the ordinary person.
I invite the Committee to consider
this point. If the boy had not happened
to be a passenger in the train, if he had
happened to be standing by the railway,
and there had been an act of negligence
resulting in hIs injury, there would not
have been the exemption. It is just a
mere technical point that he happened
to be thrown out of the train instead
of falling in its pa tho
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Would the action
have been taken under the Railways
Act?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It would have
been against the Railways Commissioners, and there would have been no
limit to damages, since the boy would
not have been a railway passenger.
Mr. BOURKE.-There is no distinction
between the two.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-This very question has been considered by the Statute
Law Revision Committee which submitted a report in 1949 on the Limitation of Actions Bill. The Committee is
asked to take into consideration the
question which will possibly come before
this House for discussion before
very long, namely, as to whether or not
it is right that public authorities should
be in a privileged position when they
do harm, by negligence or some other
wrongful act, to ordinary citizens. In
other words, there is a gathering body
of opinion that there is no reason why
the Crown when it does some sort of
wrong and 'injures a citizen, should be in
any more favourable position than the
ordinary citizen would be.
For the
information of members who are
interested, I would say that the view
that there is no reason in logic or right
or fairness why the Crown should be
privileged in these regards, is forcibly,
and with great learning, expressed by
His Honour, Sir Charles Lowe, in an
article in the Australian Law Journal)
Vol. II.) which I commend to honorable
members. What is said by the Statute
Law Revision Committee is contained in
its report of 1949 at page 8The Railways Act Sections 201 a~d 205
and the Local Government Act s. 835 Impose
special restrictions on plain tiffs as to
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courts and amounts recoverable. The Railways Act s. 204, and the Local Governme~t
Act s. 834 (2), (3) and (5) also conta~n
special regulations as to procedure In
actions to which they apply.
This is the crux of itThe sub-committee is unanimously of
opinion that there is no reason why the
position of these bodies should be any
different from that of any other defendant.
Accordingly it recommends that all the
provision as to notices before action and
as to short periods of limitation should be
repealed. As to the provisions as to tender
of amendments before -action, and as to the
provisions of s. 204 of the Railways Act, it
feels that these are outside the scope of
the present Bill . . . .
The quotation endsIt -also suggests that the committee consider the propriety of recommending the
repeal of the Railways Act s. 205.
I have in my possession correspondence
which has taken place between the boy's
solicitor and the Minister. I do not in
any way desire to make the slightest bit
of political capital out O'f this case. The
Minister has acted with complete propriety. He has had the railway finances
to consider· he has had his Cabinet to
consider, a~d he has had' the will of
this Parliament, as expressed in the Act,
- to obey. This is a matter which the
Minister has considered closely, and on
the legal merits of the position as it
has been disclosed. In the three months
in which I have been a member of the
House this is the only case in which we
have had the opportunity of taking some
action in regard to one particular individual who cannot do anything for himself. I feel confident that if we can
divorce ourselves from technicalities and
party interests, this lad will be give~. a
fair deal which will mean that the ruulways Commissioners will make an ex
gratia payment to the extent of the sum
awarded by the jury.
Mr. GRAY (Box Hill) .-The situation
of the railways to-day is such as to
warrant the allocation af much greater
sums for expenditure upon them than is
provided in these Estimates. I am concerned that the finances of the Government do not permit it to spend a larger
amount this year than has been provided.
As we have a Minister possessed of
business acumen and obviously making
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the Department pay its way as far as
possible, we have some cause for satisfaction. At the same time, however, we
are confronted with the situation that
the Department cannot carry out very
necessary works for the welfare of the
State and the well-being of citizens in the
metropolitan area who requ!re to use the
railways.
I am aware that the Department is
having great difficulty in providing the
necessary rolling-stock for transport in
the metropolitan area or the plant
generally to provide increased services.
I am speaking particularly of the Melbourne-Lily dale and Warburton lines
and the situation between Camberwell
and Mitcham. Due to the very substantial increase in the population of those
parts of the metropolitan area and
beyond, railway users at the intermediate
stations find it difficult to board trains
and obtain the service to which they are
entitled. To bring about the substantial
improvement required a reorientation of
the finances of the State is necessary.
Parliament must evolve some better
scheme of financing the railways if they
are to provide the services essential to
carry passengers in safety and give them
comfortable transport. The situation on
the Box Hill line is such that in order
to pr6vide an adequate service it will
be necessary first to duplicate the line
to Camberwell and, secondly, to regrade
the line from Camberwell to Box Hill.
Under our present financial arrangements the Railway Department cannot
contemplate the regrading of the line
from Camberwell to Box Hill for many
years and residents of that locality, by
virtue of the fact that the level crossings impede road transport throughout
Box Hill, Camberwell, and Kew, are
hindered in their business undertakings.
The railway gates at Canterbury
markedly impede the expeditious transaction of business in that neighbourhood. There are frequent holdups' and
unless the line is regraded there will be
little prospect of those disadvantages
being removed. The time has arrived
when this Parliament, as distinct from
the Government, must find some means
of finance whereby this major work can
be put in hand.
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The duplication of the line from Richmond to Camherwell has been begun
but very little work has been done upon
it owing no doubt to the lack of finance.
When we contemplate asking the
Department to proceed with regrading
from Camberwell to Mitcham, we must
realize that the WOI'k will be completed
in the far distant future unless some
new scheme of finance is evolved. The
object is first to provide more expeditious traffic but there is also involved
the question of removing the bug-bear
of level crossings at Canterbury, Surrey
Hills, Mont Albert, Box Hill, Blackburn,
Nunawading, and Mitcham. If these
and other level crossings in the metropolitan area are to be abolished, the
Government should set up a committee
to investigate the possibility of adopting
some form of finanCing such projects.
The financing of the railways is one
of the burdens left to us to bear, but the
railways still perform a very useful public service and we could not do without
them. On many lines the rolling-stock
is not as good as it might be. I emphasize that this Parliament, as distinct
from the Government, should appreciate
that the day has arrived when some
scheme must be evolved for making
money available in greater volume for
our public utilities. In conclusion, I
trust that the Government will take up
these matters of regrading the line to
Mitcham, duplicating the line to Camberwell, and remodelling the Richmond
railway station. The last-mentioned job
is now in hand but is not proceeding with
such expedition as to give the people of
my electorate an adequate service in my
lifetime.
Mi'. MmUS (Borung).-The Government and various municipalities and
other public bodies are beginning to
make preparation for the visit of Her
Majesty the Qur,-en to Australia. That
is as it should be, because this will be
the first occasion of a visit by a reigning sovereign and it should be made an
occasion never to be forgotten by our
people. Much money will be spent in
demonstrating our loyalty and affection
to our beloved Queen, but it appears to
me that a t least one Government Department proposes to make a profit from
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the Royal visit to this· State. I refer to
the Railway Department. Her Majesty
will perforce visit only a limited number
of country centres. This will entail the
travelling of long distances by country
school children to reach country towns.
When I quote the case of school children
of the City of Horsham and the Wimmera shire I do so, not from the
parochial viewpoint, but because a
similar case will apply in other centres
throughout the country. Already 1,200
school children have signified their intention to travel from Horsham to
Ballarat. School teachers have volunteered to accompany them and control
them during their visit to that city.

line are being victimized in this respect,
and the same may be said of passengers
on the Coburg line. On the last occasion
on which this matter was raised, the
Minister of Transport said that the Department was not prepared to alter the
consist of trains an the Heidelberg and
Reservoir lines. All we as'k for is a
itrain of one first-class ,and one secondclass carriage, with daors sufficiently
wide to permit of a m'Other being able
to get her pram into the carriage. At
present the old leather hinges on the
doors of the railway carriages have to
be cut to enable the prams to be pushed
into the compartments. I appeal to the
Minister to give the matter consideration.

It is obvious that the children will be
better controlled if they travel by rail,
because if they were conveyed by road
they would have to be carried in a
number of vehicles. The Horsham Ci'ty
Council proposed to charter a train or
two trains to transport the children of
the Wimmera district free of charge, but
the Railway Department has staled that
the fares for children travelling by train
will be 12s. 7d. second class and 15s. 9d.
first class, and that the fares for adults
will be 29s. 2d. second class and 31s. 6d.
first class return. Certainly they are
concess'ional fare rates, but the parents
of m1any children will not be able to
afford to send their children by train at
this scale of fares. I appeal to the
Government to review the rates which
have been quoted. In my opinion, the
children of the State should be carried
free of charge to the various centres to
be visited by Her Majes1ty the Queen.
They should not be penalized on account
o'f their geographical pos'itian. Let us
make this occasion one of joyous ,celebration for all the country children of
Victoria.

Mr. BOURKE (St. Kilda).-I think we
should be indebted to' the honorable
member for M'alvern for .the clear
manner in which he explained the case
that he presented to the Committee in
relation to the schoalboy whO' was injured about two years ago when he fell
from a train near Brighton Beach
station. The principle involved in this
matter is of importance. I do ndt .propose to read the correspondence on the
case, but perhaps the Committee should
be infarmed of the attitUde of the Railway Department as expressed' by the
Min'isler. The subs1ance of the reply
from the Minister to the boy's solicitor
is that a similar limitation has been
imposed in more recent Acts, namely the,
Motor-car (Third Party) Insurance Act
and the Australian National Airlines
Act 1945. I am not familiar with the
latter Act, but it is a misstatement to
say that a limitatian has been imposed
by the Motor-car (Third Party) Insurance Act. It is true that in rela'tion
to the passenger, the insurance company's liability is lim1ted to £2,000, but
the right of action against the person
who commi'ts the wrong is unlimited.

Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).Although there is a fifteen-minute
service on the Heidelberg railway line,
this morning I had to wait 25 minutes
for a tra'in. The reason for the delay
was that the womenfolk were unable to
get their prams into the antiquated
carriages. At any time they have to
struggle t() get prams of standard size
through the daars of the carriages.
People who travel on the Greensbarough

The next point is that similar provisions exist in the Western Australia
Act of 1904 and in the Queensland Act
of 1902, also in Commonwealth legislation, but that appears to afford no
justification why the antediluvian section of the Railways Act shauld be
Apparently the Railways
retained.
Cammissioners thaught that they shauld
have won the case because they appealed
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against the decision. Itt may be that we
have not heard the whole of the medical
facts and that the jury did award the
boy too great an amount. In his letter
of 26th May, the Minister of Transport
saidProvision of a like nature-

By which he means of a like nature (0
the other sections to which I have
referredto that obtaining in Queensland also exists
in relation to the Commonwealth Railways.
In all cases of statutory limitation consideration appea1rs to be based upon a desire to protect the public revenue. The
necessity f()lI' this is evidenced 'by the
tendency of juries, in many instant:!es, to
be influenced in their findings and the
assessment of damages !by sympathetic
rather than factual consideration.

If that is the considered view of the

Railway Department, I suggest its attitude needs to be reviewed, because it
is an unjustified reflection on the working of the jury system. I can understand the position of the Minister who
says, "There is the law; I am not responsible for it, but I cannot do anything
about it." It may be that judgment
having been given and the amount of
dam'ages assessed, the passing of a
special Act of Parliament would be
necessary to enable a greater sum to be
granted to the boy.
One matter which should appeal co
members on the Government side of the
House is the fact that not only is there
no limitation in the claims made in
respect of persons injured who are not
passengers, but there is no limitation in
relation to property damage. Within the
last twelve months very substantial sums
have been paid by the 'Railways Commissioners for damages to the landowners whose property adjoins railway
lines, particularly in the case of damage
done by fires which, in turn, have been
caused by sparks from railway engines.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Allegedly!
Mr. BOURKE.-At all events, there
was a case in a country district in which
a grazier recovered a sum of about
£50,000 for damage done to his property
by fire, which it was said started from
railway property. I have no doubt that
the Minister, if he were not bound by
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the Act, would be the first from a
humanitarian point of view to support
the case of this boy. All I can do at
this stage is to express the hope that
the matter has been sufficiently ventilated
and that in the near future consideration
will be given to a repeal of the relevant
section in the Railways Act.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton) .-1
support the honorable member for
Malvern because this case is of a
humanitarian nature and it is one that
should be dealt with by Parliament
irrespective of the powers contained in
an Act passed some 50 years ago. The
facts appear to be that this schoolboy
was thrown from a train and severely
injured. The case was taken to court
and the court established the liability of
the railways for the accident, and it gave
a decision in favour of the boy. The railways are now taking advantage, quite
rightly at law, of the provisions of an
Act passed 62 years ago which limited
their liability at that Nme to £2,000 in
cases of this kind. I feel that this
Parliament, as the ruling body in the
State, must take full cognizance of the
situation. The conditions now existing
are totally different from those that
obtained 50 years ago.
I have before me a bound volume of
the records of the proceedings of this
Parliament for the year 1889-90. Strange
to say, the item relating to railway
expenditure is still Part XIV., as shown
in the Estima'tes with which we are now
dealing. The item reads as followsMinister of Railways-Division 107.
Working Expenses of all lines, including
maintenance, renewals, &q. , . . . on the
estimated revenue of £3,100,000.

The total expenditure for the colony
on railways in !the year 1890-91 was
£2,306,120. For this year the expenditure is approximately £34,000,000. I
do not suggest that the damages this
lad should receive should be proportionately greater than has been
assessed, but I wish to impress upon
members that apparently the matter has
not been raised very forcibly over a
period of 50 years. The legislature of
1890 contemplated substantial damages,
but to-day, as a result of depreciation,
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the limit is infinitesimal. Further, the
Railway Department should not shirk
its liability.
I trust that the Government 'will take
the opportunity to amend section 205
of the Railways Act. Parliament should
give serious consideration to granting
this lad, who is only thirteen years of
age, an ex gratia payment, which can
be invested in trust for him so that he
might develop his life under new conditions and thus become a good and
useful citizen. I appeal not only t'0 the
sympathy of members but to the common sense and good feeling which we
should exercise towards the less fortunate ,ones in our community. I ask
the Minister of Education to make further representations to the Minister uf
Transport, the Treasurer and Cabinet
to reconsider this matter sympathetically.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I support the representations of the
honorable members for Malvern, St.
Kilda and Brighton. It is obvious that
in 1891, when a limit of £2,000 was
imposed, it was a tremendous sum.
About that time railway accidents were
rather prevalent, and if the limit of
the payment to each passenger had exceeded £2,000 in such accidents as the
Sunshine railway disaster tremendous
sums of compensation would have been
paid by the Railway Department. However, it is time that the limit was
removed from the Railways Act. Such
a recommendation has been made by
the Statute Law Revision Committee,
by the Acting Chief Justice, and by
many jurists. There is no justification
for it at all. I direct attention to the
fact that in 1915 under the Workers
Compensation
Act
the
maximum
amount payable for death, total
incapacity or for the loss of two hands,
which is the injury suffered in this
case, was £500. As a result of a recent
amendment, a person suffering the loss
of two hands receives a payment of
£2,800. I consider that the limit of
£2,000 in the Railways Act is unjustifiable from every point of view.
I trust that the Minister of Transport
in considering this special case will not
take refuge behind the legal position
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but will grant an ex gratia payment to
increase the amount that was awarded
by the court. As has been pointed out,
if a spark from a railway engine causes
an outbreak of fire on a property, compensation of up to £50,000 or £100,000
might be granted.
Although a precedent might be created if an ex gratia
payment were made, it would be a good
one, and I appeal to the Government
to consider the matter.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The PremIer has discussed this case
with the honorable member for Malvern
who has interested himself in it. He
has asked me to give an assurance to
those members concerned about this
matter that the Government will consider it and take into account the representations that have been made to-night.
I do not think anyone with humane
feelings would feel that some consideration should not be given to the special
circumstances that obtain in relation to
this tragic happening.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I am sure that there is no need
for me to reply further to the matter
raised by the honorable member for
Malvern and supported by other members, except to say that everyone is sympathetic to any person injured in an
accident, particularly when it is felt that
the person concerned has not been
served by law as one would like. Over
the years, there have been many discussIons about the limitations of actions.
On one occasion the Sta tute Law
Revision Committee reviewed a Bill relating to the limitation of actions, but
constant pressure was brought to bear
against the limitation being removed.
Colonel LEGGATT.-In the main, by
municipalities.
Mr.
RYLAH.-Municipalities
usually covered by insurance.

are

Mr. SHEPHERD.-I agree with those
comments. As a councillor for twelve
years, I know that when an accident
occurs the representative of the insurance company advises whether or not
there is liability. However, pressure
was brought to bear and for some
reason or another no amendment has
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been made to the limita tion tha t is
imposed. The statement of the Chief
Secretary will clear the air for the time
being. Probably all members would like
to see some recompense given to this
lad, although compensation is nothing
compared to the great loss that he has
sustained. In all parts of Victoria, when
such tragedies have occurred, people
have raised money for artificial limbs
and various purposes.
The honorable member for Box Hill
referred to the need for a duplication
of the railway from Richmond to Camberwell and an improved rail service to
Mitcham. They would be costly projects which would necessitate the use
of extensive loan money. I have been
advised by the Minister of. Public Works
tha t a committee of engineers is to be
constituted, comprising engineers from
the Railway Department, the Country
Roads Board, and the Public Works Department, to make a preliminary investigation relating to the abolition of
grade crossings, not only in order to
expedi te the movement of road traffic
but so that rail service might be improved.
The honorable member for Borung
raised a very pertinent question. We
know that the projected visit of Her
Majesty the Queen will create intense
interest and large crowds will gather in
the districts 'She visits. I agree that
transport from such a place as Horsham
to Ballarat can be costly when ordinary
rail fares are charged. I shall bring the
representations of the honorable member to the notice of the Government.
. Other questions have to be taken into
account when such a matter is considered, and they are being dealt with
by the Government and the special committee that has been appointed. Probably the problem referred to by. the
honorable member for Borung can be
appreciated by nearly every country
member whose electorate will be within
striking distance of any point to be
visited by Her Majesty, even for a period
of only twenty minutes.
The honorable member for Clifton
Hill has spoken previously of the
bad level crossing at the Clifton
Hill railway station.
There are
similar crossings at Melbourne-road,
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Newport,
Napier-street,
Footscray,
Station-street, Box Hill, as well as those
mentioned by the honorable member for
Box Hill at Canterbury-road and Mont
Albert-road. Many problems are associated with the removal of those crossings. The honorable member also referred to the outmoded rolling-stock
used on some metropolitan electrified
services. The Government realizes that
the rolling-stock is out of date. As a
matter of fact, many of the swing-door
carriages are more than 60 years old.
For that reason the Government has
ordered 210 cars, which will make up
30 trains, fro 1\.' the Gloucester Car Company in England. They are to be sent
here in broken-down condition, and the
trailers will be assembled by outside
contractors. The Railway Department
will assemble at Newport the 90 motor
coaches, for which the bogies are being
constructed in New South Wales. The
electrical equipment, which was. ordered
by the previous Government, will be
assembled into the power bogies at
J olimon t. All honorable members regret
the aeroplane accident at San Francisco
which deprived the Victorian Railways
of two outstanding engineers who were
on their way to England to carry out
various tasks on the correlating of
material, and its assembly and dispatch to Australia.
One of those
Officers, Mr. Butterworth, was a
fellow apprentice of mine in the
railways and we attended a technical college together.
The points
raised concerning railways finance, rolling-stock, the need f-or regrading and
the abolition of railway crossings, and
the matter raised by the honorable member for Borung regarding the transport
of children, will be considered by the
Government. Let us hope that some recompense however .inadequate· can be
made to the unfortunate lad, referred
to by the honorable member for Malvern
and other members, who lost his hands
in the accident mentioned.
The vote was agreed to.
RESOLUTIONS FROM SUPPLY.
The resolutions agreed to in Committee
of Supply were reported to the House
and adopted.
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WAYS AND MEANS.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-I moveThat towards making good the Supply
granted to Her Majesty for the service of
the year ending on the 30th June, 1954,
the sum of £42,586,979 be granted out of
the Consolidated ReveilUe of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House and
adopted.

Bill.

respect of procedure. The House decided
that certain procedure was desirable in
the granting of a new licence by the
court, which has the power to order a
poll of persons in the neighbourhood concerned. The amendment merely means
that a transferred licence will be treated
as a new licence in that respect. Otherwise, an existing licence could be transferred without the court taking certain
action, and it could even be transferred
to· a "dry" area in that way. Therefore, I moveThat amendment No.2 be agreed to.

APPROPRIATION BILL (No.2).
Leave was given to Mr. Cain (Premier
and Treasurer) and Mr. Galvin (Chief
Secretary) to bring in a Bill to carry out
the resolution of the Committee of Ways
and Means.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
brought in a Bill to apply a sum out of
Consolidated Revenue to the service of
the year 1953-54, and to appropriate the
Supplies granted in this and the last
preceding session of Parliament, and
moved that irt be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to.
CO-OPERATION BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Council with a message relating to amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No.1 made by the Council
is a drafting amendment, which requires
no explanation. I moveThat amendment No.1 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No.2 made by the Council
is designed to bring a licence which has
become redundant and is being transferred from one area to another into
the same category as a new licence in

Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-The
suggestion for this particular amendment came originally, J believe, from the
legal adviser to the dry area defence
leagues in Camberwell and Box Hill. I
am sure all honorable members will
agree that it is desirable that both
types of licences, new and transferred,
should be uniformly covered by the relevant clause in the Bill. The defence
leagues are supported by people with
nothing personal to gain. They have
rendered a very definite service to Parliament in suggesting this amendment.
Colonel LEG GATT (Mornington).J suggest that the Chief Secretary
should include in his motion amendments Nos. 3 to 6 because they are all
on the same lines, arising out of an
amendment which I proposed and which
was agreed to. In dealing with the removal of licences, one must remember
that they are not the same as new
licences. Until the Act was amended by
the Bill, one could remove a licence only
from one end of a town to the other.
Now the State has been made one licensing district, and the feeling of the House
is that licences can be moved more
readily. I support the suggested amendments.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-There will be no objection
from the Chair if amendments Nos. 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6 are taken in globo) as suggested by the honorable member for
Mornington.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat amendments Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 be
agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
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Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No. 7 is purely a verbal
amendment, and I moveThat amendment No.7 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No.8 inserts the following
sub-clause in clause 13:(2) In sub-section (4) of section fortythree of the princi'pal Act after the word
.. times" there shall be inserted the words
"while a meal is being served within the
times."

The amendment deals with the question of a bona fide meal .being served
between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., and inserts
the words "while a meal is being served
within these times." Honorable members raised doubts as tb the provision
that a meal could be served until 10 p.m.,
stating that a licensee may be required
to keep the dining-room door open until
10 p.m. If there is no one in the diningroom at 7.30 p.m., without inducing
people to enter the room for the purpose of having a legitimate meal, the
door should be closed. This is a reasonable suggestion and I moveThat amendment No.8 be agreed to.

Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The amendment is in respect of the
dining-room door being unlocked and I
think it is reasonable. I trust that it does
not mean that a dining-room door can be
locked during the times wnen meals
should be served. The difficulty can be
overcome by persons '.' requesting" a
meal, when the door will have to be
unlocked.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No. 9 provides for the insertion of the following paragraph in
clause 18:( ) in sub-section (1) the words " excepting only such liquor as is sold or
delivered in corked and sealed
vessels in quantities not less than
one reputed pint for consumption
off the premises" are hereby
repealed;
( ) in SUb-section (2) the words" excepting as aforesaid" are hereby repealed.

When an intoxicated man is served With
a drink, that is to be a punishable offence,
but the Act does not provide that he
must not be served with a bottle of
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liquor. A man under the influence of
drink ought to be debarred from being
served with liquor for consumption on
or off the premises. I moveThat amendment No.9 be agreed to.

Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).'The amendment' will tighten up the provisions respecting the supply of liquor
to an intoxicated person, who will not
be served either with a glass or a bottle
of liquor.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN
I move-

(Chief Secretary).-

That amendment No. 10 be agreed to.

The amendment inserts the following
new paragraph to new paragraph (3) of
clause 18.
"( ) Sub-section (4) is hereby repealed."

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No. 11 has been taken from
the report of the Royal Commission and,
although it was included in some sections, it was omitted from section 187.
It provides that after the word
" boarder" the word" inmate" shall be
inserted. I moveThat amendment No. 11 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendments Nos. 12 and 13 are really
drafting amendments, and therefore !
moveThat amendments Nos. 12 and 13 be
agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No. 14 inserts the following
new paragraphs in clause 25:"( ) any door by whi'ch admittance is
gained from inside the premises to
any bar-room on the premises 0If
a licensed viotualler or hO'lder of
an Australian wine licence shall
not be deemed not tJo be shut and
locked on Sunday or Good Friday
or Anzac Day or during prohibited
hours by reason only of the fact
that the dO'or is opened solely to
enable0) the licensed person or his
sennant or agent to enter
the bar-room for the purpose of cleaning the same
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and the receptacles therein or of checking cash
therein or of restocking
the bar-room; or
the licensed person or his
servant or agent to leave
the bar-room after effecting t!he pUI'1pose aforesaid
,for whi'ch he enltered the
Ibar-'room."

This amendment has been taken out of
the report of the Royal Commission.
As honorable members know, under the
Bill, the bar door must be closed at
6.15 p.m. and cannot be opened again
until 9 a.m. A licensee will have no
excuse for going in to the bar-room even
to count the cash, to clean the room, or
to replace stock. The amendment does
not provide that a licensee m'ay leave
the door open for the purpose of serving drinks. A licensed victualler should
have the right to enter his bar-room in
order to clean the room, to check his
cash, or to replenish supplies. He will
be able to go in and come out again,
and his action will be accepted as an
excuse for the bar-room door being open,
provided that he is carrying out the
duties tabulated in clause 25. I repeat
that the amendment was the unanimous
recommendation of the Royal Commission, and it was not included in the Bill
I
originally . through an oversight.
move-That amendment No. 14; be agreed to.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I urge the Chief Secretary to include

another provision recommended by the
Royal Comm1ission. At 6.15 p.m., when
the licensee finishes the s'ale of liquor
for the day, he must come out of the
room, shut the door, and then open it
again, after the day's tradIng has been
completed.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Amendment No. 15 inserts the words
" or inmates" after the word" lodgers"
in section 266, and I move-That amendment No .. 15 be agreed to.
Ute motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).. Amendment No. 16 has for its purpose

BiU.

the inclusion of the following new clause
to follow clause 28 of the Bill:A. In sub-section (1) of section two hundred and fifty-six of the principal Act for
the expression" or
(l) That any provision"
there shall be substituted the expression-"(l) That a club is not required in the
neighbourhood;
(m) That
the premises are in the
immediate vicinity of a place of
public worship hospital or school;
(n) That the quiet of the place in which
such premises are situate will be
disturbed if the registration is
granted; or
(0) That any prov,ision."
This clause will ensure that certain provisions which apply to applications for
new victuallers" licences will also apply
to applications for new club licences.
I move-That amendment No. 16 be agreed to.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I support the amendment. No new club
licence has been issued in Victoria since
1917; consequently, there has previously
been no necessity to include this provision in the law. Under the wideninO'
of the provisions for application to th~
court and removal of restrictions on the
number of applications for club licences,
this clause is considered to be necessary.
It was originally suggested by the
honorable member for Rainbow and supported by the Chief Secretary, who had
it inserted in another place.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The intention of amendment No. 17 is
to insert the following new clause, to
follow clause 3B. In SUb-section (4) of. section eleven
and in SUb-section (4) of section twelve of
the principal Act for the words "transfer
of licences" there shall be substituted the
words "applications for new licences".
The necessity for this amendment arises
because of the fact that the State has
been declared one licensing district. The
amendment does not go all the way that
the honorable member for Camberwell
might desire, but it goes some of the
distance. I moveThat amendment No. 17 be agreed to.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The opening up of the question of
the removal of licences has widened the
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scope of the Licensing Court. Moreover,
removals will be rendered easier than
they are under the existing provisions of
the Licensing Act. The intention of
most of the amendments made by the
Council is to put removals in the same
category as new licences, and the two
sections of the principal Act to which
this amendment refers relate to the
spirit merchant's licence, which is
known colloquially as the two-gallon
licence, and the grocer's licence. This
new clause will ensure that if a licence
is being removed, it will be removed in
accordance with the procedure laid down
for the issue of licences, under which
there would be no obligation to advertise; nor would there be the ability for
an objector to register his protest, as
would be the case under the provisions
of section 98 of the Licensing Act, which
relates to objections.
The motion was agreed to.
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six" the words "of the principal Act"
have been omitted. I move-That the error be corrected by the insertion of the words "of the principal Act"
after the words section two hundred and
sixty-six."

The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the report of the
Clerk of the Parliaments be transmitted
to the Council.
The sitting was suspended at 12 midnight until 1.8 a.m. (Saturday).

CO-OPERATION BILL.
The amendments made by the Council
in this Bill were taken into consideration.
The amendments were agreed to.
VISIT OF HER MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-I move--

RESOLUTIONS FOR RENUMBERING
That this House do agree to the followSECTIONS OF BILLS.
ing Address to Her Majesty the Queen:A message was received from the To HER MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY QUEEN
Legislative Council to the effect that it
ELIZABETH THE SECOND:
concurred with the Legislative Assem- MAy IT PLEASE YOUR MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY:
bly in agreeing to the following resolu- '
We, the
Legislative
Assembly of Victoria in Parliament
tion:That the Clerk of the Parliaments be
authorized so far as may be necessary to
renumber the sections in the Labour and
Industry Bill consequentially on the
deletion of clauses and the insertion of new
clauses and to substitute any reference in
the Bill to any section thereof the appropriate reference to the section renumbered
in accordance with the foregoing authority,

with the following amendments:1. After "Labour and Industry Bill"
insert "and the Landlord and Tenant Bill."
2. Omit" the Bill" and insert "the
Bills."

Mr. GALVIN
I move-

(Chief Secretary).-

That the amendments be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) announced that he had received
a report from the Clerk of the Parliaments calling attention to a clerical
error in this Bill.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).In sub-clause (1) of clause 29, after the
words "section two hundred and sixty-

assembled, cordially welcome Your Majesty
and His Royal Highness the Duke of
Edinburgh to this State of Victoria.
We desire to convey to Your Majesty the
expression of our loyalty and devotion to
the Throne and Person of Your Majesty
and we are delighted that Your Majesty
has graciously seen fit to visit this part of
Your Commonwealth.
We earnestly hope that Your V'isit will
be a pleasant and a happy one and feel
sure that it will strengthen the friendly
association under the Crown of the peoples
of the Commonwealth.

In moving this resolution, I feel sure that
I am expressing the feelings of the people
of this State in anticipation of the
pleasure they will derive from the visit
of Her Majesty to this country in the
near future. In fact, I feel that I am
expressing the desires of every one,
not only in this State but also throughout the Commonwealth who will welcome
the visit for the first time of a reigning
Sovereign to the Commonwealth. I am
certain that we will extend to Her Most
Gracious Majesty a welcome that will
do justice to Australia in the demonstration of our loyalty to the Throne. I am
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sure that the Leader of the Opposition
will be delighted to join with me in
expressing our best wishes to Her
Majesty the Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh.
l\1r. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I have the honour, on behalf of
Her Majesty's Opposition, to second the
resolution. It is with a feeling of loyalty
and affection to the Throne that we are
awaiting the arrival of Her Majesty in
this sovereign State of Victoria. We
who have the privilege of being members of this Parliament will have
the honour as the elected representatives
of the people of this sovereign State to
welcome Her Majesty as the first reigning Monarch to visit our shores. Doubtless we will be able to voice good wishes
and goodwill to Her Majesty and her
Consort on behalf of the people of Victoria. I am sure that Her Majesty will
be overwhelmed by the reception that the
people will accord her.

Mr. McDONALD (Leader of the
Country party).-I have very great
pleasure, and deem it a great honour and
privilege, to associate mysel,f and my
party with the resolution submitted by
the Prem1ier. The occasion we look forward to will be an historic one. For Her
Majesty's AustraUan subjects, it will be
a great honour to receive this first visit
of a reigning monarch. We are great
believers in the British tradition and way
of llife, and Her Majesity is the apex of
our ideals. I am sure that when she
comes to this Parliament Her Majesty
will recognize that we are more British
than the British themselves, and she
will realize that in this part of her Commonwealth, should the need ever arise,
she will find a security that we ourselves enjoy.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-The terms of the resolution
dem'and our loyal assent. It will be
presented to Her Majesty the Queen by
the elected representatives of the people
of Victoria and thus will typi'fy the
magnificently loyal attitUde of the
people towards her who, as has just
been stated, will be the first reigning
monarch to visi.t our shores. Nothing I
can say can add to the felicity of the

Revision Committee.

words used by the Premier, the Leader
of the Opposition, and the Leader of the
Country party. I am privileged to submit the resolution to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the resolution be
forwarded to the Legisla'tive Council
with a message desiring their concurrence therein.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
ApPOINTMENT OF MR. HOLLWAY.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
(By Zeave).-I moveThat Mr. Hallway be appointed a member of the Statute Law Revision Committee.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-Mr. Speaker, is it competent for
me to move an amendment to the
motion?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-Yes, it is competent for the
Leader of the Opposition to move an
appropriate motion. It is a customary
procedure and there is no objection to
it. I should have thought that another
method would have been available, but
it is now too late.
Mr. BOLTE.-I moveThat the words "Mr. HoHway" be
omitted with the view of insert'ing the
words" Colonel Leggatt ".

The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. Bolte to
be omitted stand part of the motion (the
Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair)Ayes
26
Noes
12
Majority against
amendment

the
14

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
D'Arcy
Doulbe
Fewster.
Galvin
Gray
Hayes
Holt
Lucy
Merrifield

Mr. Morton
Mr. Pettiona
Mr. Randles
Mr. Scully
Mr. Shepherd
Mr. Smith
Mr. Stoddart
Mr. Stoneham
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Corrigan
Mr. Murphy.
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NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Colonel Leg·gatJt
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Moss
Mr. Petty
Mr. Rylan

I Mr. Stirling
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Whately.

Tellers:
Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Mlibus.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Dunn
Gladman
Holland
Lemmon
Lind
Morrissey
Mutton
Ruthven

Mr. Sheehan

,sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. Cook
Sir Herbert Hyland
Sir George Knox
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Cochvane
Mr. White

I

(Allenda,le)

Mr. Buckingham.

Mr. Cain's motion was agreed to.
The sitting was suspended at 1.46 a.m.
until 3.40 a.m. (Saturday).

LAND SE'ITLEMENT BILL.
This BUI was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
amendments.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).Amendment No.1 made by the Council
omitted clause 49. I moveThat amendment No.1 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).Amendment No. 3 made by the Council
inserted the following new clause to
follow clause 48BB. (1) For section 14 of the Soldier
Settlement Act 1945 as amended by any
Act there shall be SUbstituted the following section:"14. Subject to the Public Service
Acts there may be appointed within the
Department of Crown Lands and Survey
a secretary to the Commission (who
may on behalf of the Commission accept
service of any document or sign any
document to be issued by the Commission) and such inspectors valuers supervisors and other officers and employees
as are required for the administration
of this Act and the Land Settlement Act
1953."
(2) In section 15 of the Soldier Settlement
Act 1945(a) paragraph (a) is hereby repealed; and
(b) in
paragraph (b) the words "in
addition" are hereby repealed.
(3) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this
sub-section the secretary and all other per:sons employed under section 14 of the
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Soldier Settlement Act 1945 immediately
prior to the commencement of this Act shall
as on the commencement of this Act be
transferred to the p\!lblic service as temporary employees with such emoluments
(not being less favourable than those to
which they were entitled immediately before
the said commencement) as the Public
Service Board determines, and thereafter
for all purposes relating to the public
service the service of the said secretary and
other persons under the Soldier Settlement
Act 1945 before the commencement of this
Act as well as any service as an employee
in the public service immediately prior
thereto shall be deemed and taken to have
been continuous service in the public service.
(b) If any such secretary or person was
immediately before his appointment or
employment by the Commission an officer
of the public service he shall as from the
date of commencement of this Act be
appointed by the Public Service Board to
an office in the public service corresponding
with or higher than that which he held in
the public service immediately before his
appointment or employment by the Commission and shall while on the staff of the
Commission receive emoluments not less
favourable than he was receiving immediately before the commencement of this
Act.

I moveThat amendment No.3 be agreed to.

It will be appreciated that one of the
objects of the new clause inserted by
the Council is to bring certain officers
and employees of the Soldier Settlement
Commission under the jurisdiction of the
Public Service Board. It also means that
any further employees engaged by the
Soldier
Settlement
Commission
in
pursuance of its duties will also be
brought within the ambit of the Public
Service Act. Parallel cases may be cited
in which similar action has been taken.
The new clause also provides that the
officers and employees referred to-if
they continue to remain in the service of
the Commission-will receive the salaries
they are now receiving. If any of them
ceases to be employed by the Commission, he will be transferred to the Public
Service at a classification which will be
equivalent to the one he occupied prior
to his engagement by the Commission.

l\lr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-Before we proceed to deal with
the amendment made by the Legislative
Council I should like to inquire of the
Premier whether he intends to complete
various major matters this session. I
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am speaking on behalf of all members
on this, the Opposition, side of the House
when I say that although we have been
looking forward to the rising of Parliament and to returning home to our
families, businesses, farms and so forth,
we are wondering whether, in all the
circumstances, the honorable gentleman
is doing himself justice. We are prepared to return here on Monday, Tuesday or even later this day at a reasonable hour. Virtually we have been
sitting almost five days this week, since
proceedings have been continued until
the early hours of the morning. Will the
Premier give consideration to the facts?
Mr. CAIN.-I have already considered
the position and have made up my mind.
Mr. BOLTE.-The amendment made
by the Council seems to be only of a
minor character and yet the principle
involved affects men some of whom have
occupied leading positions in this State.
The amendments made by the Council
have literally been shot at us. My interpretation of the situation is that there
are four or five men who, before they
began their duties with the Commission,
may have been on a salary of £600 or
£700 a year, according to classification.
They were selected because of their
ability and integrity-and with the full
consent of the responsible Minister and
the Government of the day-to occupy
the positions they now hold. Then they
were granted certain increased emoluments which Icaused their salaries to
rise, possibly to the £1,300 a year level.
A grateful Government says to them,
"We have used you up; it is now time
for you to return to the Departments,
from which you came and this .is how
we will treat you. You will go back to
your Department where you will receive
the same rate of pay as is being received
by the men who were in the same classification as you were before you received
your increased remuneration as an officer
of the Soldier Settlement Commission."
The contention of the Government
evidently is that such men have no right
to be placed on a higher salary level
than applies to those who were in the
same classifications when these men left
their respective Departments. The principle involved is altogether wrong. In
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the first place, these men were selected
by a former Government to carry out
their present duties; and have been so
engaged for several years. They may
represent only a very small section of
the community, but they deserve
adequate consideration. I admit that
my fears may possibly be unfounded and
that my prognostications may not prove
to be correct. It is possible that these
officers and employees may continue in
the service of the Soldier Settlement
Commission until they reach the retiring age; on the other hand, they may not.
That was the principle enunciated then
and agreed to by Parliament. But this
amendment was never suggested. On
this principle alone the Government
would not be justified in steamrolling
this amendment through the House. I
protest on behalf of those men who
could be affected by the amendment.
Mr. McDONALD
(Shepparton).Clause 49 relates to landholders who
for some reason or another have failed
within the time specified in section 30 of
the Soldier Settlement Act No. 5107 to
lodge a claim for compensation. Clause
49 of the Bill provides a remedy in
such cases and it permits the landholder to appeal, in which case the
Commission may treat the appeal as
a disputed claim for compensation.
Clause 49 provides some protection to
the landholder whose land has been
acquired and who considers he has a
claim for compensation. The deletion
of clause 49 will omit that advantage.
I ask the Minister whether I have
correctly interpreted the position.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-There is .much ado about nothing.
Clause 49 was included in the Bill to
protect ,the position of public servants.
It was reconsidered by the Public Service Board, and an amendment was
suggested. Then clause 49 was deleted in
another place and the amendment was
inserted. What has been done in this
instance has been done in many other
Acts
when
similar
circumstances
existed. Under the terms of the Soldier
Settlement Act the Commission can fix
the salaries of officers taken over from
the Public Service Board and they do
so fix them and pay the officers accordingly while they are in the employment
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of the Commission. Nothing in this
Bill ·affects that arrangement. But if
the work of the Soldier Settlement Commission terminated in four, five or six
years' time and the staff returned to
employment in the Public Service they
would not carry with them all the
emoluments which they enjoyed while
in the service of the Commission. However, they would return to the Public
Service under conditions no less favourable than those which they would have
been enjoying if they had not left the
Public Service.
The amendment to
clause 49 was made deliberately at the
request of the Public Service Association, and therefore I can see no objection to it.
Mr.
McDONALD
(Shepparton).I apologise to the Premier, I was looking
at the wrong Bill when I referred to
clause 49.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Amendment No.
1, agreed to by the House had the effect

of omitting clause 49 of the Bill as passed
by this House, and which read as follows:(1) At the end of section fourteen of the
Soldier Settlement Act 1945 there shall be
inserted the following sUb-section:(6) Notwithstanding any thing in the
foregoing provisions of this section but
subject to the next succeeding ·section,
after the commencement of the Land
Settlement Act 1953 no appointment or
employment shall be effected under this
section but the appointment and employment of all officers and employees of the
Commission shall be subject to the Public
Service Acts.
(2) Nothing in sub-section (1) of this
section shall affect the office or employ··
ment of any secretary or person who under
section fourteen of the Soldier Settlement
Act 1945 has been appointed or employed
before the commencement of this Act.
It is clear that the intention of that

provision was to 'provide that all employees of the Soldier Settlement Commission should become employees of the
Public Service.
Mr. CAIN.-We did not disturb the
existing conditions in any way.
Mr. RYLAH.-That is what is worrying me. It would appear that the existing conditions are disturbed. The old
provision-section 14 of the 1945 Soldier
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Settlement Act-provides that with the
approval of the Minister the Commission may appoint and at any time
remove a secretary temporarily employed and any officers and any person
so appointed shall be eligible to be appointed to an office in the Public Service.
That was further amended, in 1948, by
the addition of a sub-section which dealt
with certain rights under the Common·
wealth Superannuation Fund.
That
appeared to be the charter of the Soldier
Settlement Commission to appoint employees. It was a particularly wide pro·
vision, which gave power to employ and
appoint such officers as were necessary,
either temporarily or permanently.
Mr. CAIN.-If they were public officers
and subject to the Public Service Board,
they did not lose anything.
Mr. RYLAH.-That is not the point I
make. My remarks are directed to the
question of the present employees of the
Soldier Settlement Commission. It would
appear from section 14 of the 1945 Act
that power was given to appoint those
employees, but that power will vanish
completely under the provision which it
is proposed to substitute for clause 49.
The proposed new section 14 of the 1945
Act statesSubject to the Public Service Acts there
may be appointed within the Department of
Crown Lands and Survey a Secretary to
the Commission . . . . and such inspectors
valuers supervisors and other officers and
employees as are required for the administration of this Act and the Land Settlement
Act 1953.

I take that provision to mean that all
employees of the Soldier Settlement Commission, irrespective of whether they are
future employees or present employees,
will came into the Public Service immediately because there is no power to
employ them in any other way. Such
power has been provided in the past,
but it is to be repealed. The proposed
new clause 14 appears to indicate that
those employees, as from the passing of
this measure, will be employees of the
Public Service.

Mr. CAIN.-That is true.

Mr. RYLAH.-That is not what was
~tRted.
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Mr. CAIN.-The existing employees
will not be disturbed.
Mr. RYLAH.-They may not be disturbed, but their rights will be.
Mr. CAIN.-Those who are employed in
a temporary capacity will remain, and
those who are permanent will also remain at their present salaries and
emoluments.
Mr. RYLAH.-They will, at that stage,
become members of the staff and officers
of the Department of Crown Lands and
Survey, instead of being employees of
the Soldier Settlement Commission. Is
that the position?
Mr. CAIN.-No, they will be employees
of the Soldier Settlement Commission
still.
Mr. RYLAH.-The proposed provision
states that they may not be appointed
within the Department of Crown Lands
and Survey.
Mr. CAIN.-They may be taken from
the Department of Crown Lands and
Survey into the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Mr. RYLAH.-The position is beyond
me. That is not surprising, in view of
the fact that the House has been sitting
for four weary days from 11 a.m. until
the early hours of the morning. It is
difficult to understand any legal problem
at this time of the morning. In my view,
the Government proposes to delete complet~ly the existing section which has
been in the 1945 legislation since its
enactment. The Government now proposes to substitute for that provision
something which I am not satisfied will
do what it is intended to do.
Mr. CAIN.-I might say that this provision has been drawn after consultation with the Parliamentary Draftsman
-in whom I have every confidence--and
the chairman of the Public Service
Board.
Mr. RYLAH.-May I, through you,
Mr. Speaker, ask the Premier whether
the Soldier Settlement Commission was
consulted?
Mr. CAIN.-It was not. This is a
matter of Government policy.
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Mr. RYLAH.-That is the point I am
coming to. I am not surprised that the
clause was drafted after consultation
with the chairman of the Public Service
Board, because this seems to me to be
just another effort to gain complete
control of the employees of the Comm~ssion.
That is a policy which is supported by the Public Service Association
and with which I will not quarrel. The
pO'int I make is: Is this the right thing
to do in the early hours of the morning? The situation is akin to the transfer of officers Acts which brought
officers of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission and the Forests
Com'mission into the Public Service.
Mr. CAIN.-That is right.
Mr. RYLAH.-An important matter
of principle is involved. Until now, as
I understand the position, the Soldier
Settlement Commission has been a
Government instrumentality, and it has
been subject to the control of the Minister of Lands. It has had its own corporate capacity and its own power to
appoint emlployees and officers. It has
also possessed certain rights to get the
use of offi'cers from other Departments.
An of those powers are now toO be
changed, in the early hours of the morning, and the pos'ition will be that the
Soldier Settlement Commission will
virtually become a subsidiary of the Department of Crown Lands and Survey.
It will come under the complete control
of the Public Service Board. I feel
that, in a matter of such importance,
the opportunity should at least have been
given to members of this House toO investigate the matter, and for the Soldier
Settlement Commission and its employees to be afforded an opportunity to
eXlpress a view as to whether the change
was desired. It is obvious that at this
stage I cannot examine critically the
other: pr.ovisions of se'ction 14 of the 1945
Act" wh'ich will be abolished by this
amendment. It is impossible to undertake that task in the time that is
allowed for this debate. In view of the
assistance that has been given to the
Government during this week and the
things that have been done by the
Opposition to faoilitate Government
business, I protest most strongly that
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an important change of tHis sort should
be proposed without members being
afforded the opportunity to give it
proper consideration.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-I desire to add my protest to that which
has been voiced so feelingly by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I
claim that, in proposing an amendment
of this character at an early hour in the
morning, the Government is reducing
the processes of democracy to a f.arce.
This measure is mumbo-jumbo. I notice
that there are Ministers of the Crown
and several members on the Government
side of the House who are defying the
Standing Orders by reading newspapers
while the debate is proceeding. I refer
particularly to Stand1ng Order No. 31.
Other members on both Sides of the
House-particularly on the Government
side-are reclin'ing asleep in their places.
This, Sir, is a complete deniat of the
ordinary rights of Parliamentary government. The first amendment statesClause 49, omit this clause.

We owe a duty to those who elect us
to this place to give proper consideration to a clause that is to be omitted
from a Bill. What information will we
get from the Minister, who is apparently
reluctantly and almost incoherently in
charge of the Bill? Does he propose
to give any explanation of the reasons
for or the consequences of the omission
of that clause? Proposed new section
14 uses the words, " Subject to the Public
Service Acts .
" How many
Public Service Acts are there, and how
many members are there in this
Chamber who can claim that they are
familiar wi th the provisions of those
Acts and are able at this hour of the
mprning to give proper consideration
to a proposal of this sort? The proposed
new section continues. . . . there may be appointed within
the Department of Crown Lands and Survey a secretary to the Commission (who
may on behalf of the Commission accept
the service of any document or sign any
document to be issued by the Commission> . . . .

That appears to confer wide powers on
this public servant. As has been said
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
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it may involve the selection of a responsible officer, with consequential effects
on the positions of other officers. How
can we at this stage, at 4.20 a.m., after
approximately three weeks of late sittings, consider this matter with due
responsibility or proper deliberation? . I
register a strong protest against burlesqueing the processes of democracy
in this fashion.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I plead with the Premier to allow the
Opposition to disoharge its responsibility
to the people, to examine this amendment properly and have it considered
by responsible people whom it vitally
affects. It cannot be e~pected that any
person after this long sitting, even if he
is able to grasp the legal significance, can
understand properly what the amendment means. No doubt this matter has
been considered with the Public Service
Board, and has been explained to the
Government, but the Opposition is. not
in a position to understand exactly what
the repercussions may be on the officers
of the Commission.
Mr. CAIN.-There are half a dozen
Acts with exactly the same provisions
in them. You have agreed to them, and,
in fact, the Government of which you
were a member introduced such a provision.
Colonel LEGGATT.-We do not know
that as we have not had time to examine
the amendment. I understand that this
Bill was the subject of a long debate by
Cabinet, and no doubt the purport of
the Bill was placed before the members
of ,the Labour party, who gave the matter consideration. It was decided that
clause 49 should be included in the Bill.
The measure was debated in this House,
and there was no suggestion by the
Minister of Lands that clause 49 was a
bad one or that it did not effect the
purpose that was in mind. It is only
an addition to section 14 of the Soldier
Settlement Act. Lt tries to preserve the
standing of the Commission wi th
reference to the added duties it is to
undertake under the land settlement
legislation. The Premier has said that
the Government of which I was a member inserted such a provision as is proposed in the amendment in .other legislation, but I should like to know why
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it was not considered when the Bill was
debated in this House. Now, at this
late stage, without any warning it has
been decided that clause 49 should not
be included in the Bill. The Minister
of Lands did not explain the reason in
any way at all, but merely said that
clause 49 would be omitted, and another
clause inserted in its place; and the
Opposition had time .to digest the proposal only in the time the Minister took
to rear} the amendment.
In the course of the debates in
this sitting, over a period of more than
twelve hours, I and other members of
the Opposition have had to digest a
tremendous number of amendments and
quickly grasp their significance. I am
sure that those Ministers who have been
in charge of the various Bills will agree
that we have done our best to understand the amendments, explain them to
the House, and in every way co-operate
in getting Bills passed. Even in those
cases where policy has been contrary to
ours, we have tried to understand the
proposals and explain them. At this
late hour, it is hopeless to try to understand properly and to discharge our
responsibility to the Commission-because this matter vitally affects the
Soldier Settlement Act-and the people
Who will be affected. I consider that
we are not doing justice either to them
or to ourselves by continuing the debate
on an amendment of this nature at this
late hour.

n is proposed that section 14, which
has been in the Soldier Settlement Act
since 1945 and added to in 1948, shall
be omitted and replaced by a new subsection. In sub-section (5) of section
14, which was inserted in the
legislation in 1948, certain provisions
concerning superannuation are set out,
but there is nothing in the amendment
concerning that matter. Section 14 contains all sorts of conditions dealing with
employment, and it is proposed that the
section shall be repealed. We are not
sure that the conditions stated in section 14 are being preserved. On investigating the matter further, I find that in
addition to repealing section 14 it is
also propos~d that section 15 of the
Soldier Settlement Act shall
be
Colonel Leggatt.
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amended. It is proposed that everyone
in the service of the Commission shall
be brought under ,the Public Service
Acts. I do not know whether their positions will be ,safeguarded, although
paragraph (a) of sub-clause (3) of the,
proposed new clause may seek to do so.
I have studied the amendment and
tried to understand its significance, and
consider that it is possible that after
these officers and employees have been
placed in the Public Service, the Board
may transfer them to some other appointment or reduce their status, or their
pres en t position may be prejudiced in
some way. I realize that the Premier
is adamant that no time is to be given
to the Opposition to carry out its duty.
Accordingly, I register a protest that
members of the Opposition are not being
permitted to discharge their responsibilities in the manner they desire.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney).-I support the
objection of the honorable member for
Mornington to the amendment. The
Soldier Settlement Commission has a
very important task to carry out on
behalf of the State. When my party
formed the Government, certain employees of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission were transferred to
the Public Service. The Government
thought it was doing them a good turn,
but that was not so. The chairman of
the Public Service Board has set himself
on a pinnacle over the public servants of
Victoria. He can dictate to the finest
specialist officers we have and fix their
salaries. The Soldier Settlement Commission will have to ask this gentleman,
who is the permanent head of the
Public Service Board, for an appointment to be made when a special job is
required to be carried out. With no
knowledge of the circumstances, he will
say that the position is worth a certain
salary. I remember a case in the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
where the salary set for a certain position was £1,450 a year. The occupant
of the position was particularly suited
to it. He was offered £1,700 a year outside the Commission but remained in
his position, and ultimately was offered
a salary of £2,200 a year which, of
course, the Public Service Board could
not grant him.
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The Australian Mutual Provident
Society is carrying out settlement work
in South Australia. When that society
wants a man to do a special job, it does
not take the first man offering, but
combs Australia for the most suitable
man. It is not in the interests of the
State that the Soldier Settlement Commission should be tied to the Public Service Board, and I strongly oppose the
amendment.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-On
the ringing of the bells about half an
hour ago honorable members entered the
Chamber to observe members on the
Government side of the House looking
as miserable as a herd of bandicoots
amid a plague of grasshoppers. I have
no doubt that there are many causes for
their misery. Possibly one of the causes
of disquiet is the feeling that a radical
change is being made in the constitution
of the Soldier Settlement Commission.
The original clause 49 of the Bill,. now
to be omitted, provided that members
of the staff of the Soldier Settlement
Commission would remain in their positions without any alteration of status,
but suddenly at this late hour a decision
has been made to remove them from the
control of the Commission and place
them in the Public Service. The House
has been given an assurance that their
salaries will not suffer.
Salaries are of some importance, but
what is even more important to any selfrespecting person of ability and character
is that he shall have some opportunity in
his employment to do those kinds of
things which make us human. Animals
live, but often they are more valuable to
the community when they are dead; then
they serve as meat and hides. People
create, and the staff of the Soldier Settlement Commission has been a creative
staff. I imagine no one associated with
the work of the Commission does not
realize the vigour which it has brought
to its task, a vigour which I suspect is
greater than what might be expected of
the Lands Department, because that
Department has a different function. It
conserves land. The Soldier Settlement
Commission has had the function of
development, which is more of a business
nature.
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I remember an all-night sitting in
1945 when, as a consequence of conferences between the Houses, the Labour
Government· was forced to appoint not
one Commissioner but three, in order to
facilitate soldier settlement. The Commission's record is so good that it appears
to members on this side of the House
at least, that this amendment is a
dangerous experiment which has perhaps
not been sufficiently examined by the
Government, seeing that it has waited
until now to alter its own Bill which
has been before Cabinet for a month or
so. Therefore, members of the Opposition view this amendment with serious
disappointment and some suspicion.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-In order to save
time, can the Opposition have an
assurance from the Minister of Lands
that he is satisfied that no one will be
harmed by this provision, and that all
powers involving the employment of
staff and so on, except what was subject
to the supervision of the Public Service
Board prior to this amendment, will
remain with the Soldier Settlement Commission?
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I do not know that I can give the
assurance requested by the honorable
member in so far as one aspect is concerned. If he desires an assurance that
so far as the Minister of Lands and
soldier settlement are concerned, no
action will be taken Ithat will be detrimental to the officers of the Soldier
Settlement Commission in its employment, he has that assurance so far as
this Minister personally is concerned.
In this amendment the provision prevails that where the personnel becomes
surplus t'O requirements and where such
personnel is considered to be redundant
by the chairman of the Public Service
Board, they will cease to be employees of
the Soldier Settlement Commission and
will be available for transfer to other sections of the Public Service. Members will
appreciate that an assurance cannot be
given by me that they will not become
redundant and will not later be reclassified. In so far as the duties of the responsible head of the Department is concerned, he can certify that the services of
a certain officer are not required.
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Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Under the original clause 49 the officers
of the Commission were protected because sub-clause (2) p~ovided-

Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).Amendment No. 2 made by the Council
inserted the following new clause to
follow clause 41:-

Nothing in sUb-section (1) of this section
shall affect the office or employment of any
secretary or person who under section fourteen of the Soldier Settlement Act 1945 has
been appointed .or emplo},!ed before the commencement of this Act.

CC. Any unalienated land of the Crown
which on the recommendation of the Soldier
Settlement Commission is not suitable for
its purposes and which in the opinion of the
Minister is not required for settlement under
Part II. of this Act may in such manner and
on such terms and conditions as the Minister
determines be made available by the Governor in Council to approved persons or organizations for purposes of primary production.

That was the state of affairs when the
Bill was passed by this House.
The
amendment definitely affects officers of
the Commission because sub-clause (3)
provides that they may be transferred to
the Public Service as temporary employees. They will be subject to classification by the Public Service Board and
to an alteration of their terms of employment. In addition, they can cease to be
public servants.
Mr. CAIN.-Under the present Act, they
are temporary employees and the amendment will not affect them.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I understand the
meaning of the original sub-dause (2) of
clause 49. It means that an officer's
position will not be affected. The amendment states that ·an officer win be affected
as a temporary employee.
Mr. CAIN.-These officers now are temporary employees of the Commission.
Under the amendment, they will be temporary employees of the Public Service
Board. That is the difference.
Colonel LOOGATT.-rt is a big difference.
Mr. CAIN.-Under the present Act, if
the Commission goes out of existence
these officers also will go. Under the
amendmen t, they will go unless they are
given rights.
Colonel LEGGATT.-At present, these
employees are not subject to the control
of the Public Service Board unless they
are members of the Public Service. They
will not gain anything under the amendment and may be transferred as tern porary public servants. I feel that they will
come under the Public Service Board
and m'ay be transferred f,~om one place to
another. They may lose their status and
even thei,r positions. The safeguard in
clause 49 is taken away by the new
clause.
The motion was agreed to.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-Surely the Government cannot
submit an amendment without an explanation that members have seen now
for the first time. This procedure is the
culmination of the deplorable tactics that
we have witnessed. The submission of
the amendment is typical of what has
happened to the Bill since it appeared on
the Notice Paper three weeks or ~ month
ago. It remained on the Notice Paper
for a fortnight without a second-reading
speech being made.
Mr. HOLT.-I cannot go on with this!
Handclapp-ing and "Hear) hear JJ on
Opposition benches as Mr. Holt left the
Chamber.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton}.-Order! We have witnessed a
most unseemly uproar.
Mr. BOLTE.-I was saying that
for a fortnight the Bill appeared
on the Notice Paper but a seconid-reading
speech was not delivered in that period.
Eventually a second-reading speech
was delivered and an adjournment of
the debate for eight days was granted.
The measure which we debated in this
House contained what we believed to be
a fundamental prinCiple, namely, leasehold v. freehold, and on that question
the discussion lasted for several hours.
The Government, through the Minister
of Lands, eventually conceded what I
consider to be something fundamental
and, as a result, it appeared that a workable, businesslike Bill was emerging.
The Bill was 'Subsequently transmitted
to the Council. At this juncture, I should
like to emphasize and hIghlight the
manner in which this Bin was timed.
It reached another place and was dealt
wi th immediately.
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In . Committee an amendment was
mDved by the Minister of Labour. I
cDntend that such an amendment could
have been submitted in this House. In
anDther place the amendment was debated and defeated. Cabinet held a
meeting in the middle of ~he n:ight,
following four days Df practically continuDus sitting. An amendment was
"cooked up" that was very little
different from that which was negatived
in the CDuncil. In the meantime, a certain mDt!iDn was agreed to' in this
Assembly appoin'ting an hDnDrable member to a position on a parliamentary
cDmmittee. The same honDrable member resubmitted an amendment, which
was carried. That is briefly the histDry
of the provision we are dealing with.
I submit that it could and ShDUld be
debateG nDt for hours but for days.
The wording Df new clause CC cuts
right acrDSS that which the Victorian
Parliament has fDUght fDr, what has
been enunciated and advDcated from
:the time Victoria was a cDlony until it
became a sDvereign State. I refer to' the
right Df selection. Frequent references
are made to the value Df the soldier
settlement legislation and to' the
preference which has rightly been given
to' returned servicemen of whDm we are
sO' prDud.
However, under the provisiDn now being discussed, it is pDssib!e
fDr an organizatiDn to Dbtain greater
privileges than any .returned men placed
Dn the land. In this regard the Bill
remains outside the provis'ions of any
other Act Dn a like subject arid dDes
not provide fDr supervisiDn. A sDldier
settler must take a lease fDr a period
Df six years. He must cDmply with the
provisiDns of the Act and the regulations, and he must satisfy the SDldier
Settlement CDmmission, thrDugh the
sup ervi s Drs , that he is conducting his
farm in an efficient business-like manner
--otherwise he will IDse it. The word
" ,persons" can be removed from new
clause CC, for it does not mean a thing;
clauses 11 and 12 of the BiB wiU cover
persons." It is to' the inclusiDn of
the expression "organizations" that I
am addressing my main remarks. If
this new clause remains in the Bill,
Drganizations will certainly enjoy .greater
preference than returned servicemen,
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who have already been placed on the'
land and, under this legislation, will
probably never be given another chance.
I heard for a brief period the debate
that ensued in another place, where
many .members were in the hDpeless
pDsitiion of not having sufficient time to
grasp the purpose Df the new clause, let
alone d~bate the pros and cons of it. I
CDncur in the arguments that were
advanced in the CDuncil againSt: the
adDption of the new clause. It was
pointed out that there were four ways
in which men could be placed on th.;
land.
The first was by settlement
under the Soldier Settlement Act.
The second was under clause 11 Df this
Bill which says, in effect, that the
individual settler may Dbtain a block.
The third is grDup settlement-also
under this measure, while the fDurth
gives the greatest preference, and the
greatest priDrity, because the Minister
will decide what DrganizatiDns will be
settled Dn the land.
Mr. TuRNBuLL.-And what land they
shall get.
Mr. BOLTE.-Yes.
Mr. BRosE.-He also decides the terms
and cDnditiDns.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is correct. Let
me refer to' the terms Df the new clause.
In the first place it uses this expression"Any unalienated land of the Crown which
on the recommendation of the Soldier Settlement Commission is not suitable for its purposes."

The SDldier Settlement CDmmissiDn has
-and rightly SD--over the past few
years, selected gDDd land. It has been
SDme Df the best land in VictDria. Is
there a member Dn any side of this HDuse
whO' wDuld select land of an inferior
quality to' sell to the CDmmission for the
purposes of rehabilitating returned
servicemen? Alternatively, the Soldier
Settlement CDmmission selected and
acquired land in irriga tiDn districts or
at RDbinvale. I come nDW to what
fDllDWS in this new clause-" and which in the opinion of the Minister
is not required for settlement."

That to' me is as wide as the ocean.
I suggest that it is so wide that the
expressiDn was put there deliberately;
it was well cDnceived and cDnsidered.
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The Minister would be able to determine
who should obtain the land. I support the
arguments that were put forward in the
Council that if there were inserted in
this new clause a condition that the land
must have been first refused by applicants within the scope of other provisions in this measure, it might be possible to justify the proposal.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-They could put up
their applicants who refused grants of
land.
Mr. BOLTE.-The method adopted
could possibly be a little more subtle
than that embodied in the new clause.
Where is the urgency for this provision
at this stage? We must read into the
Bill some hole-in-the-corner method. I
do not propose to dilate upon the inci..
dents that happened in this House at
the beginning of my speech. Surely we
have enough evidence that no Government should persist with legislation of
such an important character at this hour
of the morning. Governments have been
thrown out of office on similar questions. If any other members of the
Government copied the example set a
few minutes ago, the people as a whole
would concur in the views I am
expressing.
This measure has been
literally rushed through a Parliament
that is supposed to be democratic.
Apparently endeavours were made to
have this measure passed quietly by the
House. It was made to appear that there
was a genuine desire on the part of the
Government to settle more people on the
land.
Every member of this House agrees
that land settlement is vital but that the
Australian people should have the preference. I contend that under the proposed
new provision there will no longer be any
measure of preference to returned soldiers; and there will no longer be any
preference to Victorians or Australians.
If the Government desires to allot land
to certain organizations and to give
them advantages, why does it not say
so? It should not try to achieve something by backdoor methods.
Let it
come out in the open and say what it
really intends to do.
I do not care whether I offend or not by
saying these rthings. I believe that members of the Government should adopt the
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attitude I mentioned, and then' they.
would know whether or not the people
endorse their action. They should state
the full facts of the case but the reason
for this amendment has never been explained.
During the past week the
Governmel1't has insisted on major Bill
after major Bill being rammed through
this House irrespective of the rights of
members or the merits of the measures
and it has done that just because it has
a majority. That process culminated in
the passage of a Bill which started off
innocuously but which now transcends
all the other Bills that have been passed.
I shall not go on beating the air because
of the fact .that the Government believes
that numbers count irrespective of personalities and principles. I have made
my protest as vehemently and sincerely
as I could if I spoke for another hour.
That is how I feel about it and how I
shall continue to feel.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-1
expected that the Premier would have
paid the Leader of the Opposition the
usual courtesy of replying to a very
serious and considered statement. I do
not desire to seek any tactical political
advantage in connexion with this
measure, because I am prepared to
stand on my feet and face up to my
responsibilities.
I seek no place of
advantage in this Parliament when dealing with a catastrophe such as is represented by this amendment. I am certain
that members of the Government do not
understand what they are doing to the
land laws and the rural policy of this
State. Nor do they know what forces
have been operating in the background
and as a result of which this amendment
was made to the Bill in another House.
I heard the Minister of Labour move
the amendment in another place and in
my opinion he was very apologetic in
doing so. He recited the terms of the
amendment but did little more.
I
remind the Government and its supporters that they have forgotten the terms
·Of clause 3 of the Bill which is as
followsIn the exercise of the powers functions
and duties conferred upon it under this
Act the Commission shall be subject to
direction and control of the Minister.
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Does that mean what it says? I venture
to suggest that it does. The amendment
is merely a play on words. It provides
that "on the recommendation of the
Soldier Settlement Commission" the
Governor in Council may make the land
available on certain terms and conditions to persons or organizations. The
fact is ,that the Commission has no
power of recommendat~n. It is under
the direct power and direct control of
the Minister. Therefore, the Commission must automatically do what it is
told to do. When the two provisions
are compared there arises a situation
which this State has never previously
experienced. The Bill will permit the
Minister to dictate the whole of the
land policy of the State for the benefit
of sectional interests about which we
have been told nothing. That is the
truth and it is time the people of Victoria knew it.
I invite members to consider the
nature of the land laws of England and
Scotland. In my own native country of
Scotland the land laws are such that it
is possible for the one family to remain
in occupation of land for hundreds o.f
years. When I came to this country
I was extremely proud of the wonderful
integrity of the Parliament and of the
Government and of ,the Department
which administered the land laws of the
State. No one could challenge that
integrity. Conditions were laid down
in the Act which made it necessary for
landholders to comply with them. Every
person knew just what were the land
laws and what were the conditions with
which they were required to comply.
But under this damnable amendment
what do we find? No conditions whatever are laid down.
We do not know what will happen
if the new clause is allowed to remain in

an Act of Parliament, the administration of which will be under the control
, of a Minister-a politician. Whoever
he may be he will not be good enough
for the administration of the Act,
because one man will have power to
say-without reference to Parliamentwhat person or what organization will
be allotted certain areas of Crown land.
My God, what has come over us! When
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I look at this amendment and then think
of the past history of the country I
wonder what has come over the Government and the Labour party-the party
which fought the old land laws and spoke
vehemen tly against the aggregation of
land. Will this Bill prevent the aggregation of lands in future? Of course it
will not.
On the contrary i.t will
definitely encourage the aggregation of
land. It will be the means of large
areas of land being placed in the hands
of large organizations of any kind. Such
organizations could get control not only
of rural properties but also of industrial
properties and business sites.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-I ask the honorable member
to be good enough to address the Chair.
At present I am unable to hear what
he is saying.

Mr. McDONALD.-I apologize, Mr.
Speaker. In my anxiety I omitted to
pay you the courtesy to which you are
entitled. I remind the House that these
organizations have the habit of retaining the lands which they may be allotted
and of aggregating them. This is one
of the most disastrous things that could
happen to our land and rural policy. The
Chief Secretary, by interjection, said
that during the regime of the Country
party Government a Bill was passed
authorizing the use of a large area of
land by the Australian Mutual Provident
Society. I do not deny that my Government sponsored that legislation, and I
am proud of it because under that Act
the Government is developing an area
of land that otherwise would have remained in its virgin state.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Government is not
developing it; it is the Society that has
done all the work.
Mr. McDONALD. - The Australian
Mutual Provident Society is developing
the land with the aid of good Victorians
who have been promised a prior right of
occupancy after the land has been
brought to a state of productivity. That
Act was passed for a specific purpose. I
would have no objection whatever if any
or.ganization came to this or any other
Government and said, "We would like to
develop 5,000 or 50,000 or even 500,000
acres and we undertake that the men
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a colony of Italians? I remember the
criticism that was levelled against the
Queensland Government for. allowing
colonies of national groups to be set
Previous Governments have granted up in that State. They had newspapers
applications for land by vario~.s printed in their own language. In one
organizations. Land was made avaIl- instance, it was necessary for storeable to General Motors-Holden Limited, keepers to print advertisements in
and also to the Shell oil company for Italian to attract the custom of those
the construction of a pipe-line from nationals. In the Wimmera, there have
Geelong to Melbourne. No objection been many fine German settlers, but
was raised to that procedure. The their descendants have not f,ormed themgrants were made under a law, which selves into any colony or group. Can
had to be obeyed. There will be no law any member visualize what will happen
to be ·obeyed under 'the provisions of this to our Australian way of life if the
amendment. The decision ,to grant an group system is to be perpetuated? TJ:le
application will be at the discretion of stage will be reached when there WIll
the Minister. I am amazed to think that be L'ittle Europes all over Victoria and,
any Government with a British tradition inslead of expecting those people to be
could dream of bringing a provision of trusted and to trust us, to intermarry
this character before Parliament.
with our race, and ultimately to become
I suggest that, under the Co-operation loyal and worthy Australians, we
Bill, it will be possible for societies shall find that they will remain
having 'a minimum number of seven in their national groups, which will
members to be formed and to obtain a be a most unsatisfactory state of
guarantee from the Government up to affairs. Is it possible that under the
a maximum of £500,000. It will be Co-operation Act companies will be
possible, as was observed by the Leader formed of nationals, who will export
of the Opposition, for national groups goods to their own particullar country?
to acquire land. They may even oe Will we find ourselves passing laws to
enemy groups who, a few years ago, resltrict those people from doing certain
fought against our principles and ideals. things, against which we fought with
Those men may be settled upon the land, our armies?
while diggers who Ior years have been
I maintain that if the land laws of
waiting for an opportunity cannot be this Sua te are bad, as they were in
settled. These groups could acquire Europe and Grealt Britain for centuries,
land at the discretion of the Minister nothing but trouble can result. Does
and, under the provisions of the Co- the Government wish t'O go back to
operation Act, have their activit,ies those days? It is deplorable to see a
financed by the Government. More- Government, of which many people held
over, the groups could consist of re- high hopes, being wracked and torn by
ligious organizations, such as the Mission dissension over this amendment that has
of St. James and 8t. John, the Catholic been 'Suibmiltted as a kind of second
Rural Movement, the Presbyterian thought. It was not in the Bill originally,
Brotherhood, or the Young Methodist nor does it resemble the wording of the
Knights. There could also be groups first amendment that was proposed in
of nationals in various colonies, who another place. That amendment read
might destroy the Australian way of as follows:life.
who help us to attain that development
will be allocated blocks within the
developed area."

I am proud of the overseas settlers in
the district where I reside. Of my
neighbours, two are Greeks and two
are Jews. They are very fine neighbours. Wha t would be the prospect,
however, if the whole of the Shepparton
irrigation area was a colony of Jews or
a colony of Greeks or, for that matter,
Mr. McDonald.

Insert the following new clause to follow
41:.
AA. Any land being(a) land acquired or set a:part under
ItMs A-ot or the Soldier Settlemen t Acts; or

c1au~e

(b) unalienated land of the Crownwhich in the opinion of the Minister is not
required fur settlement under Part II. of
this Act may in such manner and on such
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terms and conditions as the Minister determines be made available to approved persons or organiza'tions for occupation for
purposes o.f primary production.

Wherein is there any difference between
the effect af that amendment and the
one that is now before the Chair? Subclause (2) of clause 3 of the Bill statesIn the exercise of the powers functions and duties conferred upon it under
this Act the Oommi'Ssion shall be subject to
the direotion and control of the Minister.

What sophistry and what a play on
words. Everything is based upon the
opinion of the Minister, who will have
the power of direction, and complete
control. Do not let us play with words.
Let us honestly and fearlessly examine
what we are doing. The Commission has
proved its capabilities. I wou1d not
have the same objection to the amendment if the power was given to the Commission instead of to the Minister, and
terms and conditions were laid down as
to the type of organizations that could
obtain land that was not required for,
settlement. I do not agree that the
Minister should be given power to override the Commission. I shall not demean
myself by suggesting that the Commission would act wrongly even at the
direction of the Minister. I have a personal regard for the integrity of the
members of the Soldier Settlement Commission, and I have an admiration for
their ability and the work they have
done in this State. No one knows what
the future holds for any of us. The
sophistry in this amendment is shocking
and disgraceful in the extreme.
I heard the Minister who intt'oduced
this Bill in another place say that the
organiz'ations would not be given good
land, but would obtain areas that the
Soldier Settlement C'Ommission did not regard as fit for soldier settlement. I heard
another member describe the land they
would get as being covered with noxious
weeds and scrub, with rabbi'ts running
all over it. I have lived on the land for
the whole of my life in Australia. God
forbid that I should attempt to skite, but
I worked hard to open up and develop
property. My mother and I worked day
and night-on many occasions we worked
all. night burning stumps; in some parts
there were 108 trees to the acre. As a
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result of bitter experience on the land, I
know that bad land cannot be made good
with the aid of amendments of this kind.
It may be used ]or some purpose of agriculture but not for the growing of crops
and similar production. The suggestion
tha t soldier settlers will get the best land,
tha t under closer settlement there is to
be some other kind of land for private and
Crown settlers, and another kind ·)f
land, whioh is not wanted by anyone else,
is to be available for these particular
organizations, does not hold water. If
an organization, no matter what it may
be, is prepared to comply with our land
laws, and desires to settle its people on
the land, it should approach the Government and ask for legislation to be passed
so that a tract of land '0n which to settle
young people might be made available.
If that is done and people are given an
aUotment and a title, I am prepared to
support sU'ch a proposal and so will my
party.
This amendment does not even provide that the organizations will have to
subdivide the land or t'O put farmers on
it. They could obtain a tract of land
and employ people for evermore. I hate
to think what will happen When the
country people of Victoria. who understand something of land laws, ·rural needs,
and social life realize the import of this
amendment. I am proud of country folk
who are the salt of this country, 'lnd that
is no reflection on my city brothers and.
sisters. The country people have faced
odds on many occasions. They know
what it means to own a plot of ground,
to have the right of ownership and the
knowledge that no one can put them off.
If a policeman comes on to a farm he has
to' justify himself; he cannot put the
owner off without a certain process.
However, under this proposal an organization will have the right to obtain a
tract of land, and it will be subject only to
the whim or will of the Minister at
the time the grant of the land is made.
I have never heard of anything like this
in our history.
As a result of my reading of
our early pioneer days and my own
experience I think I understand a little
about the land laws. I can assure
the House that if nationals from other
lands, particularly from Europe, who
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now reside in Shepparton were asked if
they would like to go into colony groups
of their own, they would say, "No, we
are perfectly happy like this." They
value and appreciate their opportunities
and the privileges of being allowed to
own farms and enjoy their home
life, their prosperity and success in this
country. They do not desire to go into
colonies. I know the difficulties of and
the loneliness and the heartaches experienced by people coming from other lands,
who perhaps are not understood and cannot understand other people. However,
people from other countries who have
been in Shepparton for a fair number
of years will say that this is a wonderful
country. It is one of the reasons why
they work harder than they did in their
own country. They have an opportunity
here that was not available to them in
the land of their birth. Are we going
to bring people like that from other
countries to become the workers and the
serfs of an organization that will obtain
a tract of land? Under this amendment
that is distinctly possible.
I know that the Premier will reply
that I am a lunatic and that such a
thing will not happen. If this proposal
is agreed to. and what I have predicted
comes true, in the future the Premier
will have to introduce other legislation
to stop the setting up of these colonies.
Why should we take that risk? The
Labour party has spoken of land tenures
and aggregation of estates, and has
criticized the state of affairs under which
large areas of land are owned by
one man and are farmed under the share
system. On many occasions I have said
that the land 'should be taken from the
owner or he should sell it to share
farmers. I would support legislation to
that end.
Mr. GALVIN.-You did not take any
action to do that when you were Premier.
Mr. McDONALD.-That is not true.
Never once did I interfere with or direct
the Soldier Settlement Commission in
any way, nor did I suggest to my Minister of Lands to do so.
Mr. GALVIN.-What about the two you
tried to have retained whom the Commission. was trying to put off?
Honorable members interjecting.
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.The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-order! It is somewhat futile
for the Leader of the Country party to
appeal to me for protection. I have
asked him once at least to address the
House through the Chair, and, while he
protests his readiness to do so, he has,
perhaps in his anxiety, not done so and
I have had great difficulty in hearing him.
Mr. McDONALD.-I apologize for having turned my back on you, Mr. Speaker.
It is a habit which many occupants of
this position at the table adopt, perhaps
unconsciously.
The SPEAKER.-I accept the apology.

Mr. McDONALD.-I was proceeding
with my argument when the Chief
Secretary interjected.
I challenge the
honorable gentleman to submit my own
story of the property I own in Cobram,
or the other case that he referred
to by interjection, to any committee
of inquiry he wishes to appoint, of
which he may make the majority
members of the Labour party.
I
will stand by the committee's decision.
I have endeavoured to show the disastrous effects of the amendment. I am
certain that members of the Labour party
outside Parliament-and I think many
within-if they knew and understood
anything of land law and its history in
Europe and Britain, would embarrass
the Premier far more than he is
embarrassed to-night if they realized
what will happen under this amendment. I hate to see-I say this sincerely and genuinely-any man walk out
of a Government because his emotions
and feelings and sense of honour are so
high that he cannot do a thing about it.
It is most regrettable. Do not think
there is any pleasure in my heart at what
I saw on this occasion. It is the first
time I have seen it happen in this Parliament in the seventeen or eighteen years
that I have been here. I am sorry not
only for the honorable gentleman but for
Parliament and its prestige, that he was
driven to the extent that he was. I have
done my best, and I believe, fairly. I
may have hit hard, but what I have
said can be checked and cross-checked.
I say to the Premier that even if we
meet next week, I will reiterate that
no provision as important as this has
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ever previously been passed through this
Parliament, other than an attempt to
transfer the powers of this Parliament
to the Commonwealth. I took strong
exception then, believing that this
Parliament had already given up sufficient of its powers for its well-being and
that of the people of Victoria. I took that
occasion very seriously because there is
something devastating about a Parliament or a people or a person giving away
their power willingly. Here, we are
giving away in a most objectionable way
the real effects of our land laws, some. thing which we have built up over more
than a century of this Parliament's
history. As I said before, I would support legislation which would give land
or its equivalent to any organization,
even if it had no money, but which
knew of attractive land and had the
personnel .to develop it. The Government could grant it long terms with no
deposit until the land was in production.
That is the right thing to do rather
than to disturb and throw to the· four
winds the result of the long laborious
process of acquiring knowledge and experience, namely, the land laws of this
State. It was a pride, not only to me,
but to other overseas people who know
what happened in their country's history
to believe rthat such things could not happen here; but they are happening, and
this is the start.
Having made these
observations, I can do no more than protest most earnestly with all that is in my
being, that it is disgraceful that in the
last morning of this session of Parliament an amendment of this kind should
be submitted without the people having
even heard of it. This is being done
by a party which has always professed
to believe in democratic rights and the
people's unalienable right to be consulted in matters of such great importance as this amendment.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
- I always had the impression that the
Country party would support the
development of this State,· but at long
last I have found out that they are
not interested in development of the
land. They know as well as I do that
in the last six or seven years, 2,000
soldier settlers have been placed on the
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land in Victoria. They have been settled
almost exclusively on land which was
purchased before price control on land
was lifted. As a result of our efforts over
those years, we have been able to estab ..
lish them on a basis whi'ch has been
reasonably successful. If anyone knows
anything aboUJt this he will realize that
we have reached .the stage where it is
not ,possible to buy land in this State
on present-day values and successfully
settle soldiers on it unless a large
amount of writjng-off by somebody
takes place.
Therefore, our Government quite frankly and openly-not in
the dead of night-started to look at the
question of utilizing the areas of Victoria, known as Crown lands, for future
soldier settlement. It is provided in the
legislation that land that is suitable
for utilization by returned men will be
used for soldier settlement purposes. It
can be used also for the civilian settlers.
When one looks at the history of land
settlement over the last 40 years, one
finds that the only time that land settlemen t bas taken place has been after
wars.
Mr. McDoNALD.-Victoria had land
settlement schemes in force long before
the first world war.
Mr. CAIN.--I know the h'istory of
the State as well as the honorable member for Shepparton, and I say that land
settlement has been almost a dead letter
except after the two world wars. How
many settlers have been placed on the
land in the last twenty. years except
those who were settled after the last
war?
Mil'. G. E. WHITE.-None.
Mr. CMN.-The interjection is true.
The Bill is being attacked not only because of the proposed new dause but
also dn every other direction. Our
Governmenrt proposes that we shall use
land for soldier settlement if it is suitable. If it is not, and some civilian
or farmer's son wants to " give it a go"
on their own, then it will be available
to them. The honorable member for
Shepparton knows that there are areas
in the State that have been set'tIed
twice by Australlians, but they have
reverted to a wilderness. Those areas
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are coming back to the State. They are
in the hands of absentee owners, banks,
and so on.
Mr. McDoNALD.-That policy is more
than 30 years old.
Mr. CAIIN.-I am merely stat'ing facts.
Apparently the honorable member for
Shepparton does not know them. This
land was available when the Country
party formed the Government. It was
in office during the last twenty years
for a longer period than any other
political party. Apart from the settlement Act which our Government passed,
the Country party took no action to
settle men on the land.
,Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-What has that to
do with the amendment?
Mr. CAIN.-1t has much to do with
it. One judges political parties not by
what they say but what they do. The
Labour party is prepared to be judged
on its record.
Mr. WHATELY.-And it will be.
Mr. CAIN.-I will have no dbjection.
This Government will be judged on a
fairer electoral basis than has applied
in the past. Under this Bill we propos'e
to give first preference to soldiers, and
that is why the Bill was taken away
from the Lands Department. There
would have been strong oppos'ition if
the Bill had been gdven to that Department. Opposition members would have
said that we had for,gotten the returned
soldiem, who should be given first
priority. The best and most suitable
land will be reserved for returned
servicemen. Returned servicemen wIll
not want some of the land and probably
neither will other Australians. We cannot induce many Australians now to go
out to do what was done by settlers on
the land 30 or 40 years ago.
Settlement on poor land has taken place
in this State only when economic
conditions
have
been
depressed.
During a period of unemployment
men were pushed on to the land,
and in those circumstances land settlement took pl'ace in the Dandenong
ranges, where men took up 'Small
holdings. Membem know only too well
that farmers' sons are leaving the land
to come to the city to look for other
jobs.
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Mr. BROSE.-A few do so, but I know
many who have not.
Mr. CAIN.--So do I, but those who
have left the land have not been replaceci.
There are 20,000 fewer on the land to-day
than there were twenty years agoO. Australians are not going on to the land in
sufficient numbers in this or any other
State.
Side by side with land settlement, the Government entered into a
migration policy with the Commonwealth Government.
In that matter!
the State has not too much say
because the Commonwealth Government
dictates the policy. It says to the State,
"You must house, educate and provide
hospitalization for migrants." In the
next few months migrants will be arriving here in great numbers and the State
has accepted the obligation to accept new
Australians a~ to whom there are all
soOrts of schemes by members of the
Liberal party. For instance, they formed
a New Australian Co-operative Housing
Society, and wanted Sir James Kennedy
to be its president. The Liberal party
has been using new Australians for political purposes. I have no reason to blame
them for that because my party might
have been doing the same thing. If it is
good enough to encourage new Aus~
tralians to come here to blend into our
community life, at least some of them
should be entitled to take up lap.d that
native-born AustraI1ans are not prepared
to use.
Recently I had the opportunity of
meeting ten Dutch journalists who came
to Australia wHh the view of telling their
fellow countrymen what was happening
out here. When I was abroad, I visited
Holland, and I found that the population
of that country to-day is 3,000,000 more
than the Netherlands can carry. Its
population figures are rising all the
time.
The Leader of the Country
party . has spoken of Greeks and
Jews in Shepparton, but in my
opinion the Dutch are among the best
migrants coming to this country. They
have had agricultural experience and on
arrival they want toO know what are theprospects of their going on to the Joand.
I took six of the Dutch j'ournalists to the
Lands Department and showed them the
plans of land available in this countryin the Western District and elsewhere. I
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told them that the best land must be
used for the settlement of returned
soldiers.
Mr. WHATELy.-lt was too dear for
the -migrants to buy.
Mr. CAIN.-I also indicated land
that they could buy for low rates.
They pointed out that they thought
their people would be interested in the
land in this country. Opposition members have referred to the necessity for
increased food production, the problems
arising in Europe, and so forth; but they
have been speaking with their tongues
in their cheeks. I suggest .that the
Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Country party can have
no other solution of the problem of
increasing primary production than that
which I favour. We must afford opportunities to people who have the necessary qualifications and are prepared to
go on the land.
They should, so to
speak, be mixed up with Australians to
avoid unnecessary national groups. The
Opposition have talked about German
nationals. Is it not a fact that Germans
were settled in the colonies in the early
days? The new Australians who have
settled in North Queensland and, for
that matter, in any other State in Australia, display a tendency to keep to
themselves in groups. Although that is
a natural tendency it is not a good one.
As regards experience on the land r
do not take second place to the Leader
of the Country party or any other member on the Opposition side of the House.
I was born and reared on the land and
worked on it. I know much about its
problems.
In my younger days I
worked for a boss and I know what that
means. It is useless to tell me that when
the Government was approaching this
problem it was not doing so from a
sensible angle.
Mr. BROSE.-This is not your proposition.
Mr. CAIN.-It is the Government's
proposal.

Mr. BROSE.-I do not believe you.
Mr. CAIN.-This legislation will lead
to increased land settlement in Victoria.
What the Government proposes to do
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through the responsible Department, is to
offer first t'O soldier settlers and second
to Australian settlers Crown land which
they can work for themselves. That is a
system similar to that which operates in
connexion with the Australian Mutual
Provident Society's undertaking. There
is another class of persons who may be
willing to take up land and provide their
own finance in the development of it;
they are Australians. As to the last group
of possible settlers the Government contends that if returned servicemen and
other Australians do not wish .to take
advantage of the land available, there
can be nothing wrong with offering it
to Dutch, German or Italian people who
are here and prepared to work the land.
No money will be advanced to any of
those who comprise rthe last-mentioned
people. If they should desire to develop
such land they will be allowed to do so;
but they certainly will not obtain any
finance through Government channels.
One Opposition member asserted that
such a group will be converted into
serfs. Does he think that this Government is so foolish? I remind him that
there is power under the new clause to
prescribe the conditions of settlement.
We can, and wHI, determine what persons shall obtain this land. If a group
of twenty seeks an allotment of land,
they will be able to obtain it, provided
that official approval is given. A former
Government adopted the same method
in connexion with the Australian Mutual
Provident Society's land settlement
undertaking. In the legislation which
enabled that projeot to proceed power
was given to the proper authorities to
make a selection of settlers. That is
what the Government proposes to do
under :the measure now before the
House. I have heard much nonsense
indulged in by the Opposition in the
last few hours. There has been fanatical
talk about inherent dangers and the
menace of settling great groups which
would take control of the land situation.
The Leader of the Country party is well
aware of what occurred in connexion
with land settlement when dummying
took place.
Mr. McDoNALD.-I have read about it.
lt was started by the squatters.
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Mr. CAIN.-The Government does not there certainly will be no applause from
intend to permit anything of that kind Opposition members. On the other hand,
to happen again. The Opposition cannot thoughtful people in this State will
convince me that its members are in recognize the worth of this legislation.
favour of lending assistance to new I am glad to say there are many thinkAustralians and of ensuring that they ing persons in Victoria who will judge
are properly established in this country., this experiment on its merits. That is
I have already dealt with the various all I ask. It must not be forgotten that
ca tegories of settlers to whom the land the Government does not propose to pro ..
could be made available. If there are vide financial assistance. Those who
no returned servicemen or other Aus- get land under this proposal take full
tralian applicants fOT the land what is responsibility just in the same way as
wrong in offering it to others? Opposi- the Australian Mutual Provident Society
tion members will live to see the day did with the land the last Government
when this scheme will succeed or fail. If allocated to that organization.
it fails we shall have lost nothing. If
If the proposal should prove to be a
it succeeds the State will have accompfailure no harm will have been done. If
lished something worth while. This Bill it is a success. we will have established
will be passed before the House rises. people on the land, who will develop it.
The Government has the numbers and I
That will be to the benefit of the whole
know that it will have the common sense
country, and the action of the Governto ensure that the scheme is developed on ment would meet with the approval of
a sound and sensible basis. I trust also the people. Within a few weeks I shall be
that as the result of the operation of
meeting a representative of the Dutch
this measure there will be developed in
Government who is very interested.
this State areas of land which have not
yet come under any settlement project. During the last two or three weeks 'the
Dutch newspapers have carried stories
Mr. BRosE.-That could be done now about the Victorian land. I propose to
without this Bill.
discuss with the representative of the
Mr. CAIN.-I do not believe that it Dutch Government this very problem
could be done now under the existing under which people who will be arriving
land legislation as effectively as would in Victoria will have an opportunity to
be possible under the present measure. take up land on which they consider they
Opposition members have no right to can make a success. If they cannot make
say that the Dutch, the Germans or the a success of it no harm will have been
Italians, with a few Australians, would done.
not be successful on the land.
Members of this Parliament should not
Mr. BROsE.-They make good citizens. think that we can go on providing land
for soldier settlement on the basis on
Mr. CAIN.-Then why should we not which it has been made available during
assist them after having given due con- the last five or six years. Farms which
sideration to our own people? Those have been m'ade available for settlement
members who contend that the Govern- have cost the State between £10,000 and
ment is not granting preference to re- £12,000. In other States holdings that
turned servicemen and a measure of have been provided for settlers have cost
preference to other Australians are not £18,000, £20,000 and up .'to £23,000. No
telling the truth. I give Parliament an soldier .could affiord to take up a block
assurance. I shall be responsible and, the capital cost, of which was £20,000
I hope, competent to look after 'the
unless a big portion of the valuation was
administratioN of, this measure. The
written down.
aspect now under consideration will
. At the present time discussions are
receive the attention of the Governor in
Gouncil, which means the Cabinet. I being held with representatives of the
repeat that I shall be responsible for Commonwealth Government in regard to
what happens. If nothing happens there the future of land settlement in this
will be no criticism; if anything does Statp.. The Commonwealth Government
happen, and the scheme is a success, considers that all land settlement should
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be under its control, and it believes In
the polley of granting leaseholds. The
Commonwealth has given the State no
financial assistance towards the writing
down of the capital costs but it has
helped us to improve the properties. If
the Comm'onwealth Government gives
similar assistance to the State in relation
to Crown lands that may be made available for settlement, and if it will assist
the State in bringing that land up to a
state of productivity, there is every
chance th'at the scheme will be successful.

The Commonwealth could assist the
State in connexion with the development
of blocks in the Mildura district. It is
estimated that it will cost the State
£4,000 a block to provide water for the
land at Redcliffs before planting operations are begun. If the Commonwealth
will support the State to bring Crown
lands into production we will be able
to do a great deal in the interests of soldier settlement. It would be impossible
to go on to the market to-day and buy
privately-owned land at a price which
would give a soldier settler a chance of
being successful. It would be necessary
to write down the value of the property
very materially and if that were done the
State would be involved in a liability of
millions of pounds. Unless the Commonwealth Government grants 'the States
assistance the provision of additional
land for soldier settlement purposes will
not be possible.
Finally, I point out to members that
the proposed scheme will achieve several
things. It will not solve all the problems
of settling the remaining soldiers who are
awaiting blocks-I think there are 2,000
or 3,000 ex-servicemen still hopeful of
being allotted holdings-but it will provide a good chance of giving an opportunity to young Australians who want
to stake their reputation on a block of
land. If the' soldier settlers and also
priva te settlers say that they do not want
the land, what do members of the Opposition suggest we should do with it? Do
they say that it should be left as they
left it for many years?
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Mr. CAIN.-It is not going back; it has
gone back to cactus, and that is not only
a distinct disadvantage to the land itself;
it is a menace to all adjoining private
owners. If there is anybody who should
be with us in trying to get areas of poor
land into production it should be members of the Opposition.
Therefore I
suggest that members must trust the
Government. If they do they will find
that in the long run all these undesirable
things which they forecast will not have
happened.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).did not think that even this Government would have had the blatant
effrontery to bludgeon an amendment of
this kind through the House in the last
h'Ours of the session. It strikes at the
very fundamentals of our land laws. It
strikes right at the very fundamentals of
Labour policy on land settlement. This
proposal will enable the Minister to
exercise absolute' power in the handing
over of unalienated Crown lands to any
organization or person. The Premier has
laid down a smoke screen to obscure the
real purpose behind the amendment. He
talked much about land settlement and
about what was ,being done for soldier
settlement. He also said that, " ;Ne could
also do something under this amendment." What is it that he can do?

r

If the Bill is passed the Minister will
be authorized, without consultation with
anybody else, to alienate Crown lands to
persons or organizations. It was pointed
out by the Leader of the Country party
that the Minister would be able to
override the Commission on any matter
in connexion with the allocation of land
in accordance with the terms of the Bill.
It has always been a fundamental of
our land law that if a person desires to
acquire an area of Crown land he should
tender for it. The usual procedure is
for the land to be advertised. Then any
person has any opportunity of making
a bid and that bid is considered. We
have always been very jealous of the
preserva tion of our Crown lands.

On many occasions Bills have been presented to Parliament for the revocation
Mr. STODDART.-It is going back to the of certain Crown grants. On all such
cactus.
'occasions full details have been made
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available to members explaining the
reason for the alterations. In that way
Parliament has an opportunity of checking up on the purposes for which these
lands are used and of saying whether the
lands shall be used for the objeot proposed. I have heard members on the
Government side of the House criticize
the rev·oc.ation of Crown grants on many
occasions. I have in mind particularly
the objections voiced by the Chief Secretary in relation to the allocation of
land at Rosebud for a particular purpose.
He declared that the Government was
,taking and depriving the people of land
which should have been retained for
their use.
Mr. GALvIN.-That was foreshore land.
Your Government stole that piece of land
at 5 o'clock in the morning.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I notice that it
is now ten minutes to 6 o'clock in the
morning and the Government is doing
exactly what it accused the Country
party of doing on the occasion to which
I have just referred, when it was dealing
wi th the Rosebud land Bill.
This is an infamous amendment
designed to give the. Minister absolute
power and control. By talking about
soldier settlement, the Premier has
merely laid down a smoke screen in order
to conceal the real purpose of this
measure. I direct the attention of members to sub-clause (2) of clause 5 which
is in these terms(2) In the exercise of any powers and
functions with respect to the setting apart
or acquisition of land under any Act the
Commission shall specify whether the land
to be set apart or acquired is for soldier
·settlement or for settlement under this
Act or for the establishment of a township
or for any other purpose, but with the
consent of the Governor in Council and upon
such terms and conditions as the Governor
in Council directs any land acquired or
set apart for soldier settlement may be used
for settlement under this Act or for the
establishment of a township and vice versa.

That mean'S there is no preference in
the Bill for soldier settlers at all. If
the Governor in Council decides that
any land that has been set aside for
soldier setUement can be used for
settlement under thi'S Bill, the land may
be used for that purpose. Furthermore,
under this amendment the Minister can
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override the Commission and the fundamental basis o'f }land set1Jlemen t by allocating to any person or organization
unalienated Crown land. If this measure
had followed the usual .procedure with
respect to land settlement, it would have
been simple for the Premier to place
in the Land Settlement Bill a provision which would effect the desired
purpose and still be above board. All
a'ppl'icants would have to go before the
Commission, state their experience, and
indicate what they intended to do with
the land. The Government could have
made a simple emendation to clause 8
or clause 9 by inserting the words " any
or,ganization" 'instead of the word
" applicant". That rearrangement would
have allowed organizations to come
within the ambit of the clause.
Then
everything would have been above board.
The Premier has not explained
properly the intention of the amendment. He has merely indicated that it
is pr'0posed to give power t'0 the Minister
to decide tlle conditions on which land
wiU be granted, whether it be on leasehold or freehold. The bas'is O'f making
the land available is not revealed in the
Bill. It is open to the Minister to
decide on what conditions any .person
or organization will be. granted land.
Surely, the Premier does not think t~at
Victorian citizens will stand for a thlng
like that. I ask the honorable gentleman whether he would have stood for it
if the proposal had been subm1i tted by
a Liberal party Government. The proposal contained in this amendment will
v'irtually make the Minister of Lands
the owner of all Crown lands. A this
whim, he. can cause to be issued an
Order in Council to the effect that land
may be used for any purpose, by any
organization, so long as it is in some
way related to primary production. The
land will nO't have to be worked by the
organization to which the grant is made.
It will be left to the Minister to make
any conditions' he chooses. He may
decide whether the land shall be held on
leasehold or on freehold, and whether
it shall confinue to be used for primary
production or not. I do not desire to
delay the taking of a vote on this amendment, but I deplore the fact tlhat it
should have been submitted at the last
minute. There must be some degree of
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suspicion when such a great measure of
power is to be given to the Minister to
alienate Crown lands, and it is ridiculous
to think that such a proposal is to be
bludgeoned through the House in the
dying hours of the session.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney).-I approach
this Bill with grave feelings of concern,
I sympathize with the Premier in his
attempt to justify his attitude towards
the Bill. A t no stage did the honorable
gentleman answer the charges made
by the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Country party concerning
this particular amendment. I emphasize
that Opposition members are only
worked up over the proposals contained in this measure, because of
their grave suspicion concerning them.
This Bill introduces an entirely new
principle. It is one of which the
people of Victoria should take considerable notice. There was recently presented to this House a comprehensive
Bill relating to soldier settlement, which
laid down general terms and conditions
under which persons woulld be permitted
to take up land. Under the provision5
of this measure, the Minister has power
to grant land on such term's and conditions as he thinks fit. The Premier ha's
nat explained to the House exactly what
that great power wdll be. I feel that
every member of this House and every
citizen should be concerned about the
matter. Wlhy is there not something in
thiis proposal to indl,ca'te why a departure should be made from the wellestablished principles of land tenure in
this State? Contrdl will:! be p1aced in
the hands of one person, so that he may
do almost what he likes without the
knowledge of this, Parliament or the
oitizens of 1J11is Stale. That is a most
unjust and diabolical proposal.
The Premier said that many good
people had settled on land in this
country. I have lived on the land and
worked upon it for the poorest of wages
from the earliest days. It is a hard job.
n is necessary to be possessed of a
stout heart. I do not deny that there
are many Dutch and German citizens
with stout hearts who will make good
settlers. I have no fears, concerning
them. They will fit in with the estab-'
lished laws of this State with respect
Session 1952-53.-[1311
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to land tenure.' The Premier tried to
convince the House that those good
people would come .to Victoria in groups
to take up land of no value. We, as
parliamentarians, do not want them to
try that sort of thing. The experiences
of many of us on the land in past years
make it abundantly clear that it is
necessary to have land of good quality
in order to make a living. We do not
want any persons to be settled on poor
land. So, I am full of suspicions ooncerning this measure. I now propose
to say something straight out. I feel
that sectarianism comes into this
measure, and I am sorry to have to say
it.

Mr. GALVIN.-There is no greater
sectarian bigot than you.
Mr. BROSE.-I read in the newspapers about last Easter of a conference
that was held in Albury by a group of
people who put forward a certain policy.
It amounts, in effect, to peasantry and
poverty. I do not want .to see any good
people put on the land under a policy of
poverty and peasantry. I have seen too
much of it in France. After the revolution, areas of from five to seven acres
were given to people on which to make
a living. It was an impossible task.
Sectarianism is a horrible thing to get
into this House. However, it has come
here in recent days, in my experience.
The former member for Richmond displayed and preached that sort of thing. I
do not like it. I know that the Government 'is unhappy because the proposal
comes from down the street, from an
outside group of people who control the
destinies of the great Labour party for
which, over the years, I have had a
considerable amount of respect. I know
that the Labour party has endeavoured
to improve the conditions of the people
-the real hard working people--and,
for that reason, I have much sym'pathy
for its aspirations. I feel sure that
this proposal has been foisted on to the
Government by a group of people outside, who have control of the Labour
organization.
I utter my protest,
because such a position is not right.
To-night, I witnessed with a great deal
of sorrow the reactions of a Minister of
the Crown to the Bill. I believe that he
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has feelings of suspicion about this
measure similar to those which I have.
That is why I speak with such heat
concerning the matter. I regret that I
have to do so.
The members of this .House are a
cross-section of the community; they
work together as friends and these things
should not happen. This proposal was
not mentioned when the Bill was debated
in this House, but it was introduced
when the Bill was discussed in the Legislative Council and has been introduced
here in the last hours of the session.
That is not a proper procedure.
The Premier made certain statements
concerning the settlement of land. I
agree with some of his comments, but
I contest his st·atement that in the
present circumstances soldier settlement
cannot be a success, because in parts of
Victoria soldier settlement has been
proved a great success within the last
six or seven years. Some soldier settlers
have done remarkably well; they are
good farmers and have substance to meet
their liabilities. It will not be long
before they have a freehold title to their
properties.
Mr. DOUBE.-The Premier did not
make such a statement.
Mr. BROSE.-I remind the honorable
member that the Premier when speaking
of the cost of buying and developing land
implied that soldier settlement was not a
success, and I contest that statement
because I know it is a success. I ask the
Government to take stock of itself and its
responsibilities to the people and to do
things in the proper way. The correct
way is by legislation such as was dealt
with recently. Although I did not agree
with all the clauses of that measure, at
least we knew what was in it 'lnd the
conditions under which people would take
up land and develop it. Under this
type of legislation, there is no democracy,
and that is why I speak with some heat.
I hope that even at this hour of the
morning the press will give publicity
to what is happening, because this proposal will have far-reaching effects
throughout the State. I condemn the
Government for taking such an action.
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Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-During
the last three weeks, the Opposition has
been subjected to bushranger tactics and,
by proceeding with this amendment at
this stage, the Premier has once again
proved that he is ruthless, callous and
cruel. He does not like the Opposition;
little does he care that our children will
be orphans years before they should.
Definitely the children of members on
the Government side of the House will
not be, bec~use those members have had
occasional naps, but we of the Opposition
have been constantly. awake and in our
places for the last four days and nights.
If the Premier has no consideration for
the Opposition, and we would not expect
any from him, has he no consideration
for the Hansard staff, for the table
officers or for the attendants? We are
witnessing true Labour policy. I know
a few employers who are Labour supporters, and everyone sweats his employees.
Earlier we wiltnessed a spectacle that
was not very pleasant.
Mr. DOUBE.-We are witnessing a
tragic one now.
Mr. TURNBULL. - The honorable
member for Oakleigh does not like the
truth. If he had the courage and" guts"
that the Minister of Lands displayed, he
would not be in this Chamber now but
he has not those qualities. The
Minister of Lands has a soul and a
conscience; it required strength to do
what he did. He was propped. up, but
at last he had to tear up the amendment and say he could not prOCEed
with it. If there were more people in
Parliament of his calibre, Parliaments
and Governments would be better. It is
because parliamentarians do what this
Government is doing that good decent
men will not offer themselves as candidates. It is refreshing to see a strong
man in the Labour party. It was
regrettable that when the Minister of
Lands walked out of the Chamber,
Visibly upset, not one of his .colleagues
or his supposed friends left their seats
to try to console him and encourage him.
Does not that indicate that· they are
just as ruthless and callous as their
master? The Minister was not prepared
to be one of a herd of dumb driven
cattle.
I consider that Government
members should pay the Opposition the
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courtesy of being in the Chamber, at
least with their eyes open even if they
cannot absorb what is being said, but
I hope some of ;those members have
consciences and will be prepared to do
the proper thing. I know that the Chief
Secretary, the Minister of Education, and
the honorable member for Ripon do not
like this proposal. If they had the
courage that was displayed by the
Minister of Lands-Mr. GALvIN.-That was not courage,
it was crass stupidity.
Mr. TURNBULL.-It was courage
which the people of Victoria will
appreciate.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is because his
action suits your policy. You would do
anything to wreck the Labour party.
Mr. TURNBULL.-The Chief Secretary is quite wrong. The Bill was
passed by this House and was transmitted to another place. In the meantime, someone struck on the bright idea
that it should be poss~ble for organizations to gain possession of some of the
best land in Victoria.
'Mr. GALvIN.-What about your gold
mine?
Mr: TURNBULL.-My gold mine is all
right, and I am not very worried about
it. That sort of thing does not appeal
to me. Surely, in this world there are
bigger and better things than money?
Character, reputation and decency are
worth far more.
Unfortunately, the
champion ice-skaters of Victoria are in
the other Chamber.
They are real
empire-builders, but they are smashing
the Labour party.
Mr. GALVIN.-Surely that does not
worry you?
Mr. TURNBULL.-I believe in all sections of the community having representation. This amendment was not conceived in the minds of moderate
Labourites.
We are told that the
soldiers will have the first opportunity of obtaining the land.
It
could happen that the best Crown lands
in the best rainfall areas would not be
suitable at a given time for the Soldier
Settlement Commission to acquire.
What would happen .then? The Minister of the day is empowered to make it
Session 1952-53.-[132]
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available to an organization. To obtain
some of this Crown land an Australian
has to qualify. First of all, he must
have placed his life in jeopardy in the
service of his country. Then he must
convince a Commission of men above
reproach that he would be a worthy
and successful settler. After that, he
must win a ballot to obtain a block of
land.
Ballots are provided for the
right to become both a private settler
and a Crown settler.
Many of the people employed in the
organization granted the land, as
peasants or in any other capacity,
might have fought against our boys,
but the Government is prepared to give
them the land. Our pioneers went into
virgin country covered by big 'timber
with an axe and a shovel and a stout
heart, and worked like hell. With the
help of their wives, they raised large
families. They were Australians and
appreciated the opportunity to own their
own land. The wife placed her child
in some sort of a box while she helped
her husband gather the harvest. Does
the Government not think that at least
the children and grand-children of those
pioneers should have the first opportunity to obtain this land? This legislation goes too far. It is about time the
people of Victoria were given a fair
deal and were told what is happening
in this Parliament. It may be too late
to stop this Bill, but I know what public
feeling will do when it learns the truth.
I do not know how any Minister who
is opposed to this measure can sleep
soundly. I am ashamed of them and I
appeal to them. They are Australians
as we are and if they feel this is right,
they should stay and vote for it, but if
they think it is wrong, they should be
men and say so.
We have been informed that this land
is located in high rainfall areas, but in
another place the Minister who delivered
the second-reading speech said it was
poor land-probably of ironstone, gravel,
rabbits and weeds-and that the Soldier
Settlement Commission would not have
it. That Minister implied that the
private or Crown settler would not have
it, but he is wrong because those
settlers will not get the opportunity
to have their say before the Minister
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at his discretion can hand the land
over to an organization. The Premier
told us that the Commission-a Government authority with the resources of
the State behind it-could not possibly
make a success of· this supposedly
poor land, yet he thinks an organization can do so. How ,can an organization do that if it grants its employees the same working standards as
apply throughout the State?
Mr. DOUBE.-What about the Australian Mutual Provident Society?
Mr. TURNBULL.-If this was on the
same basis as the operations of the Australian Mutual Provident Society ,there
,Would be no opposition from this side
of the House. There has been much
chiding durilig the debate as to why
previous Governments did not do certain
things. For many months, the Leader
of the Opposition, the honorable member for Polwarth and I, have urged the
Government to draw upon these Crown
lands in good rainfall areas for soldier
settlement.
Mr. HAYEs.-You have been a member of a Government.
Mr. TURNBULL.-I have never been
a member of the party which has
formed a Government.
We have
repeatedly suggested that the Government should throw open Crown lands,
but there has never been a move in that
direction. The plants of various Departments have been deteriorating througilout the State, whereas a progressive
Government would have concentrated on
clearing land with the use of much of
this plant, with the view of placing
returned soldiers on it. Tha t should
be done with Crown lands. If the Australian Mutual Provident Society can
complete successfully a land-settlement
project, surely the Government can. On
occasions like this we are inclined to be
carried away, but I appeal to members
of the· Labour party, including members
of the Government, particularly the
Minister of Agriculture, the Minister of
Education, and the Minister of Public
Works.
Mr. HAYEs.-Wbat about the Minister
of Housing?
Mr. TURNBULL.-I fear that he is
supporting the measure, but I suspect
that some of his colleagues are not. If
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this dissens10n broke the Labour party,
I would not gain any " kudos," but those
senior inembers of this Government
should toss the amendment out, because
it will bring discredit upon Victoria.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I protest against
the fantastic performance we have witnessed in connexion wi tth this Bill. It
was introduced into this House a fortnight ago and. was opposed by the
Opposition on the grounds thart: (a) there
was not sufficient security for soldier
settlers, and (b) a settler could not
obtain a freehold title. On the first
issue, assurances were given by the
Minister which we accepted, and on the
second pO'int the measure was amended
to provide for freehold titles after a
certain period. The BUI went to the
other House, where we thought it would
be debated on sim'ilar lines. Instead, an
amendment was moved, although it had
nothing to do with the Bill and was
drafted in an ex:traordinary form. The
amendment was defea ted. It was resubmUted with sl'ightly different wording and was aocepted. The Bill was
returned to this House and, in the period
before it came back here from the Council, there were rumours as to whether
the amendment was :acceptable to
Cabinet and the rank and file of the
Labour party.
The Prem~er said that he had been
working on this measure for a fontnight.
Apparently some Ministers had different
ideas, and when the BUI was resubmitted in this House with amendments, members witnessed ,what happened. I repeat that the whole procedure has been fantastic. The Bill contains obviously well-thought out clauses
under which settlers can be placed
on rt:he land-returned soldiers and
, private sErttlers. Provision is made in
the BiH for war service to be taken into
account when applications from both
types of settlers are being considered.
The House is now faced with an amendment framed in the most vague terms.
If an amendment had been submitted
by the Opposition in similar terms, it
would have been put out of court. The
amendment commences by s1:atingAny unalienated land of the Crown which,
on the recommendation of the Soldier
Settlement Commission, is not suitable for
its purposes.
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There are no conditions to provide
how the Commission should determine
whether land is suitable or not.
The Minds'ter could ask the Commission,
" Ave you in a position to say whether
this land is suitable, having regard to
your financial position and .the plans
you have prepared?" If, for any reason,
the land is not suitable for the purposes
of the Commission, and the Minister
considers tha't it is not required for
settlement under Part II. of the legislation, the land may be made available on
such terms and conditions as the Minister determines. The clause does not
say whether it is to be so}d or leased
or whether licences should be granted.
The Premier said that the land could be
given away.
Mr. HAYEs.-The Premier made a good
speech.
Mr. RYLAIJ.-It was a masterly
speech on land settlement, but it contained a considerable amount of irrelevant matter in regard to the Bill.
I studied the speech. It was a delightful
smoke screen and little was said about
the amendment which concludesand which in the opinion of the Minister is
not required for settlement under Part II.
of this Act may in such manner and on such
terms and conditions as the Minister determines be made available by the Governor in
Council to approved persons or organizations
for purposes of primary production.

It is no wonder that the Minister of
Lands was not prepared to accept the
responsibility proposed to be placed upon
him .by the amendment. He would
be subject to pressure from all
sections of the community and would
have to give preference to a number of persons in respect of Crown
lands coming into the category mentioned without receiving any security
that they would comply with the strict
conditions with which returned soldier
and other settlers must comply.
He
would also have to grant land to organizations, as general a term as one could
wish to meet. It could be a body formed
for social purposes, with no registered
entity. It could be a group, a society, a
union, a section of the Communist party,
of the Liberal party, or anything else.
They would all be organizations within
the meaning of the term. The only con·
dition is that the land must be made
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available for primary production. There
is no provision that, if the land is not
used for primary production, jt shall
revert to the Crown. It is a fantastic
alienation of Crown lands, contrary to
the policy of successive Governments.
I consider" the amendment is one of the
most deplorable measures that has ever
been placed before Parliament. Reference has been made to the Australian
Mutual Provident Society. It has been
given a grant of land under strict conditions set out in an Act of Parliament.
However, these unknown organizations
could be granted land under any circumstances, without any guarantee, or under
regulations that the Government may
think necessary. It is an abrogation of
the rights of this Parliament and it is
a deplorable proposition.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-Before they vote on this question I hope
that members will ask themselves, as I
have asked myself, whether this Bill is
straight and right and whether the
circumstances under which it came before
us are honorable and true, and such
as all decent people can approve. I
request honorable members to ask themselves why it is that this proposal is
brought before an exhausted body which
is incapable of giving it proper deliberation at this hour, and why the forms of
Government are put to mockery in this
way. Why is it done when Dutch newspapers have been apparently writing
about the schemes which the Premier
has told us have been advanced? Why
is it that he has been consulting foreign
people, showing them around, and taking
them to the Lands Department offices?
Mr. GALVIN.-I think he was going to
meet them next week.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-He said that he
had been conferring with these people
and taking them to the Lands office. He
told us that he had been discussing the
proposition with them.
Mr. GALVIN.-What is wrong with
that?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Why cannot he
discuss it with us in Parliament? Honorable members will ask themselves these
questions: How is it that this measure
got through the other place? Did it
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get through as the result of some discreditable bargain over a measure that
was too deplorable to be stomached by
the Minister who had charge of it in
this House? Is there any connexion
between a resolution that was passed by
this House in rela,tion to a certain
appointment and the majority in the
other place? Are members on both sides
of this Assembly satisfied that this
measure and its conception, preparation
and delivery fulfils the elementary tests
of straightness and decency? What, of
course, is in everybody's mind is the
attitude of the Mini-ster who brought
this Bill forward. What do members
think about that? He was a Minister
who had the respect of every honorable
member. What is the explanation? That
is a question which members will be
asking themselves. If they test this
measure by the ordinary standards of
straightness decency and propriety in
this Parliament, they will ask themselves
why the meaning of the Bill was not
explained to us.
Why is it that when it was put through
another place the explanation was
entirely misleacting? Why is it that the
wording of the measure is so deceptive?
Why does it appear to one who reads
it that the Soldier Settlement Commission has power to decide whether or not
land is superfluous when in fact, on
closer examination, the Bill is shown not
to embody any such power? We have
been favoured with no explanation at all
in this House regarding what this
measure really is and what it purports
to mean. The only information given
was that which was offered by the
Leader of the Country party, who
referred us to clause 3 of the measure.
That clause made it perfectly plain that
the ostensible powers of the Soldier
Settlement Commission in fact did not
exist but were all subsidiary to the
power of the Minister.
Why is it that the Commission does
not retain its power to say what land is
superfluous and what is not required?
I join with other speakers in deploring
this m·easure, and I express the view
that the reputatiion of the Government,
together with the other members of its
party, does not stand so high in this
Sta te as to allow the Minister to
Mr. Bloomfield.
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have the power to determine, of his
own accord, what is needed and what
is not needed- for soldier s~ttlement, and
to override the Soldier Settlement
Commission in that respect. He would.
be able to give land to some body
of 'persons or to organizations on " such
terms and conditions as the M·inister
determines." That is an impossible state
ofaffa'irs. It appears-not that one
wishes to be ultra-nationaHstk or
parochial-that these people, possibly
former enemies, may be preferred to our
own returned serv.icemen, who risked
their lives in battle against them. It is
no wonder that this Bill has found very
few defenders among the Government
party. It has found only one, together
w'ith a few loud-voiced interjeCtors. I
add my protest against this most deplorable sitate of affairs.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-The provision
now under consideration i's one which
will live for a long while to show the
great d1srespect which the Labour party
hJas for the ,people of Victoria. There
is no doubt in my mind that what was
witnessed 1n this House earlier this
morning will disiClose to the people better
than could any words or yells from
the Government side of the House the
action of a Minister in tearing up a
BiLl and refusing to continue. That
action will indicate what a really honest
M1nister he is. He had to bring this
proposition before the House, but he
felt, in justice to himself, the people
whom he represents, and the Victorian
community as a whole, that he ·could
not proceed with it. Those circumstances must reveal the real intention
of this measure, in conne}don with which
there must be some ulterior motive. If
'that be not so, why did not the Premier
come forward to explain why these provisions were required and why his
Government thought it was necessary to
give the Minister Icomplete control?
Under the new clause the Minister could
determ~ne in what manner and on what
term'S and conditions he could transfer
land to a number of persons or
organizations. When the people read in
the newspapers of the incident that
occurred in this House to-night they will
have no doubt as to the nature of this
proposal which the Government is
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endeavouring to foist upon them. If
everything had been in order the
Premier would have explained why he
felt it necessary to have the suggested
new clause included in the Bill. I ask
the Premier what group or what section
of the community is cracking the whip
over the Government, forcing it Ito
insert this provision in the Bill which
his own Minister of Lands does not
support.
Why must this Bill be passed
to-night? Why could the Premier not
agree to an adjournment of the debate
to g.ive members an opportunity to
consider the implica Hons of the
Bill and the proposed amendment?
He will not do that because he
and his Government are afraid of it.
There can be no other reason for haste
except sheer fear, and cowardice, and
knowledge of the fact that if the people
knew the truth they would not have a
bar of the Bill. Even his own supporters
have indicated that they will not have
a bar of this measure, which seeks to
take from the people their inalienable
and democratic right to keep the control of lands in the hands of Parliament and not in ithe hands of one
Minister.
There is no doubt that the Government has been forced into its present
position. Yesterday there were all sorts o.f
rumours and counter rumours circulating in this building.
Earlier in the
debate pressure was put upon the Premier and other members of the Cabinet
as a bargaining point. They were told
that if they desired support for the
amendment in another place they would
have to give something in exchange. We
have all seen the results of that bargaining. I hope that the Premier, after having seen what happened in this House
to-night when one of his own Cabinet
Ministers walked out, will consider just
what will be the attitude of people in
regard to this contentious clause.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I would not have risen to speak but for
the hypocritical approach of the honorable member for Toorak to this Bill and
for the sneers that he uttered in the
course of his remarks. I would like to
know how the honorable member can
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reconcile his voice with that of the
honorable member for Rodney. If anybody ever had two bob each way,
politically, he certainly did. I never
thought the day would come when in
,this House I would see honorable members stand up and raise the filthy serpent
head of sectarianism. Those honorable
members have brought this House into
very grave disrepute.
One would expect to hear the honorable member for Rodney make the state-·
ments that he uttered, because all his
life he has thrived on them, but one
would not have thought that an exPremier would have stooped to the same
level. Surely to goodness this institution should conduct its proceedings on a
higher plane. Surely to goodness we,
who are elected by the people of Victoria and who are supposed to approach
these problems from a broad-minded
point of view and not from any sectarian angle, should try to raise ourselves to a higher level. It should not
matter whether a person is a Roman
Catholic, a Hebrew, a Presbyterian, or
a Seventh Day Adventist, we are elected
to this institution to do the greatest
good for the greatest number.
The Labour Government has been in
office for twelve months and during that
time it has not been possible for any
member on the Opposition side of the
House to point the finger of s(;orn at it
for anything it has done. Now, members
stoop to the depths of sectarianism in an
effort to drag the name of the Government into the gutter. Shame on you,
shame on every member on the Opposition side of the House!
Mr. PETTY.-Twaddle!
Mr.
GALVIN.-Twaddle nothing!
The honorable member speaks about
honesty. He and his party colleagues
who represent the last bastion (If
Toryism in this institution are looking
forward to the day when they can get
control of this State and when they will
hang each and everyone of their
political opponents on the highest lamppost.
Mr. PETTY.-It would have to be a
pretty strong lam p-post for you.
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Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member has shown himself to be the weakest
individual I have ever known or seen.
He and some of his followers always
attempt toO run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds and to jump on the
bandwagon of sectarianism.
Mr. PETTY.-That is a lie.
Mr. GALVIN.-It is the truth. He
wanted to know how much the Government had been whipped before it introduced this Bill; I should like to know
how much he was whipped before he
made his speech in this House to-night.
The honorable member for Rodney is
so exhausted after the speech he made
tha t he is prostrate on the bench. He
had been awaiting an opportunity ever
since he was elected a member of this
House to get that speech off his chest.
To-night he had the opportunity to do
so and now he is in a state of collapse. It
has been stated that this Bill introduces
new principles. I point out that a great
many Bills that the Government has
brought forward in this House introduce
new principles. That is one reason for
the objections of members of the
Opposition. They dislike the Government intensely because it is not prepared to go along adopting the attitude
of laisser-faire but is anxious always to
try to do things, to try to find new
avenues for the development of the
country and of its latent resources.
The honorable member for Mornington, the Leader of the Opposition, the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, and
our gold-mining friend from Wedderburn, also the honorable member for
Toorak, and the ex-Premier-each and
everyone of them has risen in the dying
hours 'of the session protesting that the
Government is trying to flog this Bill
through the House. I shall refre.sh their
memories.
I remind the honorable
member for Mornington of the occasion
on which his Government brought forward the Bill in relation to certain land
at Rosebud-'the land which he was responsible for alienating from use by the
public. He did that at 5 o'clock in the
morning.
The action of the Government
on that occasion was not for the
purpose of passing a measure that would
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permit of the production of one extra
grain of wheat, or one potato, or one
onion. It was due to the fact that certain pressure groups had said that they
wanted the land and in yielding to importunities he was prepared to ride
roughshod over members of this House
at 5 o'clock in the morning so that he
might get control of that area to suit
his own political ends.
Colonel LEGGATT.-At least anything I
did was out in the open.
Mr. GALVIN.-It certainly was; it
was at 5 o'clock in the morning. The
Bill was not introduced by the honorable
member for Mornington, but by the
then honorable member for Ripon who
was in charge of the measure. He simply
rose and said, "I move that this Bill be
now read a second time," and then sat
down. I remind the Opposition of
another Bill which the Liberal party
sponsored and which was passed through
this House at about 5 o'clock in the
morning. Under that measure certain
industries in Ballarat were granted areas
of land on which to erect factories. No
land had previously been alienated in
the manner in which that land was dealt
with. Therefore, why all this humbug
and talk about what Ministers may do?
I direct the a tten tion of members to
section 245 of the Land Act 1928 which
is a good indication of the provision in
other legislation concerning the powers
of the Minister. In practically every
section of that statute there appears the
wording, "to the satisfaction of the
Minister." That and similar phrases
occur over and over again. I shall quote
a few of them which appear in this
order.. to the satisfaction of the Minister . . . ."
.. 'to the satisfaction of the Minister . . . ."
". . . to the satisfaction of the Minister
· . ." .. as may be specified by the Minister
· . ." .. approved by the Minister . . . "
". . . in the opinion of the Minister. . ."
". . . if required by the Minister . . ."
.. Where the Minister is of opinion . . . "
". . . deemed by the Minister . . ." .. the
consent in writing of the Minister . . ."
.. proof satisfactory to the Minister . . ."
Ie.
•
•
the written consent of the Minister
· . ."". . . The Minister is satisfied . . ."

Yet, members of the Opposition claim
that the power which it is proposed to
give to the Minister is something new
and a departure from the normal practice. Why are Opposition members so
hypocritical?
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The Department of which I am in
charge administers some 50 Acts of
Parliament and in everyone of those
Acts there may be seen the expressions,
the Minister shall" or "the Minister
may." If members can trust the Minister in his own Department, why cannot
they trust him in relation to this Bill?
We have all heard much about the
scheme under which the Australian
Mutual Provident Society is developing
a certain area of land, but members of
the Opposition raised no objection to
authority granted by Parliament in that
instance to enable the Society to develop
the land. Opposition members and others
associated with them were prepared to
kow tow to the big financial institutions
and that is why, when it suited them,
they signified their approval of the plan.
U

Mr. BOLTE.-You supported it.
Mr. GALVIN.-I defy the honorable
member to show me any record in
Hansard of my having approved of
it.
The Liberal Government commi tted the taxpayers to the expenditure of £50,000 on the construction
of a road which was considered to
be necessary for the development of an
area of land granted to the Australian
,Mutual Provident Society, but under the
provisions of this Bill the State will not
be committed to the expenditure of one
penny. Now, in Opposition, members of
the Country party complain about practically every action of the Government,
bu t when they were in office they did
nothing to control the spread of ragwort.
I claim that there is only one way in
which to overcome that probJem in
Gippsland, and that is by cultivating the
land. Thousands of acres of the countryside are being destroyed because of the
drift of ragwort, and that is the sort of
country on which people may be settled
under this Bill. Why should they not be
encouraged to do so?
My belief is that some Opposition members fear that the settling of many additional persons on the land will result in
the production of more wool, wheat, oats
and milk, and that the prices of those
commodities might fall. If ever there
was a country crying out for increased
produotion in foodstuffs, it is Australia.
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I claim that we have an obligation to
feed the teeming millions to the north of
our borders. Others may have all the
atom bombs and jet-propelled aircraft
that they desire. Australia's best means
of defence lies in the provision of supplies of foodstuffs adequate to feed the
inhabitants of territories that lie to our
north. By supplying those people with
food, we will cultivate their friendship.
Much more will be gained in that way
than would be possible from the adoption
of standover methods. There has been
no substantial development of land in
th-is State, apart from that which took
place following the first and second world
wars.
Mr. McDoNALD.-That is incorrect.
Mr. GALVIN.-Perhaps I should say
that the main development in this State
has taken place since that time. Nothing
was done to develop land while the Country party was a Government. All that
was done by that Administration was to
Uft the control on land prices, and in so
doing it bowed rthe knee to the Liberal
party. In the course of the debate, the
Government has been attacked on the
,ground of having embraced Communism
and Socialism. Now, the Opposition has
scraped the bottom of the bucket, as it
were, and has dragged the issue of
sectarianism into the ring. The Government should be commended for having
introduced this measure, which is aimed
at bringing into production every available acre of arable land. The Opposition
should drop its hypocritical approach to
the measure. I ask: What is wrong with
the amendment?
Mr. TURNBuLL.-The Minister of Lands
did not think it was too good.
Mr. GALVIN.-That 'is his own personal opinion. Anything that embarrasses the Government makes the honorable
member happy. He came to this House
with a broad approach to politics. At one
stage, he intended to go over to the
Hollway Liberals, but that did not occur.
Eventually, he tumbled down with the
Conservative Liberals. After the honorable member f.or Malvern, he is the
most Conservative Liberal member in the
House. It is strange that environment
can make such a difference to a member.
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Under the provisions of this Bill, any
land alienated must be Crown land, which
is not required for settlement under Part
II. of the Bill. Fur.thermore, it must be
ascertained that the land will be used for
an approved purpose.
The Soldier
Settlement Commission will make a
recommendation, of which the Governor
in Council must approve. I claim that
there are plenty of safeguards in those
provisions.
I hope that never again will we see a
spectacle such as that which was witnessed in the House to-night. Even if
the Opposition desires to get rid of the
Government, it should not stoop to the
level of bringing out the sectarian serpent. We thought that it disappeared
after the first world war. I appeal to
members to base their attacks on logic
and not on prejudice.

Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-Tonight has been one of the saddest, yet one
of the most significant and most promising in the history of this Parliament.
Emotions have been stirred, because
questions of principle and decency have
been involved. It is a pity that members
have had to listen to the utterances of
the Chief Secretary, who specializes in
personal issues. I shall content myself
with making but few references to his
speech. I think I should say, however,
in view of what has just occurred, that
the first official reference to sectarianism
in this Parliament was the production of
a morning newspaper, which stated that
the Labour party was split on the
sectarian issue.
I remind the House that during the
first speech on this particular amendment, which was delivered by the Leader
of the Op.position, the Minister who
normally would have implemented thi3
legislation Itore up the amendment.
That was before any reference had been
made to sectarianism. Further, the
honorable member for Toorak did not in
any way ra-ise tha't issue. It was the
Chief Secretary himself who was responsible for attaching that epithet to
the honorable member for Rodney. In
speaking on the amendment, my attitude,
and I believe that of my colleagues, is
en'tirely on different grounds of criticism.
It has been salid by several speakers that
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if it were proposed to give advantages
of land settlement to any group, whether
religious or not, no one would have the
slightest objection proV:ided the whole
scheme waS' embodied in the Bill and
people knew where they stood before the
opera Nons of the legislation commenced.
The Chief Secretary claimed to know
something about why there are many
unproductive lands, and he informed the
House that cultivaUon is necessary to
get rid of ragwort. Never was such a
stupid statement made, because cultivation is precisely what make,s ragwort
multiply. One has only to attempt to
pull it up or cut it with a plough, and
from every rootlet other plants spring
up, each one bearing thousands of seeds.
Instead of there being one plant there
may be a dozen. The only way to treat
ragwort is to spray it, and the worst
thing to do is to fO'ol around with
it. There are hundreds, and possibly
thous,ands, of farms on the steep slopes
of Gippsland into which men have
poured their very lives, but because they
did not have enough land and could not
make sufficient money, and because the
land was sloping and difficult to work,
they have been ruined in their heroic
attempts. What is necessary for the
settlJing of those areas? People have
loaned money on them and now wish to
goodness they had not done so. If the
law in relation to the eradication of
weeds were enforced, the owners of the
land would give it away. The solution is
an expenditure by the Government of a
certain sum of money 1n sending
workers with sprays into the areas to
get rid of the ragwort. That operation
would be a great deal cheaper than
some of the pr.oposals contained in this
Bill. When the ragwort was eradicated
over a considerable area, Italians or
southern Europeans could be settled,
and in a short time thousands of dairyfarms would be estabIished in the
district. Our attitude to these questions
is based sol~ly on honesty, decency and
efficiency.
It must not be forgotten that the nonSociaI:ists of this Parliament began the
MHdura irrigation scheme-Deakin was
the champion of that idea. Further,
Libera1s were the fathers of high schools
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in Victoria; they established the State
Electricity Commission and deLiberately
created a Comm'ission. That was done
because, as it was to be a highly technical. organization, it was decided that it
should not be messed about by Min:isters
and Labour. The creation of that Commission has led to some difficulties, but
the term "Commission" stood for
organization within the Government
ambit but relatively independent of a
Minister. IJn a simUar way, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
was given power to select its own staff,
but the Labour party in this Parliament
was not satisfied until it forced that
staff into the Public Service for the sake
of greater control. In this Bill, the same
thing is happening with regard to the
Soldier Settlement Commiss,ion; that
body is to be subjected to all the red
tape and control by a Minlster. Clause
3 of the BiH contains the first reference
to the fact that in the exercise of the
powers, functions and duties conferred
upon the Commission under the Act, it
shall be subject to the direction and
control of the Minister.
The sitting was suspended at 7.26 a.m.
until 8.10 a.m. (Saturday).

Mr. WHATELY.-Before the breakfast interval, I was pointing out that the
first significant thing in the Bill following the definitions is the statement that
the Commission shall operate under the
control of the Minister. That is the
normal thing in any ordinary administrative Department such as the Education Department, the Lands Department,
and so on.
Some Commissions were
originally intended to have a certain
degree of freedom. in order that they
might use funds allocated to. them by
appropriations with speed, and make
decisions.
That situation is being
altered.
The next important point is
that the Bill proceeds to indicate that
the Commission's responsibility will be
to acquire land from owners and to set
apart Crown land.
The measure provides that as to the use of the Crown
land there should be advice from a consultative committee. The next point is
that when irrigation questions arise the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission must be consulted. As soon as
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it is decided to develop land and decisions
have been made as· to its becoming
available to settlers, the matter must be
notified in the Government Gazette in
order that any person may know exactly
what is being offered, and may get in
on the ground floor in applying for a
block.
The whole structure of the Bill is of
that character. Members will recall
that there is provision for two types of
settlers, those who propose to develop a
block from scratch as private settlers,
and those who are prepared to work
under the. Commission for some time and
who will receive financial consideration
in due course. If the motion now submitted in the amendment was considered by Cabinet, the only possible conclusion is that it was rejected and that
there was a change of mind within
recent hours.
The obvious structure of the Bill has
regard to the selecting and developing of
land and making it available for
individuals. The emphasis is placed upon
the qualifications of ·the individuals.
Consideration shall be given to their war
record, if any; to their financial position,
and the probability that the men
selected will fit into the type of farming
envisaged. Then, out of the blue, two
amendments in the other place entirely
altered the situation and so upset some
members of Cabinet that there was an
emotional scene as soon as the debate
began earlier in this sitting. Here is a
radical alteration made, one would
expect, over the head of the Premier. I
have great admiration for the talents of
the Leader and the Deputy Leader of
the Labour party in their respective
ways.
The honorable member for
Bendigo has ability to intimidate people
with his loud voice and his insinuations
and the Premier for his ability to adapt
his course according to the latest wind
that blows. I submit that the Premier's
speech was a clever effort, entirely intended not to discuss the amendment but
to keep as far away from it as possible.
Mr. GRAY.-The Premier got down to
fundamen tals.
Mr. WHATELY.-Yes, of settlement.
That is why I cannot criticize much of
the Premier's speech. He has been in
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Parliament long enough to know what
he was talking about, but his speech had
nothing to do with the amendment that
has caused disunity within his own
party. It is a fact that closer settlement
has lagged, but what is the reason? As
I said before, it was partly due to difficulties that farmers did not appreciate
in the early days. They cut down too
much timber in Gippsland and created
slopes which became covered with
bracken and noxious weeds. They made
mistakes in the arid areas. The Government itself made a tremendous mistake
in the Millewa. Settlement has lagged
not because of lack of interest in closer
settlement but through ignorance. It
is only now that it has become
possible to undo that harm.
Mr. GALVIN.-Now that the Government is trying to undo the harm you
are complaining.
Mr. WHA TELY.-It is not being done
in an honest way and it is not easy for
me to say that. The dishonest way is to
say that the amendment has anything to
do with the Bill. As the Premier suggested, regulations will be propounded
to cover the personal qualities of the
persons who may occupy farms under
the Bill. The original interest in the
project must not have been in individuals
but in organizations which have land and
would have a great deal of freedom in
the precise arrangements made as to the
persons working for them. I am only
going on rumours that have been current around the House during the last
two hours. The Bill provided for individuals but as it has been said that the
amendment provides for organizations,
it is foreign to the measure.
It is
different from the legitimate way of
making provision for any organizations
interested in land settlement. If there
are such organizations, let us welcome
them to the State and accommodate
them on terms that are advantageous to
the State as well as to the people making the venture. That is the attitude of
Parliament and the whole thing must
simply be put on that plain basis of
fact.
The antagonism within the Premier's
party and certainly within the Opposition arises partly out of tactics characteristic of the Government's procedure
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during the last month or so. In a way
tha t has not been the practice in the
eigh.t years that I have been a member
of this House, the Government has set
out to bring in a great number of Bills,
some of them containing a tremendous
number of clauses. The consolidation of
one measure occupied the Deputy Leader
of my party in a Herculean task hour
upon hour. During the last few weeks,
we have met deliberately bad arrangemen ts on the part of the Government,
and members have been kept here until
sometimes 4 o'clock in the morning, all
because there were sticky Bills the
Government wanted to be passed before
Christmas, and certainly before the next
election. That is where there has been
connivance to have Bills passed. By the
weight of public opinion, and the efforts
of the Opposition we have sp.en fundamental changes in all Bills of the sticky
type that have been introduced. The
Government has had to adapt itself to
public opinion. I am grateful for some
of the changes that have been made, but
we have had to fight hard for them in
the same way as people outside
Parliament.
I suppose we shall see the honorable member for .Glen Iris as the new
Minister of Lands. The' Labour party
used him to toss the Country party out
of power and to try to ruin the Liberal
party. Now he is in the process of
ruining the Labour party. When I first
met him I regarded him as the most
nimble-witted man to lead an Opposition
but later I found that he was absolutely
lazy and hopeless as the Leader of a
Government.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! I would remind honorable members that this is not a
burlesque. It is a House of Parliament.
Mr. WHATELY.-I think that this
amendment and other parts of the Bill
are a dishonest approach by the Government to an important issue, namely, the
settling of ex-servicemen on the land and
making land available to others who
have the enterprise and character to
undertake what is a difficult job.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-I would
not have risen to speak if it were not
for the remarks of the Premier who
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said that he knew something about
primary production and had some
knowledge of the land in the Goulburn
valley. I want to know why he left
the Goulburn valley to come to the city.
Of course, the reason was that he was
a failure on the land. He was not
made of the same stuff as our people
who in spite of adversity and struggle
through the years have been able to
raise our families and carryon our
farms in a reasonable set of circumstances.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER.~Order! There are
far too many interjections· from the
Government side and I shall leave the
chair if members do not refrain from
interjecting. The strain is heavy at this
hour of the morning and persistent
interjecting aggravates it. I shall make
an example of the next member who
resists my authority.
Mr. MOSS.-There is some credit due
to people who can pay their way on
the land and raise families and keep
them in a reasonable standard of com..
fort. I have known what it is to work
hard on the land. I had to dig channels
to pay my way-to shift dirt for money
-and to shear sheep for a living. I am
not ashamerl of that; indeed I am proud
of it. Therefore I am entitled to speak
as a greater authority on land ·settlement and development than the Premier,
who ran away from the country and
came to the city. I notice that the
Chief Secretary is very interested in
what I am saying and is laughing.
Mr. GALVIN.--Oh, you bore me!
Mr. MOSS.-The Chief Secretary reminds me of a certain racehorse. This
horse was big, rough and fat but he
achieved fame in his day. He won the
Melbourne Cup. He was fa,mous as a
"roarer" and his name was Windbag.
The Chief Secretary talked about land
development and he takes credit for
being the architect of Robinvale and the
Murray valley. He says modestly, "I
had a little to do with these schemes."
He certainly had a Ii ttle to do with them.
When he inspected areas in the Murray
valley he raced past them in a Buick car
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at 50 or 60 miles an hour and said,
" This is good country; we ought to have
a settlement here."
We are not getting down to the
fundamentals of this Bill. In fact, they
are not appreciated by the Government.
A couple of hours ago, in the early hours
of this morning, we saw a terrific
spectacle in this Chamber. I have been
a member for eight years and never
before have I seen anything so depressing. The Minister of Lands threw this
Bill on the table and walked out of
the Chamber. Already the honorable
gentleman is being branded as a traitor
by the members of the Labour party.
We know that he is a man of good
principles and honesty of purpose, and
he showed that by saying that he could
not stand the situation any longer and
he walked out of the Chamber. As I
said it was a most depressing incident.
The Government ought to forget about
this Bill for a while and put it over
until after Christmas, when it could give
it mature consideration. We know that
the Labour party is unhappy about the
Bill. One has only to look at the Ministers on the front bench. . Their faces
show how happy they are! There are
the Minister of Health, the Minister of
Education, and the Honorary Minister,
who is the honorable member for Goulburn. See how happy they look! There
is no doubt that the Government is on
the run. It would be much better for
all concerned if the Government postponed further consideration of the
measure until some time in the New
Year, instead of forcing this amendment
through the House this morning to suit
certain people.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton) .-At
the commencement of the debate I felt
indignant about the way in which the
Bill had been foisted upon us. I had
had no opportunity of studying the Bill
and comparing it with the principal Act,
or, later, of examining the amendments
made in the other House. This morning
the debate has developed on acrimonious
lines. Because unfortunate innuendoes
and accusations have been made about
the Bill and the motives of my colleagues, neither the honorable member
for Glen Iris nor I propose to vote on
the amendment.
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Appropriation

Mr. MmUS (Borung).-Never have I
felt it so difficult to speak on a matter
before this House, but I cQnsider that I
should not let the amendment go without
speaking briefly to it. This amendment
has a sinister and ulterior motive. As
has been pointed out, the objective of
the Bill is said to be the prQmotion of
land settlement, but this amendment, if
agreed to, will not promote the proper
type of settlement; it will be destructive
of land settlement. It will have the
effect of depriving thousands of fine
young land-hungry Australians of land
to which they are fully entitled and
favour another class of persons less
deserving. I register my displeasure
with the amendment and I shall vote
against it.
The House divided ,on the question that
the amendment be agreed tQ (the Hon.
P. K. Sutton in the chair)Ayes
23
Noes
12
Majority for the amendment

11

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
D'Arcy
Fewster
Galvin
Gray
Hayes
Lucy
Merrtfield

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MUI'lphy
Pettiona
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Doube
Mr. Randles.
NOES.

Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Colonel Leggatt
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Moss

Mr. Rylah
Mr. Stirling
Mr. Whately .
Tellers:

Mr. Petty
Mr. Turnbull.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Dunn
Gladman
Holland
Lemmon
Lind
Morrissey
Mutton

Sir Thomas MalJtby
Mr. Cook
Sir Herbert Hyland
Sir George Knox
Mr. Mitchell
Mr Dodgshun
Mr. White
(Allendale) .

Bill (No.2).

APPROPRIATION BILL (No.2).
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
- I move-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

As all members know, the passing of
this Bill is necessary in order to provide
for the financing of the affairs of the
State for the next six months. I trust
that it will be given a speedy passage.
(Shepparton).Mr. McDONALD
I do not propose to delay the passage of
the Bill at this late hour on Saturday
morning. I have n0 hesitation in saying
that the legislative programme of the
Government and some of its decisions on
other matters constitute a serious reflection, almost amounting to an attack on
the rural areas and the rural economy.
I refer to the decision of the Government to increase various charges-including railway freights and fares, water
charges and land tax-and also to the
attitude adopted by the Government in
relation to the Transport (Amendment)
Bill.
Other legislation ,which the
Government has passed imposes various
restrictions on industry.
I trust that the money to be appropriated under this Bill towards meeting
the cost of the services for the remainder
of the current financial year will be
used in a much more fruitful manner
in the interests of the people of the
State as a whole and particularly the
residents of the rural areas. 1 appeal
to the Government to reconsider some
of its decisions affecting municipalities. Ratepayers throughout the State
are expecting much better treatment
than they have been receiving at the
hands of the Government. 1 remind the
Treasurer that in respect of the current
financial year he has received a much
greater amount of revenue than was re··
ceived by my Government.
In the
interests of the rural areas 1 ask the
Premier to give more consideration to
the financial requirements of the municipalities throughout the State. People
in some of the country districts are entitled to more of the amenities that are
so freely available in the city.
On
account of the density of population in
the metropolitan area many amenities
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have perforce to be made available to
meet the needs of the people, but similar
facilities are not enjoyed by people in
the country areas. Again I appeal to
the Premier to re-examine the basis of
his grants to country municipalities and
to try to do more to assist them.
I
think he will agree that rural people are
deserving of all the financial help and
services which can be placed at their
disposal.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
-Out of courtesy to the Leader of the
Country party I assure him that this
is not a sectional· Government, but a
Government of the people, and during
the time that it is in office it will be
able, I hope, to discharge its duties and
will neither fear nor favour anybody.
The honorable member has stated that
my Government has received some
millions of pounds more than was at the
disposal of the Government of which
he was leader. The first reason why
my Government has not more funds at its
disposal than had the previous Administration is that expenses are now
higher than formerly. Secondly, I have
endeavoured to balance the Budget. I
hope that this Government will be judged
on its merits both in the city and in the
country. I assure the honorable mem·
ber that it will not matter whether
people live in the cities or in the most
remote parts of the State-they will all
be given fair treatment. They will receive from the Government the honest
and sincere and just government to which
they are entitled.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through ·1.ts ,remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
CLOSE OF THE SESSION.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
move-

_ ..;J

That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Thursday, January 14, 1954, at Four
o'clock.

Of course, in the meantime, Parliament
will be prorogued, as a new session will
be opened early next year. At this stage
of the session, it is customary to express
to one another-whatever our political
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difficulties and our troubles may beour best wishes for the festive season.
We also extend our best wishes to the
staff and to other people who have
rendered service to this Parliament. I
take the opportunity of extending to you,
Mr. ,speaker, our sincere 'cong,ratulations
on the magnificent manner in which you
have ·carried out the duties of your
high office. Y.ou came to the office of
Speaker of this Assembly without having had much eJeperience 0'£ parliamentary life, but I have no doubt that
every member will unhesitatingly agree
that you have carried out your duties
in an excellent manner and that you
have done justice to the standard set
by your long nne of distinguished predecessors. I Icongratulate you, Sir, and
thank you for the way in which you
have presided over the s'ittings of this
Assembly. I wish you 'and your family
the best ofor the forthcoming festive
season.
I take this opportunity also of congratulating the Chairman of Committees
on the very efficient manner in which he
has .performed his duties. I do so on
behalf of my colleagues and, I am sure,
on behalf of all members of this House.
To the members of the staff at the table
I give my best thanks. They have a
more tir,ing task than have members,
because they must be on duty continually while Parliament is sitting. It is
true that they have advantages afterw'ards, but while the House is 'in session
their task is a difficult and painstaking
one. I congratulate them on the way
in which they have 'carried out their
duties.

To the Hansard staff I also convey my
sincere thanks. It was suggested to me
to-night that, in the interests of the
hea'lth of members of the Hansard staff,
I should have moved that strangers be
excluded from the House, but for certain
reasons I did not wish to do that. On
several occasions that has been done in
this House after long sessions when the
Hansard staff have been worn out
during many hours of reporting. of
difficult discuss'ions. I take this opportuni ty of thanking the Chief of Hansard
and aH members of his staff for the
magnifi'cent way in which they have done
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their job. Many of us do not recognize
some of our speeches when they appear
in Hansard. If the reporting staff reproduced our speeches in the form in which
we deliver them, Hansard would have
been abolished years ago. .It is because
of their skill, training and their capacity
that they are able to report what we
intend to say-not what we actually
say. By doing that they make our
speeches very readable. We all owe
Hansard a very great deal.
To all the other members of the staff,
including those who wOI'lk in the refreshment rooms and who render very
valuable service to this Parliament, we
extend our thanks. Over the years
many people have criticized public
servants; as a matter of fact, some
criticism has been levelled at them tonight. Speaking by and large, however,
in the work they perform there is not
much to be desired. It is true that some
public servants might have a tendency
to take the job easy because they are in
what some describe as a snug and protected position, but the great majority
of the officers of the Public Service
render valuable service, not only to the
Government and to the Opposition, ·but
to the community. I was a member of
the Opposition for many years, and,
irrespective of which party comprised
the Government, I was always able to
obtain any required information from
the various Departments.
I take this
opportunity of thanking the public
servants of Victoria for the generous
help they have given over the years.
To members generally and the members of the Opposition particularly, may
I say that whatever our feelings are I
trust that this system of Government
will continue. It is the only satisfactory
one of which I know, and it could not
exist if it were not' for the fact that
members on both sides of the House are
big enough to overcome differences of
opinion that take place during debates.
Although the Leader of the Opposition
and the Leader of the Country party and
their colleagues may attack me tomorrow, and I might do the same so
far as they are concerned, the main thing
is that we are able to talk to one another
and understand each other.
The very
basis of our system is that the most
Mr. Cain.
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progressive man in a Parliament can
talk to the most conservative one on
the level. That is what saves the British
system of Government.
A Parliament
would not be worth anything if it were
not comprised of representatives of
Some
various sections of the people.
criticism is made that certain of my
colleagues have radical views. The
Labour movement, and. in fact, Australia
generally, would not progress if such
views were not held. On the other hand,
the Liberal party holds many Tory
views. Between those two extremes, as
it were, is a middle force; therefore, we
should not be too critical of the conservative Country party, the Tory Liberal
party, or the radical Labourite, because
they are all part of our democratic
system. I hope that it will long remain
so, and that, irrespective of anything
that may happen in .Parliament, we shall
always be friendly.
I have much
pleasure in wishing all my friends,
including yourself, Mr. Speaker, the best
wishes for Christmas and the New Year.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-On behalf of members of the
Opposition, I wish to thank the Premier
for his good wishes.
To you, Mr.
Speaker, I convey the grateful thanks of
every member of the Opposition for the
impartial way you have carried out your
duties.
Indeed, you remind me of the
home-side cricket umpire who, whenever
there is a doubtful decision, always gives
it against his own team. To me, that
is the approach of the true British
subject.
All members owe a debt of
gratitude to the table officers. Whenever
an approach is made to them either by
members of the Opposition or members
of the Government their attitude is
always the same.
I desire to make a
special reference to the Parliamentary
Draftsman who, during the last two or
three months, must have had a torrid
time.
If slight errors are discovered
in legislation, I am sure that no member
will offer any criticism, and will be prepared to agree to the necessary amendments next session.
To the members of the Hansard staff,
I can only reiterate the message the
Premier conveyed. I believe that the
housekeeper, the attendants, and the
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members oJ the refreshment room staff,
and all those who look after us have
only one object in view-to please every
member. I think they have succeeded
in doing so to the sa tisfaction of all
concerned. It is not with any ulterior
motive that I have left the Government
until last. I should not be able to enjoy
a happy Christmas unless I felt that I
still had the same personal feelings towards members of the Government. In
that spirit I offer to the Premier, the
members of his Government, and to his
supporters, the best wishes for Christmas. I am sure that when we pass
through tha t festive period we will
return refreshed in mind to carryon our
duties in the New Year.
Mr. McDONALD (Leader of the
Country party).-I join with the Leader
of the Opposition in thanking the
Premier for his felicitations and good
wishes to all members. I reciprocate
his wishes.
After our political job
is completed, it is proper that we
should refer to the esteem we have
for one another. I desire to thank
you, Mr. Speaker, for your help and the
many courtesies you have extended, for
the way in which you have occupied
the Chair, and for the manner in which
you have conducted the business of the
House. Although I am not suggesting
that your task has been an easy one,
there have been more difficult and
strenuous sessions. However, I hope
that when we resume next year conditions will be no worse than they have
been during this last week.
I thank the table officers and the
Serjeant-at-Arms for the valuable part
they played in the system of Government. I am sure th~t at some time
or another all members have appealed
to them for help. Without them and
their advice, their knowledge and their
assistance in the preparation of material,
our path would not be such an easy
one. Of course, they have duties other
than those in the House, and I know
that they carry them out in a most
efficient manner. Whenever they are
approached they respond most cheerfully
and readily.
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'When I read my speeches I marvel at
the work ·of the Hansard staff. There
has been no necessity for me to correct
one of my proofs since this session of
Parliament commenced. I realize that
I am a fast speaker and I sometimes
wonder how on earth the Hansard
wri ters are able to render such an
accurate report. Without them, I am
certain that the parliamentary system
could not last in the way that it has
done, because they provide a complete
~ecord to enable the people of Victoria
to know and understand what is happening in Parliament. I feel that sometimes
we are inclined to overlook the work of
the attendants outside the Chamber but,
they, too, perform their duties in an
excellen t manner. I thank the refreshment room staff for their wonderful
work. We witnessed an example this
morning-when they were able to provide breakfast for members on a Saturday-how they can rise to the occasion.
In the expression of thanks I think
perhaps one or two sections who serve
us very well have been overlooked.
In the first place, I shall refer to our
secretaries. Those members who are not
in office have the great advantage of the
valuable services rendered by both
secretaries and typistes. Secondly, I
pay a tribute to the drivers of the State
motor-cars which are placed at the
disposal of Ministers and party leaders.
Those drivers discharge their duties with
care and courtesy. The members of the
Country party appreciate the smooth
and effective functioning of Parliament
as an institution, as indicated in particular by the manner in which the proceedings in the Assembly are conducted.
I join with the Premier and the Leader
of the Opposition in wishing you, Mr.
Speaker, your wife and other members
of your family, the compliments of the
season. To the P.remier and the Leader
of the Opposition and their families;
to the remaining members of the Government and, in fact, to all those with whom
I associate in this House, I express the
hope that the coming Christmas will be
a very merry one and that the
approaching new year will be most prosperous, bringing with it all that they
could desire for themselves.
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The

SPEAKER (the HOD. P. K.
a moment I
shall be
putting, with unfeigned pleasure, the
motion moved by the Premier, welcoming
it as a means of escaping from affairs
which in the last few weeks have been
a very pressing priority. I have read
somewhere that a Speaker on his
accession to the chair acquires "the
white flower of a neutral political life,"
and I hope I have achieved that
distinction.
I know I shall be excused from doing no
more than offer formal congratulations to
the Leader of the Government on the
legislative programme that he has completed this year, in connexion with which
-as he has acknowledged more than
once-he has received the utmost cooperation from the Opposition. I am
deeply grateful to the honorable gentleman for his exceedingly kind references
to myself, in which he has been joined
by the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Country party. As a
matter of fact, I have had nothing but
kindness shown to me ever since I
assumed the high and important position
that I now occupy in this House. I have
found my task most agreeable and easysurprisingly so, not because of any
intrinsic merits of my own, but because
of the ready willingness and co-operation
displayed by all members on each side
of the Chamber to assist in the prosecution of parliamenta'ry business.
Sutton) .-In

I echo the wishes of the Premier and
the Leaders of the two Opposition parties
that all honorable members will have a
very happy Christmas, as well as a
prosperous N ew Year, which for us in
this Parliament wHI be marked by an
historic event in February. We cannot
fail to regard it with pride as an occasion
of great significance. I refer, of course,
to the opening of ParIiament by Her
Majesty the Queen.

I desire to offer gratefUl thanks to the
officers at the table-those" custodians of
the privileges, rights and usages of this
House. It would be 'impossible for me
a t the moment to find words to ex:press
adequately what honorabl~ members
generally must feel about the work of
the Hansard staff, the members of which

Adjournment.

deserve OUT sincere appreciation. They
embellish and preserve for posteritywhich I hope will be admiring in many
instances, but will, I fear, be uncaring
in others-the sometimes rough jewels
of speech which fall from the lips of us
a'll. To the representatives of the press,
who have always done a remarkably fine
job, sometimes under adverse conditions,
I extend ,my best seasonal wishes. At
least we can say of the Victorian newspapers that they do not take as their
slogan the motto coined by a wellknown English ,publicist that "the first
function of the press is to suppress."
I, too, thank the drivers of the State
motor-cars, the attendants of this House,
and those people in the Parliamentary
refreshment rooms who minister to our
creature comforts. I have a sincere
and lively appreciation of the services
rendered by everyone who has helped to
keep the wheels of this institution
moving.
The motion was agreed to.

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

A message was received from the
Legislative Council acquainting the
Legis1ative Assembly that they had concurred with the Legislative Assembly in
adopting the Address to Her Majesty
the Queen, and had filled up the blank
thereIn by inserting the words "Legislative Council and the," and had agreed
to the following resolution, viz.:That the Address to Her Majesty the
Queen agreed to this day by 'both Houses
should 'be rpresented 'to Her Majesty on the
date of her arrival in the State of V.ictoria.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).
--1 moveThat the House do agree to the resolution
of the Legislative Council.

The ·motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.48 a.m.
(Saturday) until Thursday) January 14,

1954.
[Parliament was' subsequently prorogued by proclamation published in the
Government
Gazette
of the 13th
January, 1954.]
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Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2019.
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway
Construction Bill, 1187.
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1172.
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bulk-handling system, 1041.
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Hospital Benefits Bill, 24, 25.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2992.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 2737.
Land Settlement Bill, 3097, 3110, 3112,
3115, 3138, 3139, 3141.
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Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2948, 2966,
2967, 2970, 2972, 2973.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2208.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1303, 1314, 1316, 1317, 1667.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 722.
Mid-River Murray Area-Proposed jOint
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Oldham Trusts Bill, 2220.
Parliamentary Refreshment Rooms-Control by House Committee, 2223, 3148;
management difficulties, 2223; press report re retail prices of goods, 3148.
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member, 473; absolute majority for
second reading of Electoral Districts
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Minister, 1824.
Prices Regulations (Continuation) Bill,
1956, 1969.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 14.
Railway
Department - Losses,
1053;
freights and fares, 1053; proposed investigatory committee, 1053; transportation
of wheat, 1512.
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Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
2214, 2216.
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State Forests Loan Application Bill, 18,
20.
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Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 479.
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1826, 1866, 1867, 1869, 1871, 1872, 1873,
1874.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3127.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
393, 398.
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Transport
Regulation
(Board
and
Licences) Bill, 1043, 2822.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 476.
Trustee Bill, 2427, 2432.
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C.
Callide Coal.

(See" Coal Supplies.")
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Benefit Associations Bill, 733, 737, 738.
Building Directorate, 1059.
Chandler Highway-Reconditioning at
Kew, 1176.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1058.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3), 1176.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2223.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Conditions of bank financing, 645.
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. Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2870.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1261, 1271.
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill, 2040.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1542.
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1180.
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill, 1782.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill, 614.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2300.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 2202.
Housing Bill, 2606.
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2115.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 2740, 3094.
Land Settlement Bill, 3100, 3109, 3111,
3114, 3115, 3138, 3142.
Land. Surveyors Bill, 2103.
Land TaX-Assessments for year 1952-53,
1665.
Land Tax (Exemption and Rates) Bill,
3131.
Law Department-Issue of authorizations
for "Housey-housey," 1043.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2953, 2967,
2968, 2969, 2971.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1312.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers>
Bill, 2840.
Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill, 1781.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 675, 677.
Parliamentary
Refreshment
RoomsActivities of House Committee, 2223.
Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill, 2870.
Point of Order-Statement in debate,
3114.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
1966.
Railway Department-Cost of construction of Moe-YaUourn line, 645.
Rent
Control-Position
of
property
owners, 1058; subletting, 1058.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Purchase
of freehold land, 2492; allotment. of
blocks, 2492.
State
Land
Tax-Assessments,
862;
capital value of land, 862.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 2504, 2507, 2508.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 481.
Tattersall Conl)ultations Bill, 1830.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 460.
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. Wheat Marketing Bill, 1672.
Wire Netting-Manufacture at Pentridge
gaol, 1176.
Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys) Bill-Received from Assembly, 1664; first reading, 1664; second reading, 1776; remaining stages, 1779.
C.~·

.Parking.
Act" and

(See" Parking of Vehicles
of Vehicles Bill.")

"Pa~king

Cars and Drivers, Visiting. (See" Motorcar (Visiting Cars and Drivers) Bill."}
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill-Received
from Assembly, 2029; declared a private
Bill, 2029; motion that Bill be dealt with
as a public Bill, except in relation to the
payment of fees, agreed to, 2029; first
reading, 2113; second reading, 2113; remaining stages, 2114.
Chairman of Committees, The (Hon. D. J.
Walters)-Rulings and Statements ofAmendments and New Clauses-Admissibility of suggested amendment involving increase of burden on the people,
484, 2035; admissibility of suggested
amendment altering destination of taxation revenue, 1269; testing amendment
on portion thereof, 1970, 2744; admissibility of new clause, 3139.
Debate-Relevancy of remarks, 1270, 1272,
3090; restriction of discussion of clauses,
1969, 2591; postponement of clause,
2997; statement in debate, 3114.
Entertainments Tax
Bill - Constitutionality of suggested amendment, 1269.
Landlord and Tenant Bill-Form of
putting amendment to permit others
to be submitted, 2744.
Land Settlement Bill-Proposed new
clause, 3139; verbal alteration to same
clause, 3141.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill-Casting vote in Committee, 1316.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill-Suggested amendment, 484.
Swine Compensation Bill-Foreshadowed
amendment, 2035.
Chairmen of Committees, TemporaryAppointments, 3.
()handler Highway, Kew-Repair, 1176.

Chandler, Hon. G. ~. (Southern Province) .
Agriculture, Department of-Livestock
Division: Officers and salaries, 2285.
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3147.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1298.
Corio to Newport Pipe-Line Bill, 2837.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
2101.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2846.
Division
in
Committee - Licensing
(Amendment) Bill, 3001.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1549.
Forests Commission-Cumberland valley
reserve, 294ft
Housing Bill, 2608.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2997.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2961, 2968,
3001. .
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 399.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board 01
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 823, 2286,
2517, 2521.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 722.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1781.
Queen Elizabeth II., Visit of-Enabling
old people to see Her Majesty, 3147.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3129.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Coranderrk estate, 822.
State Electricity Commission-Purchase
and sale of power in bulk by metropolitan municipalities, 1513.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2306, 2313.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1825, 1837.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3127, 3128.
Williamstown, City of-Annexatiori of
area in Shire of Werribee, 1935.
Chelsea Water Supply. (See" State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission.")
Child Welfare-Supply of artificial limbs,
(See
also
.. Adoption
of
3151.
Children (Amendment> Bill.")
Citrus Fruits.
(See" Dried and Citrus
Fruits.")
City of Williamstown-Annexation of area
in Shire of Werribee, 1935.
Clarke, Sir
Frank,
K.B.E.
Province).
Electoral Districts Bill, 536.

(Monash
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Clarke, Sir Frank.-continued.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1268, 1269, 1272.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 865.
Point of Order-Pair in division, 1268,
1269.
Coal Mine Workers-Pensions, 1080.
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment)
Bill-Received from Assembly, 475; first
reading, 475; second reading, 608; remaining stages, 612.
Coal Supplies-Commonwealth subsidy on
Callide coal, (qn.) 1664.
Oolac District Floods. (See" Floods.")
Coleman, Hon. P. L. (Melbourne West
Province).
Address-in-Reply, 133.
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
321.
Adult Education, 1096.
Agriculture, Department of-Livestock
Division: Officers and salaries, 2285.
Appropriation Bill, 25.
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3146, 3147,
3148, 3150, 3151.
Artificial Limbs for Children, 3151.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2199, 2414,
2415.
Barwon Valley-Investigation of flooding,
1243; development of land, 1243.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill,
2199, 2493. 2499.
Business of the House-Days and hours of
meeting, 121, 1171, 2493, 2718, 2822,
2948, 3074; order of business, 121; time
for taking new business, 646, 1171, 2493;
suspension of sitting pending receipt of
Bills from Assembly, 823; length of final
sitting for session, 3147.
Callide
Coal-Commonwealth
subsidy,
1664.
Chandler Highway, 1176.
Chelsea, Mornington Peninsula and Gippsland West Water Supply, &c., 3150.
Child Welfare-Supply of artificial limbs,
3151.
Christmas Felicitations, 26, 3152, 3154.
Citrus and Dried Fruits-Scientific information, 1097, 1108.
Commonwealth Motor Vehicles-Carriage
of passengers, 1243; compulsory thirdparty insurance, 1243.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 1), 745.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 980,
994, 1087, 1100, 1108, 1109, 1110.

Coleman, Hon. P. L.-continued.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3). 980,
995, 1173, 1176.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2199,
2220, 2223, 2224, 2226, 2230, 2233.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Conditions of bank financing, 645.
Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth n.-Address of Congratulations,
822, 1512.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1874, 2094, 2101.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2716, 2844, 2847.
Deaths-Mr. Harvey, 6, 8; Mr. Inchbold,
814.
Education Department
Prefabricated
class-rooms for Boneo-road school, 377.
-Transport of scholars, 1173; details
of costs, 1174; investigatory committee,
1174.
Electoral Districts Bill-Paper re proceedings in Supreme Court of Victoria,
864.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2716, 2869.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1187, 1244, 1246,
1254, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273.
Estimates of Expenditure-Departmental
figures, 1173.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1287.
Fisheries and Game Department-Case of
former manager of Snob's Creek
hatchery, 1176; hatcheries, 2226; activities affecting sportsmen, 2226; opossum
pest, 2226; expenditure, 2717; staff, 2717;
liberation of fish, 2717; biologist's report,
2717.
Floods-Colac district, 3150.
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway
Construction Bill, 1043, 1186, 1187.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial) Bill,
2036, 2289.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
Undertaking) Bill, 2836, 3002.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Traralgon
Undertaking) Bill, 2836, 3003.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 670.
Gippsland West Water Supply, 3150.
Government Licences-Revenue from fees,
721.
Grain Elevators Board-Operation of
bulk-handling system, 1042.
Hospitals-Accommodation for patients at
Apollo Bay, 526; appointment of official
at Coleraine hospital, 645; daily cost of
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Coleman. Hon. P. L.-continued.
treatment at base hospitals, 863; number of patients treated at, and revenue
of, public hospitals, 1042; election of
representatives to Board of Queen's
Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital,
2233.
Hospitals and Charities-Annual voluntary subscriptions, 863.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Complaints against former members, 1098;
building programme, 1098, 1665, 1812;
position re Wodonga hospital, 1098; re
Healesville hospital, 1098; re Yea hospital, 1099; architects' charges, 1099;
Gippsland hospital, Sale, 1665.
House Committee-Appointments, 4.
Housing Bill, 2407, 2592, 2610, 2611.
Hycal Plaster Industries Pty. Ltd., Mildura
-Railway freight on gypsum, 1097.
Land (Development Leases) Act 1951Developmental road, 3151.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
2821.
Land Settlement-Yanakie Run, 1274;
prospective legislation, 1097.
Land Tax, ,State-Assessments, 862, 1665;
capital value of land, 862.
Library Committee-Appointments, 4.
Local Government (Building Regulations
Committee) Bill, 1171, 1774, 2009, 2285,
2821.
Lo'cal Government (Imported Houses)
Bill, 8.
Local Government (Imported Houses) Bill
(No.2), 2199, 2412, 2413.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works Bill, 2286.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Bill, 2010, 2286.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Government policy in administration, 136; loss on Deer Park-Footscray-Melbourne service, 376.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1315, 1316.
Ministry, The-Constitution of Cain
Government, 4.
Mornington PeninSUla-Water supply,
3150; inquiry by State Development
Committee, 3150.-Transport difficulties,
3150.
Motor-car
(Third-Party)
Insurance-Operations of State Accident Insurance
Office, 1088, 2224; Premiums Committee's
application for increase, 1089; interstate premiu'ms conference, 1100; Commonwealth vehicles, 1243.

Coleman, Hon. P. L.-continued.
Olympic Games, 1956-Government financial guarantee, 2716; progress of works,
2716.
Onion Marketing Board-Operations of
authorized agents, 2093; suggested investigation of activities, 2117; financial
statements, 2285.
Parking of Vehicles Act-Collection of
fines, 2493.
Parliamentary Refreshment Rooms-Proposed increase of charges, 2223; control
by House Committee, 2223.
Parliament, Opening in 1954-Alteration
of Standing Orders, 2717.
Point of Order-Member making speech
supporting candidature of another
member, 5.
Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werribee
Racecourses) Bill, 2716, 2868, 2869.
Printing Committee-Appointments, 4.
Public Account' (Amendment) Bill, 475,
606.
Public
Service-Number
permanently
employed, 2009, 2093;
long-service
leave, 2009, 2093.
Public Works Committee-ApPOintments,
5.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 8, 14.
Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 3002, 3130.
Queen Elizabeth H.-Coronation: Address
of congratulations, 822; acknowledgement, 1512.-Visit to Victoria: Standing
Orders re opening of Parliament, 2717;
, address of welcome, 3146; arrangements
for old people, 3148.
Queen Mary, Death of-Address to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth H., 373, 813.
Railway Department-Deficit, 134, 136.
1089; war-time use of rolling stock, 134;
competitive systems, 135, 322, 1090, 1109,
1110; appointment of deputy Commissioner, 135; congestion in Melbourne
goods yards, 135; St. Kilda-Brighton
street railway, 136; Sandringham-Black
Rock street railway, 136; diesel-electric
trains, 137; time saving on Mildura run,
137; closing of non-paying lines, 322,
1092, 1093; level-crossing accidents. 455:
Wonthaggi-Melbourne line, 606; Upper
Ferntree Gully-Gembrook line, 606;
Moe-Yallourn line, 646; Kerang-Murrabit line, 863; Wangaratta-Whitfield line,
980,1093; interest liability, 1089; freight
on refrigerators, radio sets, &c., 1089;
freight increases, 1090; rates for primary produce, 1091; concessions to

(8)
Coleman, Hon. P. L.-continued.
country manufacturers, 1091; comparative freight charges, 1091; industrial
troubles, 1092; Communist element in
railways union, 1092; operations of
Claims Division, 1093; contracts for repair of rolling stock, 1093, 1094; commercial agents, 1094; accounting system
and costs allocation, 1094; intra-suburban freight traffic, 1094; letting of railway land, 1095; improvements in
freight-handling methods, 1095; new
trains, 1095; special Sunday services,
1095; ticket machines, 1096; one-class
fares, 1096; track maintenance, 1097;
freight rate on superphosphate, 1097;
claims of Wood's Point residents, 1097;
long-service leave for officers and employees, 1512; transportation of wheat,
1513.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 8, 16, 17.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3002, 3128, 3130.
Railways (Mt. Buffalo Chalet) Bill, 2010,
2112.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill, 8, 13.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
2113, 2215.
Road Transport-Operators' licences, 134,
453; interests of returned soldiers, 135;
investigatory committee, 136; back loading, 1091; competition with railways,
1092; review of position, 1096; basis for
issue of licences, 1109, 1110.
Snob's Creek Hatchery, 1176, 2226.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Coranderrk estate, 822; purchase of freehold
land, 2493; allotment of blocks, 2493.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointments,4.
State Accident Insurance Office-Discounts
on workers compensation premiums,
1088,1100.
State Development-Efficiency of transport systems, 134.
State Development Committee-Appointments, 6.
State Electricity Commission-Purchase
and sale of power in bulk by metropolitan
municipalities,
1514;
Morwell
sewerage line, 2821.
State Land Tax, 862, 1665.
Statute
Law
Revision
CommitteeAppointments, 5.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 321, 477, 483, 485, 607.
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Coleman, Hon. P. L.-continued.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 2844.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1774, 1813,
1823, 1824, 1825, 1863, 1866, 1867, 1868,
1870, 1871, 1873, 1874.
Teaching Service-Number permanently
employed, 2009, 2093; long-service leave,
2009, 2093.
Totalizators-Facilities for betting at
metropOlitan racecourses, 721.
Transport-Co-ordination of suburban passenger services, 136.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3002, 3116,
3128.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
321, 386, 392, 394, 606.
Transport
Regulation
Board - Road
operators' licences and permits, 134,
453; Government policy in adminstration, 137; receipts and expenditure, 1157;
payments to Consolidated Revenue, 1157.
Under-privileged Children-Crows Nest
Holiday Camp, Queenscliff, 2285.
Uniform Taxation-Incidence, 1087; return to State of taxing power, 1088.
University of Melbourne-Number of
students, 2092; fees, 2092; Government
grants, 2092, 2230; projected increase in
fees, 2230.
Wheat Industry-Prices for home consumption and export, 1514; quantities
sold, 1514.
Williamstown, City of-Annexation of
area in Shire of Werribee, 1935.
Coleraine Hospital-Appointment of official,
(qn.) 645.
Commonwealth Motor Vehicles-Carriage of
passengers, (qn.) 1243; compulsory
third-party insurance, (qnJ 1243.
Companies Act-Numbering of shares, and
marketing Boards.
(See" Statutes
Amendment Bill.")
Condah Swamp Area-Flooding of land,
3150.
Consolidateil Revenue Bill (No. I)-Received
from Assembly, 745; first reading, 745;
second reading, 745; Committee and remaining stages, 746.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-Received
from Assembly, 980; first reading, 980;
second reading, 994, 1043, 1065; Committee, 1087; remaining stages, 1111.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3)-Received
from Assembly, 980; first reading, 980;
second reading, 995, 1171; Committee,
1173; remaining stages, 1176.
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Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4)-Received
from Assembly, 2199; first reading, 2199;
second reading, 2220; Committee, 2222;
remaining stages, 2234.
Co-operation Bill-Received from Assembly,
2757; first reading, 2757; second reading, 2822, 3074; Committee, 3088; remaining stages, 3090.
Co-operative Farming. (See" Land Settle,
ment.")
Co-operative Housing Societies-Condition5
of bank financing, (qn.) 645.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly,
1111; first reading, 1111; second reading, 1288; Committee, 1299; remaining
stages, 1302.
Co-ordinator of Transport-Appointment,
1055.
Coranderrk Estate. (See ',' Soldier Settlement Commission;")

Crown

Hotel,

Traralgon

Licence

BiB.-

continued.

dealt with as a public Bill, except in
relation to payment of fees, agreed to,
824; first reading, 824; second reading,
824; remaining stages, 825.
Cumberland Valley Reserve. (See" Forests
Commission." )

D.
Deaths.
(See" Harvey, the late Hon.
Trevor," and .. Inchbold, the late Hon.
Percival Pennell.")
Deer Park Tramway. (See" Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board.")
Department of Agriculture-Names and •
salaries of chief experts, (qn.) 2285.
(See alsc "Fruit Fly," .. Poultry Farming," and Primary Production.")
Development Leases.
(See" Land (Development Leases) Act.")

Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill-Received
from Assembly, 2427; first reading, 2427;
declared a prjvate Bill, 2836; motion
that Bill be dealt with as a public Bill,
except in relation to payment of fees,
agreed to, 2836; second reading, 2836;
Committee and remaining stages, 2839.
Coronation. (See" Queen Elizabeth II.")

Division in Committee-Licensing (Amendment) Bill: Correction of list, 3001.
Divisions-

Coroners Bill-Introduction and first reading, 823; second reading, 864; remaining stages, 865.

second reading, 558; on motion for third
reading, 607.
Entertainments Tax Bill-On motion for
adjournment of second-reading debate,
1247, 1254; on motion for second reading, 1268.

Country .Fire
Authority-Fire
alarm
apparatus: Invention of Geelong resident, 827.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill-Received from Assembly, 1874; first reading, 1874; second reading, 2094;
Committee, 2101; remaining stages,
2102.
Country Sewerage Loan Application BilIReceived from Assembly, 2716; first
reading, 2716; second reading, 2844;
Committee and remaining stages, 2847.
County
Court
Act-Contempt.
.. Statutes Amendment Bill.")
Cranbourne Racecourse.
Offences (Cranbourne
Racecourses) Bill.")

(See

(See" Police
and Werribee

Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill-Received from Assembly, 823; declared a
private Bill, 823; motion that Bill be

Barley Marketing (Amendment) BiZZ-On

clause 2, 744.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) BilZ-On

motion for second reading, 2499.
Electo'ral Districts BiZZ-On motion for

Factories and Shops (Long Service Leave)
Bill-On motion for adjournment of

second-reading debate, 1287; on motion
fixing date for resumption of debate,
1288; on amendment to clause 4, 1683;
on amendment to clause 8, 1688; on
amendment of amendment to clause 9,
1692.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill

-On motion for second reading, 2029.
Housing Bill-On amendment to clause 2,

2610; on clause 3, 2612.

amendment to clause 3, 2981; on amendment
to clause 22, 2986.
Landlord and Tenant Bill-On test
omlSSIOn from clause 15, 2745; on
amendment to clause 15, 2745; on proposed new clause A, 2746; on proposed
Labour and Industry Bill-On

(10)
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Divisions-continued.
new clauses Band C, 2748; on proposed new clause E, 2749; on proposed
new clause F, 2750.
Land Settlement Bill-On proposed new

clause AA, 3116; on proposed new
clause CC as verbally amended, 3144;
on motion for third reading, 3145.
Licensing (Amendment) Bil~n amendments to clause 6, 2967, 2969; on clause
19, as amended, 2970; corrected list,
3001.
Melbou1'ne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill-On amendment to clause 2, 1316;

on clause 2, as amended, 1317; on
amendment to clause 4, 1318; on motion
for recommittal of Bill in respect of
clause 2, 1667.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill-On motion for
second reading, 2872.
Parking 01 Vehicles Bill--On amendment
to clause 3, 677.
Prices Regulation

(Continuation)

Bill--

On motion for second reading, 1967; on
amendment to clause 2, 1970.
Public Works Committee-On amendment
to motion for appointments, 5.
Statutes Amendment Bill--On amendment to clause 5, 2509.
Tattersall Consultations Bill--On motion
for adjournment of second-reading debate, 1826; on amendment to motion
for second reading, 1863; on secondreading motion, 1863; on amendment to
clause 8, 1873.
Workers Compensation Bil7.-0n clause 4,
668; on clause 5, 668.
Dried and Citrus Fruits-Treatment of
vines and trees, 1082, 1108; attitude of
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization, 1082, 1097. (See
also "Primary Production.")
Dureau Memorial. (See" Junior Legacy,
Melbourne (Dureau Memorial) Bill.")

E.

Education DepartmentAccommodation for Pupils-Overcrowding, ll.-Boneo-road school, (qn.> 376.Supply of Bristol prefabricated classrooms, (qn.) 376.-Building programme,
1059, 1101; building projects in SouthEastern Province, 1080.-Closing of
Gippsland schools, 3005.
Administration

and

Finance-Proposed

planning
Commission,
9.--Commonwealth endowment towards cost of
educating children, 1060.-Absorption of
kindergartens,
1060.
(See
also
.. Kindergartens.")
Mult-i-Purpose
Schools-Provision
in
country districts, 11.
Physical Education-Experiments in England, 12.
Teaching Se1'vice-Number permanently
employed, (qns.) 2009, 2093; longservice leave, (qns.) 2009, 2093. ,
Transport of Scholars---'Costs, 1171, 1173,
1174.-Investigahry committee, 1174.
Egg and Egg Pulp-Alleged evasion of Marketing Act, 2758. (See also "Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill.")
Elections and Qualifications CommitteeAppointments, 3.
Electoral-Legislative Council franchise, 10.
-Redistribution of Assembly districts,
10. (See also "ElectoI\al Districts Act
1953," "Gippsland Province," "NorthEastern Province," and .. Parliamentary Elections (State Servants) Bill.")
Electoral Districts Act 1955-Report of Commissioners, 1665.
.
Electoral Districts Bill-Received from
Assembly, 402; first reading, 402;
second reading, 485, 526. -Question
whether absolute majority required
for second and third readings, 558; discussed, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 607;
President's rulings, 563, 608.-Committee, 564, 607.-Third reading, 607.Communication from the Clerk of the
Pa-rliaments, 738,' 813.-Paper re proceedings in Supreme Court of Victoria.
864.

Eager, Sir Clifden, K.B.E., Q.C. (East Yarra
Province). (See" President, The (Sir
Clifden Eager, K.B.E., Q.C.).")

Electricity Commission. (See" State Electricity Commission.")

Education.
(See
.. Adult
Education,"
.. Education Department," and II University of Melbourne.")

Employers and
proceedings.
ment Bill.")

Electricity Supplies for Rural Areas.
.. State Electricity Commission.")
Employ~es

(See"

(See

Act--Garnishee
Amend-

~tatutes
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Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill~
Received from Assembly, 2716; first
reading, 2716; second reading, 2869;
Committee and remaining stages, 2870.
Entertainments Tax Bill-Received from
Assembly, 1187; first reading, 1187;
second reading, 1244; Committee, 1269;
remaining stages, 1273.
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly, 1812; declared
a private Bill, 1812; motion that Bill be
dealt with as a public Bill, agreed to,
1812; first reading, 1812; second reading
and remaining stages, 2040.
Estimates of Expenditure-Departmental
calculations, 1172, 1173.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 823; second reading,
865; Committee and remaining stages,
865.
F.
Factories and Shops-Long-service
for employees, 1080.

leave

Factories and Shops (Industrial Appeals
Court) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 121; second reading, 141; remaining stages, 142.
Factories and Shops (Long Service Leave)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
823; second reading, 981, 1274, 1515;
Committee, 1551, 1667, 1674; remaining
stages, 1693.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) BillReceived from Assembly, 1813; first
reading, 1813; second reading, 1935,
2010; Committee, 2029;
remaining
stages, 2029.
Fences
Act-Contracting
out.
(See
.. Statutes Amendment Bill.")
FeI'guson, Bon. D. P. I. (South-Western
Province).
Barwon Valley-Investigation of flooding,
1243; development of land, 1243.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1059.
Co-operation Bill, 3085.
Corio to Newport Pipe-Line Bill, 2838.
Country Fire Authority-Invention of
Geelong resident, 827.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2846.

(II)

Ferguson, Hon. D. P. J .......-continued.
Education Department-Work on schools
in Geelong district, 1059; need for Commonwealth endowment for tuition of
scholars, 1060.
Erosion of Foreshore in South-Western
Province, 746.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2027.
Fire Alarm Apparatus-Mr. John Curtis's
invention, 827.
Floods-Draining of Colac and contiguous areas, 130; construction of levee
bank, 130; Barwon Valley, 1243.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 724.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfi.tters) Bill,
615.
Immigration-Conditions at Commonwealth Hostels, Belmont, 1062.
Kindergartens-Cost, 1060; absorption by
Education Department, 1060.
Milk-Recommended price increase, 130.
Old Folks' Homes-Geelong project, 1061;
professional costs, 1061; Queen Elizabeth Benevolent Home, Ballarat, 1061.
Onion Marketing Board-Operations of
authorized agents, 2093; suggested investiga tion of activities, 2117; financial
statemen ts, 2284.
Primary Production-" Cold war" allegations, 130, 132.
Railway
Department-Duplication
of
main lines, 131, 1060; use of idle rolling
stock, 131; level-crossing accidents, 455;
tribute to Minister of Tran"port, 1060;
Sunday services to Geelong and Queenscliff, 1060; Colac-Laver's Hill branch
service, 1061.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 17.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3129.
State Electricity Commission-Extension
of supply to St. Leonards, 376.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1835.
Transport-Co-ordination, 131.
Under-privileged Children-Crows Nest
Holiday Camp, Queenscliff, 2285.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 458.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2859.
Fire Alarm Apparatus, Geelong.
"Country Fire Authority.")

(See

Fisheries and Game Department-Snob's
Creek hatchery, 1775, 2225, 2226, (qn.)
2717; case of former manager, 1175,
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Fisheries and Game Department.-continued.
1176, 2224.-Other hatcheries, 2224.Expenditure on fish breeding, 2224.Cost of administration, 2224, 2225, 2226.
-Licence fees, 2225.-Proposed open
season for opossums, 2225, 2226.Grievances of sportsmen, 2225.
Floods-Draining of Colac, Beeac, and
Eurack areas, 130, 3149, 3150; plan of
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission engineer, 3150.-Construction of
levee bank on Barwon river, 130. (See
also "Barwon Valley" and "Coondah
Swamp Area.")
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway Con. struction Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1043; second reading, 1186;
Committee, 1186; remaining stages,
1187.
Footscray Tramway. (See" Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board.")
Foreshore Erosion. (See" South-Western
Province.")
Forests
Commission-Reafforestation
in
Gippsland and the north-east, 1106.Myrtleford plantations, ll06.-Cumberland valley reserve, (qn,) 2948. (See
also "Land Settlement" and "State
Forests Loan Application Bills.")
Fraser, Hon. A. l\L (Melbourne North
Province).
Benefit Associations Bill, 720, 727, 737, 738,
745.
Bills, Renumbering of Olauses-Labour
and Industry Bill and Landlord and
Tenant Bill, 3116.
Bookmakers Bill, 2408, 2509, 2515, 2516.
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2029,
2113.
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amenament) Bill, 475, 608.
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill, 823,
824.
Electoral Districts Bill, 402, 485, 560, 564~1
607.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1268.
Factories and Shops <Industrial Appeals
Court) Bill, 121, 141.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 823, 981, 1286, 1515, 1551, 1667,
1674, 1675, 1678, 1680, 1682, 1683, 1685,
1687, 1688, 1691, 1693.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
1813, 1935, 2029.
Gold-mining
Industry-Commonwealth
financial assistance, 322.

Fraser, Hon. A. M.-continued.
Goods (Textile Products) Bill, 2493, 2848.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill,
321, 402, 616, 617.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2092,
2298, 2302, 2303.
Hospital Benefits Bill, 20, 22, 24, 25.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2616, 2750, 2860,
2980, 2981, 2983, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2987,
2988, 2990, 2991, 2992, 2993, 2994, 2995,
2997, 2998, 2999, 3001, 3116.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 3116.
Land Settlement Bill, 2974, 3094, 3108,
3109, 3110, 3111, 3114, 3116, 3137, 3138,
3140, 3143, 3145.
Land Surveyors Bill, 1874, 2102.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2715, 2827,
2865, 2967, 2968, 2969, 2970, 2972, 2973,
3091, 3092.
Licensing (Chairman of Courts) Bill,
2407, 2501.
Local Government <Imported Houses)
Bill, 15.
Medical Registration Bill, 2836, 3135, 3136.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1318, 1666.
Points of Order-Matter concerning President's ruling, 1318; statement in debate,
1515; reference in House to debate in
Committee, 1666.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill,
2427, 2613.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2199, 2417,
2420, 2421, 2423.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1825.
Water (Amendment> Bill, 321, 377, 470,
472.
Workers
Compensation
(Amendment)
Bill, 2109.
Workers Compensation Bill, 666.
Free Library Service-Administrative control, 1070.
Free Presbyterian Church Property BillReceived from Assembly, 1041; declared
"a private Bill, 1041; motion that Bill be
dealt with as a public Bill, agreed to,
1041; first reading, 1041; second reading,
1182; remaining stages, 1184.
Fruit Fly-Expenditure by Department of
Agriculture, 1172.
Fulton, Hon. W. O. (Gippsland Province).
Benefit Associations Bill, 734.
Bookmakers Bill, 2511, 2516.
Callide Coal-Commonwealth subSidy,
1664.
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Fulton, Hon. W. O.-continued.
Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys) Bill, 1777.
CoaJ Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment) Bill, 611.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2225.
Education Department-Closing of Gippsland schools, 3005.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1269.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1545, 1675, 1686; 1690.
Fisheries and Game Department-Administration, 2225; views of fishermen and
sportsmen, 2225.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial)
Bill, 2291.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial>
Undertaking) Bill, 3004.
Goods (Sale of Sheep Skins) Bill, 1179,
1180.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill,
612.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2301.
Hospitals and Charities-Annual voluntary subscriptions, 863.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionApproved building works, 1665; Gippsland hospital, Sale, 1665.
Hospitals, Base-Daily cost of treatment,
863.
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2116.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2979, 2990, 2997,
2998.
Land Settlement Bill, 3105.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage'
2589.
Medical (Registration) Bill, 3136.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1780.
Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill, 1781.
, Points of Order-Denial of allegation by
member, 473, 474; member wishing to
make statement rising before question
put, 1269.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 2104.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bi~l,
2614.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
2217.
'Tattersall Consultations 'Bill, 1851.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 462.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2855.

Bill,

. Funeral Benefit Organizations. (See" Benefit Associations Bill.")

G.
Galbally, Hon. J. W. (Melbourne North
Province).
Architects (Amendment) Bill, 1811, 1943.
Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys) Bill,
1664, 1776.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1105.
Co-operation Bill, 2757, 2822, 3088, 3089.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1288, 1299, 1301.
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill 2427 2836
2839.
'
,
,
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1272.
Forests
Commission - Reafforestation
policy, 1106; Myrtleford plantations,
1106; Cumberland valley reserve, 2948.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 670,
724, 725, 727.
Goods (Sale of Sheep Skins) Bill, 1041,
1177, 1179, 1180.
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill, 1664,
1782.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1812, 2201,
2203.
Land Settlement-Procedure on applications, 1106; specific cases of Forests
Commission's objection, 1106.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill,
2426, 2588, 2591, 2592.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2716, 2840, 2844.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2210.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 321,
399, 402.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1111, 1302, 1314, 1317, 1318, 1667.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 605,
722.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers)
Bill, 2502, 2839.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1664, 1779, 1781.
Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
Bill, 121, 137, 141.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
1272; foreshadowed amendment involving additional burden on the people.
2035.
Price Control-Statement in debate, 1105.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2421.
State Electricity Commission-Extension
of supply to St. Leonards, 376; sale of
equipment, 1043; supply to rural
dwellers, 1274; self-help scheme, 1274;
removal of bridges in Yarrabulla creek
area. 2199.
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Galbally, Hon. J. W.-continued.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 8, 17,
18,20.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2199, 2303, 2310, 2312.
Superannuation (Newport .. A" 'Employees) Bill, 1041, 1180.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
(Extension) Bill, 2408, 2426.
Sewerage Districts (Amendment) Bill,
2716, 2847.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1874, 2029, 2034,
2035.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3002,
3132.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2716, 2849, 2859.
Gartside, Hon. C. P. (South-Eastern Province).
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3148.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 743,
744.
Business of the House--Hours of meeting,
2822.
Chelsea Water Supply, 3148.
Christmas Felicitations, 3153.
Co-operation Bill, 3086.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1247, 1266.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1286, 1528.
Gippsland West and Mornington Peninsula-Water supply, sewerage and
drainage problems, 3148; need for investigation by State Development Committee, 3148.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill,
615.
Housing Bill, 2609, 2610.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2996.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
823, 1158, 2009, 2821.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 2723, 2743, 2744,
2745, 2748, 2749, 3093.
Land Settlement Bill, 3115, 3141, 3143.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Proposed extension of southern
water supply area, 3148.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 401.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board ot
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 2520.
Mel1;>ourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1309, 1313, 1316, 1318, 1667.
GartSide, Hon. C. P.-continued.
Mornington Peninsula-Water supply,
3148.

Gartside, Hon. C. P.-continued.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1780.
. State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Position in Chelsea, Mornington
Peninsula, and Gippsland West, 3148.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1857.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3132.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3127.
Workers Compensation Bill, 662.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1776.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial) Bill
-Received from Assembly, 2036; first
reading, 2036; 'second reading, 2289:
remaining stages, 2298.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (MordiaUoc
Undertaking)
Bill-Received
from
Assembly, 2836; first reading. 2836;
second reading 3002; remaining stages.
3003.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (TraralgoD
Undertaking)
Bill-----'Received
from
Assembly, 2836; first reading, 2836;
second reading, 3003; remaining stages,
3004.
Gasfitters. (See" Health (Plumbers and
Gasfitters) Bill.")
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The-Received
from Assembly, 670; declared a private
Bill, 670; motion that Bill be dealt with
as a public Bill, except in relation to
payment of fees, agreed to, 670; first
reading, 670; second reading, 724; Committee, 725; remaining stages, 727.
Geelong Old Folks' Home-Progress with
new structure, 1061; professional costs.
1061.
Gippsland Hospital, Sale.
(See" Hospitals
and Charities Commission.")
Gippsland Province, Representation ofAnnouncement re issue of writ for
by-election to fill vacancy caused by
death of Hon. Trevor Harvey, 3; return
of writ, 120; election of Mr. W. O.
,Fulton announced, 120.
Gippsland West Water Supply. (See" State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.")
Gold-Mining
Industry-Commonwealth
financial assistance, (qn.) 321.-Electricity reqUirements of companies at
Gaffney's Creek and .Wood's Point,
1085.
Goods (Sale of Sheep Skins) Bill-Received
from Assembly, 1041; first reading,
1041; second reading, 1177; Committee,
1179; remaining stages, 1180.
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Goods (Textile Products) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2493; second reading
and remaining stages, 2848.
Government Departments-Investigation of
expenditure, 2221.-Cost of journals,
2231. (See also" State Development.")
Government Licences-Revenue from fees,
(qn.> 720.
Government Statist--Administrative costs,
2226.-Possible duplication of statistics,
2226.
Governor, His Excellency Sir Reginald
Alexander
Dallas
Brooks,
Ii.C.B.,
K.C.M.G., D.S.O., K.St.J.-Speech on
opening of session, 2.-Motion for
adoption of Address-in-Reply, 9; seconded,10; debated, 121; agreed to,137;
presentation of Address, 645, 720.Tribute to His Excellency an~ Lady
Brooks, 10, 122.-Transmission of Address of sympathy to Queen Elizabeth
II. re death of Queen Mary, 373; of
Address of congratulations to Queen
Elizabeth II. on her coronation, 822.
Grain Elevators Board-Operation of bulkhandling system, (qnJ 1041.
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill-Received
from Assembly, 1664; first reading, 1664;
second reading and remaining stages,
1782.
Grigg, Hon. T. H. (Bendigo Province).
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3150.
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 1185.
Building Societies Bill, 2037.
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2113.
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment) Bill, 609.
Commonwealth Motor Vehicles-Carriage
of passengers, 1243; compulsory thirdparty insurance, 1243.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1083.
Country Fire Authority (Finance> Bill,
2099.
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing ActEvasion, 2758.
Electoral Districts Bill, 555.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1685.
Hospitals and Charities CommissiODWork of former members, 1083; proposed public inquiry, 1083; building
programme, 1812.
Hospitals, Public-Number of patients
treated, 1042; revenue, 1042.

Grigg, Hon. T. H.-continued.
Housing Bill, 2604, 2610.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2984.
Land Settlement Bill, 3104, 3114.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill,2040,
2041.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2871.
Olympic Games, 1956-Government financial guarantee, 2716; progress of works,
2716.
'
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 676.
Poultry Farming-Single test laying competitions, 3150;· diseases, 3150.
Revocation and Ex'cision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2410.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1845.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 476.
Gypsum. (See" Hycal Plaster Industries
Pty. Ltd.")
H.

Harbor Trust. (See" Melbourne Harbor
Trust (Amendment) Bill," and .. Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill.")
Harvey, The late Hon. Trevor, M.L.C.-Resolution placing on record deep regret at death, 6; adjournment of House
as mark of respect, 8.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfittel's) BillReceived from Assembly, 321; first reading, 321; second reading, 402, 612; Committee, 616; remaining stages, 617.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2092; first reading, 2092; second reading, 2298; Committee, 2302; remaining stages, 2303.
Heroin.

(See" Poisons (Heroin) Bill.")

Hospital Benefits Bill-Received from
Assembly, 20; first reading, 20; second
reading, 22; Committee, 24; remaining
stages, 25.
Hospitals-Commonwealth
Government's
responsibility, 9.-Number of patients
treated, (qn.) 1042.-ReV'enu~, (qn.)
1042. (See also "Apollo Bay Hospital,"
" Base Hospitals," "Coleraine Hospital,"
"Hospitals and Charities Commission,"
and "Queen's Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital.")
Hospitals and Charities-Annual voluntary
subscriptions, (qn.) 863.
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Hospitals and Charities Commission-Pro'posed public inquiry to enable former
members to state their case, 1083; reasons for Government's attitude, 1098.Position re certain hospital projects,
1098.-Architects' fees, 1099.-Approved
building works, (qn.) 1665.-Gippsland
Hospital, Sale, (qnJ 1665.--Continuation
of building programme, (qn.> 1812;
stoppages of work, (qn.> 1812.
Hotham Heights Land Bill-Received from
Assembly, 1812; declared a private Bill,
1812; motion that Bill be dealt with as a
public Bill, agreed t6, 1812; first reading,
1812; second reaciling, 2201; Committee,
2203; remaining stages, 2204.
House Committee-Appointments, 4.
f4

Housey-Housey."
ment.")

(See" Law

Depart-

Housing-Government policy, 1080.
(See
also "Building Directorate," "Building
Operations and Building Materials Control (Extension) Bill," .c Building Societies Bill," "Co-operative Housing So'cieties," " Co-operative Housing Sodeties (Amendment> Bill," "Housing
Bill," "Immigration," "Landlord and
Tenant Act," "Landlord and Tenant
Bill," "Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill," and "Local Government
(Imported Houses) Bills.")
Housing Bill-Received from Assembly,
2407; first reading, 2407; second reading,
2592; Committee, 2609; remaining stages,
2612.
Hycal Plaster Industries Pty. Ltd., Hildum
-Railway freight on gypsum, 1081,
1097.
L

Immigration-Conferences of State Ministers of I~migration, (qn.) 605.-Housing of migrants, 618.
(See also
"Migrant Hostels, Commonwealth.")
Imprisonment of Fraudulent Debtors ActService of judgment. (See" Statutes
Amendment Bill."
Inchbold, Hon. P. P. (North-Eastern Province).
Electoral Districts Bill, 547.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 674, 677.

Inchbold, The Late Hon. Percival PennellResolution placing on record deep regret of House at death, 814; adjournment of House as mark of respect,
817.
Industrial 4ppeals Court. (See" Factories
and Shops (Industrial Appeals Court>
Bill.")
Instruments Act-Caveats.
Amendment Bill.")

(See" Statutes

J.
Jones, Hon. J. J. (Ballarat Province).
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2415.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1077.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1294.
Land Settlement Bill, 3104.
Motor-car Act-Breaking of windscreens
of vehicles, 1970; protective measures,
1970.
Railway Department-Refreshment room
charges, 323; condition of MelbourneService ton line under diesel traction,
1077; safety factor, 1077; derailment of
goods train, 1078; cost of duplicating
and regrading Gippsland line, 1078.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2411.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2307.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1848.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 457, 472.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 1673.
Workers Compensation Bill, 669.

Jones, Hon. Paul (Doutta Galla Province).
Beer, Bulk and Bottled-Consumption in
Victoria, 1157; cost to consumers, 1157.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1084.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2227.
2233.
Division
in
Committee - Licensing
(Amendment) Bill, 3001.
Education Department-Teaching service.
2009, 2093.
Gold-mining
Industry-Commonwealth
financial assistance, 321; electric power
'requirements of companies at Gaffney's
creek and Wood's Point, 1085.
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2116.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill.
2589.
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Jones, Hon. Paul.-continued.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2955, 2971,
2972,3001.
Petrol-Consumption and price, 1157.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
196(
Public Service-Number permanently employed, 2009, 2093; long-service leave,
2009, 2093.
Railway Department-Tribute to Minister
of Transport, 1084; carriage of refrigerators, 1084; carriage of superphosphate, 1084; closing of spur lines,
1085; claim of Wood's Point reSidents,
1086, 1087; long-service leave for officers
and employees, 1512, 2233.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2312.
Teaching Service--Number permanently
employed, 2009, 2093; long-service leave,
2009, 2093.
University of Melbourne--Number of
students, 2092; fees, 2092; Government
grants, 2092; increase of fees, 2227; receipts and expenditure, 2227; suggested
abolition of fees, 2228; equality of
opportunity for students, 2228; views of
educationists,
2228;
Commonwealth
scholarships, 2228.
Journals, Departmental.
(See" Governmen t Departments.")
Judges. (See" Supreme Court (Judges)
Bill.")
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2036; declared a private Bill, 2036;
motion that Bill be dealt with as a public Bill, agreed to, 2036; first reading,
2036; second reading, 2114; remaining
stages, 2116.
Juries (Fees) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2199; first reading, 2199; second
reading, 2416; remaining stages, 2417.
K.

Kennedy, Sir James (Higinbotham Province).
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
380.
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3146.
Benefit Associations Bill, 720.
Bullliing Societies Bill, 2039.
Business of the House--Notes of secondreading explanations, 3146; length of
final sitting of session, 3146.

Kennedy, Sir James.--continued.
c;ancer InstitutE"!' (Loan Moneys) Bill, 1777.
Christmas Felicitations, 27, 3152.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2). 1101.
C:onsolidated Revenue Bill (No.3), 1173.
Co-operation Bill, 3082, 3088, 3090.
C;o-operative Housing Societies <Amendment.' Bill, 12R9, 1299, 1301, 1302.
Coroners Bill, 864.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Blll,
2094.
Deaths-Mr. Harvey, 7; Mr. Inchbold, 815.
Erlucation
Department-Provision
of
schools, 1101; transport of scholars, 1173.
Electoral Districts Bill, 526.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1246, 1247.
Estimates of Expenditure--Departmental
figures, 1173.
Factorip.s and Shops (Long-service Leave).
Bill, 1532.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards)
Bill, 2023.
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway
Construction Bill, 1186.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Blll.
1182.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordiallot!
Undertaking) Bill, 3003.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 725.
Hospital Benefits Bill, 24.
Housing Bill, 2612.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 2416.
Leave of Absence--For Mr. Chandler, 4.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2865, 2968,
2973, 3091.
Local Government (Amendment) BlIl,
2842, 2844.
Local Government <Imported Houses)
Bill, 15.
Local Government <Imported Houses)
Bill (No.2), 2413.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 2010, 2520.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Bill, 2288.
Melbourne Harbor. Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1318.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1779.
Oldham Trusts Bill. 2220.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 672, 676.
Poisons (Heroin) BnI, 2104.
Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werrlbee Racecourses) Bill. 2869.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Blll.
2614.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Blll.
1959.
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Kennedy, Sir James.-continued.
Public Account (Amendment> Bill, 606.
Public Trustee (Common Fund) Bill, 13.
Public Works Committee-Appointments,
5.
Queen Mary, Death of-Address to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II., 373.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 16.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3129.
.
Railways (Mt. Buffalo Chalet) Bill, 2112.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill, 13.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
2213, 2216.
State Development Committee-Appointments, 6.
Statute Law Revision Committee (Amendment) Bill, 2501.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 2426, 2502.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 478, 484.
Superannuation 'Police and State Pensions (Extension) Bill, 2427.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1816.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3132.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
395.
Transport Regulation Board-Receipts
and expenditure, 1157; payments to
Consolid~ted Revenu~, 1157.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 475.
Trustee Bill, 121, 2433, 2437.
Trustee Companies (Commission) Bill,
991.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft). Bill, 1775,
1776.
Kindergartens-.Cost of Operation, 1060.Absorption by Education Department,
1060.
L

Labour and Industry Bill-~eceived from
Assembly, 2616; first reading, 2616;
second reading, 2750, 2860, 2974; Committee, 2979; remaining stages, 3001.Resolution for renumbering clauses,
3116.
Land (Development Leases) Act 1951-Developmental road, (qn.) 3151.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Exclusion of
dwellings from Parts III. and IV., (qnJ
1042. (See also II Rent Contro!.")
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 823;
second reading, 1158; debate adjourned,
1166; Order of Day for resumption
postponed, 2009, 2285, 2821.

LandlO'l'd and Tenant Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2286; second reading, 2615,
Committee,
2741;
remammg
2718;
stages, 2750.-:-Message from Assembly
re amendments, dealt with, 3092.-Resolution for renumbering clauses, 3116.
Land Reservations. (See" Revocation and
Excision of Crown Reservations Bill.")
Land Settlement-Applications, 1065, 1106,
1l07.-Forests
Commission's
policy.
1065, 1106, 1107.-Capacity of farms
near Melbourne, 1067.-Co-operative
farming, Emerald district, l068.-Price
of land, 1068.-Prospective legislation,
1097.-Yanakie Run, (qn.) 1274. (See
also "Land Settlement Bill," II MidRiver Murray Area," II Primary Production," and II Soldier Settlement
Comm1ssion.")
Land
Settlement
Bill-Received from
Assembly, 2974; first reading, 2974;
second reading, 3094; Committee, 3108,
3137; third reading, 3145.
Land
Surveyors
Bill-Received
from
Assembly, 1874; first reading, 1874;
second reading, 2102; remaining stages,
2104.
Land Tax (Exemption and Rates) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2869; first reading, 2869; second reading, 3131; remaining stages, 3132.
Land Tax, State- -Assessments, (qns.) 862,
1665.-Capital value of land, (qnJ 862.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage BillReceived from AS,sembly, 2426; first
reading, 2426; second reading, 2588;
Committee, 2591; remaining stages, 2592.
-Clerical error corrected, 2716.
Law Department-Issue of authorizations
for "Housey-housey," (qnJ 1043.
Leave of Absence-For Mr. Chandler, 4.,
Library Committee-Appointment of Council members, 4.
Library Service. (See" Free Library Service.")
Licence Fees for Auctioneers, Carriers, Real
Estate Agents, Marine Dealers,. and
Second-hand Dealers. (See" Government Licences.")
Licensing
(Amendment)
Bill-Received
from Assembly, 2715; first reading,
2715; second reading, 2827, 2865. 2948;
Commi ttee,
2965,
3091;
remammg
stages, 3092.-Clerical error corrected,
3145.
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Licensing (Chairman of Courts) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2407; first reading, 2407; second reading, 2501; remaining stages, 2502.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2716; first reading, 2716; second reading, 2840; Committee and remaining stl;l.ges, 2844.
Local' Government (Building Regulations
Committee) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1043; second reading, 1166;
debate adjourned, 1171; Order of Day
for resumption of debate postponed,
1774, 2009, 2285, 2821.
Local Government (Imported Houses) Bill
-Received from Assembly, 8; first
reading, 8; second reading and remaining stages, 15.
Local Government (Imported Houses) Bill
(No. 2}-Received from Assembly, 2199;
first reading, 2199; second reading,
2412;
Committee,
2413;
remaining
stages, 2414.
Long-Service Leave. (See" Factories and
Shops," "Factories and Shops (Longservice Leave) Bill," "Public Service,"
and
"Railway
bepartment-Long-

service Leave."}
Ludbrook, Hon. H. C. (Ballarat Province).
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2414.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2207.
Swine Compensation Bill, 2031.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1849.
M.

MacAulay, Hon. William (Gippsland Province).
Barley Marketing Bill, 826, 827.
Death of Mr. Harvey, 7.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
1183.
Hoth-am Heights Land Bill, 2203.
Land Settlement-Yanakie Run, 1274.
Land Settlement Bill, 3139, 3144.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill,
2589, 2591.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2956.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill,
2041.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers)
Bill, 2840.
Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
Bill, 141.

(I9)

MacAulay, Hon. William.-continued.
State Electricity Commission-Supply to
rural dwellers, 1274; self-help scheme,
1274; Morwell sewerage line, 2821.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2312.
Swine Compensation Bill, 2030, 2034, 2035.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1839.
Water (Amendment> Bill, 461, 471.

Statement as Acting Chairman 0/ CommitteesDebate-Quoting from debate on Bill
passed earlier in session, 2109.
MacLeod, Hon. H. V. (Western Province).
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3150.
Condah Swamp Area-Condition of drain,
3150.
Land Settlement Bill, 3114, 3139.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill, 2615.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3129.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2305.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1829.
Maintenance
(Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 322; second
reading, 398; debate adjourned, 399;
proposals in Bill referred to Statute Law
Revision Committee, 399; report presented, 813; second-reading. debate
resumed, 2204; Committee, 2211; third
reading, 2213.
Mansell, Hon~ A. R. <North-Western Province).
Adult Education, 1082.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2415.
Building Societies Bill, 2037.
Citrus and Dried Fruits-Scientific experiments, 1082, 1083, 1108; need for
research, 2232.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1081,
1168.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2231.
Corio to Newport Pipe-Line Bill, 2837.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2845, 2847.
Dried Fruits Industry-Position, 2232.
Electoral Districts Bill, 551.
Entertainments Tax Bill-Division in
Committee, 1269.
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill, 1782.
Hycal Plaster Industries Pty. Ltd., Mildura-Railway freight on gypsum, 1081.
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Mansell, Hon. A. R.-continued.
Land (Development Leases) Act 1951Developmental road, 3151.
Land Settlement Bill, 3101, 3109, 3110,
3113.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2964.
Local Government (Imported Houses)
Bill (No.2), 2413.
Primary Industries-Publicity for improved methods, 1082, 2231, 2232; means
of increasing production, 2231; research
activities, 2231.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2422, 2423.
Railway Department-Freight rate on
superphosphate, 1081; on gypsum, 1081;
sleeper accommodation, 108!.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1847.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3124.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2852, 2860.
Workers Compensation
(Amendment)
Bill, 2106.
Workers Compensation Bill, 658.
Maribyrnong Tramway. (~ee" Footscray
'and Maribyrnong Tramway Construction Bill.")
Marketing
Boards RegIstratIon
of
charges.
(See" Statutes Amendment
Bill.")
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill-Received from Assembly, 1812; first reading, 1812; second reading, 2040; Committee and remaining stages, 2041.
McArthur, Hon. G. S. (South-Western
Province).
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3149.
Bookmakers Bill, 2514, 2516.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 1), 746.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), '2224,
2225, 2230, 2231.
Corio to Newport Pipe-Line Bill, 2839.
Education-Facilities in South-Western
Province, 746.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1687.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2026.
Fisheries and Game Department-Proposed open season for opossums, 2225.
Floods-Colac district, 3149.
Foreshore Erosion in South-Western Province, 747.•
Government
Departments - Cost
of
jour.p.als, 2231.
,Hotham Heights Land Bill, 2203.
Housing Bill, 2609.

McArthur, Han. G. S.-continued.
Land Settlement Bill, 3113.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2968.
Medical (Registration) Bill, 3136.
Prices BranCh-Vote, 2230.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
1965.
State Accident Insurance Office-Motorcar (third-party> insurance, 2224.
Statute Law Revision Committee (Amendment) Bill, 2501.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 2509.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1841, 1871.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill.
395.
Trustee Bill, 2431.
Workers Compensation Bill, 662.
Medical (Registration) Bill-Received from
Assembly, 2836; first reading, 2836;
second reading, 3135; Committee and
remaining stages, 3136.
Medicines, Proprietary. (See" Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill.")
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Proposed extension of southern water supply area, 3148.
Melbourne and . Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill-Received from Assembly, 321; first reading, 321; second reading, 399; Committee
and remaining stages, 402.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Reconstitution) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 823; Order of
Day for second reaQing postponed, 2010,
2286; second reading, 2517; Committee,
2520; third reading, 2521.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Act
-Service of notices. (See" Statutes
Amendment Bill.")
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BiIJ
-Introduction and first reading, 2010;
second reading, 2286; remaining stages,
2289.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Government policy in administration, 136.-Loss on Deer Park-Foots'cray-Melbourne service, (qn.) 376. (See
also " Footscray and Maribyrnong
Tramway Construction Bill," and "Melbourne and Metropolitan Traniways
Bill.")

Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment) Bill
-Received from Assembly, 1111; first
reading t 1111; ,second, reading, 1302;
Committee, 1313; third reading, 1667.
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Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) BiIIReceived from Assembly, 605; first
reading, 605; second reading, 722; remaining stages, 723.
Members, New-Introduced and sworn, 120,
813.
Mid-River Murray
scheme, 1057.
Midwives.
Bill.")

(See

Area-Developmental

"Nurses

and

Midwives

Migrant Hostels, Commonwealth-Conditions at Belmont, 1062.
Milk-Recommended price increase, 122, 130.
132, 133.
Ministry, The-Change of Government, 4.Legislative programme, 9, 10.
Mordialloc Gas Supply. (See" Gas and Fuel
Corporation (Mordialloc Undertaking)
Bill.")
MOrnington Peninsula. (See" Road Trans. port" and "State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.")
Morwell. (See" Country Sewerage Loan
Application Bill," .. Latrobe Valley
Water and Sewerage Bill" and" State
Electricity Commission.")
Motor-car Act-Breaking of vvindscreens of
vehicles, 1970.
Motor-car
(Fees)
Bill-Received from
Assembly, 2757; first reading, 2757;
second reading, 2871; remaining stages,
2872.
Motmo-car (Third-Party) Insur!lnc~Re
suIts of business in State Accident Insurance Office, 1048, 1088, 1099, 2223,
2224.-Proposed interstate conference
re premiums, 1048, 1089, 1100.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers) Bill
--Received from Assembly, 2502; first
reading, 2502; second reading,. 2839,
2840.
Motor Vehicles, Commonwealth.
(See
"Commonwealth Motor Vehicles:")
MQunt Buffalo Chalet.
(See" Railways
(Mt. Buffalo Chalet) Bill.")
Municipal Administration.
Government Bills.")

(See

"Local

.' Municipal Electric Power.
(See" State
Electrici ty Commission.")
. ··Myrtleford Plantations~ (See "Forest Commission.")

N.
Newport "A" Employees. (See" Superannuation (Newport "A" Employees)
Bill.")
North-Eastern Province, Representation of
-Election of Mr. A. K. Bradbury-vice
Mr.
P. P. Inchbold, deceasedannounced, 813; Mr. Bradbury introduced and sworn, 813.
Nurses and Midwives Bill-Received from
Assembly, . 1664; first reading, 16Ci4;
second reading, 1779; Committee and
remaining stages, 1781.

O.
Old

~"'olks' Homes.
(See" Geelong Old
Folks' Home," and "Queen Elizabeth
Benevolent Home, Ballarat.")

Oldham Trusts Bill-Received from Assembly, 2213; declared a private Bill, 2213;
motion that Bill be dealt with as a
public Bill, agreed to, 2213; first reading, 2213; second reading, 2219; remaining stages, 2220.
Olympic Games, 1956--Government financial
guarantee, (qn,) 2716; progress of
works, (qn.) 2716.
Onion Marketing Board-Operations of
authorized agents, (qn.) 2093.-Suggested investigation of activities, 2117.
-Financial statements, (qn.) 2284.
Opossums.
(See" Fisheries
Department.")

and

Game

Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill-Received
from Assembly, 1664; first reading, 1664;
second reading, 1781; remaining stages.
1782.

P.
Parking of Vehicles Act-Collection of fines,
(qn.) 2493.
Parking of Vehicles. Bill-Received from
Assembly, 605; first reading, 605; second
reading, 671; Committee, 676; remaining stages, 678.
Parliament--Opening of the session, 1.Opening in 1954: Alteration of Standing
Orders, 2717,-Close of session, 3152.
Parliamentary Elections (State Servanbt)
Bill-Received from Assembly, 121;
first reading,. 121; second reading, 137;
Committee and .remaining stages, 141.

INDEX.

Parliamentary Refreshment Rooms-Result
of operations, 2222; proposed increased
charges, 2222, 2223; control by House
Committee, 2223, 3148; management
problems, 2223; press report re prices
charged, 3147.
Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2716; first reading, 2716; second reading, 2870; remaining stages, 2871.
Pentridge Gaol. (See" Wire Netting.")
Personal Explanation-By Mr. Brennan, 472.
Petrol-Consumption and price, (qn.) 1157.
Planning. (See" Town and Country Planning Bill.")
Plumbers. (See II Health (Plumbers and
Gasfitters) Bill.")
Bill-Received from
Poisons
(Heroin)
Assembly, 1970; first reading, 1970;
second reading, 2104; remaining stages,
2105.
Police Department. (See II Superannuation
Police and State Pensions (Extension)
Bill.")
Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werribee
Racecourses)
Bill- Received
from
Assembly, 2716; first reading, 2716;
second reading, 2868; Committee, 2869;
remaining stages, 2869.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2427; first reading, 2427; second reading, 2613; remaining stages, 2615.
Potato Marketing Select CommitteeOpinion on price reduction, 1046. (See
also .. Price Control" and II Select
Committee (Potato Marketing) Bill.")
Presbyterian Church. (See" Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill.")
President, The (Sir Clifden Eager, K.B.E.,
Q.C.)-Rulings and Statements ofAddress-in-Reply, 9: Presentation, 645,
720.
Amendments-Amendment to motion, 5;
proposed amendments of money Bill,
1252; putting several amendments in
comprehensive motion, 3094.
Answer to Question on N otice--Procedure,
2009.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2199.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) BillQuestion asked in debate by member,
743; discussion appropriate to thirdreading stage, 744.

President, The (Sir Clifden Eager, K.B.E.,
Q.C.) --continued.
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 1041.
Bills Declared Private--The Geelong Gas
Company's Bill, 670; Crown Hotel,
Traralgon, Licence Bill, 823; Free
Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
1041; Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 1041;
Tattersall ConSUltations Bill, 1774;
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill, 1812;
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1812; Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2029;
Junior Legacy, Melbourne (Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2036; Ballaarat Gas
Company's Bill, 2199; Oldham Trusts
Bill, 2213; Corio to Newport Pipe-line
Bill, 2836.
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2029.
Chairmen of Committees, TemporaryAppointments, 3.
Close of Session-Christmas felicitations,
28, 3154.
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill, 2836.
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill, 823.
Deaths-Mr. Harvey, 8; Mr. Inchbold,
816, 817.
Debate-Quoting from newspaper articles,
125; referring to proceedings in other
House, 130, 612, 1246, 1292, 1945;
relevancy of remarks, 463, 530, 532,
554, 557, 675, 729, 1048, 1057, 1062, 1256,
1257, 1259, 1262, 1264, 1267, 1282, 1522,
1523, 1526, 1527, 1667, 1824, 2018, 2019,
2040, 2608, 3107, 3119; personal explanation, 472; member alleging that
another described him as an "untruthful solicitor," 473, 474; withdrawal of
remarks regarded as offensive, 474,
2498; interjections, 529, 550, 552, 1263,
1961, 2951; member posing hypothetical
matters, 530; repeating comments, 531;
question beyond scope of Bill, 743;
ambit or discussion on motion for
adjournment of House, 827, 2758;
member epitomizing contents of letters
received by him, 1161, 2724; reading
a "most improper statement" to the
House, 1161; member referring to
debate on Bill already dealt with in
same session, 1162, 2841, 2863; ambit
of discussion on motion for adjournment of debate, 1253, 1254; on motion
specifying date, 1287; member's comment on Liberal and Country party
and municipal franchise, 1267; time for
statement re division in House, 1269;
dividing motion into two parts, 1287;
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President, The (Sir Clifden Eager, K.B.E.,
Q.CJ .-continued.
member referring to .. unofficial privileged notes" on second-reading explanation, 1292; alluding to advice given by
departmental officers, 1292; newspaper
report re union attitude towards legislation, 1305; quoting electioneering
statement by party leader, 1515; referring, in House, to prior proceedings in
Committee, 1666; Minister saying that
member's tactics .. are intended to
delay passage of Bill," 1824; also, .. he
is not taking an intelligent interest in
measures coming before the House,"
1825; reserving righ t 'to speak on
motion and amendment moved thereto,
1825; reference to the Queen in course
of debate, 1829; letter re matter not
related to Bill, 1835; member .. going
close to directing attention to the
presence of strangers," 1858; relevancy
of discussion of basic wage, 2016; using
the expression, .. Labour party boys,"
2107; Minister waiving right to resume
debate, '2204; describing a member's
state~ent
as a lie, 2498; reading
speeches,
2593;
member
directing
attention to presence of Assembly
Minister, 2606; explaining series of
amendments in Committee rather than
in second-reading speech, 2841; referr1ng to litigation sub judice, 3107; Minister's reference to transport associations, 3117, 3118; member's proposal
that consideration of Bill be postponed,
3133.
Elections and Qualifications CommitteeAppointments, 3.
Electoral Districts Bill-Member's reference to testing validity, 530; question
whether absolute majority required for
second and third readings, 558, 563;
position of members elected at last
triennial elections, 608; communication
from the Clerk of the Parliaments re
issue of writ, 738; re presentation of
Bill to Governor for Royal assent, 813.
Entertainments Tax Bill-Foreshadowed
amendment, 1252; pair in diviSion,
1268, 1269.
Essendon Land (Amendment> Bill, 1812.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill
-Section requiring special proclamation, 1~38: cost-of-living adjustments,
2016.

President, The (Sir Clifden Eager, K.B.E.,
Q.C.) .-continued.
Free Preshyterian ChUrch PrC'perty Bill,
1041.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 670.
Gippsland Province-Issue of writ for byelection, 3; election of the Hon. W. O.
Fulton, vice the Hon. Trevor Harvey,
deceased, 120.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1812.
Junior Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2036.
Labour and Industry Bill---Numbering of
clauses, 2750.
Landlord and Tenant Bill-Assembly
amendments considered in globo, 3094.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill-Division in
Committee, 3001.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill-Objection to adoption, by leave,
of report of Committee, 1318; member
wishing to explain reversed vote in
Committee, 1318; scope of discussion on
motion for recommittal of Bill, 1666,
1667.
Members, New, Introduced and SwornMr. W. O. Fulton for Gippsland Province, 120; Mr. A. K. Bradbury for
North-Eastern Province, 813.
North-Eastern Province-Representation,
813.
Oldham Trusts Bill, 2213.
Pairs in Division-Minister's apology,
1268; pairs not officially recognized by
House, 1268, 1269.
Queen Elizabeth II., Visit of-Address ot
welcome, 3146.
State Development Committee-Appointments, 6.
Statute Law Revision Bills-Definition
given by Statute Law Revision Committee, 2201.
Statutes Amendment Bill-Character of
title, 2093; purpose of introductory
motion to be submitted by leave, 2093,
2094; incompetency of motion unless
descriptive words in title of Bill
.. succinctly set forth the general object
thereof," 2200.
Strangers in House-Remarks by member
addressing the Chair, 1858, 2606. '
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill---Passage
by absolute majority, 3005.
Suspension of Sitting-Limitation, 823.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1774.

INDEX.

President, The (Sir Clifden Eager, K.B.E.,
Q.C.) .-continued.
Trustee Bill-Recommendation of Statute
Law Revision Committee re preference
shares of the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
2437; proposed cautionary footnote in
Bill, 2437.
Price Control-Cost of administration, 1043,
1044, 2230, 2231.··-Qualifications of
Branch personnel, 1044, 1101.-Wartime initiation, 1044.-Cost formulas
for controlled items, 1045, 1047.--Price
of potatoes, 1046.-Pre-control conditions, 1064.-View of Sir Frederic
Eggleston,
1069.-·Responsib1lity
for
continuance, 1102.-American policy,
1103.-Commodities investigated, 1103.
-Retention of system, 1103; arguments,
pro and con, 1103, 1105.-8tatement in
debate, 1105.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) BillIntroduction and first reading, 1515;
second reading, 1940, 1947; Committee,
1968; remaining stages, 1970.
Primary Production-Stimulation of soldier
and civilian settlement, 9, 10.-" Coldwar" allegation, 12n, 130, 132.-Instructing
producers
in
improved
methods, 1U82, 2232.-N eed for increase,
2231.-Re&earch work, 2231, 2232.Position of dried-fruits industry, 2232.
-Citrus-fruit growing. 2232. (See also
"Land
Settlement"
and
.. Soldier
Settlement Commission.")
Printing Committee-Appointments, 4.
Property Law Act-Conditions of sale. (See
"Statutes Amendment Bill.")
Public Account (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly, 475; first reading, 475; second reading and remaining
stages, 606.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill-Received
from Assembly, 219£1; first reading,
2199; second reading, 2417; Committee,
2420; remaining stages, 2423.
Public Service-Number permanently employed, 2009, (qn.) 2f)93; long-service
leave, 2009, (qn.) 2093. (See also" Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
Bill" and "Superannuation Police and
State Pensions (Extengion) Bill.")
Public Trustee (Common Fund) Bill-Introduction and first re~ding, 3; second
reading, 12; rem~ining stages, 13.Message from Msembly re amendment,
dealt with, 1041.

Public Works
appointment
MacLeod, 5;
negatived, 5;

Committee-Motion· .f~r
of Mr. MacAulay and Mr.
amendment, moved an.d
,motion agreed to, 6~

Public Works Loan Application Bill-Received from Assembly, 8; first reading,
8; second reading, 14; remaining stages,
15.
Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.2)
-Received from Assembly, 3002; first
reading, 3002; second reading and
remaining stages, 31~O.
Q.

Queen Elizabeth Benevolent Home, Ballarat
-Shortage' of accommodation, 1001.
Queen Elizabeth n.-Victoria's re;>resentation at CoronatlOn, 9; tribute, 121.Address of congratulations. 821. 1512.Visit to Victoria: Address of welcome,
3146; arrangements fot' old people, 3147.
3148. (See also .. Queen Mary. Death
of.")
Queen Mary, Death of-Address to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II., 373;
adjournment of Council as mark of
respect, 374; acknowledgment of receipt
of Address, 813.
Queenscli1f Holiday Camp. (See" UnderPrivilege,d Children.")
Queen's l\Iemorial Infectious Diseases Hospital-Constitution of Board of management, 2232; election of representatives, 2232, 2233.

Racecourses. (See" Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werribee Racecourse) Bill,"
" Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill:'
and" Totalizator.")
Railway Department-Administration and Finance--Proposed
investigation, 128, 133, 1053, 1070, 1071,
1092; examination of accounting system,
1094.-Losses, 128, 134, 136, 1049, 1053,
1089.-Reorganization of services, 131.Competitive road transport, 135, 1050,
1052, 1053, 1072, 1090, 1092, 1096, 1109,
1110.-Tribute to Minister of Transport,
1060, 1077, 1079, 1084.-Appointment of
deputy
commlSSlOner,
135.....:.-.Capital
and interest, 1049, 1089.
Working
expenses, 1070; sectional costs, 1075,
1094. (See also" Railway Loan Application Billls " and .. Railways (Mt.
Buffalo Chalet) Bill.")
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Railway

Department.-continued.

··Branch Lines-Non-paying services, (qn.)

322; road transport alternative, (qn.)
322.-Cost of construction of MoeYallourn line, (qn.) 645.-KerangMurrabit line: Operations, (qn.) 862.Wangaratta-Whitfield line, (qn.) 980,
1092.~Colac-Laver's Hill line, 1061.Closing "spur" lines, 1061, 1073, 1085,
1092, 1093.
Claims Division-Improvements to reduce
outgoings, 1093.
Employees. - Industrial disputes, 1092;
tactics of Communist party, 1092.Overtime, 1093.-Commercial agents,
1094. (See also" Long-service Leave.")
Estates Office-Letting of railway land,
1095.
.preight-Rates for primary produce, 129,
1076, 1091.-Carriage of refrigerators,
radio sets, &c., 1050, 1084, 1089.-Rate
for bitumen, 322.-Increases, 1071,
1075, 1090.-Freight-handling methods,
1074, 1095.-Comparative rates, 1075,
1091.-Rate for superphosphate, 1076,
1081, 1084, 1097; for galvanized iron,
petrol and farm machinery, 1076; for
gypsum, 1081, 1097.~oncession to
country manufacturers, 1091.-Abandonment of intra-suburban traffic,
1094.
(See also U Wheat.")
Goods Sheds and Yards-Position in Melbourne, 135.
Level Crossings-Accidents, (qn.) 455.
Locomotives-Repairs to diesel-electric
type, 1094. (See also "Main Lines.")
Long-ser·vice
Leave - Entitlement
of
officers and employees, (qn.) 1512, 2233.
Main Lines-Duplication of MelbourneGeelong
track,
131, 1060.-Dieselelectric trains, 137.-Time saving on
Mildura run, 137.-Passengers on Wonthaggi-Melbourne line, (qnJ 605.-Reducing number of stations, 1073.-Track
maintenance, Melbourne - Serviceton,
1077, 1097.-Derailment of goods train,
.1078.-Gippsland line, 1078.
Passenger Services-One-class fare, 1073,
1096.-Ticket checking, 1074.-Comparative fares, 1075.-Sleeper accom.modation, 1081.-Claims of Wood's
Point residents, 1085, 1086, 1097. (See
also U Main Lines," U Sandri.nghamrBlack Rocle Street Railway," U St.
Kildar-Brighton Street Railway," U Sunday Services" and U Suburban Ser'Vices.")

Railway Department.-continued.
Refreshment Rooms-Charges at Ballarat,
323.
Rolling Stock-Use of idle units, 1.31.Effect of war-time operations, 134.Repair contracts. 1093.-0rders for new
trains, 1095. (See also "Locomotives"
and "Main Lines.")
Sandringham-Black Rock St'reet Railway

-Operational loss, 136.
St.

Kildar-Brighton

St1'eet

Railway -

Operational loss, 136.
Services Ticket - selling
machines, 1073, 1096.
Sunday Services-Geelong, 1060.-Queenscliff,
1060. - Recommencement
of
special Sunday trains, 1095.-HorshamPortland line, 3005.
Sub1.wban

Upper Ferntree Gully-Gembrook Line-

Labour and fuel costs, (qnJ 606.
Wheat-Transportation, (qn.) 1512.
Railway Loan Application Bill-Received
from Assembly, 8; first reading, 8;
second reading, 16; Committee, 16; remaining stages, 17.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No. 2)Received from Assembly, 3002; first
reading, 3002; second reading, 3128;
Committee and remaining stages, 3130.
Railways (Mt. Buffalo Chalet) Bill-Introduction and first reading. 2010; second
reading and remaining stages, 2112.
Rawson, Hon. R. R. (Southern Province).
Adult Education-Extension, 1069; vote
for council, 1070: co-ordination of services, 1070..
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1067.
Co-operation Bill, 3083.
Free Library Service, 1070.
Immigration-Conferences 'of State Ministers, 605; housing of migrants, 618.
Land Settlement-Productive' capacity of
farms near Melbourne, 1067; co-operative farming, 1068; price of land, 1068.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2209.
Price Control-Sir Frederic Eggleston's
opinion, 1069.
Railway Department-Labour and fuel
costs on Upper Ferntree Gully-Gembrook line, 606.
State Film Centre, 1070.
Beaftorestation.
sion.")

(See" Forests Commis-

INDEX.

•

Rent Control-Effect of provisions of Landlord and Tenant Act on certain classes
of property owners, 1058.-Sub-tenancies, 1058.--Landlords' licensing system,
1063.-North
Melbourne
tenements,
1063.-Repossession problems, 1063.

Sheehy, Hon. M. P.-continued.
Queen's Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital-Constitution . of governing body,
2232; election of representatives, 2232.
Totalizators-Facilities for betting at
metropolitan racecourses, 721.

Reservations, Land. (See" Revocation and
Excision of Crown Reservations Bill.")

Sheep Skins. (See" Goods (Sale of Sheep
Skins) Bill.")

Revenue Deficit Funding Bill-Received
from Assembly, 8; first reading, 8;
second reading, 13; remaining stages, 14.

Shell Company of Australia Limited. (See
"Corio to Newport 'Pipe-line Bill.")

Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No. 2)Received from Assembly, 2112; first
reading, 2112; second reading, 2213;
Committee, 2215; remaining stages, 2219.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill-Received from Assembly,
2199; first reading, 2199; second reading,
2408; Committee and remaining stages,
2412.
Road Transport-Regulation of heavy motor
vehicles, 133.-Returned servicemen's
interests, 135.-Duplicated suburban passenger
services,
136.-Investigatory
committee, 136.-Carriage of goods,
1051, 1052.-Restriction of operations,
1051, 1052, 1053.-Freight charges, 1053.
-Back loading, 1055, 1091.-Basis for"
issue of licences, 1109, Ill0.-Facilities
on Mornington Peninsula, 3150. (See
also "Railway Department-Administration and F'inance " and " Traffic
Control.")
Royal Visit. (See" Queen Elizabeth II.")

s.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing) BillReceived from Assembly, 398; first reading, 398; second reading and remaining
stages, 398.
Session, Close of.

(See" Parliament.")

Sewerage,
Country.
(See
" Country
Sewerage
Loan
Application
Bill,"
"Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage
Bill" and "State Electricity Commission.")
Sewerage Districts (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2716; first reading, 2716; second reading, 2847; remaining stages, 2848.
Sheehy, Hon. M. P. (Melbourne Province).
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2232.

Shops. (See" Factories and Shops" and
"Factories and Shops Bills.")
Slater, Hon. William (Doutta Galla Province).
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
378, 384, 385.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 739,
744.
Barley Marketing Bill, 824, 825, 826.
Beer, Bulk and Bottled-Consumption in
Victoria, 1158; cost to consumers, 1158.
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 1041, 1185.
Building Societies Bill, 1811, 2036, 2038.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1101,
1105.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1111, 1295.
Coroners Bill, 823, 864.
Electoral Districts Bill, 562."
Essendon Land (Amendment) BllI, 1812,
2040.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 823, 865.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
1041, 1182.
Immigration-Conferences of State Mlnllr
ters, 605; housing of migrants, 619.
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2036, 2114.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 2199, 2416.
Landlord and Tenant Act-ExC1usion of
dwellings, 1042.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
1166, 2009, 2285, 2821.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 2286, 2615, 2718,
2741, 2742, 2744, 2746, 2747, 2748, 2749,
3092, 3094.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2869, 3131.
Law Department-Issue of authorizations
for II Housey-housey," 1043.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 322, 398,
399, 2211, 2212.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill. 1812,
2040, 2041.
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Slater, Hon. William.-continued.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1111.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2757, 2871.
Oldham Trusts Bill, 2213, 2219.
Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill, 1664,
1781.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 605, 671, 677.
Parliament, Opening in 1954.-Alteration
of Standing Orders, 2718.
Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill, 2716,
2870.
PetrOl-Consumption and price, 1157.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1970, 2104.
Price Control-Qualifications of Branch
personnel. 1101; Australia-wide imposition, 1102; position in America, 1103;
range of items investigated, 1103; case
for continuation, 1103; statement in debate, 1105.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
1515, 1940, 1968, 1970.
Public Trustee (Common Fund) Bill, 3,
12, 1041.
Queen Elizabeth II., Coronation ofAddress of congratulations, 822.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2199, 2408, 2412.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing)
Bill, 398.
State Development Committee-Appointments, 6.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2286, 2423, 2849.
Statute Law Revision Committee (Amendment) Bill, 2407, 2500.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 2093, 2200, 2201,
2286, 2424, 2426, 2506, 2507, 2509.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 3004.
Transfer of Land Bill, 646, 721, 722.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 321, 475, 477.
Trustee Bill, 121, 141, 2427, 2433, 2434,
2435, 2436, 2437.
Trustee Companies (Commission) Bill,
823, 865, 994.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 12,
20, 21.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 1664, 1668.
Workers C!ompensation
(Amendment)
Bill, 1874, 2105, 2108, 2111.
Workers Compensation Bill, ·477, 564, 664,
666, 66R. 669. 670.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1515,
1774.
Smith, Hon. Arthur (Bendigo Province).
Address-in-Reply, 9.

(27)

Smith, Hon. Arthur.-continued.
Education-Proposed planning Commission, 9.
Electoral-Legislative Council franchise,
10; redistribution of Assembly districts,
10. .
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill, 406.
Hospitalization-Responsibility of Commonwealth Government, 9.
Housing Bill, 2605.
Legislative Programme-Summary, 9.
Primary Production-Soldier and civilian
settlement, 9.
Queen Elizabeth H.-Representation at
Coronation, 9.
Snob's Creek Hatchery. (See" Fisheries
and Game Department.")
Soldier Settlement Commission-Coranderrk
estate, (qn.) 822.-Purchase of freehold land, (qn,) 2492.-Allotment of
blocks, (qn,) 2492.
South - Western Province Foreshore
erosion, 746.
Sta.nding Orders Committee-Appointments,
4.
State Accident Insurance Office·-Discount
on workers compensation premiums,
1088, 1099, 1100. (See also" Motor-car
(Third-Party) Insurance.")
State
Development-Population,
11.Activities of Government Departments
and instrumentalities, 11.-Efficiency of
transport systems, 134.
State Development Committee-Motion for
apPOintment of Mr. Mansell, 6; statement by President, 6; motion agreed to,
6; motion for appointment of Mr. Ludbrook, agreed to, 6.
St.-de Electricity Commission-Extension of
supply to St. Leonards, (qn,) 376.--Sale
of equipment, (qn,) 1043; depreciation
computations, 1045.-Supply to rural
dwellers, 1080, (qn,) 1274; self-help
scheme, (qn.) 1274.-Bulk purchase and
sale of power by metropolitan municipalities, (qn.) 1513.-Removal of bridges
in Yarrabulla creek area, (qn.) 2199.Morwell sewerage line, (qn,) 2821. (See
also "Gold-Mining Industry.")
State Film Centre-Shortage of staff, 1070.
State Forests Loan Application Bill-Received from Assembly, 8; first reading,
8; second reading, 17; Committee, 18;
remaining stages, 20.

(28)

INDBX.

State Forests Loan Application Bill (No. 2)Received from Assembly, 2199; first
reading, 2199; second' reading, 2303;
Committee, 2310; remaining stages, 2313.

Supreme Court (Judges) Bill-Received
from Assembly, 2844; first reading, 2844;
second reading, 3004; Committee and
remaining stages, 3005.

State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
-Requ~rements of Chelsea, Mornington
Peninsula, Gippsland West, &c., 3148;
investigation, 3148, 3150.
(See also
"Floods," "'Water (Amendment) Bill,"
and
Water Supply Loan Application
Bills.")

Surveyors, Land.
Bill.")

II

Statist

(See" Government Statist.")

Statute Law Revision Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2286; second reading, 2423;
debate adjourned, 2423; Bill referred to
Statute Law Revision Committee, 2423;
report presented, 2718; second-reading
debate resumed, 2849; remaining stages,
2849.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Appointment of Council members, 5.-Reports
presented: Maintenance (Amendment)
Bill, 813; Trustee Bill, 1515; Statute
Law Revision Bill, 2718; Transfer of
Land Bill, 2718.
Statute Law Revision Committee (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly,
2407; first reading, 2407; second reading, 2500; remaining stages, 2501.
Statutes Amendment Bill-Notice of motion
for leave to bring in Bill, 2093, 2200;
statements by President, 2093, 2200; introduction and first reading, 2286;
second reading, 2424, 2502; Committee,
2505; remaining stages, 2509.
St. Leonards. (See" State Electricity Commission.")
Superannuation-Relief for pensioners 9;
enabling legislation, 9.
Superanimation (Newport" A" Employees)
Bill-Received from Assembly, 1041;
first reading, 1041; second reading, 1180;
remaining stages,' 1181.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill-Received from Assembly, 321; first
reading, 321; second reading, 477; Committee, 483; returned to Assembly with
suggested amendment, 485; further considered in Committee, 607; remaining
stages, 607.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
(Extension) Bill-Received from Assembly, 2408; first reading, 2408; second
reading, 2426; remaining stages, 2427.

(See" Land Surveyors

Swinburne, Hon. I. A. (North-Eastern Province).
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill,
2494.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1065,
1107.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3), 1174.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2224.
Co-op~rative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1292, 1300.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
2097.
Death of Mr. Inchbold, 816.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1260.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Le~ve)
Bill, 1550.
Fisheries and Game Department-Hatcheries at Snob's Creek, 1175, 2224; case
of former manager, 1175; expenditure,
2717; staff, 2717; liberation of fish, 2717;
biologist's report, 2717.
Forests Commission-Applications for settlement blocks, 1065.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial> Bill,
2297.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 2202.
Housing Bill, 2599, 2611.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2974, 2993, 2995.
Land Settlement-Departmental procedure on applications, 1065, 1107; Forests
Commission's poliCY, 1065.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill, 2954, 2970.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2841.
Local Government (Building Regulations
Committee) Bill, 1043, 1166, 1774, 2009,
2285.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Bill, 2288.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2871.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2419.'
Railway Department-Wangaratta-Wllitfield line, 980.
Railways (Mt. Buffalo Chalet) Bill, 21;1.2.
State Electricity Commission-Removal of
bridges in Yarrabulla creek area, 2199.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2304, 2313.
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Swinburne, Hon. I. A.-continued.
Superannuation (Newport .. A" Employees) Bill, 1181.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1854.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1775.
Swine Compensation. Bill-Received from
Assembly, 1874; first reading, 1874;
second reading, 2029; Committee, 2034;
remaining stages, 2036.

T.
Tattersall
ponsultations
Bill-Received
from Assembly, 1774; declared a private
Bill, 1774; motion that Bill be dealt with
as a public Bill, except in relation to the
payment of fees, agreed to, 1774; first
reading, 1774; second reading, 1813;
Committee, 1863; remaining stages, 1874.
Taxation. (See Entertainments Tax Bill,"
Land Tax (Exemption and Rates)
Bill," Land Tax, State" and "Uniform
Taxation.")
II

II

II

Teaching Service-Number permanently
employed, (qns,) 2009, 2093; long-service leave" (qns,) 2009, 2093.
Textile Products.
(See" Goods (Textile
Products) Bill.")
Third-Party Insurance. (See" Motor-car
(Third-Party) Insurance.")
l.'homas, Hon. F. M. (Melbourne Province).
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
385.
Bookmakers Bill, 2513.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill, 2498.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2204,
2211
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill, 2041.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2849.
Statute Law Revision Committee--Reports: Maintenance (Amendment) Bill,
813; Trustee Bill, 1515; Statute Law
Revision Bill, 2718; Transfer of Land
Bill, 2718.
Trustee Bill, 2430.
Tilley, Hon. G. L. (South-Eastelln Province).
Address-in-Reply, 10.
Coal Mine Workers-Pensions, 1080.
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment) Bill, 610.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2)', 1079.

Tilley, Hon. G. L.-continued.
Education Department-Accommodation
for pupils, 11; mUlti-purpose schools, 11;
Bristol prefabricated class-rooms for
Boneo-road school, 376; school projects
in South-Eastern Province, 1080.
Electoral- -Legislative Council franchise,
10; redistribution of Assembly districts,
10.
Government Licences-.rl.evenue from fees,
720.
Governor, His Excellency, The--Tribute to
service, 10.
Housing-State scheme, 1080.
Land Settlement-Extension, 1079.
Long-service Leave-For factories, shops,
&c., 1080.
Ministry, The-Legislative programme,
1080.
Physical
Education-Experiments
in
England, 12.
Primary Production-Soldier and civilian
settlement, 10.
Railway Department - Passengers on
Wonthaggi-Melbourne line, 605; tribute
to Minister of Transport, 1079.
Royal Visit, 10.
State Electricity Commission-Country
installations, 1080.
State Development - Population, 11;
activities of Government instrumentalities, 11.
Totalizators-Facilities for betting at metropolitan racecourses, (qn.) 721.
Town and Country Planning Bill-Received
from Assembly, 3002; first reading, 3002;
second reading, 3132; Committee, 3135;
progress reported, 3135.
Traffic Control-Standard traffic lights, 828.
Transfer of Land Act-Conditions of sale.
(See "Statutes Amendment Bill.")
Transfer of Land Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 646; second reading, 721;
proposals referred to Statute Law Revision Committee, 722; report presented,
2718.
Transport-Co-ordination, 131. (See also
"Co-ordinator of Transport,"
Railway Department," " Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Bill," .. Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board," "Road Transport," .. State
Development" and "Transport Regulation Board.")
II

INDEX.

Transport
(Amendment)
Bill-Received
from Assembly, 3002; first reading, 3002;
second reading, 3116; Committee, 3127;
remaining stages, 3128.
Transport R~gulation (Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly, 321; first reading, 321; second reading, 386; Committee, 394; third reading, 398.Message from Assembly re Council's
amendment, dealt with, 606.
Transport Regulation Board-Government
policy in administration, 137.-Road
operators' licences and permits, 134,
(qn.) 453.-Changes in personnel, 1056.
-Receipts and expenditure, (qn.) 1157;
payments to Consolidated Revenue, 1157.
Transport Regulation (Board and Licences)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1043; Bill withdrawn, 2822.
Traralgon Gas Supply. (See" Gas and Fuel
Corporation (Traralgon Undertaking)
Bill.")
'l'rustee (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly, 321; first reading, 321; second
reading, 475; Committee and remaining
stages, 477.
Trustee Bill-Introduction and first reading,
121; motion for. second reading to be
made Order of the Day for" later this
day," 121; debated, 121; agreed to, 121;
second reading, 141; debate adjourned,
141; Bill referred to Statute Law Revision Committee, 141; report presented,
1515; second-reading debate resumed,
2427; Committee, 2433; third reading,
2437.
Trustee Companies (Commission) BillIntroduction and first reading, 823;
second reading, 865, 991; Committee,
993, 1176; remaining stages, 1177.

u.
Under-Privileged Children-Crows
Nest
holiday camp at Queenscliff, (qn.) 2285.
Uniform Taxation-Incidence, 1087.-Return
to State of taxing rights, 1088.
University
of
Melbourne-Number
of
students, (qnJ 2093.-Fees, (qnJ 2092;
projected increase, 2227, 2230; proposed
abolition of fees, 2228.-Government
grants, (qn.) 2092, 2230.-Cost of operations, 2227.-Views of educationists,
2228. - Commonwealth
scholarships,
2228.

w.
Wages Boards. (See" Factories and Shops
(Wages Boards) Bill.N)
Walters, Hon. D. J. (Northern Province).
Address-in-Reply, 12;1.
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
383.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1070.
Co-operation Bill, 3087.
Electoral Districts Bill, 537.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1263.
Factories and Shops (Industrial Appeals
Court) Bill, 142.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1535.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2027.
Governor, His Excellency, The and Lady
Brooks-Tribute to services, 122.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2957.
Milk-Recommended price increase, 122.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
1961.
Primary Production-" Cold War" allegations, 126.
Queen Elizabeth' H.-Tribute, 121; visit
to Australia, 122.
Railway Department-Losses, 128; investigation of administration, 128, 1070, 1071;
freight rates on primary commodities,
129, 1076; closing of lines, 322, 1073;
alternative transport by road, 322, 1072;
Kerang-Murrabit line, 862; working
expenses, 1070; increased freight rates,
1071, 1075; reducing number of mainline stations, 1073; automatic ticketselling machines, 1073; one-class passenger fares, 1073; ticket checking, 1074;
freight-handling methods, 1074; sectional costs, 1075; comparative passenger fares and freight rates, 1075.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2411.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 481.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1842.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3125.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
392.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 466.
(See also" Chairman of Committees, The,
(Hon. D. J. Walters).")
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Warner, Hon. A. G. (Higinbotham Province).
Bookmakers Bill, 2512, 2516.
Building Directorate-Vote, 2231.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill, 2497,
.
2499.
Building Societies Bill, 2038.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 1043,
1099, 1103, 1105, 1108, 1110.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2221,
2222, 2223, 2224, 2226, 2231.
Co-operation Bill, 3074.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amend!llent) Bill, 1296, 1300.
Electoral Districts Bill, 552, 559, 561.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2870.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1253, 1255, 1270,
1272.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 865.
Factories and Shops <Industrial Appeals
Court) Bill, 142.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1274, 1676, 1679, 1681, 1682.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2010.
Fisheries and Game Department-Snop's
Creek hatchery, 2224; other hatcheries,
2225; licence fees, 2225.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial) Bill,
2294.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 726.
Government
Departments - Proposed
parliamentary committee to investigate expenditure, 2221.
Government Statist-Cost of activities,
2226; possible duplication of statistics,
2226.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill, 404.
Housing Bill, 2593, 2610, 2611.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2860, 2980, 2981,
2982, 2983, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2987, 2988,
2990, 2991, 2992, 2993, 2994, 2995, 2996,
2998, 2999, 3000, 3001.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Exclusion of
dwellings, 1042.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 2728, 2741, 2742,
2743, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2748, 3093.
Land Settlement Bill, 3111, 3140, 3142.
Local Government (Building Regulations
Committee) Bill, 2286.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1304, 1305, 1316, 1665, 1666.

Warner, Hon. A. G.-continued.
Motor-car
(Third-Party)
InsuranceOperations of State Accident Insurance
Office, 1048, 1099, 2223; proposed interstate premiums conference, 1048,
1100; loss by State office, 2224.
Parliamentary Elections \State Servants)
Bill, 140.
Parliamentary Refreshment Rooms--Proposed increase in charges, 2222.
Potato Marketing Select Committee-View
on price reduction, 1046.
Price Control-Administrative cost, 1043,
1044, 2231; removal of war-time restrictions, 1044; staff accountants, 1044;
items under cost control, 1044; cost
formula, 1045, 1047; potato price, 1046;
replies to con ten tions of Minister in
Charge of Prices, 1103; statement in
debate, 1105.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
1947, 1969.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2418, 2420,
2422.
Railway Department-Losses, 1049; capital
and interest, 1049; carriage of refrigerators, radio sets, &c., 1050.
Road Transport-Carriage of goods, 1051,
1052; restriction on operations, 1052;
issue of licences by Transport Regulation Board, 1109, 1110.
State Accident Insurance Office-Operations, 1048, 1099; discount on workers
compensation premiums, 1099.
State Electricity Commission-Sale of
equipment, 1043; depreciation estimate,
1045.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2308, 2311.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 2505,2506, 2508,
2509.
Superannuation (Newport " A" Employees) Bill, 1181.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1866, 1870,
1871, 1872.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3134.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3122.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
387, 396.
Trustee Bill, 2436, 2437.
Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill,
2106, 2108, 2110.
Workers Compensation Bill, 646, 664, 665,
666, 667, 668, 669.

INDEX.

Water (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly, 321; first reading, 321;
second reading, 377, 455; Committee,
470; remaining stages, 472.
Water Supply. (See
State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.")
II

\Vater' Supply Loan Application Bill-Received from Assembly, 12; first reading)
12; second reading, 20; Commfttee, 21;
remaining stages, 21.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.2)
-Received from Assembly, 2716; first
reading, 2716; second reading, 2849;
Commi ttee, 2859; remaining stages, 2860.
Werribee. (See" City of Williamstown,"
and .. Police Offences (Cranbourne and
Werribee Racecourses Bill.")
Wheat Industry-Prices for home consumption and export, (qn.) 1514.-Quantities
sold, (qn.) 1514.
(See also "Grain
Elevators Board" and "Railway Departmen t -Wheat.")
Wheat Marketing Bill-Received from
Assembly, 1664; first reading, 1664;
second reading, 1668; remaining stages,
16'73.
Williamstown.
town.")

(See

.. City

of

Williams-

Windscreen Breakages. (See" Motor-car
Act.")
Wire Netting-Manufacture at Pentridge,
1176.
Workers Compensation. (See" State Accident Insurance Office.")
Workers Compensation (Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly, 1874; first
reading, 1874; second reading, 2105;
Committee, 2108; remaining stages, 2112.
Workers Compensation Bill-Received from
Assembly, 477; first reading, 477; second
reading, 564, 646; Committee, 664; reported to House with amendments, 670;
recommitted and further considered.
670; reported to House with further
amendments, 670; remaining stages, 670.
"Wowsers "-Reported statement by Minister, 1057.
Wrongs
Act - Interpretations.
(See
"Statutes Amendment Bill.")
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1515; second
reading, 1774; remaining stages, 1776.

Y.
Yanakie Run-Availability for land settlement, (qnJ 1274.
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A.
Aborigines-Conditions
at
mission station, 803.
Accidents on Roads.
dents.")
Address-in-Reply.
Excellency.")

Framlingham

(See" Road Acci-

(See

"Governor,

His

Administrator of the Government. of Victoria. (See" Lowe, Sir Charles John,
Justice of the Supreme Court.")
Adoption of Children (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 63;
second reading, 114, 195; amendment to
second-reading motion, 195; amendment
negatived, 205; remaining stages, 205.
(See also" Statute Law Revision Committee.")
Aged· and Infirm-Housing accommodation,
1463; repossession of homes, 1463.Government subsidy for provision of
amenities, (qn.) 1971.
Agricultural Colleges.
of Agriculture.")

(See" Department

Agriculture-Training of farm apprentices,
925.
(See also .. Barley," .. Barley
Mru:keting (Amendment) Bill," .. Barley
Marketing Bill," .. Department of Agriculture," .. Oats," and 1/ Wheat-growing
Industry.")
Aircraft. (See" Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill.")
Ambulance Services.
Ambulance" and
Association.")

II

(See "HospitalsSt. John Ambulance

Anderson's Inlet. (See" State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.")
Anzac Day.

(See" Public Holidays.")

Appropriation Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 48; second reading, 54; remaining stages, 59.
712/54.-2

Appropriation Bill (No. 2)-Introduction
and first reading, 3212; second reading,
3250; remaining stages, 3251.
Architects (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1459; second reading,
1651, 1789; appropriation resolution,
1789; Commi ttee, 1792;
remaining
stages, 1794.
Architects Registration Board-Authority to
de-register architects, 795.
Auditor-General-Reports presented: For
year ended June, 1952, 31; for year
ended June, 1953, 2118.-Use of annual
reports during Budget debate, 1339,
1342, 1489.
Australian Barley Board. (See" Barley.")
Australian Journalists Association-Paymen t of writers, 786.
Australian Red Cross Society-Use and care
of
.. Stonnington,"
2159.-Commonwealth and' State grants, 3197, 3198.Blood transfusion service, 3197, 3198.

B.
Ba.llaarat Gas Company's Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2157; declared a
private Bill, 2180; motion that Bill be
treated as a public Bill except in relation to payment of fees, 2180; second
reading, 2180; remaining stages, 2182.
-Council's amendments dealt with,
2524.
Barley-Marketing of crop, 893; control by
producers,
970.-Australian
Barley
Board: Appointment of departmental
officer, 902, 919, 936, 968.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 679; second
reading, 685, 749; Committee, 760; remaining stages, 772.
Barley Marketing Bill-Introduction and
first reading; 849; second reading, 853;
remaining stages, 857.

lNDEX.

Barry, Mr. W. P. (Carlton).
Aged Persons-Provision
3202.

Barry, Mr. W. P .-continued.
of amenities,

Australian Red Cross Society-Blood
transfusion service, 3198.
Cancer
Institute-Government
grant,
3199.
Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys)
1188, 1400, 1647.

Bill,

Deaf Persons-Number of childrel). in Victoria, 2315; education and employment,
2315.
Diphtheria Cases, 324.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1230.
Estimates, 3194, 3198, 3199, 3200, 3202,
3203.
Health, Department of-Transfer of
doctor, 192; diphtheria cases, 324; treatment of tuberculosis, 1557; hospital
charges for poliomyelitis victims, 2041;
works programme, 3194.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill,
194, 270.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 1787,
1877, 2075, 2077, 2079, 2080.
Home Help, 2314.
Hospital Benefits Bill, 44; 50, 51, 52, 53.
Hospitals-Number of beds in public hospitals, 492, 568; building costs, 492, 568;
St. George's Hospital, Kew, 748.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
907, 908.
Hospitals and Charities Waste Paper
Appeal-Collection and sale of waste
materials, 1556.
Kindergartens-Government grant, 3202.
Medical (Registration) Bill, 2872, 2873,
2874.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Mentally
tarded children, 3203.

re-

Municipalities-Government subsidies for
home-help services, 2314.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1188, 1401.
Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill, 1402.
Personal Explanation---Statement in debate, 1629.
Points of Order-Statements in debate,
941, 944, 1397; member discussing foreshadowed legislation, 1387; member

reading document, 1564, 1565; reference
to conditions in mental hospitals, 1746.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1875, 1983, 1993.
Poliomyelitis Victims, 2041.
St. George's Hospital, Kew, 748.
Supply, 907.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1600, 1730,
1743, 1746.
Trusteel Corporation of Australia and
New Z~aland Proprietary LimitedContracts, 908.
sana1557;
Tuberculosis-Treatment,
tori urn accommodation, 3200; preventive measures, 3200.

Barwon River. (See" State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.")
Basic Wage-Increases, 1334; effect on State
finances, 1334, 1475. ---Extra financial
provision in Budget, 1442, 1491.
Bay Steamers. (See" Port Phillip Bay.")
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 849; declared a
private Bill, 87'5; motion that Bill be
treated as a public Bill, except in
relation to payment of fees,' 875;
second reading, 875, 1028; Committee,
1030; remaining stages, 1031.
Benefit Associations Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 573; appropriation resolution, 679; second reading, 679, 703;
Committee, 712; remaining stages, 715.
-Council's amendment dealt with, 796.
Betting-Operation of starting-price bookmakers: Loss of revenue to State, 1328;
of
operations,
1344.legalizing
Means of suppressing illegal betting,
1466.-Licensing of " off-the-course "
totalizators, 1466.-Taxing of "off-thecourse" betting, 1467.
(See also
.. Bookmakers Bill," "Taxation-Winning Bets Tax," and " Totalizator
Act.")
Bills-Renumbering of clauses: Labour and
Industry Bill, and Landlord and Tenant
Bill, 3161, 3215.
(See" AusBlood Transfusion Service.
tralian Red Cross Society.")
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Bloomfield, Mr. J. S. (Malvern).
Architects (Amendment) Bill, 1789, 1794.
Bookmakers Bill, 2706.
Co-operation Bill, 2774, 2796, 2805.
Death-The Hon. T. D. Oldham, M.L.A.,
820.
Estimates, 3176, 3204.
Housing Bill, 2085.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2345, 2474, 2475,
2478, 2479, 2485, 2489, 2627, 2632, 2634,
2636, 2637, 3159.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 3055, 3063, 3064,
3066.
Land Settlement Bill, 2943, 3221, 3241.
Land Surveyors Bill, 1922.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) BUl,
2896.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2651, 2653,
2681.
Licensing (Chairman of Courts) Bill,
2392.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2455,
2459, 2461.
Motor Car Accidents-Vehicles with
smooth tires, 2357.
Oldham Trusts Bill, 2249.
Patriotic Funds (Amendment> Bill, 2712.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1994.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2179.
Public Accounts Committee-Standing
Order No. 169A, 1786; reappointment,
3176.
Railway Department-Limit of compensation liability, 3204.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3035.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 2886.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1578, 1724,
1758, 1995, 1996, 1999.
Volatile Fluids-Regulation of sale, 1113.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1912,
1918, 1920.

Bolte, Mr. H. E. (Hampden).
Address-in-Reply, 74.
Agriculture, Department of-Eradication
of frui t fly pest, 976; BaHara t milk
pasteurization, 3189.
Appropriation Bill, 58.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2181, 2524.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill,
752, 761, 766.
Barley Marketing Bll1, 853.

Bolte, Mr. H. E.--continued.
Betting-Winning bets tax, 76, 1328; offthe-course
betting,
1328;
doubles
totalizator, 3166.
Bookmakers Bill, 2392, 2403, 2704, 2707.
Budget, 1321.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill,
2161.
Business of the House-Order of business,
1321, 2444.
Gar Stealing, 2007.
Cement-Plant at Port Fairy, 572.
Close of the Session, 3252.
Coal-Callide supplies, 895.
Co-operation Bill, 2791.
Coronation of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II.-Address of congratulation, 828, 829.
Country Fire Authority-Extension of
proclaimed period, 718; finances, 1324.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1902, 1911.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
270l.
Death-The Hon. T. D. Oldham, M.L.A.,
818.
Debate-Withdrawal of statement objected to, 780.
Electoral Districts Bill, 343, 442.
Entertainments Tax, 1115, 1118, 1323,
1329.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment> BHl,
2709.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1189, 1197, 1226.
Estimates, 3166, 3168, 3179, 3181, 3187,
3189; Supplementary Estimates for
.1952-53, 974, 975, 979.
Factories and Shops (Long-Service Leave)
Bill, 2006.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards)
Bill, 2236.
Fisheries and Game Department-Opening of quail and duck seasons, 3168.
Floods--Lake Colac and Lake Corangamite areas, 58, 1809.
Fruit Fly, 976.
Horse Racing-Betting facilities, 3166.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
891.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1367.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 2151.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Anomalies,
892.
Land Settlement, 1328.

lImn.
Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Land Settlement Bill, 2258, 2910, 2933,
, 2934, 29:~8, 2945, 3217, 3224.
Land Tax, 1323, 1328.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2879, 2901, 2904.
Leave of Ahsence-Mr. E. F. Guye, 997;
Sir Thomas Maltby, 997.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2268, 2269,
2271, 2548, 2648, 2685.
Loan Funds-Allocation to Departments,
1322, 1323; special appropriation, 1326.
Lowe, Sir Charles John, Justice of the
Supreme Court-Vote of thanks, 2760,
3027.
Marketing Boards-Price fixing, 75.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment>
Bill, 1146, 1154, 1789.
Milk Board-Implementation of determination, 893.
Milk Pasteurization-Ballarat, 3189.
Mines Department-Oil search operations
in Gippsland, 3187.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2812.
Oil Search, 3187.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 628.
Police Offences Act-Illegal use of motorcars, 2007.
Potato
Mark~ting
Board-Price
of
potatoes, 74; supplies for Victorian
consumers, 76, 152.
Price Control, 75, 892.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2166.
Primary Products-Powers of marketing Boards, 75.
Quail and Duck Shooting, 3168.
Queen Elizabeth II.-Coronation, 828, 829.
-Visit to Victoria, 3216.
Rabbit Pest, 3179.
Railway Department-Burning off during
period of acute fire danger, 235, 276;
estimated revenue, 1325.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
2129.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Allocations, 1329, 3181, 3182; number of
eligible applicants, 3182.
State Electricity Commission-Erection
of buildings at Brooklyn, 407; country
needs, 894; loans, 1327.
State Lottery, 76, 894.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Overflow from Lake Colac 'and
Lake Corangamite, 58, 1809.

Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Statute
Law
Revision
Committee-AppOintment of Mr. Hollway, 3216.
Superannuation (Newport " A " Employees) Bill, 1034.
Supply, 890, 895, 2192.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1897.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1397, 1398,
1557, 1702, 1708, 1732, ,1766, 1995.
Transport (Amendment> Bill, 2532, 3007.
Transport Regulation Board-Transport
in country districts, 893; permit fees,
1326.
Uniform Tax-ation-Return of State's
taxing powers, 1323.
University of Melbourne-Appointment
of member of council, 1660.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Branch-Control of rabbit pest, 3179.
Visit of Her Majesty The Queen, 3216.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notice
of motion, 857, 858, 890.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 177.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2713.
Wheat-growing Industry-Stabilization of
prices, 893.

Bookmakers Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2043; second reading, 2047,
2392; resolutiqn fixing stamp duties,
2402; appropriation resolution, agreed
to, 2403; Committee, 2403; remaining
stages, 2404.-Council's amendments
dealt with, 2704.

Bourke, Mr. J. P. (St. Kilda).
Address-in-Reply, 35.
Architects (Amendment) Bill, 1793.
Betting, 1353.
Budget, 1351.
Commonwealth Constitution - Proposed
convention, 36.
Education Department - Provision of
school accommodation, 1353.
Electoral Districts Bill, 306, 308, 439.
Estima tes, 3208.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
1028.
Horse Rac1ng-Winning bets tax, 1353.
Housing Commission-Slum abolition, 38.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 2149.
Landlord and 'Te1liint :am, 3059.
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Bourke, Mr. J. P.-continued.
Law Department-Increased court facilities, 38, 1355; trials and hearings pending in Melbourne, 1697; reporting staff,
1697.
Legislative Council-Redistribution ot
provinces, 36; abOlition, 36.
Licensing Act-Compensation fund, 1355.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill, 2559, 2641,
2643, 2660, 2673, 2676, 2679.
Maintenance (Amendment> Bill, 2457,
2460, 2462.
Potato Marketing Board-Report of
Select Committee, 887.
Public Accounts Committee-Proposed
reappointment, 1354.
Railway Department-Deficit, 1354, 1355;
competition of road transport, 1355;
limit of compensation liability, 3208.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 37.
State Electricity Commission-Financial
situation, 38; material at Morwell, 1354;
development programme, 1354.
State Lottery, 1354.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 2885, 2886.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1707, 1708,
1711, 1736, 1998.
Unemployment, 37.
Uniform Taxation, 1352.
Workers Compensation Bill, 511.

Bread-Short-weight loaves, 372.
Bridges-Expenditure in Gippsland, 899.

Brose, Mr. R. K. (Rodney).
Barley Marketing (Amendment) BBl, 770.
Bookmakers Bill, 2707.
Budget, 1456.
Country Roads Board-Allocations to
municipalities, 1458.
Debate-Withdrawal of statements objected to, 967, 968.
Electoral Districts Bill, 428.
Estimates, 3168.
Fisheries and Game Department-Snob's
creek hatchery, 3168.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Gasification
of brown coal, 967.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners f,rom office,
965.
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Brose, Mr. R. K.--continued.
Junior Legacy, Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2054.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2344.
Land Settlement Bill, 2926,. 2945, 3222,
3237.
Licensing Act-.Hotel trading hours, 965.
LicenSing (Amendment> Bill, 2584, 2649,
2674, 2676.
Railway Department-Freight increases,
966, 1457.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 967.
Soil Conservation Authority-Plant and
machinery, 1458.
State Lottery-Petition from Rodney
electorate, 965.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Increased water rates, 1457;
country needs, 1457.
Supply, 964.
Transport Amendment Bill, 2532.
Transport Regulation Board-Enforcement of regulations, 966; increased
licence fees, 1458.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 176.

Buckingham, Mr. W. J. (Wonthaggi).
Anderson's Inlet-Inundation of land,
2818.
Electoral-Enrolments in metropolitan
districts, 275.
Potato Marketing Board-SuppUes to
Victorian consumers, 157.
State Electricity Commission-Supply of
electricity to farms, 90.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds BranohFunds, 235; reduction of personnel of
gangs, 235.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 183.

Budget-Brought down by Mr. Cain (Premier and Treasurer) , 997; financial
tables, 1011; Budget debate, 1321, 1368.
1405, 1438.
Buffalo, Mt. (See" Railways (Mt. Buffalo
Chalet) Bill.")
Building Directorate-Provision for salaries,
2160.-Control of cement supplies, 2160.
Building Materials-Galvanized iron and
piping supplies: To country districts,
(qn.) 192; to farmers, (qn.) 276, 318,
319; to Government Departments, (qn.)
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Building Materials-continued.
276; importations, (qn.) 276; lag in deliveries, (qn.) 2685. (See also "Building Directorate" and" Cement.")

Building Operations and Building Materials
Control (Extension) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2043; second reading,
2123, 2161; Committee,'2165, 2182; third
reading, 2186.
Building Regulations.
(See " Uniform
Building Regulations.")
Building Societies Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 1321; second reading, 1425,
1794; third reading, 1795.-Council's
amendment dealt with, 2119.
Bush Fires. (See" Country Fire Authority,"
.. Forests Commission," and "Railway
Department-Fires." )
Eusiness Investigations Act-Activities of
companies, 316, 950; inquiry, 316; action
by Law Department, 320. Amendment
of legislation, 950.
Business of the House-Adjournment until
day and hour to be fixed by Mr.
Speaker, 60.-Motion giving precedence
to Government business, 192, 619, 874,
1321, 2444, 2616.-Discussion of private
members' Bills, 193.-Duration of
sessional period, 331.-Debate on Supply
and Address-in-Reply combined, 620.Hours of meeting, 747, 2909.

c.
Cain, Mr. John (Northcote).
Address-in-Reply, 76.
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
118.
Aged Persons-Provision of amenities,
1971.
Agriculture, Department of-Eradication
of fruit fly pest, 637, 974; Budget
statement, 1005.
Appropriation Bill, 48, 54.
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3212, 3250,
3251.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2157, 2180,
2524, 2525.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 761,
76£1.
Basic Wage-Increases, 643.
Betting Facilities-Revenue, 1629, 2316;
totalizator, 3166.
Brown Coal-Gasification, 953.
Budget, 997.

Cain, Mr. John-continued.
Building Directorate-Control of cement
supplies, 2160.
Building
Opera tions
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) BUl,
2182, 2192.
Bush Fire Danger-Warning device, 274.
Business of the House-Private members' Bills, 192; duration of sessional
period, 331; order of business, 619, 620,
874, 1321, 2444, 2445, 2616; date of resumption of session, 812; consideration
of petitions, 2616; hours of meeting,
2909.
Cement-Plant at Port Fairy, 572; shortage and distribution, 2160.
Chairman of Committees-Election, 38, 39.
Children's
Welfare
Department-Increased payments, 973; Budget statement, 1003.
Christmas Felicitations, 60, 3251.
Close of Session, 3251.
Coachbuilding Firm-Dismissal of employees, 2820.
Coal' Mine Workers Pensions <Amendment) Bill, 506.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3), 980.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2198.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Budget
statement, 1008.
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II., 571,
828, 829, 1421.
Country Fire Authority-Budget statement, 1003.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1421.
Country Roads Board-Petrol tax and
motor car registration fees, 2910.
Cultural
Development-Allocation
of
vote to Council of Adult Education,
2117.
Death-The Hon. T. D. Oldham, M.L.A.,
817, 821.
Debate-Refusal to withdraw statement
objected to, 1783; statement withdrawn,
1874.
Education
Department-Cost-of-living
allowances, 886; wage increases, 886;
works and buildings, 886; closing of
country schools, 955; increased costs,
973, 2159; transport of scholars, 978;
Budget statement, 1001.
Electoral Districts Bill, 573; proceedings
in Supreme Court of Victoria, 874.
Entertainments Tax-Budget statement,
999; resolutions in Committee of Ways
and Means, 1113, 1116, 1117.
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Cain, Mr. John-continued.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2524, 2617, 2711, 2712.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1188, 1189, 1191,
1226, 1228, 1237, 1239, 1240, 1242.
Estimates, 39, 874, 997, 3164, 3166, 3185,
3188; Supplementary Estimates for
1952-53, 874, 972, 975, 978.
Financial Position of State, 637.
Forests Commission-Increased costs, 973;
Budget statement, 1007.
~ree Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
889.
Fruit Fly, 637, 974.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Price of gas,
748; sale of by-products, 748; gasification of brown coal, 953; briquettes, 1972;
gas fire radiants, 2440.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial) Bill,
1321, 1433.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
Undertaking) Bill, 2759.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Traralgon
Undertaking) Bill, 2759.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 679,
689, 691.
Government Buildings Fire Insurance
Fund-Special contribution, 973.
Government Departments-{;oods and
equipment, 1784,' 1785; overseas representation, 1784, 1785.
.
Grievance Day--Suspension of Standing
Order, 2873.
Health, Department Of-Payment to
Cancer Institute, 886; Budget statement, 1004; increased payments, 2159.
Hospital Benefits Bill, 44.
Hospitals-Southern Memorial Hospital,
Brighton, 408; financing of hospital pro.
. jects, 408.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office, 951;
building programme, 951; Budget statement, 1004.
House Committee-Appointment, 59.
Housing-Rental charges, 958; imported
prefabricated houses, 2234; number of
vacant Government-owned houses, 2440.
Housing Commission-Purchase of homes
by tenants, 957; Budget statement, 1007.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 1875, 2045, 2151.
Jurors' Fees, 1003.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Repossession
of homes, 1320; "squatting" in property
in Royal-parade, Melbourne, 2284, 2820.
Land Settle~ent Bill, 3218,3231.

Cain, Mr. John-continued.
Land Tax-Budget statement, 1000.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2236, 2329, 2899, 2900, 2901, 2904.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill,
2759.
Law Department-Jurors' fees, 1003.
Library Committee-Appointment, 59.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2674.
Li tera ture-Objectionable
publications,
1365, 2042, 2820; sale at Railway bookstalls, 2042.
Loan Funds-Allocation to Departments,
639, 3164; Budget statement, 1009.
Lowe, Sir Charles John, Justice of the
Supreme Court-Vote of thanks, 2759,
2760, 2887, 3026.
Marketing Boards-Operations, 77.
Martin and King Proprietary Limited-Employees, 2820.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 849.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Kew Mental
Hospital, 644; maintenance of mental
hospitals, 973; salary increases, 974;
Budget statement, 1004; increased paymen ts, 2159.
Milk Board-Price determinations, 97, 99.
Miners Phthisis-Allowances, 2159.
Mines Department-Oil search operations
in Gippsland, 3188.
Motor Car (Fees) Bill, 2157, 2331.
Motor Car Registration Fees, 2910.
Oldham Trusts Bill, 2235, 2247.
Olympic Games 1956-Transfer of site,
678, 1971; claims for compensation, 678,
1971.
Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill, 1188.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 493, 581, 603.
Parliament House-Maintenance, 3185.
Parliamentary Contributory Retirement
Fund-Receipts and payments, 2235.
Parliamentary
Elections-Proportional
representation system, 1971.
Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
Bill, 63, 70.
Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill, 2235,
2328.
Pay-roll Tax-Liability of Victorian
Government Departments, 871, 886;
amount of tax paid by Government, 871;
Penal Department-Manufacture of wire
netting, 973.
Personal Explanation-Statement in debate, 1874.
Petrol Tax, 2910.
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Cain, Mr. John-continued.
Points of Order-8tatements in debate,
894, 917; 1763; member reading document, 1565; resolution in Committee of
Ways and Means, 1700.
Police
Department---,Replacement
of
motor vehicles, 973; salaries; contingencies and mi.scellaneous expenditure,
2159.
Ports and Harbors Branch-Cost of
dredging, 973.
Potato Marketing Board-Price of potatoes, 76; supplies for Victorian consumers, 78, 149, 151; administration, 80;
investigation of acMvities, 80; Select
Committee, 328.
Price Control-Powers of Commissioner,
77.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2043, 2120.
Primary Products-Powers of marketing
Boards, 77.
Printing Committee-Appointment, 60.
Public Account (Amendment) Bill, 449,
505.
Public Accounts Committee-Standing
Order No. 169A, 1786.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 31.
Public Service-Number of officers employed, 1630.
Public 'rrustee (Common Fund) Bill,
60.
Public Works Committee-Appointment,
59.
Public Works Department-Condition of
Queenscliff lifeboat, 2316.
Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 3055.
Queen Elizabeth 1I.-Coronation: Address
of Congratulations, 828, 829, 1421.Visit to Victoria: Address of Welcome,
3215, 3254.Queen Elizabeth The Second Coronation
Trust Fund for Mothers and ChildrenClaim of Victorian Helping Hand
Association for sub-normal children,
868; Government grant, 1003.
Queenscliff Lifeboat, 2316;
Racecourse Betting-Revenue from winning bets tax, 1629; Government
revenue, 2316; doubles totalizator, 3166;
numbering of totalizator tickets, 3166.
Railway Department-Condition of suburban carriages, 90; burning off during
period of acute fire danger, 235, 276;

Cain, Mr. John-continued.
de.ficit, 638, 1000; wage increases, 887,
2159; increased freights and fares, 956;
administration, 957; contribution to
Railway Accident and Fire Insurance
Fund, 974; Budget statement, 1000;
breakdown train for Western District,
2820.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill, 39, '40.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
1972, 2044.
Royal Commission on Allegations of Improper Conduct-Maximum expenditure, 63, 91.
Royal Family-Death of Her. Majesty
Queen Mary, 374, 376, 829.
Royal Li'fe Saving Society---Government
grants, 324.
Royal-par.ade Property, 2284, 2820.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing)
Bill, 432.
Soil Conserva tion Au thori ty-Travelling
Expenses, 3164.
Soldier
Settlement
Commission-Increased expenditure, 973; Budget statement, 1007.
Southern Memorial Hospital, Brighton,
408.
Speaker-Election, 29, 30, 31.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointment, 60.
State Coal Mine-Deficit, 1001.
State Development Committee-Appointment, 59.
State Electricity Commission-Installations in rural areas, 89, 954, 2118, 3155;
dismissal of employees, 325; financial
position, 639, 952; consumers' loans, 640;
• contractual obligations, 640; Budget
statement, 1008; supply of briquettes to
Gas and Fuel Corporation, 1972; Morwell roads and water supply, 1972;
reported agreement with overseas consulting engineers, 2407; grant for
~orwell capital works, 3156.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Increases in water charges, 748;
Budget statement, 1006.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Appointments, 59; appointment of Mr.
Hollway, 3216.
Statute
Law
Revision
Committee
(Amendment) Bill, 2324, 2359.
St. Cuthbert's Church of England Boys'
Home, Colac-Caning of boy, 452.
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Cain, Mr. J ohn--continued.
St. John Ambulance Association--Government grant, 1003.
Superannuation (Newport "A" Employees) Bill, 849.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 63, 67, 172, 175, 643.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
(Extension) Bill,' 2324, 2360, 2406.
Supply, 636, 885, 951, 2157.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 2443, 2526.
Tattersall Consultations-Proposed transfer to Melbourne, 1630,' 1782, 1783; sale
of tickets on personal application, 1875.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1188, 1384,
1386, 1390, 1398, 1400, 1592, 1698, 1700,
1701, 1703, 1718, 1738, 1739, 1741, 1755,
1761, 1763, 1771, 1772, 1995, 1997.
The Geelong Gas Company's Bill, 679, 689,
691.
Totalizators, 3166.
Transport Regulation Board-Ormond bus
route, No. 94A, 452; East Kew-Tooronga
bus service, 2407.
Tuberculosis-Occupation of "Stonnington," 886, 2159.
Uniform Building Regulations-Board of
Inquiry, 2315.
Uniform Taxation-Return of State's taxing power, 638, 1009.
University of Melbourne-Government
grant, 1002; appointment of member of
council, 1661.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds BranchPayments, 2159.
Victorian Symphony Orchestra--Government grant, 1003.
Visit of Her Majesty The Queen, 3215,
3254.
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute~overn
ment grant, 1003.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notice
of motion, 857, 859, 860.
Wheat Growing Industry-Proposed new
stabilization plan, 838, 841; orderly
marketing, 954, 1418; price of wheat,
955.
Wire Netting, 973.
Young Farmers Clubs--Government grant,
1005.
Cancer Institute-Financial provision for
year 1953-54, 886, 1004, 1462, 3198, 3199.
-Establishment of free cancer detection
clinics, 1462.

Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1188;
second reading, 1400, 1640; remaining
stages, 1648.
Capital Punishment. (See II Crime.")
Castlemaille Gas Company's Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2043; declared
a private Bill, 2051; motion that Bill
be treated as a public Bill, except in
relation to payment of fees, 2052;
second reading, 2052, 2054; Committee,
'2055; remaining stages, 2056.
Cement-Operation of plant at Port Fairy,
(qn.) 572.
Chairman of Committees-Appointment of
Mr. Morton, 38.

Chairman of Committees, The (Mr. Earnest
Morton)-Rulings and Statements ofAcknowledging election as Chairman, 39.
Amendments-Amendment
altered
to
comply with parliamentary procedure,
1155; amendment beyond scope of Bill,
1239; amendment identical with. provision in Bill already, passed, 2478, 2479;
proposed amendment to portion of
clause already approved, 2669; proposed
amendment to appropriation resolution,
2797; amendment affecting two clauses,
2933, 2934, 2935.
Clauses-Amended clause not to be postponed, 2627; submitting clauses in
globo, 2908.
Committee of Ways and Means-Procedure 1'e rates, resolutions, 1700.
D.ebate-Interjections, 434, 445, 761, 1382,
1717, 2659, 277a, 2929; Minister saying
that an Act was II interfered with," 435;
using the expression "deliberate untruth," 780; relevancy of remarks, 770,
782, 895, 917, 965, 1383, 1718, 1726, 1731,
1732, 1748, 1752, 1753, 1756, 1772, 1896,
2077, 2078, 2798, 2887, 2939, 2941; member saying II the Premier's pockets are
lined with brewer's gold," 783; courtesy
to member making maiden speech, 806;
using the word II lie ", 918, 922, 934;
using the expression II deliberately untrue," 918; procedure on Chairman's
call, 923; referring to expulsion of
members of a party, 941; withdrawal of unparliamentary reference
to member, 943; withdrawal of statement re Mr. McVilly, 945: re Minister of Health, 946; additional remarks

Chairman of Committees, The (Mr. Earnest
Morton>-continued.
,by way of personal explanation,
958,
959;
discussing
matter sub
judice, 967; identifying members by
names of electorates, 971, 1344; procedure
re motion for reporting progress, 974;
referring to Minister as the Premier's
.. stooge," 1376; alleged .. insult," 1474;
remarks construed as personal explanation, 1483, 1746, 1764, 1765; character
of resolution in Committee, 1699; confining discussion to amendment, 1708;
,addressing the Chair, 1725; discussing
dause already dealt with, 1771, 1895;
alluding to debate in Council, 1920;
Premier replying to submissions during
second-reading debate, 2185; confining
remarks to clause under discussion,
2641; challenging statement in debate,
2648.
Entertainments Tax-Scope of debate on
resolution in Committee of Ways and
Means, 1116.
Entertainments Tax Bill-Inadmissibility
of amendment, 1239; expiration of time
allotted for Committee stage, 1243.
Labour and Industry Bill-Amendment
re cost-of-living adjustments, 2478, 2479,
2480.
Pairs Book-Removal from table, 629, 636.
Tattersall Consultations Bill-Scope of debate on Resolution in Committee of
Ways and Means, 1699, 1700, 1701.
Rulings and
Speaker-

Statements

as

Deputy

Debate-Courtesy extended to member
making maiden sp~ech, 266; relevancy
of remarks, 269, 2464, 2465; claim that
member made incorrect statement, 314;
interjections, 356, 2153, 2377, 2928,
2929; observance of silence when
called for, 521.

Chairmen
of Committees, TemporaryAppointments, 39.
Children's Welfare Department-Financial
provision, 784, 928, 973, 978, 1003.-Repair of children's shoes by Penal Department, 784.-Amending legislation,
921, (qn.) 3156, 3169.-Female wards in
,Pentridge, 934.-Provision of detention
section at Royal Park institution, 935.
-Formation of advisory committee, 935.
'-Payments'to foster parents, 973, 1003,

Children's Welfare Department-continued.
1363.-State wards: Accommod~tlon,
1364; increased allowance for maintenance, 1454, 1480; secondary education, 1454.
Child Welfare. (See" Adoption of Children
(Amendment> Bill ", .. Creches, Infant
Welfare, Kindergartens.")
Chiropodists.
(See
.. Department
of
Health.")
Coach building Firm.-Dismissal of employees, 2818, 2820.
Coal-Callide supplies, 895; stocks in Victoria, (qn.) 2156; use by State Electricity Commission, (qn.) 2156. (See
also .. State Coal Mine.")
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment)
Bill-Appropriation resolution, 506; introduction and first reading, 506;
second reading, 506; remaining stages,
509.
Coates, Mr. L R. (Dandenong).
Electoral Districts Bill, 412.
Cochrane, Mr. L. J. (Gippsland West).
Agriculture, Department of-Research
activities,
1504;
employment
of
veterinary surgeons, 3191.
Budget, 1503.
Country Roads Board-Maintenance of
roads, 1504.
Estimates, 3179, 3184, 3191, 3193.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2620.
Latrobe Valley-Development, 1503.
Milk Board-Price of milk, 62, 105, 1504.
Parliament House-Parking area, 3184.
Potato Marketing Board-Control of
price, 1504.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Needs of Gippsland West area.
1503; Mornington peninsula scheme.
1503; erosion. of banks of Bunyip river,
2491.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1628.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Branch--Estimated expenditure, 3179.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 187.
Clubs-Government
Young
Farmers'
grant, 3193.
Committees of Supply and Ways and Means.
(See .. Supply" and .. Ways and
Means.")
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Commonwealth Health Scheme--Effect on
hospi tal finances, 1333.
Commonwealth Hostels Proprietary Limited
-Conditions in Geelong hostels, 927.
Commonwealth Motor Vehicles.
(See
.. Motor Vehicles.")
Commonwealth Pay-Roll Tax Assessment
Act. (See" Taxation.")
Communism-Action by Labour movement
to combat Communism in Victoria, 1460,
1464, 1509; trade union elections, 1460.
Companies (Special Investigations) Act.
(See" Business Investigations Act.")
Connell, Mr. P. P. (Evelyn).
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1910.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2142.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1767.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 245.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. I)-All
stages, 812.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-All
stages, 972.
CoBsolidated Revenue Bill (No. S)-All
stages, 980.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4)-All
stages, 2198.
Constitution of the Commonwealth-Review,
36, 1484, 1485.
Cook, Mr. F. A. (Benalla).
Agriculture, Department of-Cattle diseases, 805; Government grant, 1498.
Benefit Associations Bill, 798.
Budget, 1495.
Decen tralization-Country
industries,
1496.
Education
Department-Extension
of
technical education facilities, 1498.
Electoral Districts Blll, 426.
Entertainments Tax, 1497.
Estimates, 3162, 3167.
Forests
Commission-Maintenance
of
roads, 1498.
Health,
Department
of-Government
grant, 1498.
Housing-Country needs, 805, 1498.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2352, 2539.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Rent control,
1496.

Cook, Mr. F. A.-continued.
Land Tax, 1497.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2897.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill, 1799.
Municipalities-Grants for fire prevention works,' 3167.
Price Control, 1496.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
~174.

Public Accounts Committee-Re-appointment, 1496.
Railway Department-Freight charges,
805, 1496; branch lines, 806.
Railways (Mount Buffalo Chalet) Bill,
2282.
Soil Conservation Authority-Government grant, 3162.
State Electricity Commission-Installations in rural areas, 805.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Country needs, 1498.
Supply, 804.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1619.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3024.
Uniform Taxation, 1495.
University of Melbourne-Agricultural
research, 1498.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 188.
Co-operation Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2156; second reading, 2446,
2760; appropriation resolution passed in
Committee of the Whole, and reported
to the House, 2794; Bill considered in
Committee, 2799; appropriation resolution agreed to by the House, 2810; Bill
further considered in Committee, 2810;
third reading, 2812.--Council's amendments dealt with, 3215.
Co-operative Housing Societies. (See" Coo~erative Housing Societies (Amendment) Blll" and" Housing.")
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 861; second reading, 881; appropriation resolution, 887; second-reading
debate resumed, 1118; Committee, 1137;
remaining stages, 1146.
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2324; declared a
private Bill, 2364; motion that Bill be
treated as a public Bill, except in relation to payment of fees, 2364; second
reading, 2364, 2468; Committee and remaining stages, 2471.

I~DEX.

Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
n. (See" Queen Elizabeth II.".>
Coroners Bill-Received from Council and
first reading, 888; second reading, 1013,
1802; remaining stages, 1803.
Corrigan, Mr. S. T. (Port Melbourne).
Aged Persons-Accommodation, 1463.
Bread-Sale of short-weight loaves, 372.
Budget, 1460.
Cancer
Institute-Government
grant,
1462; clinics, 1462.
'Communism, 1460.
Health, Department of-..Maternal and
child hygiene, 1461.
" Housey-housey" Games-Gross takings,
1366, 2687; percentages to charity, 1366,
2687.
Kindergartens and Pre-school CentresGovernment grant, 1461; administration
costs, 1462.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Conditions in
mental institutions, 1461.
Police Offences Act-Unlawful carrying of
firearms, 1038.
St. Cuthbert's Church of England Boys'
Home, Colac--Caning of boy, 451.
St. John Ambulance Association, 1463.
Tuberculosis-Government grant, 1462.
Wirth's Park-Fire hazard, 2714.·
Council of Adult Education. (See" Cultural
Development.")
Country Fire Authority-Bushfires: Suggested warning devices, 273, 274.-Extension of proclaimed fire period, 718,
719.-Increased annual payment by
insurance
companies,
1003,
1324.
Representation of underwriters and
municipalities, 1325.- -Government control of expenditure, 1325.-Funds for
fire prevention work, 3168. (See also
" Municipalities.")
Country Fire Authority (Finance) BiU-Introduction and first reading, 1188;
second reading, 1421, 1902; Committee,
1911; remaining stages, 1912.
Country Roads Board-Construction and
maintenance of roads, 784, 1376, 1377,
1415.-Finance,
1445,
1504.-Traffic
systems in other countries,785.-Speculative land subdivisions adjoining main
roadways, 785.-Roadway into King
valley, 806; Public Works Committee's
recommendation, 806.-'Roads in NorthW·est MaBee, 963.-Superannuation for

,coun try Roads Board-continued.
employees at central workshops, Montague,
(qn.)
1320.~Duplication
of
Melbourne-Geelong road, 1368.-Maintenance of main highways in metropolitan area, 1381.--Condition of roads
in Diamond valley, 1494.-Expenditure
of petrol tax and motor registration
fees, (qn.) 2909.-Allocation of loan
funds for year 1953-54, 3165. (See also
" Forests Commission" and .. Municipalities.")
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2043;
second reading, 2127, 2700; Committee,
2702; remaining stages, 2704.
Creches, Infant Welfare, Kindergartens--·
Government subsidies, 1004, 1384, 1461,
1462, 3201, 3202.-'Shortage of kindergarten centres and qualified teachers,
1461.
Crime-Increase, 949; capital pUnishment,
949; legislation, 949.
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill-Introduction and first reading, 849;
motion that Bill be dealt with as a
public Bill, except in relation to payment of fees, 850; second reading, 850;
Committee, 852; remaining stages! 853.
Crown Proceedings Bill-8uggested inclusion
in Government's legislative programme,
801.
Cultural
Development-Allocation
of
Government vote, (qn.) 2117.-ApPointment of Council of Adult Education as
advisory committee, (qn.) 2117.

D.
Dairying Industry-Disabilities of producers,
81.-Constituents of milk, 803.-Disease
in dairy cattle, 805, 1005; research into
cause of outbreaks, 805; suggested
mobile clinic, 805.-Extension of herd
testing system, 1414; financial provision, 1414.-Employ~ent of services of
private veterinary surgeons for tuberculin testing, 2197. (See also .. Department
of
Agriculture-Diseases
in
Stock," "Milk," "Milk Board," and
"Veterinary Surgeons.")

D'Arcy, Mr. L. F. C. (Grant).
Agriculture, Department of-Grasshopper
plague, 3190.
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D'Arcy, Mr. L. F. C.-contin'll.ed.
Decentralization, 807.
Estimates, 3190.
Land Settlement-Holdings for rural
Workers, 807.
Primary Industries-Increased production, 806.
State Forests Loan Application Bill
(No.2), 2143.
Supply, 806.
Deaf Persons-Number of children in Victoria, (qn.) 2315; education and employment, (qn.) 2315.-Number and
ages of deaf and partially deaf children
attending schools, (qn.) 2315.

Death. (See" Oldham, the Honorable T. D.,
Death of.")

JJecentralization-Facilities for country districts, 81.-Latrobe valley industries,
787, 1439.~Policy of coalition Governments, 802.-Drift of young people to
cities, 803, 807.-Industries in country
towns, 803, 807, 1439; difficulties of
operation, 1496; effect of increased railway
frei'ghts,
1496.-Decrease
of
number of employees in primary industries, 806.-Importance of main roads,
1376.-" Greater Victoria" plan, 1439.Development of Wangaratta, 1439.
Dennett, Colonel A. H. (Caulfield).
Appropriation Bill, 57.
Electoral Districts Bill, 358, 363.
Department of AgricultureAgricultural Colleges-Scholarships, 3190,

3192, 3193.
Diseases in Stock--Pleuro-pneumonia and

tuberculosis, 716, 719, 1005.-Payment
of compensation for cattle destroyed,
717; amending legislation, 717. (See
also" Dairying Industry" and "Swine
Compensation Bill.")
Experimental Work--Research on departmental farms, 1005; on irrigation and
pasture improvement.. 1005, '1362; on
cereals, fodder and onions, 1005.-Testing
of
tractors,
1005.-Financial
provision, 1504.
Fertilizers-Views expressed in Life from
the Soil, 3190.

Finance-Provision for year 1953-54, 1005.
1498.

Department of

Agricu~\~f~ontinued.

Fruit FZy-Eradication, 637, 974. 976, 978,

1005.
Grain-Bran and pollard shortage, 2284.
Grasshopper Plague-Counter measures.

1807, 1809, 2091, 2092, 3190, 3192.
Carrier's Licence-Application by
Hamilton's Dairy, Elwood, (qn.) 2441.
(See also" Milk Board.")
Poultry-Diseases, 318, 319; diagnosis and
treatment, 318, 319.
Veterinary
Surgeons-Employment of
private practitioners, 2197, 3190, 3192.
(See also "Barley," I, 'Dairying Industry,"
.. Dried Fruit Industry," OJ Oats," OJ Onion
Marketing Board," and OJ Wheat.")

Milk

Department of HealthChiropod'ists--Recognition
by
Government, 777.
Diphtheriar-Number of cases reported,
(qn,) 324; immunization of children,
(qn.) 324.
Finance-Increased vote for administration, general health services, antituberculosis campaign, and maternal
and child welfare, 930, 1004, 1439, 1461,
1480, 1498, 2159.
Maternal and Child Welfare-Upkeep of
infant welfare centres, 1461; infant
mortality, 1480, 1481.
Medical Staff-Transfer of Dr. Margaret
Playle, (qn,) 192.
Poliomyelitis Patients-Charges for hospitalization, (qn.) 2041.
(See also .. Cancer Institute," OJ Health
(iPlumbers
and
Gasfitters)
Bill,"
.. Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill,"
" Mental Hygiene," and .. Tuberculosis.")
DivisionsBarley Market'ing (Amendment) Bill-On

amendment to clause 2, 771.
Budget Debate-On motion that progress

be reported, 1413.
Building
Operations
(tnd
Building
Materials Control <Extension) Bill-On

amendment to clal,lse 2, 2186.
Business of the House-On motion giving

preference to Government business, 875.
Co-operation Bi.l'lr--On motion for second

reading, 2794.
Electoral Districts Bill-On amend men t to

second-reading motion, 431; on motion
for second reading, 432; on amendment
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Divisions-continuea.
to clause 2, 445; on clause 2 as
amended, 446; on motion for third
reading, 448.
Entertainments Tax Bill-On motion that
Bill be considered an urgent Bill, 1226.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill

--On motion for second reading, 2280.
Housing Bill-On motion for adjournment

of second-reading debate, 1928; on
amendment to clause 2,2390; on amendment to clause 3, 2392.
Labour and Industry Bill-On amendment to clause 100, 2545.
Land Settlement Bil~On motion fixing
period of adjournment of secondreading debate, 2259; on amendment to
second-reading motion, 2933; on clause
1, 2936; on motion that Council's amendment No.2 be agreed to, 3250.
Licensing (Amendment) Bil~On amendments to clause 5, 2655, 2669; on clause
5 as amended, 2685.
Local Government ([mported Houses) Bill

(No. 2)-On motion in Committee that
progress be reported, 2165.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill-On amendment to clause 2, 1154.

motion' for adjournment of
House to discuss Milk Board's price
recommendation, 109.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill--'On motion for
second reading, 2817.
Parking of Vehicles Bill--On amendment
of motion fixing period of adjournment
of debate, 523; on amendment to clause
3, 628; on amendment to clause 6, 632.
Potatoes-On motion for adjournment of
House to discuss supply to consumers in
Victoria, 163.
Milk-On

Prices Regulation

(Oontinuation)

BiZ,£-

On motion for second reading, 2179.
Statute

Law

Revision

Oommittee-On

amendment to motion for appointment
of Mr. Hollway, 3216.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill--On amendment to clause 2, 174;

on amendment to clause 4, 175.
SWine Oompensation Bill--On motion for

closure of debate on amendment to
clause 3, 1898; on amendment to clause
3, 1898.
Tattersall Oonsultation8 BiZl--On motion
that Bill be treated as public Bill, except as to payment of. fees, 1389; on

Dlvisions-continued.
amendment to second-reading motion,
1628; on second-reading motion, 1629;
on clause 3, 1735; on clause 4, 1737'; on
amendment to clause 7, 1760; on clause
7, 1761; on amendment to clause 8,
1769; on amendment to clause 10, 1772;
on third-reading motion, 1773;· on
amendment to Council's amendment,
1999.
Votes on Account~On amendment" That
the vote be reduced by £1," 971.
Dodgshun, Mr. Keith (Rainbow).
Agriculture,
Department
of--Glenormiston pasture research farm, 1362;
Walpeup research station, 1362.
Australian Barley Board-Orderly marketing, 936.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 756.
Barley Marketing Bill, 855.
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 1029.
Benefit Associations Bill, 708, 714, 715.
Bookmakers Bill, 2397, 2705.
Budget, 1356.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill, 2188.
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2055.
Children's
Welfare
Department-Improvements, 934; payments to foster
parents, ·1363; accommodation of wards
of State, 1364.
Co-operation Bill, 2778, 2796, 2799.
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill, 2470.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1905, 1911.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2703.
Education
Department-Closing
of
schools, 936.
Electoral Districts Bill, 113, 286, 437, 449.
Entertainments Tax, 1116.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1189, 1211, 1229,
1238.
Estimates: Supplementary Estimates for
1952-53, 976.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2271.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
888.
Goods (Sale of Sheepskins) Bill, 1033.
Grain Elevators Board-Industrial dispute, 2587.
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill, 1650.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2078
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Dodgshun, Mr. Keith-continued.
Dodgshun, Mr. Keith-continued.
Statute Law Revision Committee--CirHospitals and Charities Commission-Re. cular letter, 2587.
moval of Commissioners from office,
932; country needs, 934; beds for
Statute
Law
Revision
Committee
(Amendment) Bill, 2324.
maternity patients, 936.
Superannuation (Newport " A " EmHousing Commission-Slum abolition, 935.
ployees) Bill, 1035, 1037.
1361.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2472, 2478, 2543,
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 169.
2546.
Supply, 931.
Land Settlement Bill, 2259, 2916, 2935.
2938, 2942, 2943, 2944, 2947.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1459, 1898.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1388, 1398,
2890, 2892.
'
1568, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1713, 1736, 1739,
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill.
1750, 1760, 1762, 1767, 1769, 1997.
The Chairman's Call, 923.
2454.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2269, 2575,
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 2532, 3015.
2580, 2640, 2642, 2653, 2666, 2674, 2676,
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
2677, 2679, 2680, 2683, 2684.
217.
Loan Programme-Curtailment of works.
Transport Regulation Board-Permit fees,
1361.
1359, 1360.
Local Government (Imported Houses)
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 243, 258.
Bill, 41.
Trusteel Corporation of Australia and
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2814.
New Zealand Proprietary LimitedMotor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers>
Shareholding, 931.
Bill, 2547.
Uniform Taxation-State reimbursement,
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 493, 521. 582.
1365.
603, 621, 629, 630.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notice
Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
of motion 931.
Bill, 119.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 183.
Penal Department~Reforms, 935.
Wheat Growing Industry-Proposed new
Points of Order-Minister reflecting upon
stabilization plan, 830, 835, 872, 936,
Parliament, 435; member speaking over
1362, 2316; price of wheat, 1361; reducthe Mace, 503; member reading docution of acreage, 1363; orderly marketment, 1565; statement in debate, 1627;
ing plan, 1418.
resolution in Committee of Ways and
Wheat Marketing Bill, 1631.
Means, 1699, 1700; Minister threatenWorkers Compensation
(Amendment>
ing to have member certified, 1783.
Bill, 1900, 1902.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1991.
\yorkers Compensation Bill, 498, 514.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2176, 2180.
Railway Department-Increased freights
Dog Racing-Legalizing of non-proprietary
and fares, 933, 1361.
dog racing, 1345.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 936.
Royal Commission on Allegations of Improper Conduct, 91.
Don, Mr. John (Elsternwick).
Sale Yards-Cruelty to stock, 1363.
Agriculture, Department of-Elwood milk
Slum Abolition, 935, 1361.
carrier's licence, 2441.
Country Roads Board-Petrol tax and
State Electricity Commission-Loans by
country consumers, 933, 1359; finances,
motor-car registration fees, 2909.
977; protection of Morwell plant, 1356;
Education Department-Patriotic ceredevelopmental programme, 1356, 1358;
monies in State schools, 142; form of
rationing of power, 1357; flotation of
declaration, 142.
loans, 1358; Kiewa project, 1358.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1229.
State Rivers and Water Supply CommisHospitals-Southern Memorial Hospital,
sion-Curtailment of works programme,
Brighton, 408; finanCing of hospital
prejects, 408.
1359; increased charges, 1361.
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Doube, Mr. V. J.-continued.
Don, Mr. John-continued.
Law Department-" Housey-housey" perLandlord and Tenant Act-" Squatting"
mits, 1365, 1459; jurors' fees, 1480.
in property in Royal-parade, Melbourne,
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2673, 2674.
2283, 2820.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Law Department-Fines imposed by
courts of petty sessions, 408.
Bill, 1149.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2652, 2655,
Milk Board-Price determination, 107.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1990.
2670, 2671, 2672, 2675, 2679, 2680, 2684.
Police Department-Production of file re
publication,
Li tera ture-Objectionable
Australian Primary Oils Proprietary
717.
Limited, 327.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Railway Department-Deficit, 1476, 1477.
Bill, 1147, 1151, 1155.
St. John Ambulance Association-GovernMilk Carrier's Licence, 2441.
ment grant, 1480.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 600.
Supply, 937.
Public Works Department-Licensing of·
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1616.
boats for hire, 2438.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Blll,
Racecourse
Betting - Government
223.
revenue, 2316.
Railway Department-Carriage of goods
Trusteel. Corporation of Australia and
New Zealand Proprietary Limitedby rail, 324; defacing of property with
slogans, 1693.
Shareholding, 937.
Uniform Taxation, 1476.
Road
Traffic Regulations-Right-hand
turns, 143.
University of Melbourne-Financial position, 1479.
Royal Life Saving Society-Government
gran ts, 324.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notic~
of motion, 938.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1389.
Transport Regulation Board-Ormond
bus service, 324, 408, 450.
Dried Fruit Industry-Sale of Australian
products, 3166.
Doube, Mr. V. J. (Oakleigh).
Australian Primary Oils Proprietary
Limited, 327.
Dunn, Mr. J. H. MeR. (Geelong).
Basic Wage, 1475.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2525.
Budget, 1474.
Budget, 1368.
Business Investigations Act-Activities of
Children's Welfare Department-Agricompanies, 316; proposed inquiry, 316.
cultural training for boys, 925.
Children's
Welfare
Department-InCorio to Newport Pipe-line Bill, 2469.
creased allowances, 1480.
Education Department-Geelong Junior
Co-operation Bill, 2776.
Technical School, 450; Geelong speech
Education
Department-Government
therapy clinic, 1369; Geelong teachers'
grant, 1478; students in training, 1478;
college, 1369.
transport of scholars, 1479; junior
Estimates, 3162.
scholarships, 1479.
Fisheries and Game Department-Lovely
Electoral Districts Bill, 352.
Banks hatchery, 924.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1221.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 690.
Health, Department of-Maternal and
Geelong Harbor Trust-Improved harbor
child hygiene, 1480; pre-natal care, 1481.
facilities, 1368.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2072.
Geological Museum, 3162.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-ReGovernment Departments-Co-ordination
moval of Commissioners from office,
of activities, 926, 927.
938.
Hire-purchase
Agreements - Interest
Housing Commission-Braybrook estate,
rates, 924.
2313.
Housing Commission-Architects' fees,
Land Tax, 1476.
927; eligibility of migrants, 928; slum
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
reclamation, 1371.
2892, 2893.
Immigratlon-Geelong hostels, 927.
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Dunn, Mr. J. H. McR.-continued.
Law Department--Garnisheeing of wages
of convicted man, 718.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 632.
Onion Marketing Board-Quantity sold,
rebates, debtor agents, and administrative expenses, 1786.
Potato Marketing Board-Quality of
potatoes, 1808.
Price Control, 924.
Railway Department-Lavers Hill-Beech
Forest line, 926; duplication of Mel.bourne-Geelong line, 1368; standardization of gauge, 1368.
State Rivers and Water Supply CommisConnewarre
in
sion-Developmen t
district, 1369.
Supply, 923.
Town Planning-Development of Geelong
district, 1370.

E.
Education-Decentralization of technical
and university teaching, 33.-Expansion
of facilities, 38.-Expenditure, 697.Responsibilities of State, 697; financial
assistance for children attending registered schools, 697. (See also "Education Department.")
Education Department-At Warrnambool, Terang, Mortlake, 801; at
Heidelberg, 811; at Mildura, 963; at
Corryong and Bandiana, 1374; at
Fawkner, 3171. - Attendances and
accommodation at Mornington peninsula schools, 1447.-0versized classe!,
33, 1451.-Primary and secondary
school accommodation for 1954, 1452;
hiring of halls as extra accommodation, 1469; shortage of accommodation
at Fawkner, 3171.
Oountry Schools-Closing, 936, 955, 970,
1416.
Deaf
Ohildren-Education
by
oral
methods, 1451; training of teachers,
1451.
Finance-Financial provision, 33, 886, 929,
973, 1001, 1002, 1439, 1451, 1453, 1468,
1478, 1479, 2159, 3166.-Commonwealth
subsidy, 33.-Cost of primary, secondary
and technical schools, (qn.) 1111.-Loan
funds for new school buildings, 1446,
3165.
Free Milk-Extension of scheme to
country schools, 778; statistics, (qnJ
2117.

Accommodation-Shortages:

Education Department---continued.
Housing

Oommission

Estates-SchoOl

facili ties, 3171.
Land-Purchase of sites for new schools,
961.
Latrobe Valley-School facilities required,
787.-Lack of sanitary accommodation
in schools, 787.
Melbourne Show Week-Holidays for
school children, 812.
Morning ton
Peninsula--Facilities
for
education, 809 .
Mothers' Olubs and School OommitteesRepresentation to members re "crisis"

in education, 1474, 1478.
New Schools-Infant school at Mildura,

963.-N ew high schools, 1002, 1383, 1453.
-Contracts for additional schools, 1353.
-New school at Boneo-road, Rosebud,
809, 1446.-Construction of Glenroy
High School,
1469.-Yarram High
School, (qn.) 2522.-School for Breamlea, (qn.) 3156, 3171, 3172.
Patriotic
Oeremonies-Declaration by
State School pupils, (qn.) 142.
Primary Schools-Vermont State School:
Press report of Minister's visit, 273,
274.
Pupils---,Enrolments in primary, secondary, and technical schools, (qn.) 1111.
Scholarships-Allotment of free places at
university, 796.---Scholarship for course
in veterinary science, 796.-Increased
allowances, 1002, 1479.
Secondary Education-Provision for year
1954, 899.
Speech Therapy Clinic-Establishment at
Geelong, 1369.
Student Teachers-Allowances, 973, 1001.
-Increased number in training, 1453,
1478.-Provision of hostels, 1453.
Teachers-Staff for country schools, 936,
963, 968, 1416.-District conferences:
Teacher's expenses, 971.-Salaries for
year 1953-54, 1001.-Increased staff,
. l00l.-Shortage of, 33, 971, 1451, 1452.
-Classified and temporary teachers,
1453.-Recruitment, 1454.-Standard of
qualifications of recruits, 1454.
Teaching Bursaries-Selection of students,
minimum qualifications, and number of
bursaries allotted, (qn.) 572; extension
of bursaries, 1454.
Technical
Education-Enlargement of
Junior Technical School, Geelong, 450,
453.-Extension of Sale Technical

so)
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Education Department-continued.
School, (qn.) 679.-Maintenance and
equipment of schools, 1002, 1468, 1479.
-Erection of new schools, 1002, 1453;
Coburg Technical School, 1469.-Extension of facilities, 1498.
Transport of Scholars-Bus services, and
pupils' travelling allowances, 973, 976,
978, 979, 1002.-Transport of pupils
from Mornington to Rosebud, 1447.Number of pupils transported and cost,
(qn.) 2438.-Children other than those
attending primary or area schools,
(qn.) 2522.
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board-Cost
of production of eggs and prices paid
to producers, (qnJ 1786.
Eildon Weir.
(See" State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.")
ElectoralOommonwealth Electoral Divisions in Victoria-Enrolments, (qn.) 90.
Legislative Assembly-Redistribution of
seats, 32, 37, 76, 80, 967, 1493.~nrol
ments in metropolitan electorates, (qn.)
275.
Legislative Oouncil-Adult franchise, 32.
-Redistribution of provinces, 32, 36.Labour party's policy on abOlition, 36.
Electoral Districts Act 1953-Report of
Commissioners, 1698.-Area of new
Assembly districts, -(an,) 2042, (qnJ
2442.
Electoral Districts Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 63; second reading, 110,
277; amendment to second-reading
motion, 292, 332, 409; amendment
negatived, 431; second-reading motion
agreed to, 432; Committee, 432, 433;
third reading, 448.-Leave refused to
Mr. McDonald to make statement, 573.
-Communications from the Clerk of
the Parliaments, 772, 830.-Proceedings
in Supreme Court of Victoria: Tabling
-of paper, 874.
Electricity. (See" State Electricity Commission.")
Entertainments Tax-Reimposition in Victoria, 999, 1444, 1466, 1497; estimated
revenue for year 1953-54, 1000, 1336,
1482; scale of charges, 1329.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 2524;
second reading, 2616, 2709; motion
fixing rates of tax, 2711; appropriation
resolution, 2712; Committee, 2712;
remaining stages, 2712.

Entertainments Tax Bill-Resolution fixing
rates of tax, 1113, 1188; introduction
and first reading, 1188; second reading,
1191; motion that Bill be considered an
urgent Bill, 1226; motion allotting
times for various stages, 1226; amendment, 1227; amendment negatived,
1233; motion allotting times agreed to,
1233; second-reading debate resumed,
1233; Committee, 1237;
remaining
stages, 1243.
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1367; declared
a private Bill, 1422; motion that Bill
be dealt with as a public Bill, agreed
to, 1422; second reading, 1423,. 1796;
Committee, 1796; third reading, 1796.
. Estimates _ Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure for 1952-53, brought down,
39. -Annual Estimates dealt with:
Premier's Department, 47; Chief Secretary's Department, 47; Labour Department, 47; Education Department, 47;
Attorney-General's Department,
47;
Treasurer's Department, 47; Lands
Department, 47; Public Works Department, 47; Mines Department, 47; Forests
Department, 47; Water Supply Department, 47; Department of Agriculture,
47; Department of Health, 47; Railway
Department, 47; State Coal Mines, 47;
Ministry of Transport, 47.-Estimates
of Expenditure for July, August, and
September, 1953, -b~ought down, 573.Estimates of Expenditure for October
and November, 1953, brought down, 874.
-Supplementary Estimates for 1952-53.
874, 972.-Annual Estimates for 1953-54:
Brought down, 997; discussed: Premier's
Department, 3162; Chief Secretary's
Department, 3166; Labour Department,
3171; Education Department, 3171;
Attorney-General's Department, 3172;
Treasurer's Department, 3175, 3204;
Lands Department, 3179; Public Works
Department, 3184; Mines Department,
3186; Forests Department, 3188; Water
Supply Department, 3189; Department
of Agriculture, 3189; Department of
Health, 3194: Railway Department,
3204.
Bvtdence (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 888; second
reading, 1015, _ 1803; remaining stages,
1803.
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F.
Factories and Shops Act-Delivery of goods
by shopkeepers, 811.
,Factories and Shops (Industrial Appeals
Court) Bill~Received from Council and
first reading, 191; second reading, 193,
232; remaining stages, 232.
Factories and Shops (Long Service Leave)
Bill-Received from Council and first
reading, 1773; second reading, 1881,
2000; third reading, 2007.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) BillReceived from Council and first reading,
2080; second reading, 2118, 2236, 2271;
remaining stages, 2280.
Fertilizers. (See" Department of Agriculture.")
F'ewster, Mr. G. M. (Essendon).
Budget, 1468.
Co-operation Bill, 2782.
Education Department - Government
grant, 1468; overcrowding in schools,
1468; school building programme, 1469;
prefabricated buildings, 1469; Coburg
Technical School, 1469.
Electoral Districts Bill, 422.
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway
Construction Bill, 1657.
Home Delivery of Commodities, 811.
Literature - Objectionable publications,
1470.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 266.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Extension of Coburg West line,
1470.
Personal Explanation-8tatement in deb~te, 2785.
Railway Department--.:.Rehabilitation programme, 1470; needs of Pascoe ValeGlenroy district, 1470.
State Electricity Commission-Equipment
at Morwell, 1471.
Supply, 811.
Transport Regulation (Amendment> Bill,
207.
Fisheries and Game Department-Hatchery
at Lovely Banks, Geelong, 924.-0pening of quail and duck-shooting seasons,
3168.-Management of hatchery at
Snob's creek, 3168, 3169.
Fishing Industry-8eine netting in Port
Phillip Bay, 3168, 3169; views of professional fishermen, 3169.

Floods-Petition from residents in Chelsea,
Mordialloc, Dandenong, Frankston, and
adjacent areas re drainage, 572.
Food Production. (See Land Settlement,"
and Primary Production.")
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway Construction Bill-Received from Council
and first reading, 1321; second reading,
1402, 1654; Committee, 1658; remaining
stages, 1659.
Footwear.
(See " Price Control-FootII

II

wear.")

Forests Commission-Murray valley: Growth
of redgum trees in fiooded areas, 963,
968.-State timber seasoning works:
Financial provision, 973, 3165.-Production of timber for housing and
industrial use, 1007.-Fire protection
measures, 1007.---Construction of roads
through forests, 1498.-Financial assistance to municipalities for road maintenance, 1498.-Nursery at Wail: Work
of officer in charge, 3188. (See also
"State Forests Loan Application Bill"
and "State Fo'rests Loan Application
Bill (No.2).")
Free Library Service Board-Financial provision, 929.
Free Milk. (See Education DepartmentII

Free Milk.")

Free Presbyterian Church Property BillIntroduction and first reading, 849; declared a private Bill, 888; motion that
Bill be dealt with as a public Bill, 888;
second reading, 888, 1022; Committee,
1028; remaining stages, 1028.
Fruit Fly.
(See
Department of Agriculture.")
II

G.
Galvanized
Iron.
Materials." )

(See

.. Building

Galvin, Mr. L. W. (Bendigo).
Adoption of Children (Amendment> Bill,
63, 114, 117, 192, 204.
Anzao Day-Method of observance, 2042.
Australian Primary Oils Proprietary
Limited, 327.
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 849, 875,
1030.
Benefit Associations Bill, 573, 679, 685,
712, 713, 714, 797, 798.
Bookmakers Bill, 2043, 2047, 2402, 2403,
2704, 2708.

INDEX.

Galvin, Mr. L. W.-continued.
Bread Industry-Sale of short-weight
loaves, 373.
and
Building
Building
Operations
Materials Control (Extension) Bill,
2189.
Building Societies 'Bill, 1321, 1425, 1795.
2120.
Business Investigations Act-Activities of
companies, 320; proposed inquiry, 320.
Business of the House-P.rivate members'
Bills, 192.
Cars-Unlawful use, 2008.
Chairman of Committees-Election, 39.
Children's Welfare Department - Proposed legislation, 3156.
Closure Motion, 1898.
Commonwealth Motor Vehides-Nonpayment of registration fees in Victoria, 871.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 1), 812.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 972.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1133.
Country Fire Authority-Extension of
proclaimed period, 719.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1911.
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill, 849,
850, 852.
Debate-Withdrawal of statements objected to, 933, 1934.
Eildon Weir, 898.
Electoral-Enrolments in Victorian Commonwealth divisions, ~1; enrolments in
metropolitan districts, 276.
Electoral Districts Act-Proposed new
Assembly districts, 2042, 2442; areas,
2442.
Electoral Districts Bill, 63, 110, 114, 430,
433, 435, 447, 448.
Estimates, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3171, 3178,
3210.
Fisheries and Game Department-Opening of quail and duck seasons, 3168;
Snob's creek hatchery, 3169; netting in
Port Phillip Bay, 3169.
Floods-Lake Corangamite, 1810:
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2467,
2468.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
895.
Hospitals and Oharities Waste Paper
Appeal-Collection and sale of waste
materials, 2522.

Galvin, Mr. L. W.-continued.
Housing Commission-Slum reclamation,
3178.
Immigration-Administrative costs, 316S.
Labour and Industry Bill, 3215.
Land Settlement Bill, 3243.
Law Department-Garnisheeing of wages
of convicted man, 720; "Sunball" competition, 1188; agreement for purchase
of rights in application WI' a design,
1810.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill, 2043, 2259,
2269, 2270, 2640, 2644, 2648, 2652, 2655,
2656, 2662, 2669, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2675,
2677, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2684, 3212,
3213, 3214, 3215.
Licensing (Chairman of Courts) Bill
2324, 2332.
Literature - Objectionable publications,
719, 1934, 2235, 2357.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2360,
2462.
May Day Procession (1953)-Drivers of
cars, 872.
Melbourne and MetropOlitan Board of
Works-Pollution of Yarra .river at
Ivanhoe, 720.
Milk Board-Issue of Hcences, 2155.
Motor-car Accidents - Vehicles with
smooth tires, 2357.
Motor-car
(Third-Party)
Insurance--Limitation of liability, 1420.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers)
.Bill, 2324, 2445.
Municipalities-Grants for fire prevention
work, 3167, 3168.
Newspaper
Advertisement Motion
picture "Salome," 1419.
Omnibus Licences, 1419.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 522, 523.
Penal Department-Use of "Fairhaven"
for women prisoners, 274; treatment of
sex offenders, 320; transfer of female
prisoners from Pentridge gaol, 2441.
Points of Order-Statements in debate,
967, 1765, 2580; member discussing foreshadowed legislation, 1383; member
challenging Speaker's ruling, 1387; admissibility of question re resolution in
Committee of Ways and Means, 1699.
PoUce Department-Production of file re
Australian Primary Oils Proprietary
Limited, 327; May Day procession, 1953,
872; suburban police stations, 2686;
payments to dependants of former
officers, 3167.
j
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Galvin, Mr. L. W.-continued.
Galvin, Mr. L. W.--continued.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 186.
Police Offences Act-Unlawful carrying
Wheat-growing Industry-Proposed new
of firearms, 1039; illegal use of motor
stabilization plan, 845.
vehicles, 2008; obscene publications,
Workers Compensation
(Amendment)
2235.
Bill, 861, 1430, 1901, 1902.
Police Offences (Cranbourne and WerriWorkers Compensation Bill, 63, 211, 217,
bee Racecourses) Bill, 2156, 2404, 2708,
409, 510, 512, 515, 516, 715.
3048.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill,
2323, 2354, 2466.
Gas. (See" Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill,"
Price Control, 898.
II Bendigo
Gas Company's Bill," .. Gas
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
and Fuel Corporation (Financial) Bill,"
co Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
2180.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2046.
Undertaking) Bill," .. Gas and Fuel CorPublications-Obscene and indecent, 2235.
poration of Victoria," co Gas and Fuel
Public Trustee (Common Fund) Bill, 889,
Corporation (Traralgon Undertaking)
1034.
Bill," and" Geelong Gas Company's Bill,
Quail and Duck Shooting, 3168.
The.")
Railway Department-Limit of compensa- Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial) Billtion liability, 3210.
Appropriation resolution, and first readRoad Traffic-Right-hand turns, 143;
ing, 1321; second reading, 1433, 2056;
moving of vehicles parked on roads,
remaining stages, 2064.
1971; cases before courts, 2235; proGas
and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
posed traffic court, 2235; police control
Undertaking)
Bill- Introduction and
during ,holiday season" 2758; parking
first reading, 2759; second reading, 2875;
offences, 3171.
Committee and remaining stages, 2877.
Royal Agricultural Society-Association
with Trotting Control Board, 191.
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria-Price
of gas and sale of by-products, (qn.)
Slum Reclamation, 3178.
747.-Gasification of brown coal, 953,
Snob's Creek Hatchery, 3169.
967, 1503.-Supply of briquettes, 954,
Speaker-Election, 29.
(qn.> 1972.-Finance for works, 960,
Standing Orders-Proposed amendment,
1039; remarks in debate, 1039.
1334.-Purchase of preference shares
by Government, 1443.--Gas supplies
State Electricity Commission-Country
and costs, 1443, 1494.-Compensation
needs, 898.
to Morwell Shire Council for damage
State Rivers and Water Supply Commisto roads, (qn.) 1972.-Water supply to
sion-'-Work at Eildon weir, 898; floodCorporation's Morwell works, (qn.)
ing of Lake Corangamite, 1810.
1972.-Gas fire radiants: Manufacture
Statute Law Revision Committee--Cirand price, (qn.) 2440.
cular letter, 2588.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Traralgon UnderSupply, 895.
taking) Bill-Introduction and first readSwine Compensation Bill, 1898, 1899.
ing, 2759; second reading, 2877; remainTattersall Consultations Bill, 1582, i699,
ing stages, 2879.
1725, 1747, 1749, 1765.
Gasfitting. (See "Health (Plumbers and
Traffic Regulations-Intersections at East
Gasfitters) Bill.")
Melbourne and Kew, 526.
Geelong
Gas Company's Bill, The-IntroTransport Amendment Bill, 2533.
duction and first reading, 679; declared
Transport Regulation Board-Licensing
a private Bill, 689; motion that Bill be
of metropolitan omnibuses, 1419.
treated as a public Bill, except in relaTrotting Control Board-Hearing of
tion to payment of fees, 689; second
appeals, 2490.
reading, 689; Committee and remaining
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 63, 69, 253,
stages, 691.
260.
Geological Museum - Temporary use of
Volatile Fluids-Regulation of sale, 1113.
building by Premier's Department, 3162;
Want of Confidence in Ministers, 900.
reversion to original use, 3162.

INDBX.

Gladman, Mr. M. J. (Warmambool).
Board for the Protection of the Aborigines
-Framlingham Mission Station, 803.
Dairying Industry, 803.
Decentralization, 802.
Education Department-Needs of Warrnambool electorate, 80l.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2241.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionRequirements of Warrnambool electorate, 802.
Housing-Lack of accommodation in
Warrnambool electorate, 802.
Land Settlement, 803.
Soldier Settlement Commission -- Salt
Creek estate, 2042.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Dennington water supply, 804.
Supply, 801.
Goods (Sale of Sheep Skins) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 849; second
reading, 879, 1031; Committee, 1033;
remaining stages, 1034.
Goods (Textile Products) Bill-Received
from Council and first reading, 2909;
second reading, 3044; remaining stages,
3047.
Government Departments-Co-ordination of
activities, 926, 927.-Purchase and use
of machinery and plant, 927.-Improvements in administration, 947, 948.Overseas purchases under contracts:
Representation of State, (qn,) 1784.Administration of motor transport, 3164.
Government Printer-Parliamentary printing, 3179.-Bound volumes of Parlialiamentary Debates, 3179. - Victorian
Year-Book, 3179.

Government Statist-Cost of stores, 3186.
Governor, IDs Excellency, General Sir
Reginald Alexander Dallas Brooks,
K.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.S.O., K.St.J.-Motion
for adoption of Address-in-Reply to His
Excellency's Speech on opening of
Parliament, 32; seconded, 35; debated,
74, 633; Address-in-Reply adopted, 636;
presentation to His Excellency, 679, 747.
-Servicp.s to Victoria, 32, 76, 80.
Grain. (See" Department of Agriculture.")
Grain Elevators Board-Industrial dispute,
2587, 3191, 3192.-Remuneration of silo
managers, 3191.-Ministerial inspection
of silos, 3193.

Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1367; second
reading, 1422, 1650; remaining stages,
1650.
Grasshopper Plague.
Agriculture.")

(See" Department

m

Gray, Mr. R. J. (Box Hill).
Agriculture, Department of-Diagnosis
and treatment of diseases in poultry,
318.
Education Department-Press report of
Minister's visit to Vermont State School.
273.
Estimates, 3185, 3206.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2553, 2555.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works - Cost-of-living
adjustments,
3185.
Parliament House-Maintenance, 3185.
Petitions from Residents in the Licensing
Districts of Nunawading and Boroondara, 2522, 2523.
Railway Department---'Suburban rolling
stock, 3207; level crossings, 3207;
duplication of Richmond-Camberwell
line, 3207.
Grievance Day-Suspension
Order, 2873.

of

Standing

Guye, Mr. E. F. (Polwarth).
Country Sewerage Systems, 776.
Education
Department - Free
milk
scheme, 778.
Electoral Districts Bill, 410.
Health, Department of-Registration of
chiropodists, 777.
Hospitals and Charities CommisslonShortage of country hospitals, 776;
accommodation for maternity cases,.
777; cottage hospitals, 777.
Public Service-Long-service leave, 778.
Railway Department-Closing of railway
lines, 408.
Royal Visit-Itinerary, 774.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Raising·
of special loans, 776.
State -Electricity Commission-Loan flota-·
tions, 775; country needs, 776.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Flood damage in Colac district,
774; survey of Barwon river, 775.
Supply, 774.
Transport Regulation Board-Cost
permit to Forrest operator, 777.

of
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Hawkers-Issue· and cost of licences, 794.
Hayes, Mr. Thomas (Melbourne).
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill,
2043, 2123, 2186.
Galvanized Iron-Supplies, 192, 2685;
availability to farmers, 276, 319; Government Departments, 276; importations,
276.
Housing-Commonwealth-"State Housing
Agreement, 1420.
Housing Bill, 907, 1015, 2387, 2390.
Housing Commission-Building of shops,
90, 233; compliance of
economy
houses" with building regulations, 407;
Heidelberg estate, 492; number of
houses built, 866; costs, 866; rentals,
866, 867, 1420; purchase of homes by
occupiers, 867; demolition and repair
orders, 1319; slum reclamation, 1319,
2314, 3156; losses, 1420; ballots for
homes, 1784; annual reports to Parliament, 1875; Braybrook estate, 2313;
prefabricated houses at Alphington,
2314; allocation of homes, 2438; evictions, 2438.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 2817, 3039,.
3062, 3063, 3064, 3065, 3066, 3067.
Local Government <Imported Houses)
Bill, 41, 42.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 587.
State Electricity Commission-Reported
agreement with overseas consulting
engineers, 2092.
Health Department. (See Department of
Health.")
Hea.lth (Plumbers and Gasfitters) BlllIntroduction and first reading, 164;
second reading, 194, 268; Committee,
270; remaining stages, 272.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) BiU-Introduction and first reading, 1787; second
reading, 1877, 2064; Committee, 2075;
third reading and remaining stages,
2080. - Council's amendments dealt
with, 2467.
Herd Testing. (See" Dairying Industry.")
Heroin. (See Poisons (Heroin) Bill.")
Hire Purchase Agreements-Rate of interest,
924.
II

II

II

Holland, Mr. J. J. (Footscray).
Lands Department-Development of area
covered by Land (Development Leases)
Act, 1319.

(ss)

Holland, Mr. J. J.-continued.
Mines Department-Mineral resources of
Victoria, 1319.
Hollway, Mr. T. T. (Glen Iris).
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
199.
Budget, 1464.
Communism, 1464.
Death-The Hon. T. D. Oldham, M.L.A.,
820.
Debate-Withdrawal of statement objected to, 918.
Electoral Districts Bill, 297, 441.
Entertainments Tax, 1117, 1466.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1233.
Horse Racing - Off-the-course betting,
1466, 1467.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionRemoval of Commissioners from office,
915, 916; country ambulance services,
916.
Leave of Absence-Colonel A. H. Dennett,
874.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2563, 2564,
2661.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1152.
Petitions from Residents of the Licensing
Districts of Nunawading and Boroondara, 2523, 2524.
Police Offences Act-Prosecutions re
obscene and indecent publications,
2235.
Public Accounts Committee-Reconstitution, 1467.
Standing Orders-Proposed amendment
re particularly scandalous remarks,
1038. .
State Lottery, 917.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 170.
Supply, 914.
Tattersall's Consultations-Transfer to
Victoria, 1465, 1466.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notice
of motion, 915.
Holt, Mr. R. W. (Portland).
Address-in-Reply, 82.
Corio to Newport Pipe Line Bill, 2324,
2471.
Coroners Bill, 888, 1013.
Electoral Districts Bill-Proceedings in
Supreme Court of Victoria, 874.
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill, 1367,
1422, 1423.

INDEX.

Holt, Mr. R. W.~ontinued.
Estimates, 3163, 3180, 3183, 3184; Supplemen tary Estimates for 1952-53, 977.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 888, 1015.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
849, 888, 1028.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1367, 1423,
1425.
Land Settlement Bill, 2043, 2250, 2258,
2933, 2934, 2937, 2942, 2944, 2945, 2946,
2947, 3217, 3223, 3224.
Lands Department-Development of area
covered by Land (Development Leases)
Act, 1319; destruction of blackberry
bramble, 2687; price of weedicides,
2687.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2323.
Potato Marketing Board - Price of
potatoes, 82; administration, 83, 86;
investigation of activities, 85; supplies
to Victorian consumers, 159.
Price control, 82.
Revocation and Excision of Crown
'Reservations Bill, 2146.
Soil Conservation Authority-Increased
salaries and allowances, 3163; Commonwealth grants, 3163.
Soldier Settlement Commission--Commonwealth scheme, 778; CommonwealthStates agreement, 778; single unit
farms, 779; settlement effected, 779;
Commonwealth
financial
assistance.
780; agent-State proposal, 781; use of
Western District land, 1111; properties
purchased, 1694; Salt Creek estate,
2042; loan allocation, 3183; eligible
applicants, 3183; Heytesbury area, 3183;
selection of settlers, 3184.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2909, 3047.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 2616, 2687,
3072, 3073.
Supply, 778.
Trustee Bill, 2587, 2694.
Trustee Companies (Commission) Bill,
1243, 1428.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds BranchFunds, 235; reduction in personnel of
gangs, 235; eradication of noxious
weeds, 3180; control of rabbit pest, 3181;
educational films, 3181.
Wirth's Park-Fire hazard, 2715.
Yarra River-Siltation near Queen's
Bridge, 452.
Hospital Benefits Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 44; second . reading, 44, 48;
Committee, 50; remaining stages, 53.

HospitalsAmbulance-Services in country districts,

903, 916, 970.
Country Centres-Provision of small hos-

pitals, 777.-Hospital requirements at
Warrnambool, Terang, and Mortlake,
801, 802.-Medical services, 934.-Clos. ing of country hospitals, 943.
Finance-Financing of hospital projects,
(qn.) 408.-Allocation of loan funds for
year 1953-54, 3165. (See also .. Commonwealth Health Scheme" and .. Hospital Benefits Bill.")
Hospitals

ments
1004.

and

from

Charities

Fund-Pay-

Consolidated

Revenue,

Hospitals and Homes-Southern Memorial

Hospital, Brighton, (qn.) 408; St.
George's Hospital, Kew, (qn.) 748.
913; Mortlake, 802; Terang" 802;
Warrnambool, 802; Camperdown, 910;
Geelong Old Folks' Home, 910, 927;
VVodonga, 896, 897, 903, 907, 908, 943,
1375; Bairnsdale Benevolent Home,
911; Bairnsdale Hospital, 911; Orbost,
911; Sale, 911; Traralgon, 911; Numurkah, 911; Warracknabeal, 911; Corryong, 911; Kerang, 912; VVarrnambooI
Old Folks' Home, 912; .. Lotus Lodge,"
Rosebud, 912, 913; Dromana, 912;
Alexandra,
912;
Healesville,
912;
Yea, 912; Mildura, 963; Mornington,
912; Frankston, 912; Lilydale, 914;
Mooroopna, 1333; Chiltern, 1375.Statement by Minister re progress of
works, 3195.
Maternity Patients-Bed accommodation.
777, 936.
Nurses-Financial assistance to trainees,
3164.
Pharmaceutical Benefits-Payments to'
patients:
Amending Commonwealth
legislation, 1005.
Public Hospitals-Number of beds available, (qns.) 492, 567, 569.-Fees, (qn.)
492.-Cost of buildings, (qns,) 567, 748..
---Government expenditure on buildings,
(qn.) 567, 569.
tc

Trusteel"

Prefabricated

Hospitals-

Estimated cost of erection, (qn.> 748,.
777. (See also .. Trusteel Corporation
of Australia and New Zealand Pro-·
prietary Limited.")
Works and Buildings-Provision of hos-·
pital at Timboon, 777.-Architects' fees,.
927.-Condition of buildings at Mildura ..
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Hospitals-continued.
963.-Effect of curtailment of loan programme, 1360.-Statement by Minister
re progress of hospital works programme, 3195.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
891, 895, 902, 903, 907, 908, 909, 916,
917, 922, 932, 938, 944, 946, 951, 965.
Hospitals and Charities Waste Paper Appeal
-Collection and sale of waste materials,
(qnJ 1556, 2522.
(See" Crown Hotel, Traralgon,
Hotels.
Licence Bill," "Licensing A,ct," "Licensing (Amendment) Bill," and "Licensing
(Chairman of Courts) Bill.")
Hotham Heights Land Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1367; declared a
private Bill, 1423; motion that Bill be
dealt with as a public Bill, 1423; second
reading, 1423, 1803; Committee, 1806;
remammg
stages,
1806.-CouncU's
amendment dealt with, 2365.
House Committee - Assembly members
appointed, 59.
"Housey-housey."
(See "Law Department.")
HousingCommonwealthr-State

Housing

Agree-

ment-Expenditure of money allocated,
811; proposed amendment of agreement,
1008; advances and terms of repayment,
~qnJ 1420.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Formation in country towns, 802, 805; finance,
802, 1008; number of houses erected,
1008.
Oountry Districts-Housing requirements
in Warrnambool, Terang, and Mortlake,
801.
Emergency Acco11tmodation - Financial
provision, 811.
Government-owned
Houses Number
vacant, location and rental, (qn.) 2439;
preference to local families, (qn.) 2439.
(See also " Housing Bill," " Local
Government (Imported Houses) Bill,"
and" Railway Department-Housing.")
Registry

of

Co-operative

Housing

Societies-Budgetary provision, 3177.
Housing Bill-Introduction and first reading,
907; second reading, 1015, 1923, 2080,
2366; Committee, 2385;
remaining
stages, 2392.
Housing CommissionAmenities-Provision and
method of
financing, 811.

Housing Commission-continued.
Architects-Salaries and fees, (qn.) 866,
927.
Ballots-Applicants rejected, (qnJ 1784.
-Percentage of homes allocated, (qnJ
2438.
Braybrook Estate-Houses erected and
occupied, (qnJ 2313.
Building Operations-Number of houses
built, (qn.> 866, 1007.
Country Districts-New homes at Redcliffs, Merbein, and Irymple, 964; provision of homes for country people,
1498.
U Economy"
Houses-Erection and compliance with building regulations, (qn.>
407.
Evictions-Tenants evicted since 1939,
(qn.) 2438.
Heidelberg Estate-Shopping facili ties,
233.-Building of houses and flats, (qnJ
492.
Homes-Purchase by tenants, (qnJ 867,
949, 957.-Needs of large families, (qn.)
2438.
Latrobe Valley-Rental of houses occupied by State Electricity Commission
employees, 788; review, 788.
Member-Appointment of Mr. Henderson,
784.
Prefabr'icated Houses-Number imported,
cost and erection, (qn.) 2234.
Rents-Weekly charges for different types
of homes, (qns.) 866, 867; losses, (qnJ
1420; houses in Latrobe valley, 788.
Roads and Footpaths-'Construction costs,
(qn.) 866.
Shopping Facilities-Shops erected at
Sandringham, Moe, Traralgon, and
Morwell, (qn.) 90.-Purchase by exservicemen, 789.-Sale of goodwill
created by tenants, 789.
Slum Abolition-Conditions in Fitzroy
and Collingwood, 923; in Geelong, 1371.
-Financi~l provision, 923, 935, 1008,
1361; loan funds, (qnJ 1319.-Reclama.tion of area in Fitzroy, 1007.-Demolition and repair orders, (qn.) 1319.-Use of funds· allocated under Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, (qn.>
2314.-Government plans, (qn.) 3156;
progress of work, 3178.-Cost of
demolitions, 3178.
Slum

and Housing

Act-

Annual reports to Parliament,
1874.

Reclamation

(qn.)

(s8)

INDEX.

Hyland, Sir Herbert (Gippsland South).
Building Materials-Galvanized iron and
piping, 2685; availability of supplies,
2685.
Business of the House-Order of business,
620; hours of meeting, 2909.
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment) Bill, 508.
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill,
851.
Education Department-Sale Technical
School, 679; Yarram High School, 2522.
Electoral Distri,cts Bill, 365.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
Undertaking) Bill, 2876.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Traralgon
Undertaking) Bill, 2878.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2623.
Lands Department-Destruction of blackberry bramble, 2.686; price of weedicides, 2686.
Latrobe Valley-Length of pipeline to the
sea, 2909.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill,
2451.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 632.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 591.
Points of Order-Minister elaborating
answer to question, 325; discussing
matter sub judice, 362.
Potato Marketing Board-Supplies to
Victorian consumers, 161; Select Committee, 330.
Price Control, 868.
Public Works Department-'Contracts for
Yarram High School, 2522.
Queen Elizabeth the Second Coronation
Trust Fund for Mothers and Children
-Claim of Vi,ctorian Helping Hand
Association for sub-normal children,
867.
Return to Parliamentary Duty after Illness, 2451.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing)
Bill, 433.
State Electricity Commission-Dismissal
of employees, 325; Morwell brown coal
project, 867, 3156; number of men employed, 867; tariff rates for rural connexions, 2521, 3155; expenditure on
capital works, 2524, 3156.
Transport Amendment Bill, 2532.
Transport Regulation (Amendment> Bill
205.

Trustee (Amendment> Bill, 241, 255, 260.
Water (Amendment> Bill, 182.

L

Immigration-Conditions in Geelong hostels
for migrants, 927.-Applications by
migrants for homes, 928.-Expenditure
by Commonwealth Government, 1510.Administra tion costs, 3168.
Industrial Awards-Revision of legislation,
34.
Industrial Disputes. (See II Grain Elevators
Board.")
Industries. (See" Decentralization.")
Infant Welfare. (See" Creches, Infant Welfare, Kindergartens.")
Inquiry Agents, Private--Registration and
protection, 795, 798.
Insurance-Government Buildings Fire Insurance Fund: Government contribution, 973, 976. (See also "Motor-car
(Third-Party) Insurance.")

J.
Judges. (See" Supreme Court (Judges)
Bill.")
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2043; declared a private Bill,
2052; motion that Bill be dealt with as
a public Bill, 2052; second reading, 2052;
Committee, 2054; remaining stages,
2054.
Juries (Fees) Bill-Appropriation resolution,
1875: introduction and first reading,
1875; second reading, 2045, 2146; Commi ttee and remaining stages, 2151.
Jurors' Fees-Increases, 1003, 1480, 1487.
K.

Kindergartens. (See" Creches, Infant Welfare, Kindergartens.")
Knox, Sir George (Scoresby).
Australian Red Cross Society-Blood
transfusion service, 3198.
Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys) Bill,
1640.
Commonwealth Motor Vehicles-Nonpayment of registration fees in Victoria,
871.

Estimates, 3169, 3188, 3198.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2542, 2623, 2626.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill, 1798.
Milk Board-Price determinations, 101.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers)
Bill, 2548.
Pay-roll Tax-Liability of Victorian
Government Departments, 871; amount
of tax paid by Victorian Government,
871; question of constitutionality, 3188.
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Knox, Sir George-continued.
Penal Department-Exercise of clemency
during Queen's visit, 3169.
Personal Explanation-Pair in division,
164.
Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werri:bee Racecourses) Bill, 2709.
Railway Department-Ferntree GullyGembrook line, 1419.
State Forests Loan Application Bill
(No.2), 2133.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1400, 1606.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 2533, 3012,
3023.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
221.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill; 242.
Trustee Bill, 2907.
Workers Compensation Bill, 511.
L

I..abour and Industry Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 862; second reading, 1972,
2339; Committee, 2354, 2471, 2536, 2619;
third reading, 2640.---'Council's amendments dealt with, 3157. - Motion
authorizing renumbering of clauses,
3161, 3215.
Labour Department-Financial provision,
3171.
I.and (Development Leases) Act-Progress
in development of land, (qn.) 1319.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Repossession of
'homes, 691, 921, 969, (qn.) 1320, 1463,
1496.---Proposed amendment of Act,
692, 694, 892.-Cost of maintenance of
houses, 692, 921, 1496.-Rentals, 692,
921, 958; applications to Metropolitan
Fair Rents Board for adjustments,
692.-Sharing of accommodation during
war time, 791; owners' difficulty in
evioting tenants, 791.-Subletting, 1496.
_ u Squatting"
in property in Royal
parade, Parkville, 2283, 2284, 2820.
Landlord and Tenant Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2817; second
reading, 3039, 3055; Committee, 3062;
third reading, 3067.
Land Settlement-Policy of Labour Government, 634, 1511.-Aggregation of large
estates, 634, 807.-Financial provision,
697.-Increased food production, 697,
812.---JSubdivision of large estates, 698,
1329, 1440, 1488.-Production from
.. Ardachy" estate, 698.-Settlement of

Land SetUement-continued.
land held by holding companies, 803.Development of Heytesbury district,
803, 1329.-Small holdings for rural
seasonal workers, 807.-Settlement of
soldiers, civilians, and migrants, 807.Problems of north-west Mallee settlers,
962.-Release of Crown lands for settlement, 1328, 1329.-Decreased number
and size of farms in Victoria, 1440. (See
also" Soldier Settlement Commission.")
Land Settlement Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2043; motion for second
reading, 2250, 2910; amendment to
second-reading motion, 2916; amendment negatived, 2933; second-reading
motion agreed to, 2933; appropriation
resolution, 2933; Committee, 2933; remaining stages, 2947.
Land Surveyors Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1698; second reading, 1787,
1922; remaining stages, 1923.
Land Tax. (See" Taxation-Land Tax.")
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) BillIntroduction and first reading, 2236;
second reading, 2329, 2879, 2887; motion
fixing rates of tax, 2899; appropriation
resolution, 2900; Committee, 2900; third
reading, 2904.
Latrobe Valley-Development, 786, 787, 789,
790, 804, 1503; priority of urgent projects,
790.---JSchool
and
hospital
facilities, 787.---Establishment of industries, 787, 788; generating and :briquetting plant, 790; scope of employment,
787.-Rental of Victorian Housing
Commission homes, 788.-0utfall pipeline to the sea, (qn.) 2909.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage BillIntroduction and first reading, 2323;
second reading, 2361, 2451; Committee,
2454; remaining stages, 2455.-Clerical
error corrected, 2759.
Law Department-Increased court accommodation, 38, 1355, 3175.---Delays to litigation, 38, 950, 1356.-Fines by courts
of petty sessions, (qn.) 408.---'Conviction
for selling goods on hire purchase: Review of sentence, 718.--Garnisheeing of
wages: Suggested amendment of law,
.718, 720.-Law reform: Review of
penalties, 794.-Legality of U Sunball "
competition, 945, 946, (qn.) 1188.Court reporting staff, 1356, 1697.Appointment of additional Judges,
1356.-Number of Crown prosecutors,
1356. - U Housey-housey ":
Permits,
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Law Department-continued.
gross takings, and payments to charity,
(qn.) 1365, (qn.) 1459, 2192, 2687.. Allowances to witnesses, 1492.-Court
cases ·pending in Melbourne, (qnJ
1697.-Agreement for
purchase of
rights in application for registered
design, 1807, 1811.-Controversy between senior constable and honorary
magistrates at Footscray, 3172.
Law Reform. (See" Law Department" and
"Statute Law Revision Committee.")
Leave of Absence-For Sir Albert Lind, 830;
Colonel Dennett, 874; Mr. Guye, 997;
Sir Thomas Maltby, 997.
Leggatt, Colonel W. W. (Mornington).
Adoption of Children (Amendment> Bill,
199, 200.
Agriculture,' Department of - Tuberculin
testing of cattle, 2197; use of fertilizers,
3190; employment of veterinary surgeons, 3190; departmental scholarships,
3193.
Architects (Amendment) Bill, 1792.
Australian Barley Board-Representative
of Victorian Department of Agriculture, 919.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2525.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 769,
770.
Benefit Associations Bill, 710, 798.
Bookmakers Bill, 2399.
Budget, 1441.
Business of the House-Hour of meeting,
747.
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2054.
Children's Welfare Department-Legislative amendments, 920, 3169; maintenance payments, 979.
Co-operation Bill, 2450, 2760, 2794, 2799,
2800, 2805, 2807, 2808, 2809, 2810.
Co-operative Housing Societies RegistryGovernment grant, 3177.
Country Roads Board-Finance, 1445.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2701.
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill, 852.
Cultural Development-Allocation of vote
to Council of Adult Education, 2117.
Education Department-Boneo-road High
School, 809, 1446; new school buildings,
1446; Frankston primary school, 1447;
overcrOWded classrooms, 1447; transport of scholars, 1447.
Electoral-Enrolments in Victorian Commonwealth divisions, 90.

Leggatt, Colonel W. W.-continued.
Electoral Districts Act-Proposed new
Assembly districts, 2042, 2442; areas,
2442.
Electoral Districts Bill, 309.
Entertainments Tax, 1444.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1215, 1233, 1238,
1242.
Essendon Land (Amendment> Bill, 1796.
Estimates, 3164, 3168, 3169, 3174, 3177,
3189, 3190, 3193, 3210; Supplementary
,Estimates for 1952-53, 974, 978.
Evidence (Amendment> Bill, 1803.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 2000.
Factories and Shops (Wages Board) Bill,
2273.
Fisheries and Game Department-Netting
in Port Phillip Bay, 3168.
Fire Prevention, 3168.
Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill,
889, 1022, 1028.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Purchase of
preference shares, 1443; metropolitan
gas supply, 1443.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial)
Bill, 2061.
Health, Department of - Transfer of
doctor, 192.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
922.
Housing Bill, 2370, 2391.
Housing Commission-Slum abolition, 923.
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2054.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 2151.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2352, 2475, 2478,
2481, 2486, 2489, 2490, 2539, 2545, 2637,
3158,3159.
Landlord and Tenant Act - Proposed
amendments, 921, 922.
Land Settlement Bill, 2928, 2929, 3221,
3224, 3235.
Land Tax, 1445.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) . Bill,
2894.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2271, 2570,
2640, 2642, 2647, 2652, 2658, 2669, 2670,
2674, 2679, 2680, 2684, 3212, 3213, 3214.
Loan Funds-Allocations to Departments,
1442, 3164.
Local Government (Amendment> Bill,
2696.
Local Government (Imported Houses)
Bill (No.2), 2165.
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Leggatt, Colonel W. W.-continued.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill,
1800, 1802.
Milk Board-Price of milk, 919, 1448.
Mornington-Railway service, 808; peninsula water supply, 809, 1447, 2197, 3174,
3189.
Motor-car Act-payment of registration
fees, 1445.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2814.
Municipalities - Fire prevention works,
3168.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 523, 597, 622,
627, 628, 629, 631.
Parliament of New South Wales-Introduction of certain legislation, 2407.
Penal Department-Reform, 920.
Personal Explanation-Statement in debate, 1811.
Points of Order-Accuracy of statement
by member, 314; proposal to appoint
Select Committee, ,328; amendment of
Notice of Motion on Notice Paper, 1385;
scope of d~bate on motion for adjournment of House at close of sitting, 1810;
order of amendments, 2656.
Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werribee Racecourses) Bill, 2708, 2709,
3048.
Port Phillip Bay-Netting of fish, 3168.
Potato Marketing Board - Report of
Select Committee, 919; price of potatoes,
920, 1449.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2171.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill, 2151.
Public Service--Payments in lieu of longservice leave, 979.
Public Works Department--Condition of
Queenscliff lifeboat, 2322.
Public. Works Loan Application Bill
(No.2), 3054.
Railway Department-Deficit, 808; nonpaying lines, 808; Mornington service,
808; limit of compensation liability,
3210.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3034.
Sewerage Districts (Amendment) Bill,
2698, 2699.
Slum Abolition, 923.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Government grant, 1447.
State Electricity Commission-Loan contributions by consumers, 1448.
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Leggatt, Colonel W. W.-continued.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Morning ton peninsula supply,
809, 1447, 2197, 3174, 3189; "Capital
Expenditure (Sewerage) Borne by the
State Account," 2315.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 3047.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
(Extension) Bill, 2405, 2406.
Supply, 807, 919, 2197;
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 2881.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1387, 1389,
1587, 1701, 1708, 1715, 1735, 1737, .1740.
1742, 1759, 1767, 1998.
Town and Country Planning - Master
plan, 2197.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3031.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 2532, 3023,
3025.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
220.
Transport Regulation Board--Cancellation
of licences, 1449.
Uniform Taxation-Return of State's
taxing powers, 1441; reimbursements,
1444.
Wheat-growing Industry - Price stabilization plan, 920, 1449.
Workers Compensation
(Amendment)
Bill, 1433, 1900, 1901.
Workers Compensation Bill, 493, 510, 511,
515, 516, 716.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1921.
Legislative Assembly. (See U Electoral.")
Legislative Council. (See" Electoral.")
Lemmon, Mr. John (Williamstown).
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 753.
Electoral Districts Bill-Proceedings in
Supreme Court of Victoria, 874.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 623.
Workers Compensation Bill, 503, 512.
Libraries.
(See "Free Library Service
Board.")
Library Committee - Assembly members
appointed, 59.
Licensing Act-Liquor reforms: Amending
legislation, 958.-Hotel trading hours,
965.-Number of licences, 965.-Compensation fund, 1355.
(See also
" Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence
Bill," "Licensing (Amendment) Bill,"
" Licensing
(Chairman of Courts)
Bill," and U Petitions.")
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Literature-continued.

Licensing (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2043; second reading,
2259, 2548; Committee, 2640; third
reading, 2684. - Council amendments
dealt with, 3212.-Clerical error corrected, 3215.
Licensing (Chairman of Courts) BillIntroduction and first reading, 2324;
second reading, 2332, 2392; remaining
stages, 2392.
Limitation of Actions-Recommendations of
Statute Law Revision Committee, 800.Maximum compensation payable under
Railways Act, 801; suggested amendment of section 205, 801.
Lind, l\:Ir. A. A. C. (Mildura).
Agriculture, Department of-Grasshopper
plague, 1807.
Education Department-Needs of Mildura
electorate, 962; recruitment of teachers,
962.
Electoral Districts Bill, 282.
Forests Commission-Activities in Mildura electorate, 963.
Health, Department of - Activities in.
Mildura electorate, 963.
Housing Bill, 2366.
Housing Commission - Requirements at
Redcliffs, Merbein, and Irymple, 964.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill, 2681.
Police Department - Werrimull police
station, 964.
Public Works Department-Amenities in
Mildura electorate, 964.
Railway Department - Mildura service,
962.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Activities, 772.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Maintenance of Mildura irrigation channels, 962; seepage at
Cardross, 962.
Supply, 772, 962.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1741.
Lind, Sir Albert (Gippsland East).
Electoral Districts Bill, 415.
Points of Order-Minister reading document, 103; member making incorrect
statement, 297.
Liquor Reform. (See" Licensing Amendment) Bill.")
Literature-Objectionable publications, 1346,
1365, 1470, 1471, 1499, 1505, 1934, 2090,
2091, 2819, 2820.-Attitude of Victorian

Authorized Newsagents' Association,
1471, 1502.--Prosecution of publishers,
1500, (qn.) 2235; appeals, (qn.) 2235.Suggested
amendment
of
Police
Offences Act, 1501.-0verseas publications, 1501.-Enactment of uniform
legislation by Commonwealth and
States, 1502.-Sale at railway bookstalls, (qn.) 2042.----Responsibility of
newsagents, 2356, 2357.
(Sne also
"Silver Flash.")
Livestock-Cruelty to animals: J -etter to
Herald, 3167.

Loan Funds - Budget statement, 1009.Allocation to Departments, 1322, 1442.Statement by Premier, 3164.-Priorities
f.or State works, 1443.
Local Government Act--Remission of rates
to aged pensioners, 604.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill-·
Introduction and first reading, 2524;
second reading, 2618, 2694; remaining
stages, 2698.
Local Government (Imported Houses) BillIntroduction, 41; first reading, 42;
second reading, 42; remaining stages, 42.
Local Government (Imported Houses) Bill
(No. 2)-Introduction and first reading,
2043; second reading, 2128; Committee,
2165; remaining stages, 2166.
Long-service Leave. (See" Factories and
Shops (Long-service Leave) Bill" and
"Public Service.")
Lottery, State-Proposed establishment, 76,
794, 894, 917, 965, 1354, 1376, 1382.Estimated revenue, 1333.
(See also
"Tattersall Consultations.")
Lowe, Sir Charles John, Justice of the
Supreme Court-Vote of thanks for
service to State, 2759, 2887, 3025.
Lucy, Mr. M. F. (Ivanhoe).
Australia
Day
Council--Government
grant, 3176.
Budget, 1438.
Co-oper.ation Bill, 2787.
Decentralization - Country
industries,
1439.
Electoral Districts Bill, 295.
Estimates. 3175.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionNumber of 'beds available in public hO!pitals and cost of building, 492, 567; St.
George's Hospital, Kew, 748.
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Lucy, Mr. M. F.-continued.
Housing Bill, 2080.
Housing Commission-Building of shops,
90, 232; Heidelberg estate building
scheme, 492; Commonwealth - States
agreement, 811; rental charges, 811,
866; number of houses built, 866; costs,
866.
Land Settlement, 1440.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2652, 2653,
2683.
Loan Funds, 1438.
Melbourne and Metropoli tan Board of
Works-Flooding at Ivanhoe, 1662.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Mont Park
hospital, 810; Kew hospital, 810.
Railway Department-Clifton Hill railway gates, 1440.
St. John Ambulance Association---:Government grant, 3175.
Supply, 810.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1737.
Town Planning-Greater Melbourne plan,
1439.
Uniform Taxation-Reimbursements, 1438.

Maintenance (Amendment) Bill-Received
from Council and first reading, 2323;
second reading, 2360, 2455; Committee,
2459; remaining stages, 2463.
Maltby, Sir Thomas (Barwon).
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill,2161,
2185, 2186.
Business of the House-Order of business,
2444.
Co-operation Bill, 2764, 2768, 2795, 2810,
2811.
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill, 2468,
2471.
Education Department-Breamlea school,
3156, 3171.
Electoral Districts Bill, 419, 439.
Estimates, 3171, 3172.
Geelong Gas Company's Bill, The, 690.
Goods (Textile Products) Bill, 3046.
Health (Plumbers and Gasfitters) Bill,
268, 272.
Labour and Industry Bill, 1979, 2480, 2544.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Amendments,
691.

Maltby, Sir Thomas-continued.
Law
Department - Dispute
between
justices of the peace and Footscray
senior constable, 3172.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2269.
Public Works Department-Condition of
Queenscliff lifeboat, 2316, 2317.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3035.
State ,Electricity Commission-Self-help
scheme for rural extensions, 2118.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Survey of Barwon river, 2156;
Barwon river improvement works,
2439.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 167.
Supply, 691.
Transport (Amendment> Bill, 3009.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 249, 258.
Malvern, Representation of-Death of the
Honorable T. D. Oldham, 817; election
of Mr. J. S. Bloomfield, 817; Mr.
Bloomfield introduced and sworn, 817.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 862;
second reading, 880, 17c.J1; thitd reading,
1802.
Marketing of Primary Products Act-Rights
of Boards to fix prices, 75.-History of
legislation, 77.-Duty of a marketing
Board, 77.
Martin and King Proprietary Limited-Dismissal of employees, 2818, 2820.
Maternal
and
Child Hygiene.
(See
"Department of Health.")
May Day Procession. (See" Police Department.")
McClure, Mr. J. R. (Dundas).
Address-in-Reply, 633.
Dundas
Electorate-Bridging
Glenelg
river at Harrow, 635.
Flood Damage-Lake at Colac, 635.
Health,
Department
of-Poliomyelitis
victims, 2041; charges for hospitalization, 2041.
Land Settlement, 634.
Land Settlement Bill, 2919.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Use of
Western District land, 1111.
State Forests Loan Application Bill
(No.2), 2136.
University
of
Melbourne - Proposed
Western District branch, 635.
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McDonald, Mr. J. G. B. (Shepparton).
Appropriation Bill, 54.
Appropriation Bill (No.2), 3250.
Australian Barley Board~Representative
of Department of Agriculture, 902.
Basic Wage-Quarterly adjustments, 1334.
Bookmakers Bill, 2396.
Budget, 1330.
Building
Operations
and
Building
Materials Control (Extension) Bill, 2187,
2190.
Business of the House-Duration of
sessional period, 331; order of business,
2444.
Chairman of Committees-Election, 39.
Christmas Felicitations, 61, 3253.
Close of the Session, 3253.
Co-operation Bill, 2770, 2794, 2798, 2800,
2802,2812.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1135, 1139, 1140.
Death-The Hon. T. D. Oldham, M.L.A.,
819.
Eildon Weir, 703, 900, 1335.
Electoral Districts Bill, 332, 441, 573.
Entertainments Tax, 1117, 1336.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1190, 1202, 1227,
1238, 1239, 1241.
Estimates, 3194.-Supplementary Estirna tes for 1952-53, 976.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 2002.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2238.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Financial)
Bill, 2056.
Government Departments-Goods and
equipment, 1785, 1786; overseas representation, 1785, 1786.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
902.
Housing Bill, 2380.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2351, 2544, 2547,
3158, 3159.
Land Settlement, 698, 702.
Land Settlement Bill, 2258, 2913, 2934,
2935, 2936, 2937, 2940, 3218, 3219, 3226.
Land Tax, 1336.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2887.
Leave of absence for Sir Albert Lind, 830.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2555, 2649,
2653, 2678.
Loan Funds-Allocation to States, 959;
speCial approt>riation, 1332; allocation
to Departments, 1334.

McDonald, Mr. J .. G. B.-continued.
Lowe, Sir Charles John, Justice of the
Supreme Court-Vote of thanks. ~60.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2813.
Oldham Trusts Bill, 2249, 2250.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 522, 523.
Personal Explanation-Want of confidence in Ministers, 860.
Points of Order-Competence of House
to discuss motion for private Bill to
be treated as a public Bill, 1385; character of resolution in Committee of Ways
and Means, 1699.
Potato Marketing Board-Select Committee, 329; Government's policy, 902.
Price Control, 901, 1336.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2169.
Primary Production-Orderly marketing,
901.
Probate Duty, 1336.
Public Works, 702.
Queen Eliza,beth II.-Address of congratulations
on
Coronation,
829;
address of welcome on visit to Victoria,
3216.
Railway Department-Increased freights
and fares, 901, 1337; estimated revenue,
1337.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No.2),
2131.
Royal Family-Death of Her Majesty
Queen Mary, 375.
Speaker-Election, 30.
State Development-Governmental undertakings, 702.
State Electricity Commission-Dismissal
of employees, 325; finances, 1335.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Eildon weir, 703, 1335; contract
with Utah Construction Company, 900;
increased charges, 1337.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 164, 171, 173, 175, 176.
Supply, 698, 900, 958.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1385, 1562,
1565, 1699, 1705, 1720, 1737, 1738, 1745,
1749, 1754, 1757, 1763, 1764, 1772, 1996.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3008, 3019,
3021, 3023.
Transport Regulation Board-Restriction
on country services, 1338.
Uniform Taxation-Restoration of State's
income taxing rights, 55, 699, 904, 1330;
reimbursements, 56, 701, 904, 1330;
appeal to High Court, 699, 904, 1332.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notice
of motion. 860, 900.
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McDonald, Mr. J. B. G.-continued.
Wheat-growing
Industry - Proposed
stabilization plan, 848.
Young
Farmers"
Clubs-Government
grant, 3194.
Medica,) (Registration) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2872; second reading,
2873; remaining stages, 2875.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
--Pollution of Yarra river at Ivanhoe,
717, 720.-Drainage at Ivanhoe, 1662,
1664.-Repair of lead-in pipes, 3184.Cost-of-living allowance to staff, 3185.
(See also OJ Town and Country Planning.")
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board 01 WOl'ks
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1188.
:iUelbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Borrowing Powers) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 63; second reading, 65,
260; remaining stages, 268.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Reconstitution) Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2616; second
reading, 3067; Committee, 3069; remaining stages, 3070.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill
-Received from Council and first reading, 2356; second reading, 2362, 3070;
remaining stages, 3071.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Strike of employees, 54.-Reconditioning of tracks at Kew and Hawthorn, (qn.) 323.-Extension of North
Coburg line, (qn.) 1420.-Extension of
Coburg West line, 1470.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment) Bill
-Introduction and first reading, 849;
second reading, 878, 1146; Committee,
1150; remaining stages, 1156; Council's
amendments dealt with, 1773, 1789.
MelboUl'ne Harbor Trust (Tolls) BillIntroduction and first reading, 573~
second reading, 603, 632; Committee,
632; remaining stages, 633.
Members-Members returned at general
electi·on, sworn, 28.-Illness, 875.-Return of honorable member for Gippsland
South after illness, 2451.
(See also
"Leave of Absence" and "Malvern,
Representation of.")
Mental HygieneAdministration-Reforms, 1493.
Di1'ector-Work of Dr, E. Cunningham
Dax, 644, 930.
712/54.-3

Mental Hygiene-continued.
Finance-Financial provision, 810, 887, 930,
956, 973, 974, 1004, 2159, 3165, 3194, 3203.
-Herald fund for improvement of institutions, 810, 930.-Mental Institutions Benefits Agreement, 1508.
Hospital. Auxiliaries-Work of organizations, 2196.
Kew Mental Hospital-Additions and improvements, (qn.) 492, (qn.) 570, 643;
financial provision, 644.
Medical Staff-Number of doctors at
mental hospitals, 948.
Mentally Retarded Children-Facili ties
for education, 34, 1451, 1452.-Mongoloid cases, 1481.-0ccupational play
centres, 1481.-Teaching by Christian
workers,
Coburg,
3203.-Preventive
treatment and provision of out-patients'
clinics, 644. Nursing Staff-Conditions at mental institutions, 810.
Patients-Living conditions: At Mont
Park, 810; at Kew Mental Hospital,
810, 1461.
Works and Buildings-Maintenance, 973,

1004.-New buildings, 1004.-Commonwealth financial assistance, 1333.Statement of approved works, 3194.
Merrifield, Mr. Samuel (Moonee Ponds).
Aged Pensioners-Municipal rate concession, 604.
Architects (Amendment) Bill, 1459, 1651,
1789, 1792.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1188.
Country Roads Board-Superannuation
for employees, 1320.
EducaUon
Department-Yarram
High
School, 2522.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
Undertaking) Bill, 2875, 2877.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Traralgon
Undertaking) Bill, 2877.
Local Government Act-Remission of
municipal rates to aged pensioners, 604.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2524, 2618.
Local Government . (Imported Houses)
Bill (No.2), 2043, 2128.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Flooding at Ivanhoe, 1664.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works Bill, 1188.
Melbourne and MetropOlitan Board or
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 63, 65.
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Merrifield, Mr. Samuel~ontinued.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Bill, 2356, 2362.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 878, 1153; 1155, 1789.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 573,
603.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 493, 516, 521, 621,
622, 623, 624, 626, 630.
Public Works Department-Improvements
and additions to Kew Mental Hospital,
492, 571; condition of Queenscliff lifeboat, 2319, 2322; licensing of boats for
hire to public, 2438; contracts for
Yarram High School, 2522.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 40.
Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2524, 2691, 3054, 3055.
Soil Conservation Authority-Offices at
Kew, 91; erection of fence, 91.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2156,
2332, 3032, 3033, 3034. .
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
231.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1789,
1879, 1919.
Mibus, Mr. W. J. (Borung).
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 760.
Budget, 1348.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2700.
Electoral Districts Bill, 371.
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill, 1796.
E§tima tes, 3188, 3207.
Forests Commission-Wail nursery, 3188.
Land Settlement Bill, 2932, 3250.
Nurses and Midwives Bill, 1648.
Point of Order-Member discussing franchise f,or Upper House, 308.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill,
2463.
Railway Department-Freight charges,
1350; pilfering, 1350; damage to goods,
1350; concessional fares during Royal
Visi t, 3208.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2144.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3020.
Transport Regulation Board-Permit fees,
1320, 1348, 1350; payments to municipalities, 1320; administrative costs, 1320.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2712.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 1638.
Wrongs (Damage By Aircraft) Bill,
1919.

Mildura Orchestra-Government grant, 963.
Milk-Price to producers, 81. (See also
.. Dairying Industry,'~ .. Department of
Agriculture," and .. Education Department-Free Milk.")
Milk Board-Determination of price of whole
milk, (qn.) 62, 81, 919, 969, 1448, 1504;
deqate on motion for adjournment of
House, 91.-Delay in Government's
approval of Board's recommendations,
893, 968, 969, 1504.-Issue of licences
to shops, 2154.
Milk
Pasteurization-Prosecutions
for
Ibreaches of Act, 3189.-Agitation in
Ballarat for supply of fresh milk, 3189.
Miners' Phthisis-Allowances, 2159.
Mines Department-Mineral resources of
Victoria, (qn.) 1319.-Search for oil in
Gippsland, (qn.) 3155, 3186, 3187, 3188.
Ministry-Notice of motion by Mr. Bolte of
want of confidence in Cain Ministry,
857, 862, 914, 937; position on Notice
Paper, 895, 931.
Mitchell, Mr. T. W. (Benambra).
Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill,
116, 117, 118, 192, 195; non-reference to
Statute Law Revision Committee, 783;
letter from Victorian Council of Social
Service, 783.
Agriculture,
Department
of-Pleuropneumonia in cattle, 716.
Bookmakers Bill, 2400, 2403.
Budget, 1371, 1377.
Bush Fire Danger-Warning device, 273.
Cancer Institute (Loan Moneys) Bill, 1641.
Children'S Welfare Department-Royal
Park depot, 784.
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth The
Second-Representation of State, 571.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1909.
Country Roads Board-Deterioration of
roads, 1377.
• Debate-Withdrawal of statements objected to, 783, 943, 945, 946, 1597, 1600.
EdUcation
Department Needs in
Benambra electorate, 1374.
Electoral Districts Bill, 303.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2242.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2068,
2077.
Hospitals and Charities Commisslon~Re
moval of Commissioners from office, 943,
944; Wodonga hospital, 944; Chiltern
hospital, 1375.
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Mitchell, Mr. T. W.-continued.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1424, 1425,
1803, 2366.
Housing Commission-Appointment of Mr.
Henderson, 784.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2347.
Land Surveyors Bill, 1922.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2895.
Law Department-" Sunball " competition,
945, 946, 1188;
Housey-housey" permits, 2192.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2270.
Literature-Objectionable
publications.
1934, 2042, 2090; sale at railway bookstalls, 2042, 2090.
Medical (Registration) Bill, 2874.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 3068.
Olympic Games 1956-Transfer of site.
678; claims for compensation, 678.
Penal Department-Accommodation of
women prisoners, 784.
Point of Order-Discussion of matter sub
judice, 1385; relevancy of remarks, 1772.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1986, 1993.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2170.
Railway
Department-Superannuation
payments, 786; increased freights, 1375;
condition of suburban rolling stock,
1375; Mount Buffalo Chalet, 2439.
Railways (Mount Buffalo Chalet) Bill,
2281.
Road Accidents-Safety measures, 784;
institution of blood tests, 785.
Road Transport, 1377.
Royal Commission on Allegations of Improper Conduct, 782.
State Forests Loan Application Bill
(No.2), 2137.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Tallangatta bridge, 1373.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 3072, 3073.
Supply, 782, 943, 2192.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill, 2883, 2886,
II

2887.

Tattersall Consultations-Proposed transfer to Melbourne, 1629, 1782.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1385, 1596,
1765, 1766, 1770, 1772.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3011.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 237, 239.
Uniform Taxation-Restoration of State's
taxing rights, 786, 946, 1371.
.
University of Melbourne--Government
grant, 1374.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 179.
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Mitchell, Mr. T. W.-continued.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill, 1913,
1921.
Morrissey, Mr. E. L. (Mernda).
Budget, 1493.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Administration,.
1493.
Railway Department-Melbourne-Hurst-·
bridge service, 1494; condition of rollingstock, 1494.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 1493.
State Electricity Commission-Loan subscriptions, 1494; needs of Mernda
electorate, 1494.
Workers Compensation Bill, 496.
l\lorton, Mr. Earnest (Ripon).
Acceptance of Nomination as Chairman
of Committees, 39.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment> Bill, 1130.
Country Fire Authority (Finance) Bill,
1908.
Railway Department-Breakdown tram
for Western District, 2817.
(See also" Chairman of Committees, The
(Mr. Earnest Morton).")
Moss, Mr. G. C. (Murray Valley).
Barley Marketing (Amendment> Bill,
749, 760.
Barley Marketing Bill, 854.
Country Sewerage Loan Application BilL
2703.
En tertainmen ts Tax Bill, 1224.
Goods (Sale of Sheepskins) Bill, 1031,
1033.
Land Settlement Bill, 2923, 2933, 2934.
2935, 2936, 2943, 2944, 2946, 3248.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill, 1797.
Milk Board-Price determinations, 109.
Oat
Production-Proposed
marketing
pool, 2314.
Point of Order-Statement in debate.
1897.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1890, 1895, 1896,
1899.
Wheat-growing Industry-Proposed new
stabilization plan, 842.
Motions for the Adjournment of the House
to enable honorable members to discuss
public questions-Price of milk, 91.Supply of potatoes to consuming public
of Victoria, 143.-Proposed new wheat
stabilization plan, 830.-Condition of
Queenscliff lifeboat, 2316.
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Motor-car (Fees) Bill-Resolution authorizing continuation of payment of additional registration fees to Consolidated
Revenue, 2157; Bill introduced and read
first time, 2157; second reading, 2331,
2812; remaining stages, 2817.
Motor-car (Third Party) Insurance--Limitation of liability: Additional cover under
comprehensive pOlicies, (qn.) 1420.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers) Bill
-Introduction and first reading, 2324;
second reading, 2445, 2547;· remaining
stages, 2548.
Motor VehiclesIllegal Use. (See" Police Offences Act.")
Parking-Parking of vehicles near entrance to Parliament yard, 3170. (See
also" Parking of Vehicles Bill.")
Registration and Transfer Fees-Common-

wealth vehicles: Non-payment of registration fees, (qn.) 871, 3189.-Annual
revenue, 1326.-Payment of registration and transfer fees to Consolidated
Revenue, 1445. (See also .. Motor-car
(Fees) Bill.")
Regulations-Right-hand turns, (qn.) 143.
-Policing of regulations, 799.-Police
reports recommending prosecution, 799.
Road Traffic-Control at intersections at
East Melbourne and Kew, 525, 950.Moving of parked vehicles on roads,
(qn.) 1971.-Court cases, (qn.) 2235.Control by police during holiday season,
(qn.) 2758.
Traffic Court - Proposed establishment,
(qn.) 2235.
(See also" Motor-car (Visiting Cars and
Drivers) Bill," and "Road Accidents.")
Municipalities-Payment in lieu of rates by
Soldier Settlement Commission, 973.Finance for road maintenance, 1344,
1415, 1458; for fire prevention works,
3167, 3168.-Government financial assistance, 1349.-Funds for local government, 1381.--Government subsidies for
home-help services, (qn.) 2314.
Murphy, Mr. C. J. (Hawthorn).
Bookmakers Bill, 2705.
Budget, 1499.
Co-operation Bill, 2771, 2772.
Co-operative Enterprises, 696.
Education Department-Expenditure, 697;
registered schools, 697.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Price of gas,
747; sale of by-products, 747.
Housing Bill. 2375.

Murphy, Mr. C. J.-continued.
Land Settlement, 697.
Literature-Dbjectionable
publications,
1499.
Public Debt, 695.
Primary Production, 698.
State Savings Bank-Use of credit, 696.
Supply, 694.
Music.
(See" Mildura Orchestra" and
"Victorian Symphony Orchestra.")
Mutton, Mr. Charles (Coburg).
Education
Department - Free
milk
scheme, 2117; school accommodation in
Fawkner area, 3171.
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing BoardCost of egg production, 1786; price to
producers, 1786.
Estimates, 3166, 3170, 3171, 3186, 3203.
Health, Department of-Treatment of
tuberculosis, 1557.
Horse Racing-Numbering of totalizator
tickets, 3166.
Housing-Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement,
1420;
imported
prefabricated houses, 2234.
Housing Commission-Demolition and repair orders, 1319; slum reclamation,
1319; rental of homes, 1420; losses, 1420;
annual reports to Parliament, 1874.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-North Coburg line extension,
1420.
Mental Hygiene Branch Mentally
retarded children, 3203.
Mines Department-Oil search operations
in Gippsland, 3155, 3186.
Parliamentary Contributory Retirement
Fund---.Receipts and payments, 2235.
Parliamentary
Elections-Proportional
representation system, 1971.
Penal Department-Transfer of female
prisoners from Pentridge gaol, 2441;
vocational training, 2441Police Department-May Day procession
1953, 872; suburban police stations, 2686,
3170.
Public Service-Number of officers employed, 1630.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 41.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Properties purchased, 1693.
State Electricity Commission-Number of
. employees on Kiewa scheme, 2686.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Number of employees on Eildon
project, 2686.
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N.
Xational Safety Council-Government grant,
1003.
Newspaper Advertisement - Motion picture
Salome," 1416, 1419.
North-West Mallee Settlement Areas ActProblems of settlers, 962; appeal tribunal, 962.
Nurses and Mi~wives·Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 1188; second reading, 1401,
1648; remaining stages, 1649.
II

O.
Oats-Proposed marketing Board, 970;
three-State marketing pool, (qn.) 2314.
O'Carroll, Mr. J. P. (Clifton Hill).
Budget, 1344.
Co-operation Bill, 2790.
Education Department-Teaching bursaries, 572; Melbourne Show week, 812;
holiday leave for scholars, 812.
Electoral Districts Bill, 417.
Estimates, :3167, 3170, 3184, 3208.
Hospitals and Charities Waste Paper
Appeal-Collection and sale of waste
materials, 1346, 1556.
Housing
Commission - Pre-fabricated
houses at Alphington, 2314.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2643.
Literatur~bjectionable
publications,
1346.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Pollution of Yarra river at
Ivanhoe, 717; repair of lead-in pipes,
3184.
Municipallties-Government grant, 1344.
Milk Board-Issue of milk licences, 2154.
Newspaper Advertisement-Motion picture Salome," 1416.
Pay-roll Tax, 1346.
Point of Order-Statement in debate, 783.
Railway Department-Condition of suburban carriages, 88; Clifton Hill gates,
1345; suitability of candidate for
apprenticeship, 1663; cost of prefabricated houses at Alphington, 2439;
increased penalties for vandalism, 3170;
carriage of perambulators, 3208.
Sale Yards-Cruelty to stock, 1345, 3167.
State Lottery, 1346.
University of Melbourne-Number ot
medical students, 192, 326.
Victorian Society for the Protection of
Animals-Government grant, 3167.
II

" Oft-the-Course "
Betting.")

Betting.

(See

II

Oil,

Search for.
(See" Mines Department.")
Oldham, the Honorable T. D., Death ofResolution placing on record sorrow at
Mr. Oldham's death, and appreciation
of his services, 817; adjournment of
House as mark or respect, 821.
Oldham, Mr. T. D. (Malvern).
Address in Reply, 633.
Business of the House-Private members'
Bills, 192, 193; order of business, 619;
date of resumption of session, 812.
Chairman of Committees-Election, 39.
Christmas Felicitations, 61.
Electoral Districts Bill, 113, 277, 436, 446,
448.
Local Government (Imported Houses)
Bill, 42.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Tolls) Bill, 573.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 520, 521, 589.
Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
Bill, 73, 118.
Potato Marketing Board-Select Commi ttee, 328.
Public Account (Amendment) Bill, 506,
509.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 41.
Railway Department-Construction of
rolling-stock "at Newport workshops, 569;
Ballarat and Bendigo workshops, 749.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 43.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill, 40.
Royal Family-Death of Her Majesty
Queen Mary, 375.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing)
Bill, 433.
Soil Conservation Authority-Offices at
Kew, 91; erection of fence, 91.
Speaker-Election, 30.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 43.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill, 69, 643.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
229.
Trustee (Amendment> Bill, 235, 252, 260.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 44.
Workers Compensation Bill, 217.
Oldham Trusts Bill - Introduction and
first reading, 2235; declared a private
Bill, 2247; motion that Bill be treated
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Oldham Trusts Bill-continued.
as a public Bill, 2247; second reading,
2247; Committee and remaining stages,
2250.
Olympic Games, 1956-Transfer of site:
Claims for compensation, (qns.) 678,
1971.-Melbourne Cricket Ground as
site, 782.-Mr. Barry's visit to Mexico
City, 783.
Onion Marketing Board-Quantity of
oni-ons sold, credit notes to merchants,
selling agents, administration expenses,
(qnJ 1786.
Onions. (See" Department of Agriculture
-Experimental Work.")

Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1188; second
reading, 1402, 1649; remaining stages,
1650.
"Owner-Onus." (See" Parking of Vehicles
Bill.")

P.
Pairs Book-Removal from table of House,
636; completion of entries after division,
636.
Parking of Vehicles Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 493; second re~ding, 516,
573; Committee, 603, 620; remaining
stages, 632.
.
Parliament-Opening by Commission, 28;
State opening, 31; close of session, 3251;
Christmas felicitations, 3251. - Conditions for staff, 961.
(See also
U Business
of the House," "Electoral,"
.. House Committee," .. Library Committee," " Printing Committee," .. Standing Orders," and "Standing Orders
Committee.")
Parliamentary Contributory Retirement
Fund-Receipts and paymerits, (qn.)
2235.
Parliamentary
Elections - Proportional
representation system, (qn.) 1971.
Parliamentary Elections (State Servants)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 63;
second reading, 70, 118; remaining
stages, 120.
Parliament HouseBuildings-Renovations for Royal Visit,
2195; maintenance, 3185.
Parliament Yard-Parking of vehicles
near entrance, 3170, 3184.
Queen Elizabeth Il.-Portrait for Queen's
Hall, 88, 90.
Telephone Facilities, 961.

Parliament of New South Wales-Introduction of certain legislation, 2407.

Pastures. (See" Department of Agriculture
-Experimental Work.")

Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2235; second
reading, 2328, 2712; remaining stages,
2712.
Penal DepartmentFemale Prisoners-Transfer to "Fairhaven" (" Fairle~ "), 273, 274, 784,
(qn.) 2441.-Special section within
Pentridge 784.-Detention in Pentridge,
921, 934.-Improvements in women's
section at Pentridge, 934.
First Offenders-Handling and guidance
by trained staff, 792.
Penal Re!0'rms-792, 920, 935, (qn.) 2441;·
employment of suitable staff, 792;
amending legislation, 920.
Pentridge-Production of wire netting,
973.
Royal Visit-Remission of part of sentences of prisoners, 3169.
Sex Offenders-Treatment, 318, 320.
Pensions.
(See "Coal Mine Workers
Pensions (Amendment) Bill.")
Perambulators-Transport on public conveyances, 812.
Personal Explanation-Sir George Knox,
164.
Petitions-From residents of Chelsea and
other flood-affected areas re drainage,
572; from residents of Nunawading and
Boroondara re Licensing (Amendment)
Bill, 2522 .
Petrol Tax. (See" Taxation-Petrol Tax.")
Pettiona, Mr. R. F. (Prahran).
Aged Pensioners, 604.
Coachbuilding Firm-Dismissal of employees, 2818.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1140.
Deaf Persons-Number of children in Victoria, 2315; education and employment,
2315.
Education Department-Deaf and partially deaf children, 2315.
Electoral Districts Bill, 300.
Factories and Shops (Long-Service Leave)
Bill, 2004.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2245.
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
Undertaking) Bill, 2877.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2897.
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Petti on a, Mr. R. F.-continued.
Local Government Act-Remission of
rates to aged pensioners, 604.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2462.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Amendment)
Bill, 1151.
Motor Car (Visiting Cars and Drivers)
Bill, 2547.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1626, 1627,
1754.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 248.
Workers Compensation Bill, 500.
Petty, Mr. H. R. (Toorak).
Aged Persons--Provision of amenities,
1971, 3202.
Agriculture, Department of-Departmental scholarships, 3190.
Anzac Day-Method of observance, 2042.
Betting-Taxation revenue, 1629.
Budget, 147l.
Building Societies Bill, 1794.
Co-operation Bill, 2797.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1118, 1137, 1145.
Country Roads Board-8uperannuation
for employees, 1320.
Education Department-Pupils in primary
and secondary schools, 1111; expenditure, 1111; transport for school children,
2438, 2522.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1236.
Estimates, 3174, 3178, 3190, 320l.
Factories and Shops (Long-Service Leave)
Bill, 2006.
Government Departments-Goods and
equipment, 1784, 1786; overseas representation, 1784, 1786.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2074,
2078, 2079.
Housing-Number of vacant Government
owned houses, 2439.
Housing Bill, 1923, 2386, 2390.
Housing
Commission--Compliance
of
.. Economy Houses" with building
regulations, 407; weekly rentals, 867;
purchase of homes by occupiers, 867;
slum reclamation, 2314, 3156, 3178.
Kindergartens-Government grant, 3201.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2348, 2639.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Repossession
of homes, 1320.
Land Settlement Bill, 3242.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2889.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2681.
Llterature-Objectionable
publications,
1365, 1471, 2356.

Petty, Mr. H. R.-continued.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2694.
Local Government <Imported Houses) Blll
(No.2), 2166.
Medical ffiegistration) Bill, 2874.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 266.
Melbourne and MetropOlitan Board of
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 2616, 3067.
Motor-car (Third Party) InsuranceLimitation of liability, 1420.
Motor-car (Visiting Cars and Drivers)
Bill, 2547.
Munici pali ties-Governmen t subsidies for
home help services, 2314.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 596.
Point of Order-Statement in debate, 2819.
Prices Branch-Administration, 942.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2178.
Public Accounts Committee-Re-appointment, 3174.
Racecourse Betting-Revenue from winning bets tax, 1629.
Railway Department-Level crossings,
1112.
Road Traffic-Moving of vehicles parked
on roads, 1971; cases before courts,
2235; proposed traffic court, 2235; pOlice
control during holiday season, 2758.
Superannuation (Newport .. A" Employees) Bill, 1035.
Supply, 941.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1609.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3030.
Uniform Building Regulations--Board of
inquiry, 2314.
Uniform Taxation-Restoration of State's
taxing rights, 1472.
University of Mel>bourne-National service training, 275, 325; increased fees.
2008.
Yarra River-8iltation near Queen's
Bridge, 449.
Pig RaiSing Industry-Pigs slaughtered for
human consumption, (qn.) 1972.
Plwnbing. (See" Health (Plumbers and
Gasfitters) Bill.")
Poisons (Heroin) BilI- Introduction and
first reading, 1875; second reading,
1983; Committee, 1992;
remaining
stages, 1995.
Police Department-Australian Primary Oils
Proprietary Limited, (qn.) 327.-Constables serving civil processes, 799.-
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Police Departmen t-continued.
Drivers of cars in May Day procession, 1953, (qn.> 872.-Default summons procedure, 950.-New' stations:
at Werrimull, 964; in metropolitan
area, (qn.) 2686; at North Coburg,
3170.-Replacement of motor vehicles,
973.-Alleged injustice to member of
Force, 977.-Provision for salaries,
2159.-Duties of officers, 2195.-Review
of administrative methods, 2196.Allowances to dependants of members
killed or injured on duty, 3167. (See
also "Superannuation Police and State
Pensions (Extension) Bill.")
Police Offences Act-Unlawful carrying of
firearms, 1038, 1039.-Glass on roadways, 1380.-Illegal use of motor
vehicles, 2007, 2008.
Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werribee
Racecourses)
Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2156; second reading, 2404,
Committee, 2708;
remaining
2708;
stages, 2709; Council's amendment
dealt with, 3048.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill-Introduction and first reading, '2323;
second reading, 2354, 2463; Committee,
2466; remaining stages, 2467.
Poliomyelitis. (See" Department of Health

-Poliomyelitis Patients.")
Port Phillip Bay-Melbourne--Geelong passenger service, 1368.
Potatoes-

.....

Advance to Producers, 78.
Cost of Production, 74.
Marketing-Arrangements, 1380.
Price, 74, 75, 76, 78, 82, 920, 968, 1380,
1449, 1489.

Prices

Commissioner-Powers and decisions, 77, 82, 83, 86, 87, 1379, 1380,
1410.
Quality, 234, 1808.
Supplies, 76, 78, 87; (debate on motion for
adjournment of House) 143, 970, 1379.
Transport-Carriage by road to New
South Wales, (qnJ 324.
Potato Marketing Board-Information required by Prices Commissioner, 78.Administration, 79, 80, 82, 83, 86, 87.Investigation of activities, 80, 85, 887;
902, 919, 1379, 1405.-Appointment of
Select Committee, 327; report presented, 887.-Proposed reconstitution,
80.-Power of Board to control price
of potatoes, 1504. (See also .. Select
Committee (Potato Marketing) Bill.")

Poultry.
(See" Department of Agriculture.")
Presbyterian Church. (See" Free Presbyterian Church p.roperty Bill.")
Price Control-

, Administration-Cost, 892, 930, 1336, 1407,
1450, 1489, 1492, 3174.

Beer-Price,. 898; Supreme Court case,
942.

Cement. (S'ee II Building Directorate.")
Clothing-Re-imposition of controL 892,
942.

Footwear--Cost and quality of children's
shoes, 811.

Goods and Services--Controls in Victoria,
New South Wales, and Queensland,
(qn.) 869, 901.-Basis of determinations,
942.
Land Sales-Rises in price of property,
634.
Leather Trade-Price of goods, 942.
Petrol-Control of sales, 898, 1336, ~488;
price, 1450.
Potatoes. (See" Potatoes" and "Potato
Marketing Board.")
Price Control-Continuance of system,
898, 924, 1336, 1378, 1380; suggested
abolition, 943, 1446, 1450, 1496; history,
1450.
(See II Landlord and, Tenant
Rents.
Act.")
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
2043; second reading, 2120, 2166; Committee, 2180; remaining stages, 2180.
Primary Production-Decline, 81.-Prices
of products, 81.-Costs, 698, 702.Profit margins on farm' machinery,
803.-Increased food
supplies, 806,
1440, 1511.-0rderly marketing, 901.
Printing Committee-Appointed, 60.
Prisons. (See II Penal Department.")
Private Detectives.
Private.")

(See" Inquiry Agents,

Probate Duty-Revenue, 1336.
Process Servers-Registration and protection, 795, 798.
(See also " Police
Department.")
Proportional Representation. (See II Parliamentary Elections.")
Public Account (Amendment) Bill-Appropriation re'solution, 449; introduction
and first reading, 449; second reading,
505, 509; remaining stages, 509.
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Public Accounts Committee-Suggested reappointment, 948, 1341, 1342, 1354, 1467,
1489, 1496, 1505, (qn.) 1786, 3174, 3176,
3177.-Use of staff of Prices Branch,
3174.
Public and Bank Holidays Bill-Introduction and fi.rst reading, 31; second reading, 2046, 2151; remaining stages, 2152.
Public Deb~Increase, 1333, 1338, 1340.
Public Holidays-Reduction in number, 57;
observance of Anzac Day, 57, (qn.) 2042.
(See also .. Public and Bank Holidays
Bill.")
Public Service - Long-service leave: Ex
gratia payments, 778.-Payments in lieu
of long-service leave, 979.-Number of
permanent and temporary officers employed, (qn.) 1630.-Recruitment of
staff, 3164. (See also .. Parliamentary
Elections (State Servants) Bill.")
Public Service Board-Budgetary provision
for salaries, 3164.
Public Solicitor ' - Functions: Suggested
amendment of Act~ 795.
Public Trustee (Common Fund) Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
60; second reading, 889, 1034; Commi ttee, 1034; remaining stages, 1034.
Public Works-Curtailment of programme,
639; number of projects commenced,
702.-Subscription to loans, 775, 778;
suggested regional loans, 775.-Planning of works, 793.-Granting of Commonwealth funds, 793.-l<'inance, 1326.
Public Works Committee-Assembly members appointed, 59.
Public Works DepartmentAdministration--Review of organization
of Department, 800; separation of administrative and constructing activities,
1490; decentralization of sections, 948.
Apex Park, Mildura-Amenities, 964.
Boats for Hire-Licensing, (qn.) 2438.
Port8 and Harbors Branch--Financial

provision for dredging, 973.
Public Works-Programme, 800; Contracts for building of Yarram High
School, (qn.) 2522.
Queenscliff Lifeboat--Condi tion (deba te
on motion for adjournment of House),
2316.
Public Works Loan Application Bill-Introduction and first reading, 40; appropriation resolution, 40; second reading,
40; Committee and remaining stages,

41.

Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.2)
-Introduction and first reading, 2524;
second reading, 2691, 3048; appropriation resolution, 3054; Committee, 3054;
remaining stages, 3055.
Q.
Queen Elizabeth B.-Coronation, 32, 828;
representation of Victoria, (qn.) 571;
address of congratulation, 828; transmission of address, 829; acknowledgment, 1421.-Visit to Victoria, 774, 828;
itinerary of Victorian tour, 774; address
of welcome, 3215, 3254.
Queen Elizabeth II. Coronation Trust Fund
for Mothers and Children-Claim of
Victorian Helping Hand Association for
Sub-normal Children, (qn.) 867; Government grant, 1003.
Queen Mary-Death, 374.-Address to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. expressing deep sympathy to Royal F·amily,
374; agreed to, 376.-Adjournment of
House as mark of respect, 376.-Receipt of message or sympathy acknowledged, 829.
Queenscli1f Lifeboat. (See" Public Works
Department.")

Racecourse

R.
Betting.
(See

II

Taxation-

Winning Bets Tax.")

Racecourses. (See" Police Offences (Cranbourne and Werribee Racecourses)
Bill.")
Railway DepartmentAccident

and

Fire

Insurance

Fundr-

Government contribution, 974.
Accidents to Passengers-Maximum com-

pensation, 800, 950, 3204, 3208, 3209,
3210; suggested ex gratia payment, 801.
Administration--Inquiry into
management and working, 808, 1337, 1338.Improvements,
957. - Rehabilitation,
1470.
Ballarat and Bendigo Workshops-Date

of opening, staff, and construction of
locomotives and trucks, (qn.) 749.
Branch Lines-Closing, 806, 1355, 1375.
Oontracts-Review of letting of contracts
to private firms, 2819, 2820.
Oountry Lines-Newtown-Irrewarra, (qn.)
407; Ferguson-Crowes, (qn.) 407; Forrest, 778; King Valley, 806; Mornington,
808; Lavers Hill-Beech Forest, 926;
Mildura, 962; Geelong, 1368; Albury,
1368; Ferntree Gully-Gembrook, (qn.}
1419; Hurstbridge, 1494.

INDEX.

Railway Department-continued.
Damages: Claim for compensation, 1350.
-Delays in transit of goods, 1350.
Emergencies-Breakdown train for Western District, 2817, 2820.
Finance-Decline in revenue, 637, 791.Deficits, 638, 805, 997, 1355, 1375, 1486;
remedial measures, 808, 1476.-Provision for increased wages, 887, 2159.Estimated revenue and expenditure for
1953-54, 1000, 1338; provision for Way
and Works Branch, 1001.-Suggested
exclusion of railway accounts from
State Budgets, 1485.
Fires-Burning off during acute fire
danger period, (qn.) 235, 276.
Freights and Fares-Increases, 901, 933,
966, 968, 970, 1337. 1338, 1348, 1361, 1415,
1496, 1509.-Freight on carriage of
trailers, 805, 1349.--Concessional fares
for school children during Royal Visit,
3208, 3211.
Goods Trajfic--Carriage of goods by rail,
(qn.) 324.-Transport of potatoes to
New South Wales, (qn.) 324.-Movement of wheat crop, 638', 1360.
Housing-Prefa'bricated houses erected at
Alphington, (qn.) 2314; (qn.) 2439.Expenditure on erection of imported
houses, 3165.
Level Orossings-Elimination, (qn.) 1112.
-Installation of signalling apparatus,
(qn.) 112, 1345.--Clifton Hill railway
crossing, 1345, 3211; overhead bridge,
1440.-Crossings on Box Hill line, 3207,
3211.
Mount Buffalo Ohalet-Annual profit or
loss, (qn.) 2439.
Non-paying Lines--Curtailment of services, 808.
Railways Act-8ection 205: Suggested
amendment, 801, 3210.
Redgum Sleepers-Prices and quality,
(qn.) 2155.
Rolling Stoc1c--Condition of suburban
carriages, 88, 90.-Construction at Newport workshops, (qn.) 569.-Locomotives imported, (qn.) 569.-Financial
provision for year 1953-54, 1001.-Effect
of curtailment of loan alloeations, 1360.
-Condition of passenger cars' on Hurstbridge line, 1494.
Services and Working Methods-Investi.
gatton, 791, 805.
Staff-Improved amenities, 1470.-8uitability of candidate for apprenticeship,
1663.

Railway Department-continued.
Suburban Lines-Eltham line service,
1375.-Proposed new station between
Pascoe Vale and Glenroy, 1470.-Provision of rolling stock, 3207.-Duplication of line from Richmond to Camberwell, 3207, 3211.-Regrading of Camberwell-Mitcham section, 3207.-Remodelling of Richmond station, 3207.-Heidelberg line: Carriage of perambulators,
3208.
Sunday Excursion Trains-Restoration of
services, 1470.
Superannuation - Attitude of staff a~
Wodong.a,786.
Vandalism-Defacement of property, and
cost of repainting, (qn.) 1693; penalties,
(qn.) 1693, 3170.
Workshops-Roofing of truck maintenance areas, 1455.
Railway Loan Application Bill-Introduction and first reading, 42; second reading, 42; remaining stages, 43.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No. 2)Introduction and first reading, 2444;
second reading, 2533, 3034; Committee
and remaining stages, 3039.
Railways.
(Mt. Buffalo Chalet) BiIIReceived from Council and first reading, 2151; second reading, 2280; remaining stages, 2283.
Randles, Mr. P. J. (Brunswick).
Architects (Amendment> Bill, 1791.
Archi tects Registra tion Board-Deregistration of architects, 795.
Bookmakers Bill, 2706.
Budget, 1505.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1122, 1141.
Education Department - Prefabricated
schools, 1506.
Electoral Districts Bill, 314, 315.
Land Tax, 794, 1506.
Law
Department - Registration
of
hawkers and marine dealers, 794;
private detectives and inquiry agents,
795; process servers, 795.
Literature - Objectionable publications,
1505.
Maintenance (Amendment) Bill, 2455.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Overcrowding
of institutions, 1508; termination of
Mental Institutions Benefit Agreement,
1508.
Petrol Tax-State reimbursements, 150ft
Public Accounts Committee-Proposed reapPOintment, l505.
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Randles, Mr. P. J.-continued.
Public Solicitor Act-Suggested amendments,795.
State Electricity Commission-Finances,
1508.
State Lottery, 794.
State Savings Bank-Constitution, 794.
St. John Ambulance Association-Government grant, 1507.
Supply, 793:
Trustee Bill, 2907.
Uniform Taxation, 793.
University of Melbourne--Scholarships,
796; increased fees, 1507; Government
gran t, 1507.
Red Cross Society. (See" Australian Red
~ross Society.")
Redistribution of Assembly Seats.
(See
.. Electoral.")
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 39; second reading,
40; remaining stages, 40.
Revenue Deficit Funding Bill (No. 2)-Introduction and first reading, 1972;
second reading, 2044, 2129; remaining
stages, 2133.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1787; second reading, 1875, 2144,
Committee and remaining stages, 2146
Road Accidents-Measures to lessen toll ot
road, 785, 950.-Advertising hoardings,
785.-Blood tests for drivers, 785.-Main
cause of accidents, 798.-Vehicles with
smooth tires, 2357.
Road Traffic. (See" Motor Vehicles.")
Royal Agricultural Society-Association with
Trotting Control Board, 191.
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria--Incorporation under Companies Act, (qnJ
678; subsidiary companies, (qn.) 678.
Royal Commission on Allegations of Improper Conduct-Maximum expenditure,
63; Select Committee, (qn.) 91.
Royal Life Saving Society-Government
grants, (qnJ 324.
Royal Visit. (See" Queen Elizabeth 11.")
Rylah, Mr. A. G. (Kew).
Adoption of Children (Amendment) BUl,
201.
Architects (Amendment) Bill, 1791, 1793.
Auditor-General's Report, 1489.
Basic Wage-Increases, 1491.
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill, 1028.

Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
Benefit Associations Bill, 684, 703, 713,
714, 797.
Budget, 1483.
Building Societies Bill, 1795, 2120.
Children'S Welfare Department-Proposed legislation, 3156.
Companies (Special Investigations) ActProposed amendments, 950.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 2198.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1126, 1139, 1146.
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill, 2324.
Coroners Bill, 1802.
Courts--Congestion in Supreme and
County Courts, 950, 3175.
Education Department-School bullding
programme, 1485.
Electoral Districts Bill, 447.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
2710, 2712.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1207, 1227, 1237,
1239, 1241, 1242.
Estimates, 3163, 3164, 3167, 3168, 3173,
3175, 3176, 3184, 3186, 3194; Supplementary Estimates for 1952-53, 977.
Factories and Shops <Industrial Appeals
'Court) Bill, 232.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards)
Bill, 2274.
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway
Construction Bill, 1654.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Gas fire
radiants, 2440.
Health, Department of-Works programme, 3194.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2468.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Removal of Commissioners from office,
946; hospital plans, 948.
Hospitals and Charities Waste Paper
Appeal--Collection and sale of waste
materials, 2522.
Housing Bill, 1928, 1929, 2389, 2391.
Housing Commission-Sale of homes to
tenants, 949; slum abolition, 949, 1493;
allocation of homes, 2438; evictions,
2438.
Immigration-Administrative costs, 3168.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 2146.
Kew Mental Hospital, 492, 570, 643, 948,
2196.
Labour and Industry Bill, 1979, 1980,
2339, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476,
2477, 2478, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2485,
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Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
2487, 2489, 2490, 2537, 2539, 2540, 2541,
2545, 2546,2623, 2624, 2625, 2628, 2629,
2630, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634,. 2635, 2636,
2637, 2638, 2640, 3157, 3159, 3161.
Landlord and Tenant Bill, 3061, 3064,
3066.
Land Settlement Bill, 3219, 3223, 3240.
Land Tax, 1488.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2903.
Law Department-Registration of process
servers, 798; congestion in courts, 950,
3175; agreement for purchase of rights
in application for a design, 1807.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill, 2582, 2665,
2678, 2680.
Local Government (Amendment> Bill,
2697.
Master Plan for Melbourne, 2195.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 3070.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Bill, 3070.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Reconditioning of tracks at
Kew and Hawthorn, 323.
Oldham Trusts Bill, 2249, 2250.
Omnibus Services; 1417, 2406.
Parking of Vehicles Bill, 573, 622, 624.
Parliament House-Redecorating, 2195;
maintenance, 3184, 3186.
Penal Department-Use of "Fairhaven"
for women prisoners, 273; treatment of
sex offend~rs, 318.
.
Personal Explanation-Statement in debate, 1811.
PoHce Department-Traffic problems, 798,
950; crimes of violence, 949; duties of
officers, 2195; payments to dependants
of former officers, 3167.
Price Control, 1488.
Prices Branch-Administration, 1492.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2172.
Process Servers, 798.
Public Accounts Committee-Proposed reappointment, 948, 1489, 3177.
Public Service Board-Recruitment of
staff, 3164.
Public Trustee (Common Fund) BUl,
1034.
Public Works Department-Additions and
improvements to Kew Mental Hospital,
492, 570, 643, 948, 2196; suggested investigation, 800, 1491; administration,
948, 1490; reorganization, 1490.

Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 3052, 3055.
Railway Department-Limit of compensation liability, 800, 950; administration,
1485; deficit, 1486.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
3036.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2146.
Royal Automobile Club of VictorIa-Incorporation under Companies Act, 678.
Slum Abolition, 949, 1493.
Soil Conservation Authority-Travelling
expenses, 3163.
State Electricity Commission-Reported
agreement with overseas consulting
engineers, 2090, 2406.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Law
reform, 800; Maintenance (Amendment> Bill, 829; Trustee Bill, 1420;
circular letter, 2587; Transfer of Land
Bill 1953, 2685; Statute Law Revision
Bill, 2759.
Statute Law Revision Committee (Amendment) Bill, 2359.
Statutes Amendment Bill, 3071, 3072,
3073.
Supply, 798, 946, 2195.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1386, 1621,
1708, 1734, 1741, 1756, 1759, 1761, 1764,
1765, 1769.
Titles Office-Administration, 948; copying of documents, 3173.
Town and Country Planning·-Master
plan, 2195.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 3027,
3032, 3034 ..
Traffic Regulation-Intersections at East
Melbourne and Kew, 525; dangerous
driving, 798; pOlice supervision, 798.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3014, 3018,
3020, 3024.
Transport Regulation (Amendment> Bill,
208, 231, 525.
Transport Regulation Board-Revenue,
906; assistance to municipalities, 906;
licensing of metropolitan omnibuses,
1417; East Kew-Tooronga bus service,
2406.
Trustee (Amendment> Bill, 250, 258.
Trustee Bill, 2904, 2908.
Trustee Companies (Commission) Bill,
2152.
Uniform Taxation, 1483.
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Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
Want of Confidence in Ministers-Notice
of motion, 860.
Workers Compensation Bill, 513, 516.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft> Bill, 1917.
S.
Saleyards and Abattoirs animals, 1345, 1363.

Cruelty

to

Scully, Mr. F. R. (Richmond).
Callide Coal---'Stocks in Victoria, 2156;
use by State Electricity Commission,
2156.
Goods (Textile Products) Bill, 2909, 3044.
Housey-housey "-Permits, 1366, 1459,
2687; gross receipts, 1366, 2687; payments to charity, 1366, 2687.
Law Department-Fines imposed by
courts of petty sessions, 408; .. Houseyhousey," 1366, 1459, 2687; trials and
hearings pending in Melbourne, 1697;
reporting staff, 1697.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Reconditioning of tracks at
Kew and Hawthorn, 323; North Coburg
line extension, 1420.
Mines Department-Mineral resources of
Victoria, 1319; oil search operations in
Gippsland, 3155.
Ormond Bus Service, 324, 408.
Price Control-Goods and services, 868.
Railway Departmen t-Carriage of goods
by rail, 324; closing of railway lines.
408; construction of rolling-stock at
Newport workshops, 569; Ballarat and
Bendigo workshops, 749; level crossings, 1112; Ferntree Gully-Gembrook
line, 1420; defaCing of property with
slogans, 1693; prices and quality of redgum sleepers, 2155; Mt. Buffalo chalet,
2439; cost of prefabri.cated houses at
Alphington, 2439.
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria-Incorporation under Companies Act, 678.
State Electricity Commission-Supply of
electricity to farms, 90; dismissal of
employees, 325; erection of buildings
at Brooklyn, 407; Morwell brown c031
project, 867, 906; number of men employed, 867; tariff rates for rural connexions, 2522; number of employees
on Kiewa scheme, 2686; expenditure
on capital works, 2759.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 43.
State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 1698, 1980, 2144.
II

Scully, Mr. F. R.-continued.
Transport Regulation Board-Ormond
bus service, 324, 408; revenue, 906;
assistance to municipalities, 906, 1320;
permit and licence fees, 1320; administrative costs, 1321.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing) BillAppropriation resolution agreed to, 432;
introduction and first reading, 432;
second reading, 432; remaining stages,
433.
Sewerage-Installation of system at Lorne,
776.

Sewerage Districts (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 2043;
second reading, 2125, 2698; Committee,
2699; remaining stages, 2700.
Sheehan, Mr. J. J. (Ballarat).
Address-in-Reply, 32.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2181.
Budget, 1449.
Children's Welfare Department-Increased
maintenance allowances, 1454; education
facilities, 1455.
Education Department~School population, 33; proposed Commonwealth subsidy, 33; country needs, 34; shortage of
teachers, 1451, 1452; inadequate accommodation, 1451, 1452; education of deaf
children, 1451; education of mentally
retarded children, 1452; students in
training, 1453; classified and temporary
teachers, 1453.
Electoral Districts Bill, 338.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1205.
Industrial Awards-Proposed revision of
legislation, 34.
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2646.
Medical (Registration) Bill, 2874.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Mentally retarded children, 34.
Price Control - Administration, 1450;
price of petrol, 1451.
Primary Industries - Increased production, 33.
Queen, The-Coronation, 32; visit to
Victoria, 32.
Railway
Department - Rehabilitation
plan, 1455.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 32.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2145.
Sewerage Districts (Amendment) Bill,
2699.
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Sheehan, Mr. J. J.-continued.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Financial
oblig.ations, 33.
State Electricity Commission-Loan programme, 1455; administration, 1455.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3020, 3021.
Uniform Taxation-Restoration of State's
taxing powers, 35; reimbursements,
1449.
University
of
Melbourne - Proposed
branch at Ballarat, 34.
Sheep Skins. (See" Goods (Sale of Sheep
Skins) Bill.")
Shepherd, Mr. A. E. (Sunshine).
Coal Mine Workers Pensions (Amendment) Bill, 506.
Co-operation Bill, 2156, 2446, 2450, 2794,
2795, 2796, 2801, 2804, 2806, 2808, 2809,
2810, 2811, 2812.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 861, 881, 887, 1137, 1142,
1144, 1145.
Education Department - Patriotic ceremonies in State Schools, 142; form of
declaration, 142; press report of Minister's visit to Vermont State School,
274; Geelong Junior Technical School,
452; teaching bursaries, 572; Sale
Technical School, 679; Melbourne Show
week holiday leave for scholars, 812;
pupils in primary and secondary
schools, 1111; expenditure, 1112; free
milk scheme, 2117; deaf and partially
deaf children, 2315; transport for
school children, 2438, 2522; Breamlea
school, 3156, 3172; school accommodation in Fawkner area, 3171.
Estimates, 3171, 3172, 3173, 3174, 3175,
3176, 3210.
Factories and Shops <Industrial Appeals
Court) Bill, 191, 193.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Bill, 1773, 1881, 2007.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2080, 2118.
Footscray and Maribyrnong Tramway
Construction Bill, 1321, 1402, 1658.
Footscray Court of Petty Sessions -Allegations of senior constable, 3173.
Junior
Legacy,
Melbourne
(Dureau
Memorial) Bill, 2043, 2052, 2054.
Labour and Industry Bill, 862, 1973, 1980,
2472, 2473, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479,
2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2486, 2488,
2490, 2537, 2538, 2539, 2540, 2542, 2546,

Shepherd, Mr. A. E.-continued.
2620, 2624, 2626, 2628, 2630, 2631, 2632.
2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2638, 2639, 2640,
3157, 315~, 3160, 3161, 316~.
Law Department-Dispute between justices of the peace and Footscray senior
constable, 3173.
Melbourne' and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Reconstitution) Bill, 3069.
Point of Order - Members discussing
legislation passed during current session, 2478.
Public Accounts Committee - Proposed
reappointment, 3175, 3176.
Railway Department~uitability of candidate for apprenticeship, 1663; interest
payments, 3175; limit r..f compensation
liability, 3210; duplication of RichmondCamberwell line, 3211; level crossings,
3211; concessional fares during Royal
visit, 3211; rolling-stock, 3211.
Railway Loan Application Bill (No.2),
2444, 2533, 3039.
Railways (Mount Buffalo Chalet) Bill,
2151,2280.
Superannuation (Newport " A " Employees) Bill, 876, 1034, 1036.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 2157, 2526,
2532, 3006, 3016, 3020, 3023, 3024, 3025. .
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Blll,
63, 66, 226, 230, 524.
Treasury-Payment of interest charges to
Railway Department, 3175.
University of Melbourne - Number of
medical students, 192, 326; national
service training, 275, 326; increase of
fees, 2008.
"Silver Flash" Publication-Distribution.
717; investigation, 719.
Smith, Mr. J. H. (Goulburn).
Corio to Newport Pipe-line Bill, 2364,
2366.
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill, 1796.
Hotham Heights Land Bill, 1806, 2366.
Land Surveyors Bill, 1698, 1787.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 42.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 1787, 1875.
Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority
-Commonwealth expenditure from
revenue, 56, 786.
Social Problems-Solution, 695.-Methods of
providing finance, 695; use of bank
credits, 696.-Formation of co-operative
enterprises, 696.
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Speaker, The (Hon. P. K. Sutton)SoU Conservation Authority-Fence at Kew
continued.
office, (qn.) 91.-Financial provision,
641, 3162, 3163.-Work in country disCastlemaine Gas Company's Bill-Detricts, 1458; pur-chase of bulldozer, 1458.
clared a private Bill, 2051.
Chairman of Committees-Election 01
-Technical staff, 3162, 3163.--ScholarMr. Morton, 39.
ships for students, 3163.-CommonChairmen of Committees-Temporary, 39.
wealth funds, 3163.-Travelling exChristmas Feli'citations, 62, 3254.
penses, 3163, 3164.
Close of the Session, 3254.
Soldier Settlement CommissionCommission to Swear Members, 31.
Applicants for Blocks-Number of eligible
Oorio to Newport Pipe-line Bill-Declared
ex-servicemen, 3182, 3183, 3184.
a private Bill, 2364.
Blocks-Allocation, 1007.~Cost of blocks
Crown Hotel, Traralgon, Licence Bill-in agent States and principal States,
Declared a private Bill, 850.
782.-Applications for, (qn.) 1694.
Death-The Hon. T. D. Oldham, M.L.A.,
Finance-Provision of Government funds,
821.
33, 1007, 1329, 1447, 3183.-Suggested
Debate-Members to address the Chair,
special loans, 33.-Cost of settling ex86, 215, 684, 1204, 1630, 2190, 2564, 3227,
servicemen, 773, 3181, 3182.-Allocation
3230; interjections, 147, 287, 293, 297,
of loan funds, 773, 1360.-Common325, 339, 417, 419, 589, 683, 843, 844,
wealth and Victorian schemes: Com1217, 1612, 2163, 2172, 2188, 2262, 2549,
parative costs of settlements, 773.2552, 2555, 2569, 2767, 2787, 2793, 2897,
Allocation of funds under Common2930, 3248, 3249; conversations among
wealth-State agreement, 778, 780.members while one has the floor, 188,
Conference of Commonwealth and
287,
520, 2188, 2268; remarks beyond
State representatives, 778, 779.-0bjecscope of subject-matter of Bill, &c.,
tions to agent-State agreement, 780,
197, 223, 239, 240, 294, 308, 362, 363,
781.-Valuation of holdings, 1007;
364, 367, 1137, 1218, 1222, 1225, 1398.
writing off of excess cost, 1007.
1399, 1563, 2173, 2175, 2567, 2765, 2785,
Heytesbury Estate-Development and use
2892, 3068; propriety of language used
as settlement area, 3183.
in "private dispute" during debate,
Housing-New homes for settlers, 1007.
198; courtesy to member when making
Land-Purchase, subdivision and improvemaiden speech, 296; claim that memment, 773, 1007, (qn.) 1693.-Salt creek
ber made .. incorrect statement," 297;
estate, (qnJ 2042.
saying member is .. hypocritical," 305;
Robinvale Settlement-Funds for water
remarks said to be prejudicial to Board,
supply, 3165, 3166.
328; repetition of ideas and words,
Single-unit Farms-Number of settle351, 1891; comments claimed to be sub
ments
effected,
773,
1007.-Loans
j'/.tdice, 363; discussing foreshadowed
amendment at second-reading stage,
granted, 773.-Expenditure by State
421; risk of remarks reflecting upon
Government, 780.-Production, 780.
judiciary, 452; claim that member was
Western District.-Use of land, (qn,)
"speaking over the Mace," 503; refer1111. (See also II Land Settlement,"
ring to member by Christian name,
and" Land Settlement Bill.")
846; challenge of statement in debate,
848, 2768; expiration of time for deSpeaker, The (Hon. P. K. Sutton).
bate on motion for adjournment to
Rulings and Statements ofdiscuss urgent question, 849; scope ot
Amendments-Seconder to proceed with
personal explanation, 861; competence
his speech, 201, 292; not to be circuof House to discuss motion for private
lated before Committee stage, 3071;
Bill to be treated as a public Bill,
taken in globo, 3212.
1385; debating provisions of Bill on
Assembling of House-Time, 747, 2445,
same motion, 1387; question whether
2492, 2820; compliance with Standing
private communication· read to House
Order No.5, 747.
should become property thereof, 1564;
Auditor-General's Report, 31, 21l8.
member imputing insincerity, 1596,
1626; using the expression .. the chief
Bendigo Gas Company's Bill- -Declared
clown," 1596; resorting to the epithet
a private Bill, 875.
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Speaker, The (Hon. P. K. Sutton)Speaker, The (Hon. P. K. Sutton)continued.
continued.
"thieves," 1597; saying that Minister
Lowe, The Honorable Sir Charles John,
was co deliberately dishonest," 1600;
Justice of the Supreme Court-Vote of
attributing to Leader of Country party
thanks, 2760, 3025.
insinuations that payment had been
Members-Obeisance to the Chair, 493;
. made re transfer of Tattersall's, 1627;
procedure when Speaker rises to speak,
withdrawal of remark by Minister of
L193, 1630.
Health, 1629; retraction of reference
Motions for adjournment of !louse at
to same Minister, 1648; member sayclose of sitting-Scope of debate, 274,
ing of a Minister, co Is there a price
1661, 1810, 2007, 2818; time limit for
at which he can be bought?", 1660;
speeches, 493, 1661, 1662.
refusing to withdraw threat to have
New Member-Mr. J. S. Bloomfield, 817.
member II certified," 1783, 1784; subseOldham Trusts Bill-Declared a private
quent withdrawal of same remark,
Bill, 2247.
1874; using the expression "You are
Parliament House-Portrait of Queen
mad," 1934; the Speaker's call, 2161,
Elizabeth II. for Queen's Hall, 90.
2787; reference to decision of ComQueen Elizabeth n.-Visit to Victoria:
monwealth Arbitration Court, 2245;
Address of welcome, 3216.
saying, co he is undoubtedly the backRemarks in Debate-Member's suggested
wash of snobbery," 2245; scope of disamendment of Standing Orders re
cussion on motion fixing date of re/I particularly
scandalous"
remarks,
sumption of debate, 2259; on motion
1040.
for adjournment of debate, 2270; releRoyal Family-Death of Her Majesty
vancy of question during debate on
Queen Mary, 375.
procedural motion, 2444; ascribing to
Standing Orders-Observance by memMinister statement not made by him,
bers, 493, 1566, 1597, 1630.-Order re
2552; mode of address in letter re
transmission of Bill to Council, 449.investigation of Companies Act, 2588;
Objection to suspension to enable
saying that member was /I wandering
resolution of Committee to be takp.n
over the globe of irrelevancy," 2886;
into consideration, 1118, 2799.-Procomment construed as facetious, 2930;
posed amendmen t, 1040.
uproar on Minister withdrawing from
Statute
Law
Revision
Committeethe Chamber, 3224.
Amendment to motion for apPOintment
Election as Speaker, 29, 30; presentation
of member, 3216.
to Governor, 31.
Tattersall Consultations Bill-Declared a
Electoral Districts Bill-Second reading
private Bill, 1384; amendment of concarried by absolute majority, 432;
tingent notice of motion for Bill to be
communication from the Clerk of the
treated as a public Bill, 1385; question
Parliaments, 772, 830.
re pending legal action, 1385; discussEntertainments Tax Bill-Declared an
ing motion, 1385, 1386, 1387, 1388;
urgent Bill, 1191; expiration of time
referring to contents of Bill at that
allotted to second reading, 1237.
stage, 1387; member giving his own
Essendon Land (Amendment) Bill-Dereasons for voting for motion, 1389.clared a private Bill, 1422.
Private document read, 1564, 1565.Free Presbyterian Church Property Bill
Amendment to· motion for agreement
-Declared a private Bill, 888.
wi th Council amend men t, 1999.
Governor's Speech, 31; presentation of
Address-in-Reply, 679, 747.
The Geelong Gas Company's Bill-DeHansard-Incorporation
of
tabulated
clared a private Bill, 689.
statements, 1366.
Want-of-Confidence
Motion-Personal
Hotham Heights Land Bill-Declared a
explanations, 859, 860.
private Bill, 1423.
Illness of Members, 875; return of honor- Speakership-Motion by Mr. Cain that Mr.
able member for Gippsland South, 2451
P. K. Sutton take the chair as Speaker,
Junior
Legacy
Melbou·rne
(Dureau
29; seconded by Mr. Galvin, 29; agreed
Memorial) Bill-Declared a private
to, 29.----,Presentation of the Speaker to
Bill, 2052.
the Governor, 31.
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State Electricity Commission-continuea.
Stamps Act-Decline in revenue from transPower Stations-Yallourn "C" station,
fers of property, 638, 790.
641.-Extensions and new installations,
Standing Orders-Observance by members,
1008, 1358.
493.---,Proposed amendment re "scanStaff-Dismissal of employees, (qnJ 325.
dalous" remarks in debate, 1038, 1039.
State Forests Loan Application Bill-All
Standing Orders Committee-Appointed, 60.
stages, 43.
" Starting-price" Bookmakers. (See" Bet- State Forests Loan Application Bill (No.2)
ting.")
-Introduction and first reading, 1698;
second reading, 1980, 2133; Committee
State Coal Mine-Deficit for year 1952-53,
and remaining stages, 2144.
997; estimated revenue and expendiState Instrumentalities-Dates for public
ture for year 1953-54, 100l.
loans, 1327.
State Development Committee-Assembly
State Rivers and Water Supply Commembers appointed, 59.
missionState Electricity CommissionAdministration-1511.
Briquettes-Supply to Gas and Fuel
Anderson's Inlet-Inundation of land,
Corporation, 954, (qn.) 1972.
2818, 2820.
Briquetting Plant-Purchase and instalBarwon River-Survey, 775, (qn.) 2156.lation, 952, 960.-Erection of factories
Formation of river improvement trust,
at Morwell, 3164.
775.-Improvement works, (qn.) 2439.Buildings-Erection at Brooklyn, (qn.)
Reclamation of land at Connewarre,
407.
1369.
Oapital Works-Return of expenditure to
Bunyip River-Erosion of banks, 2491,
be laid before Parliament, 2524, 2759.
2492.
Oharges-Tariff rates, (qns.) 2521, 3155.
Channels-Maintenance, 1414.
Oonsulting Engineers-Agreement with
Country Projects-Tullaroop, 1457; Castleoverseas firm, (qnJ 1784, 2090, 2092,
maine,' 1457;
Cairn Curran, 1457;
2406.
Cobbledick's Ford, 1457.
Oountry Districts-Supplies of electricity
Dennington---.Finance to complete local
to farms and homes, and cost, 81, 88,
supply project, 804.
89, (qnJ 90, 639, 776, 805, 894, 898,
Diamond Valley-Needs of district, 1494.
933, 954, 1008, 1359, 1448, (qnJ 2118,
Eildon Weir----.Progress of work, 639, 3165.
25'21, (qn.) 3155; supplies to Diamond
-Necessity for completion, 703, 1335.valley, 1494.
Effect on food production, 703.-Financial provision, 898.-Contract with Utah
Equipment-Idle plant at Morwell, 38,
Construction Company, 900.-Dismissal
89, 1354, 1356, 1471.
of employees, 1335.-Number of adminFinance-Payment for goods ordered, 38.
istrative officers and employees, (qnJ
-Discussion with Prime Minister re
2686.
Commonwealth financial assistance, 90.
F·inance - Curtailment of loan funds:
-Contr·actual obligations, 640.-NegotiaEffect on work~ programme, 1359.tions with Commonwealth Bank, 640.Financial requirements, 1511.-Amounts
Financial position, 952, 1008, 1335, 1357,
charged
to
" Capi tal
Expenditure
1358, 1455, 1494, 1508, "3164.-Grant for
(Sewerage)
Borne -by the State
capital works, (qn.) 3156.-Subscriptions
,Account," (qnJ 2315.-Allocation of
to public loans, 1494.
loan funds for year 1953-54, 3165.
Kiewa Hydro-electric Scheme-Number
of administrative officers and employees,
(qn.) 2686.
Latrobe Valley-Rents for Housing Commission homes, 788.-Morwell brown
coal project: Number of men employed, (qn.) 867.-Request for Commonwealth loan, (qn.) 906.
Metropolitan Area--Supplies to consumers,
977.-Waste of current in business
premises and homes, 977.
712/54.-4

First Mildura Irrigation Trust-Finance

for construction and maintenance of
channels, 962.-Drainage of blocks, 962.
Floods and Drainage - Chelsea district,
572..
Irrigation-Increased water rates, (qnJ
748, 1337, 1456, 1457. - Expenditure,
1414.
Lake Colao-Flooding of farmlands, 58;
drainage scheme, 58, 59, 635, 774, 802;
Commonwealth financial assistance, 59.
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State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-continued.
Lake Corangamite--Flooding,

775, 1809,
1810.-J>ro'blem of salinity, 775.
M arraboor Weir-Finance for construction, 1415.
Mornington Peninsula-Water supply, 809,
2197.--Supply to Frankston and Chelsea
districts, 810; control by Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, 810.Construction of reservoirs, S10.-Supplies for market gardeners, 1448.Allocation of loan funds, 3166.
R1('ral Supplies-Financial provision, 1006,
3165; increased charges, 1006, 1361, 1414,
1447.-Extensions, 1447.-Value of small
country schemes, 1498. - Supplies to
towns in Gippsland West, 1503.
Tallangatta Township-Transfer to new
site, 1373, (qnJ 2521.
Tara,go Scheme-Completion of work, 809,
1448, 1457, 1503, 2197, 3174, 3189.
Torrumbarry

Irrigation

Systemr-Con-

dition of channels, 968.
Wimmera-Mallee System-Completion of
Rocklands dam, 1457.
(See also .. Water (Amendment) Bill,"
.. Water Supply Loan Application Bill,"
and .. Water Supply Loan Application
Bill (No.2).")
State Savings Bank of Victoria-Proposed
reconstitution, 794.
Statute Law Revision Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2909; second
reading, 3047; remaining stages, 3047.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Assembly
members appointed, 59, 3216.-Consideration of Adoption of Children (Amendment) Bill, 783.-Recommendations re
limitation of actions, 800.-Reports presented: Maintenance (Amendment) Bill,
829; Trustee Bill, 1420; Transfer of
Land Bill 1953, 2685; Statute Law Revision Bill, 2759.-Companies Act: Circular letter to members, 2587.
~tatute Law Revision Committee (Amendment) Bill- Appropriation resolution,
2324; introduction and first reading,
2324; second reading, 2359; remaining
stages, 2360.
Statutes Amendment Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2616; second
reading, 2687, 3071; Committee, 3071;
remaining stages, 3074.
St. Cuthbert's Church of England Boys'
Home, Co]ac - Newspaper article re
caning of boy, 451.

Stirling, Mr. H. V. (Swan Hill).
Address-in-Reply, 80.
Agriculture, Department of-Herd testing, 1414.
Barley Marketing (Amendment> Bill, 759.
Budget, 1414.
Co-operation Bill, 2792.
Country Roads Board-Maintenance of
roads, 1415.
Decentralization, 81.
Education Department-Amenities for
country teachers, 968; country needs,
1416; reopening of country schools,
1416.
Electoral Districts Bill, 292.
Estimates, 3170, 3193.
Galvanized Iron-Supplies for country
districts, 192; availability to farmers,
276; supplies to Government Departments, 276; importations, 276.
Grain Elevators Board-Industrial dispute, 3193.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2623.
Milk Board-Price of milk, 81, 968.
Motor-car (Fees) Bill, 2816.
Pig Raising Industry-Number of swine
slaughtered for human consumption,
1972.
Primary Industries-Increased production, 81, 1415; prices, 968.
Railway Department-Freight increases,
968, 1415; price and quality of redgum sleepers, 2155.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 80, 1416.
River Murray Commission-Marraboor
weir, 1415.
Road Traffic-Parking offences, 3170.
Road Transport, 1415.
State Electricity Commission-~oans by
country residents, 81.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Increase in water charges, 748,
.1414; Torrumbarry system, 968; maintenance of channels, 1414.
Supply, 968.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1892, 1894,
1896.
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1620, 1733.
Uniform Taxation, 1414.
Wheat-growing Industry-Orderly marketing, 969.
St. John Ambulance Association-Members
travelling in uniform: Government contribution towards cost of fares, 1003,
1463, 1480, 1507, 3175.
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Stoddart, Mr. B. G. (Gippsland North).
Coal-Brown coal deposits, 789.
Education
Department-Amenities
in
schools, 787.
Estimates, 3199.
Gas' and Fuel Corporation (Traralgon
Undertaking) Bill, 2878.
Latrobe Valley-Industrial development,
786; employment problems, 787; high
rental charges, 788; shopping sites in
Housing Commission areas, 789.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill,
2452.
Literature-Distribution of objectionable
publications, 2819.
State Electrici ty Commission-Morwell
brown coal project, 906.
Supply, 786.
Tuberculosis-Incidence of disease, 3199;
X-ray examinations, 3200.
Stoneham, Mr. C. P. (Midlands).
Agriculture, Department of~Diagnosis
and treatment of poultry diseases, 319;
pleuro-pneumonia in cattle, 719; grasshopper plague, 1809, 2092, 3192; shortage of bran and pollard, 2284; milk
carrier's licence, Elwood, 2441; Ballarat
milk pasteurization, 3189; employment
of veterinary surgeons, 3192; departmental scholarships, 3192.
Appropriation Bill, 59.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 679,
685, 767.
Barley Marketing Bill, 849, 853.
Castlemaine Gas Company's Bill, 2043,
2052, 2056.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2043, 2127, 2702.
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing BoardCost of egg production, 1786; price to
producers, 1786.
Estimates, 3163, 3189, 3192, 3193, 3194.
Goods (Sale of Sheepskins) Bill, 849, 879,
1033.
Grain Elevators Board-Industrial dispute, 2587, 3192.
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill, 1367,
1422, 1650.
Latrobe Valley-Length of pipe-line to sea,
2909.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Bill,
2323, 2361, 2454, 2455.
Marketing (Egg and Egg Pulp) Bill, 862.
880, 1802.
Milk Board-Price of milk, 62, 102, 103.
Oat. Production--lProposed
marketing
pool, 2314.

Stoneham, Mr. C. P.~ontinued.
Onion Marketing Board-Quantity sold,
rebates, debtor agents and administrative expenses, 1787.
Pig Raising Industry-Number slaughtered for human consumption, 1972.
Potato Marketing Board-Supplies to
Victorian consumers, 155; Select Committee, 327, 328.
Sewerage Districts (Amendment) Bill,
2043, 2125, 2700.
Soil Conservation Authority-Commonwealth financial assistance, 3163.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission~Overfiow from Lake Colac and
Lake Corangamite, 59; survey of
Barwon river, 2156, 2439; Ie Capital Expenditure (Sewerage) Borne by State
Account," 2315; erosion of banks of
Bunyip river, 2492; removal of Tallangatta township, 2521; staff officers and
workmen, 2521; number of employees
on Eildon project, 2686; Mornington
peninsula supply, 3189.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1459, 1651, 1893,
1897, 1899.
Water (Amendment) Bill, 62, 64, 189.·
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 43.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 2235, 2324, 2714.
Wheat-growing
Industry - Proposed
stabilization plan, 835, 872, 2316.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 1557, 1573.
Young
Farmers'
Clubs~overnment
grant, 3193, 3194.
" Sunball " Competition. (See" Law Department.")
Superannuation - Commonwealth responsibilities, 794.-Effect of amending legislation, 969.
Superannnation (Newport" A" Employees)
Bill - Introduction and first reading,
849; second reading, 876, 1034; Committee, 1036; remaining stages, 1037.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
Bill-Appropriation resolution, 63; introduction and first reading,. 64;
second reading, 67, 164; Committee,
171; remaining stages, 176.-Council's
amendment dealt with, 643.
Superannuation Police and State Pensions
(Extension) Bill-Appropriation resolution, 2324; introduction and first reading, 2324; second reading, 2360, 2405;
Committee and remaining stages, 2406.
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Supply, Committee of-Appointed, 39.-Votes
on Account, 636, 691, 772, 798, 885, 890,
2157, 2192.~Motion for reduction of
vote by £1, 895; debated, 895, 907;
negatived, 971.
Supreme Court (Judges) Bill-Appropriation resolution, agreed to, 2443; introduction and first reading, 2443; second
reading, 2526, 2881; remaining stages,
2887.
Surveyors. (See" Land Surveyors Bill.")
Sutton, Mr. P. K. (Albert Park).
Nomination and election as Speaker, 29.
(See also .. Speaker, The (Hon. P. K.
Sutton).")
Swine Compensation Bill-Resolution fixing
rate of stamp duty, 1459; Bill introduced and first reading, 1459; second
reading,
1651, 1889;
appropriation
resolution, 1893; Committee, 1893; remaining stages, 1899.

Taxation--continued.
of exemptions, 1000, 1476, 1488, 1506.Effect of increased rates, 1323, 1328,
1337, 1445, 1488, 1497. (See also" Land
Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill.")
Petrol Tax .....:.....Revenue, 1381.-Commonwealth re-hnbursements to Victoria,
1506.
Uniform Income Taxation. (See" Uniform Taxation.")
Winning Bets Tax-Incidence, 76; suggested abolition, 76; revenue, 1327, (qn.)
1629, (qn.) 2316.-Proposed .. turnover"
tax, 1328.
Textile Products.
(See" Goods (Textile
Products) Bill.")
Titles Office-Staffing problem, 3164.-Usr
of microfilm for copying documents,
3173.
Totalizator Act-Installation of machines at
coursing
meetings,
794.--Proposed
doubles totalizator on racecourses, 3166.
-Numbering and checking of tickets,
3166.

T.
Tattersall Consultations-Transfer to Victoria, 1465, 1466, (qn.) 1629, (qn.) 1782.
-Sale of tickets on personal application, (qn.) 1875. (See also
Lottery,
State.")
,j

Tattersall Consultations Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1188; declared a
private Bill, 1384; motion that Bill be
dealt with as a public Bill, ex-cept in
relation to payment of fees, 1384;
motion for second reading, 1390, 1557;
amendment to second-reading motion,
1557, 1578; amendment negatived, 1628;
second-reading motion agreed to, 1629;
Committee, 1629; resolution fixing rate
of duty on licence, 1698; ~greed to,
1701; ~ppropriation resolution, 1701;
Bill further considered in Committee,
1701; third reading, 1772.-Council'.r;
amendment dealt with, 1972, 1995.
Taxat1on-

, Oommonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment
Act-Payments by Victorian Government, (qn.) 871, 1346, 3189; increased
financial provision to meet payments,
886.-Validity of legislation, (qn.) 871,
134&
''
Entertainments Tax. (See" Entertainments Tax.")
Land Tax-Imposition in Victoria, 794.'Estimated revenue, 794, 1000-Extension

Tovell, Brigadier R. W. (Brighton).
Auditor-General's Report-8ubmission to
Parliament, '1339.
Australian Red Cross Society-Blood
transfusion service,' 3197, 3198.
Budget, 1339.
Cancer
Institute-Publicity
campaign,
3198.
Childre'n's
Welfare
Department-Increased Government grant, 928.
Co-operation Bill, 2811.
Education Department-Works and buildings, 929; teachers' salaries, 929.
'Entertainmerits Tax Bill, 1243:
.Estimates, 3176, 3179, 3197, 3198, 3209.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2279.
Free Library Service Board-Administration, 929.
Government Printer-Staff and plant requirements, 3179.
Health, Department of-Administration,
930.
Housing Bill, 2378.
Land Settlement Bill, 3249.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
2900, 2904.
Mental Hygiene Branch-Kew Cottages,
930; administration, 930.
Price Control, 929.
Public Accounts Committee-Re-appointment, 1341, 3176.
' ,'
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Tovell, Brigadier R. W.-continued.
Public Debt, 1340.
Railway Department-Limit of compensation liability, 3209.
Supply, 928.
Trustee (Amendment) Bill, 246.
Trustee Companies (Commission) Bill,
2154.
Tuberculosis - Anti-tuberculosis
camp.aign, 930, 3198.
University of Melbourne-Increased fees,
3199.
Towers, Mr•. W. J. (Collingwood).
Housing Commission-Ballots for homes.
1784.
'State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Removal of Tallangatta township,
2521; staff officers and workmen, 2521.
Workers Compensation Bill, 510.
Town and Country Planning-Scheme for
Geelong, 1370.-Master plan, 2195, 2197.
Town and Country Planning Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2156; second
reading, 2332, 3027; Committee, 3032;
remaining stages, 3034.
Tramways. (See" Footscray. and Maribyrnong Tramway Construction Bill,"
.. Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill," and" Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board.")
Transport-Co-ordination of road and rail
transport, 1348, 1351; appointment of coordinatil1:g committee, 1351.
Transport (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2157; second reading,
.2526, 3006; Com~ittee, 3016; remaining
stages, 3025.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 63;
second reading, 66, 205, 217; Committee,
226; remaining stages, 232.-Council's
amendment dealt with, 524.
Transport. Regulation Board-Ormond bus
·route (94A) , (qn.> 324, (qn,) 408, 450,
452.-Permit and licence fees, 777,
(qn.> 1320, 1326, 1349, 1350, 1361, 1415.
-Transport in country districts, 893.Carriage
of
refrigerators,
893.Revenue and fines, (qn,) 906, 1349.'Administrative and other costs, (qn,)
906, (qn.) 1320, 1349.-Payments to
Consolidated Revenue, (qn.) 906.Financial assistance to municipalities,
. (qns.)
906, 1320.--JEffect of new
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Transport Regulation Board-continued.
regulations on activities of road
operators, 967, 1338, 1348.-Building
materials: Increased cost of transport,
1350.-Licensing of metropolitan special
service omnibuses, 1417, 1419.-Appeals
to Minister against decisions of Board,
1449.-Road transport service during
railway strike, 1458.-Increased licence
fees, 1458.-East Kew-Tooronga bus
service, 2407.
Trotting Control Board-Appointment of
members, 191; appeals, 2490. (See also
" Royal Agricultural Society.")
Trustee (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 63; second reading, 69,
235; Committee, 252; third reading, 260.
Trustee Bill-Received from Council and
first reading, 2587; second reading,
2694, 2904; Committee, 2907; remaining
stages, 2909.
Trustee Companies (Commission) Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
1243; second reading, 1428, 2152; remaining stages, 2154.
Trusteel Corpo~ation of Australia and New
Zealand Proprietary Limited-Construction of hospitals, 896, 897, 908, 913;
expenditure authorized, 903.-Shareholders, 908, 931, 937 .
Tuberculosis-Opening of "Stonnington"
institution, 886.-Anti-tuberculosis campaign: Expenditure, 930; publicity, 3198.
-Research and preventive methods,
1462, 3200.-X-ray examinations, 1462,
3198, 3200, 3201.-Commonwealth subsidy towards cost of treatment, (qn.)
1557.-Incidence of disease, 3199.Vaccination of school children, 3200,
3201.-Government allowance to sufferers, 3200.-Occupational therapy in
sanatoria, 3201.
Turnbull, Mr. K. H. (Korong).
Agriculture, Department of-Grasshopper
plague, 2091.
Barley Marketing (Amendment> Bill, 765.
Bookmakers Bill, 2394, 2707, 2708.
Budget, 1509.
Communism, 150~.
Co-operation Bill, 2803, 2804.
Country Sewerage Loan Application Bill,
2701.
Education Department--Closing of small
schools, 970; reimbursement of teachers'
expenses, 971 .
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Turnbull, Mr. K. H.-continued.
U.
Electoral Districts BUl, 423.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1219.
Unemployment--Statistics, 37.-Closing .of
Estimates, 3180, 3182, 3184, 319I.
factories, 37; stagnation of trade, 37.
Factories and Shops (Long-service Leave)
Uniform Building Regulations-Review,
Bill, 2003.
1491; appointment of Board of inquiry,
Galvanized Iron-Supplies to primary
(qn.) 2314. (See also "Local Governproducers, 318.
ment (Amendment) Bill.")
Goods (Sale of Sheepskins) Bill, 1032.
Uniform TaxationGrain Elevators Board-Industrial disCommonwealth
Legislation - Test
of
pute, 3191.
validity, 699, 700, 702, 703, 904, 905, 1332,
Grain Elevators (Damages) Bill, 1650.
1372, 1495, 1509.
Health, Department of-Diphtheria cases,
Reimbursements Formula-Allocations to
324; immunization, 324.
Victoria, 56, 701, 793, 1009, 1010, 1323,
Immigration, 1510.
1331, 1365, 1378, 1438, 1444, 1449, 1465,
Labour and Industry Bill, 2622, 2629, 2632,
1473, 1483; effect on State finances, 56,
2635.
699, 700, 904, 1323, 1330, 1352, 1372.
Land Settlement, 1511.
State Rights~eview of CommonwealthLand Settlement Bill, 2921, 2936, 2941,
State relationship, 35.---'Restoration of
3238.
State's taxing powers, 35, 55, 56, 638,
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
639, 699, 700, 786, 904, 946, 1009, 1323,
2894.
1330, 1331, 1332, 1371, 1378, 1441, .1466,
Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2580, 2647,
1472, 1474, 1484.-Conference with
2682.
CommonweaUh Government, 54, 638.
Milk Board-Price of milk, 969.
University of MelbourneMotor-car (Fees) Bill, 2816.
Agricultural
Education
Increased
Pairs Book-Removal from table, 636.
Government grant, 1498.
Parliament House-Portrait of Queen
Decentralization-Proposed establishrnen t
Elizabeth II. for Queen's HaU, 88.
of university college at Ballarat, 34; at
Point of Order-8tatement in debate, 918.
Hamilton, 635.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill,
Fees-Increases, 1374, 1507, 2008, 3199.
2465.
Finance--Government grants and endowPrimary Industries~Increased producments, 34, 1002, 1374, 1382, 1479, 1507,
tion, 1511.
3199.
Railway Department-Deficit, 1509.
Medicine
and
Surgery-Number
of
Soldier Settlement Commission-Cost of
students, (qnJ 192, 326, 1003; financial.
settlement, 3182; availability of Crown
assistance for students, 3199.-Establand, 3183; selection of settlers, 3184.
lishment of chairs of medicine and surState Rivers and Water Supply Commisgery, 1002.
sion-Administration, 1511.
National
Service
Training-Students
Supply, 969.
undergoing courses, (qns.) 275, 325; reSwine Compensation Bill, 1889, 1894, 1897,
lease of students to begin studies,
1899.
(qnsJ 275, 325.
Tattersall Consultations-Sale of tickets
Tutors-Remuneration, 1374, 1382, 1479.
on personal application, 1875.
University Counci~Appointment of ParTattersall Consultations Bill, 1400, 1614,
liamentary representative, 1660, 1661.
1740, 1765, 1768.
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 3022.
Transport Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
Vandallsm-Penalties, 3170.
224.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds-Financial proTrustee (Amendment) Bill, 251.
vision, (qn.) 235, 2159.-Personnel of
Uniform Taxation-Reimbursements, 1509.
gangs, (qnJ 235.-Destruction of blackVermin and Noxious Weeds Branchberry bramble, (qn.) 2686; cost of weediSpread of noxious weeds, 3180.
cides to farmers, (qnJ 2686.-EradicaWheat-growing Industry-Proposed new
tion in Gippsland, 3179.-Destruction of
stabilization plan, 847, 848.
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Vermin and Noxious Weeds-continued.
rabbits, 3179; use of myxomatosis,
3180.-E$-tablishment of research office
at Hamilton, 3181.
Veterinary Surgeons. (See" Department of
Agriculture." )
Victorian Council of Social Service-Letter
to Chief Secretary 1'e Adoption of
Children (Amendment> Bill, 783.
Victorian Society for the Protection of
Animals-Government grant, 3167. (See
also" Cruelty to Animals.")
Victorian Statutes-Consolidation, 38.
Victorian Symphony Orchestra--Government grant, 1003.
Volatile Fluids-Regulation of sale, (qn.)
1113.
Votes on Account.
(See" Supply" and
.. Ways and Means.")

\v.
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute-Government grant, 1003.
Wu.... te Products-Collection, and payments
to charity, 1346. (See also "Hospitals
and Charities Waste Paper Appeal.")
Water (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 62; second reading, 64,
176; Committee, 189; remaining stages.
191.
Water Supply Department. (See" State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.")
Water Supply Loan Application Bill-Introduction and first reading, 43; appropriation resolution, 43; second reading,
43; remaining stages, 44.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill (No.2)
-Introduction and first reading, 2235;
second reading, 2324, 2712; Committee
and remaining stages, 2714.
Wa~'s and Means, Committee of-Appointed,
39.-1R.esolutions agreed to, 48, 812, 972,
980, 2198, 3212.
Western District--Development schemes, 59.
--Bridge over Glenelg river at Harrow,
635.
(See also " Soldier Settlement
Commission-Western District.")
\Vhately, Mr. R. K. (Camberwell).
Budget, 1378.
Business of the House-Consideration of
petitions, 2616.
Co-operation Bill, 2788, 28U7, 2809.
·Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1131, 1144.

Whately, Mr. R.. K.-continued.
Country Roads Board-Maintenance of
main roads, 1380.
Education Department - Development
plans, 961; Bristol pre-fabricated school
units, 961; school buses, 976; school
accommodation, 1383
Electoral Districts Bill, 443.
Entertainments Tax Bill, 1231.
Estimates, 3162, 3163, 3175, 3177, 3178;
Supplementary Estimates for 1952-53.
976.
Factories and Shops (Wages Boards) Bill,
2276.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Loans, 960.
Government Buildings Fire Insurance
Fund, 976.
Health, Department of-Municipal subsidies for infant welfare centres, 1384.
Health (Proprietary Medicines) Bill, 2064.
2077, 2079, 2080.
Hospital Benefits Bill, 48, 51, 52, 53.
Housing Bill, 2382.
Housing Commission-Slum reclamation,
3178.
Landlord and Tenant Act-Amendments,
791.
Land Settlement Bill, 2941, 3223, 3246.
Latrobe Valley-Industrial development,
790.
Licensing (Amendment> Bill, 2270, 2565,
2641, 2645, 2662, 2663, 2667, 2676, 3212.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 261.
Melbourne Hal'lbor Trust - Appointment
of Commissioner, 1385.
Motor Car (Fees) Bill, 2815.
Municipalities-Government grant, 1380.
Opticians Registration (Fees) Bill, 1649.
Parliament House-Telephone facilities,
961.
Point of Order-8tatement in debate,
2819.
Poisons (Heroin) Bill, 1985.
Police Offences Act-Broken glass on
roads, 1379.
Potato Marketing Board--Supplies, 1379;
fixa tion of price, 1379.
Prices Branch-Administration costs, 1380.
Public Accounts Committee-Reappointment, 3176, 3177.
Public Works Loan Application Bill (No.
2), 3048.
Railway Department-Deficit, 791.
Redistribution of Assembly Seats, 1384.
Select Committee (Potato Marketing)
Bill, 433.
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Whately, Mr. R. K.-continued.
Soil
Conservation
Authority-Trained
graduates, 3162; Commonwealth payments, 3163.
State Electricity Commission-Morwell
briquetting plants, 960.
Supply, 789, 960. '
Tattersall Consultations Bill, 1386, 1387,
1610, 1705, 1727, 1729, 1760, 1763.
Treasury-Payment of interest charges
to Railway Department, 3175.
Uniform Taxation~Restoration of State's
taxing rights, 1378; reimbursements,
1378.
University of Melbourne-Government
grant, 1381; increased expenditure, 1381.
Wheat-Stabilization of industry: Debate on
motion for adjournment of House, 830.Marketing plan, (qn.) 872, 893, 902, 920,
936, 954, 964, 969, 1362, 1418, 1449, (qn.)
2316.-Ballot of growers, (qn.) 2316.Reduction in acreage, 1363.
Wheat Marketing Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 1557; second reading, 1573,
1631; remaining stages, 1640.
Wheat Silos.
(See "Grain Elevators
Board.")
White, 'Mr. G. E. (Mentone).
Gas and Fuel Corporation (Mordialloc
Undertaking) Bill, 2876.
Petition-Praying for adequate drainage
and flood prevention pr:ovisions in the
Cities of Chelsea and Mordialloc, and
the Shires oi Dan-denong and .Frankston, 572.
Potatoes-Supply and quality, 234.
White, Mr•. R. T. (AllendaJ-e).
Address in Reply, 86.
Agriculture, Department of-Shortage of
bran and pollard, 2284.
Ballaarat Gas Company's Bill, 2182.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 754,
764, 765.
Budget, 1405.
Callide Coal~tocks in Victoria, 2156;
use by State Electricity Commission,
2156.
Co-operation Bill, 2785, 2786, 2803.
Electoral Districts Bill, 346.
Labour and Industry Bill, 2622.
Land Settlement Bill, 2258, 2931, 2934,
2936, 2940.
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White, Mr. R. T.-continued.
Milk Board-Price determinations, 91, 92,
96.
Olympic Games 1956-Compensation for
transfer from Carlton cricket ground,
1971.
Police Offences (Trotting Races) Bill,
2463,2467..
Potato Marketing Board-Administration,
86; marketing arrangements, 87; supplies to Victorian consumers, 143; Select
Commi ttee, 330; report of Select Committee, 1405.
Price Control, 86.
Prices Regulation (Continuation) Bill,
2175.
Royal Agricultural Society-Association
with Trotting Control Board, 191.
State· Electricity Commission-Installations in rural areas, 88; supply of
briquettes to Gas and Fuel Corporation,
1972; Morwell roads and water supply,
1972.
Swine Compensation Bill, 1891, 1895, 1896,
1899.
Transport (Amendment). Bill, 3014.
Trotting Control Board-Hearing .of Appeals, 2490.
Wirth's Park-Fire hazard, 2714.
Workers Compensation (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 861;
second reading, 1430, 1900; Committee,
1901; third reading, 1902.
Workers Compensation Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 63; second reading,
211,
493;
appropriation
resolution
agreed to, 409; Committee, 505, 510;
third reading, 516.-Council's amendments dealt with, 715.
Wrongs (Damage by Aircraft) Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
1789; second rreading, 1879, 1912; Committee, 1918; remaining stages, 1922.

x.
X-ray Examinations.

(See" Tuberculosis.")

Y.
Yarra River~iltation near Queen's Bridge,
449, 452.
Young Farmers Clubs-Government grant,
1005, 3193.
Youth Welfare-Training of boys in agriculture, 925.
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